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Important User Information 

To ensure that ~e equipment described in this user guide, as well as atl the equipment o~nneded to and used with it, operate~ 
satidacton’fy and safely, all applicable local and n~tional code-, that sppiy to installing and operating the equipment must be 
followed. Since codes can vaw geographically and can r.~ange with time, it is the user’s responsibility to identify end comply with 

the applicable standards end cede~ WARNING: F~llure to comply with applicable codes and standards can result In 
damage t~ equipment and/or serious Inlury ~o p~rsonn~l. 

Pet’sonnel who are to install and operate the equipment should study tt~ user guide and all referenced docamantal~on prior ~o 

inalallstlen end~or operation of the equipment. 

In no event will the provider o!~ ~e equipment be li~e for any inddanta~, consequential, or spedal damages of any kind or nature 
whatsoever, |nduding but not limited to lost profits a~ising from or" in any w~y connected w~th the use of this use~ guide ot the 

@ Compumotor Division of Parker Hsnnifin Corporation, 1991-1994 
~ All Rights Reserved~ 

Motion Architect Is a registered trademmk of Pinker Hannifln Corporation° 
CompuCAM and SeNo Tuner are trademarks of Parker Hannll]n Corporation. 
AT and IBM are registered trademmks of Intema~onal Business Machines Corporation. 
Microsoft and MS-DOS are registered trademarks, and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Coporation. 

The InformaUan In this user guide, including any apparatus, methods, techniques, and concepts described hemln, are the 
propdetmy Wopedy of Pad(or Compumotor or its licensom, and may not be COl:ied, disclosed, or used fo~ any purpose not expm~ly 

authorized by the owner thereof. 

Since Parker Compumotor ¢onstsnW st~ves to improve all of i~s ~roducts, we reserve the right to c~ange this user guide and 

equipmanl manlJoned therein at any time without notice. 

Compumotor 
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Change Summary 
6000 Series Software Reference Guide 

Revision H 

The following is a summary of the primary technical changes to this reference guide since the last version was 
released. This reference guide, p/n 88-012966-01H (released in June 1994), supersedes 86-012966-01G. 

ANI Option 

Bit Select 

Programming Error 

Command-to- 
Compatibility 

Communication Echo 

Contouring 

Division (math) 

Error Handling 

=tion 

New: All servo products can be ordered with the ANI option, The ANI option provides 

+10V, 14-bit analog inputs (one per axis). AN! feedback can be selected with the 
command. The ANI feeriback value can be captured, monitored, offset (~’S~.T), scaled 
(SCz~ SC~.D, etc.) like any other feedback soume. ANI-specific commands: 

[ ~z ]....ANIPositJon 
[ ~’CA ] ....... P~_’~’_~J~. of ~p~_P~d ANI           TAN]: .......... Transfer Posi~n of ANI 

Clarification: You can use the blt select operator (.) in conjunction with a hyphen (-) 
to affect the value of one binary bit in a binary field. This eliminates the need to enter all 
the previous bits if you want to affect only one. For example, to disable error-checking 
bit #9 in the E~OR command, you can enter the ~P~OR. 9-¢ co~and. 

Cia~;i’;¢at~on: The TCMDER command reports only the first command error detected 
when running or downloading a program. After you correct the error, run or download the 
program again to check for additional errors (indlc~ted_ by the ? ~,-o~,~pt). 

Change: The footnote references for product incompatibility have been removed from 
the Command Usting (by Command Type) and Command Lis~ng (Alphabetical~ tables. 
Instead, a new command-to-product compat~ility table is provided in A~npendix A, 

Con’ectlon: The Cor~unication Echo Enable (ECHO) command may be used with the 
bus-based products (AT6400 & AT6n50), not just stand-alone products as previously 
indicated. In bus-based products each block of data placed in the input buffer will be 
echoed to the output buffer one command at a time. For stand-ak:me products, 
commands will be echoed character by charactur. 

Clarifications: The mechanical resolution of all axes used for contouring must be 
identical. Scaling cannot compensate for mechanical variances in resolution. In 
addition, all axes must have the same pulse width {PrJ~SE) and ddve resolution (DP~S) 
settings. If you change the PULSE setting, you will need to recompile (PcoMp) any 
previously compiled paths. 

Clarification: The m~u!t Of division (/) is specified to 5 decimal ~n!~_ces. 

New Features and Clarifications: 

Clarification: There are four ways to cancel the branch to the error program: 

- (Enhancement) Disable the error-checking bit with the EP,~OR. n-¢ command, 
where "n" is the number of the error-checking bit you wish to disable (e.g., 
~o~. 6-¢). 

- (EnhanceJ~ent) Issue the ~.RORt~ CLR command to un-aasign the program 
assigned as the error program and cancel the branch. 

- Delete the program assigned as the ERROR9 program (DEL <name of program>). 

- Sa~.fy the How to Remedy the Error requirement (see table in the 
command description). 

NOTE: In addition to canceling the branch to the error program, you must also 
remedy the cause of the error;, otherwise, the error program will be called again 
when you resume operation. Refer to the How to Remedy the Error column in the 
table in the ERRORP command description for details. 

Clarification: If you wish the branch to the error program to occur at the time the error 
condition is detected, enable the continuous command execution mode (COM]~XCl). 
OthenNise, the branch will not occur untit motion on all axes has stopped. 
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Change Summary (continued) 

Feedback Source 
Selection 
(Servo Products) 

Feedrate Override 

Inputs and Outputs 

Memory Handling 

New:. If you have a servo controller, you can select the feedback source with the 
command. The choices are enceder, LDT and ANL LDT feedback is available only for 
6270 owners, and ANI feedback is available only if you have the =-ANI" option. 

Parameters for scaling (SCLA, SCT.D, etc.), tuning gains (SGT, SGP, etc.), and position 
offset (gs~-’~) are specific to the feedback source currently selected with the last SFB 
command. If your application requires switching between feedback sources for the 
same axis, then for each feedback soume, you must issue the SFB command and then 
enter the scaling, gains, and PS~.T commands specific to that feedback source. 

Related commands: 
[ FB ] .......... Posilion of Current Feedback Device 
SFS ........... :. Select Sewo Feedback Source 

TFB ............ Transfer Position of Fcedlmck Device 

Clarification: When using feedrats overdde on a four-axis 6000 controller, axis 4 is 
used to perform the feedrate override and can no longerbe used for motion. IF THE 
SHUTDOWN OUTPUT IS NOT USED, you must disconnect axis 4; otherwise, moron will 
occur on that axis. 

Clarification: Many people refer to a voltage level when mfarendng the state of 
inputs and outputs. Because current loops are less susceptible to electrical noise 
disturbances than voltage levels, Compumotor has adopted the cohvention of current 
loops in both its hardware and documentation. Therefore, an input/output that is ’low" 
means that no current is flowing and a voltage may be present at the terminal. 
Conversely, if an input/output is =high’, current is flowing and no voltage is present. The 
active levels for home, end-of-travel, and programmable inputs are set with the HOHLVr_,, 
LHLV~, and Z~r~vr~ commands, respectively. The active levels for programmable 
outputs are set with the OU~LV~ command. 

~ew: 

¯ (-M) Memory Expansion Option: For stand-aione products only, the -M memory 
expansion option. Summary o! benel’ds: 

- Total memory for programs and paths increased from 40,000 to 150,000 
- Max. number of programs increased from 100 to 400 
- Max. number of labels increased from 200 to 600 
- Max. number of compiled paths increased from 75 to 300 

¯ TDI~t and T~ Formats Enhanced: A report-back line indicating the status of 
compiled paths has been added to the TDTR and ~ reports. Example: 

*25 OF 25 SEGMENTS (100%) CO~PZSED ME~ORY ~ING 
NewCommands New: 

DAC ] ...... Value of DAC 

DATPTR ....... Set Data Pointer 
DATSIZ ....... Data Pt’ogram Size 
DA~"~C~ ....... Data Tea~t 
[ DPTR ] ..... ~of DalaPointer 
~ ] .......... Position of Cunent Fee~tmck De~.e 

[ T.,Dt’ 1 ..... Pcei~n of LDT 
~v~c,m~ ....... LDT Gradient 
LD’~tES ....... LDT Resolution 
~ ....... LDT Post~n Update Rate 
OrJTPC ....... Output on Position - Axis 3 
OUTPD ........ Output on Posilion - Axis 4 

( Pc~ ] ._.Posrdon of CapturedANI 
[ PCC ] ._.CaiduredConrnanded Pceition 
[ ~ ] .... PosltionofCapturedLDT 
SDTAMP.... Servo Dither Amplitude 
SDT~t ...... Servo Dither Frequency 
s~B ......... Select Servo Feedback Soume 
TDPTR ....... Transfer Loca~n uf Data Pdnter 
TFS ............ Trar~fer Pod~on of Feedback Dev~e 
TLDT .......... Transfer Pce~on of LDT 
T~. ........ Transfer Posen of Cap~Jred ANI 

TPCL._...i...Transler Pos~on of Caplured LD7 

New Products 
Released 

ON Program, 
clearing 

Participating Axes 

New: This document was updated to accommodate the release of the 6201, 6270, and 
AT6n50 (AT6450 & AT6250) products. 

New:. If you wish to prevent the assigned ON program from being executed when an ON 
condition is met,issue the o~P CLR command. This un-assigns the currently assigned 
ON program without having to delete it. 

Clarification: Command parameters entered for axes excluded as a result 
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Change Summary 

Position Capture 

(continued) 

Position Offset 
(PSi.T), clearing ’ 

Program Secudty 
Feature 

Programmable I/O 
Bit Patterns 

Programmable 
Output Functions 

Programming Guide 
Section 

En hancements: [Servo Products Only) 

In addition to the encoder positions, you may now capture the commanded position. If 
you have the ANI option for your servo controller, you may capture the ANI values. 
6270 users may capture the LDT positions. 

When a ~gger interrupt input (i.e., a trigger input assigned the trigger interrupt 
function with the 1~-~c~.-~ command) is activated, the commanded position and the 
3ositions of all feedback devices on all axes are captured at one time. The position 
information is stored in registers and is available through the use ol transfer and 
assignment/comparison commands (see table below). 

Captured Information Transfer AssignmentlCo mparison 

Commanded Position ~ t=cc 
LDT Position ~ ~ 
Encoder Position ~ ~ 
ANI Value (-ANI option) ~ ~ 

If you are capturing the position/value of an encoder, LDT or ANI when it is selected as 
the feedback soume with the S~ command, the captured position is interpolated from 
the last sampled position and velocity of the feedback device, and the time elapsed 
since the last sample. The position sample rate is detem~ined by the SSFR and Z~AJ~ 
commands (system update rate). The accuracy of the position capture is :t:5Ops x 
velocity. 

If you are capturing the position of the encoder, LD’r or ANI when it is NOT selected with 
the SFB command, the last sampled position is simply stored as the captured position. 
Therefore, the accuracy is one system update pedod (determined by the ss~’~, and 
];N’D~J(commands). 

Regardless of the S~’~, selection, one encoder position is latched in hardware within +1 
encoder count (at max. encoder frequency) when its dedk;ated trigger input is activated 
(see table below). 

Encoder AT6nSO 615n 625n 6270 OEM625n 

ENCODER 1 TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A "rRG-A 
ENCODER 2 TRG-B TRG-B TRG-B n/a TRG-B 
ENCODER 3 TRG-C nfa TRG-C n/a Ha 
ENCODER 4 TRG-D n/a n/a n/a rYa 

If you issue a Ps]~’ (position offset) command, any previously captured positions will be 
offset for the PS~:’~ value. 

New:. If you wish to clear the position offsets, issue the t=s]~T c~.~. command. 

Newi A new programmable input function (zz~-1~.-q) was added to affect programming 
security. For more information, refer to the Program Securfty section on page 10, or to 
the zN~’~¢ command description. 

Change: Ustings and illustrations of the programmable I/O bit pattern for each 6000 
Series product were removed from the respective command descriptions (e.g., z~, 
ou"~, T.I:~, "z’orj’~’, etc.) end consolidated into a table located in the new Programming 
Guide section at the beginning of this document (see page 6). 

Clarifications: 

¯ The descriptions of each programmable output function have been greatly expanded. 

¯ Servo Controllers: You can use function B (Moving/Not Moving) and the target zone 
mode to indicate when the load is In Position. That is, with the target zone mode 
enabled (S’~RG~’E1), the output will not change state until the move completion criteda 
set with the S’t~G’L~ and S’Z’RG’L’V commands h~ve been met. 

New: The Programming Guide section, added to the beginning of this document (pages 
1-27), is designed as a guide to programming with the 6000 Series command language, 
including syntax and general programming guidelines. To gain a lull understanding of 
how the 6000 Sedes commands are used together to implement specific features, refer 
to the Feature Implementation chapter in your controller’s user guide, and to any 
feature-specific documentation provided with your product. 
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Change Summary (continued) 

Scaling (servos) 

Servo Control Signal 

Offset (so~s) 

Servo Update Rates 

Startup Program, 
cleadng 

Status: Axis 

Status: Error 

New: 

¯ Parameters for scaling (scz~ sCLV, SCLD, PSC~,, and PSCLV) are specific to the 
feedback source selected with the last SFB command. Therefore, if your application 
requires switching between feedback soumes for the same axis, then for each 
feedback source, you must select the feedback source with the appropriate SFB 
command and issue the scaling factors specific to that feedback source. 

¯ The default scale factor depends on which feedback source is currently selected with 
the s~s command: 

Scaling Encoder ANI LOT 
Command Feedback Feedback Feedback 

SC.T.~ & PLSCA 4000 819 432 
SCLv & PLscv 4000 819 432 
SCLD 1 819 43~ 

Clarifications: 
¯ If you use the SOFZ~S command to offset the servo controlter’s commanded analog 

control signal output, BE AWARE that this can cause acceleration to a high speed if 
there is tittle or no load. ¯ 

¯ 6270 users: If you set the 6270’s jumpers for current control, use a voltage-to- 
current ratio to enter the appropriate SOFFS command value in 

Change: The servo sampling and motion trajectop/updates have changed (see table 
in SSFR command description). The SSF~Z table now shows the system update values 
that are also affected by the INDAX and SSPR command values. ]’he servo update rate is 
the rate for I/O updates, input debounce, timer resolution, fast status update 
(bus-based controllers), and LDT position update (6270). 

New: If you wish to prevent the start-up program from being executed on power up or 
reset, issue the ST~.TP CLR command. This un-assigns the currently assigned start- 
up program without having to delete it. 

New: Bit #27 is now used to indicate if there is an LDT position read error 
(1 = error; ¢ = no error). An LDT position read error can be caused by a disconnected 
LDT, mechanical failure of LDT or detachment of LDT from the load, or LD~Z:~ command 
value too low. 

New: Bit #27 is now used to indicate if there is an LDT position read error 
(i = error:. ¢ = no error). An LDT position read error can be caused by a disconnecled 
LDT, mechanical failure of LDT or detachment of LDT from the load, or T.DTOPD command 
value too low. 

Streaming Mode Clarifications: A maximum of 60 SD command values per axis are allowed inside a 
loop. 

Teach Mode New: A new data teach mode was added and is available in all 6000 Sehes products. 
The Teach Mode is simply a method of storing (teaching} variable data and later using 
the stored data as a source for motion program parameters. The variable data can be 
any value that can be stored in a numedc (vA~) vadable (e.g., position, acceleration, 
velocity, etc). The vadable data is stored into a data program, which is an array of data 
elements that have a specific address from which to write and read the variable data. 
Data programs do not contaJn 6000 Series commands. 

For more information, refer to the Teach Mode section in the product user guide, or to 
the descriptions of the commands added to suppod this feature: 
DATPTR ...... Set Da~a Pdnter [ DPTR ]...Loca~n of Da~ Po~lter 
DATSIZ ...... Oat~ Program ~ TDPTR ..... Transfer Locagon of Data PoM~r 
DATTCPL ...... [~ta Teadl 

Warning Messages 
for P-CUT and ENBL 

Writing Text 

New:. If motion is commanded when the pulse-cut input (P.4::UT input on steppers) or the 
enable input (ENBL input on servos) is not grounded, a warning message will be 
displayed: 

Steppers: "~,u~az~: z=u~. cu? z~ ACTZV~’ 

Servos: "WARNING: ENABLE INPUT INACTIVE" 

Clarification: When using the WRITE and DWRITE commands, you may not use the 
asterisk (*) in the character string. 
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|        II 

Purpose of This Document 
This document is designed as a guide to programming with the 6000 Series command language and 
as a reference for all the 6000 Series commands. To gain a full understanding of how the 6000 
Series commands are used together to implement specific features, refer to the Feature 
Implementation chapter in your controller’s user guide, and to any feature-specific documents 
provided with your produch 

Table of Contents 
Page 1-27 ProgroJnming Guide: Guide for progranmdng the 6000 Series controller. 

Mo~ion Architect@ ........................................................ 2 
Command Syntax ................................................................. 2 
System Performance ..................................................... 5 
[m:.~ a~d O~pu~ I~I0) ................................................................................ 5 
Creat~g Bas~ Motim..: ................................................................................... 

Creating Programs & Subroutines ........................................ 7 
Storing Programs & Contouring Paths ................................ 8 
Non-Volatile Memory (Stand-Alone Products Only) ............. 9 
Creating and Executing a Set-up Prod’am ........................ 10 
Program Security ............................................... 10 
Control.~_g Execution of Programs and the Command Buffer ........ I I 
Changing Command Parameters During Motian .................................. ~. 13 
Program Flow Control ................................................... 13 
Program Interrupts ................................................. 18 
P~r~n De~gT0o~ .......................................................................... 
Error Handling ....................................................... 24 
Sample Programs Provided .......................................... 27 

Page 29-38 

Page 39-44 

Page 45-240 

Page 241-44 

Page 245-48 

Page 249-51 

Page 253-54 

Page 255-60 

Command Listing O~Y Command Type): List of all commands by their command type, 
includes command fields and command examples. 

Command Listing (Alphabetical): Alphabetical list of all commands, includes 
command fidds and command examples. 

Command Descriptions: The command description format is explained on page 45. 
Operator symbols are then described, followed by the rest of the 6000 Series 
commands in alphabet.teal order. 

Appendix ~. 6000 Series Command Compatibi/ity: Alphabetical llst of all 6000 
Series commands and the products with which they are compatible. 

Appendix B: X Serfes us. 6000 Sec~es CompoJibi!ity: AlphabeUcal ]1st of X Series 
commands and the 6000 Series commands with which they are compatible. 

Appendix C: Command Vnlue Substlh,ffnn~. Alphabetical list of all commands and 
the possible command value substitutions. 

Appendix D: ASCII Table 

Index 
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Programming Guide 

This section is desigr~ed as a guide to pro~ with the 6000 Series command language. 

Detailed descriptions of each command are provided later in the Command Descriptions section. 

To gain a full understanding of how the 6000 Series commands are used together to implement 
specifld features, refer to the Feature fmplementatWn chapter in your controller’s user guide, and to 
any feature-specific documentation provided with your product. 

To aide you in your programming efforts, Compumotor provides sample programs, These programs 
are located on the DOS Support Disk found in your product ship kit. They may be opened and 
edited in Motion Architect’s Program Editor module. 

Contents 
Motion Architect@ .......................................... ,2 
Command Syntax ........................................... 2 

Overview ................................................ 2 
’ Descdpt!on of Syntax Letters and Symbols ... 3 

Comparison and Assignment Syntax ............ 3 
Operator Symbols .................................... 4 
General Guidelines for Syntax .................... 4 
Binary and Hexadecimal Values .................. 4 
Command Value Substitutions .................... 5 

System Performance ...................................... 5 
Inputs and Outputs (I/O) .................................. 5 

Programmable I/O Bit Patterns .................... 6 
Active High/Active Low Conventions ............ 6 

Creating Basic Motion ..................................... 7 
Creating Programs & Subroutines ...................... 7 

Program Definition .................................... 7 
Subroutines ............................................ 8 

Storing Programs & Contouring Paths ................. 8 
Storing Programs for Stand-Alone Products ... 8 
Storing Programs for Bus-Eased Products .... 8 
Memory Allocation .................................... 8 

Non-Volatile Memory (Stand-Alone Products) ....... 9 
Creating and Executing a Set-up Program ......... 10 

Set-up Program Execution for 
Stand-Alone Controllers ........................ 10 

Set-up Program Execution for 
Bus-Based Controllers ......................... tO 

Program Security ......................................... 10 
Controlling Execution of Programs and the 

Command Buffer ....................................... 11 
Continuous Command Execution ............... 11 
Continue Command Execution on Kill ......... 12 
Save Command Buffer on Limit ................. 12 
Pause Command Execution Until In 

Pes~on Signal ................................... 12 
Effect of Pause/Continue Input ................. 12 
Save Command Buffer on Stop ................. 12 

Changing Command Pararnetem Dudng Motion .. 13 
Program Row Contro~ .................................... 13 

Unconditional Looping and Branching ......... 14 
Conditional Looping and Branching ............ 15 

Program Interrupts ...................................... . 18 
Program Debug Tools .................................... 19 

Trace Mode ........................................... 19 
Single-Step Mode ................................... 20 
Simulating Analog Input Channel Voltages .. 21 
Simulating I/O Activation ......................... 21 
Programming Error Responses ................. 23 

Error Handling .............................................. 24 
Enabling Error Checking .......................... 25 
Def’ming the Error Program ....................... 25 
Canceling the Branch to the Error Program .. 25 
Error Program Set-up Example .................. 26 

Sample Programs Provided ............................ 27 

Programming Guide 1 
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Motion ArchitecP 
Every 6000 Series controller is shipped with Motion Architect, a WindowsrM-ba~ed programming 
t0ol designed to simplify your programming efforts. The standard Motion Architect shell contains 
the following modules: 

¯ System Conflgurator and (~ode Generator: Automatically generate con~ller code for basic 
system set-up parameters (I/O dcfm/tions, cncodcr operations, etc.). 

¯ Program Editor: Create blocks or lines of 6000 controller code, or copy portJons of code from 
previous files. You can save program editor files for later use in BASIC, C. etc.. or in the terminal 
emulator or test panel. 

* Terminal Emulator: Communicating directly with the 6000 cont~-oller, the terminal emulator 
allows you t~ type in a~d execute controller code and transfer code ~es to and from the 6000 
controller. 

¯ Test Panel and Pro~rsm Tester: YPu can create your own test panel to run your programs and 
check the activity of [/O, motion, system status, etc~ This can be invaluable during start-ups and 
when fine tuning machine performance. 

¯ On-line Context-sensltive Help and Command Reference: These on-llne resources provide 
help information about Motion Architect, as well as interactive access to the contents of the 
6000 Series Software Reference Guide, the document you are reading right now. 

Add-on modules for Motion Architect arc available to aide Ln other programndng and set-up tasks. 
These modules a~e available through your local Automation Technology Center. 

¯ Servo TunerrM: Tune your servo controller and the attached servo drives and receive instant 
data feedback on customizable dlsplays. 

¯ CompuCAM~: CompuCAM allows you to hnport 2D geometry from CAD programs (DXF), plotter 
files (HP-GL). or NC programs (G-COde), and then translate the geometry into 6000 motion 
programs. These pro~mns can be further edited in Motion Architect’s Program Editor module 
and dowloaded to the 6000 controller f~om the Terminal Emulator or Test Panel modules. 

For detaiLs on using Motion Architect, refer to the Motion Architect User Guide. 

Command Syntax 

Overview 
The 6000 Series provtdes hlgh-level constructs as well as basic motion control building blocks. 
The language comprises simple ASCII mnemordc commands, wlth each command separated by a 
command delimiter. Upon rece~Ing a command followed by a command del/rniter, the commax~d is 
placed in the 6000 Series controller’s internal command queue. Here the command is executed in 
the order in which it is received. The command may be specified as ~unediate by placing an 
optional exclamation point ( ~. } in front of the command. When a command is specified as an 
immediate command, it is placed at the front of the command queue, where it is executed 
Lm_mediately. 

The command ~elirrflter can be one of three characters, a ~e return (<cr>), a line-feed 
or a colon {:). The space {<sp>) character is used as a neutral character within a command. 

Comments can be specAfied with the semicolon (; ) character. All characters following the 
semicolon until the command delimiter are considered program comments 

2 6000 Series Software Reference Guide 
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There is no case sensitivity with the command language. For instance, the command TSTAT is the 

same as the command ~s~a~ 

Some com~n~nds contain one or more data fields In which you can enter numeric or binary values or 
text The A command {syntar A<r>, <r>, <r>, <r>) is an example of a command that requires you to 
enter numerlc values (e.g., A5,6,7.8 command assigns acceleration values of 5, 6, 7, and 8 units/sac2 
to axes #I, #2, #3, and #4 respectively) The DRIVE command (syntax: DRIVE<h><b><b><b>) iS an 
example of a command that requires blnary values (e.g., DRL-v’EllC¢ command enables drives #I and 
#2 and ~sables drives #3 and #4). The START~ command (synta~ STARTP<t>) iS an example of a 
command that requires text (e.g., STARTP powrup command assigns the program called "powrup" as 
the start-up program). 

Description of Syntax Letters and Symbols 
The command descrlp~ons provided withIn this manual use alphabetic letters and ASCII symbols 
within the Syntax description (see example below) to represent different parameter requirements. 

INEN Input Enable Prod.ct    Rev 

Type Inputs or Program Debug Tools AT6400 

+ Syntax < ! >INEN<d><d><d>... <d> A’[’6~.~O 1.0 

Units d = ¢, 1, E, or X 615n 1.0 
Range � = o£~, 1 = on, E = affable, X = don’t: ca.~e 620rt 1.0 
Default E 625n 1.0 
R asp o n se TNEN; t TNENEEEB_EEEE_EEEE_EEE R_EEEE_EEEE_EEEE ~ 1.0 

See Also ITS], IZ~r~, ~C, ~"~V’~, ~LC, 

Letter, Symbol Description 

a Represents an axis spedfier,’nurnedc va~ue from 1 to 4 (used only to elicit a response from fire indexer) 

b’ Repres~ts the values 1,¢, x orx; does not require lield separator between values. 

c Represents a charactsr (At0 Z, or ato z) 

Represents the values 1,¢, x or x, E o~ e : does not require ~eld Sel:~ara~ between values. E or e enables 
a spec~ command field, x or x leavas ~e eped~c command field unchanged or ignore~L 

i Represents a numedc value that canno~ ~n a dedrnel point (integer values only). The numeric range 
vades by corr~nend. Reid separa~x required. 

Represents a nu~nedc value that may contain a decimel point, but is not required to have a dedmal po~t. 
The numeric.range va~es by ~rrtmand. Held sepam~ required. 

Represents an immed’~e command. Changes a buffered command to an immedia~ command. 
I~te commands are processed immediately, even before previously entered buffered 

Represents a field separator. Commands ~ the symbol r or i in ~elr Synt a x dascriplk~n require field 
separators- C<~T~ds with the symbol b or d in lheir Syntax desc~Jon do not require field separators 
~ut they may be induded): Se~ General Guidelines below for more infom~on. 

Repmserds a global specifier, where only one field need be entmed. Applicable to all commands with 
mul~ple commandfleld~ (e.g.,~rl sets veloc~ty on all axes to 1 rps) 

< > In~f~:atest~aHheitemconteinedwilhintha< >isoptk~el, not required by ~at con~nend. NOTE:Donor 
confuse with <c=>, <sp>, and <lf>, which refer 1~ I~e ASCII charactem ~xresponcing to a cardage 
return, space, and ine teed, respectively. 

[ | In~cat~att~ecommandbetwesnthe [ ] must be used in cor~J~Clion wi~ another o:rnmand, and 

The ASCII character b Can also be used w~thin a command to precede a b~na~y number. When the b is used Jn ~is context, it is 
not to be replaced wi~ a �, :L, X. or x. Examples are a~gnments such as VAI~l=ble¢~1, and compads0ns such as 
IF { IN=bl¢%IX1}. 

Comparison and Assignment Syntax 
When making assignments with or comparisons against binary or hexadecimal values, you must 
precede the binaxy value with the letter b or B, and the hexvalue with h or H. Examples: IF (D~=bllOl) 

and IF(IN=h7F). Refer also to the Binary und He~nd, ocimol V_~bJ~s secUon discussed later. 
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Operator Symbols 
The 6000 Series Language allows you to include special operator symbols, (e.g., +,/. &. ’, >=, etcJ in 
the command’s syntax to pezform bltwlse, mathematical, relational, and other special functions. 
These ope~tors axe described in detail, along with programming examples, at the beginning of the 
Command Descriptions section of this reference guide. 

General Guidelines for Syntax 
Guideline Topic 
Neutral C~aracters 
(<=p> and 

Case Sens~vity 

Command Delimiters 
(<cr>, <l£>.and : ) 

Comment Delimiter (;) 

Field Separator (,) 

GlobaJ Command 
Identifier (@) 

Bit Select Operator (.) 

Lefl-to-dght Math 

Guideline 

Using neutmJ charactem anywtlere within a 
command will not affect the cocrcaan& 

There is no case sensitivity. Use upper or 
lower case letters wl~ln commands. 

A, cenrnands must be separated by a 
command delimiter., 

All text between a comment delimiter and a 
command delimiter is considered program 
comments. 

Commands with the syrr~ol r or i in their 
Syn t ax desc~ptico require field separators. 

Commands ~ the symbol b or d in their 
Syntax descdpt~n do not require field 
separators (but they may be Included). 

Axes not padicipating in ’~e corm,m~ need not 
be spec~ied; however, field separators that ars 
normeily required must be specked. 

When you wish to set the command value 
equal on all ax~s, add ~e e symbol at the 
beginning of ~e command (enter only the value 
for one command ~dd). 

The bit select operator allows you to affect one 
biay I~t without havil to enter ell 
preceding biis in ~e command. Syntex is 

All mathema~cal operations ~,,me left-to- 
right precedence. 

Set vel0city on a~s 1 to ~ rpsand rods 2 to 25 ~ 

Add a cornmeNto ~e ~mmac~d: 
vi¢, 25,,<ta~>       ;set accel.<cr> 

Inifia~e mofion on axes 1,3and~ 
GOI~II<cr> 
gol~l<cr> 

Set accelera~on on axis 2 ~ 10 q0s~ 
A,l~,,<cr> 
A,l~,,<lf> 

Set velodty on axes 1-4to 10 rps, 25 q~, 5 rps and 
10 ms, respe~vely:. 
V1¢, 25,5, 1�<cr> 

Ir~a~mofiortonaxesl,3and4: 

GOl¢ll<¢r> 
GOl,~,l,l<cr> 

Set velocity on axLs 2 to 5 rps: 

Set velocity on all axes to 10 rps: 

Enableenor-chec~dngbit#9: 
ERROR.9-I<cr> 

IFstatementbasedmvalueofaxlestatusb~#12 
IF{1AS.12-bl)<cr> 

VARI:5+3* 2<cr> . 
ReSU": Vadable I is a~signedthevaJueo116(8"2), 
not 11 (5+6). 

NOLO: The co’nmand line Is limited to 80 characters (excluding spaces). 

Binary and Hexadecimal Values 
The 6000 Series Language allows you to store binary numbers in the biv~u-’y variables {VM~B) 
command. The binary variables start at the left with the least significant bit, and increase to the 

right. For example, to set bit 1.5, and 7 you would issue the command V’ARBI=bLx:~Lxl. Notice that 
the letter b is required. 

Hexadecimal values can also be stored in binary variables (VARB}. The hexadecimal value must be 
specified the same as the birmxy value--left is least significant byte, right is most significant. For 
example, to set bit I, 5, and 7 you would issue the command V/uRBI=h15. Notice that the letter h Is 
required. 

When assigning a binary value to a binaxy variable, only the bits specified axe affected. All 
unspecified bits are left in their current state. 
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Example 
¯ 9"ARBI=blI¢I~ 

Response 
*VARBI:II~I_XXL~ 

When assigning a hexadecimal value to a binary variable, all unspecified bits are set to zero. 

Example Response 
¯ VARBI=h7FAD : VAR81 *VARBI=III0_IIII_01~I_I011_~_~_~ZC~_~Z~ 

Command Value Substitutions 
Many commands can have a variable name (VAR), a binary variable name (v~). a data command 

(DAT). a read command (READ, DREAD. or DREADF}, or a thumbwheel value {TW) substituted for the 
command value. The substitution must be enclosed In parentheses. 

Substitution 

VAR 
VARB 
DAT 
READ 
DREAD. 
DREADF 
TW 

Description 

Currant valus of the vadable is placed in the co~responding field of the command 

Value of the binary varial~e is used to establish aJl the fields in the command 

Cu~mnt vaJue of ~e data program (DATP) is placed in the ccrmspo~ng field of the command 
Informat~’~ is requested at the time the c~wnand is executed 

Read the RP240~ numeric keypad into the cormspondin9 field of the command 

Re~ the RP2447s funclJ~n keypad into the com~s.:K.x~9 fie~d of the command 

Current value set on the lhumbwheeis is placed in ~le ~nding field of the c~mmand 

Not all of the commands are allowed this type of substitution. For a complete list of the commands 
and the proper substitutions, refer to Appendix C. 

Example 
> YAgJ.:15 
¯ A5, (~zg~l),4,4 
> "v’~RBl=b11~) ].X~l. 
> GO (VJ~B1) 

¯ OUT (VARSI) 
¯ VARSI=’En~er Velocity" 
¯ V2, (~AD1} 

> ! ’2¢ 
¯ FZ~v’2,1, (~n..) 

Description 
Set vadable I to 15 
Set acceleration to 5,15,4,4 for axes 1 - 4, respectively 
Set binary vadable 1 to 11~lXX1 (bits 5 & 6 are not affected) 
Initiate motion on the axes specified by binary vadable 1 (in this 
example, axes 1, 2, and 4) 
Turn on outputs 1, 2, 4, and 7 
Set string vadabie 1 equal to the message "~te~ Veloci~.y" 
Set the velocity to 2 on axis 1. Read in the velocity for axis 2, 
output vadable stdng 1 as the prompting message 
Operator prompt message 
Value entered by operator is 20; thus, axis 2 velocity is 20 
Set the home velocity to 2 and 1 on axes 1 and 2, respectively. 
Read in the home velocity for axis 3 from thumbwheel set 1 
Set the home velocity to 2 and 1 on axes 1 and 2, respectively. 
Read home velocity for axis 3 from data program 1. 

System Performance 
There are several commands within the 6000 Series command language that affect system 

performance: SCALE, INDUSE. INFEN, Ob~FEN, and ONCOND. These commands, whcrt enabled, will slow 
command processing, This degradation in performance wtll not be noticeable for most 
applications. But for some, it may be necessary to disable one or all of these commands. 

Inputs and Outputs (I/O) 
Throughout thls document, references are made to Inputs and outputs. The total number of Inputs 
and outputs varies from one 6000 SetSes product to another. The command descriptions are 
generalized; therefore, if a command refers to an Input your 6000 Scrles product does not have, 
simply ignore the statement. I/O pin outs, specifications, and circuit drawings are provided in the 
Hardware Reference chapter of each 6000 Sextes product’s user guide, Bit patterns for the 
programmable Inputs and outputs are shown below. 
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Programmable I/O Bit Patterns 
Product 

AT6400-AUX1 

AT6250 

AT6450 

615n Sedes 

620n Sedes. 
627O 

625n Series 

OB~6200 

OF-MS250 

Programmable Input Pattern * 

20 
,b bbbbbb b.bbbbbbbbbbbb 

~ ~N & C~’ ~t~ 
on a~es 1 - 4. mspec~,~y 

(TRG-A - TRG-O) 

1                               27 

,b bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb 

~       Tm~A. TRG,,C) 

28 

~bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb ,bbbbbbbbbb 

~RG-A- ~G-O) 

bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb, bb 

inputs (TRG-A 

~bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb 

18 

,bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb 

~bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb 

k~pu~ (TRG-A & TRG~) 

Se~o Products Only: 

Programmable Output Pattern 

24 
,bbbbbbbbbbbb bbbbbbbbbb bb, 

24 general-~uq~ose J 

ou@ut; 

1 4 
bbbb 

4 general-~Jmos~--~ 

27 
,bbbbbbbbb bb b bbb b bbbbbb bb~bbb 

24 g~ne’a~gUq~O., -J a uxilill~y ~1~’~. 

o~ (OUT-A ¯ OUT-C) 

9 

bbbbbbbbb 

a~di~y ou~ (OUT.A) -J 

1                              28 

,bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb 

(OUT-A & OUT-8) 

8 
,bbbbbbbb, 

8 genaral~t~osa J 
~u~putl 

INEN command has no effect on ldgger inputs when they are con~gumd as Trigger Interrupt’inputs with the ZNF~Ci-H OmnT~md. 
OUTEN command has no effect on au~"a~y ou~uts when ~ey ~ co~gured as Output<.~=’osi~o. outputs with the OUTFNCi-H 

Active High/Active Low Conventions 
Many people refer to a voltage level when referencing the state of inputs and outputs. Compumotor 
6000 series products have the ability to configure the active level of its inputs and outputs. The 
active state refers to the voltage level as set by the appropriate level command (Hom.,~.,, I~,~.,, LHSVI,, 
or 0UTLVL). The product defaults to an input/output level of £~ volts as its active level (referral to as 
*active low’). Thus, a "1" will appear in a command referencing an input/output state when the 
voltage level is ~ volts. 
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Creating Basic Motion 
To illustrate the use of basic motion commands, the following programming example is provided. 

Each command entered is followed 
the terminal. A short description oz each cornmana 
this document are presented in this same format. 

This is a programming example for single-axis motion. When programming multiple axes, you 
would use the addition command fields. For example, the command for setting the acceleration on 

axes one and two to 12 units/see2 and axes three and four to 25 units/see2 would be A].2012,25,25. 

Command 
> 

¯ 

¯ A12 
> ADS 
¯Vl¢ 
> D4¢�¢ 

¯ 

Description 
Places axis I in the incremental positioning mode 
Places axis 1 in the preset positioning mode 
Enables axis 1 end-of-travel limits 
NOTE: If you have not connected hardware end-of-travel limits, issue instead the 
command to disable the limits, but USE CAUTION so that you do not move the load 

too far in either direction. 

Sets the acceleration to 12 units/sec2 
Sets the deceleration to 5 units/sec2 
Sets the veloci~ to 10 units/sec 
Sets the distance to 4,000 units (make sure this is a safe distance if you 

have disabled your end-of-travel limits) 
Executes the 4,000-unit move 

Creating Programs & Subroutines 
A program is a series of commands. These coi~T~ands are executed in the order in which they are 
programmed. Immediate commands (commands that begin with an exclamation point I ! ]) cannot 
be stored in a program. Only buffered commands may be used in a program. 

Program Definition 
The commands that you enter to define a program are presented vertically in the examples in this 
document. This was done to help you read and understand the commands. When you are actually 
typing these commands into your terminal, they can be displayed horizontally on~ if you use the 

colon (: I as a command delimiter. 

To begin the definition of a program, enter the Begin Program Definition (DEF) command 
immediately followed by a program name and a delimiter (carriage return or colon). The End 

Program Definition (END) command ends the program definition. All buffered commands that you 
enter aller DEF and before mm will be executed when the program is run (see example below}. 

As demonstrated above, you can run a program by entering the I~uN command immediately followed 

by a program name and a delimiter. 

Once you define a program, it cannot be redefined until you delete it with the DEL command. You 

may then redefine that progrmn with the DEF command. 

Command 
> Z~ 
> ~ 
> ~ 

- GO1 
¯ END 
¯ RUN progl 

Description 
Places axis 1 in the incremental mode 
Places axis 1 in the preset mode 
Enable axis 1 end.of-travel limits 

NOTE: If you have not connected haro’ware end-of-travel !imits, i.ssue.instead..the. LH,~ 1 
command to disable the limits, but USE CAUTION so that you oo not move me ioao 

too far in either direction. 

Begin definition of program progl 
Sets acceleration to 25 
Sets deceleration to 25 
Sets veloci~ to 10 
Sets distance to 5,000 (make sure this is a safe distance if you have 

disabled your end-of-travel limits) 
Executes the move (Go) 
Ends definition of program called progl 
Runs program progl 
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Subroutines 
A subroutine is essentially the same as a program, except that it is executed with the GosLrB 
command or by entering the subroutine name by itserf {refer to the Program Flow Control-- 

Unconditional Branching section later in this chapter for further discussion on using the G0Srm 
command). Subroutines can be nested up to 16 levels deep. 

Storing Programs & Contouring Paths 
User programs/subrouUnes and complied contouring paths are stored in non-volatile memory for 
stand-alone fserial communication) products or volatile memory for bus-based products. To 
determine how much of the available memory is used for user programs and paths, issue the TtmH 
command. You can use the TDIR command to check the status of your programs and p~ths. A 

sample response to the TDIR command is provided below. The number in front of the program 
name is the number to use when defining specific inputs to correspond to a specific program 
(function p of the ThrONe command), or when programs are selected via BCD (function B of the ZlCf~c 

command). The last two lines of thls response are what you receive If issuing the TuJZ;~ command. 

"1 - SETUP USES 345 B~"~S 
*2 - PIKPRT USES 333 BYTES 
*32322 OF 33~ BYTES (98%) PROGRAM MEMORY REMAINING 
*500 OF 500 SEGMENTs (100%) COMPI’LED MEMORY REMAI~It~G 

Information on how to control memory allocation is provided below. 

Storing Programs for Stand-Alone Products 
If you are using a stand-alone, serlal-based product, programs and compiled contouring paths are 
automatically stored In non-volatile memory (battery-backed RAIVlL 

More information on other |terns that are stored in non-volatile memory is provided below, 

Storing Programs for Bus-Based Products 
If you are using a bus-based product, programs and compiled contouring paths are stored in 
.v~ola~tll..e .~R~. me.m.o.B,. (not~ batte~..’,bac, ked), Therefore. you should backup your motion pro 
une t-~ ,~i-S nara atsK or noppy a~sK to ensure their safety. This is easily done with the I~vg~nSe to 

MoUon Program funcUon of Motion Architect’s Terminal Emulator module. In general, your 
programs may ah-eady be stored on you computer, since most programs are created with MoUon 
Architect or the DOS 6000 software package. 

[n addition, application set-up pa-,-ameters such as memory allocation, I/O coallguration, etc. 
should be placed in a set-up program that is called/downloaded and executed before performing 
any other controller functions {see Creating and E~ecutb~j a Set-Up Program below for details). 

Memory Allocation 
Programs def’med with the DEF command are stored in the memory allocated for program storage. 

Paths compiled with the PCO~9 command are stored in the memory allocated to contouring 
segments. Memory allocation for programs and contouring path segments is determined by the 

M~MORY command setting. 
The t.l~viORY comz~and syntax is I’fI~ORY<i>, <i>, v~’here the first <i> ts the nui~ber of bytes allocal;ed 

to program storage and the second <i> is the number of bytes allocated to contouring path 
segment storage. Program memory requirements vary according to the size of the program, but 
contouring path segments require a fixed 62 bytes for stepper products and 66 bytes for servo 

When specifying the memory allocation, use only even numbers {e.g., I~Z~)Ry32¢¢2,31998]. The 
minimum storage capacity in any category (programs or contouring paths] is 1,000 bytes. 

The following table identifies memory alIocaUon defaults and limits for all 6000 Series products. 
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Pro~,,~ 

615n, 625n, ard 6270 

62(X)-C and 6201 

Total Memory Default 
(-M Option) {-M Option) 

39000,1000 

59000,100~ 

21400,18600 
(75600,74400) 

Max. Allocation for Programs 
(-M Option) 

Max. Allocation for 
(-M Option) 

1000, 63000 

(1~o,o0o) 

(15o90o) 
1000,39000 
(1000,149000) 

(~4~ooo,~ooo) 

39000,1000 
(149000,1000) 

39000,1000 

-M refem =o the Expanded Memory OpSon, which provides 150,000 bytes of memory (stand-alone)roducts only) 
-C refers to the Contouring Option 

When using the Teach Mode. be aware that the memory requh’ed for each data statement of four 
data points (39 bytes) is taken from the memory allocation for program storage. 

CAUTION 

Using a memory allocation command (e.g., HEMORY390(~, 1¢~) will erase all exis, ti.ng prog....rams 
and compiled contouring path segments. However, issuing the t.~J~oR¥ commano oy itself (to 

request the status of how the memory is allocated) will not affect existing programs or segments. 

Translation Mode 
If you need to detexTaine the memory required for each command, you can use the Translation 

Mode. 

While in the translation mode (enabled with the TRA~SI command), you simply type in the command 
in ques~on and the 6000 controller responds with a hexadecimal number. The first byte (first two 
cha_,’acters| of the response is the command’s memory requirement. The remaining chax~cters are 
merely at binary version of the command and can be ignored. To disable the ~anslation mode. type 

in the TR]u~S¢ command. 

If an invalid 6000 Series command is entered in the translation mode. the 6000 cont.roller will return 
the hexadecimal ASCII representation of each ASCH character entered. 

For example, to determine the memory requi~ed for storing the D8�~¢0, 16¢~¢ command, use the 
following procedure: 

I. Enable the t~anslation mode with the T~A~SI command. 

2 Type in t_he D8~, 16¢~ conunand. 

.~ The tern’dnal displays: ¢B ¢4 ¢¢ ¢~ 01 38 80 ~ ~ 3E 80. ¢B is the command’s memo~y 
requirement of 11 bytes. The rest of the characters can be ignored. 

Non-Volatile Memory (Stand-Alone Products 0nly) 
When using stand-alone serial-based 6000 controllers the items listed below are automatically 
stored in non-volatile memory (battexy-backed RAM). 

Item 

Absolute position reference 

Compiled contouring paths {PCO~IP) 

Device address (~u~o~) 

LDT gradient 

Memory aJlocation (~OR~) 

Power-up program (STARTP) 

Programs (DEF ... END) 

RP240 password (DPAS$) 

R3-232C baud rate 

Servo gain sets (SGS~-’~) 

Variables: Numeric (VAe~), Binary (VARY), 
and String (eARs) 

615n 

nfa 

-C 

A checksum is calculated for 
the non-volatile memory area 
each time you power up or reset 
your 6000 controller. A b~d 
checksum indicates that the 
user memory has been 
con-upted (possibly due to 
electrical noise) or has been 
cleared {due to a spent battery). 
The controller w~g dear all user 
memory when a bad checksum 
is calculated on power up or 
reset, and bit 22 will be set in 
the "fss command response. 
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,,Creating and Executing a Set-up Program 
In most applications, you will benefit by having a set-up, or configuration, program that is executed 
before performing any other controller functions. The set-up program contains various set-up 
parameters specific to the general operation of your controller. Examples of these parameters 
include scaling factors, I/O definitions, feedback device configuration, homing operations, end-of- 
travcl limits, drive configuration, program execution modes, etc, 

Use Motion Architect’s Setup module to help you create the basic configuration program. By 
simply responding to a series of dialog boxes, a program is created with a specific name [as if you 
created it in the usual process with the DI~ and ~ commands, as noted above). You can fta-ther 
edit this program in Motion Architect’s Editor module If you wish. How you execute the set-up 
program depends on which product form factor you are using - stand-alone or bus-based. 

Set-up Program Execution for Stand-Alone Controllers 
If you created the set-up prograx~ in Motion Architect, you need to download it to the 6000 
controller’s non-volatile memory vla the Terminal Emulator module (see Send Motion Program 
under the Transfers menu]. [fyou created the set-up program yourself, as in the example below, it 
is already stored to non-volatile memory. 

Now that the set-up program is available, you can cause it to be executed automatically after the 
6000 controller is powered-up or reset. To do this, you must assign it a.s the power-up start 
program with the ST/LRTP command {see foturth llne in example below). 

Command Desc=ription 
> D]~ seCup Defines program set:up 

TRm/ Report software revision 
~ End of program set:up 

> START9 setup Defines program pwz-up as the power-up program 
> R~S’k-~ Reset the controller; sample response is as follows: 

*PARI-~R COtvlPb’H~fOR 62(~1 I, fOTTON 
*NO RSlvl¢3,~ PA.N~ 

*CONTOUR~ OPT]:ON 
*ADV~cF.,D FO~ OPT]:OIqS t~ 

*]~X~ANDk’~ H~ORY OP~TOI~ NOT 

If the program that is tdenl~Zled as the ST.g.RTp program is deleted by the DF_J~ command, the ST,~RTP is 

automatically cleared. If you wish to prevent the assigned S?~S.R’fp program from being executed, 
without having to delete the program, Issue the ST/~R~’P CLR command. 

Set-up Program Execution for Bus-Based Controllers 
In most cases you will require the parameters in the setup program to be executed as soon as 
possible so that subsequent parameters are based on the setup program. This can be done using 
Motion Architect. A set up program can be defined [in Motion Arehltect’s Setup Module), saved, and 
then downloaded in the "/’errrdna! Module (see Send Motion Program under the Ttansfers Menu]. 
Once the setup program has been stored in the controller, it may be run by issuing the name of the 
setup program. 

An alternative method would be to not store the setup parameters in a setup program, but have 
them execute upon downloading to the controller. This can be done be defining the setup 
parameters in the Setup Module of Motion Architect, but not specifying a setup program. This will 
remove the DF.F and ,?JCV statements from the setup file, which you will dowrfload the same way in 
Motion Architect’s Terminal Module. Because the statements execute upon downloading, there is 
no need to issue a program name. 

Program Security 
Issuing the ZIcFI~Ci-Q command enables the Program Security feature and assigns the Program 

Access function to the specified programmable input. The "t" represents the number of the 
programmable input to which you wish to assign the function. 
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The program security feature denies you access to the Dm~, D~J~ ~ M~ZVlORY, and n~n~c commands 
until you activate the program access input. Being denied access to these commands effectively 
restricts altering the user memory allocation. If you try to use these commands when program 

security is active (program access input is not activated), you will receive the error message *ACCESS 
DENTED. 

For example, once you issue the INFNC22-G command, input #22 is assigned the program access 
function and access to the DEF, DEL. ERASE, MEMORY. and INFNC commands w~ be denied until you 
activate input #22. 

Controlling Execution of Programs and the 
Command Buffer 
The 6000 controller command buffer is capable of storing 2000 characters waiting to be processed. 
(This is separate from the memory allocated for program storage - see Memory Allocation earlier.) 

Three commands, COMF.~C, CO~, and c01~_.Xl~, affect command e~ecution, Three additlorud 
commands, c~. co~m~, and COM~S, affect the execution of programs and the command buffer. 

COMEXC (Continuous Command Execution) 
The COI~XC command enables the continuous command execution mode. This mode allows the 
program to continue to the next command before motion has completed. This is useful for 
monitoring other processes while motion is occurring, or for performing calculations in advance of 
motion completion. 

Ser~o P~oducts: The CoI~_~C mode allows servo controllers to pre-process the next move while the 
current move is still in motion. Then, when the current move is considered 
complete (on both axes}, the controller simply begins the next move. This 
reduces the processing t.tme for the subsequent move to only a few microseconds. 

Avoid Executing Moves Prematurely 

To avoid executing the next preset mode (M¢¢) move before the load has settled to the 
commanded position, use the Target Zone Mode (£TRGT£1 1) to define the move 
completion criteria (refer to the Target Zone section in the servo controller’s user guide 
for details). 

In the following programming example, by enabling the continuous command execution mode. the 
cont~oller is able to turn on output #3 after the encoder moves 4000 units of its 125000-unit move. 

Normally, with co~_~c disabled, command processing would I~ temporarily stopped at the 
con’unand until motion is complete, 

Command 
> COMEXCI 
> DRES25(~ 
> D125~ 

> AI~ 

> ~kIT (IPE>4~) 
> OOTXXI 
> WAIT 
¯ 

Oesoription 
Enable continuous command mode 
Set drive resolution for axis 1 
Set distance 
Set velocity 
Set acceleration 
Initiate motion on axis 1 
Wait for the encoder position to exceed 4000 
Turn on programmable output #3 
Wait for motion to complete on axis 1 
Turn off programmable output #3 

Changing Acceleration and Velocity On The Fly 

While the continuous command mode (COMZXCl) and the preset mode (~c¢) are enabled, axes in 
motion cannot have acceleration, velocity, or distance parameters modified until motion is 
complete; an axis in motion can also not be given another GO command. However, if the 
continuous command mode (cOl~_.xc1) and the continuot@ mode (MC1) are enabled, axes in 
motion can have accelerafion and velocity parameters modified during motion, and be given 
subsequent GO commands to create custom motion profiles. Refer to the Continuous Mode 
section in your 6000 product user guide for examples~ 
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COMEXK (Continue Command Execution on Kill) 
This feature is applieable only to him-based products. The co~mx~ command determines whether 

the commands following a Kill (K) command in a block write will be saved after the {K} command is 

processed. Upon receiving a (K) command, or an external kill input (IICFNCi-C], all commands in the 
command buffer are eliminated. If there are any other commands contained within the data block 
during the Kill (K) command, these commands will also be eliminated from the command buffer, unless 

Continue Execution on Kill (COHEX~} is enabled. This also holds true when a Kill input is received. 

COMEXL (Save Command Buffer on Limit) 
The ¢OI~XL command enables saving the command buffer and maintaining program execution 
when a hardware or software limit is encountered. 

COMEXP (Pause Command Execution Until In Position Signal) 
This feature is applicable only to stepper products. The COHEXP command enables wa/thng for 
the m-position signal (DRIVE connector pin 4}. While enabled, the next command will not be 

processed until the in-position signal becomes active. This only affects the command processing 
of motion commands, 

COMEXR (Effect of Pause/Continue Input) 
The COI~_~IR command affects whether a pause input (i.e., a general-purpose input configured as a 

pause/contlnue input with the TNFNCi-E command) will pause only program execution or both 
program execution and motion. 

Upon receiving a pause input, ordy program execution will be paused; any motion In 
progress will continue to its predetermined destination. Releasing the pause input or 

Lssuing a : C command will resume program execution. 

Upon receiving a pause input, both motion and program execution will be paused; the 

motion stop function is used to halt mo~Ion. After motfon has come to a stop (not during 
dece!eration), you can release the pause input or issue a ! ¢ command to resume motion 
and program execution. 

Other Ways to Pause 

¯ Issue the ~>s command before entedng a sedes of buffered commands (to cause motion, activate 
outputs, etc.), then issue the :C command to execute the commands. 

¯ While program execution is in progress, issuing the ! Ps command stops program execution, but any 

move currently in progress will be completed. Resume program execution with the ! c command. 

COMEXS (Save Command Buffer on Stop) 
The cOm~XS command affects saving the command buffer and maintaining program execution upon 
receiving a stop input (a general-purpose input configured with the l~’l~i-D command) or a stop 

command ( !Ser !S111). 

Upon receiving a stop input or stop command, motion will decelerate at the preset AD/ADA 
value, program executlon will be terminated, and every command in the buffer will be 
discarded. 

Upon receiving a stop input or stop command, motion will decelerate at the preset AD/ADA 
value, program execution will pause, and all commands foilowLng the command currently 

being executed will remain in the command buffer. 

Resuming program execution (ordy after motfon has come to a stop}: 

Whether stopping as a result of a stop input or Stop ( : s ca- : si111) command, you Cml 
resume program execution by issuing an immediate C ontinue (! c) command or by 

activating a pause/continue input (a general-purpose input configured with the IS~Ci-E 

command--see COHF-.XR discussion above}. 

If you are resuming after a stop input or a : s1111 command, the move in progress will not 
be saved. 

ffyou are resuming after a !S command, you will resume the move in progress at the point 
where the ! s command was received by the processor. 
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Upon receiving a stop input or stop command, motion will decelerate at the preset ~ 
value and prog~ura execution will be terminated, but the TN-~ELP value is retained. This 
allows external program selection, via inputs defined with the INFNCi-B or INFNCi-iP 
commands, to continue. 

Changing Command Parameters During Motion ...... 
When motlon ks in progress, some commands cannot have their parameters changed until motion 

is complete (see table bdow). 

If the continuous command execution mode in enabled (COHEXCI| and you try to enter new. 

command parameters, you will receive the error response MO~ZON I~ m~Gl~SS. If the continuous 

command execution mode in disabled (co~_xc¢), which IS the default setting, you will receive the 

response M~TtZON IN ]PROGRESS only_ ff you precede the conunand with the immediate (1) modifier 

(e.g., Iv2~}. If you enter a command without the immediate modifier (e.g., v20]. you will not receive an 

error response and the parameter will remain at its previous seti~ng. 

All of the commands in the table below, except for ]~v~x and SCJ~LE, are axis-dependent. That is. if 

one axis is moving you can change the parameters on the other axes, provided they are not in motion. 

Gommand 

D 
DRES 

DRIVE 
ENC 
ERES 
EPMV 
FR 
GOL 
HOH 
HOMA 
HOMAA 
HOMAD 
HOHADA 
HOMV 
HOMVF 
INDAX ° 
JOG 
JOGA 
JOGAA 
JOGAD 
JOGADA 
JOGVH 

Description 

D~ance 

Drive Resolution 

Drive Shu~lown 

F_.noxler/Motor Step Mode 

Encod~ Resolu~on 

Posi~n Maintenance Max Velod~ 

Fesdrate Enable 

In’~d8 Unpin’ Ir~)ol~ad Mo’don 

Home Acceleration 

Average Home Ac~elera~on 

Home Decelermlofl 

Average Home Decelera~on 

Home Vek:~ 
Home Final Velocity 

Average Jog Accelera~ 

Jog Decetera~on 

Average Jog Decelera~on 

Jog veoety High      , , 

Command 

JOGVL 

JOY 

JOYA 
JOYAA 
JOYAD 
JOYADA 
JOYVH 
JOYVL 
LDTRES 
LHAD 
LHADA 
LSAD 
LSADA 
MA 
MC 
PSET 
SCALE ° 
SCLA 
SCLD 
SCLV 
SSV 

Descciption 

Jog Velocity Low 

Joystick Mode.Enable 

Joys~ck Accelera~on 

Average Joyslick Accelera~on 

Joystick Deceleration 

Average Jo~ck Deceleration 

Joystick Ve~oc~y High 

Joys~ck Vekx~ Low 

LDT Resolution 

Hard Limit Deceleration 

Average Hard Limit Deceleration 

Soft Limit Dec~erat~on 

Average Sdt Limit Deceleration 

Preset/Con~us Mode Enable 

Enable/Disable Scala Facto~ 

A~celeration ScaJe Factor 

Distance Scale Factor 

Velocity ScaJe Factor 

S~/Smp Veoc~y 

¯ Any a~Ls in motion results in an error. 

Program Flow Control 
ProgramJlow refers to the order in which commands will be executed, and whether they will be 
executed at all. In general, commands are executed in t.he order in ~hich they are received. 
However, certain commands can redirect the order in which commands will be processed. 

The GOTO and Out~ commands are branches without a return to a group of commands. The GOS~ 

command is a compact way to execute a group of commands starting with a DEF command and 

ending with a END command, then proceeding with the command following the GOSU~... Both require 
program or label names as destinations and both can be used either unconditionally or as part of 
IF, REPEAT, or ~.rrr.~. commands. The L and LN pair is a convenient way to execute a group of 
commands a prc-deteamincd number of times without having to repeat those commands. 

The WAIT command suspends program flow until the specified condition is met. A variety of 
conditions can be wafted on, including input patterns, time, move complete, and others. 
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i Unconditional Looping and Branching 

Unconditional Looping 
The Loop (~,) comm~nd |s an u~condlUona] loopL~g command. You may use this comm.a.nd to 
repe~t a series of commands. You can nest Loop comm~nds up ~o 16 levels deep. 

Command Description 
> Ps Pauses command execution until the indexer receives an 

Immediate Continue ( ! c) command 
~ Sets unit to Incremental mode 
AS<~ Sets acceleration to 50 
v5 Sets velocity to 5 
~5 Loops 5 times 
D2¢¢¢ Sets distance to 2,000 
GO]. Executes the move (Go) 
~ Delays 2 seconds after the move 
.T~ Ends loop 
!C Initiates command execution to resume 

(The motor moves a total of 10,000 units.) 

Unconditional Branching 
There are three ways to branch unconditionally: 

c_,~: The c-o~o conu-nand transfers control from the current program being processed to the 
program name or label stated in the G~YfO command. 

GOStm: The GOSU~ command branches to the program name or label stated in the GOSr3B command; 

however, the GOSLra command returns control to the program where the branch occurred. 

The J-~l= command branches to the program name or label stated in the ~ command. 
All nested zFs, ~r~zz~.s, and REPZ~?s, loops, and subroutLnes are cleared; thus, the program 

or label that the ~ h’dUates w~l not return control to the l~e after the o-~P, when the 
program completes operaUon. Instead, the program w/ll end. 

If an invalid program or label name is entered, the branch command will be ignored and processing 
will contlnue wlth the next ILne In the program. 

NOTE 
Be careful about performing a GOTO within a loop or branch statement area (Le., between 
L & LN, between IF & N~F, betweefl REPEAT & UNTIL, or belwee8 WHILE & NWHILE~ 
Branching to a different location within the same program will cause the next L, Its, REPEAT, 
or WHZZ~ statement encountered to be nested within the previous L, ZF, RZP~J~T, or WHZLE 
statement area, unless an LN, NZF, U~Ir., or ~£LE command has already been 
enco untered. 
If you wish to avoid this nesting situation, use the 0"uz~P command instead 
of the GOTO command. 

- OUT. 6-1 
- T5 
- L (VJUZ2) 
- GO11 
- T3 

Description 
Begin definition of prog ,ram c~tl 
Send axes 1 and 2 to the home pos~on 

Wait for axes I and 2 to come to a ha~t at home 
Go to subroutine program called prompt 
Place axes I and 2 in the incremental mode 
Set acceleration: axis 1 : 10, axis 2 = 30 
Set deceleration: axis 1 = 5. axis 2 = 12 

Set veloc~, axis 1 = 5, axis 2 = 8 
Set distance: axis 1 = 16,000, 
axis 2 = 100,000 
Turn on output number 6 
Wait for 5 seconds 
Begin loop ( the number of loops = va/ue of VAR2) 
Initiate moves on axes 1 and 2 
Wait for 3 seconds 
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End loop 
Turn off output number 
End definition of pregram 

> DE~ prompt: 
- VA~Sl="£nt:er part count >" 
- VAR2 =RKADI 

Begin definition of program prompt 
Place message in string variable #1 
Prompt operator with stdng variable #1, and read data into 
numeric variable #2 
End definition of program p=ompt 

Run the program called 

After issuing the RUN curl command, the program curl Is executed until it gets to the conunand 
GOSUB prompt, ’From there it branches unconditionally to the subroutine (actually a program] 
called prompt:. The subroutine prompt queries the operator for the number of parts to process. ARer 
the part number is entered (e.g., operator enters the : ’ 12 command to process 12 parts}, the rest of 
the prompt subroutine is executed and control goes back to the cut1 program and resumes program 
execution with the next command af~ the GOd’s, which is 

Conditional Looping and Branching 
Condttiortal looping [REPEAT/UNTIL and WHILE/NWHILE) erlt.il~ repeating ~i set of co~S until or 
while a certain condition exists. In condit~ona/branching {IF/ELSE/NIF}, a Speciffc set of 
commands is executed based on a certain condition. Both rely on the fulfillment of a conditional 

expression, a condition specified In the UNTIL, WHILE, Or IF commands. 

A WAIT command pauses command execution until a specific condition exists. 

Flow Control Expression Examples 
Thts section provides examples of expressions that can be used in conditional branching and 

looping commands (UNTIL, WHILE, and IF) and the WAIT command. These expressions can be 
constructed, In conjunction with relational and logical operators, with the following operands: 

¯ Numeric Variables and Binary Variables 
¯ Inputs and Outputs 
¯ Current MoUon Parameters and Status 
¯ Current Motor and Encoder Position (steppers) 
¯ Current Commanded and Actual Position (servos) 

¯ Error, Axls, and System Status 
¯ Timer and Counter Values 
¯ Data Read from the Serial Port (stand-alone) 
¯ Data Read from the RP240(stand-alone) 

Numedc and Binmy Variables 
A numeric variable (VAR) can be used within an expression if it is compared against another 
nurne~J: varlable, a value, Or one of the compaxlson commands {/~ A0, ~z~I, !uv¢. C~, D, D~C, FB, IJYf, ~ 
PCC. B:~z, PCL, PCM, PE, PER. PM. TIM, V, VEL. etc.). Note that not all of the comparlson commands apply to 
every 6000 controller. When c~nparing a variable against another value, variable, or comparkson 

command, the relational operators (=, >. >=. <, <=, <>) and logical operators (AND. OR, NOT) are used. 

Expression Description 
(~’~RI<VAR2) True expression if variable 1 is less than vadable 2 
(V’ARl>=25¢¢) True expression if variable I is greater than or equal to 2500 
(V~.J.=IAD) True expression if variable 1 is equal to the deceleration of axis 1 
(VARI<vAR2 ~ VAR4>IPE) True expression if variable I is less than variable 2 and variable 4 is 

greater than the value of encoder 1 

A bInary variable (V~B) can be used within an express|orL if the variable is compared against 
another binary variable, or a value. When comparing a variable against another value or variable, 

the relational operators ( =, >, >=, <, <=, <>) and logical operators (Ate’D, OR, NOT] are used. 

Exp ressio n 
(VJ~31<>VARB2) 
(VARBI=blI(~I Elll) 
(VARBl<VAP32 ~ "v’APd~>hF] 

Description 
True expression if binary variable 1 is not equal to binary variable 2 
True expression if binary vadable I is equal to 1 ! 01 Xlll 
True expression if binary vadable I is less than binary vadable 2 
and binary variable 4 is greater than the hexadecimal value of F 
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Inpu~ and Outpu~ 
An input or output operand {IN, INO, nIl~ OUT) can ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ion. ~e op~d is 
comp~ ag~t a bm~ v~le or a b~ or h~d~ ~ue. ~ m~g ~ 
com~son, ~� re~flo~ op~a~rs { =. >. >=. <, <=, <>} ~d Io~ o~o~ (~. o~ ~} ~ ~ 

Expression Description 
(zN. 12=bl) True expression if input 12 is equal to 1 
(LIM>h3) True expression if limit status is greater lhan hexadecimal 3 

Current Motion Parameters and Status 
Motion parameters consist of A, PJ~, D, V, VEI,, status MOV. The moUo~ parameters can be used within 
an expression, if the operand is compared against a numeric variable or value. The motion status 

operand must be compared against a binary variable or a binary or hexadecimal value. Whe~ 

making the comparison, the reJational operators (=, >. >=, <. <=, <>} and logical operators (AND, OR, 
NO~] are used. 

Exp ressio n Descrip tie n 
(VARI<IVEL) True expression if the value of variable 1 is less than the actual 

velocity of axis 1 
(1AD=25¢¢¢) True expression if axis 1 deceleration equals 25000 
(MOV=]:~(~) True expression if moving status equals £12~ (axes 1 & 2 are not 

moving) 

Current Motor and Encoder Position (Stepper Products Only) 
The current motor and encoder positions ( PCE, PCH, PE, PER, P~ car~ b~ used within an expression, if 
the operand is compared against a numeric variable or value. When making the comparison, the 

relational operators (=. >, >=, <, <=, <>} and Ioglcal operators {/d~, OR, ~Crr) are used. 

Expression 
(VARI<IPM) 
(2~E=25~) 

Description 
True expression if VAR1 is < actual motor position of axis 1 
True expression if axis 2 encoder posiUon equals 25000 

Current Commanded & Actual Position (Serve Products Only) 
The current commanded and feedback device positions ~I, DAC, FB. LI7~, PC, PCA, PCC, I~E, L:~C.L, PER. PE} 
can be used within an expression, if the operand is compared against a numeric variable or value. 
When malting the comparison, the relational operators {=, >, >=, <. <=, <>} and logical operators {AtrV, 
OR, ~-r) are used. 

Exp ressio n Oescript ion 
(V’~<L~) True expression if the value of variable 1 is less than the actual 

position (position of the assigned feedback device) of axis 1 
(2~:~=4¢¢¢) True expression if axis 2 commanded position equals 4000 

Error, Axis, and System Status 
The error status, axis status, and system status operands (m~, ~, SS} can be used within an 

expression, if the operand is compared against a binary variable or a binary or hexadecimal value. 

When making the comparison, the relatiortal operators (=. >, >=, <, <=, <>) and Ioglcal operators 
o~. ~yr] are used. 

Expressio n 
(ER. 12=bi) 

Description 
True expression if error status bit 12 is equal to 1 
True expression if axis status is equal to hexadecimal 3FFD 

Timer and Counter Values (Counter available on stepper products only) 
The current timer and counter values (’~:[M and CNT) can be used within an expression, ff the operand 
is compared against a numeric variable or value. When making the compaxison, the relaUonal 
operators (=, >, >=, <. <=, <>) and logical operators [~v. OR. ~O~) are used. 

Expression 

(ICNT>23567) 

Description 
True expression if the value of variable 1 is less than the timer value 
True expression if the value of counter #1 is greater than 23567 

Data Read from the Serial Port (Stand-alone products only) 
The RF~J~ command can be used to input data from the RS-232C serial port Into a numeric variable. 
After the data has been read into a numeric variable, that vaxtable may be used in an expression. 
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Example 

VAP~8: "ENTER DATA" 
VAR2 :RF_AD8 

:’88.3 
~F 

Description 
Define message (string variable 8) 
Send message (string variable 8) and then wait for immediate data 
to be read (into numedc variable 2) 
Immediate data input 
Evaluate expression to see if data read is < or equal to 100 

End of IF 

Data Read from the RP240 (Stand-alone products only) 
The DRF.AD and DREADF ce~ds caxl ~ used to input data ~om the RP240 trite a numeric variable. 

DREAD reads a number ~rom the RP240’s numeric keypad. DREADF reads a number representing a 
RP240 funcUon key. After the data has been read ~nto a numeric variable, that variable may be used 
in an expression. 

Example 

£/~RI~E" HIT Fd" 
VAR3 :DREADF 
IF (VJ~3<>4) 

DWRITE"YOU DIDN’T LISTEN" 

Description 
Clear RP240 display 
Send message to RP240 display 
Read data from a RP240 function key into numeric variable 3 
Evaluate expression to see if function key F4 was hit 
Clear RP240 display line 2 
Send message to RP240 display 
End of TF 

RP240 Data Read Immediate Mode (Stand.alone products only) 
The DP.F-J~DI1 conlma~d allows continual numeric or function key data entry from the RP240 (when 

used tn conjunction with the DRYAD and/or DREADF commands). Lrz this inunediate mode, program 

execution is not paused (waiUng for data entry) when a DRF_J~ or DREADF command is encounte~i. 
Rvfer to the DRF_J~ and DRF.J~F command descriptions for programming examples. 

NOTES 

Whge in the Data Read Immediate Mode, da~a is read into numedc variables only (VAR). 

This feature is not designed to be used in conjunction with the RP240’s standard menus; the 
RUN, JOG, and DJOG menus will disable the DKEADZ mode. 

Do not assign the same variable to read numedc data and function key data--pick only one. 

Conditional Looping 
The 6000 controller supports two conditional looping StrUCtLIr~S---REPE,&TiUNTIL and NHILEiNNHTLE. 

All commands between P,~PF~T and UI~IL are repeated until the expression contained within the 
parenthesis of the UNTIL command is t.me. The example below illustrates how a typical 
REPEAT/UNTIL cor~dR~ona] loop works. In this example, the REPEAT loop will execute 1 ILme. at whtch 
point the expression stated wlthtu the UNTIL command ~ be evaluated. If the expression is true. 
command processing wlll conttnue with the first command following the tmTIL command. If the 
expression is false, the REPF_~T loop will be repeated. 

Command 
> 
¯ D~’ progl¢ 

- 

- V~ffi~+l 
- ~(~=b111~ 0R 

¯ RL~ progl~ 

Descri ption 
InitiaJizes variable 5 to 0 
Defines program progl~ 
Input 1 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Input 2 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Input 3 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Input 4 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Output I is programmable 
Acceleration is 50 
Deceleration is 50 
Sets velocity to 5 
Distance is 25,000 
Begins the P~L~AT loop 
Executes the move (Go) 
Variable 5 counts up from 0 
When the inputs 1-4 are 111¢, respectively or VAR5 is greater than 
10. the loop will stop. 
Turn on output 1 when finished with REPEAT 10op 
End program definition 
Initiate program progl(~ 
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All commands between WHILE and krv~cIiLE are repeated as long as the WHILE condition is true. The 

following example illustrates how a typical WHILE/NWHILE conditional loop works. In this example. 

the WHILE loop will execute if the expression is true. If the expression is false, the WHILE loop will not 
execute. 

Command 
¯ VARS=~ 
¯ DEP progl0 
- INPNCI-A 

- ~4-A 
- 0~I-A 

- ~ 
- D2~ 
- ~(~=b111~ OR V~>l~) 

- VAR5 =VARS÷I 
- N~4ILE 
- OUT1 
- E~D 
> R~ progl~ 

Description 
Initializes variable 5 to 0 
Defines program prog’Z¢ 
Input 1 is not assigned a function, used with 
Input 2 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Input 3 is not assigned a function, used with L~ 
Input 4 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Output 1 is programmable 
Acceleration is 50 
Deceleration is 50 
Sets velocity to 5 
Distance is 25.000 
While the inputs 1-4 are 111¢, respectively or VAR5 is greater than 10. 
the loop will continue. 
Executes the move (Go) 
Variable 5 counts up from 0 
End WHILE command 
Turn on output 1 when tinished with WHILE loop 
End program definition 
Initiate program 

Conditional Branching 
You can use the IF command for conditional branching. All conunands between re and ELSE arc 
executed if the expression conta.tned v, dthin the parentheses of the IF command is true. If the 
expression is false, the commands between ~.~SE and ~ are executed. If the ELSE is not needed, it 

may be omitted. The commands between IF and NIF are executed ff the expression is true. 
Examples of these commands are as follows. 

Description 
Define~ program progl¢ 
Input 1 is not assigned a function, used with "rN 
Input 2 is not assigned a function, used with ZN 
Input 3 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Input 4 is not assigned a function, used with IN 
Acceleration is 50 
Deceleration is 50 
Sets velocity to 5 
ZF variable 1 is greater than zero 
Distance is 25,000 
Else 
Distance is 50,000 
End if command 
If inputs 1-4 are 111¢, initiate axis 1 move 
Executes the move (Go) 
End re command 
End program definition 
Initiate program progZ~) 

Program Interrupts 
While executing a program, the 6000 controller can interrupt the program based on input 
conditions, user status, or variables. The interrupt to the program is generated by ON conditions. 
These ON conditions are enabled with the Ot~Ct~D command, and are defined with the c~qIN, 0NVARA, 
01¢/ARB, and the ONUS commands. An ON condition interrupt can occur at any point in program 
execution, and is serviced by the ot¢9 program. When the ON conditions are enabled, the 6000 
controller will monitor them. 
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I The ON condi#on program must be defined (DEF) and spe~,’fied (ONe’) before enabling the ON 
I conditions with the ONCOND command (see example below~. 

The programming example below configures the controller to increment variable # 1 when input # 1 
goes active. If input #I does go active, control will b¢ passel to the ONP program, the commands 
within the oNP program will be executed, and control will then be passed back to the original 
program. 

Command 
¯ DE~ on~u~g 

¯ 

> ~ ~n~ 

Description 
Begin definition of program onju~ 
Increment variable 1 
End program definition 
Initialize vadable 1 
On input I branch to ON program 
ON program is onjump 
Enable ONIN 

Program Debug Tools          ,, 
After creating your programs, you may need to debug the p~ogrzms to ensure that they are 
performing the functions properly. The 6000 controller provides several debugging tools, 

¯ In’fYace mode, you can trace a program as it is executing. 

* In Single-Step mode, you can step through the program one command at a time. 

¯ Without an actual voltage present, you can simulate a specific voltage on the 6000 controller’s 

analog input channels using the m¢¢0 command. 

¯ You can set the desired state of the 6000 controllers’s inputs and outputs via soi~waz~ 

commands. 

¯ You can enable the 6000 controller to display error messages when it detects certain programming 

errors as you enter them or as the program is run. When the controller detects an error with a 
command, you can issue the T~ER command to find out which command has the error. 

Trace Mode 
You can use the Trace mode to debug a program. The Trace mode allows you to track, command- 
by-command, the entire program as it runs. The 6000 contxoller will display all of the commands 
as they are executed. For stand-alone controller users, program tracing is also available on the 

RP240 display (see RP240 section in your controller’s user guide). 

The following example demonstrates the Trace mode. 

step Create a prograxn called progl. 

Command Description 

> DSF progl Begin delin~on of program grog1 

- ,=,1~ Acceleration is 10 

- ADI¢ Deceleration is 10 

- v5 Velocity is 5 
- L3 Loop 3 times 

- GOS’u3 prog3 Gosub to program #3 (prog3) 

- U~ End the loop 
. ~ End detinition of program progl 

step2 

step3 

Cr~te pro~razn prc~3. 

Command 

> D~ pl"ocJ3 

- 
- GO1 

END 

Enable the T~ce Mode. 

Command 

Description 
Begin definition of program prog3 
Sets the distance to 50,000 
Initiates motion 
End definition of program prog3 

Description 
Enables the Trace mode 
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Step4 

Step 5 

Execute the program progl. (each CO~Tiand in the program is displayed as it is executed). 

Co remand                        Description 

¯ EOTI3, i~,~ 
> RUN progl 

The response will be: 

* PROGRAM=PROGI 
*PROGRAM=PROG1 
*PR~GRAM=PROGI 
*PROGRAM= PROGI 
* PRDGRAMfPROGI 
*PROGRAM= PROG3 
* PROGRAM=PROG3 
* PROGRAM=PRGG3 
* PROGRAM=PROGI 
¯ PROGRAM= PROGI 
*PROGRAM=PRCG3 
* PROGRAM=PR~G3 
* PRCGRAM=PRCG 3 
* PRCGRAM-- PROG I 
* PRCGRAM=PROG1 
* PRCGRAM=PROG3 
* PRCGRAM=PR~G3 
* PROGRAM=PROG3 
"PROGRAM=PROGI 
* PROGRAM=PRiG1 

Set End-of-Transmission characters to <cr>,<lf> 
Run program progl 

The format for the Trace mode display is: 

Program Name ¯.- Con~ar~ ... Loop Count or 
... Command ... Repeat: Count or Program Name ... Command ... While Count: 

Exit the Trace Mode. 
Command Description >TRACE¢ Disables the 7race mode 

Single-Step Mode 
The Single-Step mode allov~ you to execute one command at a time. Use the STEP command to 

enable Single-Step mode. To execute a command, you must use the : # sign. By entexlng a ~ # 
¯ followed by a delimiter, you will execute the next command in the sequence. If you follow the., # sign 
with a number (r0 and a dellmiter, you will execute the next n commands. The Single-Step mode is 

demonstrated below (using the programs from the Trace mode above)¯ 

Step 1 Enable the Single-Step Mode. 

Command Description 
¯ STY1 Enables Single Step Mode 

Step 2 Enable the Trace Mode and begin execution of program progl. 

Command Oes©rlption 
> TRACE1 Enables the Trace mode 
¯ REN progl Run program progl 

Step 3 Execute one command at a time by using the .~ # command. 

Corn mand Description 
:# Executes one command 

The response will be: 

*PR~DGRAM=PROGI COMMAt~3=AI¢. ~ 
Step 4 To execute more than one command at a time, follow the ! # sign with the number of 

commands you want executed. 

Command Description 
!#3 Exec~es three commands 
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The response ~ b~: 

CC~¢~D=ADI%. 

CC~4AND=L3 

To complete the sequence, use the # sign until all the commands are completed (! #i 6 
would complete the example). To exit Single-Step mode, type: 

Commend Description 
> SI~L~ Disables Single Step Mode 

Simulating Analog Input Channel Voltages 
Without actually applying any voltage, you can test any command or function that references the 

voltage on the analog channels found on the JOYS~CK connector. For example. ANVOI. 2, 1.6, I. 8 
overrides the lmrdware analog input channels I through 3 as follows: 1.2V on channel I, 1.6V on 
channel 2, and 1.8V on chsrmel 3. 

The ANVO values will be recognized only for those analog input channds for which ~vOEN is set to 1 
(e.g., Given ANVOEN~I1, the ANVO values 1.6V and 1.8V will be referenced for armlog channels 2 and 3 
only.}. 

Another application for the ANVO command may be to use it in an ERRORP program to override the 
analog input voltage in response to a fault. 

Simulating !/O Activation 
If your application has inputs and outputs that integrate the 6000 controller with other 
components in your system, you can simulate the activation of these inputs and outputs so that you 
can run your programs without activating the rest of your system. Thus, you can debug your 
program independent of the rest of your system. 

Th~’� are two commands that allow you to simulate the input and output states desired. The THEN 
command controls the inputs and the O~ command controls the outputs. 

Servo Products 

The T~T~N command has no effect on the tflgger inputs (TRG-A through TRG-D) when they are 
configured as trigger interrupt (posi~on latch) inputs with the F.NFNCi-H command. 

The ou~ command has no effect on the auxiliary outputs (OUT-A through OUT-O) when they are 
co~gured as output-on-position outputs with the OU~’HCi-H command. 

You win generally use the ~ command to cause a specific input pattern to occur so that a 
program can be nun or an input condition can become true. Use the ob~rsN command to simulate the 
output patterns that axe needed, and to prevent an external portion of your system from being 
initiated by an output transition. "t~/’hen you execute your program, the oUT~ command overrides 
the outputs and holds them in a defined state. 

Input and Output Bit Patterns Vary. by Product 

Input and output bit patterns van] by product. For example, the 6200’s input pattem comprises 
24 general-purpose inputs (bits #1 - #9_4) and 2 tdgger inputs (bits #25 & #26); in ccotrast, the 
AT6400-AUX2’s input pattern comprises 8 general-purpose inputs (bits #1 - #8), 8 end-of-travel 
inputs that can be used as programmable inputs (bits #9 - #16), and 4 trigger inputs (bits #17 - 
#20). To ascertain the bit pattern for your product, consult the TtCEN and OU’I’Et~I command 
descdptions. 

Outputs 
The followlng steps describe the use and function of the o~yrz~ command. 

Step I Display the state of the outputs with the ~PouT command. 

Command Description 
> ~ Displays the. state of the outputs 

The response will 
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Step 2 

Display the function of the outputs with the o~ command: 

Command Description 
¯ ~ Displays the state of the outputs 

The response will be: 

~OUTFNCI-A PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT - STATUS OFF 
*O~fFNC2-A PRO3RAHPIASLE OUTPUT - STATUS OFF 
*OUTFNC3-A PRCGRAMMABLE OUTPUT - STATUS OFF 

~OU"~’~C26-A PR~ OUT~ - S~ATUS OFF 

Disable outputs I - 4. leave them in the ON state. 

Command Description 
> OVZ~1111 Disable outputs 1-4, leave them in ON state 
> orJ’Z~,r Displays the state of the outputs 

The response will be: 

*O~I~NCl-A PR~ O~TPUT - STATUS DISABLED ON 
*OUTFNC2-A PROGRAMMABLE OUTLr~T - STA~JS DISABLED ON 
*OL~FFNC3-A PR(3GRAMMABLE O~TP~T - STATUS DISABLED ON 

Step3 

*OUTFNC26-A PROGRAMMABLE OOTPUT - STATUS OFF 

Change the output state using the oUT command. The status of all outputs, including 
auxfl~ry outputs, is displayed. The output bit pattern varies by product. To determine the 
bit pattern for your product, refer to the og’r~ command description. 

Command Description 
> OUTI¢I~ Activates outputs 1 and 3, deactivates outputs 2 and 4 

Display the state of the outputs with the OUTFNC command. 

Command 

The response will be: 

*OUTI~EI-A PR~LE OUTPUT 
*O~gC2-A PROGRA~4ABLE OUTPUT 
*O~NC3-A PROGRAFf4ASLE OUTPUT 

Description 
Displays the state of the outputs 

- STATUS DISABLED ON 
- STATUS DISABLED ON 
- STATUS DIS~.~-~ ON 

*OWIFNC28-A PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT - STATUS OFF 

Step4 

Notice that output 2 and output 4 have not changed state because the output (OUT) 
command has no effect on disabled outputs. 

To re-enable the outputs, use the OUTEN command. 

Command Description 
> orj.~:~:,:~ Re-enables outputs 1-4 

Inputs 

The following steps describe the use and function of the ~ command. You can use it to cause an 
input state to occur. The inputs will not actually be in this state but the 6000 controller treats them 
as ff they are in the given state and will use this state to execute its program. 

Step 1 This program will wa~t for an input state to occur and will then make a preset move. 

Command                       Description 

Input #1 is has no function 
Input #2 is has no function 
Set input #1 and #2 ac~ve level to low 
Begin defin~on of program prog8 
Acceleration is set to 100 
Deceleration is 100 
Velocity is 5 
Distance is 25,000 
Waits for the input state to be 11 
Initiate motion 
End definition of program prog8 
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Step 3 

Step4 

Enable the Trace mode so that you can view the program as it is executed. 

Command Description 
> TR,~I Enables the trace mode 

Execute the program. 

Command Description 
> RUN prog8 Runs program prog8 

The program will.execute until the IN’AIT ( TN=bll ) command is encountered. The program 
will then pause, waiting for the input condition to be satisfied. Simulate the input state 

using the ZNEN command. Inputs with an E value are not affected. Note that the input bit 
pattern varies by product To determine the bit pattern for your product, refer to the IUEN 
command description. 

Command Deaoriptian 
> ! n~J.1 Disables inputs I and 2, leaving them in the ON state 

The motor will now move for 25000 steps. 

Deactivate the input simulation. 

Command Description 
> ~ Re-enables inputs 1 and 2 

Programming Error Responses 
Depending on the error level setting (set with the ERRLVL command), when a programming error is 
created, the 6000 controller will respond with an error message and/or an error prompt A list of all 
possible e~ror messages is provided in a table below. The default error prompt is a question ma~k 

(?), but you can change it with the EKRBAD command ffyou wish. 

At error level 4 (ERRLVL4--the factory default setting) the 6000 controller responds with both the 

error message and the error prompt. At error level 3 (ERRLVL3), the 6000 controller responds with 
ordy the error prompt. 

Error Response 

ACCESS DENIED 

ALREADY DEFINED FOR 
THUMBWHEELS 
AXES NOT READY 
COMMAND NOT    IMPLEMENTED 
CONTOURING    OPTIOI~ NOT 
INSTALLED 

EXCESSIVE PATH RADIUS 
DIFFERENCE 
INCORRECT AXIS 
ZNCORRECT DATA 
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY 

INVALID COMMAND 
INVALID    CONDITIONS FOR    COMMAND 

£NVALID CONDITIONS FOR S_CURVE 
ACCELERATION--FIELD n 

INVALID DATA 
LABEL ALREADY    DEFINED 
MAXIMUM COMMAND    LENGTH 
EXCEEDED 
MOTION IN PROGRESS 

NEST LEVEL TOO DEEP 
NO MOTION IN    PROGRESS 

NO PATH    SEGMENTS    DEFINED 
NO PROGRAM BEING DEFINED 

Possible Cause 

At~rnp~ng to assign an I/O function to an I/O that is already der,~ as a 

PaJh corT~lafon enor 

Command is not applicable to the 6000 Sedss product 

Contouring (drcular interpda~on) option not in~ll~d (contouring is standard with 
me AT6400and 6201 products) 

Ads speci~d is incorrect 

Incorrect command syntax 

Not enos..h memo~ for.the.t~ser program or cor~our~g aegmer~ The -M 
(expanaea me.m~y. ) o~on is av’aable for stand-alone conVoller~ it boosts ths 

Sys~n not ready for co-~;-,-,and (e.g., ~; command issued before the L 
command) 

Average (Aa ~j) acceleralion or d,ecelerat~ command (e.g., ,v~ AD~, HOV,~. 
H0t.~Z~ etc.) w~th a range that ~olates tt~e equat~n 1/2Areax ~; A~vcj < Amax. 
(Areax is the maxJrnurn acce! or decal coffanand---e.g., A, AD, HOH~ HOVJ~, e~c.) 

Data for a command is out of range 

Defining a program or label v~ith an exL~r~j program name or label name 

Co~rnand exceeds the maximum number of characters 

TFS, REPEATs, WHILEs, & GOSUBs nested grea~er than 16 levels 

Afl~e~np’~ng to execut~ a cornmand that requires molion, but molJon is not in 
progress 
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Error Response 

NOT ALLOWED IN" PATH 
NOT DEFINING A PATH 
NOT    VALID WITH AUXILIARY 80ARD 
TYPE 
PATH ALREADY MOVING 
PATH NOT COMPILED 
PATH RADIUS TOO SMALL 
PATH RADIUS ZERO 
PATH VELOCITY ZERO 
STRING ALREADY DEFINED 
STRING IS A COMMAND 
UNDEFINED LABEL 
WARNING: POINTER HAS WRAPPED 
AROUND TO DATA POINT i 

WARNING: ENABLE INPUT INACTIVE 

WARNING: PULSE Ct~r INPUT 
ACTIVE 
WARNING: DEFINED WITH ANOTHER 
TW/PLC 

Possible Cause 

Path compilation error 

Execu~ng a pa~ command while not in a path 

Path corr~pilalJon error, 

A~mp~ng t~ execu~ a ~ tha~ has not been co~ed 

P~h comp~on enor 

Pa~ compilation error 

Pa~ compilation error 

A stdng (program name or label) w~th the specified name already exists 

Defining a program or label 1hat is a command or a vadanZ of a command 

~ issued to product is not a conxrmnd or program name 

program 

Stepper contrc~ler~ only:. PCUT input on the DRNE o~nnec~" is no longer 
connected to ground (GNO). 

Duplicale I/0 ~ multiple mumtm~e8~ definilions 

Identifying Bad Gommands 

To facilitate program debugging, the Transfer Command Error (~mF_.R} command allows you to 
transfer the first command that the controller detects as an error. This is especially useful if you 
receive an error message when running or downloading a program, because it catches and 
remembers the command that caused the error. 

When the bad command is detected, the contyoIler sends an error message to the screen, followed 

by the ERRBAD error prompt (7). To determine which command is in e~Tor, enter the ~:IvfDZR 
command and the controller will display the command, including all its command fields, ff any. 
Once a command error has Occurred. the command and its fields are stored and status bit # I I, as 
reposed in the ss and TSS commands, Is set to 1. The status bit remains set until the ~v~ER 
command is issued. 

Exam p le 
> DEF 
- MAll 
- A25, 40 
- ADII, 26 
- 
- VARI--~ 
- GOII 
- IF (VARI<) 16 
- VARI=VARI+I 
- NIP 
- 

Description 
Begin definition of program called badprg 
Select the absolute preset positioning mode 
Set acceleration 
Set deceleration 
Set velocity 
Set variable #1 equal to zero 
Ini~ate move on both axes 
Mistyped z~’ statement--should be lyped as: I~’ (VARZ< 16) 
If vadable #1 is less than16, increment the counter by 1 
End IF statement 
End programming of program caJled bad~rg 

> RrJNbad~rg 
*INCORRE~ ~TA 
?TCMD~ 
*IF(VARI<)16 
> 

Run the program called badp~j’ 
Error message indicates incorrect command syntax 
Queq/the controller for the command that caused the error 
The bad command is displayed 

Error Handling 
The 6000 Series products have the ability to detecband recover the following error conditions: 

¯ Steppers Only: Stall detected on any axis (error bit #I) -- not applicable to AT6400 

¯ Hardware end-of-travel limit encountered on any axis {error bit #2} 

¯ Software end-of-travel limit encountered on any ax~s (error bit #3] 

* Drive fault input activated any axis [error bit #4) 
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I | I II I I I II I 

¯ Commanded kill or stop (error bit #5) 

¯ Kill input activated (error bit #6) 

¯ User fault input activated (error bit #7) 

¯ Steppers Only: Pulse cut-off (PeW¢) input not grounded (error blt #9) 
Servos Only: Enable (ENSL) input not grounded (error bit #9) 

¯ Se~’cos Only:. Target zone settling timeout {error bit # 1 I) 

¯ Sexvos Onl3n Allowable position error (sI~rPER) exceeded (error bit #12) 

¯ Hydraulic Servos Only: LDT position read error (error bit #15) 

Enabling Error Checking 
To detect and respond to the error condttlons noted above, the corresponding error-checking bit(s) 

must be enabled with the ERROR command (refer to the ERROR Bit # column in the table below). If 
an error condition occurs and the associated error-checklng bit has been enabled with the ERI~OR 
command, the 6000 controller will branch to the error program. 

For example, tf you wish the 6000 controller to branch to the error program when a hardware end- 
of-travel limit is encountered {error bit #2) or wher~ a drive fault occurs {error bit #4), you would 
issue the KPatOR¢I¢4 command to enable error-checking bits #2 and #9. 

Helpful I-IinC Within your program structure, you can use the IF and ~R commands to 
conditionally enable the error-checking bits that will in turn call the ~-ILROP.~ program (refer to 
the programming example below). 

Defining the Error Program 
The purpose of the error program is to provide a programmed response to certain error conditions 
(see list above] that may occur during the operation of your system. Prograntmed responses 
typically include actions such as shutting down the drive(s), activating or de-activating outputs, etc. 
Refer to the error program set-up example below. 

Using the ~.RROR~ command, you can assign any previously defined program as the error program. 

For example, to assign a previously defined program named CII/~SH as the error program, enter the 
~.RRO~ CR~SH command. To un-ass~gn the program from being the error program, issue the El~tOl~ 

~R command (this does not delete the CR/~H program, but merely tmlinks it from its assignment as 
the error program}. 

Canceling the Branch to the Error Program 
If an error condition occurs and the associated error-checklng bit has been enabled with the EPHOR 
command, the 6000 controller will branch to the error progmm~ The error program will be 
continuously called/repeated until you cancel the branch to the error program. (This is true for all 
cases except error condition #9. PCt¢~ or ENBL input activated, in which case the error program is 
called only once.) 

There are four options for canceling the br~mch to the error program: 

¯ Disable the error-checking bit with the EILROR.n-¢ command, where "n" is the number of the error- 
checking bit you wish to disable_ For example, to disable error checking for the kill input 
activation [bit #6), L~ue the mLROR. 6-¢ command. To re-enable the error-checking bit, issue the 

ERIIOR.n-1 command. 

¯ Issue the EI~ORP CLR command to un-assign the program asstgned as the error program. This 
cancels the branch wtthout havLng to delete the assigned error program as described in the 
method below. To reassign a program as the error program, re-issue the E~ozI~ cormcumd 
followed by the d~’ed prograra name. 

¯ Delete the prog1~rn assigned as the ERRORP program (DEL <name oi~ proc~am>). 
¯ Satisfy the How to Remedy the Error requirement identified in the table below. 

NOTE 

In add~ion to canceling the branch to the error program, you must also remedy the cause of the 
error, othenNise, the error program will be c,~lled again when you resume operation. Refer to the 
How to Remedy lhe Errorcolurnn in the table below for details. 
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6 

7 

9 

11 

12 

15 

Cause of the Error 

Steppers Only:. 
Sta~ detected (St~ 
Detection and IQI On Stall 

ESTALL and ESK, 
tVa ~o A T6400.AUX2 

Hard Umit Hit (hard limits 
must be enabled ~st--sse 

Soft limit Hit (soft limits 
must be enabled 
r.s) 

Ddve Fault (Input FunclJons 
must be enabled--INTENl; 
and Drive Fault Level must 
be COrrect--DP~LVL) 

Commanded Stop or K~II 
(whenever a ! ~, <ccrl>K, 
or : S command is sent) 

Kill Input Activated (see 
zz~z, Nc i, c) 

User Fault Input AclJvated 
(see zNPz~ci-p) 

St~UT input not ~ur.~ed 
Servo~ 

ENBL V~out not grounded 

Tan3et Zone "13mseut 
(s’z, eG’,z~ value has been 
exceeded) 

Position Error (set with the 
SaPSR command). 

Branch Type to m~L~o~ 

If COYd~X~¢, tt~n Gato; 
If COMEXLI, then Gosub 

If COHEX~, then Goto; 
If cce~x~]., then Gosub 

If :~, then Goto; 
If ! s & COm~Xs¢, ~hen Goto; 
If ! S & qO~l, then Gosub, 
but need :C 

How to Remedy the Error 

Issue a Go command. 

Change direction & issue GO command on Ihe 
axis that hit the limit or issue 

~.~ direc0on & issue GO command no 1~ 
at hit the iX or issue 

Clear the fault condi~o~ at g~e ddve, & issue a 
DRIVEZ command for the faulted ax~s. 

No fault condiUon is present--~ere is no error 
to clear. 

If you want the progrsrn to stop, you 
must issue the ~T~. I 

Deactivate the Idll input. 

assllassl~;~tnat~ the ....u~er fault input, or disable it by g it a d~ferent lundion 

Re-ground the P-CUT input (steppers) or 
ENBL input (servos), and issue a DRZ’v~I l 

Issue these commands in ~ order:. 
~’PRG’[~(~, D~, GO, STRG~EI 

Issue a D~ZV~I command to the axis ,a~at 
exceeded ~e a~lowable posilton en’or. Vedfy 
that feedback device is woddng properly, 

Hydrsulic Servos Only:. 
LDT position read e~or 
due to bad connedon, LOT 
failure, or M:~"UgD va/ue 
too small. 

Depending on ,~L~e, correct LDT, replace 
faulty LDT. or increase the T.z~meo value. 
( ~ issue DR!"V~Z to 1he affected axis. To 
enable an axLs v,~thout an LDT ccmnecfach 
connect GATE+ to GND. 

Rese~ed Bits: Bi~8, 10, 13& 14,and 16 - 32 are reserved. 

Error Program Set-up Example 
The following is an example of how to set up an error program. This particular example is for 
handling the occurrence of a user ~ault. 

Step 1 Assign the user fault input function to programmable input #1. The purpose of the user 
fault input is to detect the occurrence of a fault external to the 6000 controller and the 
motor/drive. "Ttuis input wt[l generate an error condition. 

Command Oe$©ription 
> ZZ~I-F Defines programmable input #1 as a user fault input 
> ~ Enable input functions (For the purposes of this set-up 

example, make sure programmable input #1 is not 
activated.) 
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Step2 

Step3 

Step 4 

Define a program to respond to the user fault situation (call the program £a~Llt), and 
then assign that program as the error program. The purpose of the fault: program is to 
display a message to inform the operator that the user fault input has been activated. 

Command 
> DEF fault 
- IF(ER.7fbl) 

- WRITE’FAULT DiPUT\I¢\13" 
- T3 
- NIF 
- ~D 
> EI:~0RP fault: 

Description 
Begin definition of program fault: 
Check if error bit 7 equals I (which means the user fault 
input has been activated) 
Sendthe message FAU~T I~ 
Wait 3 seconds 
End ZF commend 
End definilJon of program fau].t: 
Assigns the program called fault: as the error program 

Enable the user fault error-checklng bit by putting a I in the seventh bit of the ERROR 
command. After enabling this error-checking bit, the controller will branch to the error 
program whenever the user fault input is activated. 

Command Oescriptlon 
> E~aORCCCC¢~l Branch to error program upon user fault input (As an 

alternative to the ~OR¢¢¢~¢¢1 command, you could also 
enable bit #7 by issuing the £P.ROR. 7-1 command) 

Test the error handling 

Command 
¯ I, 
~I~1~" IN LOOP\IO\I3" 

¯ , II~ENI 

Description 
Loop command 
Send Message n~ Loop 
Wait 2 seconds 
End the loop (Message "r~l LOOP will be displayed once 
every 2 seconds) 
Disable input #1 and force it on for testing purposes. This 
simulates the physical activation of input #1. (Since the 
error program is called continuously until the branch to the 
error program is canceled, the message FAULT INPUT Wig 
be repeatedly displayed once every 3 seconds.) 
Re..~nab~ h’iput #1 (The message IN LOOP will not b~ 
displayed again, because the user fault input error is a 
GOTO branch type end not a GOSUB branch type.) 

Sample Programs Provided 
To aide you in your programming efforts, Compumotor provides sample programs. These prog~ms 
are located in the S~I~LES subdirectory on the DOS Support Disk found in your product ship kit. 
They may be opened and edited in Motion Architect’s Program Editor module. 

Additional sample programs are available on Compumotor’s bulletin board service {BBS}. The BBS 
is free of charge. To dial in. you must have at least a 2400 baud modern with your computer. Set the 
baud rate to 2400, 8 data bits, I stop bit. and NO parity; any communications program such as 
ProcommTM, CrosstalkTM, or PC-TalkTM should allow you to set these. The BBS number is 
707 -584-4059. 

Brief programming examples are provided in the command descriptions in this document, as well 
as in the feature descriptions in the Feature ImplementatWn chapter in your controller’s user 
guide. 
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Command Listing 
(by Command Type) 

Command Type 

ANI 

Command Buffer 
Contr~ 

Command Delimiter 
Commur~ca~on 
Ir~rfa~e 

Condit~l 

Branching 

Controller 
Con~gura~ 

C~unter 

Display (RP240) 

Dth, e Conflgura~on 

Error Hancl~ng 

Feedrate Override 

Homing 

Intenupts to PC-AT 

LDT 

Limits 

Mo~on (Line,~ 
/merpoZated) 

Purpose 

Set up and monitor ANI inputs 
(-ANI option only) 

va~a~te as=gnment or cornpaf~m 

Control effect of extema/events on 
c~rmland buffer 

Command-by-command separator 

Affect transrrLsdon of bus-based 
and sedal-ba.~ad data 

Execute specific command sec’don 
based o~ cordilk~ 

Set up ge~aral controller operating 
parameters 

Store data to be recalled later 

Control RP240 remote operator 
panel (serial-based controllers) 

Set up motor ddve opera,on 

Set up and monitor encoder 

Set up and monitor controller 
response to error cond~ 

~ monitor homing 

Set up and monitor input o~ 

Setup and monitor PC-AT interrupt 

Set up and monr~x logging oper~on 

Set up and monitor LDT (rmear 

Set up and monitor limit input 

block of o:~¢nands 

Contzol the programmed motion 
profile 

Control linear interpolated rnolJon 

Command Type 

Moron (S-curve) 

Operators (Bl~vlse) 

Operators (Logical) 

Operato~ (Matharnatic~) 

Operators (Other) 

0    rs 

Program Row 

Scaling 

Tireer 

Transfem 

Va~ables 

Purpose 

ContJOl S.curve 
accoleration/deceleration Ixofiling 

Control program intemJpt conditions 

Perform logical operations (logical 
and, logical or, etc.) 

division, etc. 

Operators not in one specilic 

Make comparisons (less than, 

Perform ~gonomeldc fu .r~l~ons 
(dne, codne, tangent, etc.) 

Perform malt-axis circular 

power-up or reset 
(se~-based products) 

De,me programs, subroutines, and 
labels 

Conlml program flow wi~ 
conditk)nal expmsdom (’d, wait, 
repea~ e~) 

Set up and rnoni~ sarvo 
parameters for servo cont~llers 

Perform timed data (velocity or 
d~tance) stream~g 

De~ne 8 conrad ex~x.~on of 
subroutines, programs, and labels 

Set up and monitor ~e hare’warn 
timer 

Transfer infon’naton from conb’dler 
to PC-AT bus, or to RS-232 port 

Store numedc, binanj, and sMng 
values 
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Command 
Name 

Command 
Field(a)" 

r,r,r,r 

ASSIGnaT OZ’ COMPARISON 

[AD] 

rAS] 
[CNT] 

[DAT] i 
[ DPTR] 
[ DREAD ~ 
[ DREADF ] 

[~] 

[LIE] 

[~] 
[ ]~._.A ] 
[ t:,o: 1         e 
[~E] c 
[PCL) 
[ Ir:M ] c 

[READ] i 

(TW] i 
[us ] 
iv! 
IVAn] i 
[ VAm~ ] i 
[V~L] 

COMMAND BUFFER CONTROL 
CCMEXC b 

CCMEXL bb~b 
COMEXP bhhb 
CCMEXR b 
COMEXS i 

COMI~O~D DELI~ITRR. 
<cr> 
<lf> 

Command 
Example 

IF (A~’~=3.5) . 
IF(PCA=4.6) 
PSET~,@, ~,~ 

TANI 

OPERATORS 
IF (IA<4~) 

WHILE (IANI<2.4) 
~HILE’( 1AN~<2.4 ) 
IF (iAS=bllx~) 
r,~.4"l" T.~ ( 3 CNT<24. ) 
VAR2=ID 
IF(2DAC>5 
VARI=DAT1 
IF (DPTR=I) 
VARI=DREAD 
VARI=DRF_A]~ 
IF (ER=bllx~) 
VARl=lFB+125¢ 

IF(IN0=bl~) 
TF [ 1LDT<3¢) 
IF (LIM=b!I~2)) 
IF 
IF [OUT--bllx~) 
IF [ 1PC< 5�) 
IF [ 1PCA<5) 
IF [1PCC<5~) 
IF [ 1PCE<4~Z)) 
IF (1PCL<3~) 
IF 
IF (1PE<4~| 
IF (1PER>3~) 
IF (1PM<4~3Z)a) 
VARI=READ1 
IF (SS=bllx~) 
IF (TIM<2%) 

I’F (US-"bllx~) 
IF (1V<4~) 
A |VAR1) 
OUT (VARB1) 
IF (1 L<4~) 

COMEKC1 
CCMEXK1 
C~MEXLIIII 
C~MEXPIIII 

CC~R~S1 

Command 
Description 

Value of ANI Inputs (-AN~ option only) 
Value of Captured ANI Inputs 
Establish Absolute Position Reference 
Transfer Value of Captured ANI Inputs 
Transfer 

Acceleration 
Deceleration 
Value of ANI Inputs (-~I option only) 
Analog Input Value 
Axis Status 
Counter 
Distance 
Value of Current DAC Analog Output 
Data Assignment 
Data Pointer Location 
Read Numedo Keypad on RP240 
Re~d Function Key on RP240 
Error Status 
Value of Current Feedback Device 
Input Status 
Other Input Status 
Position of LDT 
Limit Status 
Axis Moving Status 
Output Status 
Position Commanded 
Value of Captured ANI Inputs 
Captured Commanded Position 
Position of Captured Encoder 
Position of Captured LDT 
Position of Captured Motor 
Position of Encoder 
Position Error 
Position of Motor 
Read a Value 
System Status 
Cu~ent Timer Value 
Thumbwheel Data Read 
User Status 
Programmed Velocity 
Vadable Substitution 
Binanj Variable Substitution 
Current Velocity 

Enable Continuous Command Mode 
Continue Command Execution on WJll 
Continue Command.Ex. on Limit 
Continue Command Ex. on In Position 
Continue Motion on Pause/Resume 
Continue Command Ex. on Stop 

Carriage Return 
Una Feed 
Colon 

Description of command lield letters and symbols provided on page 3. 
Command-to-Product compatibi~ity table provided o~ page 241. 
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Command Command Command 

Name Field(s)~ Example 

Command 
Description 

Daisy Chain Address 
Enable RS-232C Communication 
Echo Enable 
End of Line Terminating Characters 
End of Transmission Characters 
Bad Prompt 
Program Definition Prompt 
Error Detection Level 
Good Prompt 
Read a Value Entered 
Reset 
Transmit a Message 
Transmit a Variable 
Transmit a Binary Vadable 
Transmit a Stdng Vadable 

CONDZTIONAL BR=~I~ICEI NG 
ELSE ELSE 
zs( ) ~F (D~=bx~d) 

REPEAT REPEAT 
~L~TIL ( ) ~TIL (VAR1 > 12) 
W~-~ILE ( ) WHILE (VAR3<>45) 

Else Condition of IF Statement 
IF Statement 
End IF Statement 
End WHILE Statement 
Repeat Statement 
Until Pad of REPEAT Statement 
While a Condition is True 

COUNTER 
[ CNT ] NH3L~E(3C~T<24) 
CNTE bbbb CNTEIOII 
CNTINT i, i, i C~TINT2, -1,5~ 
CNTR b~h CNT~I1 

Participating Axes 
Enable/Disable User Status. 
User Status 
Disable Ddve on Kill 
Configure Memory 
Set Pulse Width 
Servo Feedback Source 

Counter 
Hardware Up/Down Counter Input 
Counter Value to Interrupt PC-AT 
Hardware Up/Down Counter Reset 

DATA STORAGE 
[ DAT ] i VARI=DATI 
DATA r, r, r, r DATA=f2.23,12.34, I, 3 
[ DATP ] i DEF DATPI 
DATPTR i,i,i nATP~R1, i, i" 
~ATRST i, i DATRSTS, 2~ 
DATSXZ i, i ~ATS£ZI, 2~ 
DATTCH i, i,i,i DA’FI’CH1, 2,3,4 
[ DPTR ] IF(DPTR=I) 

[’~Wl £ v~2---~r2 

Data Assignment 
Data Statement 
Define Data Set 
Set Data Pointer 
Reset Data Pointer 
Data Program Size 
Data Teach 
Data Pointer Location 
Transfer Location of Data Pointer 
Thumbwheel Data Read 

Clear RP240 Display 
Enable RP240 Jog Mode 
Turn RP240 LEDs On/Off 
Set RP240 Password 
Position Cursor on RP240 Display 
Read Numeric Keypad on RP240 
Read Fun~on Key on RP240 
RP240 Data Read Immediate Mode 
Display Variable on RP240 Display 
Wdte Text to the RP240 Display 

* Description of command field lettem and symbols provided on page 3. 
C~ ~uT~nd-~:PProduct compatibility table provided on page 241. 
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Command Command Command 
Name Field(s)" Example 

TPCE TPCE 
TPE TPE 

ERROR ~.~DL ING 
[ ER ] IP(ER=blIx~O) 
ERRBAD i, i, i, i ERRBADI3, i~,O, ~ 

ERROR bbb..bbb (321 ERROR.Ill...Iii 
ERRORP ~ ERRORPprogl 

Command 
Oescription 

Drive Resolution 
Drive Fault Level 
Drive Enable 
Drive Fault Input Enable/Disable 
Disable Drive on Kill 

Encoder Move Oeadband Enable 
Encoder/Motor Step Mode 
Position Maintenance Mode Enable 
Position Maintenance Deadband 
Position Maintenance Gain Factor 
Position Maintenance Mm~. Velocity 
Encoder Resolution 
Encoder Stall Backlash Deadband 
Kill on Stall Enable 
Stall Detect Enable 
Position of Captured Encoder 
Value of Current Feedback Source 
Select Servo Feedback Source 
Transfer Position of Feedback 
Sources 
Transfer Position of Captured Encoder 
Transfer Position of Encoder 

Error Status 
Bad Prompt 
Error Detection Level 
Error Program Enable 
Error Program 

Feedrate Override Enable 
Feedrate Override Acceleration 
Feedrate Override Analog Input to use 
when Channel Select High 
Feedrate Overdde Analog Input to use 
when Channel Select Low 
Feedrate Override Percentage 

Go Home 
Home Acceleration 
Homing Average Acceleration 
Home Deceleration 
Homing Average Deceleration 
Home Backup Enable 
Home Direction Final 
Home Reference Edge 
Home Active Level 
Home Velodty 
Home Velocity Final 
Home to Z-channel Enable 

Analog Input Voltage Override 
Analog Input Voltage Override Enable 
Input Status 
Input Debounce Time 
Input Enable 
Input Function Enable/Disable 

* Oescdplion of command field leltem and symbols provided o~ paga 3. 
Command-to-Product conlpa~bEdy table provided on page 241. 
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Command Command Command 

Name Field(s)* Example 

INTERRUPTS ,%0     PC-AT 

INTI4W bbb. ~ bbb (32) INTHWII~I . . . Ii 

JOG 
JOG bbbb JOGII¢I 
JOGA r, r, r, r JOGAI~, i~, l~X~, I~ 

JOGAA r,r,~,r JOGAAI¢, 1¢, i~o 1~ 

JOGAD ;,r,r,r JOGADI~, i~, I@, 11 

J~GADA r, r, r, r J~I~DAI~, i~, i@, II 

JOGVH r,r,r,r JOGVHI2,16, I, 1 

JOGVL r,r,r,r JCGVLII, i, I,~.i 

Command 
Description 

Input Function 
Input Active Level 
Other Input Status 
Establish PLC Data Inputs 
Select Program Enable 
Establish Thumbwheel Data Inputs 

Clear Interrupt Condition Status 
Enable Indexer Status Intenupts 
Force User Interrupt 

Jog Mode Enable 
Jog Acceleration 
Jog Average Acceleration 
Jog Deceleration 
Jog Average Deceleration 
Jog Velocity High 
Jog Velocity Low 

Analog Input Value 
Analog Input Voltage Overdde 
Analog Input Voltage Override Enable 
Other Input Status 
Joystick Mode Enable 
Joystick Acceleration 
Joystick Average Acceleration 
Joystick Deceleration 
Joystick Average Deceleration 
Joystick Analog Input High 
Joystick Analog Input Low 
Joystick Center Deadband 
Joystick Center 
Joystick End Deadband 
Joystick Velocity High 
Joystick Velocity LOW 
Joystick Zero 

Value o! Current Feedback Device 
Position of LDT 
LDT Gradient 
LDT Resolution 
LDT Position Update Rate 
Position of Captured LDT 
Transfer Position of Feedback Source 
Transfer Current Position of LDT 
Transfer Position of Captured LDT 

* Oescdplion ot command fiL=Id let[ers and symbols provided on page 3. 
C(xnmand-to-Pr~,_,r~ co~bility table provided on page 241. 
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Command Command Command 
Name Field(s)* Example 

~O0~S 

MOTION ( S-~uzve ) 
AA r, r,r,r AAI~0,100, i~, 12 
A~A r, r, r, r ADAI~, i~0,100, 5~0 
HCMAA r, r, r, r HC~AI~, i~, 1~, i~ 
~ r,r,r,r ~~,I~, i~,i 
~ r, r,r, r ~, i~, I~, i~ 
~ r, r, r, r ~I~, I~, 10, ii 
~ r,r,r,r ~2,1~, i, i~ 
~ r, r, r, r ~~, i~, I~, I¢ 
~ r, r, r, r ~~, i~, i~, 1~ 
~ r, r,r, r ~, 2~, i~, I~ 
P~ r p~ 
P~ r p~ 

ON CONDITION (Program interrupts) 
ONCOND bbhb O~CONDIOII 
0NIN bbb..bbb (28) ONINI01.. iii 

ONUS bhb.. bbb (16) C~JSI01.. 111 
CNVARA i,i ONVARA-I~, 2~ 
C~VARB i, i ONVARB- I~, 2~ 

Command 
Description 

Loop 
End Loop 
Terminate Loop 

Acceleration 
Acceleration 
Average Acceleration 
Deceleration 
Deceleration 
Average Deceleration 
Distance 
Distance 
Initiate Motion 
Immediate Kill 
Kill Motion 
Absolute/Incremental Mode Enable 
PresetJContinuous Mode Enable 
Axis Moving Status 
Define Position Counter 
Stop Motion 
Start/Stop Velocity 
Motion test sequence 
Velocity 
Programmed Velocity 
Current Velocity 

Distance 
Initiate Linear Interpolated Motion 
Path Acceleration 
Path Average Acceleration 
Path Deceleralion 
Path Average Deceleration 
Path Acceleration Scale Factor 
Path Velocity Scale Factor 
Path Velocity 
Distance Scale Factor 

Average Acceleration 
Average Deceleration 
Homing Average Acceleration 
Homing Average Deceleration 
Jogging Average Acceleration 
Jogging Average Deceleration 
Joystick Average Acceleration 
Joystick Average Deceleration 
Hard Umtt Average Deceleration 
Soft Limil Average Deceleration 
Path Average Acceleration 
Path Average Deceleration 

On Condition Enable 
On an Input Condition Gosub 
On Program 
On a User Status Condition Gosub 
On Vadable I Condition Gosub 
On Variable 2 Condition Gosub 

Description of command field let~rs and symbols provided on page 3 
Command-to-Product compa~ib~TRy table provided on pa~e 241. 
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Command 
Name 

OPERATORS 

[<<] 
[>> ] 

OPERATORS 

Command 
Field(s)" 

(BZTWISE) 

(LOGICAL} 

Command 
Example 

VAR83=b1¢II & VARBI 
VARB2=h7F I IAS 
VARSI=IN ^ bl~ll 
VARB2=- (V~3) 
VARBI=IN << bl~ll 
VARBRfVARB2 >> h~4 

IF (VARI<12 AND VAR2 ¯ 3) 
WHILE(NOT VARI>I) 
WAIT(VARI=3 OR ~N=bll) 

Command 
Description 

Boolean And 
Boolean Or 
Boolean Exclusive Or 
Boolean Not 
Shift from Right to Left 
Shift from Left to Right 

Logical AND 
Logical NOT 
Logical OR 

OPERATORS (MATHEMATICAL) 
[= ] ~=~R.I.= 1 +2 Assignment 

[ ( ) ] VARZ=3 * (W~I +V’~R2) Operation Pdodty Level 

[ + ] VA92,=2+VAR3 Addition 

( _ ] V’A,~I.=vJu~I-1 Subtraction 

[ . ] V~R.I.=~*VAR3 Multiplication 

( / ] V’~Ll.=l/3 Division 

[ SORT ] "v’~RZ=S~RI’(2)/2 Square Root 

OPERATORS (OTHER) 
: !TREV 
@ @SCLD25¢�~ 
; ; This is a cc~nnent 
$ t: $1a~el 

# i : 113 
, ~ ! ’ 12.3 

I~(IN.13 = bl) [ . ] 

[ \ ! ~rTE’HZ ~\13" 

Immediate Command Identifier 
Global Command Identifier 
Begin Comment 
Label Declaration 
Step Through a Program 
Enter Interactive Data (Single quote) 
Bit Select 
Begin and End String 
ASCII Character Designator 

OP]~RATORS 
~[ = ] IF(~=bl!X1) Equal to 

~.{ ¯ ] ~ (V’,~I>V;~2) Greater than 

~,[ >= ] W~Tr,~.(V~RI>=5 ) Greater than or Equal to 

[ < ] IF (W~.B2<V~=~B3) Less than 

[ <= ] U~IL(I~<:S¢~¢¢) Less than or Equal to 

[ <> ] ~z’T(lV~.,<>25¢¢¢) Not Equal to 

OPErATOrS (TRIGOnOMETriC) 
ATAN( ~ ] VARI=ATAN(.5} 
COS( ) ] VARI--COS(30) 
PI ] VARR=PI / 4 

RADIAN b RADIANI 

TAN( ) ! 

OUTPUT 
COT hbb.. bhb (24) O~Tl11...xxl 
[ OUT ) Z~(OUT=-bZ~¢¢) 

OOTALL i, i, b ~1,12,1 
O~ ~..d~ (24) ~,.~ll...ele 

~ i-c ~I-A 
~ ~..~b {24) ~111...~1 
O~PA b,b, r, i ~P~, ~, 4~, 5¢ 
~ b,b, r, i ~B1, ¢, 4~, 5¢ 
~ b,b, r, i ~1, ¢, 4~, 5~ 
~ b,b,r, i ~1, ¢, 4~, 5¢ 
~ ~, i-i,i ~I, i-3,5¢ 
~ i, i-i,i ~,4-6,2~ 

Inverse Tangent 
Cosine 
F~(=) 
Radian Enable 
Sine 
Tangent 

Output State 
Output Status 
Multiple Output State 
Output Enable 
Output Function Enable/Disable 
Output Function 
Output Active Level 
Output on Position -- Axis 1 
Output on Position -- Axis 2 
Output on Position -- Axis 3 
Output on Position -- Axis 4 
Establish PLC Strobe Data Outputs 
Establish Thumbwheel Strobe Data 
Outputs 

Description of command 5old letters and symbols provided on page 3. 
Command-to-Product compa~ bir~’y table provided on page 241. 
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Command Command 
Name Field(s)* 

PAtH (~O~TOURING 

PA r 
~AA 
PA8 b 

r,r,r,r 
r, r, r, r 
r, r, r 
i,i,i,i 

~...~ (16) 
r 
r 

P~ i 
PS~V i 
~ i 
PU~ 
~ r 

P0~R-UP E~CUTION 

PROGRAM DEBUG    TOOLS 
# ’ i 
ANVO r,r,r,r 

i 

~ ddd..ddd (28) 
OUTEN ddd.. ddd (24) 

TRACE b 
TRANS b 

Command 
Example 

PAle 

PADI~ 
PADAI~ 
PARCM25~, 129¢~, 5~ 
PARCCM125,5~, ~, ~ 
PARCOP25,25, e, ~ 
PARCP34,45, 4 
PAXES1,2,3,4 
PC~MI~ progl 
PL1 

9LIN25~, 244~Z~ 
~0L~111¢~1... 111 
PPR025~ 
PRTOL15¢ 
PRUN progl 

PSCLD25~ 
PSCLV4~ 
PTAN25¢¢¢ 
PUCOMP progl 

FACI¢¢�, 15¢¢~ 

STARTP power 

#13 
ANVO. 96, I. 85, i. 15,2.35 

BP6 

INENIIe... exll 
OUTENII1. ¯. ele 

TRACE1 
TRANS1 

Command 
Oescription 

Path Acceleration 
Path Average Acceleration 
Path Absolute 
Path Deceleration 
Path Average Deceleration 
Radius Specified GCW Arc 
Origin Specified ~ Arc 
Origin Specified CW Arc 
Radius Specked CW Arc 
Set Contouring Axes 
Path Compile 
Define Path Local Mode 
Define Path Local Coordinates 
Move in a Une 
Path Outputs 
Path Propodional Axis 
Path Radius Tolerance 
Run a Path 
Path Acceleration Scale Factor 
Path Distance Scale Factor 
Path Velocity Scale Factor 
Path Tangent Axis Resolution 
Path Uncompile 
Path Velocity, 
Path Work Coordinate 

Set Power-up Program 

PROGRAM FLOW    CO~ITROL 
BP i BP6 
BREAK BREAK 
C C 
ELSE ELSE" 
GOS~B t GOSU~ pick 
GOTO t ~ pick 
~T ~T 
~( ) ~{~=~1) 
~ t ~ pick 
L i ~ 

Step Through a Program 
Analog Input Voltage Overdde 
Analog Input Voltage Overdde Enable 
Set a Program Break Point 
Compumotor Application Department 
Input Enable 
Output Enable 
Program Step Mode Enable 
Transfer Command Error 
Program Trace Mode Enable 
Translation Mode Enable 

Define a PmgrarrdSubmufine 
Delete a Program/Subroutine 
Program/Subroutine End 
Erase all Programs/Subroutines 
Execute a Program/Subroutine 
Label Declaration 

Set a Program Break Point. 
Terminate Subroutine Execution 
Continue 
Else Condition of IF Statement 
Execute a Subroutine with Return 
Execute a Subroutine without Return 
Terminate Program Execution 
IF Statement 
Jump to a Program/Subroutine 
Loop 
End Loop 
Terminate Loop 
End IF Statement 

* De~;ptlon of command field lettem and symbds provided on page ~ 
Convnand-to-Product compalibility table provided o~ page 241. 
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Command Command Command 

Name Field(s)* Example 

NWHXLE NW~.~ 
PS PS 
~EPEAT REPEAT 
T r T4.32 
UNTIL ( ) UNTIL (VARI > 12) 
h~IT( ) MAIT (IN=blll) 
WHILE( ) WHXLE (VAR3<>45) 

REGZSTRATIO~ 
RE h~ RE~DII 
REG c r,r,r,r R~GA2~, 2~, 8~, 4~ 
[ ~E ] c IF (PCEA<2~) 

[ PCM ] c IF(PCMA<2~) 

SCALING 
PSCLA i PSCLA4~ 

PSCLD i PSCLD25~ 

PSCLV i PSCLV4~ 

SCALE b SCALE1 

SCLA i, i, i, i SCLAI~, 1~, 1~, 2~ 

SCLD i,i,i,i SCLD2~, 2~, 4~, 4~ 

SCLV i, i, i, i SCLV2~, 2~, 1,1 

S ~-RVO ~ 
[ DAC ] IF(2D~C>5.~) 
DACLIM r,r,r,r DACLIM8. ~, 9 .~ 
[ RE ] IFIL=B<5~) 
SDTAMP r,r,r,r SDTAMP. i, .i, .i, .i 
SDTFR i, i,i, i SDTFRI~, 5~ 
SFB i,i,i,i SFBI, i, 1,2 
SGAF r,r,r,r SGAFIS, 2, ,22e24 
SGENB i,i,i,i SGENBI, 3,3,1 
SGI r,r,r,r SGII5,14.5,~,~ 
SGILIM r, r, r, r SG~LIMI5,15 i 15,15 
SGP r, r, r, r SGPI~, 4.2233,2.22,. ~44524 
SGSET i SGSET3 
SGV r,r,r,r SGVI~, 97,43.33,~ 
SGVF r, r, r, r SGVF3555,3555,4~, 4~ 
~ER r,r,r, r SMPER4~, 4~, 4~, 4~ 
SOFFS r,r,r,r SOFFS~, ~, I, 2 
SSFR i SSFR4 
STRGTD r,r,r,r STRGTDS, 5,5,5 
STEGTE hh~h STRGTEIIII 
STRGT~ i, i, i, i STRGTTI~, 10, i~, i~ 
STRGTV r,r,r,r STRGTV.~I, .~I, .~I, .~I 

TSTLT TSTLT 

STREAMING 
SD i, i, i, i SD, , 4~i~ 
STD i STD2~ 
STREAM i,i,i,i STRY-AMI, I, i, 1 

SUBROUTIN2 DEFINITION 
~m~ t           DEF~ick 
DEL ~ DELpick 
~D 

GOSUB t GOSUBpick or pick 
GOTO ~ GCTOpick 
J~4P t JUMP pick 
~ t RONm~Ln or main 
$ t $1abel 

Command 
Description 

End WHILE Statement 
Pause Execution 
Repeat Statement 
Time Delay 
Until Pad of REPEAT Statement 
Wait for a Specific Condition 
While a Condition is True 

Registration Enable 
Registration Distance 
Position of Captured Encoder 
Position of Captured Motor 

Path Acceleration Scale Factor 
Path Distance Scale Factor 
Path Velocity Scale Factor 
Enable/Disable Scale Factors 
Accel/Decel Scale Factor 
Distance Scale Factor 
Velocity Scale Factor 

Value of Cu~ent DAC Analog Output 
Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) Limit 
Value of Current Feedback Device 
Dither Amplitude 
Dither Frequency 
Select Servo Feedback Source 
Servo Acceleration Feedforward Gain 
Enable a Servo Gain Set 
Servo Integral Feedback Gain 
Sento Integral Windup Limit 
Sento Proportional Feedback Gain 
Save a Servo Gain ~et 
Santo Velocity Feedback Gain 
Sento Velocity Feedforward Gain 
Maximum Allowable Position Error 
Sento Control Signal Offset 
Sarvo Sampling Frequency Ratio 
Target Distance Zone 
Enable Target Zone Seffiing Mode 
Target Settling Timeout Pedod 
Target Velocity Zone 
Transfer Position of Feedback Soume 
Transfer Servo Settling Time 
Transfer Present Actual Velocity 

Streaming Data 
Set Streaming Interval 
Enter Streaming Mode 

Define a Program/Subroutine 
Delete a Program/Subroutine 
Program/Subroutine End 
Erase all programs/Subroutines 
Execute a Subroutine with Return 
Execute a Subroutine without Return 
Jump to a Subroutine without Return 
Execute a Program/Subrou~ne 
Label Declaration 

* Descdpl~on of command ~ield lettem and symbols provided on page 3. 
Command-to-Product compatib=Tdy table provided on page 241. 
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Command Command Command 
Name Field(s)* Example 

Command 
Oes©ription 

Current Timer Value 
Timer Value to Interrupt PC-AT 
Start Timer 
Stop Timer 

Transfer Analog Input Voltage (-AN[ only) 
Transfer Analog Input Voltage 
Transfer Axis Status 
Transfer Command Error 
Transfer Counter 
Transfer DAC Vo/tage 
Transfer Directory 
Transfer Location of Data Pointer 
Transfer Error Status 
Transfer Program Execution Status 
Transfer Position of Feedback Source 
Transfer All Gain Values 
Transfer Input Status 
Transfer Other Inputs 
Transfer Interrupt Status 
Transfer Labels 
Transfer Position of LDT 
Transfer Limit Status 
Transfer Memory Usage 
Transfer OuTput State 
Transfer Position Commanded 
Transfer Value of Captured ANI input 
Transfer Captured Commanded Position 
Transfer Position of Captured Encoder 
Transfer Position of Captured LDT 
Transfer Position of Captured Motor 
Transfer Position of Encoder 
Transfer Position Error 
Transfer Position of Motor 
Transfer Program 
Transfer Revision Level 
Transfbr System Status 
Transfer Controller Statistics 
Transfer Servo Settling Time 
Transfer Time 
Transfer User Status 
Transfer Present Velocity 
Transfer Present Actual Velocity 

Vadable 
Variable Substitution 
Binary Variable 
Binary Variable Substitution 
String Vadable 
Vadable Type Conversion 

* Oesc~ of ~ field let~rs and symbols prodded on page 3. 
Command-to-Product ¢or~/’dy table provided ~ page 24.1. 
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Command Listing 
(Alphabetical) 

Command Command Command Command 

Name Field(s)" Example Description 

[ <11:> ] 

[: ] ! 
@SCLD25~ @ 
; This is a co~ne13~ ; 

$ t $1abel 
# i , #13 
, r ! ’ 12.3 
[ . ] z~{zN.13 : 
[ . ] WRITE’Hello" 
[ \ ] WRITE’HI 
[ = ] IF(IN=blIXI) 
[ > ] 

n~(VARI>VAR2) 

[ >= l 
[ < ] 
[ <= ] ~.(I~=5~) 

MAIT ( IVEL<>25~) [<>] 
[ ( ) ] VAR2=2÷(V’A~*3) 
[ + ] VAZ~2=2÷VAZ~ 
[ - ] VAm=WtU.-1 
[ . ] VA.,LI.=VAR2*VA~3 
[ / ] VARI=I/3 

[ & ] VA~B3=bl(~11 

[ I ] 
VAZ~2=~.TF I 

[ ^ ] VAKIZl=Z~I ~ b:iCZ:L 
[ _( ) ] VAKB2=-(VARB1) 
[ << ] VARBI=IN << bi~11 
[ >> ] VAKB2=VAaB2 >> h¢4 

c c 
[ CNT ] WHILE(CNT<24) 
CNTE bbhb CNTEI~II 
CNTINT i, i, i CNTINT2 , -1, 5¢ 

Carriage Return 
Line Feed 
Colon 
Immediate Command Idenlifler 
Global Command Identifier 
Begin Comment 
Label Deceleration 
Step Through a Program 
Enter Data (Single quote) 
Bit Select 
Begin and End String 
ASCII Character Designator 
Equ~ to 
Greater than 
Greater than or Equal to 
Less than 
Less than or Equal to 
Not Equal to 
Operation Pdodty Level 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Boolean And 
Boolean Or 
Boolean Exclusive Or 
Boolean Not 
Shift from Right to Left 
Shift from Left to Right 

Acceleration 
Acceleration Assignment 
Average Acceleration 
Deceleration 
Deceleration Assignment 
Average Deceleration 
Daisy Chain Address 
And 
Analog Input Value (-ANI option only) 
Analog Input Value 
Analog Input Voltage Override 
Analog Input Voltage Override Enable 
Axis Status 
Inverse Tangent (Arc Tangent) 

Set a Program Break Point 
Terminate Program Execution 

Continue 
Counter 
Hardware Up/Down Counter Input 
Counter Value to Interrupt PC-AT 

* Description of comn~nd field lettem and symbols Fovided on page 3. 
Convnand-to-Product compa~bi~’y table provided on rage 241.. 
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Command Command Command 
Name Field(s)" Example 

D r, r, r, r D25~, 25~, 2,2 . 
[ D ] VAR2=ID 
[ ~C ] IF(2DAC>5.~) 
DACL IM r,r,r.r DACLIM8 .~, 9.~Z~ 
[ DAT ] i VARI=DAT1 
DATA DATA=I2.23, 12.34, 1,3 
[ DATP ] i DEF DATPI 
DATPTR i, i, i DATPTRI, i, 1 
nATR~T i, i DATRST5,2~ 
DATSIZ i, I DATSIZI, 2~ 
DATTCH i,i,i,i DATTCHI, 2, 3,4 
[ DPTR | IF(DPTR=I) 

~EF ~ DEF pick 
~EL t DEL pick 
DJOG b Du-~GI 

DPASS i DPASS6~Z~ 
DPCUR i,i DPCUR!, 2~ 
[ DREAD | VAR!=DREAD 
[ DREADF ] VARI=DREADF 
DREADI b DREADII 
DRES i, i, i, i DRES25~Z~, 25~, ~-~, 

DVAR i,i,i,i DVARS, i, I, 1 
DWRITE" ¯ DWRITE’Tas~es Great" 
E b E1 
ECHO b ~HOI 
ELSE 
EM~VDB ~ ~7%DBII@I 
ENC bhbb 

~L i, i, i ~LI3, I@,@ 
~ i,i,i ~13,~,~ 

E~ i, i, i, i ~BI~, 12~, i~, 8~ 
~ r, r, r, r ~i~, 
E~ r,r, r, r ~, 
{ ~ ] 

~ i, i, i, i ~13,1@, @, @ 

~ i, i, i, i ~13, I~, @,~ 
~R ~..~ (32) ~iI~... iIi 

~B i, i, i, i ~B7~, ~, 6~, 8~ 

! FB ] I~(IFB~5~) 
FR i 
FRA r FRAI~ 

Command 
Description 

Hardware Up/Down Counter Reset 
Enable Continuous Command Mode 
Continue Command Execution on Kill 
Continue Command Execution on limit 
Continue Command Execu. on In Position 
Continue Motion on Pause/Resume 
Continue Command Execution on Stop 
Cosine 

Distance 
Distance Assignment 
Value of Current DAC Analog Output 
Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) Umit 
Data Assignment 
Data Statement 
Define Data Set 
Set Data Pointer 
Reset Data Pointer 
Data Program Size 
Data Teach 
Data Pointer Location 
Clear RP240 Display 
Define a PmgrandSubroutine 
Delete a Program/Subroutine 
Enable RP240 Jog Mode 
Turn RP240 LEDs On/Off 
Set RP240 Password 
Position Cursor on RP240 Display 
Read Numeric Keypad on RP240 
Read Function Key on RP240 
RP240 Data Read Immediate Mode 
Ddve Resolution 
Ddve Fault Level 
Ddve Enable 
Display Variable on RP240 Display 
Write Text to the RP240 Display 

Enable RS-232C Communication 
Echo Enable 
Else Cond’dion of IF Statement 
Encoder Move Deadband Enable 
Encoder/Motor Step Mode 
ProgramJSubmutine End 
End of Line Terminating Characters 
End of Transmission Ch~reclers 
Position Maintenance Mode Enable 
Position Maintenance Deadband 
Position Maintenance Gain Factor 
Position Maintenance Max. Velocity 
Error Status 

¯ Erase all Programs/Subroutines 

Encoder Resolution 
Bad Prompt 
Program Definition Prompt 
Error Detection Level 
Good Prompt 
Error Program Enable 
Error Program 
Encoder Stall Backlash Deadband 
K~ll on Stall Enable 
Stall Detect Enable 

Value of Current Feedback Device 
Feedrate Override Enable 
Feedrate Override Acceleration 

* Description of command I~el~l letters and symbols provided on page 3. 
Command-to-Product compatibi~ty ta~le provided on page 241. 
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Command Command Command 

Name Field(s)* Example 

GO hbbb G0111@ 

GOL bbhb GOLIII~ 

GOSUB t GOSUB pick 

GOTO t GOTO pick 

JOG hbhb JOGII@I 

JOGA r, r, r, r JOC4tI~, 1~, I~, 1~ 

JOC~A r,r, r,r JOGAAI@, 1~, 

JOGAD r, r, r, r JOGADI~, i~, i~, ii 

JOGADA r, r, r,r JOGADAI~Z~, 1~, 1~, Ii 

JOGVH r,r,r,r jOG%~I2,16, i, 1 

JOGVL r, r, r,r JOGVLII, i, i,~ .i 

JOYA r,r,r,r JOYAI2, I~, I, I~ 

JOYAA r, r, r,r JOYAAI2, I~, I, L~ 

JOYAD r, r, r, r JOYADI~, i~, I~, i~ 
JU~ADA r,r,r,r JOYADAI~, i~, I~, i~ 

JOYAXH i, i, i, i JOYAXH4322 

JOYAXL i, i, i, i JOYAXL1234 

JOYCDB r,r,r,r jOYCD~. 5 ,~. 25, ~. i, ~. 1 

JOYCTR ro r,r, r JOYCTRI. 25,1.35,1. i, L .25 

JOYEDB r, r,r,r JOYEDB~. i,~. I, .25, .3 

JOYVH r,r,r,r. JOYVH23,45,56, 23 
JOYVL r,r,r,r JOYVLI, I, i, 1 

J~YZ bbbb jOYZIIOI 

JUMP t JUMP pick 

Command 
Oescription 

Feedrate Overdde Analog Input to use 
when Channel Select High 
Feedrate Override Analog Input to use 
when Channel Select Low 
Feedrate Override Percentage 

Initiate Motion 
Initiate Linear Inteq~olated Motion 
Execute a Subroutine with Return 
Execute a Subroutine without Return 

Terminate Program Execution 
Application Department Help 
Go Home 
Home Acceleration 
Home Average Acceleration 
Home Deceleration 
Home Average Deceleration 
Home Backup Enable 
Home Direction Rnal 
Home Reference Edge 
Home Active Level 
Home Velocity 
Home Velocity Final 
Home to Z-channel Enable 

If Statement 
Input Status 
Pa~cipating Axes 
Input Debounce Time 
Enable/Disable User Status 
User Status 
Input Enable 
Input Function Enable/Disable 
Input Function 
Input Active Level 
Other Input Status 
Establish PLC Data inputs 
Select Program Enable 
Establish Thumbwheel Data InpUts 
Clear Interrupt Condition Status 
Enable Indexer Status Interrupts 
Force User Interrupt " 

Jog Mode Enable 
Jog Acceleration 
Jog Average Acceleration 
Jog Deceleration 
Jog Average Deceleration 
Jog Velocity High 
Jog Velocity Low 
Joystick Mode Enable 
Joystick Acceleration 
Joystick Average Acceleration 
Joystick Deceleration 
Joystick Average Deceleration 
Joystick Analog Input High 
Joystick Analog Input Low 
Joystick Center Deadband 
Joystick Center 
Joystick End Deadband 
Joystick Velocity High 
Joystick Velocity Low 
Joystick Zero 
Jump to a program/Subroutine 

* Description of command r~etd letters and symlx~s Pr°vided °n page 3" 
Comnmnd4o-Product compatit~lity table provtded on page 241’. 
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Command Command Command 
Name Field(s)* Example 

K h _ _~9~b_ Kllll 
<ctrl>K <c~rl>K 
KDRIVE hbbb KDRIVE11 
L i L5 
[ LDT J IF(1LDT>5~) 
LUIGRD r,r,r,r 
LDTRES i, i LDTRES432, 423 
LDI~PD i, i LDTUPD1, 3 I~q i,i,i,i LH3,0,0,1 
LHAD r, r,r, r LHADI~, 1¢¢¢, i~, 
IRADA r,r,r,r LHADAlCC¢, 1¢¢¢, i¢¢~, 
LHLVL bbWnbbbb LHLVLI 1¢¢ 1111 
[ LII~ ] IF(LIM=b11¢¢) 

LS i, i,i,i LS3, 3,3, 3 
LSAD r, r,r,r LSAD2~, 2~, 1~, 1~ 
LSADA r0 r,r, r LSADA2~, 2~, i~, i~ 
LSCCW r, r, r, r LSCCW-I~, -1~, -1~, 1 
LSCW r, r, r, r LSCWI~, i~, i¢¢, 10 

MA bhhh MA101~) 

MEMORY i, i ME~DRY33~, 3 i~ 
[ MOV ] IF{MOV=b11¢¢) 

[ NOT ] IF(NOT VARI<3) 
NWHILE NW~R 

ON~N bbb..bbb (28) ONINl~l..111 
~ t ONPjt~pto 
ONUS bbb.. bbb (16) ONUS101.. 111 
ONVA~A i, i ONVARA-I%. 
CNVARB i, i 0NVARB-I~, 
[ OR ] IF(VARI<I OR VAR2--1) 
OUT ~bb..b~o (24) OUTl11...~I 
[ ~JT ] ~F(OUT=bllx¢~) 
OUTALL i, i,b OUTALLI, 12, 1 
OUT~ ddd..ddd |24) 0~111...ele 
OUTF~ b 
OUT~NC i-c OUTFNC1-A 
OUTLVL bbb..bhb (24) O~TLVLlll...¢~1 
OUTPA b,b,r,i OUTPAI, O, ~, 50 
OU~PS b, b, r, i OUt, B1,0, 4¢¢~, 50 
0UTPC b, b,r, i OUTPC1, O, 4~, 50 
OUTPD b,b,r, i 0~TPD1,0, ~, 5~ 
~JTPLC i, i-i, i OUTPLC1,1-3,5~ 
OD~PIW i, i-i,i OUTTW2,4- 6,20) 
PA r PAI~ 
PAA r PAA8 
PAB b PABI 
PAD r PAD~ 
PADA r PADA8 
PAR(~f r, r, r PARCM25¢~, 129~, 5~ 
PARCCM r,r,r,r PARCQM12,13,0, ~ 
PARCOP r, r, r, r PARCOPIS~, 25~Z~, 0, ¯ 
PARCP r, r, r PARCP12, 13, 5 
PAXES i,i,i,i PAXES1, 2,3, 4 [ Pc ] IF(1PC<S¢~�) 
[ ~CA ] c IF(1PCA<5) 
[ PCC ] c 
[ PCE ] c IF(IPCEA<4~¢~) 
[ PCL ] c IF (1PCLA<4~) 

Command 
Description 

Kill Motion 
Immediate Kill 
Disable Drive on h3fi 

Loop 
Position of LDT 
LDT Gradient 
LDT Resolution 
lET Position Update Rate 
Hard Limit Enable 

¯ Hard Umit Deceleration 
Hard Limit Average Deceleration 
Hard Limit Active Level 
Limit Status 
End Loop 
Soft Limit Enable 
Soft Limit Deceleration 
Soft Limit Average Deceleration 
Soft Limit CCW Range 
Soft Limit CW Range 
Terminate Loop 

Absolute/Incremental Mode Enable 
Preset/Continuous Mode Enable 
Configure Memory 
Axis Moving Status 

End IF Statement 
Not 
End WHILE Statement 

On Conddion Enable 
On an Input Condition Gosub 
On Program 
On a User Status Condition Gosub 
On Variable 1 Condition Go,sub 
On Variable 2 Condition Gosub 
Or 
Output State 
Output Status 
Multiple Output State 
Output Enable 
Output Function Enable/Disable 
Output Function 
Output Active Level 
Output on Position ~ Axis 1 
Output on Position ~ Axis 2 
Output on Position ~ Axis 3 
Output on Position ~ Axis 4 
Establish PLC Strobe Data Outputs 
Estab. Thumbwheel Strobe Data Outputs 

Path Acceleration 
Path Average Acceleration 
Path Absolute 
Path Deceleration 
Path Average Deceleration 
Radius Specified CCW Arc 
Origin Specified CCW Arc 
Odgin Specified CW Arc 
Radius Specified CW Arc 
Set Contouring Axes 
Position Commanded 
Value of Captured ANI Inputs 
Captured Commanded Position 
Position of Captured Encoder 
Position of Captured LDT 

* Oescdp~on of command field letters and symbols provided on page 3. 
Co. =~and-to-Product compalJbility table prov~ed on page 241. 
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Command Command Command 

Name Field(s)" Example 

Command 
Description 

Position o! Captured Motor 
Path Compile 
Position of Encoder 
Position Error 
Pi (~) 
Define Path Local Mode 
Define Path Local Coordinates 
Move in a Line 
Position of Motor 
Path Outputs 
Path Proportional Axis 
Path Radius Tolerance 
Run a Path 
Pause Program Execution 
Path Acceleration Scale Factor 
Path Distance Scale Factor 
Path Velocity Scale Factor 
Define N~solute Position 
Path Tangent Axis Resolution 
Path Uncompile 
Set Pulse Width 
Path Velocity 
Path Work Coordinate 

Radian Enable 
Read a Value 
Registration Enable 
Registration Distance 
Repeat Statement 
Reset 
Execute a Program/Subroutine 

Stop Motion 
Enable/Disable Scale Factors 
Accel/Docet Scale Factor 
Distance Scale Factor 
Velocity Scale Factor 
Strean~ng Data 
Dither Amplitude 
Dither Frequency 
Select Servo Feedback Source 
Servo Acceleration Feedforward Gain 
Enable a Servo Gain Set 
Servo Integral Feedback Gain 
Servo Integral Windup Limit 
Servo Proportional Feedback Gain 
Servo Velocity Feedback Gain 
Salvo Velocity Feedforward Gain 
Sine 
Maximum Allowable Pos~on Error 
Servo Control Signal Offset 
Square Root 
System "Status 
Servo Sampling Frequency Ratio 
Start/Stop Velocity 
Set Power-up Program 
Set Streaming Interval 
Program Step Mode Enable 
Enter Streaming Mode 
Target Distance Zone 
Enable Target Zone Setliing Mode 
Target Settling Timeout Period 
Target Velocity Zone 

Time Delay 
Tangent 

De~n of command field letters and symbols provided on page 3. 
Command-to-Product comp~l:dtity ta~ prc~ded on page 241. 
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Command Command Command Command 

Name Field(s)* Example Description 

Transfer Analog Input Voltage (-J~! only) 
Transfer Analog Input Voltage 
Transfer Axis Status 
Transfer Auxiliary Board Type 
Transfer Command Error 
Transfer Counter 
Transfer Directory 
Transfer Location of Data Pointer 
Transfer Error Status 
Motion Test Sequence 
Transfer Program Execution Status 
Transfer Position of Feedback Source 
Transfer All Gain Values 
Current Timer Value 
Timer Value to Interrupt PC-AT 
Start Timer 
Stop Timer 
Transfer Input Status 
Transfer Other Input Status 
Transfer Interrupt Status 
Transfer Labels 
Transfer Position of LDT 
Transfer Limit Status 
Transfer Memory Usage 
Transfer Output State 
Transfer Position Commanded 
Transfer Value of Captured ANI Input 
Transfer Captured Commanded Position 
Transfer Position of Captured Encoder 
Transfer Position of Captured LDT 
Transfer Pos’dion of Captured Motor 
Transfer Position of Encoder 
Transfer Position Error 
Transfer Position of Motor 
Transfer Program 
Program Trace Mode Enable 
Translation Mode Enable 
Transfer Revision Level 
Transfer System Status 
Transfer Controller Statistics 
Transfer Servo Settling Time 
Transfer Time 
Transfer User Status 
Transfer Present Velocity 
Transfer Present Actual Velocity 
"rhumbwheel Data Read 

Until Part of REPEAT Statement 
User Status 

Velocity 
Velocity Assignment 
Variable 
Variable Substitution 
Bina~, Vadabla 
Binary Variable Substitution 
String Variable 
Current Velocity 

Wait for a Specific Condition 
While a Conc~tion is True 
Transmit a Message 
Transmit a Variable 
Transmit a Binary Variable 
Transmit a String Variable 

* Descdptk~ of cornmand field letters and symboLs provided °n page 3- 
Command-~Pmduct compatibility table provided on page 241. 
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Command Descriptions 
Description Format 

S. 
6. 
7. 

S. 
10. 

INEN          Input Enable                          Produ©t Rev 
AT6400     1.0 

Type TnputS or Pz:og~~ra De~:R~g Tools 

Syntax < ! >~-NF.~’q<d><d><d>. ¯ ¯ <d> 61511 n/a 
Units d = ¢, ~., £’ or X 630n 1.0 
Range ¯ = o~f, 1 = on, E = enable, X = don’t care ~ I/} 
Default E 6270 r~ 
Response ZNEN: ¯ INENE EEE_EEEE_EEEE_EEEE_EEEE_EEEE-EEEE 
See AIso [~N], INFEN, L~FNC, INLVL, INPLC, INSTW, TIN 

Item Number 

1. 

3. 

10. 

Description 

Mnemonic Code: This field contains the command’s mnemonic code. 

Full Name: This field contains the command,s full name. 

Valid Product & Revision: This field lists the 6000 Sedes products and the revision of 

each product when this command was incorporated or modified per the description, if the 
~ommand does not apply to that particular product, the BJ~ is specified as =n/a’. 

Unless otherwise noted, all commands that are applicable to the AT6400 are applicable to 
both the AUX1 and AUX2 versions at the revision specified. All commands applicable to 
the standard versions are applicable to the OEM versions (e.g., 6250 commands are 
applicable to the OEM6250 controller). An "n" in the product name refers to all products in 
that particular sedes (e.g., 620n commands are applicable to the 6200 and 6201 products).. 

You can use the TP.~-’V command to determine which product revision you are using. For 
example, if the ~ response is *Tl~’V92-012222 o01-1.4, the product revision is 1.4. 

Type: This field contains the commands type. On page 29 and on the back cover you will 
find a list of all 6000 Series commands organized by command type. 

Syntax: The proper syntax for the command is shown here. The specific parameters 
associated with the command are also shown. Definitions of the parameters are described 

in the Command Syntax section above. 

Unite: This field describes what unit of measurement the parameter (b, d, i, r, or t) in the 

command syntax represents. 

Range: This is the range of valid values that you can specify for an argument (or any 

other parameter specified). 

Default: The default setting for the command is shown in this field. A command will 

perform its function with the default setting if you do not provide a value. 

Response: Some commands allow you to check the status of the command. In the 
example above, entedng the ZNSN command by itself, you will receive the response 
¯ ~¢EI~_E~Z;_m~.~.~._m~.~..~-~_~-Z~_]~,~ (response indicates all inputs are 
enabled). The example responses provided are based on the default error level, Error Level 

4, established with the £~..R~VT.,4 command. 

See Also: Commands related or similar to the command described are listed here. 
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Detailed Descriptions 
[ ,I ] Immediate Command Identifier 

Product nee Type Opera~or (O~her) 
Syn tsx ! <command> AT6400 1.0 Units n/a AT6~:)0 1.0 
DRange z~/a 615n 1.0 

sfault nla ~ 1.0 
Respense n/a 625n 1.0 
See Also coz~xc 6270 1.0 

The Immediate Command lden~tfier {: ) changes a buffered command into an immediate comm~nd. All 
immediate commands are processed immediately, even before previously entered buffered commands. 

All 6000 Ser~es commands are buffered. 

The commands that use the ! identifier are idenU~ed in the Syntax section of the command 
d~scrlption. 

NOTE                     j 
A command with the ! prefix cannot be stored in a program. 

i@ ] 
Global Command Identifier 

Product Rev Type Opera~:or (Ot~her) 
Syntax ~<command>< field1> AT64~O 1.0 Unite a/a AT6nS0 1.0 Range zz/a 61~ 1.0 Default ~/a 6~n 1.0 Response n/a 625n 1.0 
See Also 

The Global Command Identifier (~) Is used to set the value of all fields to the value entered only in 
the first field. For example, ~A1 assigns the value 1 to all axes. All commands with multiple fields 
are able to use the Global Command Identifier, If you have any doubts about which commands can 
use the ¯ symbol, refer to the Syntax section of the command description. 

, Begin Comment 
Product Rev Type Operator (Other) 

Syntax ;<this is a Comment> AT6400 1.0 Units nla AT6r~O 1.0 Range his 615n 1~) Default nla ~ t.0 Response nla 6~5n 1.0 
See Alan N/A 6270 1.0 
The Begin Comment (;) command is used to comment application programs. The comment begins 
with a semicolon (; ) and is terminated by a comm.~_nd delimiter. The comment is not stored in a 
program. An example of using the comment del~miter is as follows: 

DEF pick ; BegJxz definition of program pick<cr> 

~; 
Label Declaration 

Type Operator (Ot~he~] Product Ray 

Syntax < ! >$ < ~> AT6400 1.0 Units ~ = ~ex~ name AT6nS0 1~) Range Tex~ name o£ 6 characters or less 61~n I~ 
Default nla ~20n 1.0 Response n/a ~ 1.0 
See Also DEF. DEL, END, GOSUB, GOTO, JTu’HP, RUN, TLABEL 
The Label Declaration ($) command def’mes the current location as the label specified. A label 
consists of 6 or fewer alpha-numeric characters and must start with an alpha-character, not a 
number. Labels can only be defined within a program or subroutine. The GOTO. GOSUS or ~ 
commands can be used to branch to a label. The RUN command Can also be used to start executing 
statements at a label. The label cannot be deleted by a DEL command. However. when the program 
that contains the label is deleted, all labels contained within the program will be deleted. 
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Up to I00 labels can be defined. If you have the -M expanded memory optWn, up to 600 labels can 
be defined (stand-alone products only). 

A label declara~on cannot consist of any of the following characters: 

!. ~ #, $, ~. ", ~. *, (,), +,-, (,),\, 1, ", :, ;, ’,<.> ..... ?,I,= 
NOTE: A labeJ cannot have the same name as a 6000 Series command. For example, SA and $A123 
are illegal l~be[s. 

Example 
> DEF pick 

- 

- IF (VARI=5) 

GOTO pickl 
ELSE 
GOTO pick2 

$pick~ 

$pick2 

RUN pick 

Description 

Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
If vadable 1 = 5 t~en do commands between IF and ELSE, 
otherwise commands between ELsE and NZF 
Goto label pick1 
Else pad of IF command 
Goto label pick2 
End IF command 
Label declaration for pick 1 
Initiate motion on axes 3 and 4 
Break out of current subroutine or program 
Label declaration for pick2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 4 
End program definition 
Executes program named pick 

# Step" Through a Program 
Product 

Type Operator (Other) 
Syntax ! #<t> AT6400 

AT6r~0 Units i = ,~mber of commands to execute from ~he buffer 615n Range i = 1 - 200 
Default 1 620n 
Response n/a ~ 

See Also DEF, HELP, STEP, T~ACE, ~I’R~s 

R e¥ 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

This command controls the execution 
enabled (STEP1}. Each th-ne you enter the ! #<i> command followed by a deW.niter, i commands Ln 
the svquence buffer wfl] be executed. A , # followed by a deK~Jter w~ cause one command to be 
executed. 

Single step mode can be advantageous when trying to debug a progranl 

Example 
> DEF tat 

- D1.2.3.4 

GOlly1 
- OVfllXl 
- 
> 

¯ RUN 

Description 
Begin definition of program named tat 
Set veloc~ to 1 uniVsec on all axes 
Set acceleration to 10 units/see2 on aJl axes 
Set distance to 1 unit on axis 1.2 units on axis 2, 3 units on axis 3, 
and 4 units on ax~s 4 
Initiate motion on axes 1, 2, and 4 
Turn on programmable outputs 1, 2, and 4, leave 3 unchanged 
End program definition 
Enable single step mode 
Execute program named tat 

NOTE: After entering the command RU~ no action will occur because s~ngle step mode has been 
enabled. Single step operaUon is as follows: 

¯ !#2 

¯ !# 

> !#1 

¯ ! #2 

First 2 commands in the program ~s¢ ~e executed; commands to 
be executed are ~vl and ~A1¢. 
Execute 1 command from program; command to be executed is 
D1, 2,3,4 
Execute I command from program; command to be executed is 
GOll~I 
Execute 2 commands from program; commands to be executed 
are OUT11X1 and ~ 
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Enter Interactive Data 
Type Operator (Other} Produ©t Rev Syntax -* ’ <numeric d~a> AT6400 Units NUmeric data is con=n~nd-dep~nden~ AT6r~0 Range NUmeric data is Cu~and-dependen~ 61~I 1.0 Default n/a 620n 1.0 RespoRse n/a 
See Also    READ, VARs 

To enter data interactively, two operations must occur. First, numeric information must be 

requested. Requesting the numeric information is accomplished with the V~URx---REA~ command. 
The x specifies the numeric variable to place the data into, and the y specifies the string variable to 

transmit before the data is entered. Numeric information can also be requested by placing the READ 

command in place of a command argument (e.g., A(RE~I), 12.52, (REM)2), 5.62). ARer the data has 
been requested, a numeric response must be provided. The numeric response must be preceded by 

the interactive data specifier ( ! ,) and followed by a deRmiter (<cr> or <If>). 

Command processing will pause while waiting for data. 

Example 
Description 

:> VARSI=’Rnr.e~ t:he cou~t > - 
Setsldngvadable 1 equal tothemessage > V~5=R~D1 
Transmit string vadable 1, and wait for nurnedc data in the form 6f 

! ’ <dst:a>. Once numedc data has been received, place it in 
> ! ’ 65.12                        numeric variable 5 

Vadable 5 will receive the value 65.12 

[.] 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Oefau~t 
Response 
See Also 

Bit Select 

Operat:or (0t:her) Product Ray 

<command>. 1 AT6400 1.0 i = bit nt~lber AT6n50 1.0 Command-dependen~ 615n 1.0 None ~ 1.0 n/a ~ 1.0 
(AS|, [ER], ERROR, [~], INEN. ZNLV~, [INO], INTH~, LHLV~o [LIM], 

~970 
1.0 

[ Mov!, os~, o~Js, O~T, OU~, OUT~.W,, POUT, [ S S ], TAS, T ZN, T ZNO, 
TINT, TLZM, TO~T, TER, ~SS, TUS, (US ! 

The Bit Select (.) command speci~es which bit of an assignment command or a transfer command 
to select. The 
bit string,    primary purpose of this command is to let the user specify a specific bit, instead of a 

When using the bit operator in a comparison, the bit operator ~ always come to the left of the 

comparison. For example, the command IF(L~. 12=bi) is legal, but IF Ib1=lAS. ~2) Is illegal. 

Exam p le 
¯ ~aj%B2=BR. 12 Description 

> V~.B2 Error status bit 12 assigned to binary vadable 2 

Response (if bit 12 is set to 1): 

> OUT.5-1 *VARB2=XXXX - _".. . -. _ . _ 
Tum output bit ~ on 

[ " ] Begin and End String 
Type Operator (Other) Product Rev Syntax "<message>. (see below for possibilities) AT6400 1.0 Units n/a 
Range n/a AT6nS0 1.0 
Oefa-lt n/a 62~ Response nla 1.0 
See Also    D~RZ~P~, V~,~S, ~ZTE, ~V~                                   ~         1.0 

There are three commands that deal with str~n, g variables, or messages. The first of these 

commands is the VKRS command. This co~nrn_~nd sets a string varlable equal to a specific message 
(e.g., V~RSl=-En~:er part: cotm~: ,). The message must be placed in quotes for it tO be recognized. 

The same can be said for the ~m~T~ and mzaz~z commands. Their messages must also be placed in 

quotes (e.~c, WRITE’Today is t:he first: day of r.he rest: of yoRr life,). 

Syntax possibilities: V~Sn=-<message>- where n equals the string variable number 

WRITE" <message> ¯ 
~WRITE "<~essage> ¯ 
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There are three ASCII characters that cannot be used within the quotes { :, °, and ;). These 
characters ca~ be specified in the string by using the backslash character (\) in combination with 
the ASCII decimal value for the character. For example, if you wanted to display the message *WHY 
~ ~HY" in quotes, you would use the following syntax: HRIT~"\34Wh’Y ~ WHY\34". 

An ASCII table is provided in Appendix D of this reference guide. Common characters and their 
ASCII equivalent value; 

C~aracter Description [ ASCII Decimal Value 
Line Feed 

!               10 

~Ca~T~ge Return 13 

[ ~ ] ASCII Character Designator Product Rev 

Type Opera,:or (OCher) AT6400 10 
Syntax see below AT6nSO 1.0 
Unite n/a 615n 1.0 
Range nla 620n 1,0 
Default n/= 625n 1.0 
Response n/a 62"/0 

See Also V~RS, WRITE, WReAkS 

The ASCII Character Designator [ \) operator is used to place a character in a string that is 
normally not represented by a keyboard chafactcn-. The (\) operator can be used within the ears or 
the WRITE commands. The syntax for the (\] operator is as follows: 

WRITE" \<i>" Where <i> is the ASCII decimal equivalent of the character to be placed in the string. 

v~RsI=’ \<i>" Where <i> is the ASCII decimal equivalent of the character to be placed in the string. 

There are three ASCII characters that cannot be used within the quotes (:, ;, and "). These 
characters must be specified in the swung by using the backslash character (\) in combination with 
the ASCII decimal value for the character. 

An ASCII table is provided in Appendix D of this reference guide. Common characters and their 
ASCII equivalent value: 

<if> 

\ 
Example 
> 

Descdpt~on I ASCIi Decimal Value 
Line Feed 

I              10 

~ ge R~um 13 

Description 
Displays: cd\AT6400<CI’><If> WRITE’cd\92AT54~\13\10" 

= ] Assignment or Equivalence 

Type Opera,or (Mathematical or Relational) 
Syntax See below 
Units n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response 
~eeAIso >,>=, <, <=, <>, 

WAIT, WHILE 
VAR, VARB, VARS, 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nS0 1.0 
615n 1.0 
630n 10 
625n 10 
6270 1.0 

The assignraent or equivalence operator (=] is used to either assign a value to a vaztable, or 
compare two values and/or variables. The (=) operator is limited to 1 assignment operation per 
line. It is acceptable to state VARY=25, but |t is unacceptable to state VARZ =25=WU~2. 

More than 1 equivalence operator can be used in a command: however, the total number of 
relational operators used in a ILne is limited by the command length limitation (80 characters), not 
the number of relational operators (e.g., the command ~F (VARI=Z Pa~D Vm~2 =4 ~ V~R3=4) is a 
legal command}. 

When (=) is used as an assignment operator, it can be used with these commands: VAR, VI~J~, 
When {=) ks used as an equivalence operator, ft canbe used with these commands: IF, WHILE, UICIZL, 
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[ > ] Greater Than 
Product Rev Type Operator (Relational) 
AT6400 1.O Syntax See below 

Units n/a AT~Yo0 1.0 
Range n/a 
Oefau|t n/a 62~n 
Response n/a 62~ 1.0 
See Also =, >=. <, <=, <>, [ AND ], IF, [ OR ], U~TIL, WA;T, WHILE 

~0 1.0 

The greater than (>) operator is used to compare two values. If the va~ue on the left of the operator 
is greater than the value on the right of the operator, then the expression is TRUE. If the value on 
the left is less than or equal to the value on the right of the operator, then the expression is FALSE. 
The greater than operator (>} can only be used to compare two values. 
Mor~ than one (>) operator can be used within a single command; however, the total command 
length is limited to 80 characters. 
The (>) operator can be used in conjunction with the IF, WHILE, UI~TIL. and WAIT commands. 

Examples of valid commands are IF{VARI>I) arld WHILE(VARI>I AND VAR2>3). An exanlple of an 
~va~d command is IF ( 5>VARI>I ). 

>= ] Greater Than or Equal Product Rev Type Operator (Relational) 
Syntax See below AT6400 1.0 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 

6151 1.0 Range n/a 
Default n/a 620n 1.0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

6270          1.0 
SesAIso     =. >. <, <=, <>. [AND], IF, [OR]. ~T~, WAIT, ~ILE 

The greater than or equal (>=) operator is used to compare two values. ]f the value on the left of the 
operator is greater than or equal to the value on the right of the operator, then the expression is 
TRUE. If the value on the left is Ices than the value on the right of the operator, then the expression 
is FALSE. The greater than or equal operator (>=) can only be used to compare two values. 

More than one {>=} operator can be used within a single command: however, the total command 
length is ILnllted to 80 characters. 

The {>=} operator can be used in conjunction with the IF. ~HILE, UNTIL, and WAIT eo~ds. 

Examples of’valld commands are IF(VARI>=I) and I~dILE(VARI>=_I AND VAR2>=3 }. An example ofan 
invalid command is IF (5>VARZ>=I). 

’[ < ] Less Than 
Type O~era~:or (ReZatlonaZ) 
Syntax See below 
Unita n/a 
Range nla 
Default n/a 
RespOnse nla 
SeeAlao =, >, >-, <=, <>, [~;D], IF, (OR i, UNTIL, WAIT, WHILE 

Product Rev 

AT64~0 1.0 
AT6n50 1.0 
6151 1.0 
620n 1.0 
625n 1.0 

The less than (<} operator is used to compare two values. If the value on the leR of the operator is 
less than the value on the right of the operator, then the expression is TRUE. If the value on the left 
is greater than or equal to the value on the right of the operator, then the expression is FA/.SE. The 
less than operator (<) can only be used to compare two values. 

More than one (<) operator can be used within a single command: however, the total command 
length is limited to 80 characters. 
The (<) operator can be used in conjunction with the IF, WH~. UNTIL, and WAIT comm~nds. 

l~mples ofvaltd commands are r.~ {v]~t<z) and tCr’,Zr,~. (~1<1 ~ND V,Z~2.<3 ). ~ example ot’an 
tnvaltd co]~m~nd is ZF ( 1<v~1<54 ), 

<= ] Less Than or Equal Product Rev Type Operator (Relational) 
Syntax see below AT64(~ 1.0 
Units n/a A’FE,-~ 1.0 
Range nla 615n 1.0 
Default n/a 620n 1.0 
Response nta 6251 1.0 

6270          1.0 SeeAlso    =, >, <, >=, <>, [AND], IF, [OR], UNTIL, WAIT, WHILE 
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The less than or equal l<=) operator is used to compare t~vo values. If the value on the left of the 
operator is less than or equal to the value on the right of the operator, then the expression Is TRUE. 
If the value on the left Is greater thv.n the value on the right of the operator, then the expression is 

FALSE. The less than or equal operator (<=) can only be used to compare two values. 

More than one (<=) operator can be used within a single commmad; however, the total conunand 

length is llmlted to 80 characters. 

The (<=) operator can be used in conjunction with the IF, W~ILE, L~ITIL, and W~T con~nands. 

Examples of valid conunands are 11~ (v~11<=I) and Wr[I:L~ (V~I<=I ~ V~2<=3 ). An exzxnple of an 

invalid command is IF ( 1<Vb~-1< = 54 ). 

Product     Re~’ 
[ <> ] Not Equal 

ATe400 1.0 

Type Operato~ (Relational) AT6nS0 1.0 

Syntax see below 615n 1.0 

Units n/~ ~ 1.0 

Range 
Default ~/~ 
Response n/~ 

See Also =, >=, <, <=, 

~e not ~ (<>) o~tor 
not ~u~ to ~e v~ue on ~e fl~t of ~e opemlor, ~ ~e ~ion ~ ~. ~ ~e v~ue on ~e 
Idt is ~u~ to ~ ~ue on ~e ~t of ~e op~tor, ~ ~e ~i~ ~ F~E. ~ not ~u~ 

ope~tor (<>) ~ o~y be ~ to comp~ ~ ~u~. 

More ~ one (<>) op~tor ~ be us~ ~ a s~gle ~d; h~er, ~e to~ co~d 

l~ is ~it~ to 80 ch~ctcn. 

~� (<>) op~tor ~ ~ u~ ~ conj~on ~ ~e IF, ~LE, ~, ~d W~T ~~- 

~mpl~ of ~id ~ds 

~d ~d 

[ ( ) ] Operation Priority Level 
Product Re,, 

AT6400 1.0 

Type Operator (Machema~ical) ATEr~O 1.0 

Syntax See below 61.%1 1.0 

Units n/a 620n 1.0 

Range n/a 625n 1,0 

Default n/a 6270 1.0 

Response n/a 

See AIso =, _, *, /, S~RT, eAR 
The Operation Priority Level operators determines which operation to do first in a mathematical 

expresslon. For example, tfyou want to add 5 to 6 Umes 3, you can specify ~i=~’3+5 or v~t~=5 ÷ 

(~’3). 

More than one set of parentheses can be used In a mathematical expression; however, 
they cannot be nested (e.g. w~f (vz~R2 " ~) * (~ ÷ v~z~;)). 

Product Rev 

t + ] 
Addition AT6400 1.0 

Type Opera~o:c (~achema~icaZ) AT8’~50 1.0 

Syntsx See below 615n 1.O 

Units n/a 620n 1.0 
~/a 625n 1.0 

Range 
Default n/a 6270 1.0 

Response n/a 

See Also =, ( l| ], -, ", /, SQRT, VAR, VAS3 

The addition (+) operator adds the value to the left of the operator with the value to the right of the 

operator. The addition operator can only be used in conjunction with the v~ and VK~.B commands. 

The total command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of precedence is left: to 
right. The Operation Priority Level { ( ) } operators can be used; however, they cannot be nested- 

Examples of valid commands:    vARlfZ+2+3÷4+5+6÷7+8+9 
~=VARI+I÷ 15"3) 
VA~l=b11~l ÷ b11¢¢1 
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[ -" ] Subtraction 
Product 

Type Opera,or (Ma~hema~Lcal) 
Syntax See Below AT6400 
Units n/a AT6t150 
Range n/a 615n 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 

SeeAIso 
:, { () ], +, *, /, SQRT, V3,~, VARB 

Rev 

1.0 
1.0 
1.o 
1.0 
1.0 
10 

The subtraction (-) operator subtracts the value to the right of the operator from the value to the left 
of the operator. The subtraction operator can only l~ used in conjunction with the VAR and ~ 
commands. 
The total command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of precedence Ls left to 
right, The Operation Priority Level ( ( } ) operators can be used: however, they cannot be nested. 

Examples of va~td commands:    VARI=l-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9 

VAR2=VARZ-X+ (5"3) 
V~BX=bZ111¢1 - b11�¢1 

i* ] Multiplication 
Product Rev Type ODerat or (Mathematical) 

Syntax See ~elow AT6400 1.0 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 
Range n/a 615n 1.0 
Default n/a 620n 1.0 
Response n/a 6~ 1,0 
SeeAiso :, [ () ], +, -, /, SQRT, eAR, 
The multiplication (*) operator multiplies the value to the right of the operator with the value to the 
left of the operator. The multiplication operator can only be used in conjunction with the VAR and 
V~B commands. 
The total command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of precedence is left to 
r~ht. The Operation Priority Level ( ( ) ) operators can be used; however, they cannot be nested. 

Examples of valid commands:    VAR1=l*2*3*4*5*6*7*8*9 

VAR2 =VARI-I+ ( 5*3 ) 
VARSI=b1111¢1 * b11~I 

J Division Product Rev Type Operator (MathematicaZ) 
Syntax See Below AT6400 1.0 
Units n/a AT6nSO 
Range n/a 61,.~1 1.0 
Default 
Response ~/s 

~ 1.0 See AIso =, [ () ], 
The division (/} operator divides the value to the left of the operator by the value on the right of the 
operator. The result of the division is specified to five decimal places. The division operator can 

only be used in conjunction with the w=,s and W~B commands. 

The tota] command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of precedence is le~t to 
rill The Operation Priority Level ( ( ) ) operators can be used; however, they cannot be nested. 

Examples of valid commands:    V’AKl=l/2/314/5/6/7/819 

VAR2 =V’~t1-1/(5*3 ) 
VARSI--blIII¢I / b11~1 

DMSlON BY ZRRO IS NOT ALLOWED. 

[ ~ ] Boolean And 
Product flev Type O~era~or (Sicwise) 

Syntax See Be].�~ AT6400 1.0 
Units pr n/a AT6nS0 1~) 
Range n/a 61~ 1.0 
Default n/~ ~ 1.0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

~ 1.0 See AIso =, 1, -, ". <<, >>, v~, 
The Boolean And (&) operator performs a logical AND on the two values to the leR and right of the 
operator when used with the VAR command. The Boolean And (&) performs a bitwlse AND on the two 
vzdues to the le~ and right of the operator when used with the VA~ command. 
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For a logical AND (using VA~. the possible combinations are as follows: 

positive number & positive number = 1 

positive number & zero or a negative nmnber = ~ 

zero or negative number & positive number = ¢ 

zero or negative number & zero or negative number = ~ 

Example: VARI=5 ~ -1 

R~ult: Vh~:0 

For a bitwi~¢ AlCD (using V~l~|. the value on the left side of the & operator has each of its bita ANDs! 
with the corresponding bit of the value on the rlg1~t side of the operator. F~¢h bit coml~rlson will 

be ¢ompo.~¢d of 9 possible combinations: 

~&~=~ X&~=~ 

X&XffiX 
Example: VARBIfb~ i~ & bl~ 1011 1 

. Example: VARBI=h32FD & 1123 

Example: VARB1--h23 & b11%1 

The total command length must be 1~ss than 80 characters. The order of precedence is left to 
right. The Operation Prio~ty Level { ( 1 } operators can be used: however, they cannot be nested. 

[ I ] Boolean Inclusive Or Product Ray 

AT6400 10 
Type Operator (Bitw~se) AT6r~0 10 
Syntax see Below 
Units n/a ~ 1,0 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Re~pon~e n/a 
See Also ~, 

The Boolean Inclusive Or (]) operator performs a logical OR on the two values to the left and right of 

the[operator when used with the VAR command. The Boolean Inclusive Or (I) performs a bitwise OR 

on the two values to the Idt and right of the operator when used with the VARB command. 

For a Ioglcal OR (using VAR). the possible combinations are as follows: 

positive number I positive number = i 

positive number [ zero or a negative number = I 

zero or negative number ] positive number = 1 

zero or negative number [ zero or negative number = 

EgampIe: VARI=5 [-i 

Result: VARI=I 

For a bitwlse OR (using VA~). the value on the left side of the I operator has each of its bits ORed 
with the corresponding bit of the value on the right side of the operator. Each bit comparison will 

be composed of 9 possible combinations: 

111=1 11x=~ 
~i~=~ 

~)~=~ xl~=x 
X IX=X 

Example:     V~1=bl~)1 CZXl XXll [ bl~ 1¢11 

Response to V~RB~ ~ )V~a~=~l_1111_LV~I_XXXX_XXXX._XXXX_XXXX_XXXX 

Example:     VARBI=h~234 ] 

Response to VARBI is 

Example:     V~RBI=h23 I bl1~l ~IX ~)ix Ixll 

The total command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of p~ecedence is loft to 

f~ht. The Operation Priority tm~el (()) operators can be used; however, they cannot be nested. 
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^ ] Boolean Exclusive Or Product Rev Type 0~era~or (Bi~wisel AT64~0 1.0 Syfltex See Below 
Units n/a A]’~r~50 1.0 

615n 1.0 Range n/a 62~n 1.0 Default ~/a 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 SeeAIso ~, &, -, I, <<, >>, ~, v~ 
~e ~I~ E~ive Or (~) opemto~ p~o~ a I~ ~clusive OR on ~e ~o v~ues to ~e le~ 

~d ~t of ~e o~mWr ~ us~ ~ ~e ~ ~d. ~e ~ol~ ~l~i~ Or [~} pe~o~s 

a blase ~usive OR on ~e ~ ~u~ to ~e l~ ~d ~t of ~e operator when used ~ ~e ~ 
co~d. 

For a IoSc~ ~clusive OR [us~g v~], ~e possible comb~afions ~e ~ foSows: 

positive n~b~ ~ p~t~ n~b~ = ~ 
p~i~ve n~ ~ ~ or a negate n~ = 1 
~o or negafl~ numb~ ~ positive n~ 

= 1 
~o or nega~ n~ber ~ ~o or ne~ n~b~ = ~ 
E~ple: ~=5 ~ -1 
~ ~ =1 

For a blase ~c~ive OR (us~g ~), ~e ~ue on ~e left side of ~e" o~mtor h~ ~ of i~ 
bi~ ~clusive O~ ~ ~e ~pon~ bit of ~e v~ue on ~e ~ght side of ~e op~tor. ~ 
bit common ~ ~ comp~ed of 9 possible comb~aSons: 

1~i=~ l~x=x 
i~=I X~l=X 
~1=I ~x=x 
¯ ~=~ x~=x 
x~x=x 

I 

[ ~0 ] Soo,ea. Not p.od.=t 
Type Opera~or (Bi~wise) 

AT6400 1.0 Syntax See Below 
Units n/a AT6nSO 1/) 
Range n/a 615n 
Default n/a ~ 10 
Response n/a ~ 1/) 
See Also =, &, ", ~, <<, >>, ~, 

~ 8oo]~ Not (-) op~o~ p~o~s a log~ ~ on ~ ~u~ ~a~d> to ;~ ~gh~ when 
us~ ~ ~e V~ ~d. ~e B~I~ N~ (-) p~o~ a bi~ N~ on ~e ~ue ~tely 

to i~ ~t ~ us~ ~ ~e ~ co~d. 

For a [o~ N~ (~ v~, ~e ~s~ble comb~aflon~ ~ ~ fo~o~: 

- (p~i~e n~r) = 0 
- (~oran~aflven~b~) = ! 
E~ple:     ~=-(S)     ; 

For a bi~e N~ (~g ~}, ~ bit ~ 

E~ple:      ~1=-(~ i~ 

E~ple: ~i=- (h32~) 
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The total command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of precedence is left to 
right. 

The Boolean Not {-) operator also has one addltlorml use. It can be used to change the sign of the 
distance (D) command. (e.g., if the distance has the values *D+2S~, +25¢¢¢, ÷12¢¢¢, -123~¢}. 

By issu~g D-, ~, ~, ~ the new values for dis~Lnce would be "D-25~, -25~, -12~, +12 

[ << ] Shift from R to L (Bit 32 to Bit 1) 

Type Operator (Bi~wise) 
Syntax See Below 
Units n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See AIso =, &, ", I, -, >>, V~t, VT~B 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
ATe50 1~) 
6151 
~20n 1.0 
625n 1.o 
627O 1~) 

The Shift R to L (<<) operator shins a binary walue from right to left (reducing its value) the number 
of biis specified. Zeros are sicked :Lnto the mos~: significant bit locations. The number of bits to 

shift by is specified with the value immediately to the right of the (<<) operator. 32 maximum. The 
number of places to shift must be specified in either binary or hexadecimal format, lThn bits in the 
binary varlable are displayed from 1 to 32, left to right, and shiftlng fTom right to left causes bits to 

be shlJted from 32 to I. ) 

Example: VJ~B1--bCCC¢ 1¢¢¢ IXXl << b¢1 

Example:      V/U~BI=bIIII ¢�¢¢ 1111 << b¢¢1 

Response to V~RBI is *V~31=CCC~_IIII_XICXT._XXXX~~ 

Example: "�-AZBI= h¢¢�¢ E3 << b~ 

The total command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of precedence is left to 

’i >> ] Shift from L to R (Bit 1 to Bit 32) Product Rev 

Type Operator (Bitwise) AT6400 1.0 
Syntax See Below AT6~ISO 

U nits n/a 6151 
Range n/a 620n 1.0 

Default n/a 625n 
Response n/a (]270 1.0 

See AIso =, s, ^, I, ~, <<, v,~, v~ 

The Shift L to R (>>) operator shifts a bh-mry value from Lefl to r/ght (increasing its value) the number 
of bits specified. Zeros m-e shU1ed into the least significant bit IocaUons. The number of bits to 
shift by is specified with the value immediately to the right of the (>>) operator. 32 maximum. The 
number of places to shift must be specified in either binary or hexadecimal fomat. [The b~ts ~n the 
b~mry variable are displayed from 1 to 32, left to right and shifting from left to r~jht causes bits to 

be shifted from I to 32. ) 

Exampte:      VARBI=~ 1~ IXX1 >’> 

Resporme to VAR81 iS -VARBI=~_~lC~_~IX_XlXX - __ _ -- .--" _XXXX 

Example: VARBI=bllll ~ 1111 >> b~l 

Example: VARBI= h45FA2 >> h4 

The total command length must be less than 80 characters. The order of precedence is leR to 
right. 
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] ......... II III II 

A Acceleration Product Rev 
Type Hotion AT640(] 1.0 
Syn tax < 1 ><0 ><a>A<]:>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units r : unJ.t:s/sec= 615. 1.0 Range 0.¢~25 - 24,999,999 (depending on ~he scalin; factor) ~ 1.0 
Default 10.0¢~0 ~n 1.0 
Response A: ~A1¢. ~¢%0, 1~.@~0, 1~.~0~. 1~. @~@ ~ 1.0 

*AIO. 0000 
See Also    [ A ], ~, ~, ~A, DR~S, ~ES, GO, ~, S~E, SC~, TSTAT 

The Acceleration (A} comn~and specifies the acceleration, rate to be used upon executing the next go 

(GO) conunand. 

Steppers: The entered value ts always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the 

ENC command setting. If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�), the accele~ration value is enter~i in 

motor tees/see2; this value is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain 
an acceleration value in motor steps/see2 for the moUon trajectory calculations. If scaling is 
enabled (SCALEI), the entered acceleration value Is internally multiplied by the acceleration 

scaling factor (SCLA) to convert user unlts/sec2 to motor steps/seeS, 

Servos: If scaling is not enabled [SCALE�), the acceleration value is entered in encode/revs/sec2. LUI" 
inches/see2, or ANI volts/see2; encode/and LDTvaluvs are int~xna~ly multiplied by the encoder 

resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value tO obtain an acceleration value in 

steps/see2 for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SCALE1), the entered 

acceleration value Is Internally multiplied by the acceleration scaling factor (SCLA) to convert 
user units/see:~ to e_ncodcr, LDT, orANI steps/see2. 

The acceleration remains set until you change it with a subsequent acceleration command. 

Accelerations out~ide the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message *INVALID DATA-FY~LD 
x, where x is the field number. VIhen an invalid acceleration is entered the previous acceleration 
value is retained. 

If the Deceleration (AD) command has not been entered, the acceleration {~ command will set the 

deceleration rate. Once the deceleration (AD) corm’hand has been entered, the acceleration (A) 
command no longer affects deceleration. 

ON-THE-FLY CHANGES: VcTflle running in the continuous mode (Me1), you can change acceleration 
on thefly (while motion is in progressJ in two ways. One way is to send an immediate acceleration 
command (,A) foUowed by an immediate go comnmnd (!GO). The other, and more common, way is to 

enable the continuous command execution mode (CoF~_.~Cl) and execute a buffered acceleration 
command (A) followed by a buffered go con’unand (GO). 

Example 
> MA¢¢¢� 
> ~ 
> SCALE1 
> . SCLA25~,25~, i, 1 

> SCLV25~, 25~, I, l 

> @SCLD1 
¯ Ale, 12,1,2 
¯ el,l,1, 2 
¯ Dl~, 1~, 1(~, 
> GOl1�~ 

Description 
Incremental index mode for all axes 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Enable scaling 
Set the acceleration scaling factor for axes 1 & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, 
axes 3 & 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the velocity scaling factor for axes 1 & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 & 
4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor for all axes to I step/unit 
Set the acceleration to 10, 12, 1, & 2 uniis/secz for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, & 2 units/sec for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4, respectively 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 1 O, & 1 O0 units for axes I, 2, 3 & 4. 
Initiate mol~on on axes I and 2, 3 and 4 do not move 

[ A ] Acceleration Assignment P,oduet See 
Type Assignment or Comparison AT6400 1.0 
Syntax See below AT6r~O 1.0 
U n it s uni us / sec~ 615n 1.0 
Range ~.0~25 - 24,999,999 (depending on ~:he scaling £ac~:or) 62~ 1.0 
Default n/a " 625n 1.0 
Response nla ~r/0 1~ 
See Also A, AA, AD, ADA, DRES, KRES, GO, SCALE, SCLA 

The acceleration assignment conunand is used to compare the progranuned acceleration value to 
another value or variable, or to assign the current programmed acceleration to a variable. 
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the variable number, and a is the axis number, or [A] can be used Synts~ ~=a~. where n is ........... 
~ When assigning ~te acceleration value ~ a 

in an ression such as ~.e- ~w, ¯ - ~,-- -=~t~nrn-r,t I~; command or 

the programmed variable, an ax~s sprcm~ -,~-~ -- .~ 
defaulLs to axls 1 (e.g., vM~1=1~J. When making a comparison to 
acceleration, an axis specifier must also be used (�.g., 1~ (1~<2~2~)). The (~ value 
used in any compa~son, or in any assignment statement is the programmed (A) va!ue, 

~ The acceleration value is always in re.fer~ncc to motor steps, not encode.r steps, regardless of 

the F.~¢ command setting, If scaling is not enabled (SCALE~), the accelexation value represents ¯ (vRzs} value to obtain 
motor toys/sec2; this value is Internally multiplied by the drive resolution If scaling is 
an acceleration va]uc in motor steps/see2 for the motion trajectory calculations. 
enabled (SeAT~EI), the acceleration value ts internally multiplied by the acceleration scaling factor 

(sc1,~J to convert user units/socz to motor s~ps/sec~- 

~ if scaling is not enabled (SCALE0}. the acceleration value represents encoder revs/sec~, LDT 
inches/see2, or ANI volts/sect; encoder and LDT values are tnterrmlly multiplied by the encoder 

resolution (ERES} value or the LDT resolution (MYrRES} value ~o obtain an acceleration value in steps/see°- for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SC~LEI), the acceleration 

value is internally multiplied by the acceleration scaling factor {sc£J~) to conver~ user unlts/sec~ 
to cncoder, LDT, or AN! steps/soc2- 

Oescript ion 
Example If the acceleration on axis 2 is less than 25000 uniis/see2, then do 

IF (2~<25~) 
the statements between the TF 
Variable 1 : acceleration of a~ds 2 ~imes 2 

vN~.=2~*2 Set the acceleration on axis 2 to the va}uo of ratable 1 
~1) Fnd the TF st~tsment 

Product RoY 

~[~ Average Acceleration ~Tr~0 ~’a 

¯ Type Ho~:ion (S-C~-ve) 

Units ~ = ~s/sec2 " 

Default 1~.~ (~apezoi~l p~ofiling is default, where ~ cracks A) ~ 
1D 

Response ~: *~i~.~�¢~, I~. ~¢¢~, i~. ~�~, 

I~ : *I~I@. 

See Also A, ~, ~A, S~E, SC~ 
~ Average Acce~o- (~ c~d ~ you to sp~ ~e av~e accel~on fo~ S-c~e 
moron pro~e, S-~ prong p~d~ sm~ moron 
accel~on ~d d~l~on; ~is ac~/d~el rote of c~ge ~ ~o~ ~j~ 

~Cu~e 

ch~ct~sU~ of ~e S-~�. To smoo~ ~ accele~o~ ~P, you m~st ~t~ ~ ~ co~d 

ACceleration Setting profiling Condition 

~>lR~b~<~ 
~ p~ a~e~ ~t~ 

"I~ ~TTIO~S FOR S_~ 

No ~ ~e ever ~ter~ ~ ~tl de~t ~ ~d~- 
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While programming S-curves, ffyou never change the maximum or average deceleration {i~D or 

cormnands. AD~ will track AA. However, once you ~nge AD. ~DA will no longer track changes in 

NOTE 
Once you enter an AA value that is ;~ zero and ;* A, S-cur~e profiling is enabled ~ 
mov@$ (e.g., not for contouring, which requires the PADA and/or p~e~ commands). All subsequent 
standard moves for that axis must comply with this equation: 1/2 A _< AA < A. 

e~oczty aria me target distance is decreased. However, increasing ~j~ also increases jerk. 

The calculation for determining S-curve average accel and decel move times Is as follows (Aavg = 
average accel or decel value): 

T’~e =~ or Time =~/’2 * DIstance 
Aavg 

Scaling affects the average acceleration (~ the same as it does for the maximum acceleration (~, 

¯ *" For a wwre in-depth discussion on S-curve profiling, refer to the servo controller’s u~er gvJde. 

In the example below, axis I executes a pure S-curve and takes I second to reach a velocity of 5 rps; 
axls 2 executes a trapezoidal pro£de and takes 0.5 seconds to reach a velocity of 5 rps. 

Example                            Description 
¯ ~ 
> 
> @D4~ 
> A1¢, 1¢ 
> 
> ADI¢, 
> AC~A5, 10 
¯ VS,5 
¯ C-OIl 

Disable scaling 
Select incremental positioning mode 
Set distances to 40,000 CW steps 
Set max. accel to 10 rps~ (axes 1 and2) 
Set avg. accel to 5 rps2 on axis 1, and 10 rps2 on axis 2 
Set max. decel to 10 ~ (axes 1 and 2) 
Set avg. de(el to 5 rps2 on axis 1, and 10 rps2 on axis 2 
Set velocity to 5 rps on axes I and 2 
Execute motion on axes 1 and 2 

AD 
Deceleration Product Rev 

Type z~o~ion 
Syn tax < ! ><~><a>AD<=>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400 1.0 
Unite r = unit:s/sec~ AT6nS0 1.0 

1.0 Ran@e ¢.�¢�25 - 24,999,999 (depending on ~he scaling factor) 
~ 1.0 Default 1¢.~¢@~ {~ ~rac~ A) 
~ 1.0 Response ~: -~1�. ¢~, 1¢. ¢�¢¢, 1¢. ���¢, i¢. ¢¢~% ~ 1.0 

See Also [ A ], A, ~, ~A, D~S, ERES, ~, MC, S~E, SC~, TSTAT 

~e DecelemUon [AD) c~d s~ ~e de~le~Uon rote to be us~ u~n ~cu~ng ~e n~ 
go (~) 

Steppe~; ~e ~t~d ~ue is.~ 

E~c co~d se~g. 

motor ~/~2; ~s ~ue is ~t~y m~p~ed by ~e drive ~olu~o~ (D~S} ~ue to ob~ 
~ decd~on v~ue ~ motor ste~/~c2 for ~e mo~on ~jec~ ~ons. If s~g is 
enabled (s~1), ~e ent~ d~¢l~on ~ue ~ ~t~ m~pli~ by ~e de~l~on 

s~g racer (SC~ to ~nv~ u~ ~/~2 to motor steps/~2. 

~os: If sc~ ~ not enabl~ (s~E¢), ~� deceleration ~ue is ~t~ ~ ~c~er ~/se~ ,L~ 

~ches/~, or ~[ vole/see2: enc~er ~d ~ v~u~ ~ ~te~ mul~p~ by ~e enc~er 

r~olu~on (E~S) ~ue 
steps/s~2 for ~e moron ~j~to~ c~c~a~ons. 

de~on ~e ~ ~te~ m~pli~ by ~e d~elem~on s~ factor (sc~ to conv~ 
us~ ~/s~2 ~ ~, ~, or ~1 steps/~2. 

~e decelem~on ~ set ~ you c~e it ~ a subsequ~t decelem~on co~d. 

~emflo~ ou~Ide ~e ~d ~ge ~ ~ ~ ~ ~or. ~ a m~e *~ID DATA-F~ 
x, ~e x is ~e field n~. ~ ~ ~d d~emUon is ~t~ed ~e pr~ous d~elemflon 

~ue is re~. 

If ~e d~d~flon (~) ~d 

d~em~on ~te. Once 
co~d no Iong~ ~ d~elemflon. If ~e ~ ~d ~ set to ~o (~), ~en ~e 

d~le~on ~ once ~ ~ack w~t~er ~e a co~d ~ set to. 
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Illlll                                                                           -- 

ON-THE-FLY CHANGES: While running in the continuous mode (MCl}, you can change deceleration 
on theJly (while motion is in progress) in two ways. One way is to send an immediate deceleration 
command ( ! AD) followed by an immediate go command (! GO). The other, and more common, way is 

to enable the continuous command execution mode (col~..xc1) and execute a buffered deceleration 
command (AD) followed by a buffered go command (GO). 

Description 
Incremental index mode for all axes 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Enable scaling 
Set the acceleration scaling factor for axes I and 2 to 25000 
steps/unit, axes 3 and 4 to I step/unit 
Set the velocity scaling factor for axes 1 and 2 to 25000 
steps/unit, axes 3 and 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor for all axes to 1 step/unit 

Set the acceleration to 10, 12, 1, and 2 units/sec2 for axes 1,2, 3 
and 4, respectively 
Set the deceleration to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 
and 4, respectively 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/see for axes 1,2, 3 and 4, 

respectively 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 10, and 100 units for axes 1,2, 
3 and 4., respectively 
Initiate motion on axes I and 2, 3 and 4 do not move 

[ AO ] Deceleration Assignment Product Rev 
AT6400 1.0 

Assignment or Compariso~ AT6~50 1.0 Type 
Syntax See below 61511 1.0 

U n its unit. s / sac2 620n 1.0 
Range ~.0¢¢25 - 24,9990999 (depending on t.he scal~ng factor) ~ 1.0 
Default n/a ~Y/0 1.0 

Response n/a 
Sea Also " [A], A, AA, AD, ADA, DRES, EKES, GO, sCALE, SCLA 

The deceleration assignment conunand is used to compare the programmed deceleraUon value to 
another value or wadable, or to assign the current progranuned deceleration to a variable. 

¯ Syntax: vARn=aAD where n is the variable number, and a is the axis number" °r [AD] canbeused 

in an expression such as I~ ( IAD<2 5¢¢¢). When assigning the deceleraUon value to a 
variable, an axis specifier must always precede the assignment (AD)command or it 
defaults to axis 1 (e.g., VARI= IAD). When making a comparison to the programmed 
deceleration, an axis specifier must also be used (e.g., IF (L~D<2~¢))- The (AD) value 

used in any comparison, or in any assignment statement is the progranuned (AD) value. 

~teppers= The value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the ENC 
con~aand setting. If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�I, the deceleration value represents motor 
revs/sec2; this value iS internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain an 
deceleration value in motor steps/see~ for the motion trajectory calculations. If ecaltng is 

enabled (SCALEI). the deceleration value is interrmlly multiplied by the deceleration scallng factor 

(SCL~J to convert user urdis/sec2 to motor steps/sec~. ~ If s_~llng is not enabled (SCALE0), the deceleration value represents encoder revs/sec2, I/Y1" 

inches/see2, or AN] volts/sec2; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 

.resolution (EKES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain an deceleration value in 
steps/see2 for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SCALE1). the deceleration 
value is InterrmIly multiplled by the deceleration scaling factor (SCLA) to convert user units/see2 

to encode, r. LDT, or.~ll steps/sec:~. 

Example 
Description 

> IF(2AD<25¢~) If the deceleration on axis 2 is less than 25000 units~,sec2, then do 
the statements between the IF and NIF 

VAPJ.=2AD*2 Variable 1 = deceleration of axis 2 times 2 

AD, (VAR1) 
Set the deceleration on axis 2 to the value of vadable 1 

N~" 
End the IF statement 
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ADA Average Deceleration Product. Ray 

Type Mo~Lon (S-Curve) AT6400 n/a 

Syntax < ! ><O><a>ADA<r>, <r>, <~>, <~> AT~ 1.0 

Units = : ~s/sec~ 61~ 1.0 
Range ~.~25 - 24999999 (~en~ng on ~he scaling fac~o~) ~ ~ 

Default 1�.�e (~ ~=~c~ ~) ~ 1.0 

Response kDA: *~AI~. �~¢, 1~ .~¢, 1~. ~¢, 1�. �~¢~ ~ 1.0 
IADA~ * I~AI~. ~ 

See Also    A. ~, ~, SC~E, S~ 

The Average Deceleratlon (ADA) command allows you to spec~y the average deceleration for an S-curve 
motlon profile. S-curve profllLng pro~des smoother mot~on control by reducing the rate of change 
acceleraUon and deceleraUon: this accel/decel rate of change Ls .known as Jerk 

Trapezoidal                                 S-Curve 

Time 

The values for the max~um decel (AD] and average decal (ADA] commands determine the 
character~stlcs of the S-curve. To smooth the decelemUon ramp, you must enter an ADA command 
value that saUsfles this equation: I/2 AD ~; ADA < AD. The folluwlng conditions are possible: 

Deceleration Setting 

AD&> 1/2 AD, but JU~ < AD 

AD& < 1/2 ~D; OrADA >3/) 

ADA = zero 

~ = Zero 

S-curve profiling with ~ and 
no ADA or N3 ever entered 

Profiling Condition 
S-curve pinkie w~ a vsdable pedod of constant deceleralJon 

Pure S.cume (no period o~ ¢cmtant deceleration--smoo~heg molicn) 

Tmpezok~ pro~e ~m~ can be changed ~ S-cu~e by spading a new ~o~ v~ue less ~an ~D) 

INVALID CONDITIONS FOR S_C~!RVE ACCELERATION--FIELD n, Will De mspl~yeG. 

Upon enmdng the ~DAdcommand, an e~or message, * ~IVALZD D~T~r-FIELD n, w~l be displayed. 

AI~ tracks R and AV~ tracks ~ whe~er or not ~le acceleration is an s-cuwe. 
A0~wfll aJwa~s match the ,~J~orrmand vaJue (1clerical S-curve a~cel and decel profile~). 

NOTE 
Once you enter an ADA value that is ~ zero or ;e AD, S-curve profiling is enabled only for standard 
move decelerations (e.g., not for contouring decelerations, which require the PADA command). All 
subsequent standard moves fi~r that a~s mum comp~ 

IncreasLng the ADA value above the pure S-curve level [ADA > I/2 AD), the thne required to reach the 
target velocity and the target distance is decreased. However, h~creasLng ADA ~SO fr~Cl"e.~Ise.s jerk. 

The calculaUon for dut~ S-curve average accel and decel move times ts as follows (A~ = 
average accel or decal value): 

"l-lrne =~ or Time ="~J 2. Distance 

Scaling affects the average deceleration (~J the same as tt does for the maximum deceleration (AD]. 

°°° For a more in-depth discussion on S-curve profding, refer to the servo controller’s user 

In the example below, axis 1 ~xecutes a pure S-curve and takes I second to return to zero velodty; 
axis 2 executes a trapezoidal profile and takes 0,5 seconds to return to zero velocity. 

Example 
> 
> 

> 

> ~310,10 
> 
> VS,5 
¯ GO11 

Description 
Disable Scaling 
Select incremental positioning mode 
Set distances to 40,000 CW steps 
Set max. aocel to lO rpsz (axes 1 and 2) 
Set avg. accel to 5 rp~- on axis 1, and 10 rps~ on axis 2 
Set max. decel to 10 rps~ (axes 1 and 2) 
Set avg. decel to 5 q~z on axis 1, and 10 rps~ on axis 2 
Set velocity to 5 rps on axes 1 and 2 
Execute motion on axes I and 2 
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ADDR Daisy-chain Address Product Rev 

Type Con~rolle~ Configura~Lon 
Syntax < ! >~ODR<i> , 
Units i = ~is n~er 
Range ~ ~o 9s 
Defeult De~aul~s ~o ~ DIP switch se~ng (~efaul~ D~P 
Response se~ing is Q) ~ ~.0 

ADDR: 
See Also 

The Da~sy-cha~ Address (~DR] command automaUcally configures unit addresses for daisy 
~ by d~sregardLng the DIP swltch setUng. Thts comm~nd allows up to 99 units on a daisy 
chxtn to be ur~quely addressed. 

Sending ADDRi to the ~rst unit tn the ~-t~y cha~ sets its address to be (i). The first unit In turn 

t1~Ismlts ADDR(I + I) to the n~ u~It to setits address to (i ÷ 1). This conUnues down the daisy 

chaL~ unUl the last unit of (n) dalsy-~hain~d units has its address to (i + n). 

The ADDR vs]ue is stored in non-vol~Ule m~lol~. 

Sett~ ADDR to ~ re-~bles the unJt~s datsy-cha~n address config~ on ILs internal DIP sw/tch. 

For more lnfonnaUon on da~sy-chaln~g 6000 S~-l~s control]~s, r~fer to the R~-232C 
chafnfng s~ct~on Jn the 6000 S~-ies controller’s us~ ~ide. 

Example Description 
> ~DR1 Set the address of the first unit in the daisy-chain to 1 

Transmitted to the next daisy-chained uni[ to set its address to 2 

[ AND ] And Praduat Rev 
Type opera~.or { logical) AT6400 1.0 
Syntax See below AT6~0 
Units n/a 615n 1~) 
Range n/a ~ 1.0 
Default n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 
SeeAlso IF(I, OR, NOT, REPEAT. .UNTIL(} , WA/TI), WHILE() 
The ~ command ~s used Ln conjuncUon w~th the program flow control comn~nds (IF, 

~FF.~T,.~rIL, ~11~, ~,~T). The ~) command logically ~ two events. If esch of the two ev-~Its 
are true, and are ~tked with an ~ command, th~n the whole statement ts true. Thts fact ts best 
~llustrated by example. 

Example I: ~F(v~I>~ ~ V~2<3) : TI~ : ~ 

If var~ble t = I and variable 2 = 1, then the expres~on wlth~ the IF statement ts true, 
a~i the conmmnds between the IF and the ~ ~ ~e (~¢cut_~d. 

Example2: ~11~(v~!11=i ~D VAS2=2) : ~ : ~ 

If ratable I = I and variable 2 = I, then the express~on wlthin the ~n~IJ~ statement ~s 
false, and the commands between the ~,;ILE and the ~II~ will not be executed. 

To evaluate an expression (Expression I ~ Expression 2 = Result) to determhle ff the whole 
expression is true, use the following rules: 

TRUE ~ FALSE = FALSE 
FALSE i~¢DTRUE =FALSE 
FALSE ~ FALSE = FALSE 

[ AN[ ] Analog Input Value (-ANI Option Only) Product Rev 
Type ~si~n~ent or coa~arison AT6400 
Syntax See below AT6nSO-ANI 1.0 
U n it s n/a 615n-AN] 1~} 
Range n/a 62~n ~/a 
Default n/a 62,~-ANI 1.1 
Response n/a 6270-ANI 1.0 
See Also [ ~ |, [ FB 

~� ~og Input V~u¢ for ~� -~I opUon 
at one of ~e ~ ~ ~pu~ 
~u¢ ~ m~ ~ vol~ ~d does not reflect ~e ~ of~s~ce s~g {SCLD) or posi~on oKsct 

(B~T). To ~c~ ~� s~ o~ off~[ ~[ ~puL ~ue. use ~e ~ co~d. 
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The ANI analog inputs are located on the 0RIVE connectors, on the ANI option board or on the AUX 
connector, depending on which product you have. The value is dez~ved from the voltage applied to the 
corresponding analog input and ground. The analog ~alue is detennlned f~om a 14-bit analog-t0- 
digital converter. The minimum voltage response is - 10.000VDC, the maximum voltage response is 
+I0,000VDC. 

Syntax: w~n=aJ~T where n is the varlable number, and a ls analog input number l or 2, or [~] 

can be used in an expression such as TF ( l~IZ=2.3 ). An analog input number specifier 
must precede the ~ command, or else it will default to input I (e.g., IA~, 2A~’z, etc.). 

Example 
> 
> IF (1J~I<8.2) 

Description 
Voltage value at 6250-ANl’s analog input 2 is assigned to variable 2 
If voltage value at 6250-ANI’s analog input I < 8.?V. do the commands 
between the ZF statement and the NZ~" statement. 
Transfer revision level 
End if statement 

[ ANV ] Analog Input Value ProCuct Rev 
Type Assignment or Comparison AT6400~UXI 1.0 
Syfl|ax See below AT6400-AUX2 n~ 
U nits n/a AT~ 1.0 
Range n/a 61~ 1.0 
Default n/a ~ 1~ 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

S~ AIs~ ~o, ~0~, JOY, T~, T~O., V~ 
~ 1~ 

The Analog Input Value (~ command is used to assign an analog input value to a varlable, or to 
make a comparison against another value. When using ANY, an analog input channel specifier must 
always precede the ~ command or else tt will default to channel I. The analog channel specifier 

can be 1.2, 3, or 4 (IANV, 2ANY, 3ANY, or 4ANY), for analog f~put channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 
The number of analog fnput chonnels auaz~able uarLes by 

Syntax:     V~Sn=aA~V where n is the variable number, and a is the analog channel, 
or [RI~Tq] canbeiLsed tnanexp1~cs-~onsuch as ZF{II~qV=2.3). 

The ~ command will proHde a voltage value from the analog channel queried. The value is derived 
from the voltage between the corresponding analog channel and ground. The mLntmum voltage 
response will be f~ VDC. widle the maximum voltage response wOl be 2.5 VDC. JoysUck �ormector 
pin outs are provtded below. 

Pin # on 

Connector 

1 
2 
3 
4 
8 

14 

Pin#m 
~k 

Function Connector 

Analog Channel I 15 
Analog Channel 2 16 
Anelog Qlannsl 3 17 
Analog Q’Bnnel 4 (product dep~-~-~ 18 
SNald 19 
Gmu~d 23 

Function 

Velocity Select 
Joys~ck Release 
Joystick Tdgger 

+SVDC (out) 

Example 
¯ 
> 

Description 
Voltage value for analog channel 4 is assigned to variable 2 
If voltage value for analog channel 1 is less than 2.4 volts, do the 
commands between the IF statement and the NIF statement 
Transfer revision level 
End zF statement 

ANVO 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Oefault 
Response 

See Also 

Analog Input Voltage Override Product    Rev 

I~u~ or Joystick Or Program Debug Tool AT6400~JJX1 2.1 
< ! ><e><a>/~fVO<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400-AUX2 
r : vol~s for analog channels I, 2, 3, & 4, respectively AT6~50 
¯ - 2.5e~ 615n 
1.244 

Z.~Z~O : "~WO1.244 6270 1.0 

[ ~ ], ANVO~t~, TANV 
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After enabling the Analog Input Voltage Override function with the ANVOENI command, you can use 
the Analog Input Voltage Override (A~O] command to override the existing voltage on the analog 
input channds (on the JOYb’T~K connectar). The ANV0 values are used in any command or function 
that references the analog input channel, but only those channels for which the override function 
has been enabled with the ANVOEN comm_-nd (see example below}, 

Overriding the analog input channels allows you to simulate input values for program debugging 
purposes. Another use for the ~ command may b~ to use it in an ERRORP program to override the 
analog input voltage in response to a fault. 

Example 
> ANVO. 96,1.85,1.05,2.35 

Description 
Set analog input overdde values to O.96V, !.8,5V, 1.05V & 2.35V 
for analog input channels 1 through 4, respectively 
Enable analog input voltage overdde on channels I and 4 only 
Transfer the values of the analog input channels. Response is: 

*TANV. 96, i. 244, i. 244~ 2.35 
(Note that only channels 1 and 4 reflect the vaJues specified with 
the Juwo command. Channels 2 and 3 are not overridden.) 

’ANVOEN Analog Input Voltage Override Enable 

Type Input or JoystiCk or Program Debug Tool AT640~AUXI 21 
Syntax < ! 
Units 
Range b = ¢ (disable), i (~le) or X (~n’~ c~ge) ~ 1.0 
Default 
Response ~OEN: *~O~���¢ ~ 1.1 

See Also 

Product Rev 

The Analog Input Voltage Override Enable (,~:)~1 command det~,mines whether the analog input 
voltages are the actual hardware values, or are overridden by the ~ values. If the/~’v’O~ ~alue is O. 
then the actual hardware w~lue ts used for that analog input channel. If the A~v’OEN value is 1, then 
the ANVO value is used. 1"tte number of analog input channels uunff.~ uur~s ~j product 

The Joyst~c~ release L-%put [pln # 17 on the JOYSTICK conn~to~ is not moxdtorcd wh¢n ANVOEN is 
~nabled for any analog input channel. Thus. you can enter the joystick mode and s~nulate joystick 
operations. 

Example 

> ~rv~O. 96,1. 85,1.O5, 2.35 
Description 
Set analog input overdde values to 0.96V, 1.85V, 1.05V & 2.35V 
for analog input channels 1 through 4, respectively 
Enable analog input voltage overdde on channels 1 and 4 only 
Transfer the values of the analog input channels. Response is: 

*TANV. 96, 1.244, 1.244,2.35 
(Note that only channels 1 and 4 reflect the values specified with 
the ~ command. Channels 2 and 3 are not overridden.) 

AS ] Axis Status 

Type Assignment or Compa~:~son 
Syntax See belo~ 
Units nla 
R sn ge 
Default n/a 
Reeponse 
See Also ]3~DUST, L~9"u’~D, S~, TSTAT, VERB 

Product Ray 

AT6400 1.4 
AT6n50 1.0 
615n 1~ 
6~1 1.5 
62~n 1~0 
627O 1~0 

The Axis Status (as) command is used to assign the ax~s status bits for a specific a~ts to a binary 
variable, or to m,l~e a comparison against a binary or hexadecimal value_ 

To make a comparison against a binary value, the letter b (b or B) must be placed in front of the 
value that the axis status is being compared against. The binary value itself must orfly contain 
ones. zeros, or Xs (1. ~. X. x). To make a compariscm against a hexadecimal value, the letter h (h or 
H) must be placed In front of the value that the axis status is being compared against. The 
hexadecimal value itself must only cc~taLn the letters A through F. and the numbers ~ through 9. 

When using {AS). an axis specifier must always proceed it, or else it will default to axis I. Valid axis 
specifiers are I. 2.3. or 4 (IAs. 2A~. 3~S. or 4~S). The function of each axis status bit is shown below. 
A bullet (*| identifies products to wl~ch the function is applicable. 
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Bit Assignment 
(Je~ to right) 

1 
2 

5 

? 
8 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 ° 

17 
18 

24" 

¯ IF (2AS=hTF¢~) If the axis status for axis 2 contains l’s for inputs 1,2,3,5,6,7,and 8, and O’s for 
every other bit location, do the ~:F st~ternent 
Transfer revision level 
End if statement 

[ A’i’J~’0 ] Arc Tangent Product 
Type Opera,or | Trigonometric ) AT6400 1.0 
SyrltaX VARi=ATAN (r) AT6r60 1.0 
Units r = re~l number 615"t 1.0 
Range ~.�~�~ r.o ±999,999,999 62~ 1.0 
Default none 
Response n/a 6270 1~) 
See Also =, cos, 

This ~c Tangent (ATe) ol~rator is used to calculate t~¢ i~v~-se tangent of a ~ number. If"a" a~d 

~e ~.on: ~= 
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The result of the ATAN co~d ~ (flthCT be ~ degrees or rad/ans, depending on the m~m 
command. 

To convert indians to degrees, use the formul~ 360" = 2~ mdlans. 

sin e=-a 
r 

tan e=_¯ 
b 

S~H11:ax=    VARi=ATAN(r) wherei Is the variable number and r tsares/numbervalue. Parentheses 
( (} } mus~ be used with the AT~ command. ~ae resu/t w/If be spe¢ifle~ to 2 decim~ places in 
eithe~ radi~s or degrees. 

Example 

> RADIN~I 

¯ VARI=ATAN (~. 751 

Description 
Enable radian mode 
Set vadab~e 1 equal to the inverse tangent of 0.75 radians 

]         Binary IdEntifier                                Product 

~ype Operat:o~: 
yntax See below ATe400 

Units n/a AT~r~0 
615n Range n/a 

Default n/a 
Respoase n/a 
See Als~ 

Rev 

1.0 
1.0 
1.o 
1.0 
1.0 
1.o 

Th/s identifier allows you to specify b/nary values (b~t patterrm}. The letter b must precede the 
binary value. All other bits not spec/fled are set to zero. 

Example Des©ription 
¯ ~L,-T(n~=bl1¢l) W~tfor input pattern 

BP Set a Program Break Point 
Product Rev Type Progra~ Flow Control or Program Debug Tool 
AT6400 1.0 Syntax < t >;~< ~.> 
AT~ 1.0 Units i = break poln~ number 

Range 1 - 16 
Default n/a 620n 
Response n/a 625n 

See AISo BREAK, C,    HALT,    K, S, [ SS |, TSS 

The Break Point (Bp} con~mand allows the progr~mraer to set a place in the program where 
command processing will halt and a message will be trznsn~t~ed to the PC. There are 16 break 
points av~|lnhle, BPI to BP16, a~ tra~smJ~Ig the message ~REA~POINT ~MBER x<cr> where x is the 
break point number. 

After halting at a break point, cormnand processing can be resumed by |ssu.ing a conUnue (: c) 
command. 

The break point command is useful for stopping a program at specific locaUons in order to test 
status for debugging or other purposes. 
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Oeacription 
Begin definition of program named progl 
Set distance to 50000 units on axis 1, and 1000 units on axis 2 
Absolute mode for axes 1 and 2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
Compare axis 1 motor posilion to 40000 
If the motor position is greater than 40000 units, set break point #1 
End IF statement 
Set distance to 80000 units on axis 1, and 2000 units on axis 2 
Initiate motion on axes I and 2 
Set break point #2 
End program definition 
Execute program progl 

If the zF statement evaluates ~rue. the message BREAKPOINT ~ i ~ be transferred out. A :C 
command must be issued before processing ~ conllnue. Once processing has conUnued, the 
second break point command will be encountered, agaln tb~ message BRE~OIN~ N~ER 2 w111 be 
transferred out, and processing of commands will pause until a second ! ¢ command is received. 

BREAK Terminate Program Execution Product Rev 

Type Program Flow Control AT8400 1.0 
Syn tax < ! >BREAK AT6nSO 1.0 
Units n/a 61.~ 1.0 
Range n/: 620n 1.0 
Default n/a 625n 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 

SeoAlso aP, c. GOSUB, ~J~, K, S 

The Be~uJ~ command terminates program execution when processed. Th~s command allows the user 
to terminate a program based upon a condIUon, or at any other parUcular point Ln the program where 
It ts necessary to end the program. If the program termLnated was called from another program, 
control w111 be pass~l to the ca11Lng program. This command L~ useful when de.bugging a program, 

To termh~te all program processing, use the KALT command. 

Exemple 

GOSU~ prcg2 

> D~F prog2 
- GOIII~ 
- IF (IN=blX%) 
- ~REAK 

- TPE 
- 
- ~ 

> RUN progl 

Description 
Define a program called progl 
Initiate motion on axis I 
Gosub to subroutine named 9rog2 
Initiate motion on axis 2 
End program detinition 

Define a program called prog2 
Initiate motion on axes 1, 2, and 3 
Specify if condil~on to be input 1 = 1, input 3 = ~ 
If condition is true break out of program 
Else part of if condition 
If condition does not come true, transfer position of all encoders 
End If statement 
End program definition 

E~ecute program progL 
Upon comple~on of motion on axis 1, subroutine prog2 is caJled. 
If inputs 1 and 3 am in the correct state when the subroutine is 
entered, the subroutine will be terminated and retumed to progl, 
where motion on axis 2 will be ~itiated 

C Continue Command Execution 

Type Program Flow Control 
Syntax .,c 
Units n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See AIso    BP, CO~EXR, COMEXS, IN~"NC, PS, S 

Product 

AT6400 
AT6nSO 
615n 

Rev 

1~0 
1.0 
1.0 
1~0 
1.0 
1~0 
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The Continue (!c) command ends a pause state (PS), a break point (BP) condition, or a stopp~l (s} 

condition. When the controller is in a paused state or at a break point, no commands from the 
command buffer are executed. All immediate commands, however, are s~lll processed. By sending a 

! C command, command processing will resume, starting with the first command aRer the ps 
command or the ~p command. If a stop (S} c~mmand has been issued, motion and command 

processing can be resumed by issuing a ! c command, only if C0MEXS has been enabled. 

Example 
> PS 

> GO1¢�~ 
> D, 
> 

Oeseription 
Stop execution of command buffer until !C command 
Incremental mode for axis 1 
Set distance to 10000 units on axis 1 
Initiate motion on axis 1 
Set distance to 20000 units on axis 2 
Initiate motion on axis 2 

No buffered commands aRer the PS co~-mmd ~ be executed un~ a ! C command is received. 

Restart execution of command buffer 

> I~F progl 

- 
Gel1 
IF(VARI>6) 

- 
- NIF 
- GOll 

BP2 
- E~D 
> RUN progl 

Begin definition of program named progl 
Set distance to 50000 units on axis 1, and 1000 units on axis 2 
Set axes 1 and 2 to the incremental mode 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
Compare,~Rl>6 
If the motor position is greater than 50000 units, set break point #1 
End IF statement 
Initiate motion on axes I and 2 
Set break point #2 
End program definition 
Execute program progi 

If the ~F statement evaluates true, the message BREAKPOINT NUMBER i will be transferred out A ,c 
command must be issued before processing will continue. Once processing has continued, the 
second break point command will be encountered, again the message BREAKPOINT NOMBER 2 will be 

transferred out, and processing of commands will pause until a second , c command is received. 

> COMEXSl 
> D5C(~X~, 1~)¢¢ 
¯ GOl1¢~ 
¯ !S 

Enable command processing on stop 
Set distance to 50000 units on axis 1, and 1000 units on axis 2 
Initiate mo~ion on axes 1 and 2 
Stop motion on aJl axes 

When the 6000 Series product processes the ! S command, motion on all axes will be stopped. If the 
desired distance has not been reached, motion can be resumed by issuing the ! c command. If 
motion and command processing are to stop, a Kill ( ! K) command can be issued. 

[ CNT ] Counter Value Pred,,©t Rev 
Type Assi~e~t or Comparison AT6400-AUX1 1.0 Syntax see below AT6400-AUX2 Na Units 
Range n/~ 615n Default n/a 620n 1.0 Response n/a 625n 
See Also CNTE, CNTINT, CNTR, TCNT 62/0 rda 

The Counter Value (ctrr) command is used to assign a hardware counter value to a variable, or to 
make a comparison against another value. 

Syntax: VARn=aCNT where n is the variable number, and a is the axis number, 
or [CN~ ] can be used in an expr~’~on such as I"F (1CNT<13~Z~) 

ALl encoder inputs can be converted to hardware counters through the use of the c~rE co]~umand. 
Each hardware cotmter can count up or count down. The dh’ection of count is specked by the 
sigr~ on the encoder channel B+ and B- counections. A posRtce di.ff’erential signal, when 
measured between B+ a~d B-. w~ infer a positive count direction. A negative dLqerent~ s~na], 
when measured between B+ and B-, will ~nfer a negative count direction. The count itself is 
determined from the signal on A+ and A-. Each count is registered on the positive edge of a 
transition for a slgrml measured between A+ and A-. To reset the counter, apply a positive 

differential signal to Z+ and Z-, or issue the Ch’TR command. 
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If an encoder input has not been defined as a counter input, the Clef command will provide a 
counter value of zero. 

Example 
¯ 
¯ CRZ"R1 ~ 
¯ T5 
¯ 
¯ IF (1C1~<15) 

Description 
Define encoder input 1 as a counter 
Reset enceder input 1 
Wait 5 seconds 
Vadable 1 equals the count from encoder channel 1 
If the count is less than 15, do the commands between IF and NIF 
Write out variable 1 
End Iz~ statement 

CNTE Hardware Up/Down Counter Input 
Prodsct Rev Typ ¯ Counter 

Syntax <:><g><a>CNTe<b><b><b><b> AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Units nla AT6400-AUX2 rfa Range ~ = ~ncoder, i = Counter AT6n50 Na Default ¢ 615n rfa 
Response CNT~-:     *C~P~�¢¢� ~ 1.0 ICNTE:     *ICNTEg 62~ f~a 

.See Also [ ~ ], CNTINT, CI~I’R, TCNT 
~/U rVa 

The C~rtE cor~mand is used to specify fit.he encoder input is to be used as a counter input. Each 
encoder input can be used as a counter. The hardware counter can either count Gp or down. The 
direction of the count is specified by the signal on the encoder channel B+ and B- connections. A 
positive differential signal, when measured between B+ and B-, will inter a positive count direction. 
A negative differentia] signal, when measured between B+ and B-, will infer a negative count 
direction. The count itself is deterrained from the s~gnal on A+ and A-. Each count is registered on 
the positive edge of a transit~on for a signal measured between A+ and A-. To reset the counter, 
apply a positive differential signal to Z+ and Z-. or tssue the c~r~ command. 

If you are going to use the encoder ports for an encoder instead of using it as a counter input, 
specify C~E¢¢¢¢ (the default stateJ.                                            . 

The value of the counter can be accessed at any time through the hardware registers (bus-based 
products only) or by doing a sol%ware transfer [~). The hardware registers in the fast status area 
provide information on encoder position, but when an encoder input is defined as a counter, the 
information in the register is a count value. 

Example 
Description 

> CI~’I~¢I¢¢ Specify the axis 2 encoder port as a hardware counter 

CNTINT Counter Value to Interrupt PC-AT 
Product Rev Type Counter 

Syntax <.’ >C3PI"]L~IT<i, i,i> AT6400-AUX1 1D 
Units n/a AT6400-AUX2 P/a 
Range First i : 1 ~o 4, 2rid & 3rd i ffi -999,999,999 ~o 999,999,999 ~A~ 

~ 

This command sets the high and low values upon which the 6000 controller will interrupt the 
PC-AT. Only one of the possible four hardware counters can be defined to interrupt the PC-AT. If 

multiple c~-T]~f commands are entered, only the Last one entered is used. 

The first <i> in the CICrZNT command determines which encoder (counter) channel to use. The 

second <i> determines the low value to interrupt the PC-AT. The third <~.> determines the high 
value to interrupt the PC-AT. 

Example 
Description ¯ C~’T~Tt4, ~, 25¢¢~ If the count for encoder channel 4 ever exceeds 25000. or falls 
below 0. interrupt the PC-AT (count < 2~ or count > 25000) 
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CNTR Reset Hardware Up/Down Counter Product Rev 
Type Counter AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><~>CZ~R<b><b><b><b> AT6400-AUX2 rVa 
Unite b : ~, 1 o= X ATfnS0 rYa 
Range ~ = don’t =eset, 1 = reset’., x = don’t change 615n n/a 
Default n/a 620n 1.0 Reeponse CNTR: No response, all counters will be reset 6258 Wa 
See Al=o [ ct~t’ ], ~T~., ~INT, TCNT 6270 ~a 

Tl~e Reset Hardware Up/Down Counter (¢~TR) command is used to clear the value of any encoder 

registers that w~re specified as hardware counters with the CXTE command. 

The hardware counter can either count up or down. The direction of the count is spccLfled by the 
signal on the encode]" channel B+ and B- connections. The count itself is determined from the 
signal on A+ and A-. To ~set the counter, apply a positive differential signal to 2P. and Z-, or issue 
the Clear command. 

To specify if an encoder input is to be used as a hardware counter, refer to the ~ command. 

Exemp le 

> CNTR 
> CNTSEC¢I 

Description 
Configure encoder inputs 1,3, and 4 as hardware counters 
Reset all the hardware counters 
Reset hardware counter 4 

 OMEXC ..... Continuous Command Prooessing Mode Product Rev 
Type ¢o~and Buffer Control AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >COMEXC<b> AT6r~50 1.0 
Units b = ¢, 1 or x 61£n 1.0 Range ¢ = Disable, 1 = Enable, X = don’t change 
Default ¢ 625n 1.0 
Response COHEXC: ¯ -co~xc¢ 6270 1.0 
See Also [ ! ], COMEXK, C0MEXL, COMEXP, COMEXS, ERRORP 

This command enables (COMEXCl) or disables (col~xc¢) Continuous Command Execution Mode. 
Normally, when a motion command is received, comm.nd processing is temporarily paused until 
the motion is complete. In continuous command execution mode, however, command processing ¯ 

contLnues while moUon is t~idng place. Command processing will be slower and some moflon 
parameters cannot be Changed whfie motion ~s tn progress. For a complete llst of motion 
parameters that cannot be changed while motion ~s in progress, refer to the Restricted Command 
Parameter ModlficaUon During MoUon section at the beg~b-dng of tlds 

This mode is useful in the following situaUons: 
¯ When trying to check the status of Inputs while the 6000 Series product is commanding motion 
¯ Performing calculations ahead of time, possibly deeressin~ cycle time 
¯ ExecuUng buffered on-the-fly velocity (V), acceleration (A), and deceleration (AD) changes. {The 

buEered v, A, or AD change can be executed only with a buffen~ Go (GO} command.} 

Example 

> 

> 

> ~C1 
> L5~2) 
¯ D5¢¢�¢, ("v"~) 
> GOll~ 

Description 
Set variable 1 = 2000 
Set variable 2 = 0 
Enable continuous command execution mode 
Loop 50 tJme~ 
Set distance to 50000 units for axis 1, V’AR1 value for axis 2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 

Normally at this point, the 6000 Sedes Product would wait for the motion on axes 1 and 2 to complete before 
processing the next command. However, with continuous command mode enabled, processing will continue 
with the statements that follow 

> 
> 
> 

Beginning of REPEAT.. UNTIL ( ) expression 
Check for input #1 becoming active 
If it does, increase vadable 1 by 10 
Vadable 2 is used as a flag 
End IF statement 
Exit REPEAT loop if variable 2 equals 5 or if motion is complete on 
axis 1 
Reset flag value, vadable 2 = 0 
End loop 
Disable continuous command mode 
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- 
- 
- A1¢ 
- Vl 

G01 
- WAIT (1VEL=I) 

T3 
- 
- VI~ 
- GO1 
- T5 
- $1 
- NAIT {MOV=]~) 

On-the-fly Velocity, Acceleration and Deceleration Change Example: 
> ~ vst:eps                    Begin def’mition of program vet:eps 

Enable continuous command execution mode 
Set axis 1 mode to continuous 
Set axis 1 acceleration to 10 rps2 
Set axis 1 velocity to 1 rps 
Initiate axis 1 move (Go) 
Wait for motor to reach continuous velocity 
Time delay of 3 seconds 
Set axis 1 acceleration to 50 rps2 
Set axis 1 velocity to 10 rps 
Initiate axis 1 move (Go) 
Time delay of 5 seconds 
Initiate stop of axis 1 move 
Wait for motion to completely stop on axis 1 - 
Disable continuous command execution mode 
End definition of program vsteps 

COMEXK Continue Execution on Kill 
Produ=t Type Command Buffer Control. 

Syntax < ! >COME~<b> AT6400 1.0 
Units b = �, i or x ~T~ 1.0 

61~ Range ~ = Dis~le, 1 = ~le, X = don’~ c~n~e ~ Default 
Response COMEXK : *COME~                                                ~ 
See Also    COMic, CO~, COM~P, CO~XS, ERROR.. I~C, K, <ctrl>K      ~ 

~ co~d det~ wh~er ~e co~ds fo.~E a ~l (K) co~d m a block 

co--eds con~ ~ ~e da~ b[~ d~ ~e ~ (K} com~d. ~ese co~ ~ 
be ~~ ~om ~e ~d hues. ~ess Con~ue ~don on ~ (CO~) ~ ~b]~. 
~s ~ holds ~ wh~ a ~ ~put ts ~tv~. 
Example Description 
> ~ ~e blo~ w~e data ~II be ~ upon a k,l inp~ or MII ~mm~d 

COMEXL Continue Execution on Limit 
Product Rev Type Co~d ~u~e~ control 

Syntax < s ><~><a>CO~<b><b><b><b> A~ 1.0 
Units b = ¢, i o~ x A~ 1.0 
Range ¢ = D~s~le, i = ~le, X = ~n’~ c~nge Default ~ ~ 1.0 
Response CO~X~:    *co~x~�~¢¢ ~ 

~s comm~d det~ whe~cr ~e co~d buff~ ~ ~ saved u~n ~t~ ~ 

Example Description 
> ~1� Save ~e comm~d b~er ~ ~ ~e li~ on ~b 3 is h~. H~ng a 

lim~ on ~y ~er ~ wig dump the ~mmand b~er. 

COMEXP Continue Execution on In Position 
Product    Rev Type Co~d ~e~ 

Syntax < ~ ><~><a>co~xe<b> <b><~<b> ATe1    1.0 
Units b = ¢, I o~ x AT~A~ 

AT~ Range ¯ = Dis~le, i = ~le, X = don’� 
Default ~ 61~ 
Response co~ex~: "~OHS~¢¢~¢ ~ 

1COH~X9: * ICOH£X£~                                               ~1 

~s co~d d~es wh~ ~e co~d p~cessing ~ pause ~U] ~e ~ posen s~ 
r~etv~ (~ ~e motor/~� co~ectod. ~en enabl~ (Co~1], co~d ~cess~g [s paus~ 
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If disabled (¢0~P¢}. command processing wtll continue as soon as the 6000 Series product 
finishes commanding the desired position, even if the motor/delve combination is not in pos~on. 

To be in position, the motor/drive must be within its maximum deadband for a fixed period of time, 
and activate its own in position output after this period of time. 

Bit 20 of the axis status register ( [As] and TAS) reports the tn position status. 

Example Descrlptlon 
> cc~mXPllll Command processing will wait until all axes are inposition 

COMEXR Continue Motion on PauselContinue Input Product Rev 
Type Command Buffer Cont:=ol AT6400 1.4 Syntax < ! >COMEXR<b> AT6nS0 19 
Units b : ¢, i or x 615n 19 Range ¢ = disable, i = enable, X = don’t change ~ 15 Default ~ 625n 1~) Response co)~zxR: *co~(Ex~¢ 6270 1~) 
See Also c, COHEXS, INFNC 
The Continue Motion on Pause/Continue {COMER) command determines the functionality of 
programmable inputs defined as pause/continue inputs with the zl~n~c£-~, command. In both cases, 
when the input is activated, the current command being processed will be allowed to finish executing. 

~ Upon receiving a pause input, only program execution is paused; any motion in progress 
will contlnu¢ to its predetermined destination. Releasing the pause input or issuing a Ic 
command will resume program execution. 

f3~;R1: Upon receiving a pause input, both motion and program execution will be paused: the 
motion stop function is used to halt motion. After motion stops, you can release the 
pause input or issue a ! c command to rest--he motion and program executiom 

Example Description 
> ~ Allow both motion and program execution to be paused upon receiving 

a pause input 
> ~C1-E Define programmable input #1 as a pause/continue input 
> ~ Enable input functions 

COMEXS Continue Execution on Stop Product Rev 
Type Command Buffer Control AT6400 1.4 Syntax < ! >cot~zxs< t > AT6nS0 1.0 Units i = function identifier 615r~ 1.0 Range �, 1, or 2 6~0n 1.5 Default ¢ 625n 1.0 Response COMEXS : "COMEXS¢ 6270 1.0 
See Also COMEXC, COMEXK, COMEXL, COMEXP, COMEXR, INFNC, S 
The Continue Execution on Stop (C0HEXS} commmnd detexmines whether the command buffer will 

be saved upon receiving a Stop command (Is or :$1111) or an external stop input 

COHEXS¢: Upon receiving a stop input or Stop command, motion will decderate at the preset AD/ADA value, 

every command in the buffer will be discarded, and program execution will be termir~ted. 

ftG~]~.~: Upon receiving a stop input or Stop (i S or i s1111) command, motion will dec©Icrate at the 
preset AD/~I~ value, command execution will be paused, and all comm_~nds following the 
command currently being executed w/ll remain in the command buffer. 

Resuming program execution ( on~ after motion ia stopped}: 

Whether stopping as a result of a stop input or Stop ( !S or ! s1111) coram.nd, you can 

resume program execution by issuing an immediate Conthnue (! c) command or by 

activating a pause/resume input (a general-purpose input configured with the ~1-£ 
command}. 
Ifyou are resuming after a stop input or ’. S1111 command, the move in progress will not 
be saved. 

if you are resuming after a ! s command, you will resume the move in progress at the 

point in which the i S cor~m_and was received by the processor. 

f,.QI~L?/: Upon receiving a stop input or Stop command, motion will decelerate at the preset AD{ADA 

value, and program execution will be terminated, but the INSELP value is retained. This 
allows external program selection, via inputs defined with the ]~r~NCi-B or 

commands, to continue. 

Examp le D escript io n 
> COMEXSl The command buffer will be saved upon a stop input or stop command 
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[ COS() ] cosine Product hey 
Type O~erator (Trigonometric} AT6400 1.0 
Syntax cos(r) (see below) A’r~’150 1.0 

Units r = raclians or degrees (depending on RADIAN command) 615n 1.0 
Range r = 0.~ - ±175~ 62~ 1.0 
DefeuJt n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a ~ ~.0 
See Also ATe, PI, ~, SIN, T~, V~ 

Use this operator to calculate the cosine of a number given in radians or degrees (see !~D~ 

command). If "s" and "b" are coordinates of a point on a circle of radius "r". then the angle of measure 

~" can b~ deJ1ned by the equation: cos 0 = b (see Illustration be_low}. 

Ifa va~ue is given in rzdlans and a conversion ts needed to degrees, or vice-versa, use the formula: 

360= = 2x radians. 

Y 

sin (~= a 
r 

Amplitude 
(y =ds) 

1 

The graph below shows the amplitude of y on the unit drcle for different values of r 

y = Cos x 

O.7O7 

\ / 

Syntax:    v~--cos ( r ) where i ts the varlable number and r Is a value In either radlans or degrees 

depending on the RAD~.~I comman& Parentheses ( ( ) ) must b~ placed around the cos OlXZand. 
The result will be specified to 5 de.m=1 places. 

Example 
¯ VARI=5 * COS(PI/4) 

Description 
Set variable 1 equal to 5 times the cosine of ~ divided by 4 
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D Distance 

Type Mot:ion 
Syntax < I ><~><a>D<r>, <r>, <r~, <r> 
Units r : diet:aries unit:s (scalab].e). 
Range ~>.¢¢¢�~ - f:999,999,999, 

St:egpers: Hax. distance depends on PULSE set:ring 
Default 25¢¢¢ (AT6400 & 620n); 4¢~¢ (AT6n50, 625n & 615n); 

1¢~% (6270} 
Response D:           *D+25~. +25¢~)~, +25¢�¢, +25~¢~) 

ID: "1D+25¢¢~ 
See Also    [ D ], GO, ~, MC, PSi, P~SE, SCLD, TSTAT 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6n50 1.0 
61,5n 1.0 
620n 1.0 
625n 1.0 
6270 1.0 

The Distance (D) command defines either the number of units the motor will move or the absolute 
position it will seek aller a GO command. In the incremental mode (MAC), the distance value 

represents the total number of units you wish the motor to move. In the absolute mode (MA1) the 
distance value represents the absolute position the motor will end up at; the actual distance 
traveI~l will vary depending on the absolute position of the motor before the move is initiated. 

In the incremental mode (MAC), you can specify a negative (CCW) distance by placing a dash or 

hyphen (-) in front of the distance value (e.g., D- 1¢~¢). Otherwise, the direction is considered 

positive (CW). You can change direction without changing the distance value by using the ÷, -, or - 

operators (e.g. D+, +, +, or D-, -, -. or D--,-, -); the ~lde (-} is a means of toggling the direction. 

The distance remains set until you change it with a subsequent distance command. Distances 

outside the valid range are flagged as an error, returning the message:*INVALZD DATA-FIELD x, 

where x is the field number. 

In stepper systems with scaling disabled (SCALE�). all distance values entered are in either motor 
steps or encoder steps, depending on the state of the Encoder/Motor Step Mode (ENC) command. 
In servo systems with scaling disabled (SCALE�), all distance values are in encoder, LDT or ANI steps. 

The maximum distance in stepper systems is determined by the PULSE comnmnd setting. 

Pulse Width (por,,s~) Setting 

DEFAULT - 0.3 
0.5~ 

Use for Compumotor~ Z and DB Ddves - 1.0 
2.0 
5,Ops 

10.0 
16.0 
20.0 ps 

Maximum Distance Per Move 

419,430,000 

131,070,000 

13,107,000 
8,191~X) 

Maximum Velocity 

1.6 MHz 
1.0 MHz 
500KHz 
250 KHz 

SCALING: If scaling is ~nabled (SCALZl). the distance (D) value is internally multiplied by the 
distance scale factor (SCLD) tO obtain a distance value in motor steps or feedback 
device (encoder, LDT. or ANI| steps for the motion trajectory calculations. 

As the distance scaling factor (SCLD) changes, the resolution of the distance (D) 
command and the number of positions to the right of the decimal point also change 
(see table below). A distance value with greater resolution than allowed will be 
tnmcated. For example, if scaling is set to SCLD25~, the D1. 99999 command would be 
truncated to Di.9999. 

SCLD (steps/unit) DL~ance Resolution (un~) [ Distance Range (units) Decimal Places 
1 - 9 1 

I                             0 -:~999,9~9,gg9 

O 
10 - ~9 0,1 0.0 - :~99,999,999.9 1 
100 -999 0.01 0.00.:t9,999,999.99 ’" ’ 2 
1000. ~ 0.001 0.000 - :~g9,999.999 3 
10000- ~ 0.0001 0.0000 - :~99,gg9.9999 4 
100000-999999 0.00001 0.00000. ~399.~ 5 

The distance scaling factor should always be enabled and specLqed prior to entering 
any distance values, because the SCLD commaJld modifies the current distance value to 
accommodate the new scaling factor. 

NOTE -- FRACTIONAL STEP TRUNCATION -- NOTE 

There is one consideration that must be taken into account when using the distance scale 
factor (SCLD), but only while ooeratinq in the incremental mode (MA¢~. When the distance 
scaling factor and the distance value are multiplied, a fraction of one step may poss~ly be left 
over, This fraction is truncated when the distance value is used in the move algorithm. This 
truncation error can accumulate over a period of time, when performing incremental moves 
cont~uously in the same direction. To eliminate this truncation problem set the distance 
scale factor (SCLD) tO 1, or a multiple of 10. 
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Example 
> MA¢~ 
> 
¯ SCALE1 
> SCLA25¢¢~, 25�¢¢, 1, 1 

¯ SCLV25~,25¢¢¢,I, 1 

> ~SCLD1 
¯ Al%, 12,1,2 

> ADI,I,I, 2 

¯ V1,1,I,2 

¯ GOII¢~ 

Description 
Incremental index mode for all axes . 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Enable scaling 
Set the acceleration scaling factor for axes 1 and 2 to 25000 
steps/unit, axes 3 and 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the velocity scaling factor for axes 1 and 2 to 25000 
steps/unit, axes 3 and 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor for all axes to 1 step/unit 
Set the acceleration to 10, 12, 1. and 2 units/secz for axes 1.2, 3 
end 4, respectively 
Set the deceleration to 1, 1.1, and 2 units/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 
and 4, respectively 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/sec for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
respectively 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 10. and 100 units for axes 1, 2, 
3 and 4, respectively 
IniUate motJen on axes I and 2, 3 and 4 do not move 

[ D ] Distance Assignment Product Rev 

Type Assignment: or Comparison AT6400 1.0 
Syntax See below AT6nS0 1.0 
Units distance units (scalable) 615n 1.0 
Range ~.¢¢�¢� - 4-999,999,999 ~ 1.0 
Default nla 625n 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 

See AIso o, GO, H~, MC, PSi, SCnn 

The dlstance assignment (V) command is used to compare the programmed distance value to 
another value or varlable, or to asstgn the current progr~,~rned distance to a variable. 

Syntax: VARn=aD wh~renmthcvariablenumber, andaLstheax~snumber, or [D] canbcuscdh-lan 

expression such as TF [ 1D<25¢¢�). When assigzdng the distance value to a variable, an 
axts specffler must always precede the D command (e.g., v"A~l=19) or it wttl default to axis 1. 
When makLng a comparlson to the programmed distance, an ax~s specter must also be 

used [e.g., IF (ID<2¢�¢¢)). The D value used tn ~Lny comparison, orm any assignment 
statement is the programmed D value. If the actual position LnformaUon is required, refer 

to the PM command for steppers, or the A~z, LOT, or PE commands for servos. 

If scaling is enabled, the distance value is scaled by the SCLD command. If you are usb~g a servo 
controller with ANI feedback, the dlstance value is scaled by the SCLANI value. 

Example 
¯ IF ( 2D<25~X~} 

VAKI=2D*2 
D, (’v-AP.1) 

Oescript ion 
If the programmed distance on axis 2 is less than 25000 units, 
then do the statements between the IF and 
Variable I = programmed distance of axis 2 times 2 
Set the distance on axis 2 to the value of variable 1 
End the ZF statement 

[ DAC ] Value of OAC Output Prod.¢t Rev 

Type Assignment or ComDarison AT6400 ~a 
Syntax See below AT6nS0 1.0 
Unite Volts 61~n 1.0 
Range -1~.~ to +1~.¢¢�) 628n n/a 
Default n/a 625n 3~0 
Response n/a 1~ 1.0 

See AIso DACLIM, SOF~’S, TDAC 

Use the DAC command to compare the value of the DAC (commanded analog control signal output) 
to another value or variable, or to assign the value of the DAC to a variable. 

Syntanc VARn--aDAC whexe n is the variable number, and a ls the axis number, or[DAC] canb¢ 
used ~n an ¢xprcsston such as IF {IDAC<6). An axis specifier must precede the DAC 
command, or It wil~ default to axis 1 (e.g.. VARI=IDAC, IF (IDAC<2), etc.). 
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Example 

¯ "iAR6:2DAC 

¯ I"F (2D~>5 .¢) 

Description 
Set variable #6 equal to the DAC voltage output to.axis #2 
If the DAC voltage to axis #2 is greater than 5V. do the ZF 
statement. 
Transfer the current DAC values 
End ~ statement 

DACLIM Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) Limit Product Rev 

AT6400 Ha 
Type Servo 
Syntax < ! ><(;><a>DACLIM<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> ATC~ 1.0 

Units r = volts 615n 1.0 

D ef au It 1¢. ¢¢¢ ~ 1.0 

Response DACLIM: *DACLIMI@. @�, l~. ¢�, i@ ¯ G¢, i~. ¢¢ ~ 1.0 

1DACL~: *IDACLIMI~. ~ 

See Also    [ DAC ], SOFFS, TDAC 

This command sets the maximum absolute value the corm-handed analog control signal output can 
achieve. For example, setting the DAC limit to 8.000V (DACL~B .¢¢¢} v, dll clamp the DAC output 
range from -8.000 to +8.000.. Us¢ the TD,~ command to vexlfy the voltage being command at the 
servo controller’s analog output. 

Example 
¯ 

Description 
Axis #1 DAC output is limited to -7.000 to +7.000 volts; 
Axis #2 DAC output is limited to -9.000 to +9.000 volts 

[ DAT ] Data Assignment 
Type Dat;a St:orage 

Syntax DATi 
Units i = data program # 
Range 1 - 5¢ 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 

See Also DATA, [ DATP ], DATPTR, DATRST, DATTCH 

Product Rev 

The Data Assignment [D~T) command recalls data from thedata program (DATP}, The data is loaded 
into a command fie]d, or into a variable (VAR). As the data is loaded, the internal data pointer to the 
DATP data increments and points to the next datum for the next DAT commznd. 

Syntax:.     VARn=DATi where n is the variable number, and £ is the data program number, 
er [DATx] can be used as a command argument such as A (DAT1), 5,4,1~ 

If the data is to be loaded into a command field, the DAT command must be placed within 
parentheses (e.g.. AD (DAT2), 3,4,5 }. If the data is loaded into a variable, parentheses are not 
r~T~d. {e.g., W~=~). 

The I~T command cannot be used in an expression, such as TF (DA?2 < 5 ) or VARI:I ÷ I~--~3. 

Example:     Refer to the Reset Data Pointer (VA:RSZ) command example. 

DATA Data Statement Product Rev 

Type Data Storage AT6400 1.0 

Syntax < ! >DATA=<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> A’r~ |.0 

Units r = da~.a v~lue 
6|5n 1.0 

Range :!:99s, 999,999. 99999999 ~ 1.0 

Default n/a ~ 1.0 

Response nla ~ 1.0 

See Also l DAT ], [ DATP ], DATPTR, DATRSTo DATTCH, MEMORY 

The Data Statement (DAT~ command is used only in the data programs {DATP) tO identify the data 
statements. The tmTA command is followed by an equal sign (=}, and a maximum of four data values. 
The maximum number of data statements is limited only by the amount of memory available. 

Exam pie:     Refer to the Reset Data Pointer (DA:RS~) command example. 
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[ DATP ] Data Program Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 Type Data Storage 
Syntax DATPI AT6r~0 1.0 

Units i = data program # 615n 1.0 
620n          1.0 

Range 
Default n/a ~ 1.0 

Response 

Example 
> DEF ~ATP5 

DATA=I, 2, 
DATA= 5.62,6.52, ?. 12,8.47 

- 
¯ A (DAT5 ] 

> V (DAT5 } 

> D (DAT5 | 

¯ A, (DAT5) 

¯ A,, (DATS) 

Description 
Define data program 5 
Enter data 
Enter data 
End program definition 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis I acceleration. 
Axis I acceleration = 1 
Load data from data program 5 and store in ax~s 1 velocity. Axis 1 
velocity = 2 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis I distance. Axis I 
distance = 3 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis 2 acceleration. 
Axis 2 acceleration = 4 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis 3 acceleration. 
Axis 3 acceleration = 5.62 

DATPTR set Data Pointer Product Rev 

Type Data Storage AT6400 22 

Syntax < ! >DATPTRJ., i, i AT6nSO 1.0 

Units nla G15n 1.0 

Range 1st i = program # 1 to 5~ ~ 24 

2nd i : dat:a element # 1 t:o 65%� 625n 3.0 

3rd i : increment se~;ting OF 1 t:o 1¢(~                              6270 1.0 

Default 1, 1, 1 
Response n/a 

See Also [ DAT ],    DATA,     [ DATP ],    DATSIZ,    DATTCH,     (    DPTR ],    TDPTR 

The Set Data Pointer [DATPTR) command moves the internal data pointer to a specific data element 

in the specified data program (DAT~i). This command also establishes the number of data elements 
by which the pointer inc~,ents after writing each data element from a DATTCH command, or aRer 

recalling a data element with the DAT command. 

The data program selected with the first integer in the DATPTR command becomes the active data 

program. Subsequent DATTCH. TDPTR. and DPTR commands will reference the active data program. 
You can use the TDPTR command to ascCrtaln the current active data program, as well as the current 

location of the data pointer and the increment scttlng (see TDPTR colxtH1and description for details). 

The DPTR command can be used to compare the current pointer location (the number of the data 
element to which the data pointer is pointing) against another value or variable, or to assign the 
pointer Iocatlon numbe~ to a variable. 

As an example, suppose data program # 1 {DATP1) is configured to hold 15 data elements 
(DATSIZl, 15). the data pointer is configured to start at the first data clement and increment I data 
dement after every DATTCH value Ls stored (DATPTRI, 1, i). and the values of numeric variables #I 

through #4 arc a~ady asstgnrd (VARI:2, VAR2=~, VAR3=8, VAR4=64}. If yOu th~n ~nt~r the 
DATTCHI, 2,3,4 command, the values of VAR1 through VAR4 will be assigned respectively to the first 
four data dements in the data program and the potnter will stop at data ¢lemvnt #5. The rcspor~e 

t~ the TPROG DATP1 command world be a~ depicted below ithv text i~ highlighted to illustrate the 

location of the data pointer aRcr the DATTCH10 2,3,4 command is executed}. The response to the 
TDPTR command would by *TD~R1,5, !. 
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Once you have stored (taught) the variables to the data prosram, you can use the DATPTR command 
to point to the data elephants and then use the DAT data assignment command to read the stored 
variables to your rootion program. 

During the process of wrlting data |DATTCH) or recalling data {DAT), if the pointer reaches the last 
data cleme~nt in the program, it automatically wraps around to the f~rst datum in the program and a 

w-arningmesaageis dlsplayed (*WARNING: POINTER HAS WILAPPED AROUND TO DATA POINT 1). This 
warning will not interrupt command execution. 

{S~’~ $~Iso: DATSIZ coxIllIiand~ 

Examp le 
¯ DEL DATP5 
¯ D~F DATP5 
- DATA=I, 2,3,4 

DATA=5.62, 6.52,7.12,8.47 
- ~D 
> A (DAT5) 

> v (DATS) 

> DATPTR5, I, 1 

> A,(DAT5) 

> A,, (DAT5) 

Description 

Delete data program #5 (DATP5) 
Deline dela program #5 (DATES) 
Enter data 
Enter data 
End program definition 
Load data from DATP5 and store in axis 1 acceleration. 
AXiS 1 acceleration = 1 
Load data from DATP5 and store in axis I velocity. 
Axis 1 velocit~ = 2 
Load data from DATP5 and store in a~is I distance. 
Axis 1 dislarme = 3 
Set the data pointer to datum 1 in DATP5; increment the pointer by 
one after each DAT command 
Load data from DATP5 and store in axis 2 acceleration. 
Axis 2 acceleration = 1 
Load data from DATP5 and store in axis 3 acceleration. 
Axis 3 acceleration = 2 

DATRST Reset Data Pointer Prodtl©t RaY 
Type Data Storage AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >DATRST<I>, <i> AT6nS0 1~ 
Unite n/a ~ 1.0 
Range zs~ ~ = p~ # i ~o 5~, 2,d ~ = ~a eZ~enC # i ~o 65~� ~ 1.0 
Default n/a ~ 1.0 
Response ~/~ ~ 1~ 

See Also [ ~ ], ~, [ D~9 ] 

~ter automaU~y mc~m~ to ~e n~ ~ elem~t. 1~ ~e ~t~ ~ches ~e ~d o[ ~e 

Example 
> DEF~ATP5 

DATA=I,2,3,4 
DATA=5.62,6.52,7.12,8.47 

- ~D 
> A(DAT5) 

> v (DAT5) 

> D(DAT5) 

> DATRST5,1 
> A,(~ATS) 

> A,, (DATS) 

D es©riptlon 

Define data p ,r0gram 5 
Enter data 
Enter data 
End program definition 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis I acceleration. 
Axis 1 acceleration = 1 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis 1 velocity. Axis 1 
velocity = 2 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis I distance. Axis 1 
distance = 3 
Sat the dat~ pointer to datum 1 in data program 5 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis 2 acceleration. 
Axis 2 acceleration = 1 
Load data from data program 5 and store in axis 3 acceleration. 
Axis 3 acceleration = 2 
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DATSIZ Data Program Size 
Type Data Storage 
Syntax < ! >DATSIZ L<, i> 
Units n/a 
Range ls~ i = ;)rogram # ~ - 5(~ (~) = disable) 

2nd i = da~a element ~ 1 - 65~ 
Default ~, 1 
Response 
See Also    ( DAT J, DATPTR, [ DATP ], DATTCH 

Product Rev 

AT6400 22 
AT6~0 1~) 
615fl 1D 
620n 

~2"/9 

The Data Program 3iz~ (D~TSI~) command creates a new data prog~m (W, TP) and establishes the 
number of data elements the data program contains. 

The DATSIZ command syntax is DATSIZi< o i>. The first integer (i) represents the number of the data 
program (l - 50L You can create up to 50 separate data programs. The data program is 
automatically given a specti~¢ program name (DATPi}. 1~ the pr~gl’~Ail number % is selected, then the 
DATTCH conllna~d is disabled. Before creating a new data program, be sure to delete the ~isl~ng da~a 
program that has the same name. For ~xample, L~ you wish to create data program #5 with the 
~ATSIZ5, i, 144 commarKJ add DATP5 ah~ady exits, first delete DATP5 with the DEL DATP5 command 
an(] then |ssue the DATSIZ5, 1,144 eoIrmmnd. 

The second integer represents the total number of data elements {up to 6,500) you want In the data 

program. Upon issuing the I~Ts£z corrm~md, the data program is created with all the data elements 
h’dUalJz~t w~th a value of zero. ~he DATS£Z command is equivalent to creaUng a DATP prograra and 
filling it with DATA=¢. ~, ~. @, @. ¢, ~. ~ co~ds up to the size indicated in the second integer.) 

Each dam statement, which contains four data elements, uses 39 bytes of memory, Th~ amount of 

memory is subtracted from the memo~ allocated for user programs (see I~ORY command]. Use the 

TDIR coHIHland to determine the amount of remaining memory for user progl-am storage. 

The data program has a tabular structure, where the dam elements are stored 4 to a llne. Each llne of 
data elements is eaIled a data statercwnL Each element is numbered in sequential order from le~t to 
right (I - 4} and top to bottom (I - 4. 5 - 8. 9 - 12. etc.). You can use the TgROG I~TPi command 
represents the number of the data program) to display all the data elements of the data program. For 

example, ffyou issue the DATSIZI, 13 command, data program # 1 (called Da~PI] is created with 13 

data elements Initialized to zero. The response to the TPROG DaTPl command is depicted below. Each 

line (data statement) begins with D~Ta=, and each data element is separated with a comma. 

"DATA=~. ~ 

The I~TSIZ. IX~T’!CH. and ~T commands will typically be used as a tezch mode in this manne~. 

I. Issue the D~TSIZ command to create (or reeall) the data program. 

2. Store variable data (e.g., position, acceleration, velocity, etc.) to numeric variables 

3. Use DASH commands to store the data from.the numeric variables Into the data program. You 
can use the data pointer (DATPTR) command to select any data element in the data program, and 

to determine the number by which ~e pointer increments after each value from the DATTCH 

command is stored. NO’IE: If the DATTCH command is issued without havln9 issued the DATSIZ 
command, an error wgl result, 

4. Use the B~T commands to read the stored data from the data progz-am into the variable 

parameters of your motion program. You can use the DATPTR command to select any data 
element in the data program, and to determine the number by which the pointer increments 

after each DAT 

Any use of the DATTCH and DAT coELrnands w~] reference the current active data program (DATP} 
specked by the ~’st hlteger of the |ast DATSIZ or DATPTR co1111;land. I~you want to ~ the DATSIZ 
command to recall a data progt-am, ~I~I~L~.~, specify only the i~n-st integer and not the 

second Integer. For example, DATSIZ7 recalls data program #7 (DATPT) as the active data program. 

Example 
> DEL I~ATP5 
¯ DATSIZ5, 2~ 
> DEF TEACH 

- MAl111 
H~HI111 

Description 
Delete exJs~n9 data program #5 (DAT~5) 
Create data program #5 (DATP5) w~th 200 data. elements 

Begin definition of program called TEACH 
Disable continuous command execulJon mode 
Fnable the absolute positioning mode for all axes 
Home all axes (absolute position counter set to zero after homing) 
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DATPTR5, I, I 

JOY1111 

VARI= 1PM 
- VAR2=2PM 
- VAR3= 3 PM 
- VAR4=4PM 
- DATTCHI, 2, 3,4 
- MAIT (INO. 5=bl) 
- UNTIL (DPTR=I) 
- HC~Illl 

DATPTR5 01,1 
REPEAT 
D (DATS), (DAT5), (DAT5), (DAT5) 
GOII~_I 

- T.2 
- UNTIL (DPTR=I) 
- E~D 

Set data pointer to data element #1 in DATP5, and increment the 
pointer by one element after every DATTCH value or DAT command 
Set up a loop for teaching the positions 
Enable joystick mode on all axes so that you can start moving the 
axes into position with the joystick. Command processing stops 
here until you activate the joystick release input to disable the 
joystick mode end execute the rest of the commands in the 
repeat/until loop (assign the motor positions to the variables and 
then store the positions from the variables to the data program). 
Store the current position of axis #1 in vadable #1 
Store the current position of axis #2 in vadable #2 
Store the current position of axis #3 in vadable #3 

Store the current position of axis #4 in vadable #4 
Store variables #1 - #4 into consecutive data elements 
Wait for the joystick release input to be de-aclJvated 
Repeat loop unt, the data pointer wraps around to data element #1 
Home all axes (absolute position counter set to zero after homing) 
Set data pointer to data element #1, read one data element at a time 
Set up a repeat/until loop to read all data elements 

Read position data from the data program to the distance command 
Make the move to the positions that were taught 
Wait 0.2 seconds 
Repeat loop until .the data pointer wraps around to data element #1 

End definition of program called TEACH 

DATTCH Data Teach Product Rev 
Type Data Storage AT6400 ~2 
Syntax < ! >DATTCHi<, i, i, i> AT6n50 1.0 
Units i = number of a numeric variable 615~ 1.0 
Range i = 1 - maximum number of numeric variables 62~n Z4 
Default n/a ~ R0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 
See Also [ DAT ], [ DATP ] ,DATPTR, DATSIZ, DATTCH, VAR 

The Data Teach (DA~CH] command stores the values from the specified numeric variables {vi~) into 
the currenfl_v active data pro~ (I.e., the data program specified with the last DATSIZ or D~ 
command}. The value that is in the specified variable at the time the I~"CH command is executed is 
th¢ value that is stored in the data program. 

If the DATTCH command is issued without having first issued the DATSIZ command, a/1 error will 
result If a z~ro is ~nter~d ~ the ~rst ~t~er of the DATSIZ cxmunand (e.g., ~ATSIZ~], the DATTCH 
command is disabled. 

As indicated by the number of integers in the syntax, the maximum number of variables that can be 
stored in the data program per v~eC~I command is 4. The variables are stored in the data program, 
starting at the current location of the data pointer. The data pointer’s position can be moved to any 
data element in any data program by use of the DATPTR command. After each successive D~’~ 
value is stared, the data pointer will increment by the number specified in the third integer of the 
DATPTR corm’nand. Any data dement in the data program can be edited by setting the data pointer to 
that dement and then issuing the DATTCtl command. 

As an example, suppose data program #1 (DATPI) is configured to hold 15 data elements 
(DATSIZ1, 15), the data pointer is configured to start at the first data element and inc~eiuent I data 
element after every DATTCH value is stored (DATPTR1,1, 1), and the values of numeric variables #I 
through #4 are already assigned (VARI=2, VAR2=4, VAR3=8, VAR4=64). If you then enter the 
DATTCH1, 2,3.4 command, the values of VAR1 through VAR~ will be assigned respectively to the first 
four data elements in the data program and the pointer will stop at data element #5. The response 
to the TPROG DATPI command would be as follows (the text ks highlighted to illustrate the location of 
the data pointer after the DATTCH1,2,3,4 command is executed). 

*DATA=2 .~, 4.0, 8. ~, 64 .~ 
~DATA--~. ~, @. 0, ~. 0, ~. ¢ 
* DATA=� .~,@.@,~.~,¢ .~ 
*~ATA=~.~, 0. @, ¢.~ 

Example: Refer to the DATSIZ command. 
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DCLEAR Clear Display 
Product Re, Type Display (RP240) Interface 

Sylt tax < ! >DCLEARi AT6400 rVa 
Units n/a AT6nS0 rfa 

615~ 1.0 Range L = ~ (clear all lines), 1 (clea~ line 1) or 6~ 1.0 2 (clea= line 2}                            ’ 
Default nJa ~ 1.0 
Response nJe 6270 1.0 
See Also DLED. DPASS, DPCfIR, DVAR, DTN’RITE 

The C]ear Display (DCLF.JU~ command clears Lines {as spedfied with i) of the RP240 display: 

A~ter c|e~-lng a line. the cursor will be reset to the beginning of that line (Or [o the beginning of lL~e 

E F Begin Program/Subroutine/Path Definition Prod.¢t Rev Type Program or Subroutine De£ini~ion ; 
Synta]~ < ! >DEF<I:> AT6400 1.0 

AT6t150 1.0 Units ~ = alpha ~:exc s~:zing (name of a program) 
61~n 1~) Range ~ex~ s~rtng of 6 characters or less 

Defau It n/a 
~ 

~ 1.0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

, ~ .1.0 See Also $, DEL, END, EPJ~SE, GOSU-B, GOTO, MF~IORy, PRUN, RUN, ( SS ), 
TDIR, TMEM, TSS, TSTAT 

The Define a Program/Subroutine (D~.~) command ~s the begh-ming of a program, path contour, or 
subroutine definition. The syntax for the command is DEF followed by 6 or fewer alpha-numeric 
characters. The fwst character may not be a number. Up to 150 programs or paths can be defined 
for the AT64(X), 100 for the AT6n50 and the stand-alone controllers. The program size restriction is 
the maximum memory available for the 6000 Series product (adjustable with KE~0RY command). 

If you have a stand-alone controller with the -M expanded memory optlor~ the maximum number of 
programs allowed is increased to 400. 

All programs m-e stored in a binary fashion within the 6000 Series products. A program transferred 
back out {TPROG) after it has been defined (DEF), may not look identical to the program defined. 
However, the program is functlonally identical. 

NOTE 

j 
When deSning a program and the memory limitation is exceeded, an error message will be 
generated, and bit 11 of Ihe system status register w~l be set (ss or TSS). The program 
wil be stored up to the point where the memory limitation was exceeded. 

There is no actual difference in the definition of. or execution of a program versus the definition, or 
execution of a subroutine. Both a program and a subroutine are defined as the set of commands 

m~b~e~ll.~enanedm~ned~C,O_n~__,~a~ d, If an ~va~. d p.r?gram/subroutine r~me ~s entered, an error 
~ ~. ,,~u. ~m uwauu program/su~rouune name is any name that is also a current 

command {An example of an invalid name would be D~-Fhorax, because ~t is impossible for the 
operating system to distinguish the borax subroutine call from the HOMx111 go home command.). A 
subroutine/program deflrdtion cannot be assigned the name "Cr.R" and cannot conta~ any of the 
follow/ng characters: 

!.-, #, $. %, ^, &,., (.),+. _,_~ =, {, 1. \. j... :.;, ,.<,> ..... 7,/. 

iT~ ¢e]~ command can be used to start �~’cutLng a progrm~/subroub~ne The ..... canalsobe~sed to start executLn~ a vro~r...~# su~........, ....... "_ ~ 
.= r ~-----. ..~.u~. z’~ iJ~tui L~OIl[Otil" mUS[ P.rSt De compiled with the ~coMP command and is executed with the ~ command. The GOTO and GOSLm 

commands can be used w~thin a program/subroutine to go to another Program/subroutine. 

Program, l~th contour, or subroutine names must be d¢lvtod IDOL) before they can be redefined. 

Example 
Description 

> DEF pick Begin definition of program named pick 
GOll~2~ Initiate motion on axes I and 2 

- ~ End program definiSon 
¯ RUN pick 

Execute program pick 
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DEL Delete a ProgramlSubroutinelPath Product Rev 
Type Program or subroutine Definition AT~4~0 1.0 Syntax~ < ! >DEL< ~.> AT6nS0 1.0 Units t = alpha ~ext string {name of a program) 61~I Range next string of 6 characters ol less ~ 1.0 Default n/a ~ 1.0 Response n/a 6270 
See Also $, DEF, END, ERASE, GOSUB, GOTO, RUN 

The Delete a Program/Subroutlne (DZ~) command removes a program, path contour, or subroutine 

deflnttlor~ The syntax for the command is DEL followed by 6 or fewer alpha-numeric characters. To 

delete all programs refer to the ERASE command. 

To edit a~ e~isti~g program, you must first delete it. The DEL command will not delete a label ($). 

Example Des©ription 
> DEF pick BegS1 defini~on of program named pack 
- GOl1¢¢ Ini~ate mo~on on axes 1 and 2 
- ~D End program definition 
> ~ pick Execute program pick 
> D£~ pick Deletes program named pick 

DJOG Enable RP240 Jog Mode Product Roy 
Typa Display (RP240) Interface AT6400 rfa Syn t sx < ! >DJOG<b> AT6nSO n~ Units b = ¢ o= 1 615n 1.0 Range ¢ = dlsable, 1 = enable 6~0n 1.0 Default n/a ~ 1D Response DJOC: *DJOGZ (~70 1.0 
See Also JOG, JOGA. JOGAA, JOGAD, JOGADA, JOGVH, JOGVL 

The I~.O~G command allo~-_ you to branch tnto the RP240 front panel jog mode from within your 
user-aennea program, adjust the poaiUon of the axes, and then return to program execution. 

The DJOG1 command enables the RP240 jog mode on all axes. Once the RP240 jog mode is enabled, 
you can use the RP240 arrow keys to jog individual axes. Unlike the JOG comnmnd, coramand 

processLng is suspended after the DJOG1 command Is issued. Jogging acceleration and decelemUon 
are performed with the parameters set with the Jog A~celeraUon (JOGA) and Jog Deceleration (JOGAD) 

commands. Jogging velocities are set with the Jog Ve]oelty High (JOGVH) and the Jog Velocity Low 

~(o~O_G~___) ~c~_~_nuna~.ds. Once .~ the ,R~2.~ 4..0 Jog Mode, ~.ou can sw~tch between low and high jog velocltiss any a~s, aria you can amo mouuy me twoJog veracities using the RP240’s mrr key. 

To disable the HP240 jog mode. press the M~NU R~CAM. k~y or issue the Immediate : DJOG¢ command. 
Upon exiting the RP240 jog mode, the RP240’s display is clemred. 

To have the Jog mode continually enabled du_Hng program ~ecution. you must us~ Jog inputs and 
the JOG command. 

DLED Turn RP240 Display LEDs OniOff Product Rev 
Type Display (RP240} In~erface AT6400 
Syrt[sx < ! >DLED<b><b><b><b><b><b><b><h> AT6nSO Units n/a 61~n 1.0 Range b = ¯ (off) or i (on) 620n 1.0 Default n/a 625n 1.0 Response DLED:     * DLF.,DZI~I_¢¢~)I (~770 1.0 See AIso DCLEAR, DPASS, DPCUR, DV,~t, DWRITE 

The DLED command controls the state of the 8 progrm-rnable LEDs on the RP2dO. It is legal to 
substlmte a bfnanj varfable (Inuta} for the Dr.ED commm~i 

Example Descript ion 
> CZ2~DZIXXXX¢l Turn on LEDs 1, ~ and 8; turn off LED 7; leave LEDs 3,4,5, and6 

unchanged 
> VAF31=bl¢ICZ¢I~ Set bits 1, 3, 5 & 7 low, and bits 2, 4, 6, & 8 high 
¯ D~J~D (~1) Turn on LEDs 1, 3, 5 & 7; turn off LEDs 2, 4, 6, & 8 
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DPASS Change RP240 Password 

Type Display (RP240) Znter~£ace 
Syntax < ! >DPASS< J.> 
Unite i = ~n~eger of up to 4 characters 
Range I - 9999 
Oefault Whatever ~he Droduc~ name is (e.g., 
Response DPASS:     *DPASS62~ 
See AIso DCLEAR, DLED, DPCUR, DVAR, DWRITE 

Rev 

6200, 6250, 6270° etc.) 

Product 

The DPASS command changes the RP240 password. If the default password is not changed by the 
user then there will be no password protection. 

Example Description 
> DPASSI234 New~k~swofd= 1234 

DPCUR Position Cursor Product Rev 

Type Display (RP240) Interface AT6400 
Syntax < ! >DPCURi, i AT6r~0 
Units IS~ i = line number, 2nd i 
Range line n~er = 1 or 2, co1~ = ¯ - 39 ~ 10 

Default n/a 
Response n/a 

See AIso DCL~, DL~, DPASS, DR~, ~, D~ITE 

The Position Cursor (DPCUR] command changes the location of the cursor on the RP240 display. The 
RP240 lines are numbered from top to bottom, I ~o 2. The columns are numbered left to right, 0 to 39. 

Example 

> DPCUR2, 15 

Oescr|ptlon 
Position cursor on line 2, column 15 

[ DPTR ]    Data Pointer Location Product Rev 

Type Data Storage; Assignment or CoaE)arisot~ AT0400 22 
Syntax see below AT6~O0 1.0 
U n it s n/a 615n 1.0 
Range n/a 62~n 2.4 
Default n/a 625n .~0 
Response n/a 62?0 10 

See Also [ DAT ], [ DATA ], [ DATP ], DATPTR¢ DATSIZ, TDPTR 

The DPTR command can bc used to compare the current pointer location [the number of the data 
dement to which the data pointer is pointing} against another value or numeric variable, or to assign 
the pointer location number to a variable. The current data pointer location is referenced to the 
current active dam program specflled hn the first ~teger of the h~st D~TSIZ or D~TPTR command. 

Syl’ltax: VARn=DPTR where n is the variable number, 

a" [DPTR] can be used in an expression such as L~ (D~’r~--1) 

Example Description 
> DATS£~.4, 2~) Create data program called DATP4 ~ 200 _r~__~_ elements 
> DATm~S.4, 2~, 2 Set the data pointer to data element #20 in DATP4 and set the increment to 2 (DATP4 

becomes the current active data program) 
¯ VARI=DPTR Assign the number o!~ the pointer I(~a~ion in DATP4 to numedc variable #1 
¯ VAR1 Response is *VARI=2@. {rKJicates that the data pointer is pointin~ to data element #20. 
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[ DREAD ] Read RP240 Data 
Type Display (RP240) Interface 
Syntax See below 
Units n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also DRL~DP, DREADI, DV,~R, DHRITE, [ ss ], TSS, VAR 

Product Rev 

AT64~0 ~ 
ATSn50 n/a 
615n 1.0 
620n 1.0 
625’1 1.0 
6g~0 1.0 

The Read RP240 Data {DREAD) command allows you to store ntunerlc data entered in from the 
RP240’s keypad into a variable. As the user presses RP240 numeric keys. the data will be displayed 
on the RP240 starting at the location equal to the cun-ent cursor location + 1 {for a sign bit}: 

VARI=~REAV Wait for RP240 numeric entry (terminated with the ENTER key}, 

then set VAR1 equal to that value. 

Additionally the DREAD command can be used as a variable assignment within another command 
that is e, xp~ttng numeric data: 

A(DREAD), 5.¢ Wait for RP240 numeric e_nt~y {terminated with the ENI~R key). 
then set axis #1 acceleration to that value and set axis #2 acceleration to 5.0. 

The VREAD command cannot be used in an expression such as VARSf4+DREAD or IF (DREAD=l). 

[ DREADF ] Read RP240 Function Key Product Rev 

Type Display (RP240) Znter£ace "AT64~0 
A76nS0 

Syntax See below 615n 1~) 
Units n/a ~ 1.0 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 

See Also DRy, ~I, DYe, ~ITE, ( SS ], TSS, V~ 

The Read RP240 Function Key (D~F) command allows you to store numeric data entered in from a 
RP240 function key into a variable. Function key 1 (~) = 1, F2 = 2. ~tc., and MI~U R~ALL (~0) ffi O. 

Example 
> VARlffiDREAI~" 

¯ IF (VARI=5) 

Description 
Wait for RP240 function key entry, then set VAR1 equal to that value 
If function key 5 was hit then ... 
Start motion on axis #2 
End if statement 

DREADI    RP240 ’Data Read Immediate Mode Product Rev ~ 

Type Display (RP240) Interface AT6400 nfa 

Syntax < ! >D~EAOI<b> KI"~ ~ 
61~ 1.0 

Unit~ ~/a 
~ ~1 

Range i (~le) or � (dis~le) 
Default ¢ ~ 1.1 

1.0 
Response DR~Z: *DR~I~ 

See Also DP~. DRY, DR~F 

The DREKD£1 command allows continual numeric or function key data entry from the RP240 {when 

used in conjunction with the DP~AD and/or D~F commands}. In this immediate mode, program 

execution is not paused (waiting for data entry} whe~ a ~READ or DP.~M~F command is encountered. 

NOTES 

While in the [~ata Read Immediate Mode (D~£JZ.DI1), data is read into numeric variables ordy 
(e.g., ,~ (DPYJ, D) or V (D~J,D) will not be valid). 
This feature is not designed to be used in conjunction with the RP240’s standard menus (see user 
guide Ior menu structure); the RUN, JOG, and DJOG menus will disable the DRF_-.KDI mode. 
Do not-assign the same variable to read numedc data and function key dala~pivk only one. 
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Simple Numeric Data Entry: 

Example 
> VARI:2 5~Z~ 

¯ £X~fE’~T~ER VALUE > " 
¯ £~EADI 1 
¯ VARI--DREAD 

Description 
Initialize variable #1 
Clear entire RP240 display 
Send message to RP240 display starting at location 1,0 
Enable RP240 data read immediate mode 

Set vadabis #1 (VAR1) to receive data entered on the RP240. 
Current VAR1 data will be displayed at cursor location 1,30 
(fixed). New data will be displayed at current cursor location as 
defined by the previous I:x:~J~R, DWRT’Z~ and DPCUR 
comman(:b--this is the home cursor location for subsequent 
data entries. 

¯ L77 Stad loop of 77 repetitions 
> D(",/’~tL1.) Set distance equal to the current (last entered) RP240 data 
> GO1 Initiate move on axis one 
¯ LN End loop 
¯ D~J=,D:Z:¢ ’ Exit RP240 data read immediate mode 

As the loop is ~unning, the user may enter in a new distance value (which must be tenTdnated with the ENTER 
key) via the RP240 numeric keypad. The numedc keystrokes cause the digits to be displayed on the RP240 
starting at the home cursor location (see V~,~I=D~AD description in the example above). When the ENTER 
key is pressed, the variable is updated; Ihe most significant 10 digits (total, including sign & decimal point if 
appropriate) of this vadable are displayed at cursor location 1,30; and then the data entry field (starting at 
home) is cleared. The 6000 controller is ready to accept new data. 

Numeric Data & Function Key Entry: 

Example 
¯ 

> 
¯ 
¯ DPCUR2, ¢ 

¯ DWRITE" SLOW FAST" 
¯ DPCURI, ~ 
¯ ~HRI’TE’ENTER VALUE ¯ " 
¯ DREADII 
¯ VARI--I~EAD 

¯ VAR2 

> L 

> IF (VAR2=I) 

> V3.6 
¯ 

¯ 

> V6.4 
¯ ~ 
> D (VAgJ.) 

Description 
Initial’~.e vadable #1 
Initializ~ vadable #2 
Clear the RP240 display 

Place RP240 cursor on line 2, column 0 (bottom left comer of 
display) 

Send message to RP240 display starting at location 2,0 
Place RP240 cumor on line 1, column 0 (top left comer of display) 

Send message to RP240 display starting at location 1,0 
Enable RP240 data read immediate mode 

Set vadabla #1 (v,~.l) to receive numedc data entered on the 
RP240’s keypad 
Set VAP,2 to receive RP240 function key input 
Begin loop 
If function key 1 was last pressed, do the TF statement (slow 
velocity) 

Set velocity to 3.6 units per second 
End IF statement 
If function key 2 was last pressed, do the I~’ statement (fast 
velocity) 
Set velocity to 6.4 units per second 

End IF statement 

Set distance equal to the current (last entered} RP240 numeric 
data 

> (;Ol Initiate the move on axis one 
¯ ~ End loop 

As the loop is running, Ihe user may enter in a new distance value and/or choose between two different preset 
velocities. The display does not change when a function key is pressed. 
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Multiple Numeric Data Entry: 

VAR2~ 
VAR3=99 
VAR4=I~ 
VARS=25¢¢¢ 

DPCUR2, ¢ 

¯ DWRITE" ACCEL VEL    DIST" 
¯ DREADI 1 
> VAR2 =DREADF 
¯ L 
¯ IF (VAR2<>~) 
¯ D~r 
¯ I!~ (VAR2=I) 
> DWRITE’ENTER ACCEL VALUE> " 
¯ VAR3--DREAD 
> NIF 
¯ IF (VAR2=2) 
¯ Dr~RITE’E~FF~:R VEL VALUE> ¯ 
> . VAR.4 =DREAD 
> N’J:F 
¯ IF (VAR2=3) 
¯ D~!TE’ENTER DIST VALUE>" 
¯ VARS=DREAD 
¯ 
¯ eAR2 ---¢ 
> VAR2 =DREADF 
> 
¯ A(VAR3) 
¯ V(VAR4) 
> D(VAR5) 
¯ GO1 
¯ 

Description 
In~alize variable #2 (VAR2) 
Initialize vadable #3 (VAR3) 
Initialize vadable #4 (’VAR4) 
Initialize vadable #5 (eARS) 
Clear the entire RP240 display 
Place RP240 cursor on line 2, column 0 (bottom left comer of 
display) 
Send message to RP240 display starting at location 2,0 
Enable RP240 data read immediate mode 
VAR2 will capture function key entries (0 - 6) 
Begin loop 
If a new function key is pressed, do the following code: 
Clear line one of the RP240 display (top line} 
If function key 1 is pressed, do the IF statement (input acceleration) 
Send message to RP240 display starting at location 1,0 
Set ~’AR3 equal to the numeric data entered on the RP240’s keypad 
End I~ statement 
If function key 2 is pressed, do the IF statement (input velocity) 
Send message to RP240 display starting at location 1,0 
Set VAR4 equal to the numeric data entered on the RP240’s keypad 
"End IF statement 
If function key 3 is pressed, do the IF statement (input distance) 
Send message to RP240 display starting at location 1,0 
Set VAR5 equal to the numeric data entered on the RP240’s keypad 
End IF statement 
Prohibit repeated execution of this code 
Re-enable VAR2 to capture new function key entry 
End "rF statement 
Set acceleration equal to the numeric value of eAR3 
Set velocity equal to the nurnedc value of 
Set distance equal to the numeric value of eAR5 
Initiate the move on axis one 
End loop 

As the loop is running, the user may select among the three variabk~ he wants to enter data into. These throe 
variables correspond with acceleration, velocity, and distance. Each time the function key variable changes 
from 0 (to 1, 2 or 3), then a new message is displayed and the VARt=DREAD command w,I put the current value 
of that vadable in location 1,30 (upper dght hand comer of the display). For example, the user ¢an choose eel. 
(1=2) and then repeatedly change v~4 by entering a value on the RP240 numedc keypad and pressing the 
ENTER key. Each time through the loop, the eAR4 data is loaded into the v command. 

DRES Drive Resolution Product Rev 
Type Drive Configuration AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><~,><a>DRES<~.>, <~.>, <~.>, <~.> AT6nS0 rda 
Units i = steps/rev 
Range 2¢0 - 1,024,~0 (~0n 1.0 
Default 
Response DRES: 

1DRES : * 1DRES25~ 

See Also DRFL~, DRY, ~C, ~S, PCO~, ?~E, S~E, TSTAT 

The Drive Resolution (DRES) command is used to match the indexer resolution to that of the 
motor/drive to which it is attached. Tlds command is necessary in ordex to accurateJy calculate 
motor drive accelerations and velocities whether scaling is disabled (SCM.~:.¢). or enabled. This 
commuted, in combination with the ERES command, provide the information required for encoder 
based moves. 

Contourin_~ Ap_Dlication~: All axes involved in contouring {those specified with the 9AXES command} 
must have the same D~S setting. 

Example 
¯ 

Description 
Set ddve res. for axis 1 to 200 steps/rev, axis 2 to 10000 steps/rev, 
and axes 3 & 4 to 25000 steps/rev 
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DRFLVL    Drive Fault Level Produ¢t    Rev 

Type Drive Confi~Lra~ion AT~4OO-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><~><a>DR~’~.VL<b><b> <b><b> AT6400-AUX2 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 
Range b = ¯ (active low), 1 (active high), or x (don’~ ch~ge) 61~ 
Default ~ (i ~or 6201 only) 
Response DRFLVL    *DRFL~ ~ 1.0 

IDRFL~ * 1DRFL~@ ~ ’ 1.0 
See Also    [ ~ ], DRIP, DRES, [ ~ ], ~EN, T~, TER 

The Drive Fault Level (DRFLVL) colitma_rld is used to IndivlduaIly set the fault input level for each axis. 

To enable the drive fault input, the T~,We~ command must be enabled. Use the followlng table for 
setUr~ the drive fault level for Compumotor drives. 

Compumotor Product Drive Fsul~ Level 

BL, L, LE, PS7, UD2, UD5, & UD12 Active Low 
Apex Sedes, Compumotor Plus, LN, OEM Series, S, & Z Active High 

The drive fault input (found on the motor drive connector) will source approximately 0.2mA. 
Therefore; the device that drives the input must be capable of sinking 0.25mA - 5 VDC. (The drive 
fault Input schematic is shown In the Hardware Reference chapter of the 6000 Series product user 
guide.) Usebit #14 in the T/u~ or ~ commands to check the status of the drive fault input. 

Drive Fault Level (DP.FLVL) Status of device driving the Fault input Status of Bit #14 in TAS or AS 

DRFLVL1 (active high) OFF or not ~onnected (not sinking current) 1 (ddve fault has occurred) 
ON (sinking cu~ent)                   ~ 

DR~.W.¢ (active low) OFF or not connected (not sinking current) ¢ 
ON (sinking current) 1 (ddve fault has occurred) 

When a drive fault occurs, motion will be stopped on all axes and program execution will be 
t~mtnated. In servo ~_ stems (6250, etc.), motion is stopped at the rate set with the Za~D command 
(default is 100 units/sec2). 

<< CAUTION >> STEPPER SYSTEMS << CAUTION >> 

A ddve fault condition will stop motion instantaneously, without a controlled deceleration 
ramp--thls allows the load to free wheel, possibly damaging equipment. Compumotor 
recommends using a brake on your motor drive system to brake the load in the event of a 

I drive fault.           .                          ’ 

Example 
> DRFLVIEI~I 

Description 
Set ddve fault level to be active low on axes 1 & 3, active high on axes 2 & 4 

DRIVE Drive Enable Product Ray 

Type Dzive Co-flgura~ion AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>DRZVE<b><b><b><b> AT6400-AUX2 n/a 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 
Range b = ~ (shut:dotm), 1 (e~a~le), or X (don’t: cha~t~’e) 61511 ’ 1~) 
Default i |AT6400 & 6200); 
Response DRIVE     *DRIVEl111 ~2~ 

IDRIVE    * IDRIVEz "~70 1~) 
See Also    [ AS ], DRFLVL, DRES, KDRIVE, TER 

The Drive Enable command energizes (DRZ’V~I] or de-energizes (DI~IW~¢) a Compumotor motor/drive 
combirmtion. The internal shutdown output circuit is illustrated in the Hardware Reference chapter 
of the 6000 Se~es product’s user guide. 

Steppers: DRIVEl energLzes the motor d,-h,e (Shutdown+ s~ks cultist and Shutdown. sou.~--es curnmt). 
DRlVEO de-energlzes the motor drive {Shutdown+ sources current and Shutdown- sinks currentL 

Servos: DRIWEI energizes the motor drive (the SHTNO rday output is connected to COM, and the SHTNC 

relay output is disconnected from COM). BRae de-energizes the motor drive (the SHTNO relay.output 

is dtscormected from COM, and the SHTNC relay output is connected to COM}. DRZ-VE1 alSO sets the 
commanded position (TBC} equal to the actual posiUon (TPE). NO~E: If the Disable Drive on Kilt 
(KDRZVE) mode is enabl~l, the chive w~l be de-energized in the event of a ldL1 command or 1tilt input. 

NOTE: The DR_TVF~ command will not de-ene~ a motor drive during mol~on. 

Example 
> DRIVE 111~) 

D escription 
Energize drives 1 through 3, de-energize ddve 4 
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DVAR Display Variable on 
Type Display (RP260) Interface 
Syntax < 
Units See below 
Range n/a 
Default See below 

Response 
See Also DREAD, DREADF, DNR~’TE, VAR 

RP240 Product 

AT6400 
AT6n50 
6tSn 
6~n 

627O 

The Display Variable on RP240 (DV~) command is used to display a numeric variable on the 
RP240’s LCD at the current cursor IocaUo~ 

Isti = 
2ndi = 
3rdi = 
4thi = 

Variable number [Range I - 1501 

Number of whole digits displayed [left of decimal point) [Range 0 - 9] 

Number of fractional diglts displayed (right of decimal point) [Range 

Sign bit: 0 = no sign displayed, I = display + or - 

Example 

> VAR2=542.14 

> EVAR2,6,3,1 

> IYv’AR2,3,1, ~ 
> DVAR2,3,, 1 

Description 
Assign the value 542.14 to variable #2 
Display vadable #2 as +000542.14,0 
Display variable #2 as 542.1 
Display vadable #2 as +54,2 

Rev 

DWRITE Write Text on RP240 Product    Re~ 

AT64~    n~ 
Type Display (RP240) Znterf~ce Al"6r~O 
Syntax < ! >DHRITE’message" 

61,%n 1D 
Units n/a 
Range Message can be ~ 70 charac~er~ (~ay not use characters ",     ~20n IJ) 

Default \ or :) ~270 
See below 

Response n/a 
See Also DCLEAR, DLED, DPASS. DPCUR. DVAR 

The W~ite Text on RP240 (DWRITE) command displays a message on the RP240’s LCD starl~ at the 
cu~ent cursor location. A message is a character string of up to 70 characters In length. The 
character~ wlthtn the string may be any characters except quote ("), backslash [\). asterisk {*). and 

colon (:). St.rings that have Iower-cas~ letters will be converted to upper case prior to display {see 

example). 

The following g~aphic shows the location of the RP240’s two-tLne, 40-cha~cter display. It also 
shows the characters in relatlon to the function keys. 

Example 
> DCLEA~ 
> DPCUR1,12 
> CWRI’TE’Enter Number of Parts" 
¯ VARI=DREAD 

Description 
C~ee~ RP240 display 
Move cursor to line 1, column 12 
RP240 will ~splay: ENTER ~’Z, mER oF PARTS 
RP240 waiting for data entry 
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E 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 

Default 
Response 

See Also 

Enable RS-232C Communication Rev 

Communication Interface AT64~0 
<i_>< ! >E<b> AT6nS0 r~a 
i = ~Init number set by DIP switch or by ADDR command 61S~ 1.0 
i = @ - 7 (if using DIP switch se~ing) or ~ 1.0 
£ = e - 99 (££ unit % is se~ with the ADDR command)F ~ 1.0 
b = ~ (RS-232C off] or 1 (RS-232C on) ~ 1.0 
b = 1 

*El 
ADDR, ECHO 

Product 

The Enable RS-232C Communication (E) command allows enabling and disabling of RS-232C 
ports for units connected together on a RS-232C daisy-chaln (stand-alone 6000 Ser/es product.- 

only). To enable all units in the daisy-chaln at one time, you can use the E1 command. 

Example 
¯ 

Dss©ription 
Enable RS-232 port for unit with device address 

Ho ’ EC communication Echo Enable Product    Rev 
Type Communication Interface 
Syntax < ! >ECH0<b¯ AT6rI~O 
Units n/a 615n 1.0 Range b = ~ (disable), i (enable), or X (don’t cl~n~e) ~ 1.0 
Default 1 625n 1.0 Response ECHO: *ECHO~ 6270 1.0 
See Also EOL, EOT, ERRLVL, [ SS ], TSS 

The Commurdcation Echo Enable (ECHO) command enables command echo. Lower~’ase letters are 
converted to upper case and then echoed. When echo |s enabled, commands are echoed character 
by character. 

In a terminal emulator mode, you may not see the echoed characters on your display when Issu/ng 
commands that have a response, because the echoed characters may be overwritten by the 
response. 

ELSE     ’ Else Condition of IF Statement                    Product    Rev 

Type Frogram Flow Control AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! >ELSE A’r~ns0 1.0 
Units n/a 615~ 1.0 Range n/a 6~0n 
Default n/a 625n 
Response n/a 
See Also IF, 

This command is used in conjunction with the TF and NTF commands to provide condiUonal 
branching. If the expression contained within the parentheses of the £F command evaluates true, 

then the commands between the IF and the ELSE are executed. The commands after the ELSE unU] 
the NZF are Ignored. If the expression evaluates false, the commands between the ELSE and the 
are executed. The commands between IF and ELSE are ignored. The ELSE command ts optlo:llei and 

does not have to be included in the IF statement IF ! ) ...ELSE...NIF commands can be nested up to 
16 levels deep. 

Programming order. IF {expression ) ...conmmnds... ELSE .:.comrn~nds... 

Exam p le 
¯ 
T5 
ELSE 
TPE 

Description 
Specify if condition to be input I = 1, input 3 : ~ 
If condition evaluates true wait 5 seconds 
Else pad of z~’ condition 
If condition does not evaluate tree transfer position of all encodem 
End zF statement 
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EMOVDB Encoder Move Deadband Enable Produot    Rev 

Type Encoder Configuracion AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syn tax < ! ><@><a>EMOVDS<b><b><b><b> AT6400-AUX2 rfa 
Units n/a AT6nS0 
Range b = ~ (disable), i (enable), or x (don’t change) 615n Wa 
Default ¯ 6~On 1.0 
Response EMOVD8 : * EMOVDB~¢~% 62~ n~a 

IEMOVDB: 
See Also    ENC, EPM, EPMDB, EPMG, EPMV, ERES, ESDB, ESK, ESTALL 

When ttds command is enabled on any axis, the next command in the command buffer will not be 
executed until the encoder on the enabled axis is within the position maintenance deadband 

NOTE 

If ~OVD;~ is not enabled and position maintenance (EPM) is enabled, a move ~ requires elld pos~ort 

H~UStment (i.e. faJb outside the ~l~DB)..wil.not correct its posi~on if_an.other move command is encou~..red... owever, subsequent moves will not su~er non cumula~ve ~rrors. ]~n~ is due to the f.~t. that ..~e. contrOller 
command b~e motor to make the next move retal~ to where it should be and not where ~ ac~u~nj is at the stert o~ 
the move. Upon reaching its [~aJ destination, posi~on mainten~ce will assure proper posi’~oning of the moto(. 

Bit 19 of the a~s starts register reflects whethc~ moUon is withl~ the deadba~d. The TAS COmllland 
can b¢ used to get the a.,ds status response. 

Example 
> @EPMDBI~ 
> @~OVDB1 

Descript ion 
Position maintenance deadband set to 10 encoder steps on all axes 
Enable encoder move deadband on all axes 

ENC Encoder I Motor Step Mode Prodact Rev 

Type Encoder Con£iguratlon AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < 
Units n/a AT6nS0 n/a 
Range b : (~ (motor step mode) or 1 (encoder step mode) 61.~t n/a 
Default ~ 6a~n 1.0 
Response ~c: *~c~��¢ 625n n/a 

1E~C: 

See Also [ AS ], EMOVDB, EPM, EPMDB, EPMG, EPMV, ERES, ESDB, ESK, 
ESTALL, SCALE, SCLD, TAS 

The Encoder/Motor Step Mode (ENC) command determines whether move distances are based on 

motor steps (EI~) or encoder steps (ENd1). 

In motor step mode (ENC¢), the distance value (D) and the corresponding scaler (SCLD) are the only 
parameters used to determine actual step output values. 

In encoder step mode (ENCl). the distance value (D) and the scaler (SCLD) are used to detenulne the 
number of encoder steps. This encoder step value is achieved by outputUng as many motor steps 
as necessaxy to pedorm the required encoder steps. 

I NOTE 

I 
The acceleRd~n, decelerad~, and velocity parameters are alw~s referenced in motor steps, 

EnablL~g encoder step mode does not guarantee that ~ move ~ be postUoned to ~e exact encoder 
step value com.ma~ded. Postdon ma~tcnance (~.9~) .must be enabled to activate closed loop con~ol. 

StaLls c~n be detected by P.nablin~ Stall Detect (ES~,~,L), with an appropzlate Stal~ Backlash 
Dea~axld (ESDB). 
Example 
¯ DRES25~¢~025~¢~ 
> ERES4~, 4~ 
> SCALE1 
¯ SCLA25~¢~. 25~@ 
> SCLV25~%, 25~ 
> SCLD1,1 
> ~CII~ 
> ~ 
> ~%~XX 
> AI~. 12 
> VI, 1 

> ~11 

Description 
Motodddve reso~on set to 25000 steps/rev ¢n axes I and 2. 
Encoder ~ set t~ 4000 post-quadraure c~mts/rev on axes 1 &2 
Enable sc~ing 

Settbe velodty sca~ng factor to 25000 steps/ur,~ on ax~s 1 &2 
Set the ~slanco scaJng fac~to I step/uniton axes 1 &2 
Encoder step mode lot ax~s I &2 
Increme~ index rhode for axes I &2 
Preset ~dex mode for axes I and2+ 
Set the ac~elera~on to 10& 12 un~sec2 for axes I & 2 
Setthe velodty te 1 unWsec for axes I &2 
Sat the dlstance to 100000 & t 000 units for axes 1 &2 
InJt~ts motion (axis I moves 100000 encoder steps, axis 2 moves 1000 encoder Steps) 
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End Program/SubroutinelPath Definition Product 
Type Program or Subroutine DefLnition AT64(X) Syntax < ! >END ATOnS0 Units n/a ~I~I Range n/a 6~0n Oefault ./a 625n Response n/a 6Z70 
See AIso DEF, DEL, ERASE, GO~.tm, GOTO, R~, $ 

The ZND command marks the ending point era program/subroutlne/path contour definition. All 

commands between the DEF and the EUD statement will be considered in a program, subroutine, or 
path contour, 

Example 
> DEF pick 

GOIl<2~ 
EmD 

¯ pick 

Description 
Begin definition of program named pick 

’lnilJate motion on axes 1 and 2 
End program definition 
Executes program named pick 

Rev 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

’EOL End of Line Terminating Characters Product Rev 
Type Communication Inter face AT6400 1.O Syntax < ! >EOL<i>, <i>, �i> AT6nS0 1.0 Units n/a 

615n 1.O Range i = ¢ - 127                                                    ~ 
1.0 Default 13, 1~, ~ 

625n 1.0 Response Eo~.: *EO~,13,1<~, ~ 6270 1.0 See Also EOT. ERRLVL, WR~TE 

The End of Line Termma~Lng Characters (EOL) command designates the characters to be placed at 
the end of each Line. but not the last line, in a mulU-Itne response. The last llne of a multi-llne 

response has the EOT characters. Up to 3 characters ca.u be placed at the end of each line. The 
characters are designated w~th their ASCII equivalent {no character that has a value of zero [~] will 
be output). For example, a carnage return Is ASCII 13, a line feed is ASCII 10. and no tez-minat~-tg 
character is designated with a zero. 

NOTE: Although you may issue a single command, like TSTAT. each llne of the response will have 
the For. characters. The last line in the r~sponse will bare the E~Yr characters, If the response is 

only one llne long, the EO~ characters will be placed after the response, not the z0~, characters. 

Une FeadCharacter 

I I~Scll Equivalent cC~rn.’zage Return 

For a more complete list of ASCII Equivalents, refer to the ASCII table in Appendix D. 

Example Description 
¯ FoLI"~, ~, ¢ Place a cardage retum after each line of a response . 

| 

E OT End of Transmission Characters Product Rev Type Communication Interface AT6400 1.0 Syntex < ! >EOT<i>, <i>, <i> 
Units nla AT6nSO 1.0 

615n         I~) Range ~ = ¯ - 127 62~n 1.0 Default 13,�,~ 62~t 1.0 Response EOT: *EOT13,¢,~ 6270 See Also EOL, ERRLV~, WRITE 

The End of Transmission Terminating Characters (~.OT) command designates the characters to be 
placed at the end of every response. Up to 3 characters can be placed after the last ]Lne era ~nulti- 
llne response, or after all single-line responses. The characters are designated with their ASCrl 
equivalent (no character that has a value of z~-o [~] will be output). For example, a carriage return 
is ASCII 13. a line feed is ASCII I0, a Ctrl-Z is ASCII 26, and no terminating chaxacter is 
designated with a zero. 
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NOTE: Although you may issue a single command, l~ke TSTAT, each lLne of the response w~l have 

the EOL characters. The last ILne in the response will have the ~.OT characters. If the r~sponse is 

ordy one ILne long, the EOT characters will be placed a~er the response, not the E0r. characters. 

Character ASCI! ,Equivalent 

Carriage Return 13 
Ctd-Z 3~ 

For a more complete list of ASCll Equivalents, refer to the ASCII table tn Appendix D. 

Description 
Place a cardage retum, line feed, and Ctd-Z after the last line of a 
multi.line response, and after all single line responses 

E PM Enable Position Maintenance Mode 

Type Encoder Configuration 
Syn tax < ! ><@><a>E~M<b><b> <b><b> 
Unite 
Range b = O (dis~L~le) , 1 (enable) , or X (don’ I: cha~ge) 
Default 
Response 

1EPM : * IEPM~ 
See Also    [ AS ], ENC, EPMDB, EPMG, EPMV, TAS, TPER 

Product Rev 

AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
AT6400-AUX2 
AT6n50 n/a 
615n n/a 
6~0n 1.0 
62an rVa 
627O 

This command ermbles position maintenance mode. This mode is only active while in encoder step 

mode (EN¢I). When poslt~on maintenance mode is enabled, the actual end of move position is 
compared to the desired move position. If there is a difference between actual and desired position 

that is greater than the position maintenance deadband (EPMDB), a correction move ~dll be 
generated to adjust for the discrepancy, The position error can be observed w~th the TPER 
command. 

Donor r~stake position maintenance for true servoing. Postt~on maintenance is only L-~voked at 
the end of a move, where it contlnual~y mordtors the position and corrects for position errors. 
ServoLng takes place throughout the ent~’e move, mak~g adjustments on-the-fly. 

If position maintenance ts enabled and the motor dr~Its, check that the encoder LS connected 

Example 

¯ D1%~S25(~), 25~ 

> ~S4¢¢¢, 

> SC~T.,E1 
> SCLA25¢¢~, 25¢¢~ 
> SCLV25~, 
> SCUD1,1 
¯ 
¯ 
¯ Et-~0VD~ll.XX 
> £1~G5¢~, 
¯ 

> zPt~_zxx 

¯ AIQ, 12 
¯ VI,I 
> DI~, 1~ 
~ GO11 

Description 
Motor/drive resolution set to 25000 steps/rev on axes 1 and 2 
Encoder resolution set to 4000 post-quadrature counts/rev on axes 1 
and 2 
Enable scaling 
Set the acceleration scaling factor to 25000 steps/unit on axes I & 2 
Set the velocity scaling factor to 25000 steps/unit on axes I & 2 
Set the distance scaling factor to 1 step/unit on axes 1 and 2 
Position maintenance deadband set to 5 units on axes I and 2 
Encoder step mode for axes 1 and 2 
Enable encoder move deadband 
Set pesition maintenance gain factor to 500 Hz on axee I and 2 
Set position maintenance correction velocity to 1 unitJsec or 25000 
steps/sec on axes 1 and 2 
Enable position melntenance on axes 1 and 2 
Incremental index mode for axes 1 and 2 
Preset index mode for axes I and 2 
Set the acceleration to 10 and 12 uniLVsec2 for axes 1 and 2 
Set the velocity to 1 unit/see for axes I and 2. 
Set the distance to 100000 and 1000 units for axes 1 and 2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2: axis 1 will move 100000 encoder steps 
and axis 2 ~’11 move 1000 encoder steps. 
(If, at the end of all the above moves, the actual encoder count is 
greater than 5 encoder steps away from the desired posi~ons, a 
correc~on move will be made for each axis that exceeds the position 
maintenance deadband. The correction will be made at a maximum of 
25000 steps/see.) 
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EPMDB Position Maintenance Deadband Product    Rev 
Type Encode~; C0nfig~ration AT6400-AUX1 1.1 
Syntax <: ><(~><a>EPMDB<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400-AUX2 
Units r : encoder counts AT6nSO 
Range ¢ - 99,999,999 61~ 
Default ¢ (~20n 1.0 
Response EPMDB :    *EPMDB~, ~. ~, ~ ~ r~a 

IEPMDB:    ~’ IEPMDB~ 
See Also    [ AS ], ENC, EPM, EPMG, EPMV, TAS 

The position maintenance deadband (EPMDB] command establishes the maximum enceder step 
error that is allowed at the end of a move. All ~.PMDB values entered are in encoder steps. At the end 

of a move, if position maintenance is enabled (EPM1), the difference between the actual encoder 
count and the desired encoder step move distance is continually monitored. Should the difference 
be greater than the position maintenance deadband, a correction move will occur. 

This value also determines when the indexer considers itself in posi~n. The status bit that 
reflects an posttlon on a specific axis will not be set until the actual encoder count falls within the 

deadband. 

Bit 19 of the axis status register reflects whether the axis is within the deadband. The TAS 
command can be used to get the axis status response. 

Example: Refer to the enable position maintenance mode (EI~I) command example. 

EPMG Position Maintenance Gain Factor Product    Ray 

Type Encoder Configuration AT6400-AUX1 1.1 
Syntax < : ><~><a>EPMG<i>, <i> 
Units i = gain value AT6nS0 nka 
Range ¯ - 999,999 61,~ 
D efau It 1~®¢~ 620n 12 
Response EPMG: *EPMG1%~¢. 1%~, 1~%%, 

1EPMG :     * 1EPMGI~¢~ 

See Also          ENC,    EPM,    EPMDR, 
The PosiUon Maintenance Gain Factor (EPHG) command establishes the error correction ve, Iocity 
for the position maintenance error correction move. The ,correction velocity is determined by the 
EI=I~ value a~d the encoder error at the end of the move. 

The correcUon v~1o~ty = EPMG = error. 
The correction velocity will not exceed the maximum correction velocity value (~.PMv). 

Example: Refer to the enable position maintenance mode (EPM) command example. 

’ =PMV ’ Position Maintenance Maximum Velocity Product    Rev 

Type Encoder Configuration AT6400-AUX1 
Synt ex < ! ><@><a> EP1V~4<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT84~O-AUX2 
Units r = ~-~slsec AT6nSO rPa 
Range ~.~ - 1,6~,@@~ (Max. depends on ~.~..SE se~l:ing) 615n nta 
Default ~. 5¢~ 62(]n 1~) 
Response EPMV: *EPMV¢.5�¢~,~.5�¢~,¢.5�¢~,~.5~ 625n 

See Also ~C, £9~, £9~, £9~G, ~, S~, 

The Position Malnt©nance IVlaximum Velocity [ERie) command establishes the maxiinum velocity 
for any position maintenance correction move. 

Vdocities outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message *INVALID DATA-FIELD x, 
wh~re x is the fiekl number. When an invalid velocity is ent~-ed the prt~,~ous v~Iocity value is 

If scaling (SCALE) is not enabled, the velocity value is entered in motor revs/sec; this walue is 
internally multiplied by the drive resoIuUon |DRE-~) value to obtain a velocity value in motor 
steps/sec for motion calculations. 

SCALING: If scaling (SCAR) is enabled, the EPHV command value is entered in user units/sec and is 

internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (sCLv] to convert user units/sec to motor steps/sec. 
The velocity value may be truncated if the value entered exceeds the velocity resolution at the given 

scaling factor. For further discussion on velocity scaling, refer to the S¢I,v command description. 

Example: Refer to the enable position maintenance mode (EPM) command example. 
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 -ER ] Error Status Product Rev 
Type Assignment or Comparison ATt]4~) 1.0 
Syntax See be low AT6RSO 1.0 

Units n/a 615"1 1.0 
Range ./a 6~0n 1.0 

OefauIt n/a 62~ 1.0 
Response n/a 8~70 1.0 

See Also DRFLVL, ERROR, ERRORP, ESTALL, INFNC, K. LDTUPD, LH, LS, S, 
SMPER, STRGTT, TER 

The Error Status (ER} command is used to assign the error status bits to a binary variable, or to 
make a comparison against a binary or hexadecimal value. To make a comparison .ag~st a 
binary value, the letter b (b or ]~) must b~ placed in flont of the value. The binary value itself must 
only contain ones zeros, or Xs (1, ~, X, x}. To make a comparison against a hexadecimal value, thn 
letter h (h or H) must be placed in front of the value. The hexadecimal value itself must only contain 
the letters A through F, or the numbers ~ through 9. 

Syntax: VARBn=ERwherenistheblnary~mriablenumber, or [ER] can be used in an expression 

such as IF (ER=blI~I), or IF ( ER=h7F ). 
The bit select operator (.), in conjunction with the blt number, can b~ used to spcclfy a 

specific error bit. Examples: VAR~I=ER. 2 assigns ~’ror bit 2 to binary variable I; 

IF {ER. 2-z) is a conditional statement that is ~-ue if error bit 2 is set to l.. 

The specie error-checklng bits must be enabled by the Error-Checking Enable (ERROR) command 
before the ER command will provide an error response (see programming example below). The 
function of each axis status bit is shown below. 

1" 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 

lO 

11" 

12" 

13-14 

15" 

16.,32 

Function (1 = Yes; ¯ = No) 

StaJl Detected: Fun~ons when stall detec6o~ has been enabled (zST,~Z,). (not available on ~e AUX2) 

Ha~d Limit Hit: Func~ons when ha~d limits are enabled (sH). 

Sott Limit Hit: Funclions when soft limits are enabled (~s). 

Drive Fault: The d~e fault level must be set co~ec~y (DR~’%VL a~l zm=1~). (Drive Fault monitoring is 
not avaJla~e on the AT6400-AUX2.) 

Reserved (refer to Ihe ~.~OR command) 
Input Kill: W~en an input is defined as a Kill Input (IZ~1~), and ~at input becomes ac~e. 

User Fautt Input: W’nen en Input is de,nell as a user fault Input (ZNFt~C). and ~’tat Input becomas active. 

Raserved 
Stepper p~e ~ (P-CUT): When tha .l~.is~. cu..l~f input is a. ,~.ated (n~&.murxJed). 
Se~vo prco~-ts--En~le input (EHE~ W~mn l~e ename mlXe s ac~at~ (not ~roun eol. 

Ta~oet Zone Se~in0 Tm~eout Perked (set wi~ ~e STI~G~I’ 03T~Tmnd) is exceeded. 

Maximum Posi~on Error (set wi~ lhe s~m~ comn’mnd) is exceeded. 

RESERVED 
LDT Potion Read Erron. Can be caused by LDT not ~)~nected, mecrmnical f~um of LDT or L~’rJm~ 

RESERVED 

Example 
¯ ERROR1111~)11~l 
¯ VARB1 =ER 
> VARB2=ER. 4 
> VARB2 

> IF (ER=blII#XIIX1) 

¯ IF(ER=~6~) 

Description 
Enable error-checking bits 1-4, 6, 7, and 9 
Error status assigned to blna~ vadable 1 
Error status bit 4 assigned to binmy variable 2 
Response if bit 4 is set to 1: 
*V’ARB2=XXXZ~G~ 
If the error status contains l’s for bit locations 1,2,3,6,7,and 9, 
and a 0 for bit location 4, do the z~’ statement 
Transfer revision level 
End if statement 
If the error status contains l’s for bit locations 1,2,3,4,6,and 7, 
and O’s for every other bit location, do the IF statement 
Transfer revision level 
End if statement 
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ERASE Erase All Programs 
Product Rev Type Subroutine or Program Definition 

Syntax < ! >ERASE A~)0 |.0 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 
Range n/a 61~n 1.0 
Oefault n/a 6~n 1.0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 
See AlSo DATP, DEF, DEL, RESET 6270 1.0 

The Erase All Programs (ERIE) command ddete~ all programs created with the DEF command. 

including all data programs [DATP). If you do not want to exase all the programs, you can use the ~ 

command to selectively delete programs. The RZSET command will erase all programs (only in AT6400] 
and reset all values to factory defaults. 

ERES Encoder Resolution 
Product    Rev Type Encoder Configurat Lon 

Syntax 
< ! ><~><a>E~ES<i>, <i>. <i>, <i> AT64QO-AUX1 1.0 

Units L 
Range 2¢¢ - 65535 (sr.eDDers) : 2¢~ - 1,¢24,(~�¢ (servos) 

AT6nS0 1.0 
Default 4¢�¢ 615n 1.0 Response ERES: *ERES4~¢~, 4~�~, 4@¢¢, 4(~ ~ 1.0 

IERES:     * 1ERES4¢%@                                                       ~           1.0 
See Also          DRES,    EI~C,    EPM,    ESTALL,    LDTRES,    TSTAT 

Stepvers: The Encoder Resolution (ERES) command establishes the number of encoder counts received 

for a move equal to the distance set in the drive resolution (DI~S} command. If the motor/drive 

resolution equals 25000 steps/rev, and a I revolution move is performed (with scaling ( 
disabled}, the number of encoder counts received back would be the encoder resolution v~ue 
{ERES). Astandard 1000-1ine per revolution encoder gives 4000 counts post-quadrature. If the 

e~coder is coupled to the back of a motor, the lz~s value will be 4000. This walue, along with the 
drive resolution value (vRZS} are important for the motion algorithm to correctly interpret move 
distances, move velocities, and movc accelerations. 

Servos: The servo system’s resolution is determined by the resolution of the encod¢~ used wlth the 

servo drive/motor system. The Encoder Resolution (ERES) command establishes the number of 
steps, or counts (post quadrature), per unit of travel. For example. Compurnotor E Series 
encodcrs ar~ 1,000-1ine encoders, and therefore have a 4,000 count/rev post-quadrature 

resolution (requires SRES4~). If the encoder is mounted directly to the motor, then to ensure 
that the motor will move according to the programmed distance and velocity, the controller’s 

resolution {FatES value) must match the encoder’s resolution. Remamber bhat the 6270 can 
accept encoder feedback only on axis I. 

When using the contouring feature, be sure that all axes involved are set at the same ERES value. 

Example Description 
Motor/drive resolution se~ to 25000 steps/rev on axes 1 and 2 (for steppers only) 
Encoder resolution set to 4000 post-quadrature counts~rev on axes 1 and 2 
Enable scaling 
Set the acceleration scaling factor to 25000 steps/unit2 on axes 1 and 2 
Set the velocity scaling factor to 25000 steps/unit on axes 1 and 2 
Set the distance scaling factor to 1 step/unit on axes I and 2 
Encoder step mode for axes 1 and 2 (for steppers only) 
Incremental mode for axes 1 and 2 
Preset mode for axes I and 2 
Set the acceleration to 10 and 12 unlts/sec2 for axes 1 and 2 
Set the velocity to 1 unit/sec for axes 1 and 2 
Set the distance to 100000 and 1000 units for axes I and 2 
Initiate motion on axes I and 2: Axis 1 will move 100000 encoder steps 

Axis 2 will move 1000 encoder steps 

ERRBAD Error Prompt 

Type Communi~a~ion £~erface 
Syntax 

<: ><@>ERR~]AD<i>, <i>. <i>, <L> 
Units n/a ¯ 
Range ~ = ¯ ~ 127 
Default 13,1~, 63° 32 
Response ER~EAD: *ERRBAD13,1~, 63,32 
See Also ~.RR~E~, ERRLVL, ERROK. TC~D~R 

Produot Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6150 1.0 
615n 1.0 
620n 1.0 

6270 1.0 
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The Error Prompt (ERRBAD] command designates the characters tn be placed into the output buffer 
after an erroneous command has been entered. Up to 4 characters can be placed in the output buffer. 
These characters serve as a prompt for the next command. The characters are designated with their 
ASCII equivalent. For example, a carriage return is ASCII 13. a line feed is ASCII 10, a question mark 
is ASCII 63. a space is ASCII 32, and no terminating character is designated with a zero. 

For a more complete llst of ASCII equivalents, refer tn the ASCII table in Appendix D, 

Exsmple 
:> ERRBAD13, ~, ~, ¢ 

Description 
Place a carriage return only in the output buffer alter processing 
an erroneous command 

ERRDEF Program Definition Prompt Product Ray 

Type Communication In~erface ¯ AT8400 
Syntax < ! ><@>ERRDEF<i>, < i>, <i>, <i> AT61~O 1.0 
Units n/a 615n |.0 

Range i : ~ - 127 ~ 1.0 
Default 13,1¢, 45,32 ~ L0 
Response ER~DEF: * ~DE~I3,1~, ~5,32 ~ 1.0 
See Also ~, ~, ERROK 

~e ~ D~on P~pt 

output b~ ~ a DEF ~d h~ ~ ~t~. ~e c~acte~ ~l con~ue ~ be plac~ 

~ be p~c~ ~ ~e ou~ut buffs. ~e ch~ct~ se~ ~ a p~mpt while d~g a p~. 
~e ~ct~ ~e desi~t~ ~ ~e~ ~II ~ent. For ~ple, a c~e ~ ~ ~II 
13, a ~e f~ ~ ASCII 10, a h~hen is ~CH 45, a s~ce m ASCII ~. ~d no ~m~ ~cter 
is desi~ated ~ a z~o. 

For a more complete ~st of~CII ~~, refer to ~ ASCH ruble ~ ~ D. 

Example 

> ]~U~13, ¢,¢, ¢ 

Description 
Place a cardage return only in the output buffer after each 
command in the program definition 

RLvL ....... ER Error Detection Level Product Rev 

Type Error Handling AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < 
Units i - error level se~ings 61~ 1.0 
Range i= ~), 1, 2, 3, or 4 ~ 1.0 
Default 4 ~Sn 1.O 
Response ERRLVL : * ERRI,VI,4 ~ 1.0 

See Also EOT, SRRBAD, ERRDEF, EI~OK 

The Error Det~cLton [,eve] (ERRLVL) command specLftes the format for a]l Response feedback and 
erxur messages {en~r messages are ltsted tn the Error Handllng port, on of the Progra, nm~g Gub~e 
sectJon at the b~mntng of thts document). Erxor lcveJ 4 Is the default enror detection ie~J. 

Error Level Desoription 

All responses are retumed as shown in the Response field of the corresponding ~ornmand, 
followed by the so’t" characters and the ~-~OK characters. Error conditions return an error 
message corresponding to the error condition followed by the Eo? characters and the S~S~D 
characters. Program definitions beginning with the o~’~ command and ending with the ~ 
command place the ~m~DF_~ characters in the output buffer after each command is processed. 

All responses are returned as shown in the Response field of the corresponding command, 
followed by the SOT characters and the ~PJ~OK characters. Error conditions return only the 
~ characters. Program definitions beginning with the DF_.~ command and ending with the 
~ command place the F_=o,~ characters in the output buffer after each command is 
~rocessed. 

All responses are returned as shown in the Response field of the corresponcrmg command, 
followed by the ~.~’ characters and the F.~-ROK characters. There is no error response, 
Program definitions beginning with the D~-F command and ending with the ~ coremand place 
the £t~D~.F characters in the output buffer after each command is processed. 

All responses are returned as shown in the Response field of the corresponding command, 
minus the command itseff, followed by the ~.O~ characters. There is no error response. 

All responses are retumed as shown in the R espon se field of the corresponding command, 
minus the command itself and the asterisk, followed by the EO~ characters. There is no error 
response. 
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ERROK Good Prompt 
Product Rev Type Communication In~er face 

Syntax < ! ><~>ERROK<i>, <i>, <i>, <i> AT6400 1.0 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1~) 
Range i = ¢ - 127 615n 1.0 
Default 13, i~,62,32 620n 1.0 
Response ERROK:     *ERROK13, 

See A Iso    ERRBADo EZ~RD£F, 

The Good Prompt (ERROK) command designates the characters to be placed buto the output buffer 
after a command has been entered correctly. Up to 4 characters can be placed ~n the output buffer. 
These characters serve as a prompt for the next command. The characters are designated with 
theh’ASCII equivalent. For axample, a can’iage return is ASCII 13. a line feed is ASCII 10. a greater 
than symbol is ASCII 62, a space is ASCII 32. and no terminating character is d~ignated with a 
zero. 

For a more complete ]lst of ASCII equivalents, refer to the ASCII table in Appendix D. 

Example Description 
> E~OK13,¢,O,~ Place a car~age return only in the output buffer after processing a 

valid command 

ERROR Error-Checking Enable 
Product Rev Type Error ~andling 

Syntax < ! >ERROR<b><b>... <b><b> (32 bits) AT6400 1.0 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 

615n 1.0 Range b = ~) (disable), i (enable), or X (don’t change) 
620. Default ~ 1.0 
625n       1.0 Respense ~RROR: * ERROR~_¢~_~_~_~_~_~_¢¢¢~ 
6270 1.0 See Also DR~, [ ER ], E~ORP, EST~L, I~, ~NC, K, LD~P~ 

LH, LS, S, T~ ’ 

When an error-checklng bit is enabled (ERROR11... 11), the operating system will respond to a 
spec~ic execution error by doing a GOSUB or a GOTO to the error program defmed with the ERRORP 
command (see table below). Each bit corresponds to a dliTerent error condlUon. To enable or 
disable a specillc bit. the syntax is ERROR.n-b, where "n" is the error blt number and "b" is e~ther 1 to 
enable or O to disable. 

The definition of ezch bit is ~s ~ollows: 

Bit #I                                     Bit #32 

1" 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

11" 

Function (_E. rror b~s #8. #10. and #13- #32 are reserved.) 
Sta~ De~ecisd~ Functions when stag detec~on has been enabled (ZS~A~). ~ 
~ (not applicable to fhe AT6400-AUX2) 
Hind Limit Hit: Fur~tions when han:l limits are enabled (L.~. 

12" Maximum Position Enor (set wltt~ ~e S~ER command) is exceeded. 
15 6270 Only- LOT Poei~n Read Enxx 

NOTE: En’or bits 8, 10, 13, 14, and 16-32 are mserved. 

Ddve Fault: The drive fault level must be set correctly (V~’LVL). Drive Fault moni~dngis not availabis on A T64OO.AUX2. 

Commanded Kill or Commanded Stop: Whenever a :~, <c~1>~, or !s is sen~ 

If YOU want Ihe program to stop, you must ~,_ _,e the !HALT    ar~ 

Input K~I: When an ~put is def’aled as a KIM. input (INTNC), and Ihat inlet beoomee .~:ljve" 
User Fau~t Input: When an input is delined as a user fauit input (z~wNc}, and that input 

Target Zo~ Set~ng l"imeout Peded (set with the STRG’~ command) is exceeded, 

GOTO if 
GOSUB if CO~XLI 
QOTO if 
GOSUB if COMEXL1 
GOTO 

; ~: = GOTO; 
! S = GOTO If COMExSg; 
:S=GOSU8 ff 
COm~Sl, b~ need 
GOTO 
GO70 

GO70 

GOSUB 
GOSUB 
GOSUB 
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When error bit 5 (Commanded Kill or Stop] is enabled, a Stop (!s) ora Kill (:K or <c~r1>K) conunand 
wl]l cause the controller to GOSUS or GOTO to the error program (ERRORP). The ERRORP program 
must be defined, and within the error program the cause of the error will need to be determined. 
The error status (ER) command can be used to determine the cause of the error. If none of the error 
status bits are set. the cause of the error is a commanded kill or a commanded stop. The reason for 
not setbng a bit on this error condition is that there is no way to clear the error condition upon 
leaving the error program. 

ERRORP Error Program Assignment Product Rev 
Type Error Handling AT~0 1.0 Syntax < ! >ERRORP<r.> A’r~ 1,0 Units ~ = t:ex~. (name o~= error ~rog’ram) 615n 1.0 Range Text name of 6 characters or less ~ 1.0 Default n/a IZ~Sn 

1.0 Response ERROEOP : "ERRORPerrl ~Y0 1.0 
See Also [ ER ], ERRLVL, ERROR, TER 

Using the ERRORP command, you can assign any previously de~med program as the error program. 

For ~xample, to assign a previously defined program named CRASH as the on’or program, enter the 

ERRORP CRASH command. To un-aaslgn the program from being the error program, issue the 

ERRORP CLR command (this does not delete the CRASH program, but merely unlinks it from its 
assignment as the error program), 

The purpose of the error program is to provlde a programmed response to certain error- conditions 
(see table below) that may occur during the ope_~ation of your system. Programmed responses 
typically include actions such as shutflng down the drive(s), activating or de-activatlng outputs, etc. 
To detect and respond to the error conditions, the corresponding error-checklng bit(s) must be 
enabled with the ERROR command (refer to the ERROR B~ # column in the table below). It is the 
programmer’s responslbtllty to det~-.dne the cause of the error, and take action based on the error. 
The error condition can be de~erm~ned uslng, the ZR evaluation in an IF statement (e.g.. 
IF(ER=bICX)). An error program set-up example Is provlded in the Error Handling portion of the 
Programming Guide section at the beginning of this document. 

When an error condition occurs and the associated error-checklng bit has been enabled with the 

ERROR command, the 6000 controller will branch to the error progrant Depending on the error 
condition, the branch be e~ther a GOTO or GOSUB. If the ~rror condition calls for a GOSUB, then 
after the ERRO~ program ts executed, program control returns to the point at which the error 
occurred. Ifyou do not want to return to the point at whlch the error occurred, you can use the HALT 

command to end program execution or you can use the GOTO command to go to a dlfl’erent program. 
If the error condition calls for a GOTO, there is no way to return to the point at which the error 
occurred. 

When To Branch 
if you wish the branch to the error program to occur at the time the error condition is 
detected, use the continuous command execution mode (COMEXCl). Otherwise, the branch 
will not occur until motion on all axes has stopped. 

Canceling the Branch to the Error Program: The error program will be contLnuously 
called/repeated until you cancel the branch to the error program. {This is true for all cases except 
error condition #9, PCt~" or ENSL input activated, in which case the error program is called only 
once.) There are four ways to cancel the branch: 

¯ Disable the error-checking bit with the EZa0R.n-e command, where "n" is the number of the error- 
checklng bit you wish to disable. For example, to disable error checking for the kill input 

activation (bit #6), issue the ~RROR. 6-¢ command. To re-enable the error-chcckLng bit, Issue the 
ERROR. n- I command. 

¯ Issue the ERRORP CLR command to un-assign the program assigned as the error program. This 
cancels the branch without having to delete the assigned error program as described in the 

methed below. To reassign a prog~’am as the error program, re-issue the Et~RORP command 
t’ollowed by the desh’ed program name. 

¯ Delete the program assigned as the ERRORP program (DEL <name of program>). 

¯ Satisfy the How to Remedy the Error rcqulrement identified in the table below. 
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NOTE 
In addition to canceling the branch to the error program, you must also remedy the cause of 
the error;, otherwise, the error program will be called again when you resume operation. 
Refer to the How to Remedy the Error column in the table below for details. 

Bit # 

3 

Cause of the Error 

8tail detected (Sbl DeteclJon 
and Klli On S~a~ must be 
enabled first---see 
and Es£, respectively) n/a ~ A T64004UX2 

H&-G Limit Hit (hard limits must 
be enabled first--see U~) 

Soft Limit Hit (soft ;;,,;b must be 
enabled I~mt--see Is) 

Ddve Fault (input Func~ons 
must be enabled--zN?m~z; and 
Ddve Fau~t Level must be 
correct---DRFLW.) 

O-,.~.-a*~ed Stop or Kill 
(whenevera ;K, <ct=l>K, or 

~ S command Is sent) 

Kill Input AclJvated (see 
rN~Ci-C) 

User Fault Input Ac~vated (see 
zt~c i-~) 

Su~ input not groJnded 

8en~s: 

Servos Only:. 
T~get Zone T~meout 
(S~G~ vak~e has been 
e=eeded) 

5ervos Only:. 
Exceeded Ma~ A~vable 
Po.~t~ Error (set ~th the 

H .y~a__ulic Setvos Only: 
LDT posifion read error due to 
bad co~nedJon, LOT falium, or 

Branch Type to ~4to~ 

Goeub 

If COHEX~, then Goto; 
If COM~XLZ, then Gosub 

. co~,~z,~, then 
If COHEXLZ, then Gosub 

If !~, then Goto; 
If ~ s & co~xs~, then Goto; 
If ! s & coH£xs1, then 

~ Bits 8, 10, 13& 14, and 16- 32am resen/ed. 

How to Remedy the Error 

Issue a GO oommar~.. 

t~elelelel~a~ direction & issue GO command on 
e axis t~ hit the limit; or L~,=~ ~. 

Change direcli~ & issue Go command on 
the ax~s that hit the lirr~t; or 

Clear the fauit condtion at the drive, & issue 
a D~’v~l command for U-~ faulted axis. 

No fault condilion is present---~ere is no 
e~ror to clear. 

it yo~. ,want ..t~ program tO stop, you 
must i~Je Ele ! HALT Commm~. 

Deactk, ate the Idll input. 

~ the user fault hput, or dlsal:~ It 
g It a ~fferent ~ 

~Re~Lrcund the P-CUT input (steppers) or input (sewos), and isle a 
DRIV~1111 cOITmland. 

Issue ~se cornmands In ~is orden 
STRGTE~, D~, GO, STRGTEI 

Issue a ~I command to the a~s ~ 

edfY that fesdback device is woddng 
property. 

~ ~ ~e ~D v~ue. 
~ ~o~z~e~. To 

BrancNn_o T~: ffthe errm condition calls for a GOSUB, then after the program program 

r~ a GOTO,~m ~ no w~ m~ ~ ~ ~ ~ch ~e ~~          P~ 

Example 
> D~ e._~l 
- 

t~l~’L’~’Haz’d LJJt~t:: 

- 

- ZF (ER=bCXl] 

- DI, I. 1,1 
- GO1111 
- 
- 

~ID 

Description 
Define error program e~rl 
If the error is a hard limit, send a message & stop program execution 
W~e Hard Limit Hi~ ~essage 
Terminate program execulJon 
End ZF statement 
If the error is a soft limit, back off the soft limit, reset position, & conlJnue 
Change direction in preparation to back off the soft limit 
Set distance to 1 step (just far enough to back off the soft limit) 
Initiate the 1-step move to back off the soft limit 
Reset the position to zero 
End IF statement 
End defini~on of error program errl 

Set error program to err1. Branch to errl upon receiving a hard or soft limit 
Set error cond’~ion bits to look for hard limit or a soft limit 
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ESDB. Stall Backlash Deadband Product Rev 
Type Zncode~ Con£~9~Lra~on AT64OO-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < ’. ><~><a>zsps<i>, <i>, <±>, <i> AT~IQO-AUX2 
Units ~ : mo~o~ s~e~s AT~ 

Default 
Response ESDB: 

IESDB:     *IESDB~ 
See Also    ( AS ], DRES, ~C, ERES, ESK, ESTALr., TAS 

The Stall Backlash Deadband (ESDB) cornm;znd establishes the maximum number of motor st~ps 
that a move can fall behind aRer a change in direcUon before stall detecUon is initiated. If there is 
no change in direction, the stal! backlash deadband value will not be used to determine If there is a 
stall eond~tlon. A stall can be detected in either encoder step mode (ENCl) or motor step mode 
(ENC~}. To use the stall backlash deadband, stall detection (ESTALL) must be enabled. 

A stall condition will be recorded by bit 12 of the axis status register. The TAS command can be 
used to get the axis status response. 

Example: Refer to the enable stall detect (ESTALL) command example. 

ESK Kill on Stall Product    Rev 
Type Encoder Conf igurat:ion AT6400-AUX1 
Syntax <! ><~><a>ESK<b><b><b><b> AT6400-AUX2 n~a 
Units n/a ATGf150 Range b = ~ (disable), 1 (~le), or X (don’~ ch~ge) 61~ 
Default ~ 
Response EsK: *ESXeeee 

1ESK:      "1ESK~ 

See Also    DRES, ~C, ZRES, ESDB, EST~L 

The Kill on Stall (ESK) command will immediately stop pulses f~om being sent to an ~ when a 

stall has been detected. Stall detect (ZSTALL) must also be enabled before the ESK command will 
have any affect. 

Example: Refer to the ena~e stall detect (ESTALL) command example. 

ESTALL Enable Stall Detect Product Ray 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Encoder Config~=a~ion AT6400-AUX1 1.4 
<!><g><a>ESTALr’<b><b><b><b> AT8400-AUX2 r~ 
n/a A’~I~0 I~ 
b = (~ ldisable), 1 (enable), or X (don’t change) 615n r~a 
~ 620n 1.5 
ESTALL :    * ESTALL~¢~ ~ ~ 
IESTALL : *IESTALL@ ~ r1~ 
[ AS ],    DRES,    ENC,    [ ER },    ERES,    ESDB,    ESK, TAS, TER 

The Enable Stall Detect (ESTALL) command detemflnes ff stall conditibns will be checked. 

A stall condition will occur if the actual number of encoder counts received is less than expected for 
each motor step output segment. The number of e~coder counts expected is determined by dividing 
the ¢ncoder resolution (ERES) by I00. The motor step output segment is determined by d~dding the 
drive resolution (DRES) by 50. (Previous to revision 1.4 of the AT6400-AUXl and revision 1.5 of the 
6200, the stall detect algorithm would divide ERES by 50 and subtract 10, instead of dividing by 100.) 

For example, given an encoder resolution (ERES) of 4(X)O and a drive resolution (DRES) of 25000, the 
number of encoder counts ex]~ected for each motor step output segment = 4c00 

~ = 40. The motor step 
output segment = 2~00o ~ = 500. Therefore, during a move, after every 500 motor steps are sent out, the 
controller checks to see if it received 40 encoder counts. If it did, then everything is O.K. [f not, then 
a stall condition exists. 

When a stall condition occurs, It Is reported in bit 12 in the~ and TAS axis status commands. 

Stalls can be detected in either encoder step mode (ENC1) or motor step mode (ENC~)}. To accurately 

detect a stall, the drive resolution (DRES) and the encoder resoluUon (ELVES) must be properly set 
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Des©ription 
Motor/drive resolution set to 25000 steps/rev on axes 1 and 2 
Encoder resolution set to 4000 post-quadreture counts/rev on axes 1 & 2 
Enable scaling 
Set the acceleration scaling factor to 25000 steps/unit on axes I and 2 
Set the velocity scaling factor to 25000 steps/unit on axes 1 and 2 
Set the distance scaling factor to 1 step/unit on axes I and 2 
Stall backlash set to 10 motor steps on axes 1 and 2 
Encoder step mode for axes 1 and 2 
Enable stall detection on axes I and 2 
Enable Idll on stall for axes 1 and 2 
Incremental index mode for axes 1 and 2 
Preset index mode for axes 1 and 2 
Set the acceleration to 10 and 12 units/sec2 for axes 1 and 2 
Set Ihe velocity to 1 unit]sec for axes 1 and 2 
Set the distance to 100000 and 1000 units for axes 1 and 2 
Inil~ate motion on axes 1 and 2: 

Axis I will move 100000 encoder steps 
Axis 2 will move 1000 encoder steps 
(If, at any time during the above moves, any of the actual encoder counts fall 
behind a stall condition will be flagged, and motion will stop on the appropriate axis.) 

’FB ’ [ ] Value of Current Feedback Device Product Roy 
Type Sez-vo; Assignment OF Comparison AT6400 n/a Syntax See below AT6nS0 1.0 
Units See below 615n 1,0 
Range see below 620rl 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 
SeeAlso [ ANI ], [ LDT ], [ PE ], PSET, SCALE, SCLD, SFa, 

Use the FB command to assigrl the value of one of the current feedback devices to a variable or to 
make a comparison. Depending on the configuration of the SI~B command, the feedback device 

could be an encoder or an ANI analog input (-AN[ option only), or an LDT if using the 6270. The 
6270 cannot accept encoder feedback on axis 2. 

If you issue a PSET command, the feedback device position value will be offset by the PSET command 
value. 

If scaling is not enabled, the encoder and LDT values returned will be encoder counts or LDT 

counts, and ANI values will be volts. If scaling ts enabled (SCALEZ). the en¢oder. LDT and ANI values 
will be scaled by the SCLD value. 

Syntax: VARn--aZ, B where n is the varlable number, and a is the axts number, or [FB] canbeused 

hl an expression such as IF (IFB<6). An axis spe~fier must precede the FB command, or 

it will default to axis I (e.g., VARI=IFB. IF (1FB¢2~. eta). 

Example 

¯ SFB1, 3 

> V~R6=2FB 
¯ 

> VJ~4=IFB÷I(Z~Z~ 
¯ N~F 

Description 
Feedback for axis is encoder #1; feedback for axis two is LDT #2 
Assign position (scalable) of LDT #2 (axis 2) to vadable #6 
If position (scalable] of encoder #1 (axis 1) is less than 500, do the 
commands following the IF statement until the N~’ command 
Set variable #4 equal to current position of encoder plus 1,000 
End of £F statement 

F R Feedrate Override Enable Product Roy 
Type Feedra~e Override ATe400 1.0 Syntax < ! >rR<i> AT6nS0 n/a 
U n its n/a 615n Range i = ~) (disable), i (arm!og). or 2 (soft:ware) ~ t.0 Default 
Response FR: 

See Also FP.P~I~, ~"R~, FRH, FR. JOYEDB 

The Feed_rate Override Enable (FR) command enables feedrate override on all axes. The feedrate 
override percentage can be determined either through hardware (except AT6400-AUX2} or through 

software (F~E~ command). 

To use the analog inputs to control the feedrate override percentage, use the FR1 command. With 
the ~1 command, the channel number specified is used In the FR~ command or the FRL command, 
depending on the level of the channel select input, to dete~adne which analog channel will scale the 
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motion velocity. The analog input can go from OVDC to 2.5VDC. The motion velocity will be scaled 

by the percentage of analog input voltage, OVDC ¢qualing ~%, 2.SVDC cq,,s!!ng I00%, The JOYEDB 
command will set the end deadband for feedrate override. 

NOTES 
Timer Functions Scaled: All timer functions will be scaled when leedrate override is enabled. 
For example, a T5 command at a 50% feedrate (F~ERS¢) will dwell for 10 seconds. 

Feedrate Overdde While Contouring: If you change the ~. command setting, you wig have to 
recomplle (9COH9) any previously compiled contouring paths. 

WARNING 
When using feedrate overdde on a four-axis 6000 controller, axis 4 is used to perform the 
feedrate override and can no longer be used for motion. If the shutdown output is not used, 
you must disconnect axis 4; otherwise, motion will occur on that axis. 

Touse the software fecdrate override pe, rce~tage (~’RI, I~R), specify 

Example Description 
> ~ When the channel select input Is low, use analog input #3 
> ~,z-x4 When the channel select input is high, use analog input #4 
> SCAI~I Enable scaling 
> scz~25¢¢~,25¢¢¢ Set the acceleration scaling factor to 25600 steps/unit on axes 1 and 2 
> 1~1.(~X;~ Set the feedrate overdde acceleration to 1000 percentJsec2 
> ~ Enable analog feedrate override 
¯ v2~), 2~ Set the velocity to 20 units/sec on axes I and 2 
¯ ~11¢~) Mode continuous on axis I and axis 2 
¯ G011¢~ Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 

If the channel select input is low. and the voltage on analog input #3 is 2.0VDC. then the vdoctty for 
a~s 1 and 2 will be: 20 units/sec x 2.0VDC/2.SVDC = 16 untts/sec. 

FRA Feedrate Override Acceleration Product Rev 
Type Feed~a~:e Override AT6400 1.4 
Syntax < ! >~’~J~<=> AT6nS0 n~a 
Unite r = percent;/sec2 615n nfa 
Range 1 - 5¢¢¢~ 6:]0n 1.5 
Default i~ 6~n ~a 
Response ~RX: * ~P~l~ 6270 rVa 
See Aleo FRP~R, ~, ~L, FR 

The Feedrate Override Acceleration (F~J~) command specifies the acceleration and deceleration to 
use when the velocity is changing due to a change in voltage on one of the analog inputs (ral}. cr 
when the software feedrate override percentage {z~RP~) is changing 

Since the maximum value for the feedrate is 100% per second and the update is 2 ms, the maximum 
value for feedrate acceleration is 50000 %/sec2. 

Example: Refer to the feedrate override enable (~’R) command example. 

FRH Feedrate Override High Channel Product Rev 

Type Feec~J~at:e O~erride AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntez < ! >FR~<i> AT6400-AUX2 n~a 
Units i ." analog in~J~ channel number (varies wi~h product) AT6nSO 
Range ~ (20 selection), 1 (input 1), 2 (.L~p~t 2), 3 (input 3), 615n nka 

or 4 (inpu~ 4)                                                       620n 
Default ~ 625n nta 
Response FRII: *FRH@ 6270 r~ 

See Also F~J~, FRL, FR 

The Feedrate Override High Chmmel (FRH) command specifies which analog input channel will be 
used when the axis select input (pin 15 of JoysUck connect, or) is high. The 6000 Se~les produc~: will 

not use any channel ff ~ is set to zero, ir~stead it will operate at the current velocity (v value). 

When feedrate overrlde is enabled for analog control (F£1), the channel number specified in the 

command or the FRL command (depending on the level of the axis select inpu[) is used to deterralne 
which analog channel will scale the motion velocity. The analog input can go from OVDC to 
2.b’VDC. The motion velocity will be scaled by the percentage of analog input voltage, OVDC 

~qualing 0%. 2.SVDC equaling the value specked in the v command. 

Example: Refer to the feedrate override enable (FR) command example, 
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FRL Feedrate Override Low Channel Product Rev 
Type Feedra~e Override AT6400.AUX1 1.0 S.y8 tax < ! >FRL<i> AT6400-AUX2 rfa Units i = analog ±n~ut channel number |varies with produc~) AT6r~0 Range ¢ (no select;ion), 1 (ir~ut 1). 2 (input 2). 3 

or 4 (input 4) ~ 1.0 Default � 
Response FRL: *FRL% 
See Also F~, F~, FR 

The Feedrate Override Low Charmed (FRL) command specifies which analog input channel will be 
used when the axis select input [pin 15 of joystick connector) is low..The 6000 Series p~oduct will 
not use any channel if t’RL is set to zero, instead it will operate at the current velocity (v value). 

When fee&ate override is enabled for analog control (~R1). the channel number specified in the F~ 
command or the FI~L command (depending on the level of the axis select input) is used to determine 
which analog channel will scale the motion velocity. The analog input can go from WCDC to 
2.SVDC. The motion velocity will be scaled by the percentage of analog input voltage, ~3VDC 
equaling ~3%, 2.SVDC e~iualing the value specified in the v command. 

Example: Refer to the feedrate override enable (FR) command example. 

FRPER ......... Feedrate Override Percentage Preduct Rev 
Typ ¯ Fee<Irate Override AT6400 1~) Syn tax < ! >FRPER<r> AT6n50 n~ Units r = percent 

01~ fl~ Range ~ - 1~ g33n 1.0 Default 1~ ~ ~ Response FRPXR: *FRPERI~ 
~ ~ 

See Also F~, ~R 

The Feedrate Override Percentage (FRPER] command specifies the pereentag~ by which motion 
velocity will be scaled when feedrate overflde is enabled (FR2}. The percentage range ava~able to 
scale the feedrate override by is ~% to I~/o, or in other words ~% of the cun-ent velocity to I th-nes 
the current velocity (~). 

Example 
> FRAI~ 
> FRPERP~ 
> FR2’ 
¯ V2~, 2~ 
¯ I~11~ 
¯ G011~ 

Description 
Set the feedrate overdde acceleraUon to 1000 percent/secZ 
Set ~e feedrate ove~de pementage at 90% 
Enable feedrate override 
Set the velocity to 20 units/sec on axes 1 and 2 
Mode continuous on axis 1 and axis 2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 

The velocity for axes 1 and 2 will be: 20 units/se¢ x .90 = 18 uniLVsec 

G O Initiate Motion Product Rev 
Type Mot:ion AT6400 1~) Syntax < ! ><~>Go<b><b><b><b> 
Units nla 

AT6nS0 1.0 
615n .1.0 Range ]o = ¢ (don’t; go), i (go), or X (don’t: ctmnge) 6~0n 1.0 Oefau It � 625n 1.0 Response GO: No response, instead motion is ini~ia~ed on all axes ~L~70 I~) See Also A, AA, AD, ADA, COMEXC, D, DRFLVL, K, LH, LS, MA, MC, 9SET, 

S, SCLA, SCLD, SCLV, SSV, TEST, V 

The Initiate Motion (GO) co.m~and ins~z’ucts the motor to make a move using motion parameters 
that have been previously entered. Several commands affect the motion that will occur when a GO is 

TheOo command starts motlon on any or all of the four az~s. If the GO command is issued without 
any arguments, motion will be started on alI axes. 

If motion does not occur after a Go command has been issued, verify the drive fault level {DRFLVL) 
and the limits [LH and.~s). 
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Example 
> HA~ 

> SCAI~I 
> SCLA25¢¢0, 25¢¢0,1,1 

> SCLV25¢¢O, 25¢¢0,1,1 

> SCLDI, i, I, 1 
> AIO, 12, I, 2 
> VI, i, 1,2 
> DI~, I~ZO, I@, 1¢0 
> GOII~ 

Description 
Incremental index mode on all axes 
Preset index mode on all axes 
Enable scaling 
Set the accel, scale factor on axes I & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 & 4 to 1 
step/unit 
Set the velocity scale factor on axes 1 & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 & 4 to 
1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor on axes 1, 2, 3,~& 4 to I step/unit 
Set the acceleration to 10, 12, 1, & 2 units/sec~ on axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, & 2 units/se~ on axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 10, & 100 units on axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
InilJate motion on axes 1 and 2, 3 & 4 do not move 

G OL Initiate Linear Interpolated Motion Product Rev 

Type Motioz~ (Li~,ea~ Int;erpolated) AT6400 1.0 
Syn tax < ; ><O>GOL<b><b><b><b> &T6nS0 1.0 
U n its ./a 61511 c/a 
Range b = O (don’~ go). 1 (go), or X (don’~ change.) ~ 1.0 
Default ~) 625n 1.0 
Response GOB:    No-response, instead motion ~s initiated on all axes 6270 1.0 
See Also D, PA, PAA, PAD, PADA, PSCLA, PSCLV, PV, SCALE, SCLD 

The Initiate Linear Interpolated Motion (GOL) conunand h-~struct~ the motor 1o make a move using 
motion parameters that have been previously entered. Several eommanda affect the motion that 

will occur when a G0r, tS received: PSCLA, PSCLV, PA, PAA. PAD, PADA, D, PV, and SCLD. 

The GOL command starts motion on any or all axes. If the GOL command is issued W~thout any 
arguments, mo~on will be started on all axes. 

When moves ar~ made using the COL command, the endpoint of the ILnear interpolated move is 

determlned by the D commanct The accelerations, decelerations, and veloci~es for the tndt~ddual 
axes are calculated internally by the 6000 Sexles product so that the load is moved ~n a straight 

L~ne at the path acceleraUon (PA and PAD) and velocity entered [PV). In other words, the path 

acceleraUon (~A), path average acceleration (~AA), the path dcceleratlon (PAD), path average 
deceleraUon (PADA), and the path velocity (Pv) all correspond to the rate of travel required to go to 

the point in space spectt~ed by the D command. All axes are to arrive at the same time; therefore, if 
each rods’ distance is different, each axLs must travel at a dLf1"erent rate to have each axis andre at 
the same tlme. The 6000 SeJ1es product takes care of the calculaUons for each axls, you Just enter 
the overall rate of travel. 

If mouon does not occur after a GOL command has been Lssued, ver~y the drive fault level (DRFLVL) 

and the llmlts [LH and 

Example 
¯ SCALE1 
¯ PSCLA25~ 
¯ PSCLV25~Z~Z~ 

~"> @SCLDI~ 
> PA25 
¯ PAD2� 
> PV2 
> DIe, 5,2., 11 
¯ GOLIIII 

Desoript ion 
Enable scaling 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set distance scale factor to 10000 steps/unit on all axes 
Set the path acceleration Io 25 units/sec2 
Set the paIh dsceler~tion to 20 units/sec2 
Set the path velocity to 2 units/sec 
Set the distance to 10,5,2,and 11 units on axes 1 through 4, respectively 
Initiate linear interpolated motion on all axes. A GOL command could have 
been issued instead of a GOt.1111 command. 

GOSUB 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Call a Subroutine Produot    Roy 

Program or Subroutine De£1nition or Program Flow Control ATe400 1.0 
< ! >GOSb"B<t:> AT6~50 1.0 
t = text (name of program/subroutine) 615n 1.0 
Tex~ n~me of 6 characters or less 62~ 1.0 
n/a ~ 1.0 
n/a 6270 1.0 

~REAK, DEF, DEL, ZND, ZRAS~-, JUMP, GOTO, RUN, $ 
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The Call a Subroutine (cost/B} command branches to the corresponding program/subrouff~ne name 
when executed. A subroutine name consists of 6 or fewer alpha-numeric characters. The 

subroutine that the c,o~rs initiates will return control to the llne a~er the GOsrys, when the 
subroutine completes operation. [f an invalid subroutine name is entered, no branch will occur, 

and processing will continue with the line a~ter the ~0st~. 

If you do not wan~ to use the ~3sr~ command before the subroutine name [GO~tmsubr~me), you can 

simply use th~ subroutine name without the GOSU~ attached to it (subna~e). 

If a subrou{~ne is executed, and a BP.E~ conunand is received, the subroutine will return control to 
the calling program or subroutine i~unedlately. 

Up to 16 lwels of subruutlne calls can be made without receiving an error. 

Example 
Description 

> DE~’ pick 
Begin definition of subroutine named pick 

GO11¢¢ Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
- ~ End subroutine definition 

> D~" place 
Begin definition of subroutine named place 

- P.OSu~ pick 
GOSUb to subroul~ne named pick 

- G01~¢~ Initiate motion on axis 1 
]~D 

End subroutine definition ¯ place ~XeCUt8 ~ogmm named place 
After program place i,s initiated, the firsl thing to occur will be a gosub to program pic~ Within picP~ the GO 
command will be executed, and then control will be passed back to program place. The GO command in 
place will then be executed, and program execution will then terminate. 

GOTO Goto a Program or Label 
Product Rev Type Progra~ or Subroutine Definition or Program Flow C0n~rol 

Syn tax 
< ! >GOTO<I=> AT6400 1.0 Units t: = t:ex~ (name o£ program/l~bel| AT6r~50 1.0 Range Text name o£ 6 characters or less 61~ 1.0 

Default n/a 6~0n 1.0 Response n/a 625n 1.0 
See Also $, DEF, DEL, END, GOSUB, IF, ,.TU~p, L, LN, NIP NWHZLE, REPEAT, R~.~, ~ 1.0 

UNTIL, WHILE                                      ’ 

p~rr eo~0 co,~d branch .es.to the corresponding program name or label wh~- ..... ,.a or ~a~e~ name consists of 6 or fewer al-ha ............ -" ......... A 

v -,,,-,~a,~ characters. lne program or label that 
the GOTO initiates will ,tot return control to the line after the GO~O when the program completes operation--instead, the program will end. This holds true unless the subroutine In which the c,o~o 
resides was called by another program: In this case. the ~m in the GO~O program will initiate a 
return to the calling program. 

If an invalid program or label name ts entered, the GO~o will be ignored, and processIng will 

continue with the line after the Go~o. 

CAUTION 
Use caution when pedorming a GOTO between zt~ & N~F, or L & za, or REPEAT & u~n,, or ~-~Z.T.~ 
& N’w~ILE. Branching to a different location within the same program will cause the next IF, L, 
REPEAT or ~Z~]~ statement to be nested within the previous IF, L, R.EP~_J~.T or Tt~ILE statement 

unles~ a NZF, LN, ru’N~IL or ~IHILE command has already been encountered. ~ 
vi " " " i m i d ft m 

Example                             Description 
¯ D~ pick 

Begin defini~on of subroutine named pick 
- GOll~Z) 

Initiate motion on axes I and 2 
End subroutine definition 

> DEF pla~e 
Begin definition of subrou6ne named place GO~O pick 
Goto to submt.q~e rlamed pick 

GO1�¢~ 
Initiate motion on axis t 

EZ~ 
End subroutine definition ¯ place 
Execute program named place 

After Ihe GOTO command, the GO1¢~ command will not be executed because a C-OTO was issued. If a GOSLm 
was used instead of the GO~O statement, control would have been returned to the line after the GOSU’~. 
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[ h ] Hexadecimal Identifier 

Type Operar.o= (O~.her) 
Syntax See Below 

Units n/a 
Range 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also [ 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nSO 1.0 
615n 1,0 
6~0n 1.0 
625n 1.0 
6270 1.0 

Tlds identifier allows you to specKy hexadecimal values. A capital h (H} iS valid as well. All other bits 
not speclfied are set to z~ro. 

Example 

> VARBl=h32PD 
Description 
Set binary variable #1 to hex 32FD 

HALT Terminate Program Execution 
Type Program Flow Control 
Syntax < ! >HALT 
Units n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also BP, BREAK, C, ELSE, IF, K, NIF, N~dILE, 

S, UNTIL( }, WAIT( ),WHZLE(), T 
PS, REPEAT, RESUME, 

Produot    Rev 

The TermLnate Program Execution (H~T) command terminates program execution when processed. 
This command allows the user to terminate command processlng at any poha[ in a program. The 
programmer may want processing to stop because of an error condition, an input, a variable, or just 
after a specific motlon has been accomplished. This comrn~r~l Is useful when debugging a 
program. 

Example 
¯ ~ progl 
- 
- GOSUB prog2 
- 
- 

> DEF prog2 
- GOl11¢ 
- IF (I~=blx¢) 

HALT 
ELSE 
TPE 
NIF 
~D 

¯ RDN progl 

Description 
Define a program called p=og~ 
Initiate motion on axis 1 
Gosub to subroutine named prog2 
Initiate motion on axis 2 
End program definition 

Define a program called prog2 
Initiate motion on axes 1, 2, and 3 
Specify if condition to be input 1 : 1, input 3 = O 
If condition is true break out of program 
Else pan of if condition 
If condition does not come true transfer position of all encoders to PC 
End If statement 
End program definition 

Execute program pz~g2 

Upon completion of motion on axis 1, subroutineprog2 is called. If inputs I and 3 are in the correct state 
after the motion is complete, program processing will be terminated. In ether words, all commands waiting to 
be pained in the program buffer will be eliminated. Note: There will not be a return to progl. 

HELP Applications Help Product Rev 
Type Program Debug Tool AT5400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >HELP AT6nS0 1.0 
U n its n/a 615n 1.0 
Range n/a 620n 1.0 
Default n/a 625n 1.0 
Response See description below 6270 1.0 
See Also None 

The (HELP) command provides the telephone numbers for application support. 
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HOM Go Home 
Product Ray 

Type Homing, 
Syntax < ! ><e>HOM<b><b><b><b> 

AT~O0 1.0 
U a its n/a AT6n50 1.0 

6151 1.0 Range b = ~ (home clockwise}, 1, (home counte=-clockwise), ~ 1.0 or x (do not home) 
Default x 6~51 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 

See Also [ AS ], HOMA, HOMAA, HOMAD, HOMADA, HOMBAC, HOMEDG, HOMDF, " 
HOMLVL, HOMV, HOHVF, HOMZ, PSET, TAS 

The Go Home (HO~ command instructs the controller to search for the home posit[on in the 

direction, and on the axes, specked by the command, If an end-of-travel limit is act/vated while 
searching for the home limit, the indexer will reverse dtrect[on and search for home in the opposite 
dlrect[on. However, ff a second end-of-travel limit is encountered, after the change of direction, the 
homing operat[on will be aborted. The status of the homing oper~t/on is provided by bit 5 of each 

ax/s status regtster (refer to the TAS command). When the homing operat~n is successfutly 
completed, the absolute posLtlon register is set to zero. 

The homing operation has several parameters that determine the homing algorithm. Home 
accelexatlon (som~), home deceleration (H0~D). home velocity (H01~), final home velocity (H0~vlVF), home 

reference edge (HOKEI~), backup to home (HoI~C}, final home direction (HOOF}, acUve state of home 

input (HOI~VL), and home to encodcr Z-channel (HO~} are all contained in the homing algorithm. All 

homing parameters are valid in either motor step mode (ENC~] or encoder step mode 

For more information on homing refer to Homing section of your 6000 Series Product user guide. 

Examp le                       O escript ion 

Incremental index mode for all axes 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Enable scaling 
Set accel, scaling: axes 1 & 2 = 25000 steps/unit2; axes 3 & 4 = 1 step/unit2 
Set eel. scaJing: axes 1 & 2 = 25000 steps/unit; axes 3 & 4 = 1 step/unit 
Set distance scaling factor for all axes to I step/unit 
Set home accelera~on to 1 0, 12, 1, & 2 units/see2 for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Set home deceleration to 20 units/see2 for all axes 
Enable backup to home switch on axes 1 and 2 only 
Axes 1 and 2 stop on the on the CW eclge of the home switch, axes 3 
and 4 are to stop on CCW side 
Set final home direction to CW on all axes. 
Disable homing to encoder Z*channal on all axes 
Set home active level to low on all axes 
Sets home velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 unlts/sec for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Sets home final velocity to 0.1 units/see for all axes 
Execute go home in CW dir~’tion on.axis 1, CCW direction on axis 2. 
Do not home on axes 3 and 4. 

HOMA Home Acceleration 
Product Rev Type Homing 
AT64~0 1.0 Syntax < ! ><@><a>HOY, A,=r>, <r>, <r>, 

Units r = u-nit:s/sec~ AT6nS0 1.0 
1.0 Range ~.¢~25 - 24,999,999 (depending on ~e scal~ng ~actor) 

DMau It 1~. 
Response H0~: *HO~I~ ¯ ~, 1~. ¢~¢, I~. ~, i~. ¢~ 
See Also IHO~: "1~O~i~. ~ 

HOM, HO~, HO~AC-, HOMEDG, H0~P, H0~, HO~, H0~, 
H0~, S~E, SC~ 

~e Home Accelem~on {HO~ co~d spec~ ~e a~el~don rote to ~ ~ u~n ~g 
~e n~ go home {H~ co~d. 
Steppe~[ ~e ent~ ~ue is ~ in ~fer~ce 

~C ~mm~d s~. ~ s~g ~ not ~abl~ (S~), 
motor r~/s~2; ~ ~ue M ~t~ m~dp~ ~ ~e ~ve resolu~on {D~S) ~e to ob~ 
~ a~e]¢~on ~ue ~ motor S~/S~2 for ~e moron ~j~ ~cu]adons. 
~bled (S~E1}, ~e cnte~ accretion ~ue ts ~te~y muldp~ ~ ~e acc~emdon 
~mg ~cWr (sC~ to conv~ us~ ~/s~2 to mot~ ste~/sec2. 
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~ If s,-~ling is not enabled (SCALZ¢). the acceleratlon value is entered tn encoder revs/seca. LDT 
inches/sec2, or ANI volts/sec2; encoder and LDT values are Intemally multiplied by the encoder 

resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain an acceleration value in 
steps/sec2 for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SCALEI), the entered 

acceleration value is internally multiplied by the acceleration scaling factor {SCLA) to convert 
user umts/sec2 to encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/sec~. 

The homing aeceleration remains set until you change it with a subsequent homing acceleration 
command. Homing accelerations outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message 

"INVAL]:D DATA-FTELD x, where x iS the field number. When an invalid homing acceleration is entered 
the previous homing acceleration value is retained. 

If the home deceleration (H~’~D) command has not b~en enter~l, the home acceleration (HOMA) 
command will set the home deceleration rate. Onc~ the home deceleration [HOI’~D) command has 
been entered, the home accderation (HOMA) command no longer affects home deceleration. 

Example: Refer to the go home (HOM) command example. 

HOMAA Homing Average Acceleration Product 

Type Motion (S-Curve) AT84(X) 
Syntax < ! >< @ ;-<a>HOH~a,<r >, < r>, <r>, <r> 
Units r : ~i~slsec~                                                       61~ 
Range ¢.¢¢¢25 - 24999999 (dep~ing on ~he scal£ns factor} 
Default 1¢.¢~ (trapezoi~l profiling is default, where HO~ ~ 1.0 

tracks ~O~)                                                         ~          1.0 
Response HO~:     *HOWl�. ¢e¢¢, 1�. ~¢~, 1¢. ¢¢~, 1¢. 

~� Ho~g Avers ~el~on ~O~ co=~d ~ you to sp~ ~e avenge accel~on 
for ~ S~e ~o~g p~ffie. S-c~e pro~l~g p~d~ smoo~ moron con~ol by ~u~g ~e 

Trapezoidal                    }          8-Cun,e 

The values for the maximum homing acceI (H~) and average homing accel (HOMAA) commands 
determine the characteristics of" the S-curve. To smooth the acceleration ramp. you must enter a 

HOMAA command value that satisfies this equation: 1/2 HOMA £ HOHAA < HOMA. The following conditions 
are possible: 

NO HOMAA value ever entered, 

Profiling Condition 

S-curve prowls wi~ a vadat~ period of constsnt ac~e~eration 

Pure S<~rve (no pe~od of conmant a~ek~~est rr~on) 

Trapezddal pro~e (but can be changed to an S-curve by specking a new HO~J~ va~e < ~OM~) 

When you issue the H~COmmar~ the move w~l not be ex~ut~l and an error....m~sa.~s,. ~ 
*~-r~’RLI~D CONDITIONS FOR S_CURVE ACCELEKATION--FIELD n+ W~ll De olspmyeo. 

S-curve profiling is d~at~ed. Trapezoidal p,_m.~,ling b enabled. ~OH~.. tracks Hm~.. & .~o~. 
tracks Ho~. (Track means the command s value wi, match the o~er comman(~s wuus ano 

Profile w~U default to trapezoidal. ~ov,,~tracks ~o~,. 

While programm+ng S-curves. ffyou never change the maximum or average homing deceleration 
(I-~-~D or HOMADA) comxrmnds, HOMADA wi~ track HOHAb. However, once you change HOMAD. HOMADA will no 

longer track changes in HOHAA 
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NOTE 
Once you enter a HOt.g~, value that is = zero or ~ HOH3~ S-curve profiling is enabled on_ly for homina 
moves (e.g., not for contouring, which requires the PAPA and/or P~. commands). All subsequent 
homing moves for that axis must comply with this equation: 1/2 I-[oy~ < 

Increasing the A~ value above the pure S-curve revel (HOMAA > 1/2 HOMA), the time required to reach the 
target velocity and the target distance is decreased. However, increasing HO~fAA also increases jerk. 

The calculation, for determining S-curve average accel and decel move times is as follows (Asvg = 
average accel or dece! value}: 

Tirne=~ or "i-~ne =’~/2. [:)~tanceAavg 

Scaling (SCI, A} affects ~OMAA the same as it does for HOMA. 

=*" For a more In-depth discussion on S-curve profilIng, refer to the servo controller’s user guide. 

D es©ription 
Disable scaling 
Select incremental positioning mode 
Set homing max. accel to 10 rps2 (axes 1 and 2) 
Set horoing avg. accel to 5 rps2 on axis 1, and 10 rps~ on axis ~ 
Set homing max. deuel to 10 rps2 (axes 1 and 2) 
Set homing avg. decel to 5 rps2 on axis 1, and 10 rps~ on axis 2 
Execute CCW homing moves on axes 1 and 2 

Axis 1 executes a pure S-curve: axis 2 executes a trapezoidal profile. 

HOI IAD Home Deceleration Product Roy 

AT6400 1.0 Type Homing 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>HOMAD<r>, <r>, <r>, <z’> AT6nS0 1.0 

Units r = unit:s/sec~ 6t5n 1.0 

Range ¢.¢¢¢25 - 24,999,999 (depending on the scaling £actor} ~ 1.0 
Default 1¢.¢¢¢� (HOMAD cracks HOMA) 

~ 1.0 

Response ~[OMAD : *HOMADI~.¢¢q~¢,I¢.¢¢¢¢,I¢.¢¢~¢,I¢.~¢�~ 62?0 1.0 

ZHOMAD :    * IHOHADIe. 

See Also HOM. HOMA, HOMAA, HOMADA, HOMBAC, HOMEDG, HOMDF, HOMLVL, 
HOMV, HOMVF, HOMZ, SCALE, SCLA 

The Home Deceleration [HOMAD) command specifies the deceleration rate to be used upon executing 

the next go home (HOM~ command. 

~ The entered value Is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the 
ENC command setting. If scaling is not enabled {SCALE�|. the deceleration value Is entered In 
motor toys/see2; thls value Is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain 
an deceleration value in motor stcps/scc~ for the ’motion trajectory calculations. If scaling ts 
enabled (SCALE1). the entered deceleration value Is h-~ternally multiplied by the deceleration 

scaling ~actor (SCLA] tO convert user units/see= to motor steps/seez, 

Servos: If scaling Is not enabled (SCALE¢), the deceleration value is entered in encoder revs/secZ.LDT 
inches/sec2, or ANI voIts/sec=: encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 

resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resoluUon (LDTRES) value to obtain a deceleration value in 

steps/seez for the motion txajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SCALE1|, the entered 

deceleration value Is internally multiplied by the deceleration scaling factor ($CLA) to convert 

user units/sec2 to encoder or LDT steps/sec2. 

The home deceleration remains set unUl you change it w~th a subsequent home deceleration 
command. Decelerations out.de the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message *~D 

V~-FT~T~D x. where x is the field number. When an invalid deceleration IS entered the prevlous 
deceleration value is retaLned. 

If the home deceleration (HOmeD] command has not been entered, the home acceleration (HONA) 
command will set the deceleration rate. Once the home deceleraUon (HO~D) conunand has been 

entered, the home acceleraUon [HO~) command no longer affects home decelcratior~ If the HO~ 

command is set to zero (;-IO~O~D~), then the homing deceleration will once again track whatever the 

Ho~ command is set to. 

Example: Re|er to the go home (HOM) command example. 
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HOMADA Homing Average Deceleration 

Type Motion (S-Curve} 
Syntax < ! ><Q><a>HOMADA<r>, <:>, <r>, <r> 

Units ~ : uai~s/sec~ 
~.¢~¢25 - 24999999 (depending on ~he scaling factor) Range 

Default 1�.~ (HOMJ~=DA t;rack~ HOMJ~,) 

IHOMADA: "IHOMADAI¢. 
See Also     A, AD, HOX, HOMA, HOMAA, HOMAD, SCALE, SCLA 

Product Rev 

AT6400 nta 
ATfnSO 10 
615~ 1.0 
620n 
625n 1.0 
6270 1.0 

The Homing Average Deceleration (HOMADA} command allows you to specie, the average deceleration 
for an S-curve hondng profile. S-curve profiling provides smoother motion control by rvducing the 
rate of change in acceleration and deceleration; this accel/dvcel rate of change is known asjerk. 

lime 

The values for the maximum homing decel (HOleD} and average homing decel (~o~ commands 
determine the chamcterlstics of the S-curve. To smooth the deceleration ramp, you must enter a 

HOHRDA colnma~d vah.le that saU$fies this equation: 1/2 HOHAD ~ HOH~D~ < H~, The foHowh’ig 
conditions are possible: 

Deceleration Setting 

ROMADA ¯ 112 HOMAD, 
but HOMADA < HOMAD 

HOMADA = 112 HOMA~ 

HOI~)A = 

HO.’,fADA < 1/2 
or HOLV~J~DA ¯ HOY~D 

HOM~DA = Z~O 

Profiling Condition .... 

S-curve prose wi~ a vadable perio~ of constant deceler~an 

S-curve profiling with HOMAA, 
and no HOMADA Or HOMAD ever 

NOTE 

Once you enter a HO~DA value that is ~ zero or ;~ ~OI~D, S-curve profiling is enabled on~ for hominq 
move decelerations (e.g., not for contouring decelerations, which require the PADA command}. 

subsequent homing moves for that axis must comply wilh this equation: I/2 HOt4~D ~ ~OM-~D~ < HOt~D. 

Pure S-cu~ (no pedod of constant deceleration--smoothest motion) 

Trapezoidal prol~e (but can be changed to S-oJwe by specifying a new HOt~O~ value < 
When 

you I~Je 1he HOM cotnmand, the move wil not be executed and an end’_ .., ~n~_ =.~__,I .... 
*IbfVAL~D CONDITIOI~S FOR S_CURVE ACCELERATION-FIELD ~. ~n~! u~ u~ ay~u. 

~ on entering ~e HOMADA~ comman~ an error message. *INVALID DATA--FIELD n. 

HOSAO~ wi~ -~ways match ~e ~o~Ja corr,.and v~.ue ~x~an~c~ S .~urve ~ and dec~ 
pr~kas). When you change HOMAD. HOMADA ~I1110 )o~ger mat¢ll ~anges in HOMA3t 

Increasing the HOMADA value above the pure S-curve level (HOMA~A > 1/2 HOHAD], the time reqtflred to 
reach the target velocity ~nd the target distance ts decreased. However, increasing HOMADA alSO 
increases jerk. 

The calculation for determirdng S-curve average accel and decel move times ts as follows (Aavg = 
average accel or decel value): 

Time = Velodly           or             "lime 
2 Distance 

Aavg Aavg 

Sca.Kng (S~ a~ects HOHAD~ the same as i~ do~s ~or HO~D. 

"°* For - rrmre ~-~pth dLscuss~on on S-cur~e Froj~t~l, refer to t~e seruo conUo~r’s 

Example 
Description 

¯ ~ Disable scaling 
> ~ Select incremental positioning mode 
¯ ~3t~.1~, 1¢ Set homing max. accel to 10 rps2 (axes 1 and 2) 
¯ HC~5, 1¢ Set homing avg. accel to 5 q~s= on axis 1, and 10 q~sZ on axis 2 
¯ HOMADI¢,I¢ Set homing max. decel to 10 q~s~ (axes 1 and2) 

¯ R:~.DA.; ~ m Set homing avg. decel to 5 rpsz on axis 1, and 10 rpsz on axis 2 
¯ ~1~11.~ Execute CCW homing moves on axes 1 and 2 

Axis 1 executes a pure S.curve; axis 2 executes a trapezoidal profile. 
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HOMBAC Home Backup Enable Product Rev 

Type Hom~-ng . AT6400 1.0 

Synt sx < ! > <(~> <a> HoHB~C<b><b> <b><b> 
AT6nS0 1.0 

Units n/a 61~ 1.0 

Range b = ¯ (disable), 1 (enable), or X (don’t change) (~ 1.0 

Default ~ ~25n 1.0 

Response HOMBAC : *HO~mAC¢¢~ 6270 1.0 

1HOMBAC : * IHOMBAC® 
See Also HOM, HOMA, HOMAA, HOMAD, HOMADA, HOMEDG, MOMDF, HOMLVL. 

MOMV. HOMVF. HOMZ 
The Home Backup Enable (HOMBAC) command enables or disables the backup to home s~.’tch function. 
When this function is enabled, the motor will decelerate to a stop after encountering the acUve edge of 

the home region, and then move the motor in the opposite dffecUon at the home finaJ velocity (HOHVF) 
until the acUve edge of the home region Is encountered. This motion will occur regardless of whether 
or not the home input is active at the end of the deceleration of the ~nltial go home move. 

Example: Refer to the go home (HOM) command example. 

H O M D F Home Final Direction Product Rev 

Type Homing AT64~0 1.0 

Syntax < ! ><R><a>HOMDF<b> <b><h><b> AT6r150 1.0 

U n its n/a 
61~ 1.0 

Range b = ~ (~), 1 (C~), o~ X (don’~ c~ge) ~ 1.0 

Default ¯ ~ 1.0 

Response HOMDF : * HOMD~ ~ 1.0 

IMOMDF :    * 1HOOF@ 

See AIso HOM, HO~, HO~, HO~, HO~A, HO~C, HO~, HOML~, 
HO~, HOOF, ~MZ 

The Home F1na~ DirecUon (HOMDFI command specifies the d~rection the 6000 Serles product ~s to be 
travelblg when the home algonthm does its ~ approach. This command is operaUonal when 

backup to home [HOI~AC) Is enabled, or when homing to an encoder Z channel (HOMZ). 

Example: Refer to the go home (HOM) command example. 

HOMEDG Home Reference Edge Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
Type Homing 
Syntax < ! ><@> <a>HOMEDG<b><b><b><b> AT6nS0 1.0 

Units 
Range ~ = ¯ (~ ~ge), 1 (c~ e~e). or X [~’t cha~ge) ~ 1.0 

Default 
Response HO~DG: *HOMEDG~@@~ ~ 1.0 

1HO~DG : * ~O~DG~ 

See Also HOM, HO~, H~, HO~, HO~A, HOM~, HO~, HO~, 
HO~, HO~, HOMZ 

The Home Reference Edge (HOME~;) command specifies which edge of the home switch the homing 
operaUon will consider as its final desUnadon. 

As illustrated below, the CW edge of the home switch IS defined as the i’wsZ sw~tch trans~Uon seen 
by the indexer when traveling off of the CW end-of-travel IL,~t Ln the CCW dtrecUon. The CCr.,’ edge 
of the home switch is defined as the first sw~tch transIUon seen by the indexer when traveling off of 
the CCW end-of-travel llmlt ~n the CW dlrectton. This command ~s operaUonal when backup to 

home (HOM~AC) IS enabled. 

~L~ 

Example: Refer to the go ho ne (HOM) command example. 

HOMLVL Home Active Level Product Rev 

Type Homing AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! > <~><a>HOHLV~<b> <b> <b><b> AT6nS0 1.0 

Units n/a 615n 1.0 

Range b = ¯ (active low). 1 (active high), or X (don’~ change) ~ 1.0 
Default ¯ 625n 1.0 
Response HOMLVL : "HOK[,VL(~(~)¢ ~ 19 

IHOMLVL : - IHOMLVL~ 
See Also HOM. HOMA. HOMAA. HOMAD. HOMADA. HOMBAC. HOMEDG, HOMDF, HOMV. 

HOMVF, HOMZ, TLIM 
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The Home Active Level (HOMLVL) command defines the active state of the home input. 

If a normally-open switch is used, the acth, e level should bc set to one (HOMLVLI). If a normally- 
closed switch is used, the active level should be set to zero (HOMLVL¢}. 

Each input will source approximately 0,2mA. Therefore, the device that drives the home input must 
be capable of sinking 0.25mA - 5 VDC. If the devlc¢ driving the input is o~f (not sinking current), the 
input will show (using the TLIM command} a (0) ff the input has been defined as active low, and a (1) 
ff the input has been defined as active high. If the device driving the input is on (sinkin~ current}, 
the input wfl] show a (1) ff the Input has been defined as active low, and a (~) if the input has been 
de/~ned as active high. The home input schematic is provided in the Hardwore Reference chapter of 
the 6000 Series product user guide. 

Example: Refer to the go home (Hun) command example. 

H O M V Home Velocity 
Type Hom£ng 
Syntax <, >< S><a>Hourv’<~ >, <~>, <r>, <r> 
Units r = units/see 
Range O.¢o0~ - 1,6~�,~ (~pen~ on scalin~ factor & P~SE) 
Default 1.~¢~ 

See Also HOM,    HO~,    HO~,    HO~,    HO~A,    HO~C, HOME~,    HOOF, 
HOML~, HO~, HOMZ, P~SE, SC~E, SCLV 

Product    Rev 

AT6400 
AT6nSO 1.0 
615r1 1.0 
620n 1~) 
625n 1~) 
6270 

The Home Velocity (HOMV) command specifies the velocity to use when the home algorithm bcglns 
its irdtial go home {HOP0 move. The velocity remains set until you change it with a subsequent home 
velocity command. Velocities outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message 
* INVALI"O DATA-FIELD x, where x is the field number. When an invalid velocity is entered the 
previous velocity value is retained. 

Steppers: The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encodcr steps, regardless of 
the ENC con~mand setting. If scaling is not enabled {SCALE�), the velocity value is entm-cd in 
motor revs/sec; this value is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES} value to 
obtain a veleclty value in motor stepslsec for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling is 
enabled (SCALE1}, the entered velocity value is internal]y multiplied by the velocity scaling 
factor (SCLV) to convert user tmits/sec to motor steps/see. 

Servos: ~f scaling is not enabled (SCALE0), the velocity value is entered in encoder tees/see, LDT 
Lnches/sec, or ANI volts/see; encodor and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 
resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain a velocity value in 
steps/see for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SCALEI), the entered 
velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (ScLv) to convert user 
unlts/sec to encoder, LOT, or ANI stepslsec. 

Example: Refer to the go home (HOH) command example. 

H O M V F Home Final Velocity 
Type Homing 
Syntax <! > <@><a>HOMVF<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> 
Units r = un£~s/sec 
Range ¢.000~ - 1,6~¢,O~O (~epends on scalln~ ~acror & PULSE) 
Default O. 
Response HOOF: *HO~O. 1000, O. 1~0, O. 1~, 0. lOOO 

IHO~F : 
See Also HOM, HO~, HO~, HO~, HO~A, HO~C, HOM~, HOOF, 

~, HO~, HOM2, P~SE, SC~E, SCLV 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nS0 1.0 
615n 1.0 
6~n 1.0 
625n 1.0 
627O 1.0 

The Home Final Velocity (HO~rvT) command specifies the velocity to use when the home algorithm 
does its final approach. This command is only operational when backup to home (HOM~AC) is 
enabled, or when homing to an encoder Z channel (HC~Z). 

The velocity rems.ins set until you change it with a subsequent home final velocity command. 
Velocities outside the vz~d range are flagged as an error, with a message ~ INVALID DATA-FIELD x, 
where x is the field number. When an invalid velocity is entered, the previous velocity value is 
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Steppers: The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of 

the m~C command setting. If scaling is not enabled (SCA.~¢), the velocity value is entered in 

motor toys/see; this value is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to 
obtain a velocity value in motor steps/see for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling is 
enabled {SCALEI), the entered velocity walue is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling 

factor (SOW) to convert user units/see to motor steps/see. 

Servos: If scaling is not enabled [ SCALE�), the velocity value Is entered in encoder revs/sec, LDT 

inches/see, or ANI volts/see; encode~ and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 
resolution (m~zs) vafue or the IJgT resolution (~.D’n~s) value to obtain a velocity value in 

steps/see for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SC~EI), the entered 
velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (ScLv) ~o convert user 
units/s~¢ to encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/see. 

Example: Refer to the go home (HOM) command example. 

HOMZ Home to Encoder Z-channel Enable Product Rev 
Type Homing AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syn tax < ! ><@ > <a>HOMZ<b><b><b> <b> AT6400-AUX2 
Units n/a AT~ 1.0 
Range b- ¢ (diBbLe), i (en~le), or X (don’~ ch~ge) 61~ 1.0 
Default ¢ ~ 1.0 
Response HOHZ: *HOMZ~¢¢ ~ 1.0 

IHOMZ :     * lMOMZ¢ ~ 1.0 
See Also HOM, Ho~, HO~. Ho~, MONA. HO~AC, HOMEDG, HOOF, HO~, 

HO~, 

This command enables homing to an encoder z-channel after the initial home input has gone 

active, in stepper products, this function works in either motor step mode (~c¢~) or encode," step 

mode (ENCl). NOTE: The home IL, nit input is required to go active prior to homing to the Z channel. 

Example: Refer to the go home (HoI~) command example. 

IF() ’ ’ IF Statement Product RoY 

Type ¯ prog"rma Flow Cont:ol or Condit:ional Branching AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >It~ [ expression) AT6n50 1.0 
Unite nla 615n 1.0 
Range. op tO 80 charactere (including parentheses) ~ 1.0 
Default nla 625~ 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 

See Also ELSE, NIF 
This command Ls used in cor~unc~on with the ELSE and NIF commands ~ pru~de cond!flonal 
branching, If the expzession contained within the pa_~enthesis of the IF command evaluates true, 
then the commands between the IF and the NIF a~e executed. If the expression evaluates false, the 
commands between the IF and the NIF are ignored, and co.u,~.nd processing continues with the 
first command following the 

Whe~ the ELSE cozmnand is used in conjunction with the IF cozm’nand, true IF evaluations c~use 

the co~m~mds between the Z~ and F.~S£ commands to be executed, the coramands after the 
unUl the NIF ar~ ignored. Fa~s~ IF eva]u~Uolls ~ause commarld~ between [he ELSE and the NZF to be 

executed, with commands between the IF and the ELSE ignored. The ELSE command is optional and 

does not have to be included in the IF statement. 

The TF ( ),. ELSE .. NIF structure can be nested up to 16 levels deep. 

NOTE: Be careful about performing a GOTO between IF and NIF. Branching to a different location 
within the same program will cause the next IF statement encountered to be nested within the 

previous IF statement, unless an NIF command has already been encountered. 

IF statement programming order:. IF(expression)... conr~ands...N-IF 
or 
IF (expression)... cow.ands... ELSE... commands... NIF 

All logical operators (~, OR, I~x~), and all relational operators (:, >, >=, <, <:, <>) can be ~sed wit.bin 

the z~ expression. There is’no limit on the number of logical operators, or on the number of 
relaUonal operators allowed within 

expression is the command length. The total character count for the x~ ¢omm~md and 
expression _P-mnnot e,~(~eed 80 cl~8J’aCtmo (e.g., If you add tip the letters in the TF coIxuTland and 

the letters within the ( ) expression, including the parenthesis and excluding each space, this 
count must be less than or equal to 
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> ZF(ZA<SCC¢ AND 

AI] s-~gnment operat_ors (A AD, ~KV, AS, CNT. D. ER, ~N, INO, Ln~ MOv, OUT. PC, PCK 
US,V. VEL, etc.) can be used wlthtn the £F expresslon. 

Multiple parentheses may not be used within the IF command. 

Example Description 
>I~’(ZN=blx¢ ~ V~tZ=l) If input ! is ON, input 3 is OFF, and vari&ble 

statement evaluates true, so commands between this statement 
and NZF are executed 
Transfer revision level 
End ZF statement 

VARI=VARI+I 

¯ IF(4VEL<123 OR 4VEL>I56) 

WR!TE’Something,s Wrong\13" 

> IF(OUT=blI~XIANDVARI<=I3) 

VARI=VARI+I 
ELSE 
VARI =VARI-I 
NIF 

If the acceleration of axis 1 is less than 5000, and the motor 
position of axis 2 is greater than 50000, then do the IF statement. 
Note: The acceleration value used is programmed acceleration. 
not actual The motor position used is actual, not programmed. 
Increment variable 1 
End if statement 

If the current velocity of axis 4 is less than 123 or if it is greater 
than 156, then do the commands following the zF statement 
place the message Something’s Wrong<cr> in the output buffer 
End if statement 

If outputs 1, 2 and 5 are ON, output 3 is off and variable 1 is less 
than or equal to 13, than set vadable I equal to vadable 1 plus 1, 
else set vadable I equal to vadable 1 minus 1 

End IF statement 

[ IN ] Input Status 
Prod.¢ Flev Type Assignment Or Comparison 
A76400 1.0 Syntax See below 

Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 
615n 1.0 Range 

Default     n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a 625n 1~) 

See Also 

The Input Status {IN) cornm.~nd is used to assign the input value to a binary variable [V/~tB), or to 

or To make, co p  on a 
"’~’~-~u~uor’~Imus~uepmcedin~ron~ofthevalue. The binary value Itself must only contain ones, zeros, or Xs (I, £}, X, x). To make a comparison against a hexadecimal value, the letter 

h (h or H) must be placed in front of the value. The hexadecimal value Itself must ordy contain the 
letters A through F, or the numbers ~ through 9. 

Syntax:     VARBn=IN wher~ n is the binary variable number, 

~" [IN] can be used in an expression such as IF (IN=b11~l). or IF (IN=h7F) 
The number of inputs ava~able for assignment or comparison varies from one 6000 Series product 
to another: to determine the input bit assignments for your 6000 Series product refer to/nputs and 

Outputs in the Prog~ Guide section. The function of the input~ is established with the 

command (although the [ I-~] command looks at all Inputs regardless of their assigned function 

from the ]:lq~c command}. If it is desired to assign only one input value to a binary variable, instead 

of all the inputs, the bit select [,) operator can be used. For example, VI~RBI=r~. 12 assigns input 12 
to binary va~.able I. 

¯ IF (~=blll¢liXll) 

> IF { IN=h7F~) 

Des©ription 
Input status assigned to binary variable 1 
Input bit 12 assigned to binary vadable 2 
Response if bit 12 is set 1o 1: 

*v-~’~ =xxxx.Jcxxx_x~z_xxxx_xx~x..Xxxx_xx~x_xx~ 
If the input status contains l’s for inputs 1.2.3,5,6.8,and 9, and a 0 
for input 4, do the commands following the zF statement 
Transfer revision level 
End TF statement 

If the input status contains l’s for inputs 1,2,3,5,6,7,and 8, and 0’s 
for every other input, do the commands following the TF statement 
Transfer revision level 
End zl¯ statement 
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INDAX Participating Axes Product Rev 

Type Controller Con£iguration AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >INDAX<i> AT(~I’~O 1.0 
Units J. : n~mber axes t:o be controlled 61~i . n~a 
Range ¯ - 4 (Product dependent) 620n 

Default Maximum number 625n 1.0 
Response INDAX:    * I~TDAX4 6270 1.0 

See Also INDUST, LDTUPD, SSFR 

The Participating Axes (n~v~ command defines the number of axes that will be controlled by the 
6000 Series product The default value includes all axes. This Implies that all response commands 
will show a response for each axis. 

If fewer axes are to be used, change the IND~L~ value. No report-backs or command parameters are 
accepted for axes excluded as a result of the I~DA~ command. For example, ffyou specify IN~AZ2 
(use axes 1 and 2), the A command would show a response of *~¢.¢~,1~0~, and 4A command 
would show the response *INCORRECT AXIS. 
BysettLng the number of participating axes less than the default, other items such as limits and 
stalls are not checked on the non-participating axes. 

Servos: Changing the IND,~X setting also changes the servo sampling frequency (refer to the SSI~R 
command description for details). 

Examp le Descript ion 

> ~ Use only 3 ~xes 

INDEB Input Debounce Time Product Rev 
Type ~nput AT6400 2.1 
Syntax < ! >INDEB<i>, < i> AT6nS0 1.0 

Units i,~ i = input #; 2"~ i = time in ~illiseconds (mS) 615~ 1.0 
Range 1"~ i : 1-28 (product dependent); 2n~l i : 2-250 (even is) ~ 2.1 
Default I~ ~ = I; ~na i = 4 for general-purl:use, ~ t.1 

50 for snepper triggers and 24 for servo triggers                6270           1.0 
Response £NDEB:    ¯ INDEB1-24,4 

"INDEB25,5~ 
~ INDEB26,5~ 
~INDEB27,5~ 
~INDEB28,5~ 

See Also nIFNC,    RE,    REG 

Using the Input Debounce Time (INDEB} command, you can change the input debounce time for all 
24 general-purpose inputs (one debounce time for all), or you can assign a unique debounce time to 
each of the trigger inputs. (R~fer to the ~ command for input bit assignments.) 

General-Purpose Input Debounce: The input debounce time for the general-purpose inputs is 
the period of time that the input must be held in a certain state before the 6000 Series 
controller recognizes it. This directly affects .t~e rate at which the inputs can change state and 
be recognized. 
Tri_~_~er Input Debounce: For trigger inputs, the debounce time is the time required between a 
trigger’s initial active transition and its secondary active transition. This allows rapid 
recognition of a trlgger, but prevents subsequent bouncing of the input from causing a false 
position capture or registration move. 

The INDIes command syntax Is INDEB<~>, <±>. The first <i> ~s the input number and the second <~> 
is the debounce time in even increments of milliseconds (ms). The debounc¢ time range is 2 - 250 
ms. Input bit patterns vary by product -- to ascertain the pattern for your product, refer to the 
Inputs and Outputs topic in the Programming G.H~ section at the begh-mlng of this document. 

AT6400-AUX2: When the first <i> is in the range ! - 8, the specified debounce ttme is assigned to all 
8 general-purpose inputs. If the first <~> is in the range 17 - 20. the specified debounce is assigned 
only to the specLftvd trigger Input. Inputs 9 - 16 (end-of-travel l~rdts) cmmot have theft debounce 
time changed with the y.~msa cornman~ therefore, do not set the ~rst <~> to the range 9 - 16. 

Example 
¯ II~D~B5,6 

Description 
Assign inputs 1 through 24 (all general-purpose inputs) a 
debounce time of 6 ms 
Assign Trigger A (input 251 a debounce time of 10 ms 
Assign Trigger B (input 26) a debounce time of 12 ms 
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INDUSE Enable/Disable User Status Product Rev 

Type Con~roller Conf igura ~ion AT6400 1.0 

Syntax < ! 
Units n/~ 
Range b = 
Default ¢ ’ ~ 1.0 

Response INDUSE: *I~US£¢ ~ 1.0 

S~ Also INDUST, O~S, ~S, [ US ] 

~� Enabl¢/D~b1¢ User 

~s com~d is not ~bi~. ~e ~er s~s bim (~ST) ~ ~ de~: h~r~ ~ ~ not b~ 

Example Oescription 
> ~SEI En~le ~er sta~s 

INDUST User Status Definition Product Rev 

Type Con~roller Conflgu~ation AT6400 1.0 

Syntax <., > T_NDUST<i><-<i><c>> AT6n50 1,0 

Unlts See description below b’I.~I 1,0 

Range ls~ i = i - 16; 2rid i = 1 -32; c = A, B, C, D, I, J, or K 620n 1.0 
Default See description below 625~ 
Response INDUST: *~NDUSTI-IA AXIS 1 STATUS - STATUS OFF 6270 I‘0 

(...repeated for all 16 user status bits...) 
"INDUSTI6-4D AXIS 4 STATUS - STATUS OFF 

INDUSTI: *I~’DUSTI-IA AXIS 1 STATUS - STATUS OFF 
See Also [ AS ], [ ~ ], INDUSE, [ SS ], TAS, TIN, TINT, TSS, TUS, 

(us] 

The User Status Definition (INDUST) command establishes the user status bit function. Each bit can 
correspond to an -~ status bit, a system status bit. ’an input, or an interrupt bit. The default for 

each user status bit is as follows: 

AT6400: 
1-4 correspond to the first 4 bits of the axis status for axis i 
5-8 correspond to the first 4 bits of the ax~s status for a~s 2 
9-12 correspond to the first 4 bits of the axis status for ax~s 3 
13-16 correspond to the first 4 bits of the axis status for axis 4 

AT6nS0. 620n, 625n, and 6270: 
I-8 correspond to the fLrst 8 bits of the axis status for axis 1 
9-16 correspond to the first 8 bits of the axis status for axis 2 

61 
I- 16 correspond to the 16 bits of the axis status 

The purpose of this command is to allow the user to create his or her own meaningful status word. 

It allows the user to place certain status information in the order they prefer. 

The syntax for ~¢~usT < ~.> <-< i> < c> > is described as follows: 

First <i> corresponds to the user status bit being defined (16 maximum). 

Second <t> corresponds to the bit of the system status (ss), the bit of the axis status 

the input number, or the bit of the fnten-~pt status (see 

The <c> defines what status to use: 

<�> v~ues 
A 

C 
D 
E, F, G, H 
I 
J 
K 

] 
F un~ion 
Use axis s~ for ax~s 1 
Use axis status for rods 2 
Use ax~s status for ax~s 3 (AT6400 and AT6450) 
Use a~ds status for rods 4 (AT6400 and AT6450) 
Reserved 
Use system status 
Use input status 
Use intenupt s~hi~ (AT6400 and AT6nSO) 

Example 
> ]3]DUSEI 
> INDUSTI-SA 
> INDUST2- 3D 
> 11qDUST3 - 5J 
> INDUST4- IK 
> INDUSTI6-21 

Description 
Enable user status 
User status bit 1 defined as axis 1 status bit 5 
User status bit 2 defined as axis 4 status bit 3 
User status bit 3 defined as input 5 
User status bit 4 defined as interrupt status bit 1 
User status bit 16 defined as system status bit 2 
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INEN Input Enable 
Product Rev Type ~n~ or ~ogram Debu~ ~ool 

Syntax 
<!>INF~<d><d>...<d> (one <d> for each input) AT6400 |.0 Units nla AT6r~0 1.0 Range d = ¯ (disable, leave off), 1 [disable, leave on), 61~I 1.0 

D~fsult 
E (enable), or X (don’t change) 6~n 1.0 z 62~n 1.o Response INEN: * INENEEEE--EEE E_EEEE_EEE E_EE EE_EEEE_EEEE ~ |.0 See Also [ IN ], INFEN, INFIqC, ~NLVL0 INPLC0 INSTW, TIN, TSTAT 

The Input Enable [z~] command enables or disables specific inputs. The default state for each 
input is the enabled condition. When an input is enabled, the funcHon programmed far that input 
(~c), w~l be acUve. The Itq~__~ command has no effect on .trigger inputs when they are 
configured as tflgger interrupt inputs with the ZNFNC£-n command. 

The inputs can be disabled and set to a specific level (ON or OFF} through the use of the ~ 
command. For instance. ~ disables input 1 but leaves it in the ON state (the TIN command will 
show input 1 as active). TN~ disables input I but leaves it in the OFF (~uactive) state. To re-enable 
~put I. issue the Ib-Zl~ command. 

Input bit assignments for the i~ command vary by product, The h~put bit patterns for all 6000 
products are provided in the Inputs and Outputs port,on of the Programming Guiz/e section at the 
beginning o~" this docum~t. The inputs are humored I to n (n depends on the product) from left to 

Ry disabling the inputs and setting them to a specie level, h~put simulation can be accomplished 
w~thout wh’L~ the inputs. You cannot simulate an encoder captm-e or reg~straUon input 
with the ~’nN command. 

Example 

> D~" tes~:~ 
- WHILE ( IN=bl IXI~) 

¯ R~Ntester 

¯ INENeeeee 

Description 
Begin definition of program tester 
While inputs 1,2, and 4 are active, and input 5 is not active, 
execute the statements between the WHILE and NWHILE 
InitJata motion on axes 1 and 2 
End WHILE statement 
End defini~on of program test;er 

Disable inputs 1,2,4, and 5, and set inputs 1, 2 and 4 in the active 
state, and input 5 in the inactive state 
Initiate program ~e~ter 
Disable inputs 1,2,3,4, and 5, and leave ~hem inthe inactive state 
Re-enable inputs 1 through 5 

INFEN Input Function EnablelOisable 
Type Znput Product Rev 
Syntax < ! > INFEN<b> AT6400 1.0 Units n/a AT6nSO 1.0 Range b = ¢ (disable) or 1 (enable) 615=1 1.0 Default ¯ (I for 6201 onlyJ ~ 1.0 Response INFEN:    * I~FEN~ ~ 1.0 See Also DRFLVL, INFNC, RE, REG, TAS, TIN ~0 1.0 

The Input Function Enable/D~sable (INFEN) command enables the dxive fault input and h~put 
functions (~C). If this command is not enabled, the drive fault input w~l not indicate a drive fault 
in the T,~.S command (AT6400-AUX2: the dr/re fault input is not avai/able until you install zero-ohm 
resisters on the printer circuit board--refer to the user guide for details}. Input functions defined 
with the ZNFNC command will have no eff’e,:t unless INFEN J~j enabled. 

NOTE 

I Before you enable this command, verify that the drive fault level (DRFLVL) iS set correctly 
for each axis. 

Example 
> ~ Description 

Enable input functions 
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I N FNC Input Function Prod.=t Rev 
Type ~;nput: AT6400 1.4 
Syntax ¯ ! >INFNC<i>-<<a>c> AT’6n~ 1.0 

Range i = 1 - 28 (pro~cC dep~d~); a = I - 4 (produ¢~ ~ 15 
dependent}; c = A - P ~ I~ 

Default A                                                                  ~         1.0 
Response ZNFNC: *~NCI-A ~0 ~CTION I~ - STA~S OFF 

(...reDeat~ for all inpuCs...) 
*~C28-A NO ~CTION ~UT - STA~S OFF 

IN~CI: ~CI-A NO ~CTION I~UT - STA~S OFF 

~PLC, INS~P, INS~, ~RI~, [ SS ], SS~, T~, TSS, TSTAT 

The Input Function (y~r~c} command defines the function of each individual input, where i is the 

input bit number, a is an axis number ff required, or the program number for the case of input 
function P, and c is the functlorL The number of inputs and axes differ from one 6000 Series product 
to another. All function definitions given below will specify" whether an axis number is required. 

ENABLE THE INPUT FUNCTIONS 

The INFENI command must be issued before you can use the input functions defined with 
the INFNC command, except n,~’z~Ci-A. 

Using the Input Debounce Time (INf)F_.B) command, you can change the input debotmce time for all 
general-purpose inputs {one debounce time for all), or you can assign a unique debounce time to 

each of the trigger inputs. Refer to the II~EB command deseriptic, for det~]~. 

Input bit assignments vary by product. The input bit patterns for’all 6000 products is provided in 

the Inputs and Outputs portion of the Programming G,,~e section at the beginning of this 
documcnL 

Identifier 

A 

Function Description 

No special function - Normal input, used with the zH assignment 

BCD Program Select - BCD input assignment to programs, lowest numbered input is least 
significant bit (LSB). BCD values for inputs are as follows: 

BCD Value 
Least Significant Bit Value 1 

2 

10 

Most SlgniliGant Bit Value 100 

An input defined as a BGD Program Select Input will not function until the .T._~TS~_~P command has 
been enabled. The trigger inputs (TRG-A through TRG.D--typically assigned to inputs 25 through 
28, but vades by product) cannot be used for this function. 

Kill - Kills motion on all axes and halts all command processing (refer to K and ~]:)~.ZI;1~ command 
descriptions for further details on the kill function). This is an edge detection function and is not 
intended to inhibit motion. To inhibit motion, use the Pause/Resume function (IZ~t~Ci-~.). When 
enabled with the ERROR command, bit #6 of the TER and ER commands will report the kill statu~ 

Stop - Stops motion. Axis number is optional; if no axis number is specified, motion Is stopped on 
all axes. If COMEXS is set to zero (COMEXS¢), program execution will be terminated. If COMEXS is Sat 
to 1 (COZ~.XSl), command processing will continue, With COMEXS set to 2, program exec~ution is 
terminated, but the I~SELP value is retained. Motion deceleration during the stop is controlled by 
the AD command. 

Pause/Continue - If COMEXR is disabled (COUEXRe)), then only command execution pauses, not 
motion. W’~h C0MEXR enabled (COMEXR1), both command and motion execution are paused. After 
motion stops, you can release the input or issue a continue (!c} command to resume command 
processing. 

User Fault - Refer to the ~-~oR command. When enabled with the ERROR command, bit #7 of the 
TP_~ and ER commands will report the user fault status. 
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I 

J 

K 

L 

M, N, O 

P 

G 

H 

Reserved 

Trigger Interrupt (Position Capture and Registration) - Only the trigger inputs (TRG-A 
through TRG-D - input numbers van/by product) can be used as interrupt inputs. The axis number 
is not required; if an axis number is specified, it will be ignored. You can change the debounce time 
.of each trigger input with the ZNDEB command (see INDV.B command description for details). If you 
~ssue a PSET command, the captured positions will be offset by the specified PS]~T command 
value. 
SteoDers: Activating any trigger input defined as a trigger interrupt input will capture the position 

of all the encoders and motom on all axes (within 50~ of input activation). If registration is 
enabled (with the RE command), defined registration move(sl will occur based on the captured 
positions and which trigger input is activated. Use the TE’CE and TPC~ commands to read the 
captured enccder and motor positions. You can also use the B~3E and 9CM commands to 
assign or compare the captured encoder and motor positions. (The AT6400-AUX2 does not 
support the use of encoders and, therefore, cannot use the TPCE and pCR commands.) 

-~JY_g_S_: When a t~igger interrupt input is activated, the commanded position and the positions of 
all feedback devices on all axes are captured at one time. The position information is stored in 
registers and is available through the use of transfer and assignment/comparison commands 
(see table below). 

Captured Information Transfer Assignment/Comparison 
Commanded Position 
LDT Position TPCL 
Encoder Position 
ANI Value (-ANI option) T~CA PCA 

If you are captur’mg the position/value of an encoder, LDT or ANI when it is selected as the 
feedback source with the s~’B command, the captured position is interpolated from the last 
sampled position and velocity of the feedback device, and the time elapsed since the last 
sample. The posi#’on sample rate is determined by the SSFR and ~ commands (see 
System Update Rate), The accuracy of ~he position capture is i-SOps x velocity. 

If you are capturing the position of the encoder, LDT or ANI when it is NOT selected with the 
s~’B command, the last sampled position is simply stored as the captured position. Therefore, 
the accuracy is one system update pedod (determined by the ssFt~ and IZCD~Z comfflands). 

Regardlass of the s~’~ selection, one encoder position is I~tched in hardware within :!:1 encoder 
count (at max. encoder frequency) when its dedicated trigger input is activated (see table 
below). 

Encoder AT6nS0 615n 62Sn 6270 OEM625n 
ENCODER 1 TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A ENCODER 2 TRG-B TRG-B TRG-B rfa TRG-B ENCODER 3 TRG-C rVa TRQ-C rfa rVa 
ENCODER 4 TRG-D rfa rYa da rVa 

The captured commanded position is always interpolated from the last sampled position (of 
the feecback device selected with the SFB command) and position error, and the time elapsed 
since the last sample. 

Registration is not available in the servo controllers. 

Interrupt to PC-AT - Will cause the bus-based 6000 controller to interrupt the PC-AT. This is 
not a valid input function for the stand-alone products. 

JOG CW - Will jog the axis specified in a CW direction. The JOG command must be enabled for 
this functio~ to work. Axis number required. 

JOG CCW - Will jog the axis specified in a CCW direction. The ,.TOG command must be enabled for 
this function to work. Axis number required. 

JOG Speed Select - Selects the high or low velocity range while jogging. If the input is active, 
the high jog velocity range will be selected. Axis number is optional. If no axis number is 
designated, it defaults to all axes. 

Reserved 

Program Select - One to one correspondence for input vs. program number. The program 
number comes from the TDIB command. The number specified before the program name is the 
number to specify within this input definition (e.g., nCFNCl-3 t,, where 3 equals the program number 
[TDIR]}. An input defined as a Program Select Input will not function until the ZNSELP command has 
been enabled. The trigger inputs (TRG-A through TRG-D) cannot be used for this function. 
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Program Security - Issuing the INFNCi-Q command enables the Program Security feature and 
assigns the Program Access function to the specified programmable input. 

The program secudty feature denies you access to the DEF, D’RL~ EI~.qE, 1,~I~ORY, arid II’~’~C 
commands until you activate the program access input. Being denied access to these commands 
effectively restricts aitedng the user memory allocation. If you try to use these commands when 
program secudty is active (program access input is not activated), you will receive the error 
message *ACC~.SS D~’~;’rED. The 17~’NCi-O command is not saved in battery-backed RAM, so you 
may want to put it in the start-up program (ST~P). 

For example, once you issue the Ib’FNC2 2-Q command, input Y22 is assigned the program access 
function and access to the DZ~’, D~r., EP.~E, H~ORY, and T~’n/C commands will be denied until you 
activate input #22. 

To regain access to these commands without the use of the program access input, you must issue 
the ]:~1~’q¢ command to disable programmable input functions, make the required user memory 
changes, and then issue the I~’~l command to re.enable the programmable input functions. 

Description 
Enable input functions 
Input #1 defined to be astop input for al! axes 

Example 

INLVL Input Active Level Product Rev 

Type 
Syn tax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

zzz;)u~ AT6400 1.0 
< ! ¯ Z l’~’v’L< b ¯ <b>... < b¯<b> AT6nS0 1.0 

nla .615n 1,0 
b = ¢ (active low), 1 (act:ive high), or X (don’t: cha~ge) (~0R 1.0 

INLVL:     - INLVL¢¢00_0000_0000_0000_~000_000¢_0000 62"/0 1.0 

]~NEN, I~FEN, INFNC, INPLC, INSTW 

The Input Active Level { I%’LVL) command defines the active state of all progranunable inputs. To 
determine the input bit assignments for your 6000 Series product, refer to the Inputs and Outputs 
topic in the Programmb~ C~_~e section at the beginning of tl~s document 

Each input will source approximately 0.2m~ Therefore, the device that drives the input must be 
capable of sinking 0.25mA @ 5 VDC. I1" the devtce driving the input is off (not sinkLng current), the 
input wtll show fusing the TZN command~ a (¢) if the input has been defined as active low, and a (I) if 

the input has h~n defined as acUve ~gh. If the device driving the input is on (sinking current), the 
input will show a (i} ff the input has been defined as active low, and a (0) ff the input has been 

defined as active high. The default state is active low { 

The input schematics are provided in each 6000 Series product’s user guide. 

Example D escription 
> INLVIEI¢I Set active level of inputs I and 3 to active low and 2 and 4 to active high 

[ INO ] Other Input Status Product Rev 
Type ~ssignmen~. or Compariso~t .~T6400 1~ 
Synta~ See below A~ 1.0 

U n it s n/a 61~ ~ 
Range n/a ~ 1.0 
Default n/a ~ 1~ 
Response n/a ~ 19 

See ~lso [ ~ ], ~0~, L~, ~S0 

The Other Input Status (rNo) comrn~nd is used to assign an other input value to a blnaxy vaxlable, or 
to make a comparison against a binary or hexadv~m~l value. To make a comparison against a 
binary value, the letter b (b or B} must be placed in front of the value. The binary value Itself must 
only contain ones, zeros, or Xs |I. 0. X. xJ. To make a comparison against a hexadeclma] value, the 
letter h (h or I-I} must be placed in front of the value. The hexadecimal value itself must only contain 

the letters A through F, or the numbers 0 through 9. 

Synt2tx:    VARBn=INO where n is the binary variable number 
or [ INO] can be used in an expression such as IF (II~O=bllOl), or IF (INO=h~2) 

There are 8 other inputs available for assignment or comparison. If it is desired to assign only one 
bit value to a binary variable, instcmd of all 8, the bit select {. } operator can be used. The bit select, 
in conjunction with’the input numbex, is used to specify a specific input For e.~_ topic, VARBI=L~O.2 
assigns other input 2 to binzxy variable 1. 

Format for binary assignment bbbbhbbb 
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Bit 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Example 
> 
> VAP~2 :]2,,’O. 
> VAR]~ 

> ZF ( 

TREV 

> IF (INO=h77) 

Function ¯ 
Joyslk=k Auxilia~y Input 
Joystic~ Trigger Input 
Joys~ck Axes Sel~ Input 

Joyst~ Release Input 
Pulse Cutoff Input (steppers only) 
Enable input (sewos only) 
Reserved (AT6400 only) 

N~ used, always � 

Location 
Joystick Co.actor Pin 19 
Joyslick Connector Pin 18 
JoyslP..k Connector P~ 15 
Joy~ck Conn~ Rn f6 
Joys~ Connec~ Rn ~7 
P-CUT tern~md on AUX connec~r 
ENBL tsrn~n~ on ~e AUX conneckx 
AUX Connector 

NOTE: For ~e AT6400-AUX2, aJl bile o~er I~n bit #6 am not func~onal and ~11 always be zero (¢). 

.Description 
Other input status assigned to binanj vadable 1 
Other input bit 4 assigned to binary vadable 2 
Response if bit 4 is set to 1: 

If the other input status contains l’s for inputs 1,2,3,5, and 6, and a 0 for input 4, 
do the commands following the IF statement until the NI~’ statement 
Transfer revision level 
End if statement 

If the other input status contains 1 ’s for inputs 1,2,3,5,6,and 7, and 0 for input 4 
and 8, do the commands following the ZF statement until the NIF statement 
Transfer revision level 
End if statement 

INPLC Establish PLC Data Inputs 
Product Rev 

Type Inpu~ 
’AT6400-AUX 1 1.0 Syntax < ! >INPLC<i>, <i-i>, <i>, 

Units See below AT6400-AUX2 rfa 
ATenS0 1.o Range See below 

Default 1,�-�,¢,~ 615n 1.0 
620n          1.0 Response Z~PLCl : "INL~Cl, ~-~, ¢, ~ 
~ 1.0 See Also z~D~. ZZ,T~C. ~TL~, ZNS~, O~PLC, { ?~ ] 6270 1.0 

The Establish PLC Data Inputs (INPIx:) command, in combination with the OUTPlx: command, 
configure the inputs and outputs to read data from a parallel I/0 device such as a PLC 
(-Programmable Logic Controller), or a passive thumbwheel module. The actual data transfer 
occurs with the ~ command. Refer to the ~ command for a description of the data transfer 
process. 

The INPLC command has four fields (<i>, <i-i>, <i>, <i>): 

Data Field 

Reid 1: <i> 

Reid 2: <i-i> 

Reid 3: <i> 

Field 4: <i> 

Description 

Set #: There are 4 possible Z~L~LC sets (1-4). This field identifies which set to use. 

Input #s: Data is read into the 6000 Series product through the programmable inputs. This 
field identifies the indexer inputs to be used with the ~,/command The first number is the 
first input, and the second number is the last input. The inputs must be consecutive. The 
number of inputs should be 8, because two BCD digits are read per data strobe. 

8i_on Inaut ~. This field identif’~es which input is designated to provide sign information. A 
zero specified in the command field specifies no sign information. An active signal on the 
input designated as the sign input indicates a negative data entnj. 

Data Valid Input #: This field identifies which input is designated t~ be the data valid 

handshake input. A zero in this field indicates that there will be no data valid handshake 
input used. When an input is specified as a data valid, the input must be active in order for 
data to be read. If the input is not active, data will not be read until the signal becomes 
active. 

To disable a specific PLC set, enter ~-~n,~-¢, ¢, ® where n is the PLC set (I-4). 

Examp le Description 
¯ Zt’~P’r_~2,1-8, 9,1¢ Set INP~ set 2 as BCD digits on inputs 1 - 8, with input 9 as the sign bit, and 

input 10 as the data valid 
> O~£Fr--~2,1-4, 5,5~ Set otr~PLC set 2 as output strobes on outputs 1 - 4, with output 5 as the output 

enable bit, and strobe time of 50 millisecondd 
> A (’~6 } Read data into axis 1 acceleration using INPLC set 2 and OU’~PLC set 2 as the 

data configuration 
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iNSELP Select Program Enable Product Rev 

Type ~npu~: AT6400 1.0 
Syntax <! >INSELP<i>, <i> AT6n50 1.0 
Units See below 
Range lsC i 
Default ~, ~ 
Response ~NS~: 
See Also ~o~, 

TDIR, TSS 

The Select Program Enable (INSBLP) command enables program seMction by inputs. In addition, the 
command establishes the strobe time for the inputs, and if programs are selected on a one-to-one 

basis [INFNCi-IP) or on a BCD basis (Itm’NCi-B). When programs are selected on a one-to-one basis, 

each input defined with the INFNCi-iP command will run a specific program upon activation. When 

programs are selected by BCD values, each input defined by the ]~FNCI-B command will contribute 
to the BCD value, which corresponds to the program number. The program ndmbcr is derived from 

the order/n which the programs were defined (DEF). The first program defined is program # I, the 
second defined is program #2, etc. To verify which program number corresponds to each program, 
use the TDZR command. The number in front of the program name is the program number. 

F~st i = Enable or disable functien (~ = Disable, i and 2 = Enable. Use nCFNCi-B inputs if 
i = l,a- INFNCi-iP h-~puts ff i = 2. to select program.. 

Second i = . S~robe TLme in milliseconds for inputs used to select program. The input must be 
ac~ve at the end of the strobe tlme for it to be recognized as a valid seJectiorL. 

The Kill (: K) command releases this mode, in addition to ]~s~P¢. The Stop (! s) command or an 

input defined as a stop input will also release this mode, as long as COHEXS has been disabled. 

Example Description 
> INFNCI-IP Input #1 defined to select program #1 
¯ Z~NC2-2P Input #2 defined to select program #2 
¯ zz~-~’c3-79 Input #3 defined to select program #7 
> Z~SELP2,5¢ Enable continuous scan of inputs to select a program to run 

INSTW Establish Thumbwheel Data Inputs Product Rev 
Type ¯ Znpu~ AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < ! >INSTW<i>, <i-i>, <i> AT6400-AUX2 n/a 
Units See below AT6nS0 1.0 
Range See below 615fl 1.0 
Default 1, ~-~,~ 620n 1~0 
Response ~STWl :    *INSTWI, ~-~, ~ ~ 1.0 

See Also z~]~z, Ill.c, ]:N~’v’T.,, Zl~LC, OO’Z’~, [ SS ], TSS, [ ~ ] 6270 1.o 

The Establish Thumbwheel Data Inputs (INS~ comma/id, in combination with the OUTTW 
command, configure the inputs and outputs to read data fi’om an active thumbwheel device such as 

Compumotor’s TM8 Thumbwheel Module. The actual data transfer occurs wlth the TW command. 
Refer to the ~w command for a description of the data transfer process. 

The y~STW command has three fields {<~>, <±-i>, <~>): 

Data Field 

Field 1: <i> 

Fie~d 2: <i-i> 

Re~d 3: <i> 

Description 

Set #: Thera are 4 possible ZNS’~ sets (1-4). This field identifies which set to use. 

In_out #s: Data is raad into the 6000 Series product through the programmable inputs. 
This field ident~fies the indexer inputs to be used with the TW command. The first number 
is the first input, and the second number is the last input. The inputs must be 
consecutive. The number of inputs should be compatible to the thumbwheel device (4 
for the TM8 module). 

Sign InDUt #: This field identifies which input is designated to provide sign information. 

A zero specified in the command field specifies no sign informal~on. An activ(~ signal on 
the input designated as the sign input indicates a negative data entry. 

To dls~ble a specific thurnbwhecl set, enter ~NSTWn,¢-¢,¢ where n is the thumbwheel set (1-4}. 

Example Des©ription 
¯ ZNS’I~, 1-4, 5 Set I~sTw set 2 as BCD digits on inputs I - 4, w~th input 5 as the sign bit 
> OUTZ’w’2.1-3, 4, 5¢ Set or#]’~ set 2 as output strobes on outputs I - 3, with output 4 as the 

output enable bit, and strobe time of 50 milliseconds 
¯ A(%~T2) Road data into axis 1 acceleration using INSTW set 2 and Or,.rt’Z~ set 2 as 

the data configuration 
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INTCLR Clear Interrupt Condition Status 
Product Rev Type Interrupt co PC-AT 

Syntax < ! >INTCLR<. i> AT64~0 1.0 
AT6n50 1.0 Units £ = innerrup~ s~a~us bit # 
61~n rfa Range i = 1 - 32 

Default n/a 620n rPa 
Response INTCLR: NO response, instead II~CZ~ clears all in~erz~tp~ 

6L~0 rVa status bins 
See Also    ZNT~, ~, TIN~ 

r~ ~ ~ ~e m~pt s~, b~e ~at read d~s not auto~U~y ~ ~e acUve 
~pt s~s bi~. 

fluky one m~pt is to be cle~, use ~e bit s~cct (.) ~d ~e co~pond~ bit numbs. For 

~ple, ~ cl~ ~t~pt bit n~ 13, ~ ~ ~LR. 13. 

Example Descriptian 
> ~ Cl~r a~ inte~pt ~ ~ts 
> ~. 12 Cl~r intent s~ b~ 12 

[NTHW Hardware Interrupt Enable 
Product Rev Type Interrupt: ~:o PC-AT 
AT6400 1.0 Syntax 

<!>Zl~t/<b><b>...<b><b> (one b for each o£ 32 in~er~s) 
AT~ 1.0 Units n/a 

Range b = ~ (dis~le), 1 (e~le) or X (don’~ c~nge) 
~ Default � ’ ~ 

Response INT~: 
* INT~� �O0-0000_0OOO_0~O_0~_00OO_O00�_ ~O00 ~ ~ See Also i~, ~, TI~ 

The Hardware Interrupt Enable { ~Hw) command determ~es wi~ch Lnterrupt condR!ons ~ cause 
an tnterrupt to the PC-AT hardware, There are 30 interrupt condIUons that can cause a~ Lntcrrupt. 
There ~s no limit t~ the number of interrupt cond~ons that may be enabled, all 30 if desh-ed. The 
order of the Interrupt condR~ons Ls ~Iven below. The bits are defined ~-om lef~ to r~ght, ! to 32. 

Format for binary assignment 

Bit #I Bit #32 
Location LocaUon 

To enable a specific ln[e~rupt place a [ ~n the corresponding bit location [b) in the ~ .... 
command. To disable a spe~fic in~rrupt bit, place a ~ In th~ corresponding bR location. 

NOTE: A specific interrupt bR can also be enabled by speeifyL~ the bl[ and the stat~ of the bit 

[~=D~sab~e, I ~ EnableL For e~ample, the command ~. 29-1 enables bit 29, whereas 
dlsables blt ~9. 

BR @ 
I 
2 
3 
4 

6 
7 
8 

10 
11 
12 

15 
16 

Function 
_ Bit # 

Soflwarelnt~rrupt#l (See I~~s~) 17 
~ IntemJpt #2 18 

~o~wam Intem~ #4              m 

_ .Software Intonupt #8 24 

_~.~In~n~#~o ~ 
~ Inmnu~ #~2 ~s 
_ _so~Nam Interrupt #13 29 software Interrupt #~4 3o Software Interrupt #15 31 
Soft,are Intem~ #16 32 

F~.~;;on 
C~.,.;ixa,~ Buffer FL~i 

¯ Fault on any Axis 
Reserved 
Reserved 

~ t_Hit- ha~ or soft ~rn~ on axis 

.C~gtar (c~) - s~ppe~ 

~M 
o "..rpn Co~ets on Ads 1 
o~.’~n Complem on A~ 2 

MO00n Uomp~ on A~ds 4 (AT6400 & AT6450) 
The interrupt that is generated wLl] interrupt the PC-AT on one of eight separate interrupt request 
llnes, IRQ3, IRQ4, IRQ5, IRQT, IRQI0, IRQI I, IRQI2, or IRQ 15. The interrupt request line {IRQ} to 
be interrupted is determined by a bank of 8 DIP switches on the bus-based 6000 Series controller 
card. DIP switch #I on selects IRQ3. DIP switch #2 on selects IRQ4, etc. 
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|NTSW Force Software Interrupt 

Type Interrupt to PC-AT 
Syntax < 

Units 
Range 
Default 
Rsspoltse n/a 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1D 
AT6nS0 1.0 
615n rPa 

~ rYa. 
627O rYa 

Example 
> 
> .~2�), 2¢ 
> V202 
¯ D25~Z~, 25~ 
¯ GO11 

Description 
Enable software interrupt #1 
Set acceleration to 20 units/sec2 on axes I and 2 
Set velocity to 2 units/sec on axes 1 and 2 
Set move distance to 25000 units on axes 1 and 2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
Force software interrupt 1 as soon as the moves on axes 1 and 2 
are finished. 
Note: After the interrupt occurs, it is the application program’s 
responsibility to examine the 6000 product’s interrupt status 
register in the fast status area, or issue the T~NT command to 
determine the cause of the interrupt. 

JOG Jog Mode Enable 

Type Jog 
Sy.,tt ax < ! ><@><a>JOG<b><b><b><b> 
Units n/a 
Range b = � (disable), I (enable), or x 
Defsult ¢ 
Response JOG: ’rJOG~¢~}<) 

IJOG : "IJOG¢ 

See Also DJOG, J’OGA, JOGAA, JOGAD, JOGADA, 
INFNC 

[don’ � change) 

JOGVH, JOGVL, INFEN, 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6r~0 1.0 
615n 1.0 
620n 1.0 
625n 1.0 
6270 1.0 

This command ¢nables jog mode on the appropriate ax~s. Once jog mode has been enabled, the jog 
inputs can be used to produce motion on the specific axis. The inputs that will be used as jog ¯ 
inputs are determined by the iwt~c command. Once the jog inputs have been enabled, they will 
remain enabled, and able to jog at any ~Ime while the motor is in postman. Or in other words, as 

long as the motor is not moving the Jog inputs will be active. 

After processing the JOG1 command, command processing does not stop and wait for the jog mode 

to be disabled (JOG¢}. Instead. the jog inputs are enabled and conunand processing continues with 

the flrs’t command after the JOG1 command. 

WARNING 

If a jog input is active when jog mode is enabled, motion will occur. 

To disable jog mode, issue the JOG~¢~ command at any point in the program. 

NOTE: If you are using an RP240 operator panel, you can enable the RP240 Jog Mode with the 
DJOG1 command and use the RP240’s arrow keys to jog individual axes. To disable the RP240 Jog 
Mode, use the : DJOG~ command or press the RP240’s MEN U R EC A LL button. 
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¯ JOGVLI, .8 

¯ JOGII~ 

¯ 

Oescr|ption 
Set acceleration scaling factor on axes 1 & 2 to 25000 steps/unit 
Set the velocity scaling factor on axes I and 2 to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling 
Enable Input Functions 
Input #1 defined as jog velocity select input 
Input #2 defined as jog CW input for axis #1 
Input #3 defined as jog CCW input for axis #1 
Input #4 defined as jog CW input for axis #2 
Input #5 defined as jog CCW input for axis #2 
Jog acceleration set to 100 units/sec2 on both axes 
Jog deceleration set to 200 units/sec2 on b~th axes 
The velocity when the jog velocity select input is high is 10 uniis/sac 
on axis #1 and 8 units/sec on axis 2 
The velocity when the jog velocity select input is low is 1 units/sec 
on axis #1 and 0.8 units/sec on axis 2 
Enable jog mode on axes 1 and 2. When an input occurs on input 2, 
input 3, input 4, or input 5, the meier will move at the appropriate jog 
velocity until the input is released 
Wait for input #6 to become active. Input #6 is being used as a 
signal to dsable jog mode. 
Disable jog mode on all axes 

’JOGA Jog Acceleration 
Type Jog Product Rev 
Syntax < : ><@><a>JOGA<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400 1.0 Unite r = uni~s/sec2 AT6nS0 

t.0 
Range ¢.��¢25 - 24,999,~99 (de~ending on the ,scaling fac~orJ Default 10.00@0                                                                     1.0 

(~25n 1.0 
Response JOGA: *JOGAIOo ¢000,10. ~)000, 10. ~00, 10.0000 

6270 1.0 1JOGA: "10"0G~10.0000 
See AIso ;~’OG, JOG, JOG~J~, JOGAD, JOG~D~, JOGVH, JOGUr,. I~c, 

SC~T,E, SCI~. 

The Jog Acceleration (JOG30 command specifies the acceleration to be used upon receiving a jog input. 

~ The ent~-ed value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the 
~NC command setting. If scaling ts not e~abled (SCALE¢]. the acceleration vahie is entered in 
motor revs/sec2; this value is interrmlly multiplied by the drive resolution [DR~S) value to obtain 
an accelerauon value in motor steps/sec2 for the motlon trajectory calculaUons. If scaling is 

enabled (SCALEI), the entered acceleration value is internally multiplied by the acceleration 
scaling factor (scI~ to corwert user urdts/sec2 to reel:or steps/sec2. 

~ If Scallng is no( enabled (sc,~,zCl, the acceleration value is entered in encoder revs/sec~. LDT 
inches/sec2, or ANI volts/sec=; encoder and LDT values are interrmlly multiplied by the encoder 
resolution (ERZS) value or the LDT resolution (LI~RZS) value to obtain an acceleration value in 

steps/sec2 i~or the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (sc~EI), the entered 

acceleration value is internally multiplied by the acceleration scaling factor (SCLA) to convert 
user units/scc2 to encoder, LDT. or 

The jog acceleration remairm set until you change it with a subsequent jog acceleration command. 

Accelerations outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message *I~"ALID I~A-F~LD 
X, where x is the field number. When an invalid acceleration is entered the previous acceleration 

value is retained. 

If the Jog deceleration (JOGS) command has not been entered, the jog acceleration (~TOG~ command 

will also set the:log deceleration rate. Once the Jog deceleration (JOGS) command has been entered. 

the jog acceleration {JOGA) command no longer affects Jog deceleration. 

Example: Refer to the jog mode enable (JOG) command example, 

JOGAA Jogging Average Acceleration 
Type Mo~on (S-Curve) Product Rev 
Syntax 

< ! ><O><a>JOGAA<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400 Unite : = ~i~s/sec= AT~ Range 0.¢0025 - 24999~99 (depen~ng on ~he scaling factor) 
Default i¢.00 (~ra~zoi~l profiling is defaul~ where j~ trac~ ~ 

1.0 
¯ 

Response JOGS:    "JOG~10.0~O, 10. 0000, 10. 0000, 10.~00 
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The Jogging Average Acceleration (jOGS0 command allows you to specify the average acceleration 
for an S-curve Jogging profile. S-curve profiling provides smoother motion control by reducing the 
rate of change in acceleration and deceleration; this accel/decel rate of change is known as jerk. 

- T~me > ~ Time 

The values for the maximum jogging accel (JOGS) and average jogging accd (JOG~J commands 
determine the characteristics of the S-curve. To smooth the acceleration ramp. you must enter a 
JOc~A command value that satisfies this equaUon: lf2 JGc~ < JOG~J~ < J0~. The following conditions 
are possible: 

Acceleration Setting 

JOG~ = I/2 JOGA 

JOGAA = JOGA 
JOGAA < I/2 JOGA: O~ 
JOGAA ¯ JOGA 
JOGAA = Zero 

No JOGAA value ever enlered 

Profiling Condition 

S-cu~e profile with a variable pedod of constant acceleml~on 

Pure S<~rve (no period of constant accelera~on~moothest motion) 
Trapezoida~ profile (but can be changed to an S-cuwe by spec~ng a new aoca~ value < aOGA) 

.W~.an you issue the JOG com,,l~KJ, the ~ will not be executed and an error message, . INVALID CONDITIONS FOR S_CURVE ACCELERATION--FIELD n, will be dlsplayea. 
S-curve profiling is cK,~bled. Trapezoidal profiling i~ enabled. JOGAA tra~ JOGA, & JOGADA 
tracks JOGAD. ( Track means the comrnand’s value will match the o~her commands value and 
will continue to match .whatever the o~her commands value is sel to.) 
Prone will default to trapezulda/, aOGAA tracks JoC~. 

While programming S-curves, ffyou never change the maximum or average Jogging deceleration 
(JOGAD or JOGADA) conllnands. JOGADA ~ track JOGAA. How~’ver, once you change JOGAD, JOCaUm will no 
longer track changes in ~ 

NOTE 
Once you enter a JOGAA value that is ~ zero or ~ JOGS, S-curve profiling is enabled an~ for 
moves (e.g., not for contouring, which requires the P~A and/or P~U~ commands). All subsequent 
jogging moves for that axis must comply with this equation: 1/2 JOGA < JOG~J~ < JOGA. 

Increasing the AA value above the purr S-curve lev~l (JOGAA > 1/2 JOGA}, the time required m reach 

the target velocity and the target distance is decreased. However. increasing JOGAA also increases 
jerk. 

The calculation for determining S-curve average accel and decel move times is as follows (Asv~ = 
average accel or decel value): 

veledty or Time =’*/2 * Distance Time = Aavg~                                              Aavg 

NOT~: ~ (SCT~J affects JOGAA the same as it does for JOGA. 

"" For a more in-depth discussion on S-curve profiling, r~fer to the servo controller’s user guide. 

Example Description 
> JOGA!¢, 1¢, 1¢, 1¢ Sets the maximum jogging acceleration of all axes 
¯ u-oca~, 5,7.5,1¢ Sels the average jogging acceleration of all axes 

JO Jog Deceleration Product Rev 

Type Jog AT6400 10 
Syn tax < ! ><@><a>JOGAD<r>, <r>0 <r>, <r> AT6~50 19 
Unitl ~ = ~£~s/sec2 fll~ 1D 
Range �.¢~25 - 24,999,999 (depen~ng on the scaling factor) ~ 10 
Oefault " Z#.~e~ (~0~ craCks ~&) ~ 1~ 

IJ~D :     * 1JOG~ i~. ~G~ 
See Also    ~, JOG, J~A, J~, J~A, J0~, J~. ~C, S~E, 

SC~ 

The Jog Deceleration (JOGAD) command specifies the deceleration to be used when a jog input Is released. 
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Steppers: The entered value ts always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless oft.he 
F.~IC command setting. If scaling is not enabled (SCXLZ¢}, the deceleration value is entered in 
motor revs/sec2; this value is internally multiplied by the drtve resolution {DRES) value to obtain 
an deceleration value in motor steps/see2 for the motion trajectory calculations. It’scaling is 
enabled {SC~EI). the entered deceleration value is internally mulUplied by the deceleration 
scaling ~actor (sc1~J to convert user units/see2 to motor steps/see=. 

Servos: If scaling is not ermbled (SCALE�}. the deceleration value is entered tn encoder revs/sec2,LDT 
tnches/sec~. orANI volts/seeR: encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 
resolution {ERES} value or the LDT resolution (LITrREs) value to obtain an deceleration value in 
steps/sec2 for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (sc~zl}. the e.n~ 
deceleration value is internally multiplied by the deceleration scaling factor (sol.l) to convert 
user urdis/sec2 to encoder, LDT. or ANI steps/see2. 

The jog deceleration remains set until you change it with a subsequent jog deceleration command. 
Decelerations outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message * INVALID DATA-FIELD 
x. where x is the field number. When an invalid deceleration is entered the previous deceleration 
value is retained. 

If the Jog deceleration (~TOGAD} command has not been entered, the jog acceleration (JOG~ command 
will also set the jog decelerallon rate. Once the Jog deceleration [JOGAD) command has been entered, 
the jog acc¢lemtlon (JOGA) command no longer affects jog deceleration. If JOGAD is set to zero 
(JOG~}, then the jog deceleration will once again track whatever the Jo~ command is set’to. 

Example: Refer to the jog mode enable (JOG) command example. 

JOGADA    Jogging Average Deceleration 

Type Hot:ion (S-Curve) 
Syntax 
Units r = ~i~slsec 
Range ~.~25 - 24999999 (depending on ~he scaling factor) 
Default i~.~ (JOGADA ~racks JOGAA) 
Response JOGADA: *JOGADAI~. %~%, i~. ~%~, 1~. ~. 1%. ~%~ 

IJOGADA: "IJOGADAIe. ~@~ 
See Also     A, AD, JOG, JOGA, JOGAA, JOGAD, SCALZ, SCLA 

Product Rev 

AT64~0 r~a 
AT6nS0 1 X) 
6151 1.0 
620n rye 
625n 1~0 
6270 1~ 

The Jogging Average Deceleration (JOG~D~ command allows you to spect~ the average deceleration 
for an S-curve jogging profile, S-curve proi111ng provides smoother motion control by reducing the 
rate of change in acceleration and deceleration; this accel/dece] rate of change is known as jerk. 

Trapezoidal S-Curve 

The values for the maximum jogging deed (0"OG~] and average jog~’~ decel (JOGAD/0 commands 
determine the characteristics of the S-curve. To smooth the deceleration ramp, you must enter a 
JOC~DA command value that satisfies this equation: 1/2 JOGAD ~ 0~G~ < JOG~D. The following 
condltions are possible: 

Deceleration Setting 

JOGAIIA > 1/2 JOGAD, 
but JOGADA ~ JOGAD 

JOGADA --- 1/2 JOGAD 
JOGADA = JOGAD 
JOGADA < I/2 JOGAD; 
O~ JOGADA > JOGAD 

JOGADA = zero 

S-curve pro~ng ~ JOGAA, 
and no JOGADA or JOGAD ever 
entered 

Profiling Condition 

S-cuwe pmfiJe web a variable pedod of consta~ deceJeralk~n 

Pure S-curve (no pedod of sons,ant decele~ motion) 

Trapezoidal profile (but can be changed to S-curve by specifying a new JOGN:~ value < OOG~) 

When you issue the JOG ~ Ihe move will not be executed and an error m.essa~e,, 

"INVALID CONDITIONS FOR S_CURVE ACCELERATION--FIELD n, will be d~splayed. 
UpO~ sn~g ~Is JOGADA~ ~omm~Id, an error message, * INVALID DATA--FIELD z~ 

joGa~ ~I a~a~ r~.=h ~e JOG~A commaS., v~ue Oden~ ~curve ac~ a.d dec~ 
profilES}. ~len you cRa~e JOGAD, JOGADA v~ll RO lo~er rRa~ch C~aRges ~n JOGA~ 
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NOTE 

Once you enter a JO~D~ value that is ;~ zero or ;~ JOC,~, S-curve profiling is enabled on_ly for !oq0ino 

mqye decelerations (e.g., not for contouring decelerations, which require the PPJ~A command). All 

subsequent jogging moves for that axis must comply with this equation: 1/2 JOG~ < JOGAD~ < JOG~D. 

Increasing the 30GADA value above the pure S-curve leve~ (JOGADA > I/2 JOGAD}, the tL, ne required to 

reach the target velocity and the target distance ts decreased. However. increasing JOGADA also 

increases jerk. 
The calculatio~ for determining S-curve average accol and decel move times is as follows {Aa~@ = 
average accd or dec¢l value}: 

Ve_~l_e_e_e_e_e_e_e~ve " or Time =4 2 * Distance 
= Aavg --                           Aavg 

NOTE: Scaling {SCLA) affects JOGADA the sa~I¢ a~ it does for JOGAD. 
"" For a more in-depth discussion on S-curue pro.pllng, refer to the 6000 $,er~es product’s user g;;~d~. 

Example Description 

> JOGADI~, 1¢, i¢, I~) Sets the maximum jog deceleration of all four axes 

¯ JOGADAS, 5,7.5, i~ Sets the average jog deceleration of all four axes 

The Jog Velocity High (JOGV~ command specifies the velocity to be used upon receiving a Jog input 
with-the Jog velocity select input active (ON). 

The jog hlgh velocity remains set un~ you change it with a subsequent jog high velocity command. 
Velocities outside the valid range are flagged as an ~rror, w~th a message *INVALID DATA-FIELD x, 
where x is the field number. When an invalid velocity is entered the previous velocity value ts retained. 
Steppers: The entered value ts always in referende to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of 

the ENC command setting, If scaling is not enabled (SCALEe)). the velocity value is entered in 
motor reDs/see; this value is internally mult~plled by the drive resolution {DRES) value to 
obtain a velocity value in motor steps/see for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling is 
enabled (SCALEZ). the entered v¢Ioclty value is internally mult~plled by the velocity scaling 
factor { SCLV} to convert user urdts/sec to motor steps/see. 

Servos: If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�}, the veloclty value is enter~l in ¢ncoder reDs/See, LDT 
inches/see, or AN] volts/see; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 
resolution (Em~S) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain a velocity value in 
steps/see for the motion trajectory calculations, If se~llng is enabled (SCALEI|, the entered 
velocity value is Lntenmby mult~pl~ed by the velocity scaling factor (SCLV} to convert user 
untts/sec to encoder. LET, or AN] steps/see. 

Example: Refer to the jog mode enable (JOG) command example. 

JOGVL Jog Velocity Low Product Rev 

Type Jog AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><~><a>JOG~<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 ’ 1.0 
Units = = u~i~:s/sec 615n 1~ 

Range ~.~¢- 1,6¢~,¢~ (~pen~ng on ~he scaling factor & P~SE) ~ I~ 
Default ~. 5~ ~ 1~ 
Response Jo~: *JO~. 5~¢,. 5~¢�~,. 5~¢~,. 5¢e¢¢ ~ 1~ 

See Also ~OG, JOG, J~, J~, J~, J~A, JO~, ~C, ~SE, 
SC~E, SCLV 

The Jog Velocity Low {JOGVL) command spccifi~ the velocity to be used upon ,-~c~iving ajog input 
with the jog velocity select input low, or OFF. The velocity remains set until you change it with a 
subsequent jog velocity low command. Velocities outside the valid range are flagged as an exror, 
w~th a message "INVALID DATA-FIELD x, where x is the field number. When an tnvalld velocity is 
entered the pr~’~ous velocity value is retalned. 
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Ste_D~s~ ~,,T~e~nt_er~e~i_ ~v_al_u,~_ls~ al,~ways..in r.efere~, ce t.o.m~o.tor step~s, not er~_ coder steps, regardless of 
~ ~,~u~u ~ung. u sca~g Is not ~naolea |$~,LE~), the velocRy value is entered in 

motor revs/sec; this value is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRE$) value to 
obtain a velocity value in motor steps/sec for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling Is 
enabled (SCALI~I), the entered velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scalin~ 
factor (scLv) to convert user unlts/sec to motor steps/sec. 

Servos: ff scaling Is not enabled (~CALE~}, the velocity value is entered in encoder revs/sec, LDT 

inches/sec, or ANI volts/sec: encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 
resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (~.v~l~E-q) value to obtxdn a velocity value in 
steps/sec for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling Is enabled (sc~zl), the entered 
velocity value Is Intemally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (scLv) to convert user 
unlts/sec to encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/sec. 

~xample: Refer to me io~ mode enable (~o~) command exarn~e. 

JOY Joystick Mode Enable 
Product aev 

Type Jo~,s~ck 
Syntax < : ><~><a>JO¥<b><b><b><b> AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Units n/a AT6400-AUX2 Na 

AT6nS0 1.0 Range b = (~ (disable}, 1 (enable), or X (don’t change) 61~1 P/a Default � 
620n 1.0 Response JOY; "JOY¢~¢¢ 
62511 1.0 IJOY :       "IJOY~                                                            ~           1.0 

See Also    ANVO, ANVOEN, [ AS ], COMEXC, [ INO ], JOYA, JOYAA, JOYAD, 
JOYADA, JOYAXH, JOYAKL, JOYCDB, JOYCTR # JOYEDB, JOYVH, 
JOIn/L,     JOYZ,     TAS,     TINO 

jPoln # on me 25-pi. I 

}’stick 
Conne84~ I Function 

Joystick Co..~5 orI Function 

17 Jo~t~ Release 
18 Joyst~k Tdgger 

Jol ~li~ 
~VDC 

Analog Channe14 (AT6400 and A T6n50) Sl~e~d 

Ground 

The axes select input determines the axes that the joystick will control. The axes that correspond 
to the input when it is active are determined by the ~TOYAXH command. The axes that correspond to 
the input when it is inactive are determined by the JOYAXL command. 

The velocity select input determines the maximum velocity when the joystick is at full deflection. 
The velocity that corresponds to the input when it Is active is determined by the JOWH command. 
The velocity that corresponds to the input when it is inactive is determined by the JOY~ command. 

The joystick release input disables joystick mode on all axes (same as issuing :JO¥���¢}. The 
joystick release input requires a normally-closed switch that disables the joystick mode when the 
switch is opened. 

The auxiliary input and the joysUck trigger input can be used as additional inputs. Use the TZNO 
and ~ commands to rP.ad the level of these inputs. 

The valid voltage range for the analog inputs is O - 2.5 VDC. as applied between an analog input and 
ground. For CW motion, a 1.26 to 2.5 VDC signal Is required. For CCW moron, a 0 to 1.24 VDC 
signal Is required. For best results, a 5KQ 
single-turn Joystick potentiometer with a 
lifo pull-up resistor is recommended; since 
most joysticks allow only 60" of travel (20% 
of the potentiometer’s range}, adjust the 
potentiometer so that full deflection of the 
joystick moves the potentiometer from 0K.Q 
to IKi’1. The 6000 Series product’s internal 
analog input circuit is showa on the rlghL 
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Example 

> 

> JOYAXL~, ~, i, 2 

¯ @JOYAlC¢ 
> @JOYAD2¢~ 
¯ @JOYCDB~.25 
¯ @JOYEDB¢. 5 
¯ @JOYCTR1.25, 1.25 
¯ gJOW~1% 
¯ JO!~Ll, 1,2,2 

¯ JOY1111 

Description    (refer also to the illustration below) 
When axis select input is high (active), analog channel I controls axis 1, analog 
channel 2 controls axis 2, and analog channels 3 & 4 do not control any axis 
When axis select input is low (inactive), analog channel 1 controls axis 3, analog 
channel 2 controls axis 4, and analog channels 3 & 4 do not control any axle 
Set joystick acceleration to 100 units/see2 on all axes 
Set joystick deceleration to 200 units/see~ on all axes 

Set center deadband to :L-O.25V for all analog channels 
Set end deadband to 0.5V for all analog channels (limits usable voltage range to 0.5 - 2.0V) 
Set joystick center at 1.25 volts for all analog channels 
Set velocity to 10 units/see on all axes (applies when Ihe joyst~k velocity select input is high) 
Set velocity to I unitJse¢ on axes 1 and 2, 2 unit/see on axes 3 and 4 (applies when 
the joys~ck velodty select input is low) 
Enable joystick mode on all axes---         . 
Togglk~g the a~ds select input on Ihe joystk;k _~cpr=~’~tor_. wia cause a~alog inputs I ~ 2 to control 
a~ssl and 2 in one s~ate, and axes 3 and 4 in the other. 

Ve/odty 

JOY%’H Or JOYVL 
(GW direction) 

JOYVH~ JO1~L 
(CCW dl’ectJon) 

JOYEDB 

/JOYCTR!¢ JOYZ                              2.5V 

’ JOYEDB 

~ Vo#age 

JOYA Joystick Acceleration Product Rev 

Type JoystiCk AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><e><a>JoYA<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400-AUX2 
Units r = ~-zi~s/sec] AT6nS0 1.0 
Range 0.¢75~ - 24,999,999 (depending on ~hs scaling factor) 615n 
D efau it 1¢. ¢�¢¢ 6~n 1,.0 

See Also JOY, JOYAA, JOYAD, JOIrADA, JOYAXH, JOYAXL, JOYCDB, JOYCTR, 
JOYEDB, J0%%’H, JOYVL, JOYZ, SCALE, SCLA 

The Joystick Acceleration (JOYA] command specifies the acceleration to be used during joystick mode. 

Steppers: The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of th~ 

ENC command setting. If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�), the acceleration value is entered in 

motor rcvs/sec2; this value is internatly multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain 
an acceleration value in motor steps/see2 for the motion trajcctol~] calculaUons. If sc~-llng is 

enabled (SCALEI). the entered acceleration value is in~ernally multiptied by the acceleration 
scaling factor (SCLA) to convert user unRs/sec~ to motor steps/see2. 

Servos: It" se~llng is not enabled (SCALE~). the acceleration value is entered in oncoder tees/see~. LDT 

inches/see2, or ANI volts/sec2; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encodcr 
resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain an acceleration value in 

steps/seeS for the motion trajectory calculations. If s¢~l~ng is enabled (SCALEI). the entered 
acceleration walue is InterrmIly multlplled by the acceleration scaling factor (SCLA) to convert 
user unlts/secZ to encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/see2. 

The joystick acceleration remains set until you change it with a subsequent joystick acceleration 
command. Accelerations outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message 

DATA-FIELD x, where x is the field number. When an invalid acceleration is entered the previous 
acceleration value is retained. 

If the joystick deceleration [JOYAD) command has not been entered, the joystick acceleration (JOYA} 

command will also set the joystick deceleration rate. Once the joystick deceleration (JOYAD) command 

has been entered, the joystick acceleration (JOYA) command no longer affects joystick deceleration. 

Example: Refer to the joystick mode enable (JOY) command example. 
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JOYAA Joystick Average Acceleration 
Product Rev Type Moan.on (S-Curve) 

Syntax < ! ><~><a>JOy,~Jt<r>, <r> 
Units r = u-n~s/-ec~ AT6r~0 

61~ Range ¢.¢¢¢25 - 24999999 

1.0 

The Joystick Average Acceleration [JOYAA} command allows you to specify the average acceleration 
for an S-curve Joystick profile. S-curve profiling provides smoother motion control by reducing the 
rate of change in acceleration and decelvration: this accel/decel rate of change is known as jerk. 

Trapezoidal                                 S.Curve 

"lime 

Time 

The values for the maximum joystick accel (JOYA} and average joystick accel (JOYAAJ commands 
determine the characteristics of the S-curve. To smooth the acceleration ramp, you must enter a 

JOYAA co~lHland vail.iv that satisfies this equation: lf2 JOYA :; JO’!AA < JOYA. The following conditions 
are possible: 

Acceleration Setting 

JOY,~ ¯ 1/2 J0¥A, 
but JOYJ~ < JOYA 

JOYAA ffi 1/2 JOYA 

JOYAA : JOYA 

JOYAA < 1/2 JOYA~ or 
JOY~J~. ¯ JOYA 

JOYAA = Zero 

Profiling Condition 

S-cun~e ~,u;e with a variable p~,~,,~ of constant acceleralion 

Pure S~Jrve (.o p~o~l of constant -~- -~eralion--smoolt~t moron) 
Trapezoidal pro~e (but can be changed to an S-curve by specifyi.g a new JOY~U~ value < Jo~A) 

~u~u~°~’~u~ FOR S_CURVE ACCELERATION--FIELD n, will be d~sl~layed, 

will ......... ~, w,.;u..v~,r me Diner conlmand’s vauje [s set to.) 
No OO¥,~a. value ever entered Profile w~l~ default to trapezoidal, ooYN~, tTacks ~TOY~ 

While prog~nming S-curves. if you never change the maximum or average joystick deceleration 
{JOYAD or JOYIU~ commands, JOYADA will track JOYA~. However, once you change JOYAD, JOYADA will no 

longer track changes in JOYAA. 

NOTE 
Once you enter a JOY~ value ~at is ;= zero or ~ JoY~ S-curve profiling is enabled only for_io_vstick 
moves (e.g., not for contouring, which requires the PADA and/or p.z~ commands). All subsequent 
joysSck moves for that axis must comply with this equation: 1/2 JOt’A:; JO~AA < JOYA. 

Increasing the AA value above the pure S-curve level (JOYAA > I/2 JOYA), the thne required to reach the 

target velocity and the target distance is decreased. However, increasing JOYAA also increases jerk. 

The calculation for determining S-curve average accel and decel move times is as follows (Aaw~ 
average accel or decel value):                                                         = 

T.~e ~                              =.~/2 * O~sta.ce = Aavg or 
Time Aavg 

NOTE: Accelerath~g Scaling (SCL~) affects JoY~ the s~ixle as it does for JOY~. 

¯ ** For a more In-depth discussion on S~urve profiling, refer to the 6000 Series servo controller’s 
u~er gldd~o 

Description 
Sets the maximum joystick acceleration of all four axes 
Sets the average ioystick acceleration of all four axes 
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JOYAD Joystick Deceleration Product Rev 

Type Joyst~ick AT6400-AUX1 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>JO~AD<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400-AUX2 

Units r = uni~s/sec~ AT~ 1.0 
Range ¢.¢75~� - 24,999,999 (depending on ~he scaling f~c~or) 
Default i¢.~@~ (~Y~ ~racks JOYA) 
Response JOYAD: *JOY~I¢. ~¢0, 1¢.~¢�, 1~. ¢~¢~, 1¢.0~ 

1JOY~ : * 1JOYADI~, ¢~¢~ ~ 1.0 

See Also JOY, JOYA, JOY~, JOY~, JOY.H, JOY.L, JOYCDB, JOYCTR, 
~YEDB, JO~, JO~, JOYZ, SC~E, 

If the joystick decderation (JOYAD} command has not been entered, the joystick acceleration (JOYA) 
conunand will also set the joystick deceleration rate. Once the joystick dece[eratlon [JOYAD} 

command has been entered, the joystick acceleration (JOYA) command no longer affects joystick 
deceleration. If JOYAD iS set to zero [JOYAD¢}, then the joystick deceleration will once again track 

whatever the JOYA command is set to. 

Example: Refer to the joystick mode ena~e (JOY) command example. 

JOYADA Joystick Average Deceleration Product Rev 
Type Mo~ion (S-Curve) AT6400 ~a 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>JOYAOA<r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units r = units/see2 615n ~ 
Range ~.¢~25 - 24999999 (de~nding on ~he scaling factor) ~ ~ 
Default 1~.�� (JOY~A tracks JOY~) ~ 1.0 
Response 3o~:    *~oY~l~. ~¢~, 1�. ¢¢�¢ ~ 1.0 

See Also ~, ~D, ~OY, ~OY~, ~OY~, ~OY~, SC~, SC~ 

The Joystick Average Decelera~on (JOYADA) command allows you to specify the average deceleration 
for an S-curve joystick profile. S-curve profiling provides smoother mo~on control by reduclng the" 

rate of change in acceleration and deceleration; this acccl/decel rate of change is known ~as jerk. 

Trapezoidal                                 S.Curve 

The values for the maximum joystick decel (JOYAD} and average joystick decel (JOYADA} commands 
determine the characteristics of the S-curve. To smooth the dec~leration ramp, you must enter a 

JOYADA cofzinlarld value [b.at sat1-cf~es this equation: I~2 JOYAD ~ JOYADA < JOYAD. The following 
conditions are possible: 
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Deceleration Setting 

JOYAD& ¯ 1/2 3OYAD, 
but JOYADA < J0¥AD 

JOYADA = ~ JOY~ 
JOY~A = JOY~ 
J0Y~ < I~ JOY~; 
~ JOY~A > JOY~ 
JOYADA = Zero 

S-curve pmliling with JOYAA, 
8nd #1o JOYADA O~ JOYAD eve� 

Profiling Condition 

S-curve ~ ul;I. wi~ a ~;~;~ period of constant decelsrafion 

Pure S-cu~’e (no pedod o~ constant decelera~on--sm~thest mol~) 

Trapezoidal proA~e (but r~en be dmnged to S-curve by specifying a new JOYADA value < JOYAD) 

~WhIN~Y~OeN~_JO_Y_.._ _COI~__. Ihe move will not be executed a~l an error messa_qe. U~U~’*’LUL~S FOR S_CURVE ACCELERATrON--PIELD a. will be displayed. 
Upofl entel~ig tl~e JOYADA~ cor, rrkq~d, 8Ji error message. "INVALID DATA--FIELD n, W~ll 

JO~ADA will a~ways match t~e JOYAA command value (ide~cal S-cur~e accal and dec~ 
profiles). When you change JOYAD. JOYADA wi~ no Ionge~ rnatc~ changes in JOYAA. 

NOTE 
Once you enter a JOYADA value that is � zero or ~ JOYAD, S-curve profiling is enabled only for iovstick 

~ (e.g,, not for contouring decelerations, which require the eADA command). AJI 
subsequent joystick moves for tha~ axis must comply with this e ,~ntinn: 1/2 JOYAD _ JOYADA < JOYAD. 

increasing the JOYADA value above the pure S-cun,e ]~J (JOYADA > 1/2 JOYAD). the ~me rcquir~ to 
reach the target velocity and the target distance is dec~.ased. However, increasing JOYADA 20 
increases jerk. 

The calculation for deten~Jning S-curve average accel and decel move times is as follows (Aavg = 
average accel or decel value): 

T~e =’V~a~°~ or Time = 2 .__~stance 
Aavg 

Accclera-on Scaling [ SCLA} affects JOYADA the same as it do~s for JOYAD. 

°’" For a more in-depth discussion on S-curve pmJ~ng, refer to the 6000 Series servo controllegs 
user 

Example Description 
¯ JOYADI~, 1�, 1~, 1~} Sets the maximum joystick deceleration of all four axes 
¯ JOYADAS, 5, 7.5, 1� Sets the average joystick deceleration of all four axes 

JOYAXH Joystick Analog Channel High 
Product Ray Type Joystick 

Syntax < ! ><8><a>JOYAXH<i>, <i>, <i>, < 1> AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Units I = analog cha~mel # ATE400-AUX2 rPa 

AT6nS0 1.0 Range � - 4 (AT6400 & AT6n50); ¢ - 3 (620n, 625n & 6270} 
61~ n~a Default 1,2,3,4 (AT6400 & AT6450); 1,2 (AT6250, 620n, 625n & 6270) 
~ 1.0 Response JOYAXM: * JOY~XH1,2 0 3,4 

1JOYAXH: * 1JOY~J~Z 1 ~ 1.0 

See Also JOY, JOYA, JOYAA, JOYAD, JOYADA, JOYAXL, JOYCDB, JOYCTR0 ~ 1.0 
JOYED~, JOYVH, JOYVL0 JOYZ 

The Joystick Analog Channel I-I~gh (JOY~J~) command specifies the analog channel that will 
control each axis durlng Joys~ck mode, while the Joystick axes select tnput ts high (sinking current) 
and the corresponding a~ds ts in joystick mode. A single analog input channel can control more 
than one axis (e.g., ~oY~ml, i,~, ¢}. The value entered in the command ~ield is an analog channel 
number. If zero is specffied, no analog channel will control the corresponding axis when the axes 
select input Ls high. 

Example: Refer to the joystick mode enable (JOY) command example. 

:JOYAXL                              , Joystick Analog Channel Low                     Product    Rev 
Type Joystick 
Syntax 

< ! ><@><a>JOYAXL<i>, <i>, <i>, <i> AT6400-AUX 1 1.0 
Units i = analog channel # AT6400-AUX2 r~a 

AT6,50 1.0 Range ¯ - ~ (AT6400 & AT6n50)~ ~ - 3 (620n, 625n & 6270) 
61~n rfa Default 1,2,3,4 (AT6400 & AT6450); 1,2 [AT6250, 620n, ~25n & 6270) 
6~]n t.0 Response J0¥AXL: *JOYAXLI, 2.3,4 

IJOYAXL : "IJOYAXL 1 ~ 1.0 
Sea Also JOY, JOYA, JOYAA, JOYAD, JOYADA, JOYAXH, JOYCDB, JOYCTR, ~ 1.0 

JOYEDS, JOYVH, JOYVL, JOYZ 
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The Joystick Analog Channel Low (JOYAXL) command specifies the analog channeJ that will control 
each axis durlngjoystick mode, while the joystick axes select input is low (not sinking current) and 
the corresponding axis is In joystick mode. A single analog input channel can control more than 

one axis {e.g., JoY~LZ, 1, ¢,¢}. If zero Is specified, no .analog channel will control the corresponding 
axis when the ax~s select input is low. 

Example: Refer to the joystick mode enable (JOY) command example. 

JOYCDB 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Joystick Center Deadband Product Rev 

Joystick AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
< ! ><8><a>JOYCDB<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400-AUX2 n/a 

r = vo].~:s ATe,50 1.0 
~.00- 1.24 
e. i¢¢¢ 6~n 1.0 
JOYCDB :    "JO¥CDB0. I@000 @. 1000,0. 100~, �. 1000 ~ 1.0 
1JOYCD8 : "IJDYCD80.1000 6Lr~ 1.0 
JOY, JOYA, jOYAA, JOYAD, JOYADA, JOYAXH, JOYAXL, JO¥CTR, 
JOYEDB, JOYVH, JOYVL0 

The Joystick Center Deadband (JOYCDB) command sets the range of voltage about the joystick 
center (JOYCTR) which will command no motior~ Each analog channel can have a JOYCDB value 
between 0.00V and 1.24V, wir_h the resolut/on being 2 decimal places. NOTE: The data fields 
represent the analog cb---els, ~. 

Example: Refer to ~he joystick mode enable (JOY) command example. 

’JOYCTR 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Joystick Center Prcdu=t Rev 

Joystick AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
< ! ><@><a>JOYCDB<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6400-AUX2 
r = volts AT6nS0 1.0 
e.15 - 2.40 615n n/a 

1. 2500 6~n 1.0 
JOYCTR : "JOYCTRI. 2500, 1. 2500, i. 25~0, i. 2500 ~ 1.0 
IJOYCTR : * IJOYCTRI. 25 ~ 1.0 
JOY, JOYA, JOYAA, JOYAD, JOYADA, JOYAXH, JOYAXL0 JOYCDB, 
JOYEDB, JOYVH0 JOY,L, JOYZ 

The Joystick Center (JOYCTR) command defines the voltage level for the analog input that 
commands no motion for the analog input. The fields <r> after the JO¥CTR comxlla/id correspolld to 

analog inputs. The resolution of the JOYCTR command is 2 decimal places. NOTE:. The data fields 
xepment the analog ch-~--~els, ~ ~e axe. 

Example: Refer to the joystick mode enable (JOY) command example, 

JOYEDB    Joystick End Oeedband Product ReV 

Joystick AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
< ! ><@><a>JOYEDB<r>, <r>, <r>, <z> AT6400-AUX2 r~a 
r = volr.s AT6nS0 1.0 
0.00- 1.24 6159 Na 
0. z000 6~n 1.0 
JOYEDB: * JOYCEB0.1000, g. 1OOO, 0.10¢OO, g. 1OOO ~ 1.0 
1JOYEDB : "1JOYEDB0.1000 ~ |.0 
JOY, JOYA, JOYAA, JOYAD, JOYADA, JOYAXH, JOYAXL, JOYCDB, 
JOVCTR, JO~rH, JOYVL, JOYZ 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

The Joystick End Deadband (JOYEDB} command defines the voltage that is used to determine the full 
voltage range of the analog inputs. By specifying an end deadband, you are effectively decreasing 
the voltage range over which the analog input will function. 

This command is useful ffyour |oystick does not reach either limit of the voltage range (0.00V to 
2.50V}. This statement reduces the range to fit the voltage range for tlmt joystick, The resolution of 

the JO~DB command is 2 decimal places. NOTE: The data fields represent the analog 
ch-nnelS, not ~e ~es. 

Example: Refer to ~e joystick mode enable (JOY) command example. 
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JOYVH Joystick Velocity High Product Rev 
Type Joystick 

AT6400-AUX ! 1.0 Syntax < ! ><@><a>JOYVH<r >, <r>, <r>, <r> 
Units r = unit:s/see AT6400-AUX2 

AT6nS0 1.0 Range 
Default 

620n 1.0 Response Jo,z-v’~:    *J0"Fv’H~ ¯ 5�¢~, ¢. 5�¢~}, �. 5~�, ~. 5�¢~ 
625n t0 

JOYCTR, JOYED~, JO~, JOYZ, P~SE. S~E, SCLV 
The Joystick Velocity I-Ifgh {JOYVa) command species the maximum velocity that can be obtained at 
full deflection during joystlck mode, with the Joystick velocity select input high (sinking current), 

~T.E: The data fields (<r>, <r>, <r>, <r>) represent the axes, not the analog chan~el~. 

The joystick ve!ocity must be entered prior to enter~ngjoystlck mode [JOY). Thejoystlck velocity 

high remahus set until you change it with a subsequent JOYWrI command. Vdocities outside the valid 

range are flagged as an error, with a message *IWCALID DATA-FIELD x, where x is the fidd number. 
When an tuvalid velocity is entered the previous velocity value is retained. 

~ The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder s’~ps, regardless of 

the EI~C command setting. If scaling is not enabled (SO.ALE�), the velocity value is entered tn 
motor revs/sec; this value is Internally multiplied by the drive resolution [DRES] value to 
obtain a velocity value in motor steps/s~c for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling is 

enabled (SCAT.~I], the entered velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling 
factor (SCLV) to convert user units/sec to motor steps/sec. 

Servo~; If scaling is not enabled (SCALE0), the velocity value is entered in encoder revs/sec, LDT 
inches/sec, or ANI volts/sec; encoder and LDT values are Internally multiplied by the encoder 

resoluticm (ERES} value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain a velo~ty value HI 

steps/sec for the motion trajectory calculations. If scalLng is enabled (SCALE1), the entered 

velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (SCLV) to convert user 
units/sec to encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/sec. 

~xample: 8e~er ~o the ioystiok mode enable (JOy) command example. 

JOYVL 
Type 
Syn tax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Joystick Velocity Low 
Joystick 
< ’ ><~><a>JOYVL<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> 
r = uni~s/se~ 
@.~2Q- 1,6~,~ (depending on ~he scaling factor & PULSE 

IJOYVL :    * IJOYVL~. 2~ 
JOY, JOYA, JOYAA, JOYAD, JOYADA, JOYAXH, JOYAXL, JOYCDB, 
JOYCTR, JOYEDB, JOY%d, JOYZ, PULSE, SCALE, SCLV 

Product Rev 

AT6400-AUX1 
AT6400-AUX2 
ATS~O 
615n rye 

627O 1.0 

The Joystick Vdocity Low (JOIW’L) command specifies the maximum velocity that can be obtained at 
full deflection during joystick mode, with the joystick vdocity select input low (not sinking current]. 

NOTE: The data fields (<r>, <r>, <r>, <r>) represent the axes. not the analo~ 

The joystick velocity must be entered prior to enteringjoys~ck mode (JOY).. The joystick velocity low 

~-aains set un~l you change it with a subsequent JOYVL command. Veloclties outside the valid 
range are flagged as an error, with a message "DreALID DATA-FIELD x. where x is the field number. 
When an invalid velocity is entered the previous velocity value is retahned. 

~Ep.p..e.f~ The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of 

the ENC command setting. If scalhng is not enabled (SCALFE], the velocity value is entered HI 

mozor revs/sec: this value is mternaliy multiplied by the drive resolution (Dg~S) value to 
obtain a velocity value in motor steps/sec for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling is 
enabled (SCALE1), the entered velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling 
~actor (SCLV) to convert user units/sec to motor s~eps/sec. 

Serves: If scaling is not enabled (SC.ALE~), the velocity value is entered in encoder revs/sec. LDT 
inches/sec, or ANI volts/sec; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the en~oder 

resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain a velocity value HI 

steps/sec for the motion trajectory calculations; If scaling is enabled {SCALE1), the entered 

velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor {SCLV) to convert user " 
units/sec to encoder. LDT. or ANI steps/sec. 

Example: Refer to the joystick mode enable (JOY] command example. 
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~-OYZ Joystick Zero Product Rev 

AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Type Joystick AT6400-AUX2 n/a 
Syntax < ! ><@> jOYZ < b><b><b><b> 

AT6nS0 1.0 
Units n/a 
Range b = ~) (don’t zero), i (zero) or X (don’t: change) 615. n/a 

1.0 
Default ,/a 625" 1.0 
Response n/a 6Lr~O 1.0 
See A|so JOY, JOYA, JOYAA, JOYAD, JOYADA, J’OYAXH, JOYAXL, JOYCDB, 

JOYCTR, JOYEDB, JOYVH0 JOYVL 
The Joystick Zero (JOYZ) co~1111alld defines the current 8/lalog input voltage on the ¢nab|ed axes as 
center. If the conunand jOYZll~;~ was issued, the cun’ent vo|taEe on analog channels 1 and 2 would 
be read in and constricted the JoysUck center, whor~ no motlon wfl] occur. This command ~ 
automatically determine centor voltages, thus elimb-mtln~ the need for the JOYCTR command. 
NOTE: The data fields (bbbb) represent the correspondL-4 analog channels, ~. 

Example Deacriptio. 
¯ JOYAXH4, 2,2,3 Set the analog input channel each axis is to use when the joystick axis select 

input is high (axis I uses analog channel 4, axes 2 8, 3 use analog channel 2, and 
axis 4 uses analog channel 3) 

> @JOYAXLI All axes ~se analog input channel I when the }oystick axis select input is low 
> JOYAIC¢, i¢~ Set joystick acceleration to 100 units/sec2 on axes I & 2 
¯ JOYAD2¢¢, 2¢¢ Set joystick deceleration to 200 units/sec2 on axes I & 2 
> JOYCDB~.25,~.25 Set center deadband to ± 0.25 volts on axes l 62 
¯ JOYEDB¢. 5, ~. 5 Set end deadband to 0.5 volts on axes I & 2 (allows for a voltage of 0.5 to 2.0 

volts for the analog input) 
¯ JOYZII(D~ Automatically set the center voltage for analog channels I and 2 
¯ JOYV’dl~, i~) Set velocity to 10 on ax~s I 8, 2 when the joystick velocity select input is high 
¯ JOYVL1,1 Set velocity to I on axes I & 2 when the joystick velocity select input is low 
¯ JOYII~ F:nabie joystick mode on axes I & 2 

JUMP Jump to a Program or Label (and do not return) Product Rev 

Type Progra= or subroutine Definition or Program Flow Control ATe400 ~2 

Syntax < .,>J’O~t~<t> AT6nSO 1.0 
61 ~ 1,0 

Units ~ = ~� (n~e of pro~r~/l~1) ~ ~I 
Range T~t ~e of 6 c~rac~ers or less 
Defeult n/a ~ I.~ 
Resposse n/a 
See Also $, DEF, DEL, ~, GO~, ~0. IF, L, ~, NIF, ~ILE, REPOT, R~, 

~TIL, ~ILE 

The JUMP command branches to the corresponding program name or Label when ex~-uted. A 

program or label name consk~ts of 6 or fewer alpha-numerlc characters. 

A~ nested IFS, WAILES, and REPEATS, loops, and subroutines are cleared; thus, the program or label 
that the JUMP initiates will not return control to the [the after the JUMP, when the program completes 

operation. Instead, the program will end. 

If an invalid program or label name is entered, the ~ will be ignored, and processing will 

continue v~th the line after the O-u’~. 

Example 
¯ ~ pick 
- GOII~ 
- JOMP load 

END 
¯ DEF load 

C<~1 
- ~D 

¯ DEF place 
GOSUB pick 

Description 
Begin definition of subroutine named pLck 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
Jump to the program n~med load 
End subroutine definition 

Begin definition of program named load 
Initiate motion on axis 3 
End program definition 

Begin definition of subroutine named place 
Gosub to subroutine named pick 
Initiate motion on axis 1 
End subroutine definition 

> RUN place Execute program named place 

In this example, the program place is executed and calls the pick subroutine. The pick subroutine then 
initiates motion on axes I & 2 (GOllC¢) aad jumpsto the program called load to initiate motion on axis 3 
(GOal.). Then, because the JUMP command cleared the pick subroutine, program execution is terminated 

instead of returning to the place program. 
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K Kill Motion Product Rev 
Type Motion AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! ><O>K<b><b><b><b> ATS~d) 1.0 Units n/a 615n 1.0 Range b : e (don’t kill), 1 (kill), o~ X (don’t �~se) ~ 1.0 Default n/a 

~ 1.0 Response ~K No response, instead motion is killed on all axas ~ 1.0 See Also    CO~XK. D~L~. GO. KDR~E, L~, ~A, S. TA~ 

The Kill Motion (K) command instructs the motor to instantaneously stop motion on the specified 
axes. If the Kill (K) command is used without any arguments {K or ! K), motion will be stopped on all 
axes, and program execution w~ll b¢ term~ated. When the Kill IK) command is used w~th ones in 
the command fields (e.g., I~�11¢), motion ~ be stopped on the axes specLqed with ones (11, and 
program execution wtll continue with the next command. The Kill command will be used most 
frequently with the immediate command delimiter in front of the command ( ! ~. By using the 
immediate Kill ( ! K) command, motion will be stopped at the time the command Is received. 

<< GAUTION >>        STEPPER SYSTI~MS        << CAUTION >> 
Thi~. c.o,m.m.and .sho.uJd be used w, ltl~. caution. Since motion is stopped instantaneously, without a 
controlled aeCeleration ramp, high inertial loads may cause a drive to fault. A ddve fault condition 
~ll.allow the load to f~e..e wheel, possibly damaging equipment. Compumotor recommends using a 
crake on your motor dnve system to brake the load in the event of a drive fault. 

~ Motion is stopped at the rate set with the LHADA and LHAD comm~tnds. If you want the dr~ve 
to be disabled upon executing a K or ; K command, enable the DLsab/e D~ve on K~/!/mode with 
the EDRIVE cormnand. (CAETION: In the KDRIVE mode, a K or IK command immediately shuts 
down the drive, allowing the load to free wheel to a stop.) 

Example 
> A2,2,25~, 25~X~Z) 
¯ 
¯ VI,1,1, 2 
¯ @DIO 
> ~G01 

Description 
Sets acceleration to 2, 2, 25000, and 25000 units/aec= for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Sefs deceleration to 2, 2, 25000, and 25000 units/sec~ for axes I, 2, 3 end 4 
Sets velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/sec for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively 
Set distance on all axes to 10 units 
Initiate motion on all axes .. motion begins 

After a short period the Kill command is sent 

Kill motion on al axes (stel:~trs stop instanla~eously; servos stop at the Z,Z-~,Vr_J~D de(el) 

<CTRL>K Kill Motion 
Product Rev 

Type Motion 
Syntax <CTP.L>K AT6400 1.0 
U n it a n/a AT6nSO 1.0 
Range n/a 61~ 1£1 
Oefault n/a 620n 1.0 
Response <CTRL>K: No response, instead motion is killed on all axes ~270 1.0 
See Also GO, K, KDRIVE, LHAD, LHADA, S 

The Kill Modon (<c~rl>K) command insb’ucLs the controller to instantaneously stop moUon on all axes, 

and terminate program execution. In essence, the <cer1¯K command is an immediate kill [!KI command. 

<< CAUTION >>        STEPPER SYSTEM8        << CAUTION >> 
This command should be used with caution. Since motion is stopped instantaneously, without a 
controlled deceleralion ramp, high inediaJ loads may cause a drive to fault A drive fault condiUon 
will allow the load to free whee/, pess~ly damaging equipment. Compumotor recommends using a 
brake on your motor ddve system to brake the load in the event of a drive 

Servo~; moUon is stopped at the rate set with the LHADA and LHAD commands. R" the Disub/e Dive on 

Ki/! mode is enabled with the KDRIVE comm-r~d, a <crrl>K command immediately shuts down 
the drive, allowing the load to free whee/to a stop. 

Example Description 
> A2,2,25¢��,25¢�~ Seis acceleration to 2, 2, 25000, and 25000 units/sec~ for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
> AD2,2,25�¢¢, 25��~ Sets deceleration to 2, 2, 25000, and 25000 units/sec~ for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
¯ Yl, 1,1,2 Sets velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/sec for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4, respectively 
> ~D1¢ Set distance on all axes to 10 units 
> ~GO1 Initiate motion on all axes - motion begins 

After a shod period the Kill command is sent. 

¯ <C’~L>K Kill motion on all axes (steppers stop instantaneously; servos stop at the 
L,’-U~D~,H~D deceleration) 
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KDRIVE Disable Drive on Kill Produnt    Rev 

Type Controller Configuration AT6400 
AT6r~ 1.0 

Syntax < ! > <@> <a>KDR!’VE<b><h<b><b> 615n 1.0 
Units b = enable bi~ 
Range 
Default     ¯ ~ 1.0 
Response KD~I~: 

S~ Also 

If you enable the Disable Drive on Kill function ~DRIVE1), th~n when a kl8 conunand (K, ’.K, or 
<ctrl>K) is processed or a kill input (INFNCi-C) iS activated, the drive will be disabled immediately;, 
this cuts all control to the motor and allows the toad to freewheel to a stop. 

When the drive is disabled (shutdown/de-energized) the SMrNO relay output is disconnected from COM. 
and the SHTNC relay output is connected to COM. To re-enal~le the drive, issue the DRIVEl1 command. 

If you leave the KDRIVE command tn its default state (¢, disabled), the kill function behaves in its 
norn-ml manner, leaving the drive enabled. 

Example Description 
¯ z~:~Z’v~11 Set axes I & 2 to de-energize t~e drive ~udng a kill 
> K Kill is pedon’ned and ddves are de-energized 

L 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Loop .                                                    Product Rev 

Loops or Program Flow Control AT6400 1.0 
AT6nS0 1.0 

< ! >L<i> 615n 1.0 i = number of uimes to loop ~ 1.0 
~) - 999,999,999 

62f~ 1.0 

L: No response, instead this does the same thing as L~ 6270 1.0 

VcT~en you combine the Loop (L) conunand with the end of loop (IN) conunand, all of the commands 

between L and LN will be repeated the number of tL, nes indicated by n. If <i> = ¢, or if no argument is 

specified, all the commands between L and LN will be repeated indefmitely. The loop can be 

stopped by issuing a Terminate Loop l !LX) comumnd, an immediate Kill (!K) command, or an 

Inunediate Halt (!HALT) command. 

The loop can be paused by issuing an immediate Pause ( ! Ps) conunand or a Stop (, s) command 
with COMEXS enabled. The loop can then be resumed with the immediate Continue (: c) command. 

You may nest loops up to 16 levels deep. 

NOTE: Be careful about performing a GOTO between the r. and IN commands. Branching to a different 
location within the same program will cause the next loop encountered to be nested within the 

previous loop, unless an LN command has already been encountered. 

Example Description 

> L5 Repeat the commands between L and ~ five Umes 

G0111¢ Start motion on axes 1, 2, and 3, axis 4 will remain motionless 

Lz¢ End loop 

[ LDT ] Position of LOT 
Type Assig’amenc or Comparison 
Syntax See below 
Units See below 
Range See below 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also [AS 1, ERROR, (FB), PSET, SCALE, SCLD,     SFB,    TAS,    TER,    TFB 

Product Rev 

.615n Wa 
620n Na 

1,0 

Use the LD~ command to assign the current value of the specified LDT to a variable or to make a 

comparison. 

if scaling is not enabled [s¢~sF~). the value will represent actual LDT counts. If scaling is enabled 

(SCALE1}, the value will be scaled by the distance scaling factor (SCUD). 

If you issue a PSET cornumnd, the LDT position value vrlll be offse~ by the PSET command value. 

Synta~ VARn--aLUr where n is the variable number, and a is the axis number, or[LDT] canbe 

used in an expression such as IF (1LDT<6). An axis specifier must preecde the L~P 

command, ur it vrtll default to axis I (e.g., VARI=ZLDT, IF iILUr<2~, etc.). 
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An LDT position read error can be caused by a bad LDT connection, an LDT failure, or an LDTtr~ 

command value being too small. If this error occurs, axis status bit #27 (reported with the TAS and AS 

commands) will be set. In addition, if ERROR bit #15 is enabled (ERROR. 15-i), e/for status bit #15 

(reported with the TER and ER commands) will also be set. 

Example Description 
¯ V~6=2LDI’ Assign position of LDT #2 to Vadable #6 
¯ IF (1LDT<SCC) If position of LDT #1 is less than 500, do the commands following 

the ZF statement 
¯ V~4=LFB+ZCC¢ Set vadable #4 equal to current position of LDT #1 plus 1,000 
¯ m~’ End of ZF statement 

LDTGRD LDT Gradient Product Rev 

Type LDT Conf ig~ra~ion AT6400 
Syntax < 
Units r 
Range r : 
Default 9. 
Response LDTGRD    *LDTGRD9.0)¢(~, 9. ¢0~¢{~ 62"/0 1.0 

1LDTGRD 

See AIso [ LDT ], LDTRES,    LD’I~PD,    SCL~, SCLD,    SCLV,    TLD~ 

Use the LDTGRD command to set the linear displacement transducer (LDT) gradient to calibrate the 
LDT feedback. The gr~__d!~_r~ ls a measure of how quickly the LDT can respond to feedback requests. It 
is unique to each LDT and should be printed on the uniL The gradient is used to correct for positional 
differences created by different LDTs; this allows programs to be easily transported between 6270s 
or used with a new LDT. 

The LDTGRD setting is saved in non-volatile memory. 

If the manufacturer of your LDT expresses the gradient in units other than ~ts/inch, convert the units 

to ~s/Inch so that you can enter an accurate gradient with the LDTGRD command. 

The 9.000 t~s/Inch gradient provides a scale of 432 steps per inch. If the LDT gradient is other than 
9 ~s/Inch it will be scaled internally to provide uniformity. 

The LD’Fs position can be monitored with the TLDT and [ LDT ] commands. 

Example Description 
> ~DlX~D9. ~99~, 9. ¢37 Set gradients LDTs on axes 1 and 2 

LDTRES    LDT Resolution Producl Re, 
Type LDT Con£ ~gurauion AT6400 n/a 
Syntax < ! 
Units i = counts per inch 615n rfa 
Range i : 200 - 65535 620n n~ 
Default d]2 62S1 rVa 
Response ~.DTRES *r.DTRES432,432 ~/O 1.0 

1LDTRES * ILDTRES432 
See Also ( AS ]. [    ER },    ERROR,    ERES,    LDTGRD,    LDTUPD,    SCALE,    SCLD, 

SCLV, TAS, TER 

Use the LDTRES command to establish the LDT counts-per-inch resolution for programming the 
6270. The 6270 counter frequency of 48 MHz provides a resolutlon of 432 counts/Inch (asstuning an 
LDT gradient of 9 its/inch}. 

You can use the SCLA, SCLD. and SCLV commands to convert distance units from LDT counts to other, 
more convenient, units. To program in inches, use a scale factor of 432 (see example below). To 
program [n ~n|llirneters use a scale factor of 17. 

If recirculation is used, multiply 432 by the number af recirculations. (A reclrculatlon is a single 
request for position informaUon from the LDT. Multiple reclrculations provide greater resolution-- 
but reduced accuracy-- by increasing the length of the feedback pulse. The number of 
recirculations is determined by the LDT and not the 6270. LDTs must be ordered from the 
manufacturer or be configured by the user for multiple reclrculations.) For example, if you are usIng 
LDTs with 4 reeirculatlons and you want to program In inches, you should set the resolution of each 

LUTto 1728(4.432= 1728) with the IJ~RES1728,1728 command. 
If using recirculation, the time required to obtain a position reading is increased. If the LDT 
response ~L, ne is too long. the 5270 will report a read error. [fa read error occurs, axis status bit #27 
[reported with the TAS and AS coii1marlds) w~ be set. in addition, if ERROR bit # 15 is enabled 
(ERROR. 15-1), error status bit #15 (reported with the TER and ER commands) will also be set. For 

more information, refer to the LDTUPD eommar~d. 
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Example 
> LDTRES864, 864 
> SCLA864,864 
¯ SCLV864,864 
> SCLD864, 864 
> SCALE1 
> D5 
> GO11 

Description 
Configure axes 1 & 2 for 2 recirculations 
Program acceleration values in inches/sec2 
Program velecity values in inches/see 
Program distance values in inches 
Enable scaling 
Set move distance to 5 inches 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 

LDTUPD LDT Position Update Rate 

Type LDT Configuration 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>LDTUPD<i>, 
Units ~ : multiples of the system update rate 
Range i 
Default 
Response LDTUPD    *LDTUPD1, 1 

ILDTUPD *ILDTU~>DI 
See Also    [ AS ], [ ER ], ERROR, INDAX, LDTRES, LDTGRD, SSFR, TAS, TEa 

Product Roy 

AT6400 
AT6nS0 
615"1 nfa 
620n rfa 
f~Sn rVa 
6270 1.0 

The LDTUPD command value is multlplied by the system u~ate rate to establish the LDT position 

sample rate. The system update rate is determined by thd current SSFR and INDAX command 

settings (see table in SSFR command description). 

AS the LDTUPD value is decreased (update ~at¢ is increased), the quality of the dynamic response 
improves. However, if the update rate is too fast, the LDT will not have enough time to read the 
position and LDT read errors will occur. Ifa ~ead error occurs, axis status bit #27 (reported with the 

TAS and AS commands) will be set in addition, if ERROR bit # 15 is enabled (ERROR. 15-1), en-or status 

bit #15 (reported with the TER and ERcommands) will also be set. 

To determine the minimum a!low’able LDTUPD update rate, use this formul~ 

((ma~ length of Vav~l in inct~ ¯ LDT gradle~t) * nuraber of reclrcUalio,~) + 140~s < ~D~J~ Value * ~ upd~ rate 

Example 
> IZZI’UPD6,6 

Description 
Sample the LDT position once every 6 system update pedods 

LH Hard Limit Enable Product 

Type Limit (End-of-Travel) 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>LH<i>, <i>, <i>, <i> 

Units n/a 815n 
Range i = ~ (disable both), l (c~£sable CW), 2 (disable CCW), 

or 3 (ex~abie both) 
Default 3 (¢ for PMS 6270 only) 
Response LH: *LH],3,3,3 

ILH : *ILH3 
See Also [ AS ], [ ER ], ERROR, LHAD, LHADA, LHLVL, | LIM i, LS, 

LSAD, LSADA, LSCCW, LSCW, TAS, TEa, TLIM, TSTAT 

Roy 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1o0 
1.0 
1.0 

The Hard I.~nit Enable (LH} command determines the status of the hard wired limits. With limits 
disabled, motion will not be restricted, When a specific limit is enabled (CW or CCW}, and the limit 
wiring for the enabled limit is a physical open circuit, motion will be restricted [assuming IRLVL¢). 

The acUve level of the limit inputs can be changed with the 1RLVL command. 

Disable CCW and CW limits: i : ¢ 

Enable CCW, disable CW limit: £ = 1 

Enable CW. disable CCW limit: i = 2 
Enable CCW and CW limits: t = 3 

NOTE 

If a hard I~t is encountered while imits am enabled, mot~ must occur 
in ~e opposite (~’ection afte~ ¢onec~ng me limit con~n (resetting the 
switch); then you can make a move in .~he ..od. gir~., di_rpcUOR If limits are 

Description 
Enable limits on axes 1 and 2 
Hard limit deceleration set to 100 units/sec2 on axes I and 2 
Active low hard limit 
Set acceleration to 10 and 12 units/sec2 for axes 1 and 2 
Set velocity to 1 unit/sec for axes 1 and 2 
Set distance to 100000 and 1000 units for axes 1 and 2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
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’ .HAD .... Hard Limit Deceleration Product Re¥ 
Type Limi~ (End-o£-Travel) ATe00 1,0 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>LHAD<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT~ 1.0 
Units r = ~i~slseca ~ 1.0 
Range ~.~25 - 24,999,999 (~d~ng on ~he scali~ ~ac~or) ~ 1.0 
Oefault 1~.~ ~ ~.0 
Response ~HAD: "L~I~.~, 10~. ~O~, 1~. ~, 1~.~ ~ 1.0 

See AIs~ DRES, DRFL~, K, ~, L~, LH~, { L~M ], LS, LS~, 
LS~A, LSCCW, LS~, S~E, SC~ 

The Hard Limit Deceleration (LH~) command determines the walue at which to decelerate after an 
end-of-travel limit has been hit. 

Steppers: The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the 

ENC command setting. If scaling is not enabled {SCJ~.~), the deceleration value is entered in 

motor revs/sec2; this value is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain 
an deceleration value in motor steps/sec2 for the motion t~ajectory calculations. If scaling is 

enabled (S~l), the entered deceleration value is internally multiplied by the deceleration 

scaling factor {s¢I~] to convert user units/sec2 to motor steps/sec2. 

Servos: If scaling is not enabled (SCREW}, the deceleratlon value is entered in encoder revs/sec2, LDT 

inches/sec~, or ANI volts/see2: encoder and LDT values a~ internally multiplied by the encoder 

resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (~.DT~S) value to obtain an deceleration value in 
steps/secZ for the motion traJectozy calculations. If scaling is enabled (SC;~EI), the entered 

deceleration value is internally multiplied by the deceleration scaling factor (~;:LM to convert 
user unlis/sec2 to encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/sec2. 

When a drive fault, a Kill command (K, :K. or ^K), or a Kill input (~i~’tCCi-H) occurs, motion is 

stopped at the rate set with the ~ and LIIADA commands. If the D/sab!e DrWe on Kill mode is 

enabled (I~Ri"V~I), the drive is irnmed~ately shut down upon a Kill command or input and allows 
the motor/load to freewheel to a stop without a controlled deceleration. 

The hard limit deceleration remains set unUI you change it with a subsequent hard limit 
deceleration command. Decelerations outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a 

message * h’C~ID D~TA-FI~LD x. where x is the field number. When an tovalid decderation is 
entered the previous deceleration value is retained. 

Example: Refer to the Im~l limit enable (I~) command example. 

LHADA Hard Limit Average Deceleration 
Type ~otion (S-Curve) 
Syntax ¯ ! ><8><a>L~HA~A<r> 0 <r>, <r>, <r> 
Units r : uni~s/sec~ 
Range ~.~25 - 24999999 (de~en~ng on ~he scaling Eac~or) 
Dsfault le~.~ (def~l~ is a cons~an~ deceleration r~, where 

L~A Cracks ~I 

Product Rev 

AT6400 rfa 
ATSnS0 1.0 
615n 1.o 

627O      1.0 

The Hard Limit Average Decderation (LHADA) command allows you to specify the average 
deceleration for an S-curve deceleration profile when a limit is hit. S-curve profiling provides 
smoother motion control by reducing the rate of change in deceleration; this decel rate of change is 

Trapezoidal S-Cume 

The values for the maximum hard limit decel (LHAD) and average hard limit decel (LHADA] commands 
determine the characteristics of the S-curve. To smooth the deceleration ramp, you must enter a 
LHADA command value that satisfies this equation: 1/2 ~ < LHADA < LHAD. The following conditions 
are possible: 
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Deceleration Setting 

I.J-1ADA > 1/2 LHAD, 

LHADA < 1/2 LHAD; 
or LHADA > r,HAD 

;U~ = zero; or if no L,’i~DA value 
is ever entered 

Profiling Condition 

S-z~e dec~eratk~ probe with a ratable pe~xl of constant decelera~on 

Pure S~ume (no pedod of constant decelerallon--smoothest n~on) 

Trapezoidal profile (but can be changed to S-curve by specifying a new ~ value < 

When you issue the ~ command, ~ error message * Z3~,V~T~ CONDITIONS FOR 
S_C~RVR ACCELERATION-FIELD n w~a be ~;sp~yed. 

D..ecele..rpllon profile defaults to trapezoidal; ~ ~dll match the ~ command value and 
w.e ¢onl~nue to match whatever value L#g~Z) is set to.      ’ 

NOTE 

Once you enter an LHADA value that is ;~ zero and ~ LHAD, S-curve profiling is enabled on.ly 
for hard limit move deceler~tign~ (e.g., not for contouring decelerations, which require the 
PADA command). 

Increasing the LRADA value above the pure S-curve level (LHADA > ]/2 LHAD). the time required to reach 

zero velocity decreases. However. increasing LHADA also increases Jerk. 

The calculation for determining S-curve average deceleration (Aavg] move times ts as follows: 

Time = Velocity                                  =.~ 2 * Distance Aavg or Time Aavg 

NOTE: Acceleration scaling {SCLA} aff~’ts LHADA the same as it does for LHAD. 

¯ ** For a more in-depth discuss~n on S-curve profiling, refer to the 6000 Sere.as seruo controller’s 

Example Description 
> LHADI~, I¢, 1¢, i~ Sets the maximum deceleration of a, #our axes 
> LI-LMmS, 5,7.5, i~ Sets the average deceleration of all four axes 

LHLVL Hard Limit Active Level Product Ray 
Type LImlC (End-of-Travel) AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! >LHLVL<b><b><b><b><b><b><b><b> AT6n60 1.0 U n it s n/a 615n 1.0 Range b = � (active Low), I (active high), or X (don’ t change) ~ 1.0 Default � 62~ 1.0 Response LHLVL: * LHL~¢¢~¢_~)¢¢ ~ 1.0 See Also LH, LHAD, LHADA, [LIM], LS, LSAD, LSADA0 LSCCW, LSCW, TAS. 

TLIM 
The Hard Limit Active Level (LHLVL) command defines the active state of all end-of-travel hard limit 
inputs. The default state is active low. 

Command Format IRLVL<Axis 1 CW><Axis 1 CCH><Ax~s 2 CW><Axis 2CCW> .... etc .... 
The end-of-travel limit switch can be either normally-open or normatly-dosed. If a norm~lly-ope~ 
switch is used, the hard limit active level should be set to one (LHLVLI]. If a normally-closed switch 
is used, the hard limit actlve level should be set to zero (LHLVL~), Compumotor recommends that all 
end-of-travel limit switches be normally-closed. 

The end-of-travel limit input schematic is shown in the Hardware Reference chapter of the 6000 
Series product’s user guide. Typle~.y, limit inputs are wired to norms"y-dosed Itmlt switches. 
With normally-closed limit switches, the limit function [i.e., inhibiting motion) is considered active 
when the switch is opened. 

The state of the limit inputs can be displayed with the TLIM command. The state of the limit 
function (i.e,, inhibiting motion) can be displayed with the TAS command. 

Example: Refer to the hard limit enable (LH) command example. 

[ ’LIM ] Limit Status Product Ray 
Type Assignment or Com~ar£son ATI~400 1.0 Syntax See below 
Units n/a AT6nS0 1~) 

615n 1.0 Range n/a 
Default n/a 6Sin 1.0 
Response n/a ~ |.0 

627O      t0 
See Also    LH, TLIM 
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The Ltmlt Status (~.z~ command is used to assign the lil~t status blts to a binary varlable, or to 
make a comparison against a binary or hexadecimal value. To make a comparison against a binary 
value, the letter b (b or B) must be placed in front of the value. The binary value itself must only 
contain ones, zeros, or Xs (1, ~, X, x). To make a comparison against a hexadecimal value, the letter 
h (h or H) must be placed in front of the value. The hcmdecimal value itself must only contain the 
letters A through F, or the numbers O through 9. 

Syrltax:    V/~RBn=L]~ where n is the binary variable number, 

or [LIM] can be used in an expresston such as IF(LIM=blXX1), or IF(LDf-h7) 
There are 3 lh-rdt ~nputs per a~ds. home ~nlt CW. and CCW end-of-travel I|mits. Each |s available 
for assignment or comparison. If it ts desired to ass|gn ordy one ]Imlt input value to a blnary 
variable, L, mtead of the status of all the ~hn~t inputs, the blt se/ect {.} operator can be used. The bit 
select, in conjunc~on w~th the i~dt input number, £s used to spec~y a specLqc ,mlt ~nput. For 
example. VARBI=LIM. 4 assigns ~h~t ~nput 4 to binary variable I. 

Format for b~nary assignment:     ~b._~’~,_~Pbb_ bb 

Bit 
’1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Func~on 
Ads 1 - CW Limit 
Axis 1 - CCW Limit 
Axis 1 - Home Limit 
Axis 2 - CW Umlt 
Axis 2 - CCW Umit 
Axis 2- Home Limit 
Axis 3 - CW Umit 
Axis 3 - CCW Umit 
Axis 3 - Home L~ 
Axis 4 - CW Limit 
Axis 4 - CCW Umit 
AxLs 4 - Home Umit 

Bit #I Bit #12 

(AT6400 and ATE450) 
(AT6400 ~ AT64,50j 
(AT6400 and AT64,50) 
(AT6400 and AT6450) 
(AT6400 and AT8450t 
(AT6400 and AT6450) 

Description 
If both lirrdt inputs on axis 1 and the CW limit input on axis 2 are 
active, then do the statements between the ZF and NZF 
Transfer limit status 
End IF statement 

’LN End of Loop 
Product Rev 

Type Loops or Program Flow Con~:ol 
AT~00 1.0 Syntax < : 

Units n/a AT6nSO 1.0 
61511 1.0 Range n/a 

Default n/a 6~n 1.0 
625n      1.0 Response No re~nse; us~ in conj~c~ion wi~h ~e L co~d 
~ 1.0 See Also 

The End of Loop (za) command marks the end of a loop. You must use this comrn.nd in conjunctien 
with the Loop (~.) command. All buffered commands that you enter between the L and LN commands 
are executed as many times as the number that you enter fo]l~wh~g the r. conunand. You may nest 
loops up to 16 levels deep. 

NOTE: Be careful about performing a GOTO betwee~ the L and t~ comm-nds. Branching to a different 
location within the same program will cause the next loop encountered to be nested within the 
previous loop, unless an IzN command has already been encountered. 
Example Description 
> IE, Repee~ the commands between L and Ia five times 
GOl11~ Start motion on axes 1,2, and 3, axis 4 will remain motionless 
~z~ End loop 

’[.S Soft Limit Enable 
T ype Limi~ (E~d-of-Travel) 
Syntax < : ><e><a>LS<i>, <i>, <i>, <i> 
U nits n/a 
Range i = ¯ (disable bo~h), 1 (dlsable C~), 2 (disable CCH) 

or 3 (Enable bo~h) 
Default 
Response LS: 

1LS :        "ILS~ 
See Also ( AS ], ( ER ), LH, LH~D, IJ-iADA, IJ~,VL, LSAD, LSJ~, LSCCH, 

LSCW, TAS, TER, TSTAT 

Product Rev 

AT6400 In 
AT6nSO 1D 
615n 19 
620n 1D 
6ZSn In 
6270 1.0 
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The Soft Limit Enable (~.s) command determines the status of the progrm-amable soft move distance 
limits. With soft limits disabled, motion will not be re~trlcted. After a soft Itmlt absolute position 

has been programmed [Lsc~ and LSCC~), and the soft Rmit is enabled (LS}, a move will be resmcted 

upon reaching the programmed soft limit absolute posit~on. The rote at which motion is 
decelerated to a stop upon reaching a soR limit is determined by the LSAD and LS~U~. commands. 

Disable CCW and CW soR limits i = ¢ 
Enable CCW, disable CW soft limit £ = I 
Enable CW, disable CCW soR limit £ = 2 
Enable CCW and CW soR limits £ = 3 

NOTE: The controller maintains ml absolute count, even though you may be programm~g in the 
incremental mode (~¢). The soft Ibnits will also function in Incrementzl mode[l~) or conunuous 
mode (I~1). 

NOTE 

!!.a s?.ft li.m~ is encounte.re~., wh,e limits are enabled, motion must occur in the opposite 
a,recuo, oe;ore a move m the original direction is allowed. You cannot use the Ps~ 
command to clear the soft limit condition, if limits am disabled, you are |ree to make a 
move in eitller direction.                                    . 

> 

> 
> /.,.q~i¢�, 
> 
> A1¢, 12 
> VI,I 
> DlCZ~¢¢¢¢, 
> GOl130~ 

Description 
Disable scaling. 
Set soft limit clockwise absolute posilJons to be 500000 units for axis 
1, 50000 units for axis 2 (Soft limits are always absolute) 
Set soft limit counter-clockwise absolute positions to be -500000 units 
for axis 1, -50000 units for axis 2 (Soft limits are always absolute) 
Soft limits are enabled on axes 1 and 2 
Soft limit deceleration set to 100 units/sec2 on axes 1 and 2 
Set absolute position on all axes to 0 
Set acceleration to 10 and 12 units/sac2 for axes I and 2 
Set velocity to 1 unit/sac for axes I and 2 
Set distance to 100000 and 1000 units for axes 1 and 2 
Ini~ate motion on axes I and 2 

LeAD " ’ Soft Limit Deceleration Product Rev 
Type Limit (End-of-Travel) AI"6400 1.0 Syntax < ! ><@><a>LSAD<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> A’I’~I~O 1.0 Units r = unius/sec~ 615n 1.0 Range ~.�~25 - 24,999,999 (depending on the scaling factor) ~ 1.0 Default 1~. eee(a 6~=n 1.0 Response LEAD: "LSADZ¢~. �(~�(a, 1�~.¢¢¢¢, 1~¢.e~3�, 1~¢. ~¢¢ 8270 1,0 ILSAD:     * ILSADI~. ¢¢g¢ 
Sae AIIo     DRES, LH, LHAD, LHADA, LHLVL, LS, LSADA, LSCCW, LSCW, 

SCALE, SCLA 
The So~t LL~dt D~cdcraUon (LSAD} command d~te~Tnin~s the value at ~nlch to dec~crate aRcr a 
pro~r-mnled soft ~dt (LSCW o~ LSCC~ has bc~n hit. 

Ste~)_ 9~rs: The entered va]u~ is ahyays in rc~crCIlCC tO motor st~ps, nat ~od~ steps, r~3n~ess o~thc 
ENC command seVdng. ~ sca~ng is not enabled (SCAL~¢). th~ d~ceeraUon ~ue b entered ~ 
motor r~/s~c2: this v~ue is internaay mu]tipl~ed by th~ d~v~ ~eso]ution |DRES} ~ue to obtsin 
an dccc]craUon value L~ motor steps/sac2 for the morion trajectory calculations. ~sca~ng is 
enabled {SCALE1}. the entered deceleration value is intern~y m~dtip~d by the dc~!craUon - 
scsltnS ~actor (SCL~ to convert user urdts/scc2 to motOr steps/s~c2. 

Sen, as: [~ sca]Lng ts not ~nabl~d (SCALE~}, the d¢cc1¢raUon value ~s entered in encod~r rcvs/scc2, LDT 
inches/sac2, or A~ volts/scc2: encodcr and LDT values are interna~y muiUplfed by the encod~r 
r~soluUon {ERES) value or the LDT r~soluUon |LDTRES) ~alue to obta~1 an d¢c~JcraUon value tn 
st~ps/s~c2 for the mo~on tlaJectory calculations. L~ scaltn~ Ls enabled (SCALE1). the ~nt~r~d 
dcce|elaUon value is int~rnal~ mu]Up]fed by the dece|~ration eP-!_~n~ ~actor (SCL~ tO Convert 
use~ ur,~ts/sec2 to encode. LDT, or Ab~ s~ps/sec2. 

The soft Umlt deceleration rEmaJns set un~ you chan~e it wlth a subsequent soft Lb~t dccelcraUon 
command. Dec~eraUons outside the yard ~ange arc ~o~ed as an error, ~dth a message *INVALID 
DATA-FI’Rt.n x. where x is the ft~ld numt~r. When an invaJJd dt~J~ation Is ~nt~red the pr~vlous 
dcce]eraUon va~ue is reb~Incd. 
Example: Referto the so~ ,mit enable (LS) command example. 
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LSADA Soft Limit Average Deceleration Produot Ray 
Type Motion (S-cu.~e) AT6400 r~ 
Syntax < ! ><O><a>LSADA<]:>, <:l">, <r>, <r> AT~ 1~ 
Units ~ : ~s/sec2 61~ ~ 
Flange ~.~e25- 24999999 (~e~g on ~he scal~ ~nc~o:) ~ ~ 

LSADA ~racks LSAD) ~ 1.0 

See Also     ~, ADA, ~, LS~, S~E, SC~ 

The Soft Limit Average Deceleration {LSADA) command allows you to specify the average deceleration 
for an S-curve deceleration profile when a soft limit is hiL S-curve profiling provides smoother motion 
control by reducing the rote of change in deceleration; this decel rote of change is known as jer/~ 

Trapezoidal S.Cwve 

The values for the rnaxlmum soft Limit decel (LSAD) and average soft limit decel (LSAD~ commands 
determine the characteristics of the S-CtLrVe. To smooth the deceleration ramp, you must enter a 
LSADA command value that satisfies this equation: It2 LSAD < LSADA < LSAD. The following conditions 
are possible: 

Deceleration Setting 

LSADA > I/’2 LSAD, 
but LSADA < LSAD 
LSADA = 1/2 LSAD 
LSADA = LSAD 
LSADA < I/2 LSAD; 
or LSADA ¯ LSAD 
AA = zero; or if no LSADA vaJue 

Profiling Condition 

S-cunm decelera¢Jon profile vv~h a vadable pedod of constant deceleration 

NOTE 
Once you enter an LSADA vaJue that is ;* zero or ~ LSAD, ~cu~e profiling is enabled only for the soft 
limit move deceleration (e.g., not for the hard limit deceleration, which requires the zauu~ command). 

Increasing the LSADA value above the ptLre S-curve level (LSADA > I/2 LSAD), the time required to r~_ch 
zero velocity decreases. However. increasing LSADA alSO increases jerk. 

The calculation for determlrdng S-curve average deceleration (Aa~ move times is as follows: 

T~e=~ or T~ne =’~ 2. Distance 
Aavg 

NO~: Acceleration scal~g (SCLJ0 a~’ects r.raU~A the same as tt does fo~ 

="* For a more f~-depth d~scussion on S-curue pro.Fdtng, refer to the 6000 ~eri~s seruo controller’s 
user ~. 

Example 

> LSADI(~, 10, 10,10 

¯ LSADAS, 5, 7.5,10 

Description 
Sets the maximum deceleration of all four axes 
Sets the average deceleration of all four axes 

LSCCW so. Limit cow Range Product Ray 
Type Limit (End-of-Travel) AT6400 1~) Syntax < : ><g> <a>LSCCW<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1~) Unite : = units of dista-ce 615n 1.0 Range -999,999,999 - +999,999,999 (scalable) ~ 1.0 Default +¢ gZSn 1.0 Respunse LSCCW: "LSCCW+¢, ÷�, +~. +� 6270 1.0 ILSCCW:    * ILSCCW+~ 
Sea Also    LH, LHAD, LH~DA, LHLVLo LS0 LSAD0 [,SADAo LSCW, PSET, CALE, SCLD 
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LSCW so. Limit CW Range Product Rev 

Type Limit (E~d-of-Travel) AT6400 1.0 

Syntax < ! ><0><a>LS~<r>, <r>, <r>. <r> 
AT61150 1.0 

Units r = ~i~s o~ ~s~ce 61~ 1.0 

Range -999,999,999 - +99~,999,999 {scal~le) ~ 1.0 
Default +~ ~ 1.0 

Response LSCW: *LSCW*~. *~, *~, *~ ~ 1~ 
ILSCW : * ILS~+~ 

See Also LH, ~, ~A, ~, LS, LS~, L~A, LSC~, P~T, 
S~E, SCLD 

The Soft Limit CW Range (LSCW) command specifies the distance in absolute units where motion 
w111 be rest~cted when travelLng Ln a CW dlrecUon. The reference posltion used to determine 

absolute position Ls set to zero upon power-up, and can be reset using the PSET command. Be snre 

to set the LSCW value greater than the *-$Ccw value. 

The LSC~ value re~zJns set until you change it with a subsequent LSC~ command. 

All so~t lhn~t values entered are in absolute steps. If scalLr~ ~s enabled (SCALE1), LSC~ LS Lnlz~rmliy 

mult~plled by the d~stance scale factor (SCLD). 

Example: Refer to the soft limit enable (LS) command example. 

LX Terminate Loop Produ©t 

Type Loops or Program Flow Control AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >LX AT6nS0 1.0 
U n its n/a 615n 1.0 

Range n/a (~3n 1.0 

Oefault n/a 625n 1,0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

See Also    L, L~ 

The Terminate Loop (LX) command termLnates the current loop m progress, ThLs command does 
not halt processing of the commz~ds in the loop until the last command in the current loop 
iterauon is executed. At thls point, the loop is terminated. If there a.re nested loops, only the inner 
most loop is terminated. 

Tkls command c~n be used externally to terminate the loop only ff it is preceded by the immediate 
command specter ( ! Lx}. If the immediate command specter is not used, the command will have 

no �ffect on a loop Ln progress. An example of where the buffered Termlnat¢ Loop command (Ix) 
fright be used is provided below. 

Example Description 
> ~.~ Repeat the commands between L and L~ infinitely, or until a Terminate Loop 

(z.~) command is received 
GO111� Stad motion on axes 1, 2, and 3, axis 4 will remain motionless 
IF (~=bX1) If input 2 goes high execute all statements between ~-F a~nd NI.F 
~ Teffninate loop 
~ End IF statement 
zz~ End loop 

This program will make the move specified by the GOZZl¢ command indefinitely until input 2 goes high, at 
which point, an I.~ will be issued, terminating t~e loop. 
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MA 
Absolute/Incremental Mode Enable 

Type Motion Product Rev Syntax 
< ! > <~><a>V,A<b><b><b><b> Units n/a ATe400 1.0 

1.0 Range b = (~ (incremental mode) or 1 (absolute mode) 61~o 1.0 Default � (i for 6270 only) ~ 1.0 Response MA: *MA~¢ 6~5n 1.0 IMA: ¯ ;j.~¢ 6270 1.0 See Alao D, GO, PSET 

The Absolute/fncrementa] Mode Enable (MA) command spech’les whether the moves to follow are 
made with respect to current poslt[on (incremental} or w~th respect to an absolute zero position. 

In incremental mode (MAC}, all moves are made with respect to the position at the beginning of the 
move. Tl-ds mode ~s useful for repeating moves of the same distance. 

In absolute mode (MAI], a~l moves are made w~th respect to the absolute zero position. The absolute 

zero position is equal to zero upon power up, and can be rede~med "adth the PSET conunand. An 
interrm] counter keeps track of absolute poslt[on. 

Example 
> 
> MAlll 1 
¯ 
¯ AD2,2,25~, 25~ 
¯ VI,1.1, 2 
> 
¯ G01111 

Description 
Set absolute position on axes 1, 2, and 3 f0 zero, and axis4 to 1000 units 
Enable absolute mode on axes 1 through 4 
Sets acceleration to 2, 2, 25000. and 25000 units/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Sets deceleration to 2" 2, 25000, and 25000 units/see2 for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Sets velocity to 1, 1, I, and 2 units/sec for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively 
Set distance on all axes to 10 units 
Initiate motion on all axes (axes 1, 2, and 3 will move 10 units CW, axis 4 will 
move ggo units CCW) 

M C 
Preset/continuous Mode Enable 

Type Mo ~ion Pro du et 
Syntax 

< ! ><@><a>MC<b><b><b> <b> Units n/a AT6400 
AT6nS0 Range b = � (presel: mode} or 1 (con~.inuous mode) 

620n 
Default ¢ 615n 
Response MC: *~C¢~¢~ 625n 1 MC : "1MC{~ ~ See Also     A, AD, COMEXc, COMEXs, D, GO, K, MA, PSET, S, SSV, TEST, V 

Rev 

1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
12 
1.0 

¯ 
> 
¯ A2,2,25~i~, 
> AD2,2,25~2), 25¢�~ 
¯ V1,1,1, 2 
¯ DI(~, 1¢, 1¢, 1¢ 
> GOIIII 

1.0 

The Preset/Contlnuous Mode Enable (MC) command causes subsequent moves to go a specked 

dtstance (Mc¢}, or a specked velocity 

In the Preset Mode thee), all moves w/]l go a speci~c distance. The actual distance traveled ts 

specked by the D. SCLD. and HA commands. 

In the Continuous Mode {MCl}, all moves ~ go to a specLqc velocity with the Distance (n) command 

estabhshlng the dLrection (D+ or D-). The actual velocity ~ be determ~ed by the v and SCLV 
commands, or the v and DRES commands. 

You can change velocity and acceleration on thefly (while mot[on is h-~ progress) by issuing an 

immediate velocity ( ! v} and/or acceleratlen [: A} command followed by an hnmed~te go ( ! GO). If the 

contLnuous command process~g mode (Co~XC} |s enabled, you can also m~e on-the://y velocity 
and acceleration changes by using buffered commands (v and A), followed by a GO command. 

MoUon will stop with an L’nmediate Stop (’s} cornn~nd, an immediate ~ | !K) command, or by 

spsc~y/ng a velocity of zero followed by a GO command. Mo~[on can also be stopped with a buffered 
Stop (S} or K111 |K) command ~" the contL-~uous conunand processing mode (COMExC} IS enabled. 

Exemple 
Description 
Enable incremental mode on all axes 
Enable preset mode on all axes 
Sets acceleration to 2, 2, ?~000, and 25000 uniLs/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Sets deceleration to 2, 2, 000, and 25000 units/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Sets velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/sec for axes 1,2, 3 & 4 respeclJvely 
Set distance on all axes to 10 units 
Initiate molion on all axes (axes !,2, 3. & 4 will all move 10 units CW) 
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> COt~EXCl 
> MCIII1 
¯ 
¯ AD8,8,2~, 2(~ 
> VS, 5,5,9 
¯ G01111 

¯ 001111 

¯ G01111 

Enable continuous command processing mode 
Enable continuous mode on all axes 
Sets acceleration to 8, 8, 2000, and 2000 units/sec~ for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Sets deceleration to 8, 8, 2000, and 2000 units/sec~ for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Sets velocity to 5, 5, 5, and 9 units/sec for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Initiate motion on all axes (axes 1,2" and 3 will each travel at a velocity of 1 
unit/sec, axis 4 will travel at a velocity of 2 uniLVsec) 
Wait 15 seconds 
Sets velocity to 5 units/sec 
Initiate motion with new velocity of 5 units/sec (all axes) 
Wait 8 seconds 
Sets velocity to zero 
Initiate motion with new velocity of 5 units/sec (all axes) 
Wait for motion to come to a halt on all axes 
Disable continuous command processing mode 

MEMORY Partition User Memory 

Type Controller Configuration 
Syntax < ! >M~I~ORY<i>, <i> 
Units i = bytes of memory (use even number only) 
Range (see table below} 
Default (see table below) 
Response MEMORY: *MEMORY33 ~0, 31~(~ 
See Also DATP, DEF, PCOMP, TDIR, TMEM 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nSO 1.0 
615n 1.0 
620n 15 

6270 1.0 

The Partition User Memory (MEMORY) command defines the amount of memory allocated to program 
storage and path segment storage(not the total number of programs or paths). 

In the MEMORY command syntax, the first <i> is for program storage; that is, the WI~! amount of 

bytes allocated for programs that are defined w~th the DEF command, and for data programs (DATP}. 

The second <i> ts for path segment s~orage (AT6400, 6201, and 6200-C only); that Is, paths 
compiled w~th the z~co~P command (one path segment requires 62 bytes for steppers). To check the 
status of the memory usage, use the T~EM command or the TDIR command. 

~%’hP..D, S ,pe~’i~lng the meJnory at[ocaUon, use only even nunlbers (e.g., MEL~ORY32¢~2,31998). 

When usL.-’~ the Teach Mode, be aware that the memory rcqul.md for ~ch data statement of four 
data potnts (39 bytes} ts taken from the memory a]]ocaUon t’or pro~am storage. 

The minimum storage capacl.ty in any category (progr~mx or cdntourtng paths) Is 1,000 bytes. The 
following table identifies memory aHocaUon defaults and [hntts for a]l 6000 Series products. 

Product Total Memory 
[-u optionl 

[lso.ooo] 

[150,000] 

615~, 625n. 
and 6270 

62OO 

Default 
[-M Option} 

33e%~, 31%~ 

390~3, 1¢00 
(14900~, 1 ¢0~] 

21400, 186~ 
[~ s 6¢¢, ~ ~ ~¢¢] 

Max. Allocation fm Paths 
[*M Option] 

1~00, 6 3 

CAUTION 

Issuing a memory aJlocation command (e,g., ~MORY3¢¢¢¢, 1¢¢~¢) wig erase all exi.sting 
programs and compiled contouring paIh segments. However, issuing Ihe ~o~Y command 
by itself (to request the status of how the memory is allocated) wig not affect existing 
programs or path segments. 

Exam p le 
> MEt,~RY56~X~, 

Description 
Set aside 56000 bytes for program~torage, 8000 bytes for path 
segments 
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MOV ] Axis Moving Status " 
Product Rev Type Asslgnmen~ or Comparlson 

Syntax See below AT6400 1.0 Units n/a AT6nS0 ID Range n/a 615n 1.0 Default n/a ~20n 
ID Response n/a ~ 1.0 

See AIso [ AS I, GO, TAS 6L~’O 1.0 

The Ax~s Moving Status (Mov} command is us~l to assign the moving status to a binary variable, or 
to make a comparison against a binary or hexadecimal value. To make a comparison against a 
binary value, the letter b (b or B} must be placed in front of the value. The b~%ary value itself must 
only c~ntaln ones. zeros, or Xs {1, ~, X, x}. To make a comparison against a hexadec~al vRlue, the 
letter h (h or H} must be placed in front of the value. The hexad~imaJ value Itself must only contain 
the letters A through F, or the numbers ~ through 9. 

The axis moving status is also reported with bit #1 of the TAS and AS commands 

VARBn=MOV where n is the bina~, variable number, 
or [MOV] can be used in an e-xpr~ssion such as i~ (MOV=blXXl), or ~(MOVfh3) 

¯ " P ;’x*s m m mouon, me r)it will be a one (i). If the Sl~C~IC axis is not in motion, the bit w£1 be a zero {~). 

axes,            s- ....... "’S u, ts..,t m aestrea to assxgn oray one movinglnot moving bit to a 

b~ma~. _ _ .v~i~.le, instead of all the moving/not moving bits, the bit select ( ) operator can be u 
xne bit select operator, in conjunction with the m .......... ¯ .              sed. 

uvu,g/no[ moving bit numoer, are used to specify 
a s .p~ctfi.c moving/not moving bit. For example, VA~BI=MOV. 2 assigns bit 2 (representing axis 2 
mo~nng/not moving} to binary variable I. 

Example Description 
> t-X:~xEXCl ~nable continuous command processing mode 
¯ t-z1vIE~l Save command buffer on stop 
> M31111 Enable continuous mode on all axes 
¯ A2, 2,25~Z~, 25~Z~ Sets acceleration to 2, 2, 25000, and 25000 units/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 and 

4 respectively 
¯ AD2,2,25~;~, 25~Z~ Sets deceleration to 2, 2, 25000, and 25000 untts/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 and 

4 respectively 
¯ vl, 1,1, 2 Sets velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/soc for axes t, 2, 3 and 4 respectively 
> G01111 Initiate moUon on all axes (axes 1 ~, and 3 will each travel at a velocity of 1 

uniVsec, axis 4 will travel at a velocity of 2 unlts/soc) ¯ T5 Wait 5 seconds 
> $1111 Stop motion on all axes 
> WAIT (MOV=hC~X~) Wail for motion to come to a halt on all axes 
¯ cc~,=:~ Disable continuous command processing m~le 

N IF End IF Statement 
Product Rev Type Program Flow Control or Conditional Branching 

Syntax < ! >NIF AT(}~I00 1.0 Units n/a AT6nS0 1.0 Range n/a 615n 1.0 Default n/a ~ 1.0 Response No resDo~e w~n us~ in conj~tion wi~h the IF co~ 
~ See Als~ ELSE, IF 1.0 

This command is used in conjunction with the IF and ELSE commands to provide conditional 

program flow. If the expression contained within the parentheses of the IF command evaluates 
true, then the commands between the IF and the ELSE are executed. The commands between the 
ELSE and the NIF are ignored. If the expression evaluates false, the commands between the ELSE 

and the NIF are executed. The commands between IF and ELSE are ignored. The ELSE command is 
opUonal and does not have to be included in the IF statement 

Programming order:    IF(expression) ...commands... NIF 

or 

IF(expression) ,-.commands... ELSE ...conmancls... 

]N.~]~: Be careful about performing a GOTO between IF and NIF. Branching to a different location 
within the same program will cause the next IF statement encountered to be nested within the 

previous IF statement, unless an NIF command has already been encountered. 
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Descriptien 
Specify ZF condition to be input I = 1, input 3 = O 
zt, condition evaluates true wait 5 seconds 
Else part of zI~ condition 
rF condition does not evaluate true transfer position of all encodem 
End ~’F statement 

[ NOT ] Not Product Rev 
Type Operator (Logical) AT’~400 1.0 
Syntax See below AT6oS0 
Units n/a 61511 1.0 
Range ~/a 620n 1.0 
Default n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 
See Also ~, IF(), 

The NOT operator is used in conjunction with the program flow control commands ( IF, 

w~zz~.. N~ILE, WAIT}. The NOT operator compliments a logical expressiom [fan expression Is true, 

the ~OT operator will make the ~xpression false. If an expression is false, the t~o~ operator will 
make the expression tr~e. This fact is best illustrated by the following ~unp[es: 

If variable #1 eq~_mls l, then the following is a true statement: IF(v~a_l<3) 

By using the t40T operator, the same statement becomes false: IF [NeE v’~i<3 ) 

If vaziablc #2 equals 2, then the following statement is false: 

By using the NOT operator, the same statement becomes true: W~LE (NCrt VAR2=3 

To evaluate an expression (NOT Expression) to determine ff the expression is true, use the following rule: 
NOTTRUE = FALSE 
NOT FALSE = TRUE 

In the following example, variable # I is displayed, then is incremented by I as long as V~RI is not 
equal to lo. 
Examp le Description 
> YAP, l=]. Set variable I equal to 1 
> W’¢IILE(tqoT V~1=1¢) Compare variable 1 to 10, and logically not the expression 
H~WRZ Wr~e out vadable 1 
VARI=vAR1 ÷ 1 Set vaflable I to increment I by 1 
~ End WHILE statement 

NWHILE End WHILE Statement Product Rev 
Type P~ogra~ Flo~ Control o~ Corv~itional ~ching AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >I~WHILE A~ 1.0 
U n its n/a 61~ 1~ 
R an ge n/a ~ 1~ 
Oefault n/a ~ 1.0 
Response No respo~e wh~ us~ in conj~cti~n with the ~I~ co~d ~ I~ 
See Also ~ILE 
The NHZLE command, m conjunction with the N~TaILE command, provide a means of conditional 
program flow. The WHIV.~- command marks the beginning of the conditional statement, the 
command marks the end. If the expression conmlned within the parenthesis of the WHILE 
command evaluates true, then the commands between the WllILE and Iq~IILE are executed, and 
continue to execute as long as the expression evaluates true. If the expression evaluates false, then 
program execuUon jumps to the fl~t command after the I~HIZ~ 

Up to 16 levds of~ .... NWHIr.=- commands may be nested. 

NOT~: Be careful about performing a GO~O betw~ ~ and ~z~. Bran~ to a different 
location wttlfln the same program will cause the next WH~ statement encountered to be nested 
within the previous WHILE statement, un]css an aWHZLE command has already ~ encountered. 

Programming order:.    WHZ~(expression) ...commands... 

Example 
> NHZI~ (ZN=~IXO) 

Description 
While input 1 = 1, input 3 = O, execute commands between WHILE 

Wa~ 5 seconds 
Transfer posi~on of all encoders 
End w~ir,~, statement 
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ONCOND On Condition Enable 
Product Rev Type On Condit:ion (Program Interrupt:) 

Syntax < ! > <0>ONCOND<b> <b> <b> <b> AT6400 1.0 
Units n/a AT6nS0 I~) 

615n 1.0 Range b = (~ (disable), 1 (enable) or X (don’t change) 
Default 
R esp o n se 0NCOND: "ONCONDce~e 
See Also ONn% 0~, ONUS, Om/ARA, ONVA~, [ SS |, 

The On Condition Enable (0NCOND) command enables the C=qZN, ONUS. 0NVARA, and 0IWARB commands. 
When enabled, the expressions specified in the oNn.. o~s, 0NV~RA, and 0NV,~8 commands will be 
continuously evaluated. If any of the expresskm.s ecer evaluate true. a GOSUB will be made to the 
0NP program/subroutine. 

oN9. 0NIN. Ol~S. ONVARA. and 0NVARB should be defined before enabling the On Condition. If 0NP is not 

defined first, the error message *UNDEFINED LA~EL wtIl appear. 

ONC0NDbbbb: First b = ONIN Enable 

Second b = ONUS Enable 
Third b : OZCVARA Enable 

Fourth b = 0NVA~ Enable 

Example Description 
¯ ~ big~ov Define program big"mov 
- D20,2~, 1,3 Sets move distance on axes 1 and 2 to 20 units, axis 3 to 1 unit, 

and axis 4 to 3 units 
- G01111 Initiate motion on all axes 
- ~ End program definition 
> O]/P bigmov Set ON program to bigmov 
¯ otczz~xxl On input #4 GOSUB to ONP program 
¯ O~D~DI~ Enable oNIm concrdion 

Now that the O1~ program named blgmov is defined, if input #4 becomes active during normal program 
operation, the program w=ll GOSUB to the oN9 program (big~ov). 

ONIN On an Input Condition Gosub 
Product nev 

Type o~ Condition (Prog~a~ Tn~er~’~pt:) 
AT6400 1.0 Syn tax < ! >ONZN<b><b><b>... <b> <b> 

U n it s n/a A’r6~0 1.0 
1.0 Range b = ¢ (disable), i (enable) or X (don’t care) 

620n 1.0 Default O 
625n 1.0 

See Atso    INR;C. ONCO~D. ONTN, OtZ~. 

The On an Input Condition Gosub {ONIN) command specifies the input bit pattern which will cause a 

branch to the ON program (0NP). If the input pattern occurs, a GOSUB is performed. The subroutine 

or program that the GOSUB branches to is selected with the ON program (oNP} command. 

Inptxt bit assignments for the oNI~ command vary by product. The Input bit patterns for all 6000 
products are provided in the Inputs and Outputs portion of the/%’ogramming Guide section at the 
begtnning of this document The inputs are numbered I to n In depends on the product] from let% to right. 

The 0I~IN command must be enabled using the 0~COND command before any branching will occur. 

Once a branch to the ot,-P program occurs. 0NIIq command wil] not call the oz~P program wl~iIe the ONP 

program is executin~ eliminating the possibility of recurstve calls. After returning from the ONP 
program, the input pattern specified by the ON~ command must evaluate false before another 

branch to the osp program, resulting fi-oxx-~ the OI~IN Inputs. will be allowed. 
Example Description 
> DEF bismov Define prograrrl bigmov 

D2~. 2(~. i. 3 Sets mova distance on axes 1 a,d 2 to 20 usits, a~s 3 to I unit. 
and a~s 4 to 3 units 

- GOIIII In,tats motion on all axes 
- ~D £.d program definition 
¯ Oh~ bi~pnov Set ON program |o bigmov 
¯ ~ On ~put #4 GOSU8 to ONP program 
> ONCONDI~ Enable ONIN cond~o~1 

Now that Ihe ONE= program named bigmov is Mined, if input #4 
becomes acth~e du~ng normal program operation, the program ~dll 
GOSUB to the ore, program (big~ov). 
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O NP On Condition Program Assignment Product 

Type on Condition {Program Interrupt) AT6400 1.0 
Syn tax < ! >ONP< t:> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units t = tex~ (name of On Condition program) 61,~ 1.0 
Range t:ext; name of 6 characters or less ~ 1.0 
Default n/a 625n 1.0 
Response ONP., -O~P b].g~ov 6270 1.0 
See Also DEF, t~lD, ONCO~, ONIN, OZ~S, 01~A;~A, OZ~ARB 

The On Condition Program [ONLY} command assigns the program to which programming will fiOSUB 

when an ON condition is met. The program must be defined (DZF} previous to the execution of the 

ONP command. The ONP command must be specified bdore enabling the ON conditions (0NCO~’D|. If 
ONP is not defined ih~t, the error message *b’NI:~FINED LABEL will appear. 

To unassign fl~e program as the ON condition program, issue the O~P CLR command. Ddeting the 
program with the DE~. command will accomplish the same th~ng. 

Within the ONI~ program, the programmer is responsible for checking which ON condition caused 
the branch, if mulUple ON conditions (ONCOND} have been enabled. Once a branch to the 

program occurs, the ONP program will not be called again until ailer it has finished executing. After 

returning from the ONP program, the condition that caused the branch must evaluate false before 

another branch to the on program w~II be allowed. 

Example D es¢ript ion 
> ~ b~gmov Define program bigmov 
- D2¢, 2¢, 1, 3 Sets move distance on axes 1 and 2 to 20 units, axis 3 to 1 unit, 

and axis 4 to 3 units 
- GOIlll Initiate motion on all axes 
- END End program definition 
> ONP bigmov Set ON program to big~ov 
> ONINxxxl On input #4 GOSUB to Ot¢9 program 
> ONCONDlCC¢ Enable ONIN condition 

Now that the o~ program named bigmov is defined, if input #4 
becomes active during normal program operation, the program will 
GOSUB to the oNP program (bigmov). 

ONUS on a user status Condition Gosub Produ©t Rev 

Type On Condition (Program In~er~) ~ r le0 
Syn tax < ! >ON~S<b><b><b>... <b><h> ( 16 bit:-,) AT6nS0 1.0 
Units n/a 615n 1.0 
Range b = ¢ (~isable), 1 (enable) or X (don’~ care) ~ 1.0 
Default ¢ 625n 1.0 
Response ONUS: *oNUs¢¢~c_®¢e¢_¢¢¢¢_¢¢¢¢ 6270 
See Also XNDOS~, ZNDUST, ONCOND, ONP 

The On a User Status Condition Gosub (ONUS) command specifies the user status bit pattern, 
deJ1ned using the INDUST command, which will cause a branch to the ON program [ONP). If the bit 
pattern occurs, a GOSUB ~s performed. The subroullne or program that the GOSUB branches to is 
selected by the ON program (ONP) couunand. 

The ONUS command must be enabled using the ONCOND command before any branching wILl occur. 
Once a branch to the ONP program occurs, ONUS cor~mand ~ not call the 0NP program while the 0NP 
program is executing, elindnating the possibility of recursive calls. ARer returning from the ONP 
program, the user status bit pattern specified by the ON~S command must evaluate false before 
another branch to the oNp program, resuI~ing from the onus status bits, will be allowed. 

Example 
> IZ~JSEI 
¯ ]:NDUST1-SA 

> ]2{DUST2-3D 
¯ ]2~]ST3-SJ 
¯ INDUST4-1K 

> INDUSTI6-2 I 
¯ DEF bigmov 

Description 
Enable user status 
User status bit 1 defined as axis 1 status bit 5 
User status bit 2 defined as axis 4 status bit 3 
User status bit 3 def’~ed as input 5 
User status bit 4 defined as interrupt status bit 1 
User status bit 16 defined as system status bit 2 
Define program b~.g~aov 

D20, 2¢, I, 3 
GOZIII 

0NP bigmov 

Sets move distance on axes 1 and 2 to 20 units, axis 3 to I unit, and axis 4 to 3 units 
Initiate motion on all axes 
End program definition 
Set ON program to bigmov 
On user status bit #4 (interrupt status bit 1 ) GOSUB to oNP program 
Enable onus condition 
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Example 

> DEF bigmov 

D2~, 2~, 1,3 

- GOIIll 
- 
> ONP bigmov 
> ONVARA~, 12 
> ONCONDC¢I~ 

Description 
Define program bigmov 
Sets move distance on axes 1 and 2 to 20 units, axis 3 to 1 unit, 
and axis 4 to 3 units 
Initiate motion on aJl axes 
End program definition 
Set ON program to bigmov 
On W~ <= ~, or V~l >= 12 GOSUB to O~ program 
Enable 0NVARA condi~on 

ONVARB On Variable 2 Condition Gosub 
Product    Rev Type 0~ Condition (Program Interrupt| AT8400 Syntax <, >o~’~e< L, t> 

Units see below AT6n50 
Range ~999,999,999. ~9999999 ~ 10 

Default ~.¢ 

See AIso o~o~, o~. o~, v~ 

~e O~ ~d must be ~]~ ~ ~e ONCo~ ~d b~o~= ~y b~8 ~ ~c~. 

P~. ~bl~ 2 m~t ~ ~¢t to a ~u~ ~ ~ low ~d ~ ~u~ ~for~ ~o~ b~ 

Example 
¯ ~ 
- D2¢, 2�, 1, 3 

- GOIlll 

> ONP bigmov 
> 
¯ C~C0ND¢¢¢1 

Description 
Define program bign~v 
Sets move distance on axes 1 and 2 to 20 units, axis 3 to I unit, 
and axis 4 to 3 units 
Initiate motion on all axes 
End program definition 
Set oN program to bigmov 
OnVAR2 <= ~, or VAR2 >= 12GOSUBtool~progmm 
Enable ONVARB cond~on 

[ OR ] Or 
Type Operator (Logical) 
Syntax see below 
UnHs n/a 
Range n/a 
Default nla 
Response nla 
See Also J~’D, TF(), NO~, REP~J~,T..I.~TIL(|, WAIT[I,    WHILE..NWHILE() 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nS0 1.0 

1.0 
1.0 

6270       LO 
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The OR command ~ used Lu conjunc~on with the program flow conh-ol commands (IF, REPEAT..G~TIL. 

WHILE..NWH~LE, WAI~}. The OR command logically links two expressions. If either of the two 

expressions are true, and are linked with an OR coRtmand, then the whole statement is true. This 
fact is best illustrated by example. 

IfVARI--I and vK~2=I then the following is a true statement, even though variable 2 is not greater 
than3: IF(VA~I>¢ OR 
The fo]low~ statement wou]d not be {lue: IF (VARI<>I OR VAR2=2 }. 

To evaluate an expression (Expression 1 OR Expression 2 = Resu]0 to detern~ne ff the whole 
expression Ls true. use the following ru!e: 

TRUE oRTRUE =TRUE 
TRUE OR FALSE = TRUE. 
FALSE OR TRUE = TRUE 
FALSE oR FALSE = FALSE 

Example 
¯ VARI=I S~ vadab[e I equei to I 
¯ IF (VARI=I OR IN=blXXX) Compare vacate I W I, and check for input #I to be aclive 
WRITE’FIRST EXAMPLE" If either condition is true, wdte out FIRST EXA.,M!~E 
~U~ End Iz’ statement 

O UT Output State Product Rev 

T yp e out:pus AT64(X) 1.0 
Syn t ax < ! >oUT<b><b> <b>... <b> <b> <b> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units n/a 615n 1.0 
Range b = ¢ (off), 1 (on) or X (don’t: change) 620n 1,0 

Default ¢ 625n 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1,0 

See Also 00TALL, OUTZN. 0~TFNC, OUTLVL, TO~P~ 

The Output State (oLaf) command turns the programmable output bits on and off. A programmab/e 
Output bit must be dejlned as such (OUTFNCi-A) before this command will takR affect. 

Not~: OIi~’~NCi-A iS ~le default 

The output bit pattern spech~ed in the OUT command corresponds ordy to the outputs deKned as 
progranunable (OUTFNCi-A). For example, ffon~ outputs 3 and 5 were defined as programmable, 
then tun~ (nl outputs 3 and 5 would r~ the command OUT11. not 0UTxxlxl. 
Output b~t patterns vary by product. The output b~t patterns for all 6000 products are provlded Ln the 
Inputs and Outputs topic of the Prog~ G,,~r/,, section at the beginning of thls documenL 

If it is desired to set only one output value, instead of all outputs, the bit select (.) operator ca~ be 
used, followed by the n1~mher of the specific output. For example, otrr. 12-1 turns on output 12. 

Example Description 
¯ OU~gh-1 Enable output functions 
¯ <~r1:1~Cl-lB Define output #I as axis I moving/not moving 
¯ ~xrrz~c2-2B Define output #2 as axis 2 rnoving/notmoving 
> OLr~r~3-A Define output #3 as programmable 
> OLT2F~4-A Define output #4 as programmable 
> ~5-F Define output #5 as fault output 
> OUTZ~ Turn on first programmable output (output #3), turn off second 

programmable output (output #4) 
¯ OUT. 2-1 Tum on the second programmable output (output #4) 

[ OUT ] Output Status Product Rev 

Type Assignmen~ or Comparison AT6400 1.0 
Syntax See below AT6r60 1.0 
Units n/a 615n 1.0 
Range b = (~ (oil), 1 (on) or X (don’~ change} ~ 1.0 

Default ¢ 625n 1.0 
Response n/a 6Z-/O 1.0 

See AlSo 0UTALr., OUTe:N, OOT~C, OUTLVL, TOUT, VA~ 

The Output Status (ouT) command is used to assign the output states to a binary variable N~’~), or 
to make a comparison against a binary or hexadecimal value. To make a comparison agalnst a 
binary value, the letter b (b or B) must be placed in front of the value. The binary value itself must 

only contain ones. zeros, or Xs { 1. ~. X. x}. To make a compaxlson against a hexndecimal value, the 
letter h (h or H) must be placed in front of the value. The hexadecimal value Itself must only contain 
the letters A through F, or the numbers 0 through 9. 
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In servo products, the OLP~EN command has no effect on au~ll.~j, outputs (OUT-A, otrr-B, etc.) when 

they are conl~gured as output-on-position outputs w~th the OUTFNCi-H command. 

Syntax= V~Bn=OUT where n is the binaz7 variable number, 

or [ou~] can be used in sn expression such as IF (OUT=bile1), or IF(OU’L~-h7F) 

Output bit assignments vary by product The output bit patterns for all 6000 products al-e provided Ln 
the Inputs and Outputs topic of the Programm~.g Guide section at the beglnning of this document. 
The outputs are numbered I to n (n depends on the product) from left to right 

The function st" the outputs is established with the OL~FNC command {although the [or.~] command 

looks at all outputs regardless of their assigned function from the OL~FNC command). If it is desired 

to assign only one output value to a binary variable, instead of all outputs, the bit select (.) oper’dtor 
can be used, followed by the number of the specific output. For example, VAg81=OUT. 12 assigns 
output 12 to binary variable 

Example 
> VAR5 1 =O~l’ 
> ~2=O~. 12 
> 

> IF(OV~=blII@IlXI1 ) 

Description 
Output status assigned to binary variable 1 
Output bit 12 assigned to binary variable 2 
Response if bit 12 is set to 1: 

If the output status contains l’s for outputs 1,2,3,5,6,8,and 9, and 
a 0 for output 4, do the ZF statement 
Transfer revision level 
End TF statement 

¯ IF (0UT=hTF¢~) 

TREV 
NIF - 

If the output status contains l’s for outputs 1,2,3,5,6,7,and 8, and 
O’s for every other output, do the ZF statement 
Transfer revision level 
End IF statement 

OUTALL    Output State for Multiple Outputs Product Rev 
Type 0utpuc AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! >OOTALL<i>, <i>, <b> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units See below 615~ 1.0 Range 1st i = i co n; 2nd L = First i to n; b = ~ (off) or 1 (on) ~ 1.0 (n = total ~ of general-purpose outputs, varies by producn ~ 1.0 and option) ~;~/~ 1.0 
Default ~ 
Responle n/a 
See Also sum, OUTF.~, OU’~FNC, OUTLVL, TOUT 

The Output State (ot/T~r.~) command turns the programmable output bits on and off. A 

programmable output bit must be defined as such (OUT~¢i-~) before this command will take affect. 
Note: 0ITI’FNCi-A ts the default 

The outputs spect~ed In the OrJ~ALL command corresponds only to the outputs defined as 

programmable (OrJ~Ft~Ci-A). For example, ff only outputs 3 and 5 were defined as programmable, 

then stating the command Ob~Ahnl, 2, I will turn on outputs 3 and 5. 

S_vntax: First i ffi Beglnmng of output set Range: 1 to n* 
Second i = Ending of output set. Range: first i to n* 
b        = State of the outputs (¢ = off, 1 = on) 

* n represents the maximum number of prograrmnable outputs. This number vanes by product. The 
programmable output configurations for all 6000 products are provided in the Inputs and Outputs 
portion of the Progrmnminzj G,,i,’i,, section at the beginning of this document. 

Example Description 
¯ OOTAUhZ, 14,1 Turn on programmable outputs I through 14 

OUTEN Output Enable Product .,v 
Type Output or ~ogram Debug Tool AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >OUT~i<d><d><d>... <d><d><d> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units a/a 615n 1.0 Range d = ~ (o£~), 1 (on), E (enabled) or X (don’t change) ~ 1.0 
Default E 62~ 1.0 
Resp o nse 0UTEN :     "OUTENEEEE_EEEE_EEEE_E£E£_EEEE_EEEE (L~/D 1.0 
See Also    Ot.~, OUTFNC0 OUTLVL, TSTAT 

The Output Enable (ob"r1~) command allows the user to disable any of the outputs from their conl]gured 
function and set them on or off. This command is used for troubleshooting and initial start-up testing. 
It allows you to simulate output operations by bypassing the configm-ed output fi.mction. 
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¢.= D~sable output functlon and turn output off 
i = Disable output function and turn output on 
X = No change from prevlous state 
E = Re-enable output fimcUon 

In servo products, the O~rEN command has no effect on aux~ary outputs (OUT-A, OUT-B, etc,} when 
they ar~ confl~ as output-on-posIUon outputs with the OUTFNCi-H colnxlland. 
Programmable output bit assignments vary by product. The output bit patients for a]] 6000 products 
are provided ~n the Inputs and Outputs potion of the Progrumm/ng Guide secUon at the beginning of 
this document. The outputs are numbered I to n (n depends on the product) f~om left to r~ht. 

Example 
> 
¯ O~I~NCI-IB 
¯ OUTPNC2 -2B 
¯ O~I~FNC3 -A 
¯ ~4-A 
¯ OUTF~C5-F 
> 0UTENxxxxl 

Description 
Enable output functions 
Define output #1 as axis 1 moving/not moving 
Define output #2 as axis 2 moving/not moving , 
Define output #3 as programmable 
Define output #4 as pmgrarnmable 
Define output #5 as fault output 
Disable programmed function of output #5 and turn on 

This allows the user to test if the fault output is working, without the inconvenience of.Wing to force a fault. 

OUTFEN Output Function Enable 

Type output 
Syntax < ! >OUTFEN<b> 
Units n/a 
Range b = ¢ (disaBle), 1 (enable) or X (don’t change) 
Default � 
Response 0UTFEN : *OUTFEN(~ 
See Also 0~’TFNC, OUTPA, OUTPB, 0UTPC, O~]TPD 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6n50 1.0 
61511 1.0 
6~0n 1.0 
625n 1.0 
~�~P0 1.0 

The Ou~-put Function Enable (O~TFEN) command enables the use of the o~c command, as well as 

the OUTPA. O[~TPB, OUTPC, and OUTPD commands. I~ O~’~’~~ Ls ~fi-~-~hled, the outputs can only be used. as 
progr-anunable outputs {OUTFNCi-A}. 

Example Description 
> ~x~,~-P.L, ql Enable output functions 

OUTFNC Output Function Product Rev 

Typ ¯ output AT6400 1~) 
Syn tax < ! >OUT~"NC< J_><-<a>c> AT6nS0 1,0 
Unite i = ou~pu~ ~, a = axis, c = function identifier (le~te~) 61~ 1.0 
Range i = up to 28 (depends on product), 

a = up to 4 (de~ends on product), c = A - H ~ 1,0 
Default � = A (programmable ou~puU function) 
Response OUTFNC: *0UTFNCI-A PROGRA~MABLE OUTPUT -STATUS OFF 

... (repeated once for each programmable output) 
¯ OUTFNC28-A PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT - STATUS OFF 

OUTFNCI:    *OUTFNC1-A PROGRA~2~LE OUTPUT - STATUS OFF 
OUT, 0UTEN, OUTFEN, OUTLVL, 0UTPA~ OUTPB, 0UTPC, OUTPD, 
OUTPLC, OUTTW0 SMPER, TSTAT 

See Also 

The Out~ut Function (OUTFNC) command defines the functions for each output The factory setting for 
all the outputs ts programmable output bits (OUTFNCi-A). 

NOTE 

The output functions must be enabled with the OUT~EN command. If the output functions are 
not enabled, only OUTFNCi~A will function correctly. 

Programmable output bLt assignments vary by product The output bit patterns for all 6000 produc~s 
are provided in the Inputs and Outputs portion of the Programming Guide sectlon at the beginning of 
this document The outputs are numbered I to n (n depends on the product) from fell to rlght. 

For the Functions that are ax~s spec~c (B, D, and E), an op~onal axls specifier may be placed in front 
of the funcUon. By placing the axis specifier in front of the func~on letter, the output wlll ordy go 
active when the specific ax~s specified has the corresponding condition. If an axts specifier is not 
specified, then ff any of the axes have the corresponding condition, the output ~ go acUve. The 
output functions are as follows: 
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Identifier Function 

C 

D 

Programmable Output: Standard output (default function). Turn on or off with the ou~ or 
OUTA~L commands to affect external processes. To view the state of the outputs, use the TOrJT 
command. To use the state of the outputs as a basis for conditional branching or looping 
statements (IF, REPEAT, W~IT.~;, etc,), use the [ OU~ ] command. 

Moving/Not Moving Axi,=: Output activates when the axis is moving. As soon as the move is 
completed, the output will change to the opposite state. 
Servos: With the target zone mode enabled (STRGTE1), the output will not change state until the 
move completion criteria set with the STRGTD and STRG’Z’V commands has been met. In this manner, 
the output functions as an In Posit/on output. 
Program in Progress: Output activates when a program is being executed. After the program 
is finished, the output’s state is reversed. 
End-of-Travel Limit Encountered: Output activates when a hard or soft end-of-travel limit 
has been encountered. When a limit is encountered, you will not be able to move the motor In that 
same direction until you clear the limit by changing direction (D) and issuing a GO command. (An 
alternative is to disable the limits with the LH¢ command, but this is recommended only if the motor 
is not coupled to the load.) 
Stall Indicator (Steppers Only): Output activates when a stall is detected. To detect a stall, you 
must first connect an encoder, enable the encoder step mode with the ~.NCl command, enable the 
position maintenance lunction with the ~.9~3. command, and enable stall detection with the 
command. For details refer to the Closed-Loop Operation section in the controllers user guide. 

Fault Indicator:. Output activates when either the user fault Input or the drive fault input 
becomes active. The user fault input is a general-purpose input defined as a user fault input with 
the ~Ci-F command. The drive fault input is found on the DRIVE connector, pin #5; make sure 
the ddve fault active level (DI~LV~) is appropriate for the drive you are using. 
Position Error Exceeds Max. Limit (Servos Only): Output activates when the maximum 
allowable position error, as defined with the szm]~ command, is exceeded. The position error (Tg~a) 
is defined as the difference between the commanded position (T~) and the actual position as 
measured by the feedback device. When the maximum position error is exceeded (usually due to 
instability or loss of position feedback from the feedback device), the controller shuts down the 
drive and sets error status bit #12 (reported by the TER command). If the ~.~ command is set to 
zero (9~=~�), the position error will not be monitored; thus, the Maximum Posit’on Error Exceeded 
function will not be usable. 
Output On Position (Serves Only): Output activates when the specified axis is at a specified 
position. Applicable only to the auxiliary outputs (OUT.A through OUT-D). Output On Poeltion 
function parameters are configured with the OUTPA, OU~PB, OU’TgC, and OL~PD commands for axes 1 
through 4, respectively. This function is not applicable to the OEM6250. Output On Position cannot 
be used with ANI feedback. 

> 

> OfTLTNCI- 3B 
> 

Oescription 
Enable output functions 
Define output #1 as axis 3 reeving/net moving 
Define output #2 to go active when any of the limits are hit on any axis 

OUTLVL Output Active Level Product Rev 
T yp ¯ Out~ue AT6400 1.0 Syntax < : >O0~,V’r-,<b><b><b> ¯.. <b><b><b> AT6nS0 1.0 Units n/a 615n 1.0 Range b = ~ (aceive low), 1 (~cP.ive high) or X (don’~ change) ~ 1.0 Default � 625n 1.0 

See Also    OUT, OU’~F_M, OU~’]~I, O~NC, OU~PLC, orJ~L~lqd 

’]~e Output Active [,eve] (OrJTLV~) comzz~nd dallies f.he acUve state of" each progz’azm~able output. 
"]~e default state ~s active low. 

All of the pro~’mzm~b]� outputs, tnclud~-~ ~e au.~l=~_,-y outputs (OUT-A tiu’ougb OUT-O), are open 
collector, wi~ a~ Lntemal 10 ~ puZ~-up resLstor attached to the OUT-P cormect~on (~t’ei" to the 
6000 Series product use~ 8~.dde for schem~cs). The Pull-up connection can handle a voltage fz’om 
5VDC to 24VDC. 

Whe_~ art output Is defined to be active low. an OUT1 command wt]] c~use the output to be pulled to 
ground (7406 will sink current). When an output ts defined to be active high, an OLd1 command will 
cause the output to source current from the power supply attached to the OUT-P connection (7406 
will not sink current}. 
Exam pie Descriptio n 
> OU’~L,VZ, Lx~ Confkjure output #1 as active high, output #2 unchanged, & output #3 as active low 
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Rev OUTPA Output on Position --Axis 1 Product 

Type Output AT64~O 
Syntax < ! >OUTPA<b>, <b>, <r>, <i> ATC~50 

Units b : enable bit:s; r = sc&l~le d&s~ce; i : t~e (ms} 61~ 
Rsnge b = ~ or I; r = -999,999,~99 - +999,999,99~; i = ~ - 65535    ~ 

Response 0~:     "OUTPA~, ~. ~, ~ ~ 
See Also [OUT], O~, OUTF~, 0~C, OUTP~, O~PC, O~PD. SFB 

Use the Output on Position for Axis l (OUTPA) command to configure OUT-A to activate based on the 
actual position of ares 1. The position referenced Ls the position of the feedback device currently 

selected with the SFB command. If the SFS coInmand Ls changed, the output-on-posi~on function is 
disabled until a new OOTPA command re-enables the function. 

To use the OUTPA command, you.must first use the OUTFI~2 5 -H command to confl~u’~ OUT-A 
(output #9-5) to function as an output on posit~n output, and you must enable the output function 

with the OUTFENI command. (This output function is not applicable to the OEM6250. ) 

NOTE 

The output a~vates only during motion; thus, issuing a PSET command to set the absolute position 
counter to activate the output on position will not turn on the output until the next motion occurs. 

The OUTPA connnand 
Ist data field (b): 

sets the parameters upon which the Otff-A output activates: 

I enables the output on position funcUon; ¢ disab[e~ the funcUon. If an SFB 
command is executed, the function is disabled. 

2nd data field (b): 1 sets the pos|tion comparison in the 3rd data field (r) to an incremental position; 

¢ SetS the pos|tlon comparison in the 3rd data field (r) to an absolute position. 

3rd daLa field (r): Represents the sealable distance with which the feedback device posIUon is 

to be compared (distance is either incremental or absolute, dependfng on the 
setting of the 2"d data field), The feedback device used depends on which one 

is assigned with the SFB command. Output On Position cannot be used with 
AN[ feedback. 

4th data field (i): Represents the time (in milliseconds) the OOf-A output iS to stay active. Ifthts 

data field is set to ¢. OUT-A will stay active for as long as the actual distance 
eq-~]$ or exceeds the distance specified in the 3rd data field. 

If an incremental distance is used for comparison (2"d data field set to 1), the 
OUT-A output acUvates when the actual position is > the specified distance, 
and stays active for the specified time. 

If an absolute distance is used for comparison [2"~i data field set to ¢). the 
OUT-A output activates when the actual posiUon is _> the specified absolute 
distance, and stays active for the specified time. 

Description 
Enable ot~put [un~oas 
Set OUT-A (output #25) as output on posi~on output for axis I 

O~TPA1, ¢, +5~, 5¢    Turn on Otff-A f~ 50 ms when the actual position is > absolute position +50,000 

OUTPB Output on Position -- Axis 2 Product Rev 
Type ou~:pue AT6400 n’a 
Syn tax < ! >O~TPB<b>, <b>, <r>, <t.> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units b : enable bi~s; r = sealable dls~ance; i = ~ime (ms) 615n n~ 
Range b : ~ or I; r : -999,999,999 - +999,999,999; ~ : ~ - 65535 62~ n~a 
Default ¢,¢,~,e 625n 1.0 
Response OU’T~>B: *O~’BB¢, ~. +~, � 6270 1D 
See Also (OUT], OUT, OfJ~1’~’]~, OUTFNC, 0UTPA, OUT,C, OUTPD. SFB 

Use the Output on Position for Axis 2 (0~rP~) command to configure Ob~-8 to activate based on the 
actual position of-~s 2. The position referenced is the position of the feedback device currently 
selected with the S~B command. If the SFB command is changed, the output-on-position function is 
disabled until a new OUTPB command re-enables the function. 

To use the OUT~ command, you must first use the OOTFNC26-H conxmarld to C~ OUT-B 
{output #26} to function as an output on pos~t~n output and you must enable the output function 
with the OUT~E~ command. [This output function is not applicable to the OEM6250.) 

NOTE 
The output ~ctivates only dudng motion; thus, issuing a 9S~T command to set the absolute position 
counter to activate the output on position will not turn on the output until the next motion occurs. 
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The OUTPB command sets the parameters upon which the otrr-8 output activates: 

1sr data field (b): 1 enables the output on poslt~an function; ¢ disables the function. If an SFB 

command is executed, the function is disabled. 

2nd data field (b}: 1 sets the position comparison in the 3~d data field (r| to an incremental position; 

¢ sets the posltlon comparison in the 3~d data field (ri to an absolute position. 
3rd data field (r): Represents the scalable distance vcith which the feedback device position is to be 

compared (distance is either incremental or absolute, depending on the setUng of 
the 2nd data field). The feedback device used depends on which one is assigned 

wlth the SFB command. Output On Position cannot be used with ANI feedback. 

4th data field {i): Represents the time (in mflllseconds) the OUT-B output is to stay active. Ifthls 
data field Is set to ¢, OUT-8 will stay active for as long as the actual distance 
equals or exceeds the distance specified in the 3~d data field. 

If an incremental distance is used for comparison (2 nd data field set to i), the 
OUT-8 output activates when the actual position is >_ the specified distance, 
and stays active for the specked time. 
If an absolute distance is used for comparison (2nd data field set to ~), the OUT- 
8 output activates when the actual position is > the specified absolute 
distance, and stays active for the specified time. 

Description 
Enab~s output functions 

Set OUTS (output #26) as output on position output for axis 2 

CUTPBI0 ~), +5~, 5~ Turn on OUT-8 output for 50 milliseconds when the actual position 
is greater than or equal to absolute position +50,000 

Example 
> 
¯ OU1~’I~C26 -H 
> 

OUTPC Output on Position -- Axis 3 Product Rev 
Type Output AT6400 Na Syntax < ! >ow~PC<b>, <b>, <:>, <i> 

ATe50 1.0 Units b = enable bits; r ffi scalable dis~ance~ i = ~i~e .(ms) 61~ r~a Range b = ~ or i; r = -999,999,999 - +999,999,999; i = ~ - 65535 62~ r~a Default ~,~,~,~ 625n n~a Response OUTPC: *OUT,CO, O, +0.0 6270 rPa 
SeoAlao [OUTI, OUT, OUTFEN, OUTFNC, OUTPA, OUTPB, OUTPD, SFB 
Use the Output on Position for Axis 3 (O~r~PC) command to configure OUT-C to activate based on the 
actual position of axis 3. The position referenced Is the position of the [eedback devlce currently 

selected with the SFB corllrozrld. If the SFB command is changed, the output-on-position function is 
disabled until a new OUTPC command re-enables the function. 

To use the 0U~gC command, you must first use the OUTF~C2~-H command to configure OUT-¢ 
{output #27) to function as an output on position output, and you m~st enable the output function 

with the OU~F~I command. 

NOTE 
The output activates only during motion; thus, issuing a PSET command to set the absolute position 
counter to activate the output on position will not turn on the output until the next motion occurs. 

The 0[.~9C command 

Ist data field (b): 

2nd data field (b): 

3rd data field (r]: 

4th data field (i]: 

sets the parameters upon which the otfr.c output activates: 

i enables the output on position function; ¢ disables the function. If an sl~ 
command is executed, the function is disabled. 

i sets the position comparison in the 3rd dam field {r) to an incremental position; 
~ sets the position comparison in the 3rd dam field (r) to an absolute position. 

Represents the scalable distance with which the feedback device position is to be 
compared (distance is either incremental or absolute, depending on the setting of 
the 2nd data field]. The feedback device used depends on which one is assigned 
with the SFB command. Output On Position cannot be used with ANI feedback. 

Represents the time (in milliseconds) the OUT-C output Is to stay active. If this 

data field is set to e, OUT-C will stay active for as long as the actua/distance 
equals or exceeds the distance specified in the ard data field. 
If an incremental distance is used for comparison (2ad data field set to i], the 
OUT-C output activates when the actual position is _> the specified distance, 
and stays active for the specified time. 

If an absolute distance is used for comparison {2nd data field set to ~)), the 
OUT-C output activates when the actual position is > the specified absolute 
distance, and stays active for the specified time. 
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Description 
Enable output functions 
Set OUI"-C (output #27) as output on position output for axis 3 
Turn on OUT-C output for 50 milliseconds when the actual position 
is greater than or equal to absolute position +50,000 

OUTPD 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Rangs 
Oefault 
Response 

See Also 

Output on Position -- Axis 4 Product Rev 
AT6400     rVa OuUpu~ AT6250 ~a < ! >0UTPD<b>, <b>, <r>, <i> 

b = enable bi~s; r = scalable distance; i = ~ime 
b = ~ or I; r = -999,999,999 - +999,999,999; i = ¯ - 65535    615n          n~ 

oUTPD:     *0UTPD~, ~, +~, (~ 
[O~3T], OUT, OUTFEN, 0UTFNC, 0~PA, OUTPB, OUTPC, SFB 

Use the Output on Position for Axis 4 [0UTPD) command to configure OUT-D to activate based on the 
actual posIUon of axis 4, The position referencvd is the position of the feedback device currently 
selected with the SgS command. If the Sk~B command is changed, the output-on-position fimcUo~ is 

disabled tmtil a new OO-TPD command re-enables the function. 

To use the OOTPD command, you must fast use the otrr~’c28-H command to configttr¢ otrr-l~ 
(output #28) to function as an output on posit~on output, and you must enable the output function 

with the 0UTFEI¢I command. 

NOTE 

The output activates only dudng motion; thus, issuing a PSET command to set the absolute position 
counter to activate the output on position will not turn on the output until the next motion occurs, 

The OUTPD command 
1st data fldd {b): 

sets the parameters upon which the OUT-D output activates: 

i enables the output on position function; ¢ disables the functiorL If an SgS 
command is executed, the function is disabled. 

2nd data field (b}: i sets the position comparison in the 3~d data field (r) to an ineremental position; 

¢ sets the position comparison in the 3rd data field (r) to an absolute position. 

3rd data field (z): Represents the scalable distance with which the feedback device position is to be 

compared (distance is either incremental or absolute, depending on the setting of 

the 2nd data field). The feedback device used depends on which one is assigned 

with the SFB command. Output On Position cannot b¢ used with ANI feedback. 
4th data flrld ( i): Represents the time (in milliseconds) the 0tff~ output is to stay active. If this 

data field is set to ¢, Otff-O will stay active for as long as the actual distance 
equals or exceeds the distance specified in the 3rd data i~eld. 

If an ineremental distance is used for comparison (2nd data field set to 1), the 
otrr-D output activates when the actual position is > the specifl~i distance. 
and stays active for the specified time. 
If an absolute distance is used for comparison (2nd data field set to ¢), the 
OUT-D output activates when the actual position is > the specified absolute 
distance, and stays active for the specified time. 

Descrlptlon 
Enable output functions 
Set OUT-D (output #28) as output on position output for axis 3 

OU’TPDZ, ¢, ÷5~, 5¢ Turn on OUT.D output for 50 milliseconds when the actual position 

is greater than or equal to absolute position +50,000 

Example 
> 
> OU’~F~28 -H 

OUTPLC Establish PLC Strobe Outputs Product Rev 

Type output. AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax < ! >ou~PLc<i>, <i- i.>, <i>, <i.> AT6400-AUX2 n~a 
Units see below AT6nS0 1.0 
Range See below 61~ 1.0 

Default 1,¢-¢,�,¢ 
62gn 1.0 

Response 0UTPLC1 : -0~PLCI, ~-¢, ~, ~ ~ 1.0 

See Also INPLC, oUT, OUTEN, OUTFNC, OUTLVL, OU’I"I’N, [ TW ] 
6270 t.0 

The Establish PLC Strobe Outputs (0UTPLC) command with its correspondL~ INPLC command 
configure the applicable inputs and outputs to read data from a parallel I/O device such as a PLC 
{Programmable Logic Controller), or a passive thumbwheel module. The actual data transfer occurs 
with the TW command. Refer to the TW command for a description of the data transfer process. 

The Ot~TPLC command has four fields (<i>, <i-i>, <i¯, <i¯): 
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Data Field 

Field 1: <i> 

Field 2: <i-t> 

Field 3: 

Field 4: <l> 

Description 

Set #: There are 4 possible OUTPLC sets (1-4). This field identifies which set to use. 

Strobe Output #s: Data reads with the ~ command are strobed by the outputs selected 
in this field. The first number is the first output, and the second number is the last 
output. The outputs must be consecutive. The number of outputs should equal half the 
number of the maximum number of BCD digits required. If 6 digits are being read, then 
three outputs are needed as each output strobe selects two BCD digits. 
~ Command Pe~tdin~ This field identifies an output that becomes active on a TW 
command and then turns off on completion of the ~ command. This output can signal a 
device that a ’z~ command is pending. A zero in this field will not activate any output. 
Strobe Tit,e: This field identifies the length of time an output will stay active in order to 
read the BCD digits. The strobe time (in milliseconds) should be greater than the PLC 
scan time, if a PLC,is being used, or set greater than the minimal debounce time if using 
Ihumbwheeis. Range = 1 - 5000 milliseconds. 

To ~sable a specific PLC sot, enter OrJTZ~LC~, �-¢,¢, ¢ where n is the PLC set (1-4). 

Example Description 
> Zz~z~:2,1-8,9,1¢ Set INpLC set 2 as BCD digits on inputs 1 - 8, with input 9 as the 

sign bit, and input tO as the data veiid 
> ou?gzn2, 1-4, 5,5¢ Set orJTgLC set 2 as output strobes on outputs I - 4, with output 5 

as the command pending bit, and strobe time of 50 milliseconds 
> A(TW6) Read data into axis 1 acceleration using IN~LC set 2 and O17~9bC 

set 2 as the data configuration 

OUTTW Establish Thumbwheel Strobe Outputs Product Rev 
Type Output AT6400-AUX1 1.0 Syntax < ! >OU~TW<i>, <i-i>, <i>. 
Units see below ATfnS0 1.0 Range see below 615"1 1.0 Default 1, e-~, �, ~ 620n 1.0 Response OUT~,~Z: -oz~’~wz,¢-¢, e,~ 625n 1.0 
See Also ~NS’~, OUT. OUTEZ~, OU’Z’~iC, OUTLVL, OU~PLC, [ TW j 6270 1.0 

The Establish Thumbwheel Strobe Outputs (0O’ef~ command with its corresponding 
command configure the applicable inputs and outputs to read data from an active thumbwheel 
device such as Compumotoz~s TM8 Thumbwheel Module. The actual data transfer ocom-s with the 

Tw command. Refe~ to the ~ command t’or a description of the data transfer process. 

The O~ command has four fields (<i>, <t-i>, <t>, 

Data Field 

Field 1: <i> 

Field 2: <i-i> 

Field 3: <i> 

Field 4: <i> 

Description 

Set #: There are 4 possible ozn, z~f sets (1-4). This field identifies which set to use. 

~]~_.Q~: Data reads with the ~ command are etrobed by the outputs selected in 
this field. The first number is the first output, and the second number is the last output. 
The outputs must be consecutive. The number of oulpL;ts should be compatible to the 
thumbwheel device (3 for the TM8 Module). 

~lb}~..Q~: This field identifies an output that becomes active on a ~ command 
and then turns off on completion of the ~ command. This output can enable a TM8 module 
to respond, thus allowing multiple TM8s 1o be wired to the inputs and outputs. A zero in this 
field will not activate any output. 

Strobe Time: This field identifies the length of time an output will stay active to read the 
BCD digits. The strobe time (in milliseconds) should be set to a minimal debounce time. 
Range = 1 - 5000 mmiseconds. 

Exam p le 

> INSTW2, I-4,5 

¯ Ou~r2,1-3,4, 5~ 

¯ A(TW2) 

Description 
Set ZNS~W set 2 as 8CD ~gJts on inputs I - 4, with input 5 as the 
sign bit. 

Set OOTTH set 2 as output strobes on outputs 1 - 3, with output 4 
as the output enable bit, and strobe time of 50 milliseconds 

Read data into axis 1 acceleration using ZNSTW set 2 and OUT’Z~ 
set 2 as the data configuration 
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Path Acceleration Product Rev 

Type Path Contouring or Motion (Linear Interpolated) AT64~0 1.0 
Syntax < : >PA<r> A’]~UI’~O 1/) 
Units r = unlts/sec2 615n Wa 
Range ~.~25 - 24,999,999 (del~ending on the scaling factor} ~ I~ 
Default ~. ~ ~ 1~ 
Response PA:         *~AI~. ~ ~ " 1.0 

See Also GO~, P~, ~, P~, PSC~, SC~E 

The Path Acceleration (PA) command specifies the path acceleration to be used wlth linearly 

interpolated moves (GOt}, and all contouring moves (]PLIN, ]P~CM, ]PARCC~ ]PARCOP, PARCP). For both the 
linear interpolated and the contouring moves, the path accele;-ation refers to the acceleration 
expexlenced by the load as motion gains speed along the path. For linearly interpolated moves, the 
acceleration of each individual ax~s Ls dependent on the distance it contributes to the total path 
traveled by the load. In contouring paths, the acceleration of ~ach md~ddual axis Is dependent on the 
direction of travel ~n the X-Y plane. NOTE: The PA v.l,,, con be altered between path segrrwnts, but not 
within a path segrrwnt. 

Contouring und l~rwar interpolation are discussed ~n detoil in the 6000 Seri~s pro~_ ,!,~ user guide. 

~teppers: The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the 

£NC command setting. If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�), the acceleration value is entered in 
motor revs/sec2; this value is internally multiplled by the drive resolution (DRES| value to obtain 
an acceleration value in motor steps/see2 for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling is 

enabled [SCALE1), the entered acceleration value is internally multiplied by the path acceleration 

scaling factor {]PSCLA) to convert user unRsisec2 to motor steps/see2. 

Servos: If scaling Is not enabled (SCALE�), the acceleration value Is entered in encoder revs/sec2, LDT 
inches/sec9, or ANt volts/see2; encoder and LDT values are internally multipl~ed by the encoder 

resalution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES} value to obtain an acceleration value in 

steps/see2 for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaJLng Ls enabled (SCALE1), the entered 

acceleration value is Lnternally multiplied by t.he path acceleratlon scaling factor (PSCLA) to 
convert user urdts[sec2 to encoder. LDT, or AN] steps/sec2. 

The path acceleration remains set untll you change It w~th a subsequent path acceleration 
command. AcceleraUons outside the valid range arc ~aggcd as an error, with a message *INVALID 
DATA-FIELD x, where x is the field number. When an invalid acceleration is entered the previous 
acceleration value Is ret~ned. 

If the path deceleratlon (~AV) command has not been entered, the troth acceleration (PA) command 
will set the path deceleration rate. Once the path deceteration (]PAD) command has been entered, 
the path acceleration {PA) command no longer affects path deceleraUon. 

Example 
> PSCLA25~ 
> PSCLD25~ 
> PSCLV25~;~ 
> SCALE1 
> PV5 
> PA5~) 
> 
> DEF progl 
- PAXESI, 2 
- PAB~ 
- PLINIo 1 
- 
> PCC~P progl 
> PRLr~ progl 

Description 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path distance scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling factor 
Set path velocity to 5 units/sec 
Set path acceleral~on to 50 units/sec2 
Set path deceleration to 100 units/see~ 
Beg~ d~nilJon of path named progl 
Set axes 1 and 2 as the X and Y contouring axes 
Set to incremental coordinates 
Specify X-Y endpoint position to cmste a 45° angle line segment 
End defini~on of path progl 
Compile path progl 
Execute path progl 

PAA 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Path Average Acceleration Product Rev 

Motion (S-Curve) or Motion (Linear Interpolated) AT6400 
< : ><#><a>PAA<r>, <r>, <r>. <r> AT6nL0 1.0 
r = units/see2 61~n 
~.~25 - 24999999 (depending on the scaling factor} ~ r~a 
1%.~ (Erapezoidal profiling is default, where PAA £racks PA) ~ 1.0 

DRES, PA, PAD, PADA, PSCLA, ~CALE 
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The Path Average Aooeleratlan { p~ command al/ows you to specify the average acceleration for an 
S-curve path profile. S-curve profiling provides smoother motion control by reducing the rate of 
change in acceleration and deceleration; this accel/decel rate of change is known as jerk. S-curve 
profiling improves position tracking performance in contouring and linear interpolaUon applications. 

7"rape~ol¢~I                               S-Curve 

Tim8 

The values for the maximum path accel (P~) and average path accel (p/~J commands determine the 
characteristics of the S-curve. To smooth the acceleration ramp, you must ente~ a PA~ cornmznd 
value that satisfies th/s equat/on: I/2 PA ~ P~, < p~ The following conditions are possible: 

Acoeleration Setting Profiling Condition 

PAA > 1/2 PA~ but PAA < pA S’cuwe ~,-o~’.e ~ a ~=;~;e p~ri~ of c~mmnt a(relera~on 
PAA: 1/2 PA Pure ,.~rve (rK) pe~ud of constant ac~elera~ion--smoo~est motion) 

1)AA = PA Tra~zui~ pn:)~e ~u~ can ~e changed to ~n S-cun~ by r,~c~ng a neW’~AA value les~ 
PAA < 1/2 PA: or pAA >PA 

When You issue a PCOMP cr a GOL comrnand, ~e move will not be executed and an S~Tor message, *II~TVALID CONDITIONS FOR S_CURVE ACCELERATION-FIELD n~ Will be displayed. 

= l -~’.:    -- .. -- u’= w=~ "~u~q me ouler COlTmlar~’8 vaJ t~e ~ar~l w~l ~rmnue ~o rna~, whatever ~e ~her ~.snd’$ vaJue is set to.) --- 
No PAA value ever erred    Pn~e w~ll deta~t to trapezo~lat PAA Yacks ~A. 

While programming S-curves, if you never change the maxlmum or average path deceleration (p~ or 
PAD~ commands, PAI~ will track p~ However. once you change p~. 9AD~ wm no longer track 

NOTE 
Once you enter a P~ value ~at is ~ zero or ;~ PA, S-cu~e profiling is enabled only for intemolat~-~’~ 
moves (e.g., not for homing, which requires the ~o~ and/or ~ commendsi. All subsequent 
interpolated moves for that ax~ must comply wi~ this equation: I/2 ~A < ~’~. < 

hncreas~ng the ~AA value above the pur~ S-curve level (~A > 112 ~A), the time ~ to reach the 
target vdocity and the target distance Is decreased. However, increasing PAA also increases jerk. 

The calculation for determining S-curve average accel and decel move th’nes 
average accel or decel value):                                                            = 

Example 

> PSCLA25~ 
¯ PSCLD25~)~ 
¯ PSCLV25~) 
¯ SCALE1 
¯ ~ 
¯ PAS~ 
> PAA4~ 
¯ PADI~ 
¯ PADA7~ 
> DEF progl 
- PAXES1, 2 
- PAS~ 
- PLINI, 1 
- ~D 
~ PCC~P progl 
> PRUN progl 

Description 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path distance scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling factor 
Set path velocity to 5 units/sec 
Set path acceleration to 50 units/sec2 
Set path s-cuwe (average) acceleration to 40 units/sec2 
Set path deceleration to 100 units/sec2 
Set path s-curve (average) deceleration to 70 units/sec2 
Begin definition of path named progl 
Set axes 1 and 2 as the X and Y contouring axes 
Set to incremental coordinates 
Specify X-Y endpoint position to create a 45° angle line segment 
End definition of path progl 
Compile palh progl 
Execute path progl 
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PAB Path Absolute Product Rev 
Type Pat:h Contouring ATe0400 10 
Syn tax < ! >PAa<b> AT61150 Na 
Units n/a 615n n~ 
Range b = ~ (incr~en~al) or i (absolute) ~ 1D 
Defeult ~ ~ ~ 
Response No response - Mus~ be defining a ~a~h (DEF) ~ ~ 
See Also PL, PLC, PSCLD, ~, S~E 

The Path Absolute (PAB) command is used to indicate whether the subsequent segment endpoints 

are specified in either incremental (~) or absolute (I) coordinates. Segment endpoint position 
specifications may b¢ either absolute with respect to the user-defined coordinate system, or 
incremental, relative to the start of each individual segment. At any point along a path deilnitlon, 
coordinates may be switched from incremental to absolute. 

The absolute coordinate system may be either the work coordinate system or the Iota! coordinate 
system (see PL]. 

PAD Path Deceleration Produ’¢t Rev 

Type Path Contouring or Motion (Linear Interpolated) AT6400 1.0 
Synt ex < ! >PAD<r> ATenS0 
Units r = ~nits/sec 

Rang~ ~.~25 - 24,99~,~99 (dep~ding on ~he scaling factor) ~- 1.0 
~ef~ul~ i~.~ (P~ tracks PA) ~ ~.0 
Response PAD: *P~I~. ~ ~ 1.0 
See Also GeL, PA, P~, P~A, PSC~, S~E 

The Path Deceleration (PAD) command specifies the path deceleration to be used with linearly 
interpolated moves (GEL), and all contouring moves (PLIN. PARCH, PARCOM, PARCoP, PARCH. For both the 
linear interpolated and the contouring moves, the path deceleration refers to the deceleration 
experienced by the load as motion slows along the path. For linearly interpolated moves, the 
deceleration of each individual axis is dependent on the distance it contributes to the tots! path 
traveled by the load. In contouring paths, the deceleration of each indivldual axis is dependent on 
the direction of travel in the X-Y plane. 

Ste_o_Der#; The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the 

ENC command setting. If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�), the deceleration value is entered in 

motor revs/sec2; this value is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value tO obtain 
an deceler’ation value m motor steps/see2 for the motor trajectory calculaUons. If scaling is 
enabled (SCALa-l), the deceleration value is internally multiplied by the path acceleration scaling 

factor (PSCLM to convert user unlts/sec2 to motor steps/see2. 

Serves: If scaling is not enabled (SCALE~). the deceleration value is entered in encoder revs/sec2,LDT 
inches/see2, or ANI volts/see2; encoder and LDT values are internally multipLied by the encoder 

resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain an deceleration value in 

steps/see2 for the motion trajecto~! calculations. If scaling is enabled (SCALEI), the entered 
deceleratlon value is interfmIIy multiplied by the path acceleration scaling factor (PSCLA) to 
convert user units/see2 to encode.r, LDT or ANI steps/see2. 

The path deceleration remains set until you change it with a subsequent path deceleration 
command. Decelerations ouisidc the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message *INV’~ID 

~TA-FIm~D x, where x is the field number. When an invalid deceleration is entered the previous 
deceleration value is retained. 

If the path deceleration (p~) command has not been entered, the path acceleration (PA) command 

will set the path deceleration rate. Once the path deceleration (PAD) command has been entered, 

the path acceleration (PA) command no longer affects path deceleration. If PAD is set to zero (PAD~), 

then the path deceleration will once again track whatever the pA command is set to. 

Example: Refer to the path acceleraeon (PA) command example. 

PADA Path Average Deceleration Product    Rev 
Type Motion (S-Curve) or Mo~ion (Linear In~er~olated) AT6400 
Syntax < ! ><g><a>PADA<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 Units r = unitstsec~ ¯ 615n rfa Range ~.¢¢¢25 - 24~9~ (de1:endin~ on ~he scaling factor) 
Default i¢,~ (PADA tracks PAA) 625n 1.0 
Response PADA: *’PADAI(~. ~(~, 1~.~O, I~.~O~, 1~.O~% ~ 1.0 

1PADA: * 1PADAlg. 
See Also DR£S, PA, P/~A, PAD, PSCLA, SCALE 
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Use the Path Average Deceleration { PAD,k} command to specify the average deceleration for an S-curve 
path profile. S-curve profiling provides smoother motion control by reducing the rate of change in 
acceleration and deceleration; this accel/decel rate of change is known as jerk S-curve profiling can 
improve position tracking performance in contouring and linear interpolation applications. 

Trapezoidal SoCucve 

Deceleration Setting 

P~M~. > 1/2 PAD, but PAgA < ~.~O 

PADA: 1~ P~ 

P~A ~ P~ 
P~ < 1/~ P~; Ot P~A > P~ 

The values for the path ma~dmum decal [P!m} and path average d¢ceJ (eAVA] commands det=~x~ne the 

characteristics of the S-curve. To smooth the deceleration ramp, you must enter an ~ command 

value that satisfies this equation: I/2 pAD <- PKDA < £,~V. The following conditions are possible: 

Profiling Condition 

S-curve profile w~h a vadable pedod of o:�~’tant deceleration 

Pure S-cucve (no period of constant decca --:" , - - - rr~n) 

Trapezoidal profile (but can be changed to S-curve by speci~ng a new PN:~ va/ue < PAD) 

When you issue a ecom~ or a GOL command, the move will not be executed and an error masse 
*~]VA~ZD CONDITIONS FOR S_CORV~ ACCELERATIOI~-FI~.hD n, will be displayed. 

PADA ffi zero Upon entering the PADA¢ command, an error message, -~ZD DATA--eZEhD n will 

S~uNe profiling wi~ PJu~ and no E-,~ will always match the P,~, command value [identical S-curve accel and decal profiles). 
e~ or 9~u~ ever entered When you change PAD, e~A will no longer match changes In E~A 

NOTE 

Once you enter a PADA value that is ~ zero or ;~ I~AD, S-curve profiling is enabled o~lv for intemola~ed 
move decelerations (e.g., not for homing decelerations, which require the HOY-,ADA command). All 

subsequent interpolated moves for that axis must comply wi~h this equation: 1/2 PAD -< ~’ADA < 

in~i/Ig the PADA value above the pure S-curve level {PADA > I/2 ~}, the Ume required to reach the 
target velocity and the target distance is decreased. However, increasing PADA also increases jerk~ 

The calculatlon for determining S-curve average accel and decel move times is as follows [Aav~ = 
average accel or decal value): 

Tlme=VA~e~r’~ or Time =~/2 * Distance 
Aavg 

NOTE: Path acceleration scaling (PSCLA) affects PADA the same as it does for PAD. 

¯ " For a more i~n-depth di.scuss~on on S-curve profiling, refer to the 6000 Ser~es product user gu~_~eo 

Example: Refer to the path average acceleration (P~) command example. 

PARCM ’ Radius Specified CCW Arc Segment Product Ray 
Type Path Contouring A’~ 1.0 
Syntax < ! >PARCM<r:-, <r>, <r> ~’~ rt~a 
Units r -- uni~:s (see below) 61~1 Na 
Range ~.~¢~ - +999,999,999 620n-CJ62f11 1.0 
Default n/a 62~xl Na Response NO response - Mus~ be defining a l~a~h (DEF) 6~70 ~a 
See Also PARCP, PARCOM, PARCOP, PRTOL, PSCLD, SCALE 

The Radius Specified CCW Ar~ Segment {PARC~ command is used to specify the endpoints and the 
radius of a CCW arc segment. The placement, length, radius of curvature, and orientation of the arc 
axe completely specified by the endpoint and radius specifications of the arc segment and the 
endpoint of the previous segment (current position}. The direction of rotation in the X-Y plane will 
be counter-clockwlse. 

A complete circle cannot be specified with a PARCM command, because the center is arbitrary. Use 
the pxl(co#l command for circles. 

Con-u-hand Syntax: PAR(~,f<Xend>, <Yend>, <R~di.u~> 
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Segment endpoint position specifications may be either absolute (PABI) with respect to user 

defined segment start coordinates, or incremental (PAB~), relative to the start of each individual 

segment. The first two numbers following the PARCti command specify the X endpotnt and the Y 
endpoint, respectively. 

Radius specifications ar~ signed walues. A positive radius specifies an arc which is 180 degrees or 

less. A negative radius specifies an arc which is 180 degrees or more. The last number of the PARCM 
command specifies the radius. 

All three position values are expressed in terms of motor steps, regardless of the current ~c 
command setting. 

SCALING: If scaling (SCALE) iS enabled, the PA~I~ command values entered are internally multiplied 

by the path distance scaling factor [PSCLD| tO convert user units to motor steps. The distance values 
may be truncated if the values entered exceed the distance resolution at the given scaling factor. 

For further discussion on path distance scaling, refer to the PSCLD command description. 

Example 
> PSCLA25~ 
> PSCLD25~ 
> PSCLV25~ 
> SCALE1 
> 
> PA5~ 
¯ PADlCX~ 
> PSET~,¢ 
> DEF progl 
- PAXESI, 2 
- PAB~ 
- 
- PARCMS, 5, 5 
- POUTIlC¢ 

PARCPS, -5, -5 

> PCOMP progl 
> PRUN ]~rogl 
> 

Description 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path distance scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling factor 
Set path velocity to 5 uniLVsec 
Set path acceleration to 50 uniis/sec2 
Set path deceleration to 100 uniLVsec~ 

Set absolute position to 0,0 
Begin definition of path named progZ 
Set axes 1 and 2 as the X and Y contouring axes 
Set to incremental coordinates 
Output pattern dudng first arc 
Spedfy incremental X-Y endpoint position and radius arc <180° for 1/4 circle CCW arc 
Output pattem dudng second a~c 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and radius arc >180" for 3/4. cimle CW arc 
End definition of path grog1 
Compile path progl 
Execute path progl 
Turn off the first four programmable outputs 
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Example 

¯ 
> 
> 
> ~1 
> 
> P~ 

> P~I~ 
> P~,~ 
> ~ p~l 
- P~S1,2 

- ~1~1 
- P~, 5,~,5 

PO~TII~ 
- PARC0~¢, 0, 5,0 

- 
¯ PCCMP progl 
> PPJJN progl 
> 

Description 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path distance scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling factor 
Set path velocity to 5 units/sec 
Sel path acceleration to 50 units/see= 
Set path deceleration to 100 units/see2 
Set absolute position to 0,0 
Begin defin~on of path named progl 
Set axes I and 2 as the X and Y contouring axes 
Set to incremental coordinates 
Output pattern during first arc 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and X-Y center position 
for quader cimle CCW arc 
Output pattern dudng second am 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and X-Y center position 
for full cimle CW arc 
End definition of path progZ 
Compile path p~ogl 
ExecUte pa~1 progl 
Turn off the first four programmable outputs 

PARCOP Origin Specified CW Arc Segment Product Rev 

Type Path Con¢ouring AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >PARCOP<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nSO n/a 

Units r = u_~t:s 615n 

t n/a 625n n~ 
Response No response - Must: be defin:L~g a pa~:h {DEF) 6270 

See Also P~coM, P.~cM, P,~cP, PRTOL, PSCLD, SEAL=- 

PARCP Radius Specified CW Arc Segment Product Rev 
Type Pat:h Contouring AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >P.~CP<r>, <r>, <r> AT6n50 rVa 
Units r = units 61~n 
Range �.~ - ±999,999,999 820n.C/6201 1.0 
Default n/a E~ r~ 
Response No response - Must be defining a path (D£~) 6270 

See AIso PARCM, PARCOM, PARCOP, PRTOL, PSCLD, SCALE 
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The Radius Specified CWArc Segment (PA~CP) command is used to speci£y the endpomts and the 
raditm of a CW arc segment. The placement, length, radius of curvature, and orientation of the arc 
are coml~etely specified by the endpomt and radius specifications of the are segment and the 
endpoint of the previous segment (current position). The direction of rotation In the X-Y plane will 
be clockwise. 

A complete circle cannot be specified wi~h a PARCP command, because the center IS arbttrary. Use 

the ~AR~01~ command for circles. 

Command 3yntar      p~CP<X~1>, <Y~.d>, <Racllus> 

Segment endpoInt position specifications may be either absolute (PAB1)with respect to user defined 

segment start coordinates, or incremental (PABe), relative to the start of each Individual segmenL 

The IL,’st two numbers following the PARCP command specLCy the X endpolnt and the Y endpomt, 
respectively. 

Radius specifications are signed values. A positive radius specifies an arc which is I80 degrees or 

less. A negative radius species an arc which is 180 degrees or more. The last number of the PARCP 
command specifies the radius. 

All three position values are expressed in terms of motor steps, regardless of the current ENC 
command setting. 

~=~J~T.Q: If scaling (SCALE) iS enabled, the eARCP command values entered are tnterna/ly multiplied 
by the path distance sca~tng factor (PSCLD) to convert user units to motor steps. The distance values 
may be truncated if" the values entered exceed the distance resolution at the given scal/ng factor. 

For butcher discussion on path distance sca!tng, refer to the PSCLD command description. 

Example: Refer to the radius specified CCW arc segmenl (PAR~) command example. 

PAXES Set Contouring Axes Product Rev 

Type Path Contouring AT6400 1.0 
Syntax <! > 9~CES<i>, <i>, <i>, <i> ATErtS0 I1/a 
Units see below 615n n/a 
Range i = 1 - 4 IAT6400) or I - 2 (620n-c & 6201} 620n-C/6201 1.0 

Default ~ 625n nfa 
Response ~o re~q~onse - Mus~ be d~finlng a path (DEF} ~ r~a 
See Also DEF, END, PCOHP, PPRO, PRUN 

The Set ContourLng Axes (PAXES) command defines the axes to be used tn the current path definition. 
The four numbers £ollowlng the comma spec~, the X, Y, Tangent, and Proportlonal axes, respectlvely. 
The X and Y axes must be specifi~l, but the Tangent and Proportional axes are optional 

If no axis number is specified for the Tangent or Proportional axes. it signifies that the Tangent or 
Proportional axes arc not Included In that path definition. The axls specification for the entire path 

is done with this command. The ?AXES command should be given prior to any contour segments. 

NOTE: For 6000 Series products that control only 2 axes ofmoUon, the Tangent and Proportional 
axes are not ava/lable. 

Command Syntar. 

Example 
> DEF progl 
- PAXESI, 2,3, 4 

PP~O2.25 

END 
PCC~P progl 
PR~N progl 

PAXES<Xaxis>, <Yaxis >, <Tangent>, <Propor~ional> 

Description 
Begin definition of path named progZ 
Set axes 1,2,3,4 as the X, Y, Tangent, and Proportional axes 
respectively 
PropodionaJ axis path ratio = 2.25 

Multiple Segment Definitions 

End definition of path progl 
Compile pa~ progl 
Execl~8 path progl 

[PC] 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Position Commanded 

Assign~en~ or Comparison 
See below 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
ERES, [ PCC |, [ PER ], [ PE ], PSE~, SCALE, SCLD, SMPER, 

Product Rev 

AT6400 n~a 
AT6nS0 1.0 
615n 1.0 
6~0n rVa 
~25n 1.0 
627O 1.0 
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The Position Commanded (9c| command is used to assign the current commanded position of each 
axis to a variable, or to make a comparison against another value. The value assigned to the 
variable or the value against which the comparison is ,made is measured in encoder steps and is 
scaled by the distance scaling factor ($CLD}, ff scaling is enabled with the SCAnt commancL 

The commanded position is determined by the controller’s move profde routine. The position 
profile is the command to the servo system that the motor must follow. The netua/posfllon is the 
position read by the feedback device (see TFB). The commanded position and the actual position 
are used in the control algorithm to determine the control signal. The position error is derived from 

the difference between the commanded position and the actual position (see TPER C~" 

Syntax: ~=a~ where n Is the variable number, and a Is the axis, 
or [ PC ] can be used in an expression such as IF ( 1PC>5~ ). The I~ command must be 

used with an axis specifier or it will default to axis I (e.g.. 1PC, 2~C, etc.}. 

If you issue a P~ command, the commanded position value will be offset by the PSET command value. 

Example 
> VARI=IPC 

¯ IF (2L~::<5~) 

VAR2:2PC+S¢~ 

NIF 

Descriptio n 
Commanded position for axis 1 is assigned to variable 1 
If the commanded position for axis 2 is <50, do the ZF statement 
Commanded position for axis 2 plus 500 is assigned to variable 2 
End rF statement 

[ PCA ] Position of Captured ANI Input Product Rev 

Type Assignmen~ or Comparison AT6400 n/a 
Syntax see below AT~ 1~ 
Units n/a 61~1 19 
Range -1� ~o +1~ ~ ~ 
Default n/~ 6~1 ~ 
Response ~/a ~1 1D 

The Position of Captured ANI (PC~) command is used to assign one of the captured ANI analog 
input register values {captured when trigger A, B. C or D is activated] to a vaxiable, or to make a 
comparison against another value. Once the captured ANI register value is assigned to a variable, 
or a comparison is made, the respective position capture status (reported with bits 25 - 28 in the 
TSS ~ SS comn’mnds) is cleaxcd, but the position iz~ormaUon remains in the register until it is 
overwritten by a subsequent postt~on capture from the t_rigger input. 

The ANI value is referenced in volts. If scaling is enabled (SCALE1), the value is scaled with the SCLD 
value. 

Syntax: V2~n=aPC~ where n is the variable number, a is the axis, and c designates trigger A. B, C 

orD; or 
The PCA command must be used with an analog input specifier or it win default to analog 
input 1 (e.g., 

The ANI Input value can be captured only by a trigger input signal [trigger A. B, C or D|. The 
appropriate trigger inputs must be defined as tr~3er flaterrupt inputs with the ~T~Ci-H command, 
where i can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, representing trigger inputs A, B, C or D, respectively. Once defined, an 
active signal on the specified trigger input will capture the ANI values on all axes. The ANI 
information is stored in registers and is avall~ble at the next system update through the use of the 
pc~ and TBC~ cmnmands. 

Position Capture Accuracy 

If ANI feedback is selected with the SFB command, the captured ANI value is interpolated from the 
last sampled ANI input value and rate of change of the ANI input value, and the time elapsed since 
the last sample. The position sample rate is determined by the SSFR and LVDAX commands (system 
update rate). The accuracy of the position capture is !50p.s x velocity. 

If ANI feedback is NOT selected with the SF~ command, the last sampled ANI value is simply stored 
as the captured ANI value. The accuracy is one system update pedod (determined by SSF~ and 
Z~D~). 

If you issue a PSET (establish absolute position reference) command, any previously captured ANI 
input values will be offset by the value specified in the t~sgT command. 
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¯ 

Descript ion 
Assign trigger input B (TRG-8) as a rigger interrupt input 
Assign triter input A (TRG-A) as a trigger interrupt input 
Assign captured ANI value on analog input 1 (captured when the I"RG-A input 
became active) to vadable 1 
If the captured ANI value on analog input 2 (captured when the TRG-B input 
became active) is less than 40, do the IF statement 
Add 10 to the captured AN! value on analog input 1 (captured when the TRG-A 
input became active) and assign the sum to variable #2 
End TF statement 

[ PCC ] Captured Commanded Position Product Ray 

Type Assi~’~ment. or Cc~par~.son AT6400 
nM 

Syntex See below AT6nS0 1.0 

Units n/a 615n 1~ 
Range n/a ~n nta 

Oefault n/a 62~ ~0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

S~ Also IN.C, [ PC ], PSi, S~E, SC~I, SCLD, SFB, [ SS ], SSFR, 
TPC, TgCC, TSS 

The Captured Commanded Position (Pcc) command is used to assign one of the captured 
commanded position register values (captured when trigger A, B, C or D is activated) to a variable, or 

to rn_~ke a comparison against another value. Once the captured commanded position register value 
is assigned to a variable, or a comparison is made, the respective position capture status (reported 

with bits 25 - 28 in the TS$ or SS commands) is cleared, but the position information remains in the 
register until it ts overwritten by a subsequent position capture from the trigger input. 

If scaling is e~abled (SCALE1), the commanded position is scaled by the distance sr~,ling factor 
(SCLD). If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�), the value assigned will be actual commanded counts. 

Syntax: VAItn=aPCCc where n Is the variable number, a is the axis, and c deslgnates trlgger A, B, C 

or D; or [PCC] can be used in an exp _~_s~_on such as IF(ZPCCB>2345~). 

The PCC command must be used with an axis specLrmr or it wiD default to axis I (e.g., 

11x~’c~ 2~, err_). 

The commanded position can be captur~ onty by a trigger input slgnal.(tdgg~f A, B, C or D). The 
appropriate trigger inputs must be defined as trigger interrupt inputs with the INFNCi-H command, 

where i can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, represen~Ing trigger inputs A, B, C or D, respectively. Once defined, an 
active signal on the specified trigger input will interpolate the current commanded position for all 
axes. The captured position is interpolated from the last sampled position (of the fc~Iback device 
selected with the SFS command), the last sampled position error, and the ~ne elapsed since the last 

sample. The position sample rate is determined by the $$FR and I.~: commands (system update 
rute). The accuracy of the postt’~on capture ~s :tSOps x velodt~. 

If you issue a PS~.T [establish absolute position reference) comumnd, any previously captured 
commanded positions will be offset by the PSET command value. 

Example Descriptlon 
¯ n~’tr26-H Assign tdgger input B (TRG-8) as a tdgger interrupt input 
> INFNC25-H Assign tdgger input A (TRG-A) as a tri~jer interrupt input 
> VARZ=IPCCA Assign captured commanded position on axis I (captured when the TRG-A input 

became active) to vadable I 
¯ IF(2PCCB<4~) If the oaptured commanded position on axis 2 (captured when the TRG-B input 

became active) is less ~an 40, do the IF statement 
VAR2=IPCCA+I~ Add 10 to the captured commanded position on axis I (captured when the TRG-A 

input became active) and assign the sum to variable #2 
End ~F statement 

[ PCE ] Position of Captured Encoder P,aduct Rev 

Type Assignment or Comparison AT6400-AUX1 2.0 
Syntax See below AT6400-AUX2 Wa 
Units nla ATr:~50 1.0 
Range n/a 61~n 1.0 
Default n/a ~0n 2.0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

Sea Also ~c, ENFNC, [ PE ], ~SET, SCALE, SCLD, SFB, [ SS ], SSFR,    6~D 1.0 
TPCE, TSS 
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The Position of Captured Encoder (PeE) command is used to assign one of the captured eneoder 
register values (captured when trigger A, B, C or D Is activatec0 to a variable, or to make a 
comparison against another value. Once the captured encoder reg~ter value is assigned to a 
variable, or a comparison is made, the respective position capture status (reported with bits 25 - 28 
tn the TSS or S$ commands} is cleared, but the posi~on trd’orma~ton remains in the register until it ts 
overwritten by a subsequent position capture from the trigger input. 

Syntax: VARnffiaPCEc where n is the variable number, a is the ares, and c designates trigger A, B, C or l 
or [PCE] can be used in an expression such as ]:F (1PCEB>2345~). The ~c~. command must b 
used with an a~ds specifier or tt will default to axLs 1 {e.g., IPCE~, 2~J~, etc.}. 

The encoder position can be captured only by a trigger input signal (h-igger A, B, C or D). The 
appropriate trigger inputs must be defined as trigger interrupt inputs with the TL~NCi-H command, 
where i can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, representing trigger inputs A, B, C or D, respectively {note that the 
input bit numbers vaxy by product ~ refer to the Inputs and Outputa section to verl/y). 

Steppers: An active trigger input signal from any defined l~Igger will latch the current encoder 
positions from all axes and store them in their respective captured encoder arrays. Although 
the latching may be delayed up to 50 ps from the time the trigger becomes active, all encoder 
posltlons are captured within a few microseconds of each other. 

ff the encoder step mode (ENCl) and scaling (SCALE) are enabled, the captured value is scaled 
by the distance scaling factor (SCLD). If the encoder step mode is not enabled, the value will 
be actual encoder counts. 

Sewos: An active trigger input signal from any defined trigger will capture the current enosder 
positions ~m all axes. If encoder feedback is selected with the last SFB command, the captur~ 
position is interpolated from the last sampled encoder position and velocity, and the time 
elapsed since the last sample. The positron soJ~v/e rate is det~min~d by the $~FR and 
commands (system update rate). The accuracy of the posftWn capture fs _+50ps x velocfty. If 
encoder feedback is not selected with the SFB �Ol’mnand0 the last sampled posit.lon is simply 
stored as the captured position, and the accuracy is one system update period (determLned by 
the SSFR and T.NDAX commands). 

Regardless of the SFB selection, one encoder position is latched in l"~rdware within +I encoder 
count (at ma~ encoder frequency) whe~ its dedicated trigger input is activated (see table below}. 

Encoder AT6nS0 6’tSn 62.5n 6~9’0 OEM625n 
ENCODER 1 TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A 
ENCODER 2 TRG-B TRG-B TRG-B n/a TRG-B 
ENCODER 3 TRG-C n#a TRG-C n/a n~a 
ENCOOER � TRG-O n’a n~ rVa rVa 

If scaling Is enabled (ScJ~..~1}, the captured value Ls scaled by the d~stance s~ factor (SCLD). 
If sr~]~ng is not enabled, the ~ralue will be actual encoder counts. AT6250 & 625n: ENCODER 3 is 

NOTE: If you issue a PSET (establish absolute pos|tion| con’Lmand, any previously captured encodcr 
positions ~ be offset by the PSET com.ma~d value. 

Exam ple Description 
> ~26-H Assign ~ler input B (TRG-B) as a trigger interrupt input 
¯ zz~’~25-H Assign ~gger input A (I"RG-A) as a tdgger interrupt input 
¯ VAl~1=I~ Assign captured encoder position on axis 1 (captured when the TRG-A input 

became active) to vadable 1 
¯ z-P (2Pc~<4¢¢¢) If the captured encodercount on axis 2 (captured when the TRG-B input became 

active) is less than 4000, do the ~F statement 
v’J~t2=l~:c~J,+4¢¢¢ Add 4,000 to the captured encoder count on axLs 1 (captured when the TRG-A 

input became active) and assign the sum to variable #2 
End T~ statement 

PCL’ ] ’ ’ ’ [ Position of Captured LDT Position Product Rev 
Type Assignmen~ o= Co=~a:isoz~ AT6400 n/a 
Syntax See below AT6nS0 n/a 
Units n/a 615n n/a 
Range nla ~R0n n/a 
Default n/a ~ r~ 
Response nl~ 6270 1.0 
See Also Zb"~c, [ nDT ), LD’Z~’PD, 9SZT, SC,t.~.E, SCE, D, S~1~, [ SS ], 

SSFR, TLDT, TPCL, TSS 

The Position of Captured LDT (~L) command is used to assign one of the captured LDT position 
register values (captured when trigger A or B is activated) to a variable, or to make a comparison 
against another value. Once the captured LDT position register value is assigned to a variable, or a 
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comparison Is made, the respective position capture status (reported with bits 25 & 26 in the TSS or 
SS commands) is cleared, but the position information remains in the register until it is overwritten 
by a subsequent position capture from the ~gger input. 

If scaling (SCALE) is enabled, the value assigned to the variable or the value against which the 
comparison Ls made is scaled by the distance scaling factor (SCLD). If scaling is not enabled, the 
value assigned will be actual LDT counts. 

Syntax: V~Rn=al~CLc where n is the variable number, a is the axis, and c designates trigger A or B; 
or [PCL] can be used in an expression such as ~F(1PCLB>25~). 
The PCL conlmand must be used with an axis specifier or |t will de[au|t to axis 1 (e.g., 

The LDT pos|tlon can be captured only by a trigger input stgnaI (trlgger A or B). The appropriate 
triggor inputs must be defined as trigger interrupt inputs with the ~i-H command, where i can be 
25 or 2 6, representing trigger inputs A or B, respectively. Once defined, an active slgnaI on the 
specified trigger Lnput will capture the current LDT position from both axes. 

Position Capture Accuracy 

If LDT feedback is selected with the ~ command, the captured LDT value is interpolated from 
the last sampled LDT position and velocity, and the time elapsed since the last sample. The 
position sample rate is determined by the SSF~ and ~ commands (system update rate). 
The accuracy of ~he position capture is :~50ps x veloci~ 

If LDT feedback is NOT selected with the SFB command, the last sampled LDT position is 
simply stored as the captured LDT position. The accuracy is one system update period 
(determined by ssF~ and ZZVDAX). 

If you issue a PS~ (estabLish absolute position) command, any previously captured LDT positions 
will be offset by the p~’T ~.Iue. 

Example Description 
¯ ~C26-H Assign tdgger input B (TRG-B) as a trigger interrupt input 
> ~25-H Assign tdgger input A (TRG-A) as a trigger interrupt input 
¯ W~.I.=IPCr.J~ Assign captured LDT position on axis 1 (captured when the TRG-A input became 

active) to vadable 1 
¯ IF(29CLB<4¢) If the captured LDT position on axis 2 (captured when the TRG-B input became 

active) is less t~an 40, do ~e TF statement 
v~=11:~+1¢ Add 10 to the captured LDT position on axis 1 (captured when the TRG-A input 

became active) end assign the sum to vadable #2 
End IF statement 

[ PCM ] Position of Captured Motor Product Rev 
Type Assignment or Comparison AT6400 ~-0 
gyntax See below ATE~t~0 
U~]ts n/a 
Rangs n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also ~C, ~, [ 

The Position of Captured Motor (1~’~} command is used to assign one of the captured motor register 
values {captured when trigger A, B, C or D is activated} to a variable, or to make a comparison 
against another value. Once the captured encoder register value is assigned to a variable, or a 

comparison is made, the respective position capture status (reported with bits 25 - 28 in the Tss or 
s$ commands} is c]¢az~d, but the position information remains in the register until it is overwritten 
by a subsequent position capture horn the trigger input. 

If scaling [ SCALE] is enabled, the value assigned to the variable or the value against which the 
comparison is made is scaled by the distance scaling factor (SCLD). 

Synta.~. v~n=al~qc where n is the vazlable number, a is the a~d.~, and c designates trigger A, B, C or D; 
or [l~I] can be used in arl expression such as IF (1PCMB>2345~) 

The motor po~Itlon can be captured only by a trigger input signal (trigger A, B, C or D). The 

appropriate trigger inputs must be defined as tdgger interrupt inputs with the lb-FNCi-H command, 
where ~ can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, representing trigger inputsA, B, C or D, respectively. Once defined, 
an active trigger input signal from any defined trigger will latch the current motor positions from all 
axes and store them in thelr respective captured motor arrays. Although the latching may be 
delayed slightly flora the time the trigger becomes active (up to 50 ps], all motor positions are 
captured within a few microseconds of each other. 

The PCH command must be used with an axis specifier or it will default to axis I (e.g., 19Ct~ 2PcH~ etc.). 
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NOT~: ffyou issue a ps~;w {establish absolute position) command, any previously captured motor 
positions will be offset by the value specified in the PSET command. 

Example Description 
> lNFL~26-H Assign trigger input B (TRG-B) as a tdgger interrupt input 
¯ ~’t, WNC25-H Assign tdgger input A (TRG-A) as a trigger interrupt input 
¯ v/~1=19c~!~ Assign captured motor position on axis 1 (captured when the TRG-~ input became 

active) to variable 1 
¯ IF (2VCH~<4¢¢¢) If the captured motor position on axis 2 (captured when the TRG-B input 

became active) is less than 4000, do the TF statement 
VAP~=Z];~.~+4¢¢~ Add 4,000 to the captured motor position on axis 1 (captured when the TRG..A 

input became active) and assign the sum to vadable #2 
End ZF statement 

PCOMP Path Compile Product Rev 

Type 9ath Cont:ourino AT6400 1.0 
Syn tax < ! > PCOMP< 
Unite u - ~ex~ (nazis of ga~h) 615n n/a 
Range Text name of 6 chaxac~.ers or less 62011-C/6201 1.0 
Default n/a 62~n n/a 
Response n/a ~270 
See AIso PEP, DRES, END, ~?Y, ORY, PAX~S, PRUN, PUCOMP, PULSE, ’I’DTP., 

THE~a 

IMPORTANT 
The,r~. anica~, res0~on of al.ax~, used ~ .con~0ud. "no must be identical, Scaling cannot condensate for 
mpchanical ..van ,ances !n _r~. u’don. In a~l. ii~n, ~1 axes must have the same pulse width (Ip~Tr.,sE:) and 

The Path Compile (Pco~P) command begins the compilation of an individual path. The parameter in 
the Pco~ syntax is the path name. You can define and compile the ~um number of individual 
paths for the 6000 Series product (100 for the AT6400, 75 for the 6200} as long as the sum of a~ the 
segments of all the paths does not exceed the memory ILmitation of the 6000 Series product The 
maxLmum number of contour segments is equal to the path storage value (set w~th the 
command} divided by 62 for steppers. Lt’you have a stand-alone product wtth the -M {expanded 
memory) option, the total number of paths allowed is increased to 300. 

The TDIR a_rld THEM corl11T~ds report the compile status of the paths. 

If it Is desired to change the velocity, acceleration, deceleration, or scaling factors for a compiled 
path, the values must be changed and the path re-compiled. You carmot change the velocity on- 
the-fly {~Jess you use the feedrate override. F~}. 

NOTE 

Contouring (circular inteqx>latkm) is a stan~d feature of It~e AT6400 and 6201, but is an ooOon ~ ~ ~. 

Example 
¯ DEF progl 
- PZLX~S1, 2,3, 4 
- PFRO2.25 

Description 
Begin definition of path named progl 
Set axes 1, 2, 3, 8. 4 as the X, Y, Tangent, & Proportional axes, respectively 
Proportional axis path ratio = 2.25 

Multiple Segment Definitions 

~ End definition of path progl 
> 9cc~ progl Compile path progl 
¯ [:~tlr~ pro~’l Execute path ~ogl 

[ PE ] Position of Encoder Product Rev 

Type Assignmen~ or Compariso~ AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax see below A’I’6400-AUX2 ~ 
Units {see descript:ion below) AT6t’~0 1.0 
Ranga n/a 615n 1.0 
Default n/a 620n 1.0 
Response n/a 625n 1.0 
See Also CNT~, ENC, [ r~ I, rNFNC, [ ~C ], [ PC~ ], { ~.S ], [ p~ ], ~ 1.0 

PSET, SCALE, SCLD, SFB, TFS, TPE 
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The Position of Encoder (PE} command is used to assign one of the encoder register values to a 
variable, or to make a comparison against another value. 

Stenvers: The encoder value is scaled by the distance scaling factor (SCLD), if encoder step mode 

(m~Cl} and scaling (sC~Z) are enabled. If the encoder step mode is not enabled, the value will be 
actual encoder counts. If the encoder channel has been defined a~ a counter input (G~T~.), then 

the PE command will report a reading of zero for that specific encoder channel. 

Se~o~ If scaling is enabled (ScKI,=I), the encoder value is scaled by the distance scaling factor 
(SCLD). ff S,-~]ing is not enabled, the value assigned will be actual encoder counts. AT6250 & 
625~ ENCODER 3 is ncvvr scaled. 

If you issue a PSET command, the encoder position value ~ be offset by the PSET command value. 

Syntax: v~ffis~wherenis thevarlablenumbcr, and a is the axis, or [PE] can be used in an 
expression such as :IF(IPE>2345~)). The PE command mt~t be used with an axis 
specifier or it ~ ddault to axis 1 (e.g., 1PE. 2PE, etc.). 

Exsmple Ducr[ption 
> V~lffilPE Hncederposition for axis I is assigned to vadabJe I 
> IF (2PE<4~)) If the efl~ode¢ ~o~nt ~o¢ axis 2 is less than 4000, do the IF sta~emeflt 
-~2=3~÷~ Enceder position for axis 3 plus 4000 is assigned to vafiabJe 2 

~-m End IF s~atement 

[ PER ] . Position Error Produot Rev 
Type Assig~enl: or comparison AT6400-AUX1 
Syntax See below AT6400-AUX2 
U n Its n/a AT~ 1.0 
Range n/a 61~ 1.0 
Default n/a 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 
See Also D~S, E~S, S~. SFB, S~ER, T~. TPER, TPE, T~ ~ 1.0 

~e P~i~on E~or (P~ co~d ~ ~d to ~si~ ~e c~¢nt poslUon e~r of ~ ~ to a 
v~ble, or ~ ~e a ~m~n ~t ~o~r ~ue. ~e v~ue ~si~ed to ~e ~able or ~e 
~ ~t w~ ~e comp~n ~ made ~ m~ ~ f~back d~ce co~ ~d ~ s~ 
by ~e ~ce s~g ~or (SC~), 

SteD~s: ~ comm~d ~ ~ us~ only ~en ~e enc~ m~e (~Cl) is en~l~. 

~s: ~e p~ifl~ e~or ~ ~e ~ence be~ ~e corded ~si~on ~d ~e ~tu~ 
~iflon ~d by ~e fe~b~ d~ce. ~ ~or is ~c~ted ~ s~ple p~od ~d 

~ ~ ~sp~y~ at ~y ~e 

S~ ~=~ wh~n~e~en~,~dats ~e~,~ [~] ~be~s~ 

s~ or It ~ d~t W ~ 1 (e.g., ~P~ 2~ e~.), 

Example 
¯ VKRI= IPER 
¯ ZF { 2PER>2~) 

Desoriptio n 
Position error for axis 1 is assigned to variable 1 
If the position error for axis 2 is >2000 encoder counts, do the IF 
statement (enable output #4) 
Enable output #4 
End zF statement 

PI ] 
Type 
Syntex       See examples below 
Units n/a 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also =, +,-, -, ATAN, COS, IF, S~N, SORT, TAN, 

Product Rev 

ATS400 
AT6~0 
615n 1.0 
630n 
625n 1.0 
6270 

The (~) command is as~ignod the value 3.14159265. There are 2~ radians in 360~. This command 

is useful for doing trigonometric functions in ~dian units (R~vy.~ command]. 

Example 

> VARI=PI 
> !~q.~.:2 * PI 

Description 
3.14159265 iS assigned to variable 1 
2~ is assigned to variable 2 
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PL Define Path Local Mode Product    Rev 

Example 
> PSCzJ~25¢¢~ 
> 
> PSC~V2 5��¢ 
> 
> 

> P~I~ 
> D~ p~l 
- P~SI, 2 
- P~I 
- ~,~ 
- 
- 
~,~ 

- 
P~,~, 5,~ 

- ~ 
> PCC~P progl 
> PRUN progl 

Description 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path distance scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling factor 
Set path velocity to 5 units/sec 
Set path acceleration to 50 units/sec2 
Set path deceleration to 100 unitslsec2 
Begin defini~on of path named progl 
Set axes 1 and 2 as I~e X and Y CO,During axes 
Set to absolute coordinates 
Specify X and Y data, work coordinates 
Specify w6rk coordinate system 
Specify X-Y endpoint position to create a 45° angle line segment 
Specify X and Y data, local coordinates 
Specify local coordinate system 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and X-Y center position 
for full circle CW arc 
Specify X-Y endpoint position to create a 90° angle line segment 
Specity X and Y data. local coordinates 
Specify local coordinate system 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and X-Y center position 
for full circle CW am 
Specify work coordinate system 
Specify X-Y endpoint position to create a line segment back to 

End def’mition of path progl 
Compile path progt 
Execute path progl 

PLC Define Path Local Coordinates Product Rev 

Type Path Contouzi~g AT6400 In 
Syntax < 
Units r = 
Range ~.�~¢~ - -~999,999,999 620n-CJ6201 1.0 
Default n/a 625n 
Response No response - Must be defining a panh (DEF) 6270 rVa 
See AIso PA~, PL, PSCLD, PWC, SCALE 

The Define Path Local Coordinates (PLC) command is used to specify the Local X -Y coordinate data 
required for subsequent segment definition in the Local coordinate system. This command places 
the X -Y coordinate value of the Local coordinate system at the beginning of the next segment. (The 
first <r> is the X coordinate, the second <r> fs the Y coordinate.) This command must be used 
before the PL1 conunand is given. 

Both position values are expressed in terms of motor steps, regardless of the current ~ command 
setting. 
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.~,d~N--Q: If scaling (SCALE} is enabled, the PLC command values entered are ~ntemaliy multiplied 
by the path distance scaling factor (PSC~.D) to convert user units to motor steps. The distance vs!ues 
may be truncated if the values entered exceed the distance resolution at the given scaling factor. 
For further discussion on path distance scaling, refer to the PSCLD com/lland description. 

Example: Refer to Define Path Local Mode (PL) command example. 

PLIN Move in a Line Product Rev 
Type Pat:h ,Cont:ouring AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ] ><e>Pr.ZN<r>, <r> AT6nS0 rfa 
Units r = units 615n 
Range ¢.¢¢¢¢e - ±999.999,999 620n-CJ6201 1.0 
Default ./a 625n 
Response No response - Must be de£in~r~g a path (DE~’) 6270 

See AIso PAB, pn, 9bC, 9S~D, 9~C, 

The Define Line Segment (9~.T~) command is used to slxrcffy a line segment The placement, length, 
and orientation of the llne are completely specified by the endpoint of the llne segment and the 
endpoint of the previous segment (current position). Segment endpoint position specifications 
may be either absolute (PABI} with respect to the user defined coordinate system, or incremental 
(PAB~), relative to the start of each individual segment. 

When the PLIN command is received, the first value is taken as the X vndpoint coordinate and the 
second value is taken as the Y endpoint coordinate. 

Both position vzlues are expressed in terms of motor steps, regardless of the current F-~C command 
setting. 

SCALING: If scaling (SCALE) is enabled, the PLT~ command values entered ar~ internally multiplied 
by the path distance scaling factor {gSCLD} to convert user units to motor steps. The distance values 
may be truncated if the values entered exceed the distance resolution at the given scaling factor. 
For further discussion on path distance scaltng, refer to the PSCLD command description. 

Example: Refer to Define Path Local Mode (v~.) command exampk~. 

iPM ] Position of Motor Product Rev 
Type Assignment’ or Comparison AT64~O Syntax See below AT6nS0 
Unite n/a 61~ 
Range n/a 6~0n 
Default n/a ~25rt rl/a 
Response n/a 6270 
See Also [ P~ ], ~s~.~, sc~J~z, SCLD, 

The Position of Motor ( P~ command is used to assign one of the motor position register values to a 
vm-lable, or to make a comparison against another value. The value assigned to the variable or the 
value against which the comparison is made is scaled by the distance scaling factor (SCLD), if 

scaling is enabled (SCALEI). If scaling is not enabled, the value is in steps. 

Syntax:    VARn=am(where n is the variable number, and a is the axis, 

or [PM] can be used in arl expression such as IF (1gM>2345¢). The Pl~ command must b~ 
used with an axis specifier or it will default to axis l {e.g., IPM. 2PM, eta). 

If you issue a PSET command, the motor position value will b¢ offset by the PSET command value. 

Example Description 
> VA~l=11~ Motor position for axis I is assigned to variable 1 
> :IF (2L=1~<4¢�¢) If the motor position for axis 2 is less than 4000, do the ZF statement 
vA~2 ffi3P~+~2X~ Motor position for axis 3 plus 4000 Is assigned to vadable 2 
t~J:F End TF statement 

’POUT Path Outputs Product .,v 
Type Path Contouring AT6400 1.0 Syntax <!>P0UT<b><b>...<b><b> (16 bits) AT6nS0 rl/a Units n/a 615n nfa Range b = ¢ (off) 1 (on) or X (don’~ change) 

620n-C/6201 1.0 Default ¢ 625~ Response No response - Must be defining a path (DEF) 6270 
See Also OUT, o~r~J~, OUTFNC, OUTLV~ 
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The Path Outputs {POOr) command is used to specify the POB output pattern which is to be applied 
to the outputs at the beglxudng of the next segment and rex-~in throughout that segment. The P0VT 
command controls the first 16 programmable outputs available. The POUT command may be issued 
before any segment definition command, and will affect all subsequent segments unHI a new POUT 
command is issued. A Pout command will not take affect ff there is no segment definition command 
following it. 

To change the programmable outputs at the end of a path, the standard output (OUT) command 
must be used s~ter the path ts executed. These segment defined output patterns arc stored as part 
of the compiled path definition. These outputs will change state at some time in the range of 1.5 ms 
before the beginning of the segment to 0.5 ms aRer the begLnrdng of the segment. The 
programmable outputs may not be controlled more precisely than this, because the 6000 Series 
products updates thvlr record of path position every 2 ms. 

If it is desiyed to set only one output bit, instead of all 16, the bit select (.) operator can be used. For 
example, PO~T.12 turns on output 12. 

Example: Refer to the Origin Specified CCW Arc Segment (PARCOM) command example. 

PPRO Path Proportional Axis Product Rev 
Type Path Cent:our Lug AT6400 19 
Syntax < ! >PPRO<r> AT6nS0 
Units r = ratio value 61~’~ n/a 
Range ~-~.001 - l¢~e.~e 62~n rVa 
Default 
Response No response - Must be defining a path (DEF) 6270 n~ 

See Also 

The Path Proportional Axis (PpRO) command is used to specify the proportlonal ax~s to path travel 
ratio. The proporttonal axis will keep a position that is proportional to the distance traveled along 
the X-Y path as the path is executed. This allows the proportional axis to act as the Z axLs in 
helical interpolation or to control the motion of any object which moves with distance and vvlocity 
proportional to the path. 

The PPR0 command should be g~ven prior to any contour segments during a path definition. A 
negative value for the proportional axis ratio simply causes motion in the negative direction as 
path travel in the X-Y plane gets larger. 

Example 
¯ D~’ progl 

PA~ES1,2,3,4 
P9902.25 

¯ ~ progl 
¯ PR~N progl 

Description 
Begin definition of path named ~rogZ 
Set axes 1,2,3,4 as the X, Y, Tangent, and Proportional axes respectively 
Proportional axis path ratio = 2.25 

Multiple Segment Definitions 

End definition of path progl 
Compile path progl 
Execute path progl 

PRTOL Path Radius Tolerance Product Rev 

Type Path Cont:ouring AT6400 1.0 
Syn tax < ! >PRTOL<=> AT6nS0 n~a 
Units r = allowable radius error 61~ Na 
Range ~.~¢~ - ~99,999,999 620P~-28201 1D 
Default 1 625n r~a 
Response No response - Must he defining a path (DEF) ~Lr~) spa 
See Also PARCM, PARCOM. PARCOP, PARCP, PSCLD, SCALE 

The Path Radius Tolerance [PRTOL) command is used to specify the allowable radius error that is 
encountered when contouring. 

The radius error is encountered in one of two ways. The first way is through use of the PA~J:X or 
PARCP commands. This error is the difference betw~n- the radius value specified in the PARCM or 

PARCP command and the minimum radius implied by the starUng point and endpolnt. If the mdlus 
provided in the command is sm~lier than the minimum radius implied by the distance from startlng 
to endpolnts and the error Is wlthtn the radius tolerance then just enough is added to the radius to 
make a ~ circle. 

A second way to encounter a radius tolerance error is with the PARCOM or PAP, COP conllnands. Th~s 
error is the digerence between the radius implied by the start point and center point and the radius 
implied by the end point and center point. If the difference in the two radius values is within the 
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radius tolerance specified, then the center point is moved such that an arc can be travded through 
the start point and endpoinL The PRTO~. command can be executed many Umes within a path 
definition allowing some arcs to be exactly known and others to be approximated. 
If the radius error exceeds the PRTOL value, an error message iS sent. 

The PRTO~. radius error value ts expressed in terms of motor steps, regardless of the current 
command setting. 

SCALING: If scaling (SCALE) iS enabled, the PRTOL command values entered are internally multiplie~i 
by the path distance scaling factor (Pscu~) to convert user units to motor steps. The distance values 
may be truncated if the values entered exceed the distance resolution at the given scaling factor. 
For further discussion on path dlstance scaling, refer to the pscr.n command description. 
Example 
¯ PSCLA25¢¢¢ 
> PSCLD2 
¯ PSCLV25�~ 
> SCALE1 

¯ PAS¢ 
¯ PADI~ 
¯ DEF progl 
- PAXES1, 2 

PAB~ 
- PRTOL~. ¢~1 
- PARCh5,5,5 

- PARCPS, -5,-5 

- END 
¯ PCOHP progl 
> PRUN progl 

Description 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path distance scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling factor 
Set path velocity to 5 units/sec 
Set path acceleration to 50 units/see~ 
Set path deceleration to 100 units/sec= 
Begin definition of path named progZ 
Set axes I and 2 as the X and Y contouring axes 
Set to incremental coordinates 
Allow 25 steps (0.001 x 25000) radius error 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and radius am <180° for quarter circle 
CCWarc 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and radius arc >180° for three quarter 
cimle CW am 
End definition of path progl 
Compile path progl 

Execute path progl 

PRUN Run a Path Product    Rev 
Type Path Contouring AT6400 1.0 
Syn tax < ! >PRUI~< ~.> AT6nS0 n~a 
Unitt ~ = ~ (~e of path progr~) 61~ ~ Range ~ex~ n~e of 6 characters or less ~1 1.0 
Default n/a ~ ~ 
Response ~/~ ~ ~ 
See Also D£~, £~, ~CO~P, ~COH~ 

NOTE 
~ (cimular interferon) is a etenda~l fealum of I~e AT8400 and 6201, but is an ool~on in ~e 6200. If you dkl 

~� ~ a ~ (PR~} ~d ~ ~ ~ s~ ~uRon of a pr~o~ly compg~ (d~) ~. 
~I ~e ~ ~o~aflon ~out ~e pa~ whose n~e is sp~ 
~ady ~ stor~ ~ ~e ~ de~on com~ds ~d compiled by ~e 
of ~e ~ ~dud~ ~ ~e ~ed ~ ~ not r~, ~e pa~ ~ not be ~ecuted. ~ ~s is not 
r~dy ff it ~ shutd~, m~, or ~ J~s~ck m~e. ~ 
become bu~ ~ pa~ ~zcuflon Is ~h~. 

If you use ~e PR~ co~d ~ a ~, it ~o~ ~ a ~S~ ~d ~ c~ol ~ck to 
¯ e o~ p~ ~er ~e pa~’s m~on is complete [~n~l ~ ~ W ~e ~t co~d 
~ed~tely foR~g ~e ~R~ co~d}. 

Exam p le 
¯ ~ progl 

- PAXES1, 2,3,4 

- PPRO2.25 

- END 
¯ PCOHP progl 
> PRUN progl 

Description 
Begin definition of path named progl 
Set axes 1,2,3,4 as the X, Y, Tangent, and Proportional axes 
respectively 
Proportional axis path ratio = 2.25 

Multiple Segment Definitions 

End definition of path grog1 
Compile path progl 
Execute path progl 
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PS Pause Program Execution Product Roy 

Type Program Flow Control AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < : >Ps AT6nS0 1.0 
Units n/a 615~ 1.0 
Flange n/a 6~0n 1.0 
Default n/a 625n 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 

See Also c0 COMEXR, COMEXS, K, S, [ SS ], TSS 

The Pause Program Execution (PS] command pauses execution of commands in the command 

buffer. If a Ps command is executed, no commands aRer the PS will be executed until a , c command 
is received. However, addltlorml commands may still be placed in the command buffer. 

The Ps command does not pause moOon. In order for motion to be paused, the S and the CC~KS 
commands should be used, 

Example 

> PS 

> MZ~XXX 

D, 2~ 

Description 
Stop execution of command buffer until : C command 

Incremental mode for axis 1 
Set distance to 1Q000 units on axis 1 
Initiate motion on axLs 1 

Set distance to 20000 units on axis 2 
Initiate motion on axis 2 

No commands after the PS command will be executed until a ,, c command is received. 

Restart execution of command buffer 

PSCLA Path Acceleration Scale Factor Product 

Type Scaling; Path Contouring or Motion (Linear Interpolated) AT~4~0 1.0 
Syntax < ,. >PSC~.< i> ATSnSO 1.0 
Units i = s~eps/~utit 615n 
Range i - 999,999 
Default Steppers: 25¢¢¢ 625,1 1.0 

Serves: Depends on feedback source for ~xis 
(4¢~ L£ encoder, 819 if ANI, 432 if LDT) 

Response PSCLA:     "PSCLA250~ 
See.Also    PA. PAA, PAD, pADA. PSCLD, PSCLV, SCALE, SFB 

When scaling is enabled (SCALE1), all path acceleration [PA and eAA) and path deceleration (PAD and 
PADA) values are Internally multiplied by the Path Acceleration Scale Factor {PSCLA) value. Since the 
units are steps/unlt, and all the acceleration values are in umts/sec2, all accelerations will thus be 

internally represented as steps/see~. The Path Aece[eratlon Scale Factor (PSCLA) command will not 

scale the accel/decel values unless the scaling is enabled (SCALE1). 

Steppers: The entered values are always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless 

of the ENC command setting. If scaling is enabled (SCALEI), the entered acceleration and 
deceleration values are internally multiplied by the path acceleration scaling factor (PSCLA) 

to convert user urdts/sec2 to motor steps/sec2. If scaling is not enabled {SCALE#), the path 
acceleration and deceleration values are entered in motor revs/sec2; these values are 

internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain acceleration and 
deceleration -~alues in motor steps/see2 for the motion trajectory calculations. 

Serves: If scaling is enabled (SCA~I). the entered PAiPAA aI1d PAD/PADA ~Ues 

multiplied by the path acceleration s~]Lng factor (PSCLA] tO convert user unlts/sec~ to 

encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/see2. If scaling is not enabled {SCALE¢), the path accel and decel 
values are entered in encoder revs/sec~, LDT inches/see2, or ANI volts/see2. Encoder and 

LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder resolution (ERES) value or the LDT 

resolution (LDTRES) to obtain accel/decel values in steps/see2 for the motion trajectory 
calculations. 

The path acceleration and deceleration remain set until you change them with a subsequent path 
acceleration and deceleration (PA/PAA R, PAD/PADA) commands. DecelexaUons outside the valid 
range are flagged as an error, with a me~sage ¯ DTv’ALID DATA-FIELD x, where x is the field number. 
When an invalid aecel or decel is entered the previous accel or decel value is retained. 
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As the path acceleration scaling factor (PSCI~} changes, 
the resolution of the path accel/decel values and the 
number of positions to the right of the dech-nal point also 
change (see table at right). An accel or decel value with 
greater resolution than allowed will be truncated. For 
example, ff scaling is set to PSCLAI¢, the P~9.9999 
coramand would be truncated to PAg. 9. 

1-9 
10-99 
100 - 999 
1000-~FJ~9 
10000-99999 
100000-~ 

Dedmal Places 

0 
1 
2 

4 
5 

The following equations can help you determine the range of path accel and decel values. 

Max. Pafft Accel or Oecel 
Product 

AT6400 

AT6nS0, 

Min. Pmh Ace, el or Decal (re~olu~on) 

0.001 x ~s 
PSC/.,A 

0.001 x ~R~S 
F_n¢xx~r Feedback:    ~,scI,a 

0.819 
ANI Feedback: 

PSCIJ~ 

0.001 x mu~s 
Encod~ Feedback:    PSCL~ 

0.001 x r.D’rR~S 
LDT Feedbad¢: 9SCLA 

0~19 
9SCLA 

(Servos: deterrr~ned by b~e feedback soume select~l for axis I ) 

999,9cJgg x ~ 
PSCLA 

Encoder Feedback: 
999.9999 x ~ 

PSCLA 

818999.9181 
PSCLA 

PSCLA 

999.9999 x LDTRES 
LDT Feec[0~l~ 

PSCLA 

818999.,9181 
ANI Feedbaclc PSCLA 

NOTE 

If scaling is desired for a particular path, scaling must be enabled (acre, R1) and all path scaling 
factors (PSCLA PSCLD, PSCLV) must be specified pdor to defining the path. Scaling cannot be 
enabled and scaling factors cannot be specified within a path definition. 

Example: Refer to the Path Acceleration (PA) command example. 

PSCLD 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Dafault 
Response 

See Also 

Path Distance Scale Factor Rev 

Scaling; Path Contouring AT64~0 1.0 
< : >gSCLD<i> AT6R50 r~ 

1 - 999,99~ ~1 1~ 

PSCLD ~     * PSCLDI ~ ~ 
P~CM. P~M. P~COP. P~CP. PD, PLC. PLIN. PRTOL. PSC~, 
PSCLV. PWC. S~LE 

Product 

When sc~ is enabled (SCALE1], ag distance (PARCM, 
values are intenmlly multiplied by the Path Distance Scale Factor (PSCLD) value. Since the units are 

steps/unlt, all distances will thus be internally represented in steps. The Paced command will not 

scale a commanded distance unIess the Scale command is enabled [ SCALE1]. If the Scale (SCA~) 
command is not enabled, all distance values are in steps. 

This command is useful for specffying path or linem- interpolated move distances in any unit. (e.g., 

Given a 25000 step/rev drive and wanting dist~unce units in revs, then PSCLD would be set to 25000.) 

As the path distance scaling factor (PSCtm) changes, the resolution of the distance values entered 
and the number of positions to the right of the decimal point also change. For instance, if 

set to PSCLD25~¢~, the PARCOP55. 9999 9,22. 88671, 37. 86752,21.11112 command would be truncated 
to PARCOP55. 9999,22.8867,37. 8675,2L11IL 

..Psc~.n (steps/unit) 
1-9 
10-99 

100000-~ 

Pare Di~, mnce Resolution (uni~) Pa~ Dls~n~ R~ng~ (un~) 

0.1 0.0 - ~,~ 
0~1 0.~-~,~ 
o~ o.~ - ~.~ 
o~1 0.~ - ~,~.~ 
o~ 1 o.~ - ~ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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NOTE 

If scaling is desired for a particular path, SCALE must be enabled and all path scaling 
factors (PSCLA PSCLD, PSCLV) must be specified pdor to defining the path. SCALE cannot 
be enabled and scaling factors cannot be specified within a path definition. 

Example: Refer to Define Path Local Mode (PL) command example. 

PSCLV Path Velocity Scale Factor Product Ray 

Type scallng; Pat:h Cont:0uring or Hot:’ion (LJ.nes~: Znt:erpolat:ed) AT~ !.0 
Syntax < ~ >PSCLV<i> AT~ 1.0 
Units 
Range 1 - 999,999 ~ 1.0 
Default Sue~ers : 25¢~¢ ~ 1.0 

Se~os: De~nds on fee~ack source for axis #1 ~ 1.0 
(4~� if encoder, 819 i£ ~I, 432 i~ LDT) 

Response PscLv:     ~PSCLV25¢¢~ 

See Also 

The Path Velocity Scale Factor [PSCLV) command Lnternaliy multiplles the path velocity (9vJ value 

by this value. The PSCLV cornmznd wi1[ not scale the PV value unless the Scale command is enabled 
(SCAT~Z). 

Steppers: The entered value ~s always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of 

the ~ command setting. If scaling is enabled [sc~.~1}, the (mtered velocity value is 
internally mulUpl~ed by the path velocity s~]Ing factor (pSCLv| to convert user units/see to 
motor step.s/see. If scaling is not enabled {sc,~J~¢|, the pv value is entered in mo~- rays/see; 

th~s value is interv~lly mu]tipUed by the drive resolution IDRES) value to obtain a velocity 
value in motor steps/see for the motion trajectory calculaUons. 

Servos: If scaling is e~abled (sC,~.~1). the entered velocity value is internally multiplied by the path 

velocity scal~g factor (PSCLV) to convert user urdts/sec to encoder, LDT orANl steps/see. If 

scallng Ls not enabled (sc~£¢}, the 9v value Ls entered Ln encoder rays/see, LDT Inches!sec. 
or ANI volts/see; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder resoluUon 

(E~s) value or the LDT resolution (LD’~LZS) to obtain velocity values in steps/see for the 
motion trajectoGr calculations. 

As t~e path velocity scaling factor (PSCLV) changes, the resoluUon of the velocity commands and th~ 
¯ number of positions to the rlght of the decimal point also cha~ge (see table below). A path velocity 
value w~th greater resolution than allowed ~ be truncated. For example, if scaling is set to 
PSCLVI¢. the VI.9999 coxnmand would be tnu-’mated to V1.9. 

~, SCLV (steps/unit) 
1-9 
10 -99 
100-999 
1000-9999 
I0000 o 99999 

Velocity Resolution (uni~/sec) 
1 
0.1 
~0t 
0.001 
0.0001 
0.00O01 

Decimal Places 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Use the following equations to determine the mmdmum velocity range for your particular product: 

Max. Velocity for Stepper Produe~s Max. Velocity for Salvo Products 
(Serves: determined by feedback source selected for axis #I) 

( 01~, ) 

n= PULS~-X 16; Ifn<5, 200 x ERES .8,0 000 ~en n Is sol equal to 5. lfn Encoder Feedback: 
> 5, ~hen all fracllonaJ pads 

Psc~v 

PSCLV of hare _bune~l____ LDT Feedback: 200 x LDTRES 
PSCLV 

PSCLV 

NOTE 

If scaling is desired for a par~cular path, scaling must be enabled (SC~E1) and al! pa~ scaling 
factors (PSC:za~, PSCT.D, PSC[,V) must be specified pdor to defining the path. Scaling cannot be 
enabled and scaling factors cannot be specified within a path definition. 

Example: Refer to the define path local mode (PL) command example. 
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 SET Establish Absolute Position Product Rev 

Type Motion AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><~>PSET<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units r = units (absolute position) 61~ 1.0 
Range ~.~�¢¢¢ - :f.999,999,999.99999 ~ 1.0 

Default n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 

See Also n, ENC, [ FB 1, GO. HOM, ZNF~¢, [ LDT 3, MA, MC, [ PC ], 
| PCA ], [ PCC ], [ PCE ], [ PCL }, [ PCM ], [ PE ], [ PM ], 
SCALE, SCLD, SFB, TFS, TLDT, TPC, TPCA, TPCC, TPCE, TPCL, 
TPCM, TPE, TPM 

Use the PSET command to offset the current absolute position to establish an absolute posfHon 

reference. To remove the offset, issue the PSET ~LR command. 

All PSET values entered are tn steps, unless seating is enabled (s~EI), in wl~ich case (PSET) is 
multlpllcd by the distance scale factor (SCLD): 

Steppers - without scaling: In motor step mode (~c~), the PSET command w111 define the current 
motor step position to be the absolute pos|tion entered, but leave the encoder step position 
unchanged, In encoder step mode (~Ci), the PSET command will define the current encoder 

step position to be the absolute position given, but will leave the motor step position 
unchanged. 

Servos - without s~alin~: The PSET command defines a n~w absolute position reference. If the drive 

is enabled (DRIVE1111). the current commanded position Is used as the reference point. If the 
drive is disabled, the current feedback device position {selected with the SFB command] is used 
as the re~erence point 

NOTE 

The P~E~ offSet value (per axis) is specific only to the feedbaok source (per axis) selected with the 
last SF~ command.. 

If your application requires switching between feedback sources for the same axis, then you must 
select the feedback source with the appropriate SF~ command and issue a PSET value specific to 
that feedback source. (Each feedback source ca;1 have ;t separate offset.) 

Fer 6270 users, the PSET settings for ANI and LDT feedback only are automatically saved to 

battery-backed RAM (encode_r-based PSET is not saved). 

SC~]NG: If s~llng (SCALE] is ermb[ed, the PsE’r command value enter~ is Lnternally multiplied by 

the distance scaling factor (SCLD) to convert user urdts to motor s~eps, or feedback devlce (encoder. 
LDT, or AND steps. The distance value may be truncated if the value entered exceeds the distance 
resolution at the given scaling factor. The distance scaling factor should always be en-bled and 
specified prior to entering the pS~.’~ value, because the SOLD comrn~nd modifies the PSET value to 

accommodate the new scaling factor. For further discussion on distance scallng, refer to the 
command description. 

NOTE: If you Issue a PSET command, any previously captured positlorm (I"h-F~Ci-H f1.lncUorl) will be 
offset by the ~ 

If a software end-of-travel llr~t ha~ been hit, the PSET command will not remove the error condition. 
The error condition is removed by commanding motion in the opposite dL~.-ction. 

Example Deseription 
¯ Pffff~, ~, ~, i~1~ Set absolute posi~on on axes I, 2, and 3 to zero, and axis 4 to 1000 units 

PTAN Path Tangent Axis Resolution Product Rev 
Type Path Contouring AT8400 1.0 Syn t ax -= : ~T~U¢< i> AT6nSO 
Units i : st;eps 

61,~1 Range ± i - 999,999,999 
Delault 25~ ~ r~ Response ~o response - MuSt: be defining a 
See Also 

The Path Tangent Axls Resolution [1~r~) command is used to specify the Tangent axis resolution. 
The Tangent axis ~ keep an angular position which changes l~nearly with the direction of travel 
implied by X and Y. This allows the Tangent axls to control an object which must stay tangent (or 
norms!! to the direction of travel 
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The Tangent axis resolution is the number of motor steps in 360 degrees of arc. The Tangent axis 
resolutlon does not necessarily equal the number of steps per revolution of the motor, but ff the 
motor directly drove the rotating piece, then these numbers would be the same. 

The ~f~ command should be given prior to any contour segments during a path definition. A 
negative value for the Tazlgcrit axls resolution causes rotation in the negative direction as the angle 
in the X-Y plane gets larger. 

Example 
> PSCLA25�~¢ 
> PSCLD2 5~ 
> PSCLV2 5~ 
¯ SCALE1 
> P~5 
¯ PAS¢ 
> PADI~ 
¯ DEF progl 

PAXESI, 2,3 

PAe¢ 
- POUTIC¢I 

PARCM5, 5,5 

PARCP5, -5, -5 

- END 
¯ PCOMP progl 
> PRUN progl 

Description 
Set path acceleration scale factor to 25000 steps’unit 
Set path distance scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Set path velocity scale factor to 25000 steps/unit 
Enable scaling factor 
Set path velocity to 5 units/sec 
Set path acceleration to 50 units/sec2 
Set path deceleration to 100 units/sec2 
Begin definition of path named progl 
Set axes 1 and 2 as the X and Y contouring axes, 3 as the tangent axis 
Specify Tangent axis resolution 
Set to incremental coordinates 
Output pattern during first arc 
Specify incremental X-Y endpolnt position and radius arc <180° for 
qumter circle CCW arc 
Output pattern during second arc 
Specify incremental X-Y endpoint position and radius arc >180° for three 
quarter circle CW arc 
End defin~on of path progl 
Commie path progl 
Execute path progl 
"l’um off the first four programmable outputs 

PUCOMP Path Uncompile Product Ray 

Type Path Contouring AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >PUCOMP<I:> AT6nSO rfa 
Unite ~ = ~ext (aame o£ pad.h| 615n ~ 
Range Text n~ of 6 c~acc~s or less 6~1 1.0 
Default ,/a ~ ~ 
Response n/a ~ ~ 
See AIso PEP. ~. M~ORY. PCOMP. PR~. TDrR. T~ 

The Path Uncompile (IPUCOM~’) command is used to delete a previously compiled (PCOl~) path. You 
can define and compile the maximum number of individual paths for the 6000 Series product (I00 
for bus-based controllers. 75 for stand-alone controllers) as long as the sum of all the segments of 
all the paths does not exceed the meanory limitation of the 6000 Series product. The memory is 
conflgurable with the ~ORY command. The maximum number of segments (s.rcs or lines} availabl( 
is Z~0R~/6~ 

If you have a stand-alone product with the -M expanded memory option, the m_nglmum number of 
paths is increased to 300. 

Exam p le 
¯ PUCOHP progl 
> DEF prog2 
- PAXES1,2, 3,4 

- Et~D 
¯ ~ prog2 
> PP~ prog2 

Description 
Delete compiled segments for path progl 
Begin definition of path named prog2 
Set axes 1,2,3,4 as the X, Y, Tangent, and Proportional axes respectivel 

Multiple Segment Definitions 

End definition of path prog2 
Compile path prog2 
Execute path prog2 

PULSE Pulse Width 

Type Controller Con£iguration 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>PULSE<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> 
Units r = microseconds 
Range ¢.3, ¢.5. 1.e. 2.¢, 5.¢, 
Default ¢. 3 
Response PULSE:     *PULSE�. 3,~. 3,e. 3, ~. 3 

IPULSE:    ~IPULSE~. 3 
See Also    DRES, PCOMP, SCALE 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nS0 n/a 

620n      1.0 
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The Pulse Width [PULSe.} command sets the step output pulse width. The pulse wldth is described as the 
time the pulse is active, or on. The value for the pulse width command is specified in microseconds. 

When the pulse width is changed from the default value of 0.3 ~Ls, the maxtmum velocity and 
dist,~nce ranges are reduced. The amount of reduction is directly proportional to the change Ln 
pulse width (see table below). The "n~rdmura distance" Is per move: the totat absolute range for 
each axis remains at :h2,147,483,647. 

Pulse Width (~,ox, n) Setting 

DEFAULT - 0.3 gs 
0.5ps 

Use for CompumotoCs Z and DB Ddves - 1.0 ps 
2.0~s 
5.0~s 

10.0 Its 
16.014s 
20.0~ 

Maximum Distance Per Move 

419,430,000 
262;140,000 
131,070,000 

2~214,000 
13,107,000 
8,191~00 
60553~00 

Maximum Velocity 

1.6 MHz 

10 MHZ 

NOTE 
Contouring: ~l axes~ invotv..~ in contoud~g (~den~fied ~ PAXF~ command) must have ~e same Fu’LSE salting. 

. you cringe me ~v~s~, sects, you ~11 need to recomplle (rco~) any previously compiled pa~s. 
Streaming: All ax~s invobmd in the sUeaming mode {S~RE~J~) must have the same ~Pu~ se~ng. 

Example Description 
> ~T.~2. ¢ Set the pulse width for axis 1 to 2.0 Its 

PV 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Oefeult 
Response 

See Also 

Path Velocity Rev 
Path Contouring or Motion (Linear Interpolated) 
<!>PV<r> AT6n50 
r = uni~s/sec ~ r~ 
0.¢¢¢~ - 1,6~0,~¢0 (depending on the scaling factor) 
1.¢�¢~ 625n 
W: *PVZ.¢¢¢¢ 6270 10 

Product 

The Path Velocity (z:’~ comm~nd specifies the path velocity to be used in linearly interpolated 

moves (~oL}, and in all contouring moves. In linearly interpolated moves, a path may involve one to 
four axes. each with its own distance of travel. In contounng patlm, onIy the X and Y axis are 
included Ln the calculation of the path. 

For both types of moves, the path velocity refers to the velocity of the load as motion proceeds 
along the patl’L For Linearly interpolated moves, the velocity of each individual axis is dependent on 
the distance it contributes to the total path traveled by the load. In contouring paths, the velocity of 

each individual axis is dependent on the direction of travel in the X- Y plane. NOTE: The Pvu-I,,p 
can be altered between path segments, but not within a path segment. 

Stev~ oars; The entered value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of 
the ENC command setttng. If scaling is not enabled (SCALE�), the W value is entered in motor 

rvvs/sec; this value is internally multiplied by the drive resolution [DRES) value to obtairl a pv 

value in motor steps/sec for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled (SCALEI). 
the entered PV value is Internally multiplied by the path velocity scaling ~actor (PSCLV) to 
convert user urdts/sec to motor steps/sec. 

Servos~ If scaling is not enabled (SCALE¢}. the W value is entered in encoder revs/sec, LDT 
inches/sec, or ANI volts/sec; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 

resolution (ERES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain a PV value in steps/sec 

for the motion trajectory calculations. [fscaling is enabled (SO.ALEX}, the entered Pvvaluels 

internally multiplied by the path ve[oclty scaling factor (PSCLV) to convert user unlis/sec to 
encoder, LDT, orANI steps/sec. 

Example: Refer to Define Path Local Mode (PL) command example. 

PWC Path Work Coordinates Product Rev 
Type Path Contouring AT6400 1.0 Syn tax <., > ~wC<~>, <=:> AT6nS0 rfa Unite r : units 61~ Range ~.�¢~¢~ - :~999,999,999 1~0~-_..~01 1.o Default ~,� 

62~ rYa Responss No response - Mus~ be defining a path (DEF) 
See Also PAS, PL, PLC, PSCLD, SCALE 
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The Path Work Coordinates (~c} command is used to Specify the Work X -Y coordinate data 
required for subsequent segment definition in the Work coordinate system. This command places 
the X-Y coordinate value of the Work coordinate system at the beginning of the next segment. (The 
first <r> is the X coordinate, the second <r> is the Y coordinate.) 

This command may be used before the pr.~ command is given for the purpose of shifllng the Work 
coordinate system. If the ~�¢ command is not given before a PL~ command, but was previously set, 
the original work coordinate system is used for the subsequent segments. 

Both position values are expressed in terms of motor steps, regardless of the current ENC command 
setting. 

SC~NG: If scaltng (SerE) iS enabled, the t~c command values entered are internally multiplied 
by the path distance scaling factor (PSC~.D) to convert user steps to motor steps. The diStance 
values may be truncated if the value entered exceeds the distance resolution at the given scaling 
factor. For further discussion on path distance scaling, refer to the PSCLD command description. 

Example: Refer to Define Path Local Mode (pn) command example. 

RADIAN    Radlan Enable Produ¢t Rev 
Type Opera~ors (Trigonometric) AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >I~D IAN<b> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units n/a 615n 1.0 
Range b = @ (Disable) ,l (Enable) or X (don’t care) ~ 1.0 
Default ¢ 625n 1.0 
Response ~U~.O~ : * 9J%DI~,’~ (]~T/O 1.0 

See Also ATAN, C0S, PI, SIN, TAN, VAR 

This operator is used to switch between radisns and degrees. The command RADIAN1 specLfies 
units in radians for SIN, COS, TJ~, ~ ATAN. The command RADIAN@ specifies units in degrees for SIN. 
COS, TAN, and ATAN. 
Ira value is given in radlans and a conversion is needed to degrees, use the formula: 360 
Example Oescription 
¯ PJ~ZAI~J. Set tdgonomeffic functions to radian mode 

R E Registration Enable Product Rev 
Type Registration AT6400 1.4 
Syntax < ! ><~><a>RE<b><b><b><b> AT6nS0 ~ 
Units b = ¢ (disable), 1 (enable), or X (don’t care) 615n ~ 
Range n/a 6~0n 1.5 
Default ¢ 625n rfa 
Response RE: "REC¢~ 6270 ~a 

See Also COMEXC, ENC, INDEB, INFNC, [ PCE ], [ PCM ], REG, TPCE, 
TPCM 

The Regtstration Enable (~) command enables the registration function for the appropriate axes. 

NOTE 
Prior to issuing an R~ command, you mus~ do the following: 
¯ Configure one of the tdgger inputs (TRG-A, TRG.8, etc.) to function as a trigger interrupt, or 

registration, input; this is done with the II~’~’Ci-H command, where i can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, 
representing trigger inputs A, B, C or D, respectively. 

¯ Issue the Tbi~’]~rl- command to enable the programmable input functions (in this case, the rigger 
interrupt/registration function) defined with the zN~c command 

¯ Specify the distance of the registration move with the t~G command. 

The registration move is executed when the registration input is activated. There is a time delay of 
up to 50 im between activating the registration input and capturing the position: however, the 
accuracy of the registration move distance a~er the registz~tion input iS activated is ~-’~tual to +50 
multiplled by the velocity of the axis at the time the input was activated. 

The registration input will be debounced for 50 ms before another input on that trigger will be 

recognized. If’your application requires a shorter debounce time, you can change it with the INDEB 
command (refer to the ]:lCD~ command description for details]. When the registration inputs are 

used with TZ’, ON, and t’ZAZT statements, it is the non-debounced state that is recognized: therefore, 
rapid transitions, as short as 2 ms, will be noticed by these statements. 
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The registration move distance (REG) is based on the captured position, although the registration 
move does not start until up to 2 ms al%er the position is captured. The captured position (motor or 
encoder) and the positioning mode (motor steps or encoder steps) used for registration depend 
upon the ENC command setting when the regkstration move was defined with the REG command; this 
holds true regardless of the ~NC command setting at the time the registration input is activated. 

Registration moves will not be executed while the motor is not performing a move, while in the 
joystick mode (JOYI) or the j~ mode (JOG:L), or while decelerating due to a stop, kill, soft Limit. or 
hard liner. 

The registration move may interrupt any preset, continuous, or registration move in progress. 
When the registration input is activated, the motion profile currently being executed is replaced by 

the registration profile with its own dLstance (REG), positioning mode (ENe], acceleration (A), 

deceleration (AD), and velocity (v) values. (The registration ENC, A, AD, and V values are the ones that 
were in effect when the I~G command was entered.] NOTE: To prevent position overshoot, the 
registration distance must be greater than 4 ms multiplied by the incoming velocity. 

The registration move does not alter the rest of the program being executed when registration 
occurs, nor does it affect commands being executed in the background ff the controller ks operating 

in the continuous command execution mode (COMEXCl). 

NOTE: Registration is performed only on the axis or axes with the registration ~unction enabled. 
and with a non-zero distance specified in the respective field of the REG command; the other axes 
will not be affected. 

For more information on registration, refer to the 6000 Series product user guide. 

Example Des¢¢iption 
> 11’~"NC25-H Set input #25 (tdgger A) as a trigger interrupt input 
> ]~’NC26-H Set input #26 (tdgger B) as a trigger interrupt input 
> ~ Enable programmable input functions defined with the z~’~C command 
> ]~:¢�~x Use the motor step positioning mode lot the registration move 
> .~1.¢, 2¢ Set accel: axis 1 to 10 unit,s/see2; axis 2 to 20 uniks/sec2 
> ~a.D2¢, 4¢ Set decel: axis 1 to 20 units/see2; axis 2 to 40 units/sec2 
¯ v2,5 Set velocity: axis 1 to 2 units/seo; axis 2 to 5 units/sec 
> R~=,~J.¢¢~, 5¢¢¢ Set tdgger A’s registration distance on axis I to 1000 units, axis 2 to 5000 units 

(registration A move will use the xNC, ~ AD, & V values specified above) 
> £t%’ccxx _Use the motor step positioning re_ode for the registration move 
> A3,5 ~et accel: axis 1 to 3 units/secZ; axis 2 to 5 units/sec~ 
> AD2,4 Set decel: axis 1 to 2 units/see2; axis 2 to 4 unita/$ec2 
> v. 5,. 5 Set velocity:, axis I and axis 2 to 0.5 units/sec 
> 10~’~8¢¢, 12¢¢ Set tdgger B’s registration distance on axis 1 to 800 units, axis 2 to 1200 units 

(registration B move will use the ~-~::, A, ~=J~, & v values specified above) 
¯ R~11¢¢ Enable registration on axis 1 and 2 only 
¯ ~2.~, 2¢ Set acceleration to 20 units/sec2 on axes 1 and 2 
> .=,D5¢, 5¢ Set deceleration to 50 units/seet on axes 1 and 2 
¯ v6,6 Set velocity to 6 units/sec on axes I and 2 
¯ D2~¢, 2¢¢¢~ Set distance to 200,000 units on axes I and 2 
¯ G011¢~ Initiate too,on on axes 1 and 2 

In this example, two-tiered registration is achieved. While axes 1 & 2 are executing their 200,000-unit moves, 
trigger input A is activated and executes registration move A to slew the load’s movement. An open container 
of volatile liquid is then placed on the load. After picldng up the liquid and while registration move A is still in 
progress, tdgger input B is activated and executes registration move B to gently slow the load to an even 
lower velocity before motion is gently stopped. 

’[ READ ]    Read a Value Prodgct Rev 
Type Communication In~erface or Assig~J~ent AT6400 1.0 Syntax ... READi ... (See below} AT6nS0 Unita i = string variable number 61~I 1.0 Range 1 - 1~ (AT6400), 

620rl 1.0 1 - 25 (AT6n50, 615n, 620n, 625n, and 6270)                     62~          1.0 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 

See Also ’, ( SS ]. TSSo VAR, VARS, 

The Read a Value (READ) command provides the user with an efScient way of storing numeric data 
read from the input buffer into a variable (PC-AT would place data in the input buffer, data from 

stand-alone units comes from RS-232]. The RF.J~ command can be used as part of a numeric 

variable assignment statement [e.g., VMLI=RP_AVl) or in another command (AI¢~, (REgD1 }, 12, I}. 
However. the READ command cannot be used in an expression such as VARS=I+READI or IF(READ/ffil). 
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Syntax= V/U~x=REKDi where x is the variable number and i is the string variable to be sent out to 
prompt the user for the numeric Information. 

Syntax: toxin, and(RE.i) where Cczr~and is any command that has a separate field [e.g., 

etc.}, and i is the string variable number. 

The number attached to the end of the RE~ command corresponds to the string variable to be 
placed in the PC-AT output buffer, or sent out the RS-232 port, at the time this command is 
executed. The 6000 Series controller will then wait for numeric data to be sent to its input buffer. 
The numeric data must be preceded with an Immediate ¢omm-"d identifier and a single 

quote ( ! ,). The information read in can he either integer, or real, and must be t~-minated I~ 

¢ommmld delir~ter {:, <or>, <1£>]. 

Example Description 
> ~l=’Enter r.he coquet > ¯ Place me~age in string variable #1 
> v~2=~1 Prompt with string variable #1, ~nd read data into variable ~2 

> Ente~ ~he count > The me~.5~ Jn string variable #1 is sent 

> : ’ 82.5 82.5 is assigned te v~’iabJe 2 

: 

; 

REG Registration Distance Product Rev 

Type 11eg~ st~ra~o~ ~T6400 1.4 
Syntax < : ><e><~>~.Gc<:>, <~>, <~>, <~> AT~ ~a 
Units c = le~er of ~rigger ~; r = distance ~i~s {scal~le) 81~ ~a 
Range c = A, B, C or D; r ffi ~.~ ~o 419,43~,@~ ~ I~ 

[positive direction only) ~ ~ 
Default ¯ (do no~ ~ke a registration ~ve) ~ ~ 
Respense REGA: *REGAl, ~, ~, ~ 

1REGA: * IREGA~ 
See Also    ~c, ~EB, [ PCE ], [ P~ ], RE, SC~E, SCLD, T~E, TP~ 

The Registration Distance (REG) command specifies the distance the corresponding axis will travel 
after receiving a registration input [trigger A, B, C or D}. 

The registration distance values entered are in encoder or motor steps, depending on the state of 
the mqc command at the time. If scaling is enabled (ScJJ, Zl), the P.zG value is internally multiplied by 
the distance scale factor (SCLD). The registration distance remains set until you change it with a 
subsequent PEG command. Registration distances outside the valid range are flagged as an error, 
returning the message *DrC~Y.D D~TAoFIELD x, where x Is the field number. 

The positioning mode {E~C], acceleration [M, deceleration {~D]. and velocity {V) values currently in 
effect at the t~me you issue the REG command will be used for the registration move. This holds true 
regardless of the ENC, ~, ~D, and V values in effect at the time the registration input triggers the 
registration move. Each trigger has a distinct move defined for each axis. For example, with four 
trigger inputs and four axes (AT6400}, 16 different moves can be stored. 

NOTE: To prevent posit~on overshoot, the PJ~G distance must be greater than 4 milliseconds 
multiplied by the incoming velocity. 

DO THIS FIRST, BEFORE INITIATING REGISTRATION MOVES: 
¯ Configure one of the trigger inputs (TRG-A, TRG-B, etc.) to function as a trigger interrupt, or 

registra~on, input; this is done with the It,~-’Nct-~ command, where i can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, 
representing tdgger inputs A, B, C or D, respectively. 

¯ Issue the ZNFF_~I command to enable the trigger interruptJregistration function defined w’dh the 
n~n~c command. 

¯ Specify the distance of the registration move with the ~’G command. Then you can enable the 
registration fuhction with the ~ command. 

Sca.ng: As the distance scaling factor { Sc~) changes, the resolution of the REG command and the 
number of positions to the r~ght of the decimal point also change. A registration 
distance value with greater resolution than allowed will be truncated. For example, if 
scaling is ~et to SCLD2~, the i~G1.9~999 command would be truncated to REGI. 9999. 

SCLD (step,/unit) R~G Resolution (traits) REG Ral~je (units).    Decimal 
1 - 9 1 0 - 999,999,999 0 
10-9S 0.1 0.0 - 99~qg9,999.9 
100-999 0.01 0.00 - 9,ggg, ggg.g9 2 
1000 - 9999 0.001 0‘000 - 999,999.999 3 
10000 - ~ 0.0001 0‘0000 - ~]~.999.~"~’~3 4 
100000- 999gg9 0.00001 0‘00000 - 9,ggg-eggg9 5 

The distance sca~g factor should always be enabled a~d specified prior to entering 
any distaz~ce values, because the SCLD cornraand modifies the current registration 
distance vaine to accommodate the new scaJing factor. 
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Example 
> II~’~C25 -H 
> INFNC26-H 
> INF£~I 
¯ ~ 
¯ AI~, 2~ 
> AD2¢, 4¢ 
¯ V2,5 
¯ REC..AlC¢~, 

A3,5 
AD2,4 
V.5, .5 

Description 
Set input #25 (trigger A) as a trigger interrupt input 
Set input #26 (trigger 8) as a trigger interrupt input 
Enable programmable input functions defined with the IN~NC command 
Use the motor step positioning mode for the registration move 
Set accel: axis 1 to 10 units/sec2; axis 2 to 20 uniLVsec2 
Set deseh axis 1 to 20 units/sec2; axis 2 to 40 units/secz 
Set velocity:, axis 1 to 2 units/sac; axis 2 to 5 uniis/se¢ 
Sat trigger A’s registration distance on axis 1 to 1000 units, axis 2 to 5000 units 
(registration A move will use the ~c, A, ~,~O, & V values specified above) 
Use the motor step positioning mode for the registration move 
Set accel: axis 1 to 3 units/see2; axis 2 to 5 units/sec2 
Set decal: axis 1 to 2 units/sac=; axis 2 to 4 uniis/sec= 
Set velocity:, axis 1 and axis 2 to 0.5 units/see 
Set trigger B’s registra~on distance on axis 1 to 800 units, axis 2 to 1200 units 
(registration B move will use the ~c, & AD, & V values specified above) 
Enable registration on axis 1 and 2 only 
Set acceleration to 20 units/sec2 on axes 1 and 2 
Set deceleration to 50 units/sec~ on axes I and 2 
Set velocity to 6 units/see on axes 1 and 2 
Set distance to 200,000 units on axes I and 2 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 

In this example, two-tiered registration is achieved. While axes 1 & 2 are executing their 200,O00-unit moves, 
tdgger input A is activated and executes registration move A to slow the load’s movemenL An open container 
of volatile liquid is then placed on the load. After picking up the liquid and while registration move A is still in 
progress, trigger input B is activated and executes registration move B to gently slow the load to an even 
lower velocity before motion is gently Stopped. 

REPEAT Repeat Statement 

Type Program Flow Con~rol or Conditional Branching 
Syrl tax < ! >REPEAT 
Units n/a 
Range 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
Soe AIso J’OMP0 U~TIL( ) 

Product Rev 

The Repeat Statement [REPEAT) command, tel conjunction with the UNTIL command, pro~de a means 
of con~tional program flow. Th~ REPEAZ command marks the beginning of the conditional 
statement The commands between the REPEAT and the I/NTIL command ave executed at least once. 
Upon reaching the U~TTL command, the expression contained within the UNTZZ, command ts 
evaluated. If the expression is false, the program flow is redirected to the first command after the 
REPEAT command. If the expression is true, the I~L,’St command after the UI~IL command is executed. 

Upto 161evelsofREPEAT ... UNTIL{ ) cornn~ndsmaybencsted. 

]N_~: Be careful about p~rforn~ing a GOTO between REPEAT and b’NTIL. Branching to a different location 
within the same program will cause the next REPEAT stRtement encountered to be nested wRhin the 
previous REPEAT statement unless an b’NTIL cornnmnd has already been encountered. The ~ 
command should be used in this case. 

All logical operators (A~D, OR. ~:Yr}, and all relational operators (=, >, >=, <, <=, <>} can be used within 
the UNTIL expression. There ts no limit on the number of loglcal operators, or on the number of 
relational operators allowed within a single UNTIL expression. 

The IL, niting factor for the UNTIL expression is the command length. The total character count for 
the UNTIL command and expression cannot exceed 80 characters. For example, If you add all the 
letters in the merzL command and the letters withln the ( ) expression, includ/ng the parentheses 
and excluding the spaces, this count must be less than or equal to 80. 

Us, v, VEL, etc.} can be used within the Ul~TZL () expression. 
Example Descrlptiorl 
¯ REg~’-~’]’ Beginning of ~EAT ... UN~ZL ( ) loop 
GOl11~ Initiate motion on axes 1, 2, and 3 
’v"~=V;~l.+l Increment vadable 1 by 1 
[.’~r.(’v"JL~=12 ) Repeat loop until vadable 1 = 12 
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RESET Reset Product Ray 

Type Communication In~er £ace AT~ 1.0 
Syntax < ! >RESET AT6~30 1.0 

Units n/a 61~n 1.0 
Range n/a ~ 1.0 
Default n/a ~ 1.0 
Response RESET:     *ParkeE Comp~o~or AT6400 - 4 ~£s ~ndexer ~ 1.0 

See Also ~TP, TSTAT 

The Reset (RESET} command functions differently, depending on which 6000 Series product you have 

The l~sE~r comm~nd returns bus-based products to their factory default state. All previously 
entered command values wtll be reset to factory default. All programs/subroutines will be removed. 

The RE$~-T command affects stand-alone products the same as cycling power, These products will 
retain their programs and variables; however, all previously entered command values (not saved in 
programs or variables) will be reset to factory default. 

RUN Begin Executing a Program P,oduet Ray 

Type Program or Subroutine Definition AT~)0 1.0 
Syntax <, >R~<t~ A~6r60 1.0 

Units t: = text: (name o/~ program) 61~n 1.0 
Range Text name Of 6 characters or less ~ 1.0 
De|suit n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a 62~0 1.0 

See Also DEF,     DEL,     END,    GOSUB,    GOTO, 

The Begin Executing a Program (Ru~) command executes a program defined with the DEF command. 
A program name consists of 6 or fewer alpha-numerlc characters. The RUN command can be used 
inside a program or subroutine. The program can also be run by specifying the name of the 
program without the RUN command. The RUN comnmnd functions $ixpi|~_r to a GOSt/B command in 
that control returns to the origLrml program when the called program finishes. 

Example 
> DEF pick 
- G011¢¢ 
- I~ 
¯ RIJN pick 
¯ pick 

Description 
Begin def’mition of program named pick 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
End program definition 
Execu~s program named pick 
Executes program named pick 

S Stop Motion 

Type Motion 
Syntax < ! >s<b><b><b><b> 
Units nla 
Range b : 0 (do not stop) or i (sr.op) 

Default 1 
Response >:s: NO response, instead motion 
See AIso c, C0MEKC, COMEXS, GO, K 

is stopped on all axes. 

Product Rat 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6n50 1.0 
615n 1.0 
62~ 1.0 
625n 1.0 
6270 1.0 

The Stop Motion (s) command instructs the motor to stop motion on the specified axes. If the Sto~ 

(S] command is used without any arguments, motion will be stopped on all axes. The Stop 

command will bring the specified axes to rest using the last deceleration value (AD) entered. 

NOTE 
Since all commands are buffered, the next command does not begin until the previous command 
has finished. This is important because if you place a Stop (s) command after a Go (GO) command 
in a program, the Stop command will have no effect. For the Stop command to have an effect within 
a program, continuous command processing mode (CoH~c) must be enabled, if the Stop (s) 
command is to be used external to the program, the immediate command identifier ( ! ) must be used. 

If coz~J~ is set to zero. command processing will be tcn-minated when any stop command is issued, 
or a stop input is activated. If co~x.s is set to 1 or 2, a stop command issued for a specific axis will 
only stop moUon on that axis and will not clear the command buffer, ff co~sxs is set to 2, a stop 
command or h~put will stop motion and clear the command buffer. 
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If motion is to be paused and later resumed, the stop command must be used wlthout any 
arguments {S or ! S}, and the continue execution on stop (COHEXS) comrn~nd must be enabled. The 

continue ( ! C) command can then be used to resume motion. 

Example Description 
> GOl111 Initiate motion on all axe~ 
> ; $11¢¢ Stop motion on axes I and 2 (must use immediate command identifier [: ] to stop motion) 

SCALE Product Rev 
Type AT6400 1.0 
Syntax ATEnSO 1.0 
Units 61~1 1.0 
Range 620n 1.0 
Default ~ (1 for 6270 only} ~ 1.0 
Response SCALE: "SCALE� ~ 1.0 
See Also DRES, ERES, PSCLA, PSCLD, PSCLV, SCLA, SCLD, SCLV, SFE, TSTAT 

The Enable Scale Factor (SCALE) command enables or dlsab]es the accelcraUon, distance, and 

Enable/Disable Scale Factors 

Scaling 
<I>SCALE<b> 

b = � {disable) or 1 {enable} 

velocity scaling factors (SCLA, SCLD, SCLV, PSCLA, PSCLD. PSC~V). When scaling Is ermbled (SCALEI), all 
entered data is multiplied by the appropriate scale factor, 

Servos: Scaling can be used with all feedback sources: encoders. ANI inputs [-ANI option only), 

and LDTs (6270 only). Accel and decel values are scaled by SCLA and PSCLA, velocity values are 

scaled by SCLV and Pact.v, and distance values are scaled by SCLD. 

NOTE 

Parameters for scaling (scIJ,, SC~.D, etc.) are specific to the feedback source selected with 
the last SF~ command. Therefore, if your application requires switching between feedback 
sources for the same axis, then for each feedback source, you must select ~he feedback 
source with the appropriate s~s command and issue the scaling factors specific to that 
feedback source. 

When scaling is disabled (sc.~,]~¢}, no scaling will be performed: 
¯ Steppers: When scaling is d_!~abled, all distance values entered are in motor steps (1~-~ 

mode) or encodex steps {ENC1 mode), and all acceleration and velociW values entered are 
internally multiplied by the DRES command value. 

¯ Servos: When scaling is _dL~_bled, all distance values entered are in encoder or LDT count, or 
ADC counts for ANI feedback. All encoder and LUT accel/decel and velocity values entered are 
internally multiplied by the £aEs or ~ comm__~nd value [ANI accel/decel and velocity 
values are referenced in volts). 

NOTE 
If scaling is desired within a stored program, you must enable scaling (sc.~J~l) and define the scaling 
factors (sczJ~ SCZ~D, SCLV, PSCI~ 9SCLD, PSCLV) pdor to defining (~N), uploading (TPROG), or running (RL~) 
the program. This allows the 6000 Sedas product to store, display, and execute the scaled dista,ce, 
acceleration, and velocity values w~in the stored program. This can be accomplished by defining 
scaling factors via a terminal emulator just before defining or downloading the program; or you can put the 
scaling factom into a startup (S~ARTP) program (stand-alone controllers o.ly) or a program that n’~st be run 
prior to defining or downloading the program. 

Exam p Is: Refer to the programming example for the Acceleration Scale Factor (S~) command. 

SCLA Acceleration Scale Factor 
Type Scel 
Syntax < ! ,<(~><a>SC~< i>, <i>, <i>, <i> 
Units i = 
Range 1 - 999,999 
Default Steppers : 25~ 

Servos: Depends on feedback source 
(4~ if encoder, 819 if ANI, 

Response SCLA: * SCL~ 5~(~(~, 25(~, 
1 SCLA : 

See Also    SCALE, SCLD, SCLV, SFB, TSTAT 

432 if LDT) 

Produ©t Ray 

AT6400 t~ 
AT6nS0 I~ 
615n 1~ 

The Acceleration Scale Factor (SCLA) command internally multlplies all acceleration l~+ A~ ~ 

JOGAD, JOGADA, JOYAD, JOYAD~ values by the acceleration scale factor walue, as long as s~l~ng is 
enabled (SCA~I). Since the urdts are steps/unlt, and all the acceleration values are in units/sec~. 
all accelerations will thus be internally represented as steps/sec2. 
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Ste_~per products [AT6400, 6200. etc,|: If scaling is enabled ($C~E1), the entc~-~d accel and decel 
values are internally multiplied by the acceleration scaling factor {SCLA) to convert user 
units/sec2 to motor steps/sec2. The enterad values are always in reference to motor steps, 

not encoder steps, regardless of the ZNC command setting. 

If scaling is disabled ($CAL£¢), all accel and decel values are entered in motor revs/s~a; these 

values are internally multiplied by the drive resolution (D~S) value to obtain accel and decel 
values in motor steps/secz for the moUon trajectory calculatlons. 

Servo products {6250. etc.): If scaling is enabled (SCALE:t}, the entered accel and decel values are 

internally multiplied by the acce]emUon scaling factor (sc!~ to convert user units/sec2 to 

encoder. LDT. or ANI steps/sec2. If scmling is disabled (SCALE�), all accel and decel values are 
entered in encoder revs/scc2, LDT inches/sec2, or AN] volts/sec2; encoder and LDT values are 

internally multiplied by the cncoder resolution (]~RES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTKES) 
value tO obtain accel and decel values in steps/se~ for the motion trajectory calculaUons. 

As the acceleration scaling factor [ScIAI changes, the 
resolution of the acceleration and deceleration values 
and the number of positions to the right of the 
decimal point also change (see table at right). An 
acceleration value with greater resolution than 
allowed will be truncated. For example, ff scaling is 
set to SCLAI¢. the Ag. 9999 commznd would be 

truncated to Ag. 9. 

scIm (steps/unit) 

1-9 

10-99 

100- 999 

100000- 999989 

Decimal _Pl~-es_ __ 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

The following equations can help you determine the range of acceleration and deceleration values. 

Product 

ATe, 

615n 

Min. Accel or Dec:el [resolution) 

0.001 x ~ 

Encoder Feedback: 0.001 
sc£J~ 

ANI Feedba~c      0~19 

Max. Aceed or Decel 

999,9999 x DIIES 
SCLA 

SCLA 

ANI Feedback:    818999.9181 
SCLA 

Erxxx~er Feedba~ 999.ggg~ x ERES 
SCLA 

LDT Feedbadc 999.9999 x LDTRZS 

ANI Feedlmc~ 818888~181 

NOTE 
If scaling is desired within a stored program, you must enable scaling (SCA~I) and define the 
scaling factors (SCLD, SCU%, and SCLV) prior to defining.(D~/’), upload~ng (’nn~:x}), or running 
the program. This allows the 6000 Series product to store, display, and execute the scaled 
distance, acceleration, and velocity values within the stored program. This can be accomplished 
by defining all scaling factors via a terminal emulator just before defining or downloading the 
program; or you can put the scaling factors into a startup (ST~TP) program (stand-alone controllers 
only) ora program thud must be nm prior to defining or downloading the program. 

Examplo 
> 

> SCLV25~, 25~, I, 1 

> SCLDI, 1, i, 1 
> SCALE1 
¯ DEF progl 
> ~ 
> ~ 
- Ale, 12,1,2 
- VI,1,1,2 
DI~, 1~,i�,I~ 

- GOII~ 
~ 

Description 
Set the acceleration scaling factor for axes I and 2 to 25000 steps]unit, 
axes 3 and 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the velocity scaling factor for axes 1 and 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 
and 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor for axes 1, 2, 3, and 4 to I step/unit 
Enable scaling 
Begin definition of program progl 
Incremental index mode for all axes 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Set the acceleration to 10, 12, 1, and 2 unilsisec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 units/$ec for axes 1,2, 3 and4 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 10. and 100 units for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2, 3 and 4 do not move 
End definition of program progl 
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SCLD ’ Distance Scale Factor Product Rev 
Type Scalin; AT8400 1.0 Syntax < ; ><@><a>SCLD<i>, <i>, <i>. <~.> AT6nS0 1.0 Units i = s~eps/unil: 61~rl 1.0 Range I - 999,999 62(]n 1.0 
Default St;eppers: 1 ~ 1.0 Serves: Depenc~ on feedback source 8L~0 1.0 

(1 i£ encoder, 819 if ANI, 432 if LDT| 
Responss SCLD:     *SCLDI, 1, i, I 

ISCLD : * 1SCLD1 
See Also     D, PSET, PEG, SCALE, SCLA, SCLV, SFB, SMPER, TSTAT 

If scaling Is enabled (SCALE1), all D, PSET, SMPER, and ~ command values are internally mul~plied 
by the Distance Scale Factor { SCLD) value. Since the SCLD units are in terms of steps/unit, all 
distances will thus be internally represented in steps. FOr instance, ff your distance scaling factor 
is 10000 (SCLDlCCC¢) and you enter a distance of 75 {D75), the actual distance moved will be 750,000 

{I0000 x 75) steps or encoder counts. 

This command is use.h~ for allowing the user to specify distances in any unit. For ~mple, ff the 
user had a 25000 step/revolutlon drive and wanted dis~nce urdts in terms of revolutions, then SCLD 

should be set to 25600, and scaling should be enabled (scJ~El~ 

As the distance scaling factor (SCLD) changes, the resolution of all distance commands and the 
number of positions to the right of the dcctmal point also change {see table below). A distance 

value with greater resolution than allowed wl]l be truncated (e.g., i~ scallng is set to SCLD25¢¢¢, the 

D1.99999 command would be truncated to Vl. 9999). For 6270 users ordy, shift: the dectmal place in 
the distance ranges shown in the table below one placeto the left. 

SCLD (,;=l.,S/unit) Distance Resolution (units) IDi~tance Range (units) ~ pl.~,.~ 
1 - 9 1 0 - iggg.ggg, gg9 0 
10 - 99 0.1 0.0 - :lg9,g99,ggg.g 1 100 - 999 0.01 0.00 - ~9,S’39,999.g9 2 
1000 - ~ 0.001 0.000 - :t~3g,g99.999 3 
10000-~ 0.0001 0.0000 - :199,ggg~J~J9 4 100000- ~g"~ 0.00001 0.00000 - ~"~3~__ _ _Q9999_ 5 

DEFINE SCALING FIRST 

If scaling is desired within a stored program, you must enable scaling (SCALE1) and def’me the 
scal’,xj factors (SCLD, SCL~ and SCLV) pdor to defining (DE19, uploading (T~ROG), or running (RUN) 
the program. This allows the 6000 Sedes product to store, display, and execute the scaled 
distance, acceleration, and velocity values within the stored program. This can be accomplished 
by defining all scaling factors via a terminal emulator just before defining or downloading the 
program; oryou can put the scaling factors into a startup (STARTP) program (stand-atone controllers 
only) or a program that must be run pdor to defining or downloading the program. 

FRACTIONAL STEP TRUNCATION 
If you are operating in the incremental mode (z¢~¢), when the distance scaling factor (SCLD) and the 
distance value are multiplied, a fraction of one step may possibly be left over. This fraction is 
truncated when the distance value is used in the move algorithm. This truncation error can 
accumulate over a period of time, when performing incremental moves centinuoualy in the same 
direction. To eliminate this truncation problem, set the distance scale factor (Set.D) to 1, or a 

i muitlple of 10. 

Example 

> SCLA25~¢~, 25¢¢¢, 1,1 

> SCLV25~�¢, 25¢¢¢, i, 1 

> SCLD1,1,1,1 
¯ SCALE1 
> DEF progl 

¯ IvE¢~Z~ 
- AI~, 12, 1,2 
- V1,1,1,2 
- DI~Z~, i~, 10,1~ 
- GOl1¢~ 

£2~D 

Description 
Set the acceleration scaling factor for axes 1 & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, 
axes 3 & 4 to I step/unit 
Set the velocity scaling factor for axes I & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 
& 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor for axes 1, 2, 3, & 4 to 1 step/unit 
Enable scaling 
Begin definitk)n of program progZ 
Incremental index mode for all axes 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Set the acceleration to 10, 12, 1, & 2 units/se~2 for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, & 2 units/see for axes I, 2, 3 & 4, respectively 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 10. & 100 units for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2, 3 & 4 do not move 
End definliJon of program progl 
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SCLV Velocity Scale Factor Product Rev 
Type Scaling AT84C0 1.0 
Syntax < ! ><~><a>SCLV<I>, <i> 
Units i : s~eps/uni~ 61~1 
Range 1 - 999,999 
Default s~eppers: 25~%~ ~ 1.0 

se~os: Depends on fee~ack so~ce 
(4~ if encoder. 819 

Response SCLV: 
1SCLV:    * 1SCLV25@~ 

See Also ~,    ~0~,    ~0~,    J~, JO~.    ~o~,    JO~,    S~E, 
SC~,    SFB,    S~,    TSTAT,    V 

The Velocity Scale Factor [sc~v) command internally multiplies all velocity (z~v, HO~IV, H~v’~, JOGVH, 

JOGVL, JOWH, JOWL, SSV, V) values by the velocity scale factor walue, as long as sca[~ (SCALE) is 
enabled. Since the units are steps/unit, all velocities will thus be internally represented in 
steps/sec. 

Steppers: If scaling is enabled (SCALE1), the entered velocity values a~e internally multiplied by the 

velocity scaling factor (SCLV) to convert user units/sec to motur steps/sec. The entered values 

are always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the E~C command 
setting. 

If scaling is disabled (SCALE�), all velocity values are entered in motor revs/sec; these values 

are internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain velocity values in 
motor steps/see for the motion trajectory calculations. 

Servos: If scaling is enabled (SCALEI). the entered veloclty values are internally multiplied by the 
velocity scaling factor [SCLV] to conve~t user units/sec to encoder, LDT, or ANI steps/sec. 

If scaling is disabled (SCALE�), all velocity values are entered in encoder r~vs/sec, LDT 
mches/sec, or ANI volts/sec; encoder and LDT values are internally multlplled by the encoder 
resolution (ERES] value or LDT resolution (LDTRES) value to obtain velocity values in steps/sec 
for the motion trajectory calculations. 

As the velocity scaling factor (SCLV) changes, the resolution of the velocity commands and the 
number of positions to the right of the decimal point also change (see table below). A velocity value 
wlth greater resolution than allowed will be truncated. For example, if scalh~g is set to SCLVI~, the 

VI. 9999 command would be truncated to VI.9. 

sc v 
1-9 
I0o~9 
I00-~ 
1000- 9~ 

I00000-~ 

Ve~©W Resolution (imlts/sec) I Dec~ Pklces 
I 

I                     
0 

o.1 1 
0.01 2 
0~001 3 
0~0001 4 
0.0(X]01 5 

Use the followh~g equations to determine the maximum vdocity range for your product type. 

( 0(X~n..~, ) 

n=eoz~x 16; Ifn<5, 200 x ~_,s 
.8, 000 l~en nls set equal to 5. Ifn Er~xx~r Feedbeck: 

> 5, then all fm___~:~l_ pads 
scLv 

of ham tn~-~sted. 200 x LI~RES 
SCx.v                         IJ3-T Fee~adc        SCLV 

ANI Feedback: 1..63800 
SCLV 

NOTE 

If scaling is desired wilhin a stored program, you must enable scaling (SCALE1) and define the 
scaling factors (SCZ,D, $Cr.~, and scz,v) prior to defining (D~.~’), uploadJng (TZ, Z~OG), or running 
the program.. This allows the 6000 Series product to store, display, and execute the scaled 
distance, acceleration, and velocity values within the stored program. This can be accomplished 
by defining all scaling factors via a tewninef emulator just before defining or downloading the 
program; or you can put the scaling factors into a sta~tup (STARTP) program (stand-alone controllers 
only) or a program that must be run pdor to defining or downloading the program. 
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Exemple 
> SCLA25~o 25~0 1,1 
> SCL~25~, 25~01,1 
> SCLD1,1, I, 1 
> SCALE1 
> ~ progl 

> ~ 
- AI~, 12,1,2 
- VI, I, i, 2 
- DI~0 I~, I~, 1~ 
- G011~ 

E~D 

Description 
Set the acoel scaling for axes I & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 & 4 to I step/unit 
Set the velocity scaling for axes 1 & 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 & 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor for axes 1, 2, 3, & 4 to 1 step/unit 
Enable scaling 
Begin definition of program progl 
Incremental index mode for all axes 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Set the acceleralJon to 10. 12, 1, & 2 units/sec2 for axes 1, 2. 3 & 4 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, & 2 units/sec for axes 1.2, 3 & 4. respectively 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 10, & 100 units for axes 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2; axes 3 & 4 do not move 
End definition of program progl 

S D Streaming Data Product Rev 
T yp ¯ Mot ion AT6400 1.1 Syn tex < ! ><~>so<i>, <i>, <i>, < J.> AT6nS0 n/a 
Units (varies-see below) 615n #a Range (varies-see belowl ~ ~ Default ./a ~ ~ 
Response None ~ ~ 
See Also ~sE, ~D, ~ 

While in the Streaming Mode (STRFJU’~ or ~.J~2), you can use Streaming Data [SD) commands to 
change distance or velocity values and enable certain streaming functians (see table below}. Each 
data or function assignment (<i>) represents one datapolnt. As many as fore- datapoints are 

possible per SD comm_~_nd~one for each axis. 

Function of the sD Command Rang~ for <i> (Da~ooint) 

[~slanDe cr velcdty dam 0 ~o =~72~67 
Wait for ktput pattern ¯ lbbl:i~b (b = 0 or 1) 
Set(x~p~" 2bblX~bb ¢o = 0 or 1) 
Setmask" ~b ¢~=0or 1) 

Tencinate loop" 6000O0000 
F.~ sa~aming mode ?00000000 

you ena~ea ~e ~.~anc~. ~tmam’ng..MOgO .~. axes 3 & 4 (~--~, 1,1), the Set 
4~1~12 mus~ De en~red ~ bhe ~lrcl a,~s’ data %aid (SD,, 4~12). 

CAUTION 

Distance or Velocity Data (0 to +32767): 

When in the Distance Streaming Mode (s’l~J~1), the zv comm-nd value [<i>) is the number of 

motor steps traveled per time interval set by the Streaming Interval (S~] command. The direction 
is determined by the sign of the dam; that is, + for clockwlse (CW) and - for counterclockwlse (CCW). 
The maxlraum distance per update is determined by the following equation: 

Maximum distance per update ~nterval = Streaming interval * Maximum pulse rate - I 

Where: The Maximum distance per update ~nterva! |s expressed in motor steps, The Stream~g 

interva/is determined by the ~D command dettlng and expressed in seconds. The Maximum 

pulse rate is determined by the VI~LS~ command se~t~g and expressed in steps/second [be 
sure to set the l~hm~, value the same on all axes lnvohred in 

For example, an STD command value of 20 ms (= 0.020 seconds) and a PULSE command value of 

l~s (max. pulse rate = 500,000 steps/second] provides the following equation: 

Maxfmum distance per up~nt~ fnteruo! = 0.020 * 500000 - I = 9999 motor steps 
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When in the Velocity Streaming Mode {s~.~12), the SB command value {~>) is related to the 
frequency output p~ streaming inter~l set by the STY command: 

sv value = Step output frequency *       32767 
Maximum pulse rate 

Where: The Step output frequency is expressed in pulses/second. The Maximum pulse rate Is 
determined by the ~TYLSE command setting and expressed in Steps/second ~ 
the PULSE value the ~arne on all ~r~ involved in str~.mtn_~}. 

For example, a desired frequency of 1000 and a ~Lsz command value of 1 ps [max. pulse rate = 
500,000 steps/second) provides the following equation: 

ED value ffi 1000 . ~ = ~152~9 

NOTE                                      II 

ex~err~ program on ~e .y, oe sure ~o not exceea ~ne update penoa you s~ectled with the S~o comma~ 

NOTE 

~,_ ,_c~__ _r~d_.__e_~x~l:n.._pl~ _e~s prov~.d .ed ..below s~..w. SD comma~Is. _used Jr) the ~ S .~aming Mode (~). 
H.,.~ ~ uu-e smp~y ~ oemonsiTa~ l)~e use oHl~e commanos. 
eas~y in ~e Velocity Strean~ng Mode (s~2). 

Wait for Input Pattern {SOlbbbbbbbb): 
V~nere b ffi I for ON and O for OFF. Input I ts the leftmost b, input 8 the xlghtmost b (inputs I through 
8 are a/ways used, rvgardlvss of thetr asstgned funct~ozd. This SD data command {SVZbbbbb]~bL in 
combination with an input mask (SD3bbi~bb~b), determine the input pattern for which to wa~L If the 
mask is omitted, the patte~ will be determined solely by the watt for Input So data command 
(SDll:~obbbiob}. V~LIe watting for the tnput state to be true, the last velocity is continua~ output. If 
zero velocity is desired durl~ the ~alt, set the SD data point prior to the SDlbl~bhb]~ to 0 or 

800000000. AH streandng axes wig wait for the input function. Place the wait for in_trot function 
the first gtreamin_~ axis 

Only one SDlb]:~hbbbb command is allowed per steaming interval, others a~e |grlored {i.e., two 
SDlbbb]obbbb co~ds cannot be back to back). ’ 

Exsmp le Deser|ptton 
> s~£JU~t EnsUe Stream~g Mode on a~s 1 
> SDSS Move &5 steps CW 

-> SD¢ MoveOstvpsON 

suosequant     Note t~at the Mask 
command must ahvavs f~low the Walt for Irmut Pattern (SD~ ~ command. 

¯ SD3(~11¢�¢ ..Mask~ll~Jts4and5. InputPat~om= 
> SD1S~ MOVe 150steps CW ’ 
¯ sD8¢��¢�~¢¢ Move 0 steps CCW 

¯ SD-15� 
¯ SD7¢��¢��~ F..fJt Streaf~tg Mode 

Set Output State {SD2bbbbbbbb): 
Vv’here b ffi ! for ON and 0 for OFF. Output I is the [eftmoet b, output 8 the ztghtmost b (assuming 

outputs ! through 8 are defined as programmable outlmts--see OO~C-~J. This Sv data cornm~d 
(SD2bbbbbbbb), in combJnaUon with an output mask (SD3bbbbbbbb). d~erm~nes the output pattern. If 
the mask is omitted, the pattern wig be determined solely by the Set Output State SD data co~m~nd 

(SD2bbbbbbhb). Place the Set Output State in the first stl~zmin_~ md~ field 

Or~j, one SD2bbbbbbbb command is allowed per streamLng interval, others are ~nored (i.e., two 
SD2~h1~bbb commands ca~Iot be back to 

SDIS~ 
SD2~@11111~ 

SD-15~ 
SD7~ 

Description 
Enaldo Streaming Modo on axis 1 
Move 55 steps CW 
Turn on oulpuls 12. & & Turn off ou~pt~s 3 & 7. ~4~5,&6~ ~ 

~4~,~6. ~~= 11~I. 
~e I~ 

0 ~ ~ (~ C~ ~) 
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Loop (SD4~¢¢¢¢~) + i): 
Where i sets the loop count value. Atl the commands between the loop data potnt and the end loop 
data point are repeated the number of tLmes tndtcated by i. A value of 0 ~ndicates an Jrdtr~te loop. A 
maximum of 60 SD values per a~ds are allowed t~side the loop. The loop can be terrrdnated by the 
! SD6¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢ stop loop data command. Loops cazmot be nested. All streamtng axes wfl] be m the 
loop. Place the loop command tn the first strearn~ zx~s field, 

Ordy one loop can be executed per stream~g Interval (i.e.. two SD4nn_nnnnnn commands cannot be 
back to back). 

Example Description 
> S~F_Jm, 1,1 Enable Streaming Mode on axe~ 2 & 3 
> SD, 4¢~(~¢OO12 Loop 12 times 
¯ SO, 5¢, 5¢ Move ~) steps per slream~xj ~n/al on axes 2 an~ 3 

End Loop 

Used In conjunction with ~e l~p SD ~ue, ~e End ~op (SV5~¢¢~) c~d ~b~es ~e 
l~p dv~Uons. Place ~e ~d ]~p comm~d ~ ~e ~t s~mt~ ~s field. 

Example Desvription 
> STR~Z ~e8~~~1 

> SD58 ~~ ~r~g ~ on ~ 1 

Terminate Loop 

If In a strenmtng loop, the Terminate Loop ( ! SD6¢¢¢~¢¢¢¢) command stops the loop at the end of its 
next iteration. 

Exampls Description 
¯ STREAM1 Erta~.e ~ln)amJl~g Mode on a~s 1 
¯ sD4~e~¢~¢¢ Looplorever (Inllnlte) 
> SD58 Move 58 steps per streaming intantal 
> SD500�¢�,0� 

~F_~dt~St~ 
l~e SD58 command wiB get executed infinitely. : SD6�~¢~ will ten~nate t~e loop, 

Terminate Streaming (SD7¢¢~)¢~)~)~)): 

The Terminate Streazrdng (sD7�¢¢¢¢¢¢¢) command extts the streamtng mode for all axes. The 
STRF_JU~ command value ~s set to a 0. Th~s command must be tncluded tn all stream~_~ pro_=~ms. 

CCW Direction Change 
This conmmnd sets the direction bit for motion Ln the counterclockwise (CCW) direction at zero 
velocity. Som~ motor dJ’b~es require a set-up time for the direction prfor ~o receWing puZses. To set 

the direction bit for motion in the clockwtse (CW) direction, issue the ~ command. 

Example Description 
> STREAM1 Ensb~ Sb~ar~g Mode on a0d~ 1 
¯ ave MoveOmps, a~oset~rec~onCW 
> SO2~ Move ~0 ~1~1~ C!N 
> SD55 Move 56 steps CW 
¯ SD8¢�¢�®�¢¢ Move 0 slaps, a~o set ~rec~n CCW 
¯ SD-52 Move 52 s~l~ps CC1N 
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Sample Program 

Example 

- 
- 

- 

- SD2~IIII 
- ~31111~ 
- 

- 
- @~58 
- ~88 
- SDS~ 
- ~2~1~1~1 
- ~3~111@ 

- ~IT (~=~} 
- 
> 

Demonstrates Streaming Data: 

Description 
Begin definition of program sample 
Set pulse width to 1 microsecond 
Set streaming interval to 20 milliseconds 
Set distance streaming mode on all axes 
Travel 75 steps in 20 milliseconds on all axes 
Wait for input pattern 
Set mask for input pattern; input pattern = 121110XXXX 
Set outputs 
Set mask for outputs; output pattern = XXXX1111 

Loop 200 times 
Travel 12 steps CW in 20 milliseconds on all axes 
Travel 32 steps CW in 20 milliseconds on all axes 
Travel 58 steps CW in 20 milhseconds on all axes 
Travel 88 steps CW in 20 milliseconds on all axes 
End loop 
Set outputs 
Set mask for outputs; output pattern = O11~1XXX1 
Exit streaming mode 
Wait for motion to stop on all axes 
End definition of program sample 
Execute program sample 

| 

SDTAMP Dither Amplitude 

Type Servo 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>S]Yl’AHP<r>, <r> 0 <r>, <r> 
Units r -- vol~s (peak-~o-peak) 
Range ~.�~)~ - 2.~� 
Default 
Response 

ISDT~P    *ISDT~. �~ 
See Also 

Product Rev 

AT6400 nfa 
AT6nSO 1.0 
61511 

625n 
1.0 

Use the SD’~AMP command to select the amplitude of a square wave dither signal superimposed on 
the analog output (DACI. 

Dither is a square-wave signal added to the servo controller’s analog output signal and can be used 
to keep a hydraulic valw moving sllghtly for the purpose of reducing stlctlon (see illustration 
below). The SDTAMP and SDTFR commands are used to sel~t r.he ampUtude and fi~-quency, 
respectively. 

Dither 
Squ~e Wave 

ss~ (servo sampling frequency) / ~ : Dither Frequency (cycles~sec) 

The SDTAMP command selects the amplKude of the dither signal in peak-to-peak volts (see 
lllustraUon). The SDTFR command selects the frequency raUo o[the dither. 

The actual dither frequency ~s determined by the raUo of the servo sampllng frequency (affected by 
the SSPR and INDAX cov-~n-nd settings) and the SDTFR value. For example, if the SSFR ~alue is 4 and the 
TNDAX ~alue is 2. the servo sampling rate is 2500 samples per second. Ther~ at SSFR4, an SDTFR value of 
46 {default setttng) would yield a 54.3 Hz dither frequency (2500/46 = 54.3). With an SDTFR command 

setting of 46, a posiUve voltage (SDTAMI~) is added dunng 23 scrvo updates and a negathre voltage is 
added during the next 23 se~vo upda1~s. 
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Example 
> ~ 
> SDTAMP. 1, .1 
> SSFR8 

Description 
Use two axes of motion 
Dither amplitude for both axes is 0.1V peak-to-peak 
Select sampling frequency. The table in the SSFR command description 
shows that the sampling rate is 2700 servo samples/second. 
Dither frequency for axis 1 is 27 Hz (2700/100 = 27), and Dither 
frequency for axis 2 is 54 Hz (2700/50 = 54) 

SDTFR 
Type 
Syntax 
Unite 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Dither Frequency Ratio Ray 

Servo AT6400 n~ 
< :><~><a>SOTe~<i>,<~>, <~>, <t> A~ 1.0 
i : Se~o s~les p~ period 61~ 1D 
2 - 1�~¢ (use ~en values on~y~dd values will ~ ro~d do~) ~ ~ 
46 ~ 30 
~F~     * SDT~46, ~6,46, 46 ~ 1.0 
IS~FR     *ISD~R46 
[ DAC ],    S~.    SOFFS,    SS~,    TDAC 

Product 

Use the SDTFR comnla~d to select the frequency ratio of a square v.ave dither signal supexlmposed 
on the analog output (DAC). 
Dither is a square-wave signal added to the servo controller’s analog output s~ml can be used to 
k~cp a hydraullc valve mo~ing slightiy for the purpose of r~ucL~g stictton 
The SDTAMP a~d SDTFR couunands arc used to select the amplitude and fr~ 

Dither / "’ I’ ~ ’l 
Squme Weve 
Sign~l 

see illustration below). 
u~ncy, respectively. 

SS~ (sewo samp,ng frequency) / ~ = Dither Frequency (cyoles/ses) 

The sl:~ comn~nd selects the amplitude of the dither sf~ml tn peak-to-peak volts [see 
mustraUon]. The SDTFR command selects the fi’cquency ratio of the dither. 

The actual dither ~rcqucncy ts determined by the raUo of the sexy0 sampling f~lUenCy [a~ected by 
the SSFR and ~ command setllngs| and the S~Te~ value. For example, ~ the SSFR value Is 4 em.d the 
n;DAX va]ue ta 2. the servo sampling rate IS 2500 samples per second. Then, at ssrR4, an sm~e ~]ue of 
46 [default scttmg~ would yleld a 54.3 ~ dither frequmcy [2500/46 = 54.3). V~th an 
scttLng of 46, a posltlve voltage (S~AI~) IS added during 23 servo updams and a negaUve volta~ 
added dur~g the next 23 servo updates. 

Exsmp le Daa©rlpt ion 
> ~ Use two axes o~ motion 
> s~,. 1, .1 Dither amplitude for both axes is 0.1V peak-to-peak 
> SS~R8 Select sampling frequency. The table in the SSFR command 

description shows that the sampling rate is 2700 servo 
samples/second. 

¯ SDi"F~¢~, 5¢ Dilher frequency for axis 1 is 27 Hz (2700/100 = 27), and Dither 
frequency for axis 2 is 54 Hz (2700/50 = 54) 

SFB Select Servo Feedback Source Product    Ray 
Type controller Configurat:ion or Se~,’o AT6400 n~ 
Syntax <#><a>SFB<i>, <i>, <i>, < 
Units 
Range 
Default 1 (3 ~or 6270 only) ~ ~0 
Response SF~ *S?B1,1,1,1 ~ 1.0 

See Also [~I], ~, [~], [~], L~, ~s, [ ~], 

soFFs, T~I, TPe, ~, TP£ 
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Use the zF~ command to select the s~rvo feedback source to be used by each ax/s. 

Product 

AT6n50, 
625n& 
61511 

Options 

2~111nl~l 
(,~, o~t~ or~) 

Assccle~d Connectors 

ENCODER1 - ENCODER 4 

AT6nSO & OEM6~Sn: 

625n: Pin 70~DRNE I &DRNE2 
615n~ AUX (:on,actor 

Measurement Resolution Command 

ER~S con’c~and 

~2"/0 1--~ncods (a.~ 1 only) F.NCOI~ ! connector only Encode~ccunts ~,~zs command 
2--ANI input (~270-ANI only) P~n 7 on DRIVE 1 & DRIVE 2 ADC counls r~ 
3--LDT LDT 1 & U~2 LDT counts LDTRES command 

use .~e ~ (gradient) command to co~ensa~ for groover, varla~ between LDTs. 

NOTE 
Parameters for scaling (acid, SCLD, etc.), tuning gains (SGI, SGP, etc.), and position offset 
(]?SET) are specific to the feedback source currently selected with the last SF]~ command. 

If your application requires switching between feedback sources for the same axis, then for 
each feedback source, you must issue the S~’B command and then enter the scaling, gains, 
and BeET commands specific to that feedback source. 

The feedback source can be changed only if moUon i~ not in progre~. Whm the feedback 
source is changed, the new setpoint will be determined by taking the new feedback som’ce’s value 
and adding any existLng poslt/on error. Changing the source will disable the Output On PoslUon 
commands |~A ou~, ~. end ou~. 
If you are using a 4 - 2OmA signal for feedback, you can convert cun-e_nt to voltage by connecting a 
resistor between the ANI Input terminal and the AGND terminal. F~r example, a 500~ resistor would 
provide voltage values of 2 - 10V. 

Example 
> DEF Set-up 
- ~.Vv’Ba 
- SF~I 

- 
- SCLA4¢¢� 
- SCLV4~Z~ 
- 
- SGP5 
- SGII 
- SGVl 
- PSET~ 
- SFB2 

- SCLA819 
- SCLV819 

SCLD819 
SGP1 
SGI~ 
SG~.5 
PSE~ 
SFB1 

Description 
Begin definition of program caged set:up 
Disable (shutdown) axis #1 
Select encoder feedback for axis #1 {subsequent scaJing, gain, 
and PSET parameters am specific to encoder feedback operation) 
Set encoder resolution 
Set scaling for programming acceleration in revs/sec2 
Set scaling for programming velocity in rave’sac 
Set scaling for programming dLsisnce in mvs 
Set propodional feedback gain to 5 
Set integral feedback gain to 1 
Set velocity feedback gain to 1 
Set current position as absolute position zero 
Select ANI feedback for axis #1 (subsequent scaling, gain, and 

~ S.ST p.a.ra~e, tars are specific to ANI feedback opemlion) 
et SCaling lor programming acceleration in rolls/sac2 

Set scaling for programming velocity in volis/ssc 
Set scaling for programming ~ in volts 
Set proportional feedback gain to 1 
Set Integral feedback gain to zero 
Set velocity feedback gain to 0.5 
Set current position as absolute position zero 
Select encodsr feedback for ax~s #1 
End defin~on of program called set:up 

SGAF ..... Acceleration Feedforward Gain                      Product    Rev 

T yp ¯ sx~vo AT6400 Syntax < ! ><@><a>SGAF<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 Units r = microvol~’s/sr..ep/sec2 b’l~n 1.0 Range ¢.eeeeee~ - 28�~�~.eeeeee~ f~0n n/a Default ¢ 625n 1.0 Response 
1SGAF : * 1SGAF~ 

Sea AIso     SFg, SGRNB, SGIo SCP, SGSET, SGV, SGVF, TGAIN, TSGSET 

Use the AcceleraUon Feedforward Gain (Sc~) command to set the gain for the acceleration 
feedforward term in the servo control algorithm. IntroducIng acce]eraUon fc~’dforward control 
improves position trackLng performance when the system is commanded to accelerate or decelerate. 
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The sG~ value is mult~plled by the commanded ac~/em~n (calculated by the 6000 controller’s 
DSP move profile routLne) to produce the contro! signal. 

Acceleration feedforward control can improve the performance of contouring and linear 
interpolation appltcaUons, as well as r~duce the time requlred to reach the commanded velocity. 
However. ~f your application only requires point-to-point moves, acceleration feedforwarcl control 
not rwcessarg ~emJe the SG~" command settlng at r.~ro--def,,.~t). 

Acceleration f¢cclforward control does not affect the servo system’s stab~ty, nor does it have any 
effect at constant velocity or at steady state. 

NOTE 

The SG,~.~ command is specific to the feedback source that is in use (selected with the last 
SFB command) at the time command is executed. Therefore, if your application requires 
switching between feedback sources for the same axis, then for each feedback source, 
you must select the feedback source with the appropriate SFB command and then issue 
the SG,~" command with the gain values specific to the selected fee~t)ack source. 

For more information on s~rvo tunlng and how the acceleration feedforward gain affects 
performance, refer to the Servo Tuning chapte. In the 6000 Series servo controlle~s use" guide. 

Examp le Description 
¯ Sc-~,~. 5555, 43.554, ~, ~ Sets the acceleration feedfonNard for axes 1 and 2 

SGENB Enable a Servo Gain Set Product 

SERVO 
< ! ><~><a>SGEN~< i>, <i>, <i>, < i> 
i : gain set iden~iflca~ion number {see SGSET co~uand) 
1 - 5 
n/a 
n/a 
SFB, SGAF, SGI, SGP, SGSET, SGVo SGVF, TSGSET 

Type AT6400 
Syntax ATEnSO 
Units . 615n 
Range 620n 
Default 625n 
Response ~ 
See Also 

Roy 

1D 

1.0 

This comms~nd allows you to enable any combination of the five gsLn sets to any combination of 

axes. The gain sets are set w~th the SGS~ command. A galn set can be enabled durlng motion at 
any spcctfied point Ln the profile, or when not In motion. For example, you could use one set of gain 
parameters for the constant velocity portion of the profile, and when you approach the target 
poslt/on a different set of galns can be enabled. 6270: In a hydraulic appl~caUon a different set of 
gains can be enabled depending on the dlrect/on of motlan. 

NOTE 
The tuning gains in a given gain set are specific to the feec~ack source that was In use 
(selected w~th the last SFB command) at the time the gains were established with the 
respective gain commands (SG1, SGP, etc.). Make sum that the gain set you enalde b 
appropriate to the feedback source you are using at the time. 

For more ~formatJon on servo tun~g, refer to the Servo TunL,~ chapter ~n the 6(X)0 Se.~es sezvo 
controller’s user guide. 

Example 
¯ SGPS, 5,1~, I¢ 
> SGI. i, .I,~,~ 
> 
¯ SGV~5,6,1¢, 11 
> 
¯ SGSET3 
¯ SGP75,75,4¢,4¢ 
> SOZ5, 5,5, 7 
¯ Sgv’l, .45,2,2 
¯ SGVL~, 8, ¢, 9 
¯ SGAF18, 2~, 22,24 
> SGSET1 
¯ SGENB1,3,3,1 
> ~ 

D escript Io n 
Sets the gains for the proportional gain 
Sets the gains for the integral gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity feedforward gain 
Sets the gains for the acceleration feedforward gain 
Assigns the ~P, SGZ, SGV, SG~m, & ~ gains tO servo gain set 3 
Sets the gains for the proportional gain 
Sets the gains for the integral gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity feedforward gain 
Sets the gains for the acceleration feedforward gain 
Assigns the ~>, SGZ. SGV, SG~’, a SG’W" gains to servo gain set 1 
Enables gain set 1 gains on ads I &4; enables gain set 3 on axis 2 & 3 
Displays the current value for all gains: 

*SGP75,5, 
*SGIS, .1,¢,7 
*SG’/I, 6¢, ~, 2 
*SGV~, 6,1¢, 9 
*SG~18, ~, Q, 24 
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S G! Integral Feedback Gain 
Type s~avo 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>SGI<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> 
Unite r = millivolts/step 
Range 
Default 
Response SGI: 

See A~SO SFB, SGAF, SGENB, SGILIM, SGP, 
TSGSET SGSET, SGV, SGVF, TGAIN, 

Product Rev 

AT6400 rfa 
AT6r,50 1.0 
615n 1.0 
6201 r~a 

627O       tO 

Use the integral Gain |s~r) command to set the gain of the integral term in the control algorithm. 
The primary function of the integral gain is to reduce or ellminate final position error (e.g., due to 
f~ction, gravity, etc.) and improve system accuracy during motion. If a position en-or exists 
{commanded position not equa~ to actual position--see TPER command), this control signal will 
ramp up until it Is high enough to overcome the friction and drive the motor toward its commanded 
position. If acceptable position accuracy is achieved with proportional gall ($GP), then the integral 
gain ( sGI) need not be usec~ 

If the integral gain is set too high relative to the other gains, the system may become oscillatory or 
unstable. The integral gain can also cause excessive position overshoot and oscKlation if an 
appreciable position error b.as persisted long enough during the transient period (time taken to 
reach the position setpoint); this effect can be reduced by using the SGTr.n~ command to limit the 
integral term windup. 

N OTE 
The SGI command is specific to the feedback source that is in use (selected with the last 
srB command) at the I~me command is executed. Therefore, if your application requires 
switching between feedback sources for the same axis, then for each feedback source, 
you must select the feedback source with the appropriate s~ command and then issue 
the SGI command with the gain values specific to the selected feedback source. 

For more information on servo tuning and how the integral gain affects tuning, refer to the Servo 
Tunfng chapter in the 6000 Series servo controllers user guide. 

Exampla Description 
> SGI15, 14.5 Sets the integral gain for axes 1 and 2 

SGILIM Integral Windup Limit Product Ray 
Type SERVO AT6400 rga Syntax < ! ><~><a>SGILIM<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 Units r = volts 615n 1.0 Range ¯ - 65535 
Default 2�~ 620n n/a 

625n 1.0 R esponse SGILZM: * SGIL~2~, 2~�, 2~�, 2¢~ ~ 1~ ZSGIL~M: "iSGILI~ 
See Also    S~, SGI, T~ 

If integral control (SCl) is used and an appreciable position error has persisted long enough during 
the transient period {time taken to reach the setpoint), the control signal generated by the integral 
action can end up too high and saturate to the maximum level of the controller’s analog control 
signal output. This phenomenon is called integrator windup. 

ARer windup occurs, it will take a while before the Lntegrawr output returns to a level wlth~ the limit 
of the controllers output Such a delay causes e~c~’ive position overshoot and oscillation. 
Tllerefore. the integral windup llratt (SGY~]~,) command is provided for you to set the absolute limit of 
the integral and, in essence, turn off the integral action as soon as it reaches the limit; thus position 
overshoot and oscillation can be reduced. 

NOTE 
The SGILZM command is specific to the feedback source that is in use (selected with the 
last s~’~ command) at ~he time command is executed. Therefore, if your application 
requires switching belwsen feedback sources for the same axis, then for each feedback 
source, you must select the feedback source with the appropriate SF~ command and then 
issue the SGILI~ command with the gain values specific to the selected fsed_h~,:_~k source. 
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For more information on se~o tuning, rvfvr to the 8ervo Tunt~J chapter in the 6000 Sefles servo 
controller’s user guide. 

Example Description 
> SGZ44.43,55, ~ Sets the integral gain term 
> SGZI, D~15,15,15,15 Sets the integral windup limit on the integral gain term 

SGP Proportional Feedback Gain Product Ray 
Type SERV0 AT6400 
Syntax 
Units r = m/ll~vol~s/s~ep 61~ 1.0 

Default ¢.5 ~ 1.0 
Response SG~: *SG~¢.5,~. 5,~.5,�.5 

1SGP : * 1SG9~. 5 

t~ ~ to s~¢ ~e ~stem ~d s~ up ~e Rs~n~. It ~ ~so ~ ~ed to ~uc~ ~� st~d~ 
s~tc poslUo~ ~oT. 

NOTE 

The SGP command is specific to the feedback source that is in use (selected with the last 
SFB command) at the time command is executed. Therefore, if your application requires 
switching between feedback sources for the same axis, then for each feedback source, 
you must select the feedback source with the appropriate ~ command and then issue 
the uP command with the gain values specific to the selected feedback source. 

For more information on salvo tuning and how the proportional gain affects tuntng, refer to the 
Servo Tuning chapter tn the 6000 Series se~-o controller’s user gu/de. 

Example 
> ~Ggl~, 4.22233,2.22,. ~445245 

Description 
Sets the proportional gain of all axes 

SGSET Save a Servo Gain Set P~;oduct Re, 
Type sz]~vo AT6400 n~a 
Syntax < ! >SGSET<i> AT6n50 1~ 
Units i = ~in Set i~tification n~er ~ I~ Range i - 5 ~ ~ Default n/a ~ I~ 
Response n/a ~ 1~ 

See Also s~, ~, ss:, sc~, ssg, s~, s~, ~, ~ 

This comrnsr~d allows you to save the presently assigned gain v~ues (s~, s~x, SsV, sc.~2, and ss~) as 
a set ofgains. Stand-alone servo controllers save {tnto battery-backed RAM} the gains and the axes 
and feedback souses to which they are assigned. Up to 5 sets of gains can be saved. Any gain set 
can be d~splayed using the TSGSm~ command. 

Any gain set can be enabled with the s~msm command during motion at any specified point in the 
profile, or when not in motion. For vxample, you could use one set of gain parameters for the 
constant velocity portlon of the lm’oflle, and when you approach the target position a different set of 
gains can be enabled. 

NOTE 
The tuning gains in a given gain set are specific to the feedback source that was in use 
(selected with the last sP~ command) at the time the gains were established with the 
respective gain commands (SGI, SG~’, e~c.). If your application requires you to switch 
between feedback sources for the same axis, make sure that the gain set you enable is 
appropriate to 1he feedback source you are using at the time. 

For more information on salvo tuning, refer to the Servo Tuning chapter in the 6000 Serles servo 
controller’s user guide. 
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Example 
> SGPS, 5, I�, 1~ 
> SGI.1, . 1,¢,~ 
¯ SG’VS¢, 6¢,¢,¢ 
> ~5,6,1~, 11 
> S~,~,~,~ 
> ~ 
> SGP75,75,4~, 4~ 
> SGIS, 5, 5,7 
> ~, .45,2,2 
> S~,8,~, 9 
> S~18, 20,22,24 
> ~1 
> ~i,3,3,1 
> ~ 

Description 
Sets the gains for the proportional gain 
Sets the gains for the integral gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity g~in 
Sets the gains for the velocity feedforward gain 
Sets the gains for the acceleration fsedforward gain 
AssigrB the SGP, SGI, SG’~, SGV~, & SG,~ gains to servo gain se~ 3 
Sets the gains for the proportional gain 
Sets the gains for the integral gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity feedforward gain 
Sets the gains for the acceleration fsedfo~ward gain 
Assigns the SGP, SGI, SG’~, SC,~, & SG’V~ gains to sewo gain set 1 
Enables gain set 1 gains on axis 1 & 4; enables gain set 3 on axis 2 & 3 
Displays the current value for all gains: *sGP75, 5,1¢, 4¢ 

*SGI5, .i,¢,7 
*SGVI, 6~, ¢, 2 
*SGVF¢, 6, 1¢, 9 

SGV Velocity Feedback Gain Product Rev 
T yp e SERVO AT6400 n/a Syntax < ~ ><e><a>SGV<r>, <=>o <r>, <r> AT6nSO 1.0 Unite r = mlcrovoLtslstep/sec b’15fl 1.0 Range ¢.¢¢¢e¢¢~ - 28¢~®¢¢.�®¢~¢�¢~ 620n n~a Default ¢ ~ 1.0 Response SGV: *SGY¢,¢,¢,® ~ 1.0 1 SGV : * ISGV¢ 
See Also     SFB, ERES, SGAF, SGI, SGP, SGVF, TGAIN, TSGSET 
This command allows you to control the velocity feedback gain in the servo algorithm. Using 
velocity feedback, the controller’s output s|gnal ts made proportional to the velocity, or rate of 
change, of the encoder position. Since It acts on the rate of change of the position, the action of this 
term is to anticipate position error and correct it before It becomes too large. This increases 
damping and tends to make the system more stable. 

If this term is too large, the response will be slowed to the point that the system Is over-damped. 
This gain can increase position tracking error, which can be countered by the velocity feed forward 
term [~). 
Since the encoder feedback signal has finite resolution, the velocity accuracy I~ a lbxdt. 
Therefore, if the velocity feedback gain (s~¢) Is too high, the errors due to the ffunite resolution are 
magnified and a no~y, or chattering, response may be observed. 

NOTE 
The SG’V corn .mand is specific to the feedback source that is in use (selected with the last 
Sl~ command) at the time command is executed. Therefore, if your application requires 
switching between feedback sources for the same axis, then for each feedbeck source, 
you must select the feedback source with the appropriate s~ command aml then issue 
the SG~ command with the gain values specific to the selected feedback source. 

For more information on ser~ tuning and how the velocity gain affects tunin~ refer to the Servo 
Tuning chapter in the 6000 Series servo controller’s user guide. 

Example Description 
> SGVl¢~, 97,43.334, ~ Sets the velocity gain term for all the axes 

SGVF Velocity Feedforward Gain Product Rev 
Type SERVO AT64~0 Syntax < : ><~><a> SG~r<r>, <r>, <~, <r> AT~ Units r : microvolts/step/s~ 

Default 
Response SGVF:     *S~.~, ~,~ 

1 SGVF:     * 1S~F~ 
See AIso SFB, S~, SG~B, SGI, SGP, SGS~, S~, ~A~, TSGS~ 

rUnS~3ue .Velocl.ty Fee~f_ o .~.~ .G~ (SG~) con~m_~nd to set the velocity feedforward gain. crag veloclty feemorwara control improves posttlon trackfr~ performance when the system 
is commanded to move at constant velocity, The tmcklng error is mainly att~buted to friction, 
torque load, and velocity feedback control (s~). 
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The SG~ value Ismultlpl~ed by the commanded ve/odty (calculated by the 6000 controller’s DSP 
move profile routine) to produce the control signal. 

Velocity feedforward control can improve the performance of interpolati0i~~{linear and 
applicaUon. However, ~f your application onhj requfres short, po~nt-to-polnt moves, velocity 
feedforward control ~s not necessary (leave the SGI~ command setting at zero--default). 

Because velocity feedforward control is not in the servo feedback loop, it does not affect the servo 
system’s stab~ty, nor does it have any effect at steady state. Therefore, the only llm~ts on how high 
you can set the velocity fecdforward ga~ (SGVF) are: when it Snh~rates the control output (tries to 
exceed the servo controllers +IOV analog control signal range); or when it causes the actual 
position to precede the commanded position. 

NOTE 

The SG’~ command is specific to the feedback source that is in use (selected with the last 
s~ command) at the time command is executed. Therefore, if your application requires 
switching between feedback sources on the same axis, then for each feedback source, 
you must select the feedback source with the appropriate s~’B command and then issue 
the s~r~" command with the gain values specific to the selected feedback source. 

For more information on sexvo tuning and how the. acceleration feedforwazd gain affects tuning, 
refer to the Servo Tun~g chapter in the 6000 Series servo controller’s user guide. 

Examp le Description 
¯ ~’v~3555,3555,4¢�¢, 4¢�¢ Sets the velocity feedforward for all axes 

[ SIN( ) .... ] Sine Product Rev 
Type Operator (Trigonometric) AT6400 1-0 
Syntax ... SZN(r) (See below) A1"~’150 1.0 Units r : value in radian or degrees based on RADIAN comaand 6158 I-0 
Range ~.~¢~¢~ t:o +175~ radians ~ 1.0 
Oefault n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a ~R) 1.0 
See Also ATAN, COS, PI, RADT.AN, TAN, VAR 

This operator is used to calculate the sine of a 
number given in indians or degrees (see 
9J~.DL~ ~). IJ’"a" and "b" are 
cooxdlnates o£a point on a ci~_le of radtus "r", 

then the a~le of measux~ "~" can be deJtned 

b~ the ~luatlon: sin e = _a.. 

If a value is given in radlzns and a conv~slon 
is needed to degrees, use the formula: 360" = 
2~ radlans. 

The graph on the right shows the 
amplitude of y on the unit circle 
~or different values of x. 

Synta~ v!u~=sz~ (r} where x is the numeric variable number and r is a value provided in ¢dther 

degrees or radians based on the l~Oy.a~ command. Parentheses ( ( ) ) must be placed around the 

sIN operand. The result wl]] be specified to 5 de~ma_] places. 

Example 

> V~1.:5 * S]~(PI/4) 
Description 
Set variable 1 equal to 5 times the sine of ~ divided by 4 
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SMPER Maximum Allowable Position Error Product Roy 
Type serve 
Syntax < : ><~><a>s)~P£R<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 Unite r © feedback device ,t~ps (scalable with SCLD) 61~ 1.0 Range 0 - 2~ (~ : do no~ monitor position error condition) 
[}afsult 4~ (432 for 6270, ~ for PMC-6270) ~ 1.0 Response SMPER :    * SMPER40~, 4~, 4~, 4~ 8Lr~0 1.0 ISMPER :    "ISMPER4@~ 
See Also [ AS ], [ ER ], ERES, ERROR, ERRORP, SCALE, SCLD, SFB, 

SG~LIM, TANI, TAS, TER, TFB, TLDT, TPC, TPE, TPER 

This command allows you to set the maximum posiUon error allowed before an error condiUon 
occurs. The position error, monitored once per system update period, is the difference between the 
commanded position and the actual position as read by the feedback device selected wlth the last 
sF~ command. When the position error exceeds the walue entered by the s~ command, an err~ 
condition is latched (see ~AS or/~9 bit #23) and the 60(X) controller issues a shutdown to the faulted 
axis and sets its analog output command to zero volts. To enable the system again, the DR.WE1111 
command must be issued, which also sets the commanded position equal to the actual feedback 
device position [incremental devices wfl] be zeroed). 

If the St4P~ value is set to zero (Sl4P~l~), the posltlon error condition is not monitored, allowing the 
position error to accumulate without causing a fault. 

When SMPE~ is set to a non-zero value, the maxhnum position error acts as the serve system fault 
monitor; if the system becomes unstable or loses position feedback, the controller detects the 
resulting position error, shuts down the drive, and sets an error status bit You can enable ]gu~oR 
command bit #12 to continually check for the posit~on err~ condition, and when it occurs to 
branch to a programmed response defined in the ERP.ORP prograrm You can check the status of this 
error conditlon with the T/US, AS. TER. and ~11 commands. You can check the actual posi~on error 
with the TFZR and PER commands. 

If scaltng is enabled (sc~I, zl), the ~ value is multiplied by the 

Exsmple 
¯ ERES4~Z, ~, 4~, 4~ 
¯ SMPER4~, 4~, 4�~Z, 4~ 

Description 
Set encoder resolution for all axes to 4000 counis/rev 
Set maximum allowable position error to 1 rev for aJi axes. ff the 
pos~on error exceeds 4000 counts (1 rev) a fault condition will occur. 

F :S .... SO Serve Control Signal Offset Product Rev 
Type servo AT6400 Na ~yntax < ! >,~><a>SOFF$<r>, <r>. <r>, <r~- AT6rI~0 1,0 Units : = vol~s 61~ 1~ Range -i~.~ ~o 1~.~ {~solutio, is ~.~5 vol~s) ~ ~ Default ~ ~ 1D Response SOFFS : *SOFFS~, ~, ~, ~ ~ 1.0 1SOFFS :    * ISOFFS~ 
See Als~    [ DAC ], ~, TDAC 

This command allows you to set an offset voltage to the commanded analog control sigr~l output 
(commanded analog output + SOFFS value = offset analog output). With this comr~nd, you can set 
an offset voltage to the drive system so that the motor will be stationary in an open-loop 
configuration. Tlds ts the same effect as the balance input on most ana~9 serve drives. 6~70 
Users: If you set the 6270’s jumpers for current control, use a voltage-to-current ratio to enter the 
appropriate offset value in volts. 

CAUTION                        ) 

If there is little or no load attached, the SOFFS offset may cause an acceleration to a high speed. 

1~pically, this offset will be set to zero. This offers a method for setting the analog output command 
to a known voltage. By setting the ~GP. SGZ. SG’¢. SG~. & SGVI’ gains to zero. the analog output will 
reflect this offset value and the system becomes an open-loop configuration. 

Use the TDAC command to check the voltage being commanded at the serve controller’s analog 
output [voltage displayed includes any offset in effect). 

Exsmple 
¯ 

Description 
Sets the offset voltage on all axes 
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[ SQRT0 ] square Root 
Type Operator (Mathematical) AT6400 1.0 
Syl~t sx see below AT~I~0 1.0 
Units -/a 615n 1.0 
Range n/a 620n 1.0 
Default n/a 625n 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 
See AIso =, ÷, -, *, /, VAR 
This operator takes th~ square root of a value. The result, ff multlp~led by itself,.will approxlmate/y 
equa/the original value (the differenc¢ is attributed to round-off e~ror). The resulting ~alue has 3 
decimal places. 

Syntax: VARn=S~R~ (expz:ession) where n is th¢ variable number, and the expression can be a 

nm~ber or a mathematical expression. The SQR? of a negative number is not allowed. ~theses 

( ( ) ) must be placed around the S~R~ operand. 

Example Delcription 
> ~,~I=SQRT (2 5) Set variable 1 equal to the square root Of 25 (result will be 5) 

[ SS ] system status Produ=t Rev 
Type ;a*ssignmen~ or Comparison AT6400 ~0 
Syntax see below AT~ 19 
Unite n/a 61~ 1J0 
Range 
Oefault 
R~ponse n/a 
See Also IF, T~, TSS, TSTAT, 

BIT (Left to Right) Function (1 = yes, e = no) 

2 Reserved 

4 Immed~te Command (set if last 
command was immediate) 
In ASC, Mode 5 

6 

7 

8 
9 
10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 

16 

srr (Left to PJ~ht) 
17 
18 
19 

Function (z = yes, ¯ = no) 
Load~g Thumbwheei Da~a ([~]) 
External Program Select Mode 
Dw~ in Progress (~ 
Waling for RP240 Dala---[D~J~D| or 
[ D;~,~a~, ] (stand-alone products only) 
RP240 
(mnd~one prod.m orgy) 
Non-volaUle Memo~j Errm 
(s~akx~ pmduc~ 

Reserved 

Pos~on captured wflh TRG-O 
Reserved 
Resen~d 
Resewed 
Reserved 

~n~a~~~. ¯ 

If It is d~ ~ ~I~ o~y one ~t of ~e ~t~ s~ ~ue to a b~ ~le, ~st~d of ~ 32, 

~� bit s~e~ (.) ~Wr ~ ~ ~. F~ ~ple, V~l=SS. 12 ~ ~t~ s~ bit 12 W 

b~~ble I: ~1=~~~ 
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Example 
¯ VAP31:SS 
> ~ (SS=blllOllXlI) 

Description 
System status assigned to binary variable 1 
If the system status contains Zs in bit IocalJons 1,2,3,5,6,8,& 9, 
and a ¢ in bit location 4, do the zz~ statement 
If the system status contains ls in bit locations 1,2,3,5,6,7,& 8, 
and es in every other bit location, do the T~’ statement 
End of second TF statement 
End of first ZF statement 

SSFR servo Sampling Frequency Ratio Product Rsv 
Type Se=vo AT6400 rfa Syntax < ! >ssz~<L > AT6nS0 1.0 Units ~. = sampling ra~io number 61511 1.0 Range 1, 2, 4, or 8 ~ rlfa Default 4 625n 1.0 Response SSFR: *SS~R4 ~ 1.o 
S~Also ~Es, ~D~, I~Ea, ~C, L~PD, SDT~P, S~FR 

A coarse commanded position is computed and updated at the motlon trajectory upd_n_t~_ rate. This 
course commanded position is interpolated at the servo sampling update rate to produce a 
smoother continuous commanded position. The servo control signal computed by the servo 
algorithm is also updated at the servo sampltng update rate. The ratio between th¢~¢ two updat.� 
rotes is determined by the Servo Sampling Frequency Ratio (ss~’z~ command, which offers four 
s¢lectable raUo sett~gs. These four ratios and the actual samplLng frequencies and sampling 
periods (reclprocal of sampling frequency) arc shown in the table below. 

The ratio between the motion trajectory and sexvo sampling update rates has a direct effect on the 
system u~;te rate. The system update rate Is the rate for I/O updates, input debounce, timer 
resolution, fast status update (bus-based controllers), and LDT position update (6270). 

#ofAxes 

I ss~R 

Ac6ve " Command 
( ~D~x)    set~g 

TNDAX1 SSFR1 

INDAXI SSFR2 

NN~"~ 

INDAX2 SSFRI 
INDAX2 SSFR2 

INDAX2 SSFR8 

INDAX3 SSFRI 
INDAX3 SSFR2 
INDAX3 SSFR4 
INDAX4 SSFRI 
INDAX4 SSFR2 

The gerteral rule to determining the proper SSFR value is to first select the slowest servo sampling 
frequency that is able to give a satisfactory response. This can be done by experiment or based on 
the closed-loop bandwidth requirement for your appLtcatlon. {NOTE: Increa~ng the SSFR va~e 
allows for higher bandwldths, but produces a rougher motion profile; conversely, decreasing the 
SSFR value provides a smoother profile, but msk~ the servo system less stable a~d slower to 
respond.} 

As an example, let’s say your application requires a closed-loop bandvddth of 120 Hz. If you 
dete,-,,tlne the mirdmum servo sampling frequency by using the rule of thumb--setting the servo 
sampling frequency at least 8 times higher than the bandwidth frequency--the required minimum 

sexvo sampling frequency would be I000 H~ If four axes are rurmlng (Da3AX4), then you should try 

u~ the ss~1 sauna. 
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The following table provides a general guideline for varlous application requLrements. 

,Appli ,ca~on Requirement ss~.t ss~t~ ns m~.4 ssl~lts 
X-Y linear Jnt~. ~on 4 4 
Fast pofnt-t~.,p~nt mo’dofl 4 4 

Example 

> SSFR4 
Deaaripticn 
Sets the ratio of commanded position updates to servo control updates to 4, 

’Ssv 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Start/Stop Velocity Product Rev 
~ot:ion AT6400 1.0 
<! =-<~><a>SSV<r>, <r>, <r>., <r> AT6nSO 
r = u.ni~s/sec 615~ Ida 

G0, P~SE, V. ~SE, S~LE, SCLV 

The Start/Stop Velocity (say) command specL~es the instantaneous velocity to be used when 
starting or stopping, l~y using the 9sv command, there will be no acccleraUon fi-om ~ umts/sec to 
the s~ value, instead motl~m will immediately begin with a velocity equal to the sSv value. 

This command is useful for accelerating past low-speed resonant points, where a full- or half- 
stepping drive may stall. With microstepping systems, this command ~s not necessary. 

If scaling is not enabled (sr_~J~), the velocity value Is entered/~ motor re, s/see: th~s value is internally 
multiplied by the drive resolution (DRES) value to obtain a velocity value in motor stel~isec for the motm- 
traJectoxy calculations. If scallng is enabled (SCALE1), the entered velocity value Ls ~nt¢rrmlly multiplied 
by t.he velocity scalt.g factor (SCLV) to convert user urdts/sec to motor steps/see. The (tutored value ~s 
always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the ENC command setting. 

SCALING: If scaKng is enabled, the say command value entered Ls tntema]ly multiplied by the 
velocity scaling factor (sc~.v). The velocity value may be truncated ff the value entered excc~s the 
velo~ty resolution at the given scaling factor. Refer to the SCLV command description for additional 
information on velocity scalLng. 
Example Description 
> ~ Set start/stop velocity to 1 uniVsec on all axes 
> A2~, 2~, I, 1 Sets acceleration to 200 units/see¯ for axes 1 & 2, and 1 unit/see2 for axes 3 & 4 
¯ AD4~, ~, 1,1 Sets deceleration to 400 units/see~ for axes 1 & 2, and I unit/see2 for axes 3 & 4 
¯ v’J.~, 1~, 1~, 2~ Sets velocity to 10, 10, 10, & ~0 units/asc for axes 1,2, 3 & 4 
> @D1��� Set distance on all axes to 1000 units 
¯ G011¢� Initiate motion on axes 1 & 2. The motors will start at a velocity of I unit/sec and 

accelerate up to 10 units/sec, travel at 10 units/see, and then decelerate down 
from 10 units/sec to 1 unit/sea whom they will Instantaneously stop. 

STARTP Start-Up Program produ= Roy 
Type Subroutines AT6400 rt~a 
~;yn tex < ! > ST,~qTP< ~> 

Unite ~ = ~e~ (n~e 0f progr~) 
~ 1D Range ~ n~e o£ 6 

Default n/s 
Response ST~TP: *ST~TP 
See Also DEP, RESET, 
The Start-Up Program (STARTP) command specL~es the name of the program that ~ automatically 
be run upon power-up and ~J~b-’~1". If’the program t.hat is Ide~t:~ed as the ST~J~P program ts deleted 
with the ~ command, the ST~TP is automatically cleared. If you wlsh to prevmt the 
program from beLng executed, wlthout hav~ng to delete the assigned program, issue the s~P 
command. 

This command applies only to stand-alone 6000 series products, not bus-based products. 

Example Des©rlption 
> STARTP WakeUp Set program WakeUp as the program that will start to run after power is cyded or 

the 6000 product is reset 
¯ ~ c~ Clears the pr0~ram WakeU9 from its essignmenl as the start-up program 
¯ DEL Wa.keUp Deletes the program NakeUp and clears the STARTP command (no power-up 

program will be executed) 
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S T D Streaming Interva I Prod. ct 
T yp ¯ Mo t;ion AT6400 
Syntax <: ><~>STD<i> AT6nSO 
Units £ : mill£seco-ds 61,%1 
Range 1~ - 5~ (only in even numbers) 62011 
Default 1~ 62~ 
Response STn= *ST91~ 

See Also SD, STREAM 

The Streaming Interval (STD) command sets the time interval for e:~cution of Streaming Data 
commands. If the s~ command is set to 1, then for each STD interval, the motor travels the 
number of motor steps set by the SD command. With the ~P~ command set to 2. the motor will 
travel at the velocity set by the SD command during the STD interval 

Exam 
> DEF SAMPLE 
- Z’JLSE 1 
- STD2~ 

STREAM1 

- SD25 

- 
- 

> ~ 

Description 
Beg~n definition of program named sample 
Set pulse width to I ps 
Set streaming interval to 20 milliseconds (ms) 
Set distance streaming mode 
Travel 12 steps CW in 20 ms 
Travel 25 steps CW in 20 ms 
Trave~ 50 steps CW in 20 ms 
Exit streaming mode 
Wait for motion to stop 
End program definition 
Initiate program sample 

Rev 

1.1 

STE Single Step Mode Enable 
Type z~rogram Debug Tool 
Syntax <, >STEP<b> 
Unite n/a 
Range b = ~ (disable), I (~n~__~le) or X 
Default ~ 
Response STEP: *ST£P~ 

Sis AlSo #.    sZ). ( SS 1,    ~.CX,    TZtANS.    TSS 

(don’t care) 

Product 

AT6400 
ATEnSO 
61511 
620n 

627O 

The Single Step Mode Enable (STEP) command enables single comm-nd step mode. Single step 
mode is .used for stepping through a defined |DE~) program. To execute sLngle step mode: 

1. Define a program 

2. Enable stngle step mode (sTzPI} 

3. Run the program (RUN) 

4. Use the immediate pound ( ! 1) to step through the program 

Each step ( ! #) command will lnlUate the next command to be processed. 

Examp le 

> DEF I~as~er 

- V1,1,1,1 

- 

- DI,2,3,4 

- G011�I 
- O~TIIXI 
- 

> ~’~I 
> RUN ~ester 

NOTE: At this point no 

¯ ! 1~2 
> !# 
¯ !#1 
> !~2 

Description 
Begin definition of program named tester 
Set velocity to 1 uniVsec on all axes 
Set acceleration to 10 unitWsec~ on a~l axes (Note: This command will not be 
executed until a ! # sign is received.) 
SSt distance to I unit on axJs 1, 2 unit.son ax~s 2, 3 units on axis 3, and4 units on 
axis 4 
Initiate motion on axes 1, 2, and 4 
Tum on programmable outputs 1, 2, and 4, leave 3 unchanged 
End program definition 
Enable single step mode 
Execute program named tester 

action will occur because single step mode has been enabled. 

Execute the ~rst 2 commands in the program (Vl, 1,1,1 and A1�, 1¢, 1�, 1¢) 

Execute 1 command (command to be executed is 
Execute 1 command (command to be executed is 
Execute 2 commands (commands to be executed are OT3T1 ].X1 and END) 

1.o 

1.o 
1.0 
1.o 
1.0 
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STREAM Streaming Mode Produot Ray 

Type )~o tion AT6400 1.1 
Syntax < ! ><~><a>STREAM<i>, <i>, <i>, <i> AT~r~} 
Units n/a 6tSn n~a Range i = ~ (exit). I (distance streaming), or 2 (velocity streaming) ~ 
Default ~ 625n ¯ 
Response STREAM: * STREAH@, ~. ~. ~ 6~0 
See Also [ AS |, PULSE, SD, STD, TAS 

The S~:andnE Mode (STRSA~ command sets the ~dexer to a smmmtng configuxaUon. A value of 1 
(STREAM1) enables the D~tance S~rcam~g mode. wh~re data ~ the Str~n~inE Data {SD) command 
¯ epr~s¢nts a moto~ s~p ~stanc¢. A ~luc o~ 2 (ST~E~2} ¢nab]~s th~ V~ 5treamtn~mode. where 
data Ln the SD command b-u~cat~s ye]o~ty values. Entcxln~ @ {STREAM¢} f~ any ax~s w~ ~dt the 
streaming mode ~or a8 axes. The SD data |s ~xecut~ once per a tL, ne tnt~rval set by the STD command. 
A8 th~ st~.ammg axes must ~nte~ the s~ng mo~e ~lth the same STP.EAM command. 
Wh~e ~ the s~Tmn~g mode, ~e SD commands (and any other commands p~cs~nt) aze ¢xccuRd on- 
~h~-fl~ ~ke th~ Con~tnuous Command ExccuUon Mode), regardless of the COMEXC command s~dn~ 
A~tual pro¢~ssb~g of SD commands begins after t~n SD commands {maxtmum of four datapo~nts 
SD command) have bccn pro~csscd or an Ex~ S~¢amtT~ Mode {SD7~¢~) comman~ 
~n¢oun~e~ed. The mooing/not moving b|t ~ the a~ds status r~stcr Ls set a~r ~n SD commands 
have be~n processed, and ~emaLns acUv~ du~n~ the enUre str~m|~g process. 

CAUTION 
Placing commands other than SD commands in a program may cause misposi~oning ~f the 
command takes too Io.g to execute. Status should be monRored via the fast status 

A Pause I PSi, Kill (K) or Stop (S) command will exit the str~rm~g mode. Encountering a hardware or 
software Limit will also exit the streaming mode. No deceleration will be pea-formed. 

NOTE 
TO enter the Streaming Mode, you must set the ~s~ command to I I~ or greater. 

Example 
> DEF~ 

PULSE1 
- STD2¢ 
- STREAM2 

SD12 
- SD25 
- SD36 

- WrIT ()~V---bCl 
END 

> SAMPLE 

Description 
Begin definition of program sample 

¯ Set pulse width to 1 p.s 
Set streaming interval to 20 ms 
Set velocity streaming mode 
Run at velocity value 12 for 20 ms 
Run st velocity value 25 for 20 ms 
Run at velocity value 36 for 20 ms 
F_x. strean~ng mode 
Wait for motion to stop 
End definition of program sample 
Execute pregram sample 

STRGTD Target Distance Zone Product Rev 
Type Serve AT6400 n~ 
Syntax < ! ><~><a>STRGTD<r>, <r>, <~>, <r> A’r~i1~o 1.0 
Units r = ~st~ce ~i~s Iscal~!e) 
Range ¯ - 999999999 
D~ault 5�                                                          ~ 1.0 Response STRGTD: *S~GTDS¢, 

1 STRGTD : * 1 S~GTD5~ 
See Also    [ AS }, SC~, S~E, STR~, ~, T~, TS~T 

~cc ~n¢ ~ a ~g~ ot posIUons 
~� moUon ~ consld~ c~ple~. If s~ Is ~b]~ (S~l}, ~� ST~ ~u¢ ~ m~U~ 

~ u~g ~� T~gct ~n~ M~e. 

commRnd ~d/or m~ ~U~ 
con~Uon. ~d ~ it ~ to b~ch to a p~cd ~n~ d~ m ~e E~ORP p~. 
(~f~ to ~e ~o~ co~d d~p~ ~or ~ ~p]e of u~g ~ ~or p~.} 
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For more infomwCion on target zone operatfon, refer to the 6000 Sedes servo controller user guide. ~ 
Example Description 
> S~’DS, 5,5, 5 Sets the dislance targel zone to ~5 units 
> S~TV.¢I, .¢1, .¢1, .�1 Sets the velocily target zone to < 0.01 units/sec 
¯ ~1¢, 1¢, 1~), 1~ Sets the timeout period to 10 milliseconds on all axes 
¯ 91~GI~1111 Enables the target zone criterion for all axes 
Given these target zone commands, a move with a distance of 8,000 units (~D8¢¢~) must end up between position 
7,995 and 8,005 and seffie down to _<0.01 units/see within 10 ms after the commanded profile is complete. 

..... - TE    Enable Target Zone Settling Mode 
Product Ray 

Type serve AT6400 rVa Syntax < ! ><S><a>STRGTE<b><b><b><b> AT6nSO 1.0 Units 
Range. b = ~ (disable), 1 (enable), or X (don’t care) 
Default 
Responae STRGTE: * STRGTE~II                                          ~         1.0 

ISTRGTE: *ISTRGTE~ 
See Alae COMEXC, STRGTD, STRGTT, STRGTV, TSTLT 

Thls command enables or disables the Target Zone Settling Mode. When using the target zone 
settling criterion, the motors actual posltlon and actual velocRy must be within the target zone 
(that Is, wlthtn the position band defined by ST~GTD and wltb_Ln the veloc/ty band defined by STRGTV) 
be/ore motion can be determined complete. 

If the motor does not settle into the target zone before the timeout period set by STRGTT. the esr~o 
controller detects an error (see TAS or AS b~t #25). If this error occurs, you can prevent subsequent 

command and/or move execution by enabling the ERROR command to continually check for this 
error condiUan, and when it occurs to branch to a programmed response defined in the ERRORP 

For more ~nformat~n on target zone operation, refer to the 6000 Ser~es servo controller user 

Example Description 
> g’~’rvS, 5,5,5 Sets the distance target zone to + 5 units 
¯ S’I’I~;TV.¢I, .�1, .¢1, .¢1 Sets the velocity target zone to < 0.01 units/see 
> STRG~I¢, 1¢, 1¢, 1� Sets the timeout pedod to 10 milliseconds on all axes 
> STRGTEllll Enables the target zone cdtedon for all axes 

STRGTT Target Settling Timeout Period 
Product nev 

Type Sez’~o 
AT6400 rye Syntax < ! ><S><a>STRGTT<i>, <~.>, <i>, <i> 
AT6r~0 1.0 Ufllt8 = - milliseconds 
b’l~n 1.0 

DRe.nge ¯ - 
e~ au It I¢�� 6~ n/a 

Response STRGTT: * STRGTTI~, 1~)��, 1��¢. 1�g¢ 
(~1270 1.0 1 S’I’RG’I~ : * LSTRGTTI~e 

~ea Also [ AS ], [ Ell ], ERROR, ERRORP, STRGTD, STRGTE, STRGTV, TAS 
TF_~, TSTLT ’ 

This command sets the ~um time allowed for the motor to settle w~tbin the defined target zone 
before an error occurs. 

This command is usefu/only if the Target Zone Settling Mode iS enabled ~dth the S~no~n 
P.ommand. When using the Target Zone Settling Mode, the motor’s actual position and actual 
velocity must be within the target zone (that ~s. wlthln the position band defined by ST£GTD and 
¯ v~thin the velocity zone defined by STRGTV} be/ore moUon can he determlned complete. If the motor 
does not settle into the target zone before the t~neout period set by STRGTT. the servo controller 

detects an error (see T3s or AS bit #25L 

If tl’ds error occurs, you can pre~nt subsequent command and]or move execution by enabling the 
ERROR command to continually check ~or this error condition, and when It occurs to branch to a 
programmed response dcflned in the ~o~ program. (Re£er to the Sm~ORP command description 
for an ~rnple of using an error program.) You can check the status of the error cond/tion with the 
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For more Inform~on on target zone operation, refer to the 6000 Series servo controller user guide. 

Example Description 
> ~G’~DS, 5,5,5 Sets the distance target zone to + 5 units 
> S’rRG~.¢I, .¢1, o¢1, .~1 Sets the velocity target zone to < 0.01 units/see 
> ~10,10,1~, 10 Sets the timeout pedod to 10 milliseconds on all axes 
> STR~1111 Enables the target zone criterion for all axes 

Given these target zone commands, a move with a distance of 8,000 units (~D8¢¢¢) must end up between position 
7.995 and 8,005 and settle down to <0.01 units/see within 10 ms after the commanded profile is complete. 

STRGTV Target Velocity Zone 

T yp ¯ Servo 
Syn tax < ! >< Q ><a> STRG’Fv’<r >, <r> o <r>, <r> 
Units r : uni~s/sec 
Range ~ - 2~ rps 

See Also [ ~ ], SCLV, S~GTD, S~GT£, ST~T, TAS, TSTLT 

Product Roy 

AT6400 n~ 
AT6nSO 1.0 
615n 1.0 
620n r~a 
6~5n 1.0 
6270 1.0 

This command sets the target velocity zone for use in the Target Zone Settltng Mode. The target 
velocity zone is a velocity range that the motor must be within before motion is considered 
complete. If scaling (SC~} is enabled, the STRGTV value is multiplied by the velocity scale factor 

When using the Target Zane Mode. the motor’s actual pos|tion and actual velocity must be within the 
target zone (that is, within the distance zone defined by S’~RG~D and less than or equal to the velocity 

defLned by STI~G~’) before motion can be determined complete. 

If the motor does not settle into the target zone before the timeout period s~t by s~-"i-r, the servo 

controller detects an error (see TAS or hs bit #25). If this error occurs, you ca~ prevent subsequent 

command and/or move execution by enabling the FAVOR command to continually check for this error 

condition, and when it occurs to branch to a programmed response defined tn the £1L~ORP program. 
(P~’er to the EI~RORP command description for an example of using an error program.) 

For rn~re ~nforrnatlon on target zone operation, refer to the 6000 Sedes servo controller user guide. 

Example Description 
> b"1’l~gDS, 5,5,5 Sets the distance target zone to ± 5 units 
> ST~TV. ~1,. ¢1, .¢1, .¢1 Sets the velocity target zone to < 0.01 units/sac 
> s’L’~¢~I¢, 1¢, 1¢, 1~ Sets the timeout period to 10 milliseconds on all axes 
¯ STRGTEIII1 Enables the target zone cdtedon for all axes 

Given these target zone commands, ¯ move with a dLstance of 8,000 units (~D8�¢�) must end up between position 
7,995 and 8,005 and settle down to _<0.01 unitstsec within 10 ms after the commanded profile is complete. 

T Time Delay Product Roy 

Type ~’~og~a= Flow Control AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >T<r> ,A.Tll~50 1.0 
Units r = seconds 615n 1.0 
Range ¢.~1- 999.999 ~ 1.0 
Default ./a ~ 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 
See Also Ps, [ ss ], SSFR, TIM, TTIM, TSS, WAIT 

The ~ime Delay (T) command pauses command proceestng for r seconds before continuing 
command execution. Once the elapsed time has explrcd, the command after the T command wl]l be 

The minimum resolution of the T comm-nd is: 2 ms for the stepper products, and 1 system update 
perk~ for the servo products (see table in ss1~ command description). Although you can enter time 
delays that are not multiples of 2 ms, the time delay will be rotmded up to the next multiple of 2 ms. 

For example, T. 0¢5 produces a 6 ms time delay in the stepper products. 

Example 
¯ TS 

¯ ~1~ 

Description 
Walt 5 seconds before executing TPE command 
Transter pes~on of all encoden; to the terminal 
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[ TAN( ) ] Tangent 
Type operator (Trigonometric) 
Syntax ... TAN(r) (See below) 
Unite r = radians or degrees depending on KADIAN command 
Range ~.~%~�~ to +--175@~ radi~ns 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 

See AIso ATAN, COS, PI, RADIAl, SIN, TAN, VAR 

Product 

A76400 
ATSnS0 

The Tangent (TAN) operator is used to calculate the 
tin, gent of a number glve~, tn radians or degrees (see the 
RADIAN conun-~d). If "a" and ’I~" m’e coardlnates of a 
point on a clrcle of radlus "I". then the angle of measure 

"0" can be defined by tl~ equation: 

If a value Is glven Ln radlans and a converston Ls needed 
to degrees, use the following formula: 366" = 2= radlans. 

Syntar VARx=TAN(r). where x is the numeric variable 
number and r ts a value In either radials or degrees 
depending on the RADL~ command. Par~thcscs (()) 
must be pl-ced around the TAN operand. The result ~ 
be specified to 5 dectmsl places. 
l-"xample                          Des©ripf|on 

VARI=5 * TAN(PI/4) Set variable I equal to 5 times the tangent of x d’Nided by 4 

sh 

b 
COS~) = "r 

Rev 

1.o 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

TAN[ Transfer Analog Input Voltage (-ANI Option Board) Product    Roy 
Type Transfer 
¯ yntex < ! ><i>TANZ AT6nS0-AHI 1.0 Units i = ~al~ i~ut i~ifier 61~I 1.0 Rnnge I - 4 Eor AT6nS0; 1 - 2 for 625n & 6270; 1 for 615n 
Default n/a ~I 1.0 Response T~I :     "T~I. 963, I. 453 6~I 1.0 IT~I:      *IT~II. 96~ 
S~ Also    [ ~I ], [ FB ], [ ~ ], T~, TP~ 

dO~ not ~t ~� ~E~ o~ ~ce ~ {S~) or po~Uon ~set {PSET). To 
~ oE~t ~ ~put ~u~. ~ ~ ~ c~d. 
To determine the analog value from a specific Input,.precede the TANZ command w~th the number of 
U’~.e Input(e~&. 1TANI. 2TANI. 

DependLng on wldch product you have. the AN/analog inputs are located on the DRIVE connectors, on 
the AUX connector, or on the ANI option board. The value Ls derived from the voltage applied to the 
corresponding analog Input and ground. The analog value ~s determined from a 14-bit analog-to- 
digital converter {ADC). The minimum voltage response Is - IO.000VDC, the maximum voltage 
response is +IO.000VDC. 

 ANV Transfer Analog Input Voltage Product Rev 
Type Transfer 
Syntax < ! ><i>TANV AT6400-AUX1 1.0 

AT6400-AUX2 n~a Units i = analo~ ~npu~ number                                            AT6nSO 
1.0 Range 1 - 4 (AT6400 & AT6n50) 6~ 1.0 or i - 3 (615n, 620n, 625n & 6270}                                  ~          1.0 

Default n/a 
~ 1.0 Response TANV= *TANV1,963,1.453,¢.444,¢.112 6270 1.0 1TANV: * 1T~tNV1. 963 

See Also    [ ANY ], ANVO. ANVOE2~, JOY, TIleD 

The "[l-ansre~ Analog Input Voltage (TANV] command retunm the voltage ]cve] at the Joystick analog 
Inputs. :efex~nced to ground. When using T~’~v. an analog Input channe] spec~ter can precede the 
TANYconu[mnd. Thcanalogchanne!specLfercan be 1.2. 3. or4 (1TANV. 2TANV, 3TANV. Or4TAHV). The 
response to the ~Am" command ~ bc a ~o]tagc vaJue ~t~u-ned born the analog channel queued. The 
value ~s derived from an 8-btt analog-to-d~g|tal convener ~,~th a range of 0-2.SVDC. 
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TAS Transfer Axis Status Produ;t 
Type Transfer AT6400 1.4 
Syntax < ! ><a>TAS<. ~> AT~) 1.0 
Units i = bit: locatlon on ~e spec~fie~ ~is (See below) ~ 1.0 
Range I - 32 ~ 1.5 
Default n/a ~ 1,0 
Response TAS: *TAS ~_%%~_~_~_~%_~%_~_~ ~ 1,0 

(~is 1 
TAS.5:    *~11 (b1~ 5 of all axes s[a~ registers) 
ITAS.5: "@ (bit 5 of s~at~ re~ister foz ~s 1) 

[ AS ], CO~XP, D~, ~C, ZPM, EST~L, HO~, ~, JOG, 
JOY, L~D, ~, MC, SMP~, S~, STRGTD, STRGTE, S~G~, 
S~, TSTAT 

See Also 

The Transfer Ax~s Status (TAS) command returns t.h¢ current status of all axes. The response for TAS 
is as fo]/ows (Note: respov-~e is product dependent): 

*TASbbbb_bbbb_bbbb_bbbb bbbb bbbb bbbb_bbbb <- Ax~s 1 
" bbbb_bbbb_bbbb_bbbb_-bbbb_-bbbb~bbbb_bbbb <- ~,.x/s 2 
* bbbb_bbbb..bbbb_bbbb_bbbb_bbbb_bbbb._bbbb <- A~s 3 
* 

~bbb_bbbb_bbbb_bbb~_b~bb_b~b~_b~b~_bbb~ <- A~e ; 

Bit #I                           ]~t #32 

Function 

Direr/on CCW/CW 

F_nc~er Step Moderator St~p Mode (~c) 
Po~on Ma~enar~ (re, M) ON/OFF 
Sta~l Detected (~3’I’Alr~L) YES/NO 

CCW Software Limit Hit YES/NO 
W’d~in Deadband (~.~) YES/NO 
In P0~on (co)mx~) YES/NO 

Velocity Stmax~o Mode (s~e,~2) YES/NO 
Pos~on Error Exceeded (s~e~) YF_SR~ 

& STXG~V) YES/NO 
Target Zc~e’nm~ou~ occun~d (STRGTT) YES/NO 
RESERVED 
LDT Pc~ition Read Enor YES/NO 
RESERVED 

¯ ~ i .~..m. tun~ "o~. m..~ enable~.(zer~) before a e~ve ~ ~ be r~o~z~ 
" ~ ms on ~ set omy a~r ~e su~.ess~ ~omple~n 0f a m~e. 
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TAUX Transfer Auxiliary Board Type Prod.ct 
Type T:a~s~er 
Syntax < ! >TAUX ATEnSO rVa Units n/a 61~ Range n/a 
Default 
Response TA~: *T~I 
See Also    TSTAT 

The Transfer AuxIUary Board ~p¢ {T~UX) command d~splays the name of the awdL~,y ~d 
~ ~ ~e A~. ~ ~fo~ ~ a~o~U ~t~ w~n t~ op~g syst~ ~ 
dow~ 

Example 
> TA~X1 

Deacription 
*TAUX1    (the AT6400 is using the -AUX1 auxiliary board) 

TCMDER Transfer Command Error Product Ray 
Type Trans£er or Program Debug Tool AT6400 2.1 Syntox < ! >TCMDER A76nS0 1.0 U n it s n/a 615n 1.0 Range n/a 

(~0rl 2.1 Default n/a ~ 1.1 Response ’J’CMD~t.. "(incorrect: command) 6270 1.0 
See Also ~=u~.a~, [ ss ], TsS 

To facilitate program debugging, the Transfer Command Error [~DER} cornm&nd a!lOws~ you to 
transfer the command that the controller detects as an error. This Is especially useful if you recedve 
an error message when nmn/ng or downloading a program, because it catches and remembers the 
flxst command that caused the error. 

Wh¢n the bad command is detected, the controller sends an error message to the screen, followed 
by the ~ e~-ror prompt (?). To determine which command ~s in errs, enter the ~ 
command and the controller will display the command, including all its command fields, ff any. 

Once a command error has occurred, the command and its fields are stored and status bit # I ]. as 
reported tn the ss and ~SS commands, is set to 1. The status bit ~’rn~Lrm set un~l the ~ 
command is Lssued. 
Example 
¯ ~ bad~rg 
- ~ 
- A25, 4¢ 
- ~11, 26 
- V5,8 
- 
- GOll 
- ~ (V~I<) 16 

VA~Z =~.l + 1 

* INCORRECT DATA 
? ~ 
* ~ (Y;~%1<) 16 
:> 

Description 
Begin definition of program called ~adprg 
Select the absolute preset positioning mode 
Set acceleration 
Set deceleration 
Set velocity 
Set variable #1 equal to zero 
Initiate move on both axes 
Mistyped z~ statement-should be typed as: IF (V~.l<16) 
If vadable #1 is less than16, increment the counter by 1 
End II~ statement 
End programming of program celled badprg 

Run ~e program called b~d~rg 
Error message indicates incorrect command syntax 
Query the controller for the command that caused the error 
The bad command is displayed 

TCNT Transfer Hardware Counter Value 
Product 

T y pe Trans fer 
AT6400-AUX1 Syntax < ! ><a>TCl~l" 

U nits n/a AT6400-AUX2 
ATe50 Range 

Default n/a 615n 
R esponse TCNT : *TC~I’+~, 

1TCI~T: *ITCNT+~ 6270 
See Aleo    [ c~rt ], G~t~, C~T~T, CNTR 

Ray 

1.0 

1.0 

The Transfer Hardware Counter Value [~L’~r) command retm-ns the current value of the hardware 
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The hardware counter is one of the encoder ports converted to a hardware counter through the use 
of the CNTE command. The hzniware counter will count up or down. The direction of count is 
specified by the s~gnal on the encoder channel B+ and B- connections. A poslt.~ve differential 
signal, when measur~ between B+ and B-, will infer a positive count direction. A negative 
differential signal, when measured between B+ and B-, will tnfer a negath, e count direction. The 
count itself is determined f~m the s~gnal on A÷ and A-. Each count is r~istered on the positive 
(rising) edge of a transition for a signal measured between A÷ and A-. To reset the counter, apply a 
signal to Z+ and 7,-. or issue the command ~ 

For all encoder eh~nnels not defined as counters, the ~c1~ command will report a count value of zero. 

TDAC Transfer Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) Voltage Product Rev 
Type ~n~;£ez" AT6400 r~a 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>TDAC AT~IS0 1~) Units Reported value represents volts ~ 1D Range Range of reported value is -i0 ~o +10 ~ ~ Default n/a ~ 1.0 Response TDAC:     *~ACI~. ~%~, 1%. ~%% ~ 1.0 ITDAC :      * I~ACI~. ~ 
Se~ A[SO    [ DAC ]. DACL~. SGP, SGI, S~, S~, SG~, SOFFS 
This command allows you to display the voltage being commanded at the digital-to-arudog 

convert= (DAC}. Thls is the analog command sfgna/(plus any voltage offset set with the SOFFS 
command) output by the servo controller. The DAC output is a 12-bit, + 10V analog signal. At any 

point, the voltage that is currently being commanded can be displayed using the TDAC command. If 
direct control over the analog voltage is required, it can be accomplished by setting the servo 

algorithm gains (SGP. SGI. SGV. SG~. & SC~U~] t~ z~o and using the SO~S comman~ 

Example Description 
¯ TD~C Displays the actual output voltage for each axis: 

*Tfl~4. 552,5.552, 5.552,5.552 

T D ] R Transfer Program Directory 
Typ a Trans fer 
Syntax < ! >TDIR 
Units n/a 
Renge n/a 
Default n/a 
Response TDIR: *NO PROG~’~S DE~ZNP_.D 

"33~Q~ OF 33~ BYTES 
"5~ Of 5~ SEGMENTS 

See Also DEF, ~0RY, T~ 

(1~%) PROGRAM MEMORY REMAINING 
(i~@%)    COMPILED MEMORY REMAINING 

Product    Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nSO 1.O 
6"lSrt 1.0 
6~0rt 1.0 
~Srt 1.O 
6270 1.0 

The Transfer Program Dlrectcry (TDIR) command returns the names of all the programs and 
subrouUnes defined with the DEF cornm~nd, and the amount of memory each consumes. The format 
of the response is as follows: 

¯ 1 - PROGI USES 345 BYEES 
¯ 2 - PROG2 USES 333 BYteS 
¯ 32322 OF 33~ BYteS (98%) ~ ~ ~ 

NOTE: ~e ~o~t of m~ow a~le ~ ~u~e~d~t. 

[~C) to co~sp~d to a ~ffic pro~ ~cfl~ P of ~c), or wh~ p~s ~ ~ ~ 
BCD (~cU~ ~ of ~). 

If~e p~ is a ~ con~ ~d ~ ~ succ~ ~m~ed [~), ~en ~s ~on 

TDPTR Transfer Data Pointer Status Product Rev 
Type Da~a S~orage AT(~X) 22 SyS|aX < ! >TDPTR AT6nS0 r 1~) 
Units 
Range n/a ~ ~ 1D Default n/a 
Response TDPTR *TD~R1,1,1 
See Also DATER, 
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The TDPTR cov~m~nd responds with a 3-integer status report (i, i, i). The first integer Is the number of 
the current active data program (the program number spect~ed with the last DATSIZ or D~’~,,’~ 
command). The second integer is the location numbe~ of the data element to which the data pointer 
is currently pointing. The third integer is the increment set with the last DATPT~ command. 

The DPTR command can be used to compare the current pointer location agaJnst another value or 
vaxiable, or to assign the pointer location number to a variable. 

Example 
¯ ~ATSIZ4,2~ 
¯ DATPTR4,2~,2 

> TDPTR 

Desoription 
Crea~e data program called DATP4 w~h 200 data elements 
Set the data po~ter to data element #20 in DATI)4 and set the 
increment to 2 (DATP4 becomes the current active data program) 
Response is *’rDPI’R4,2~, 2. Indicates that the data pointer is 
pointing to data element #20 in data program #4 (;~TP4), and the 
increment setting is 2. 

TER Transfer Error Status Product Rev 
Type Transfer AT6~0 10 Syltt SX <! >TER<. i> AT6n50 1.0 Unite i : Sl~ec~.F~c error status bi~ 61~ I~ Range 1 - 32 

~ 1~ Default n/~ ~ ID 

TBR.4:     *~ (biu 4 of e=ror s~a~us r~isuer) 

LS, S~ER, S~G~ 

The Transfer Error Status (TER) command returns the status of the 32 error bits. There is only one 
error status for all axes. 

NOTE 
The specific error bits must be enabled by the Error Enable (E~ROR) command before the 
~E~ command will provide the correct status of the error conditions. 

"tER r~spcx~e: * ~’~:~ob_b]:~b_~-,b_hbbb_bbbb~_bl~ 

Bit #1 Bit #32 
"fhe func~on of each axis status bit is shown below. 

Bit# 

1" 
2 
3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11- 

12" 

13-14 

15- 

18-32 

Functlen (:~ = Yes; S = No) 

Stall Detected: Funclons when sial deteclJon has been enabled (£~TMJ~). (Na ~r AT6400-AUX2) 
Ha~d ~ Hi1: Func~’.s when hard r~nits m stabled [u.~). 

Drive Fa~t: The ddv~ fault level must be set correc~ (~VL and Zz~’m~). (Drive Fault monilx~dng is 
not ava~le~e on I~e ATS400-AUX2.) 
Reserved (refer to ~ ~ command) 

User Fault Inpul: When an Input Is def~’~d as a us~" fa~ input (:mmc). and tha~ input becomes ~. 
Reserved 

Reserved 

Target Zone ~effiing T,~ut Pedod (set w~h ~-m ST;~XT command) IS exceeded 
Mmdmum Posi~n Error (set with lhe sz~P]~ command) is exceeded. 
RESERVED 
LDT Posifion Read Em0~, Can be caused by LDT not connected, mechanical faJlme of LDT, or r.z~3~ 

RESERVED 
¯ Ste~erpreduc~soriy - Servoprc.~.~on~ -- s2z0 o~y 

W~en ex~ar bit 5 [Commanded Kill or Stop) of the ~oR command is ¢rmbled 0~oR.5-1). a Stop 

( ! S) or a Kill { IK or <ct=rl>K] command will cause the controller to GOSUB or GOTO to the error 
program (ERRORIP). Within the error program the cause of the error will need to be determined. The 

trav~sfer error status {TEIt} command can be used to determine the cause of the error. If none of the 
error status bits are set, the cause o£ the error is a commanded kill or a commnnded stop. The 
reason for not settLng a hit on thts error condlt/on is that there is no way to clear the error conditlon 
upon leaving the error program. 
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¯ rES.r Test Motion 
Type Motion 
Syntax < ! >TEST 
Unite n/a 
Range nla 
Default n/a 
Response 

See Also A, MC, PSET, S, SSV, V 

The Test Motion (TEST) comilland LnJttatcs a 25000-step move 
CW on ax~s I, foll~red by a l-second t~ne delay, followed by a 
25000-st~p move CCW on axis I. This motion ~s repeated f~ 
all axes. The ve]o~ty is set to 25(X)0 steps/sec and the 
acceleraUon and deceleratlon are set to 250000 steps/eec2. 

Product Rev 

AT6400 
ATONE0 
615"I rfa 
6a~n 

WARNING 
This command o~en~les lhe end-of-travel 
limits (z,H and LS) sellJngs, ~herefore, l~is 

while the rnc~ ~ uncoup~d from ’If.~e loed. 

TEX Transfer Program Execution Status Product Rev 
Typ e Transfer AT64~0 1.0 
Syn tax .~ TEX ATEn50 1.0 
Units nls 615n 1.0 
Range n/a ~n 1.0 
Default n/a ~n 1.0 
Responee !TEX: *P~oG~ NOT EXECUTING (~Y/0 1.0 

See A Iso DEF 

The Transfer Program ExecuOon Status {TEX) command reports the status of any programs In progress. 

If the program PAUL was tn progress, and wlt.htn that program a loop was In progress, the response 
to ~TEXcouldlookl~ethefallowtn~ *PROGRAM=PAUL COMM~ND=LN LOOP COONT=I2 

"rFB Transfer Position of Selected Feedback Devices 

Type Transfer 
Syntax < ! ><@><a>TPa 
Units response is posi~on oI~ ~he selected feedback devices 
Range nla 
Default u/a 
Response TFB *Tl~3+e, ÷e, ÷~, ÷~ 

ITFB * ITFB+~ 
See Ales ( ~ ], ( ~s ] , [ ~ ], ( p~ ], ps~,.~, SCJU.~, SCUD, SF]S, 

TANI, TLDT, TPCE, TPCE, TPCL, TPE 

Product Rev 

AT6400 nha 
AT6nS0 1.0 
6~5n 1.0 
62~n rm 
(~5n 3.O 
627O 1.0 

Use the TFB command to return the current values of the feedback sources selected w~th the SFB 
command. If you do not change the default srs selecUon, the response w111L-~dlcate LDT posIUc~ for 
the 6270 and encoder posIUon for the AT6nSO, 615n, and 625n. 

If scaling ~s not enabled, the cncoder and LDT ~alues returned v~ll be encode.r, LDT, or ANI counts. 

If scaSng Is enabled (SCALE1), the enceder, LDT, and AN[ values will be scaled by the SCLD ~ralue. 

If you ~ssue a I~SET command, the feedback device poslU~n value will be offset by the PSET command 
~a]ue. 

Example 
> s~I~2,1 
> ~ 

Description 
Select ANI feedback on axis I and encoder feedback on axis 2 
Report ANI input #1’s voltage and encoder #2’s posilJon. 
Sample response is 

TGAIN 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Ranga 
Default 
Response 

See Aleo 

Transfer Servo Gains 

Transfer 
<@>< a>TGAIN 

nla 
nla 
TGAIN: "SGPI, 2,3,4 

*SGI. I, 
* SGV25.25,4~, 4~ 
"SGVFI~, I~, i¢~, i~ 
*SG~F~, ~,~, ~ 

SFB, SGAF, SGER~, SGI, SGP, SGV, 

ITGAIN: *ISGPI 
*ISGI.1 
*ISGV25 
¯ 1SG~TI@% 
* ISGAF{~ 

SGV~, TSGSET 

Product Rev 

AT6400 rfa 
1.0 
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This command allows you to display the current value of each of the control algorithm gains {SGp, 
s~, s~, s~, & S~). Each time an indiv~lual gain is entered, the current value is updated to be 
that value. When a grin set is enabled with the SGENB command, the current value of each gain is set 
to the values saved in that particular gain set 

NOTE 
Tuning gains are specific to the feedback source that was in use (selected with the last 

.~’~ com~n~.d~ a! the time the gains were e~tabli~hed with the respec~ve gain commands 
(sG~’, SGP, 

Example 
> SGPS, 5,1¢, 1¢ 
> SGI.1, . 1,¢,¢ 
> 
¯ SGVP5, 6,1~, 11 
¯ SGAI~, ~), @, @ 
¯ ~ 

D escr |pt io n 
Sets lhe gains for the propodional gain 
Sets ~he gains for the integral gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity gain 
Sets the gains for the velocity feedfonNard gain 
Sets the gains for the acceleration tsedforward gain 
Displays current values for all gains:     *SGP5,5,1¢, 1¢ 

*SGI.1, 

*SGVF5,6, 1¢, 11 

[ TIM ] 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Current Timer Value Product Roy 

Assig~Lmen~ or Comparison AT6400 1.0 See below AT6nS0 1.0 Milliseconds 61~ 1.0 tdax:Lmum �ol.m~ is 999,999,99~ (approx. 11 days, 13 hours) 6~n 1D nla ~ 1.O n/a ~ 1.0 
TIMINT, TIMST, TIMSTP, TTIM 

The Current Timer Value (~11~ command is used to assign the timer value to a variable, or to make a 
comparison against another value. 1~he value returned Is in mill!seconds. 

Syntax: v~tx=Ty~ whexe x is a numeric ~ariable number, 

or TIM (~n be~ed in an e~pres~on such as IF (TIM<24~) 
Example Description 
> VARI=TIM Timer value is assigned to vadable 1 
> rP(TIM<lCC¢) if timer value less than 1000 milliseconds, do the II, statement 
~I--~IM + 1� Timer va~Je plus 10 assigned to vadable 1 
~ End IF statement 

 I’[MINT Timer Value to Interrupt PC-AT Product Roy 
Type Timer AT6400 1D Syntax < ! >TIMINT<b>, <i> AT6nS0 10 Units i ", millisecon,-ls 

b’1~1 n/a Range b = ~ (reset: and s~.arr.) o~ 1 (st:op), i = ¯ - 999,999,999 
620n rPa Default ~. ¯ 625n rfa Respoltse TIM~I,~I’:    *TI~fZt~e, ~ 8270 

SeeAIso n~’m4, [ TZM 1, TZZ,LST, T~ST~’, TTIM 

The Timer Value to interrupt PC-AT (~J~ZZm] command sets the llmer va/ue upon which the 6000 
controller will interrupt the PC-AT. The time value at wldch the interrupt will occur is specified by 
the second field in the comm-nd. 

The TI~’NT comm-nd also determines If the timer is to be stopped when the value is reached, or if 
the timer is to be reset and started again, If the timer is to be stopped upon reaching the interrupt 
va/ue, a ene should be specified for the first field. If the tLmer is to be reset and restarted upon 

reaching the inter~pt value, a zero should be specified for the Rrst field. ]3y specifying a zero in the 
first field, an interrupt will occur repeatedly. 

NOTE: Before an interrwpt wll] occur, timer ~nterrupt bit #25 must be enabled with the ~w command. 

Example Description 
> I1~’~. 25-1 Set tJme~ interrupt bit 
> ’ritzy1,1���� Interrupt PC-AT once alter 10000 milliseconds, do not restart the timer 
> ~ Reset and start timer 
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TIMST start Timer Product Rsv 
Type Ti~er ATE400 1.0 Syntax < ! >TIMST<b> AT6nS0 1.O Units ,/a 615n 1.O Range b = ~ (reset: and st:art:) or 1 (sCa=~) ~ 1.O 
Default e 625n 1.0 Response TZ’HST: Z~o response, act;s ~s if TIMST1 ¢oz~za~d was issued ~ 

1.0 
See Also Ss~R, [ TIM ]. TIM~, TZHSTZP, TTDf 

The Start Thuer (TIMS~) command Ls used to start the t~mr. If [TZ’~’Z~) LS specked; the th-ner ~ be 
reset to zero and started. If (TIMST1) ts specified, the timer will be started without z~et. By 
spedfylng TIMSTI, the Umer can also be restarted after the Stop Timer (TZMSTZ>) command ha~ been 
issued. This command, ~n conJuncUon with the stop timer (TIMSTP| command, provides a timer that 
can be used to thne ~ntema] or external events. 

Use the fallowing table to det~mine the resoIXdon of the limer, and to detem~ine gle ~ ~ ~ a~ 
the TIMST a~d TI/(STP commands. 

Product Type Timer Resolution ~ _D~a~ y...for execuUng ~’Z~IT and ~’z)zS~z in combination" 

1 system upda~ pedod (see table in ssl:~ command description) 

° Be sure to factor this value into your ~nal tlme value. 

[fth¢ tLmer ts started and allowed to rolI over the maximum Umer count o~’999,999,999 ~J~lUiseconds 
(11 days, 13 hours, 46 
~-oze. at the ma.’dmum 

Exam pie Description 
¯ ~ Reset and start timer 
> G011¢~ Initiate motion on axes 1 and 2 
¯ T~P Stop timer 
¯ ’m.~ Transfer time required for move 

TIMSTP Stop 
Type Timer 
Syntax < ! >TIMSTP 
Units 
Range       n/a 
Default n/a 
Response 
Se~ Also SSFR. [ 

Timer Product Rev 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nS0 1.0 
$15n 1.0 
620n 1.0 
~ 1.0 
8270 1.O 

The Stop Timer (TZIC.q~P) command stops the th-ner. Thls commarld izz conjunction wlth the start 
timer (TIMST) command, provldes a tbne~" that can be used to time internal or external events. 

NOTE 

Product Type T’wner Resolution 

Example 
> TIMST~ 
¯ GOII~ 
¯ TIMSTP 
> ~’~ 

Delay for e~ecuting ~z~s.: and ~ in ~ombinalton" 
4-6ms 
(see table in ss~ command descri~on) 

" Be s~re to factor 1his value into your |hal ~me vaJue~ 

Description 
Reset and start timer 
Initiate mol~on on axes 1 and 2 
Stop timer 
Transfer lime required for move 

TIN 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Transfer Input Status 
Transfer 

L = p~ogra~able in~u~ number 
Product: dependent: 

TIN: "TI~1111_@@~_1111_~Q_I 11 l_~e_1111 
TIN.~: el (s~a~us of ~n~u~ number 4) 
i ~N ], INFNC, INLVL, TINO0 TLIM 

Product Rev 

AT6~O 1.0 
AT6nSO 1.O 
61S"~ 1.O 
~20n 1.0 
625n 1.O 
(~270 1.0 
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The Transfer Input Status (TIN) c~11:u1~a!Id retur/ts the current status (active or inactive| of the 
~ble inputs. The input is acth~ when it i~ grotmded. The actlve level (active high or 
active low) for the inputs is established with the II~,V~ command. 
flowLng and no voltage 
flowing and a voltage may be present at the input traudnal. If the active level Ls set to active low 
(:I~TI,V~ -default), the TIN response indicates active with a one (1) and ~active w~th a zero (�). If the 
acUve level is set to active high (~NLVL1). the TL’~; response indicates active with a zero (¢) and 
inactlve with a one 

The general purpose programmable inputs are returned first, followed by the trigger inputs. Input 
bit assignments vary by product (see Inputs and Outputs topic in the Progranunb~j Guide secUon 
at the beginnlng ofttds docum~t). The Inputs are numbered 1 to n (n depends on the product) fi’om 
left to rlght. 

If a speclflc input is required, the bit number can be placed aJ1er the TIN conunand. For e.x~mple, 

TIl~. 5 would return bit 5, whlch corresponds to input 5. 

TINO Transfer Other Input Status P,odu©t Rev 
Type Transfer AT~0 1/) Syntax < ! >TINO<. ±> AT6nS0 Unils i = n~er o~ inpu~ (se~ ~elov) ~ Rsnge i - 8 ~ Default n/~ ~ 1.0 

T~O.4:    *i (s~a~us o~ ~uc n~er 4) 
See Also    [ ~O ], JOY, T~ 

The Transfer Other Input Status (T~NO) commarld retllrns the status o~" all of the ~ll3tlis not covered 
l~ the TLIM or TIN commands. These 8 add~tlor~J inputs may be used for status feedback. 

TII~ response: 

Bit #1 Bit #8 

Bit 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Func~on * 

Joystk:k Connector Rn 19 
Jo~ Connector Pin 18 
Joy.ok Ccnnect~r Pin 15 
,Joystic~ Cc~.mctor F,~n ~6 

P-CUT terminal on AUX connector 

AUX Connector #6 

For ~e AT6400-AUX2, a~ bits o~er U~an bit ~ are not functional and will a~rays be zero (e). 

TINT Transfer Interrupt Status Product Rev 
Type Transfer 
Syntax < .’ >TI~;T<. £> AT6400 1.0 

AT6nS0 1.0 Units i : hardware interrupt s~a~us bit number 615n rv’a Range 1 - 32 620n n~a Default n/a 625n rfa 
TINT.4:    "1 (s~anus of ~n~errup~ number 4| 

See Also INTCLR, INTHW, INTSW 

T1~e Transfer interrupt Status (T11~) command returns the status of the hardware interrupt 
conditions. As soon as the interrupt status is read (T:[~), the interrupts are cleared. If only one 
interrupt is to be trans,’erred and cleared, use the bit select (.) and the corresponding bit number. 
For example, to transfer and clear Interrupt bit number 13, type in Tzlfr. 13. 

Bit # 1 Bit #32 
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Bit # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Function Bit 
Software interrupt #1 (,See z~s~) 17 

Software Intern~t #10 
Software Inter~t #11 
Software Imenupt #12 
Soltwam lntern~pt #13 
Software Inte~upt #14 3D 
Software Intern~pt #15 31 
Soltware Intenupt #16 

Function 
Command Buffer 

on any Axis 
Reserved 
Reserved 

~ (.s~eppers) or Position enor 
er (TIMINT~ 

.Coupe. r (cz~zz~) - steppers only 

Mo’don C.,on~ete on Ax~s 

Mo’don C_x:rn~ete on Ax~ 3 (AT8400 
uo.~ ~ o~ Ax~ 4 (ATe400 ~, ATS4S0) 

TLABEL Transfer Labels Product Rev 
Type Trans fer AT6400 1,0 ¯ Syntax < : 
U nits n/a 61~ 1.0 Range 
Default 
Response TL~: 
See Also S 

~� ~Sf~ ~b~s (~£~) co~d reds ~� ~ o~ ~e ]ab~ d¢~ ~ ~e S ~d. 

~e ~nse to a T~ co~ ff ~e ~s call ~d op~ ~ d~ed ~ a ~ n~ 
proffl ~ ~ foH~ 

*OP~ 

TLDT Transfer Position of LDT P,oduct Re~ 
Type Transfer AT6400 Syntax < ! ><a>TLDT ATSr~0 Unlts Repo~ecl value is L~ �o~s or scaled (S~) 
Range nla 

Response ~ *T~+~, +~ 
ITLDT *IT~T+~ 

See Also [ AS ], [ ~ ], ~oR, [ L~ ], ~S~, S~E, sc~, S~, 
TAS, T~, T~ 

Use the TLDT command to transfer the current LDT (]Lnem- d~splacem~nt transducer) posIUon. 

If scaling ~s not enabled (SC~E¢), the value will represent actual LDT counts. If scaling is enabled 
(scJ~Z), the ~alue will be scaled by the distance scalLn8 factor (SCLD}. 

If yOU issue a PSE~ coxnmand, the LDT position value will be offset by the PSET command value. 

An LDT posIUon read error can be caused by a bad LDT cormectlon, an LDT failure, or an LDrOP9 
command value being too small If th~s error occurs, axis status bit #27 [reported wlth the T,a~q ~ 
commands) w111 be set In addIU~, if ~OR bit # 15 ts enabled (~lloz. 15-1), error status bit # 15 
(reported with the ~ and zz comm-nds} will also be set.               "      " 

Example Description 
> 2TLOV Report the position of the LDT for axis #2. Example response: "2TLUr÷5 .¢71 

TLIM Transfer Limits Product Rev 
Type Transfer AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! ><a>TLI~<. ~.> AT6nS0 1~) Units 
Range ~r~uc~ de~end~ 
Default n/a 
Response TL~:     *~IMIIQ_~I I_~I_IQ~ 

TLIM.~:    ~ (s~acus o£ ~ l~i~ ~n~t on ~is 2} 
See Also HOM, H0~, ~, [ L~ ], T~. T~, T~O, TOUT 
The Transfer L1ndts (Tr.n~J command returns the current hardware state of the Limit inputs on all 
axes. There are 3 llmit Inputs per axis. To determine ff an end-of-travel llmit has been hit. refer to 

the ~s command response, bits 15 through 18. 

Bit #1 Bit #12 
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Bit 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

12 

Function 

Axis I - CWUm~ 
Av~s 1 - CCW Umit 
A~$1 - Home Limit 
~xts 2 - CW Um~t 
Axis 2 - CCW Unit 
Axis 2 - Home Um~t 
Axis 3 - CW limit (AT6400 and AT6450) 
Ax~ 3- CCW L~t (AT6~00 and ATS4S0) 
.A~.’s 3- Home Limit (AT6400 and _AT64,50) 
~JUS 4 - CW Urnit (AT6400 and AT64,50) 
~ 4 - CCW Limit (AT6400 and AT6450) 
Ax~s 4 - Home Limit (AT6400 and AT6450) 

TMEM Transfer Memory Usage Prod.ct Ray 
Typ e Txans f er AT6400 1.0 Syn tax < ! >TM~m AT6nS0 1.0 Unite n/a 61~n Range n/a 62Cn 1.0 Default n/a 62Gn 1.0 Response TMEM: "33~ OF 33~ BYTES (I¢~%) PROGRAM MEMORY REMAINING 6L~70 1.0 *SQ~ OF 5~ SEGMENTS (100%} COMPILED MEMORY REMAINING 
See Also DEF, MEMORY, PCOMP, TDIR 
The Transfer Memory Usage (THe:M) command returns the amount or" avaLlable memory for user program 
storage and for storL~g contouring path segments. A path s~ment is one element of the path (e.g., 
PLIN3777, 3777). The az~ount o~ memory avaSable can be mod~ed v~th the MEMORY command. As 
progr-m~ are det~ed (DEe’) and paths are comptled (PC0MI~), the amount ofmemmy avaJlable decreases. 

NOTE                                  I 
The amount of memonj available for user program storage vade$ by producL 

T Transfer Output Status Produ~ Ray 
T yp ¯ Trans f er AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! >TO~rT<. i> AT6n50 1.0 Unite i - number of a s~£~ic profile ou~ 61~ 1.0 Range ~roduc~ dep~n~ ~ 1.0 ~efault n/a 

~ 1~ Responsa TOUT:     *TO~I 11 I_¢¢�~_i 11 I_~¢~_1111_¢��¢ ~ 1~ TO~.4:    "I (s~a~ of ou~u~ #4} 
~ Also     O~, O~C, 0~, T~, T~O 
The Tmrmfer Output Status (TOUT} command returns the current status {active or inactive] of the 
programmable outputs. The output Is actWe when it is grounded. The acl~ve level (actlve l~gh or 
acttv’e low) for the outputs Is established with the 01n’LVL command. "H~gh" means that current/m 
flowlng and no voltage Is present at the output terminal; conversely, "low" means that no current is 
flowJng and a voltage may be present at the output t~minal. If the active level Is set to active low 
(OUTLVL¢ - default), the TOOT response ~ndlcates acUve wlth a one (1} and In~ wlth a zero {�]. If 
the acUve level Ls se~ to active high (0~LVL1), the T~N response ~ndicates active with a zero (~) and 
inactlve w]th a one (1). 

The generaJ-purpose programmable outputs are returned first, followed by the auxillary outputs. 
Output b/t assignments vary by product (see Inputs and Oulputs top~e In the ProgroJnndng Guile 
section at the begtnning of this document). The outputs arc numbered I to n (n depends on the 
product) from left to right 

If a spec~c output is required, the bit number can be placed alter the ~ comrn~rld. For example, 
T~t~. 5 would return blt 5, which corresponds to output 5. 

:rPC ’ 
Type 
Syntax 
IJnite 

Default 
lies ponse 

Also 

Transfer Position Commanded 

Transfer AT6400 < : ><8><a>TPC ATenS0 1.0 Reporte~1 value represents distance unius (scalable) 61~h 1.0 Range of the reported value is -%2,147,483.~48 
n/a ~ 1.0 TPC: *TPC~, +~ ~J 1.0 ITPC: * ITPC÷~ 
ERES. [ PC ]. [ PCC ], PSET. SCALE. SCLD. SMPER. TAS. TFE. TPCC. TPER 

Product 
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This command allows you to display the current communded postrlon of each ax~s. The reported 
value is measured in encoder, LDT, or ANI steps and ts scaled by the distance scaling fac[or 
(SCLD) ff scaling is enabled with the SCALE1 command. 

The current commanded position is determined by the sezvo controllers move profile routine. 
The commanded posIUon profile is the command to the servo system that the motor must follow. 
The actua/posit~on, alL, played with the TPB command. ~s the poslt~on read by the feedback 
device. 

If you issue a PSET command, the commanded posiUon value will be offset by the PS~T command 
vaIueo 

The commanded posttlon (TPC) and the actual position (TFB) are used in the control algorJthrn 
to calculate the postt~on error [TPC - TFB = TPER) and thereby determine the correcdve control 

Response for T~C:     "Tl~r. r 
Response for ITPC: *ITPCr 

where r is the position value for scaled value) 
where r is the position value 

Example 

> TPC 

> TFB 

> TPER 

Description 
Displays the curror~ commanded pos)tion for each axis: 
*TPC4~, 4~, 4~, 4(~ (se~rds d~splayed in steps) 

0isplays the curra.t actual pos~tk)n for each axis: 
*TFB4~4,4~S, 4~4,4~3 (~tuaJ pos~ons displayed in 
Displays current position error of each axiS: 
*TPSR-~, -5, -4, -3 (error displayed in steps) 

TPCA Transfer Value of Captured ANI Input Product Ray 
Type Transfer 
Syntex < t ><a>TPCAc ATEn.q0-ANI    1~) 
Units c = le~er of ~ri~er in~ 61~1 Range n/a 
Default n/a ~1 

See Also [ ~I ], IN~, [ ~ ], PSET, SC~E, s~. s~, [ ss l, 
SSFR, T~I, T~, TSS 

The Transfer Position of Captured ANI (TZ:’C~ command displays the cun-cnt captured ANI value 
(volts). After dlsplaylng the captured ANI value, the respecUve posIU(m capture status bit (reported 
w~h the TSS or SS commavxis) Is cleared, but the position informaUon remains in the reglst~r until 
it is overwritten by a subsequent position capture from the trigger Input. 

If scaling is enabMd {SCALE1), the value is s~=]ed with the SCLD value. 

The AN] input value can be captured only by a trigger Lnput signal (trlgg~r A, B, C or D). The 

appropriate trlgger inputs must be defined as trigger~’~upt inputs with the Im~Ci-H command. 
where i can be 25.26. 27 or 28, repr~andng trigger inputs A, B, C orD, v~specdvedy. Once de3ned, an 
active signal on the specked t~gger input wl]l capture the AN] values on all axes. The AN] 
h’,forumtion is stored in registers and is available at the next l-ms update through the use of the 
PCA and TPCA co, re.ands. 

Position Capture Accuracy 
If ANI feedback is selected w~th the SFB command, the captured ANI value is interpolated from the 
sampled ANI input va~ue and rate of chan~p) of the ANi input va~ue, and the time elapsed since lhe last 
~ample. The posit~on sample rate is determMed Ira/the SSFR and INDAX commands (system update rate). 
The accuracy of the position capture is fS0~s x velocity. 

If ANI fee~ack is NOT selected with the SFB command, the last sampled ANI value is simply stored as the 
captured ANI value. The accuracy is one system update pedod (determined by ssz’R and ZNDAX). 

If you issue a PSET (establish absolute position refenmce) command, any previously captured ANI 
input values w111 be offset by the value specified in the ~SET c(munamL 

Rasponse for T~ZA~ *TI~:AAr, r, r,r where r ~s ANI counts (or SCLD scaled value) 
Response for ITPC.A~ *ITPCA~ where r L~ AN] counts (or SCLD scaled value) 
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TPCC Transfer Captured Commanded Position Product Ray 
Type Transfer A’I"~I~O I’~ 
Syn tax < .’ ><a>TPCCc AT6nSO 1/) 
Units c = let:tar o£ ~[gge~ iapuC ~ 1~ 
Range n/a ~ ~ 
Default n/a ~ ~ 

ITPC~:    * ITPCCA+~ 
See Also I~, [ P~ ], [ PC ], [ P~ ], PSET, S~E, S~D, S~, 

[ SS ], T~, TPC, TSS 

The Transfer Captured Commanded Position {TPCC) command displays the mn’re~t captured 
commanded posltlon. After displaying the captured position, the respectlve position capture status 

bit {reported with the TSS or SS commands) is cleared, but the position information remains in the 
register un~ll it is overwritten by a subsequent position capture from the txigger input. 

If scaling is enabled (SCALEI), thc commanded position is scaled by the distance scaling factar 
(SOLD). If scallng is NOT enabled (sc~J.~), the value assigned will be actual commanded c~unts. 

The commanded position can be captured only by a ~igger input signal (trlgg~r A, B, C or D). The 

appropriate trigger inputs must be defined as trigger interrupt inputs with the I17FNCi-H command. 
Where i can be 25.26, 27 or, 28. representing trtgger inputs A. B. C or D. respect~ely. Once defined, an 
active signal on the specified t~gger input will interpolate the current commanded position for all 
axes. The captured position is interpolated fi-om the last sampled position (of the feedback device 

selected with the SFB command), the last sampled poslUon error, and the time elapsed since the last 

sample. The position sample rate is determined by the SS~R and I~ commands (system update 
r~e]. The accuracy of the position capture is ±50tls x velociW. 

If you issue a PSET (establish absolute position reference) command, any previously captured 
commanded positions will be offset by the PSET command value. 

Response for TI~C~ *TPCC.~r, r o r,r where r is commanded counts (or scaled value) 

Response for ITI~ "lTl~.r       where r is commanded counts (or scaled value} 

’YPCE 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

Sen AIse 

Transfer Position of Captured Encodar Product Ray 
Transfer AT6400-AUX1 2.0 
< ! ><a>TPCEc AT6400-AUX2 ~ 
n/a AT6rSO 1.0 
n / a 61Sl 1.0 
n/a ~0~ 2.0 
TPCEA :     *TPCEA÷~, +~, ÷~, ÷~ ~ 1/) 
ITPCEA:    * ITPCEA+~ ~ 1.0 
INFNC. [PCE ], [ P(~ ], PSET, SCALE, SCLD, SFB, SSFR, TPCM, TPE 

The Transfer Position of Captured Encoder (TI~E) c0mm-nd displays the cm’rent captured enceder 
position, from the time of the last trigger interrupt. After displaying the captured encoder position. 
the respective position capture status bit [reported with the TSS or ss commands) is cleared, but the 
posiUon LnformaUon remains in the register until it is overwritten by a subsequent position 
capture from the trigger input. 

The encoder posiUon can be captured only by a ~-~gger input signal (trigger A. B, C or D). The 
appropriate trigger inputs must be defined as trigger interrupt inputs with the INFNCi-H command, 

Where i can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, representing trigger inputs A, B, C or D. respectively.. 

Ste_u_~ers: Once defined, an active trigger input signal from any defined trl~er wttl latch the current 

encoder positions from all axes and store them in their respective capturedencoder arrays. 
Although the latching may be delayed up to 50 ~s from the time the trigger becomes active, all 
encoder positions are captured within a few microseconds of each other. 

If the encoder step mode (~ci) and scaling (SCALE) are enabled, the value returned is scaled by 

the distance s~r~g factor (SCLD]. If the encoder step mode or scaling are not enabled, the 
value returned is actual encoder counr~. 

Servos; An active trigger input signal from any defined trigger will capture the current encoder 

positions from all axes. If encoder feedback is Selected with the last SFB command, the captured 
position is interpolated from the last sampled encoder position and velocity, and the time 

elapsed since the last sample. The position sample rate is det~,-mined by the SSFR and INfix 
commands (system upd,t_e rate). The accuracy of the position capture is +50~ x velocity. If 

encoder feedback is not selected with the SFB command, the last sampled position is simply 
stored as the captured position, and the accuracy is one system update p~riod (determined by 

the SSFR and ~ cmlnnands). 

Regardless of the SFB selection, one encoder position is latched in hardware within +I encoder 
count (at max. encoder frequency) when its dedicated trigger input is activated {see table below). 
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ENCODER 1 TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A TRG-A 
ENCODER 2 TRG-B TRG-B TRG-B n/a TRG-B 
ENCODER 3 TRG-C r~ TRG-C n/a r~ 
ENCODER 4 TRG-D Ha n/a n/a rVa " 

If scaling is enabled (scA~z), the value returned ~s scaled by the distance scaILng factor 

(SCLD). I~ scaling is not enabled, thc value retumed is actual encoder counts. A’r6250 
and 625n; ENCODER $ is never scaled. 

NOTE: Ifyou Issue a PSET (establish absolute postUon) command, any previously captured encoder 
positions will be offset by the PSET command value. 

Response for ~ *TI~:, r,r, r where r is the encoder count (or scaled value) 

Response for ZT~ *l~-A~       where r is the encoder count [or scaled value) 

:I’PCL ’ Transfer Position of Captured LDT 
Type Transfer 
Syntax < ! ><a>T~CLc 
Units � = le~e~ o£ trigger ~-~ou~ 
Range 
Default n/a 
Response TPCr~: 

ITPC~ ~    * ITPC~+~ 
See Also ~C, [ 

SSFR, TFB, ~, TSS 

Product    Rev 

AT6400 n~ 
AT6nS0 rfa 
61Sn da 
620n n~a 
625n nta 
627O !~0 

The Transfer Positlon of Captured LDT (TPCL) corer,rand displays the era-rent captured LDT 
position. After d~splayLng the captu~d LDT position, the respcctlve poslt~on capture status bit 
(reported with the TSS or SS commands) is cleared, but the position information rcmaJns in the 
regLster unU] it is overwritten by a subsequent position capture ~rom the trigger input 

If scaling Is enabled (scJu~Z), the position reported is scaled by the distance scallng factor (SCLD). If 

scal~g Ls not enabled (SCALE�), the position reported w~l be actual LDT counts. 

The LDT position can be captured only by a trigger input signal (trigger A or B). The appropriate 
trlgger inputs must bc de.J~med as tn~er ~nterrupt inputs v;ith the INFI~i-H command, where i can be 

25 or 26, representing trigger Lnputs A or B, respectively. Once defined, an acUve signal o~ the 
specLfied trigger input will interpolate the current LDT posi~lon f~om both axes. 

Position Capture Accuracy 
If LDT feedback is selected with the S~=~ command, the captured LDT value is interpolated from the last 
sampled LDT position and velocity, and the time elapsed since the last sample. The position sample rate 
determined by the ss~R and z~ commands (system update rate). The accuracy of the pos’dion capture 
is d:50ps x velocity. 
If LDT feedback is NOT selected with the SFB command, the last sampled LDT position is simply stored as 
the captured LDT position. The accuracy is one system update pedod (determined by SSFR and 

If you Lssue a PSET [establish absolute pos~tlon) command, any previously captured LDT position 
values v-HI be offset by the PS~T command value. 

Response for TPCLA: *TPCLAr, r where r iS LDT countS (or scaled value) 
Response for 1TPCL~ * 1T~CLAr where r is LDT counts (or scaled value) ’ 

TP C M Transfer Position of Captured Motor Product 
Type Transfer AT6400 
Syn tax ~ ! ><a>TPCMc AT6n60 Units n/a 615n 
Range nla ~ 
Default n/a 

~ Response TPCMA: *TPCHA+g, +~, +~, +~ ~ 1TPCMA: *ITPCMA÷O 
See Also IZ~NC, [ PCE ], [ PCM ], PSET0 SCALE, SCLD, [ SS ], TPCE, 

TPE, TSS 

Rev 

ZO 

The Transfer Pos~Uon of Captured Motor (TPCM) command returns the current captured motor 
position, ~rom the me of the last trlgger interrupt. Ailer display~g the captured motor position. 
the respective position capture status bit {reported with the TSS or SS CO~LrP.a~ds) is cleaI~l, but th~ 
position information remains in the register until ~t is overwrltten by a subsequent position 
capture from the trigger input. 
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The motor poslt/on can be captured only by a tr~ggor Lnput stgnal {trtgge~ A. B, C or D). The 
appropr/ate trigger inputs must be defined as t~gger interrupt inputs with the ZNFNCI-H command, 
where i can be 25, 26, 27 or 28, represent~g tr~ger ~nputs A B, C or D, r~w~h~y. Once d~Sned, 
an active trigger/nput s/gna] from any defined txlgger will latch the ~t motor posiUorm from all 
axes and store them in their respective captured motor anay~. Although the latching may be 
delayed slightly ~om the time the trigger becomes active (up to 50 ~s}, all motor (and encoder] 
pos/~Ions are captured wlthin a few microseconds of each other. 

NOTE: Ifyou issue a PSET (establfsh absolute position) command, any previously captured motor 
posltions ~ be offset by the value specified in the PS~’T command. 

If scalLng (SCALE) Is enabled, the value returned/s scaled by the distance scal/ng factor (SCLD}. 

Response for TPCM~ *T~:Z~r, r, r, r where r is the motor count 
Response for 1TPCMA: *ITPCMAr where r is the motor count 

 ’PE ...... Transfer Position of Encoder Produ¢!    Rev 
Type Transfer AT6400-AUX 1 1.0 
Syn tax < ! ><a>TPE AT6400-AUX2 
U n it a n/a AT6t~O 1,0 
Range n/a 61Sn 1.0 
Default n/a 820n 1.0 
Response TPE: *TPE+¢, ÷0, +Q, ÷O ~ 1.0 

1TP~. : * 1TPE+~ ~ 1.0 
See Also CNTE, [ FB ], [ PE ], PSET, SCALE, SCLD, SFB, SSFR, TCNT, TFB 

The Transfer Pos/Uon ofEncoder (TPE) command returns the current encoder poslt/on. 

~ The value reported is scaled by the distance scallng factor (SCLD), if encoder step mode 
(ENCl) and scaling (SCALE} are enabled. If scaling or encoder step mode are not enabled, the 
value returned is encoder counts. If the encoder channel has been defined as a count~- input 
(CNTE), then the TPE command will report a reading of zero for that speci~c encoder channel. 

Servos: If scaling is enabled {SCAL~I), the value ,returned IS scaled by the distance scatlng factor 
(SCLD). If scaling IS disabled (SCALE�), the report~l value is the actual position read by the 
encoder, measured in encoder steps. AT6250 and 625ru ENCOOER 3 Is never scaled. 

]fyou issue a PSET co~nm-r~d, the encoder position value will be offset by the PSET comm-nd value. 

Response for TP~    *TPEr, r, r, r where r is the encoder counts (or the scaled value) 
Response for ITPE *ITPEr where r is the ¢ncoder counts (or the scaled value) 

TPER 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

See Also 

Transfer Position Error Product    Rev 
Transfers AT640O.AUX1 
< ! ><a>TPER AT6400-AUX2 Reported value represents distance units (~calable) A’~50 Range of the reported value is ~2,147,483,~48 ~ ~.0 

The "[Yarmfer Position Exror (TFER) command allows you to d/splay the current position error of 
each axis. The error is displayed in feedback device counts and/s scaled by the distance scal/ng 

factor (SCLD), ~f se-l~ng is enabled with the Sc.A~I command. 

Ste_opers: This com~-nd returns the current pos/Uon error, and can be used on_h, when the 

encoder mode (ENCl) is enabled. 

Servos: The position error is the d/florence between the commanded posiUon and the actual 

poslUon read by the feedback device {TPER = TI~ - TFB). This error is calculated every sample 
period and can be displayed at any time using this comm-nd. 

Response for TR~ *TPERr, r, r. r where r is the error in feedback device counts (or scaled value) 
Response for 1T~ *l’,-y~ where r is the error in feedback dev/ce counts (or scaled value) 

Example Description 
> ~ Displays the current commanded posi~on for each axla: 

*~4~, 4~, 4~, 4~ (setpsints displayed in steps) 
> ~ Displays the current actu~ pos~on for each ax~s: 

*~r~,;~, ~5, ~, 4~3 (actuaJ posi~ons 6~played in steps) 
> TI~:R Displays current pos~on e~Tor o~ each ax~s: 

*~E~-4, -5,-4o -3 (e~ d’ml~aYed in steps) 
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M Transfer Position of Motor Product Rev 
Type Transfer AT6400 1.0 
Syntax <,><a>TPM AT6n50 r~ 
Units n/a 615n ~ 
Range n/a ~ 1.0 
Default n/a ~ ~ 
Response T~H: *TPM+e, +~. +~, .~ ~ ~ 

1TPM : * 1TPM+~ 

See Also [ PM ], PSi, S~, SC~ 
The Transfer Postt~on of Motor (TPM) command returns the current absolute motor pos~t~on for all 
axes. The value returned ~s scaled by the d~stance scaling factor (SCLD). ffscaling (SCALE) ~s 
enabled. If scaling is not enabled, the value returned is motor steps. If ~n encoder mode (ENCl}, th~n 
TPM will report back a pos~t~on of zero for the axes that are in encoder mode (you do not lose the 
absolute reference). 

If yOU iSSUe a PSET corflinalld, the motor posIUon value will be offset by the PSST command value. 

Response for TI~    *TPMr, r, r, r where r iS the d~sta~ value 

Response for ITR~ *ITR~r where r is the d~stanc~ value 

T P RO G Transfer Program Product Rev 
T yp ¯ Trans ~ er AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! >TPROG<t> ATSn50 1.0 
Units ~; = ~ex~: (name of program) 615n 1.0 
Range Tex~ name o£ 6 characters or less (~0n 1.0 
Default "n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 
See Also DEP, TDZ~, TMEM 

The Transfer Program (TPROG) coDlllla~d uploads the program specified. If there is no such 
program, then the error message "INVALID DATA will be generated. To see wl~ch programs have 
been created, use the TDIR CO111~. 

TRACE Program Trace Mode Enable 
Type Program Debug Tool 
Syntax < ~ >TRACE<b> 
Units n/a 
Range b = ¯ (disable), i (enable) or X (don’t care) 
Defeult ~ 
Response T~ACE: *TRACEe 
See Also #, [ SS ], STEP, TRANS, TSS 

Product Rev 

AT6400 1:0 
AT6nS0 1:0 
¯ lSn 1.0 
6~0n 1.0 
6~5n 1:0 
6270 1.0 

The Program Trace Mode Enable (TRACE} coID.w, alld eD.ab]es program trace mode. When m program 
trace mode, all commands executed are placed in the bus-based product’s output data buffer, or 
transferred out the RS-232 port for stand-alone products, along with the program from which the 
c~n-n’n and came. 

Example 

> DEF pick 

- GOl1~ 
- IZ’(VARI:5) 
- GOTOpickl 
- ELSE 

- NIl: 

- SpickZ 
- G0~11 
- BREAK 
- $~ick2 
- GOI~I 

> TRACE1 

> 
> EAT13, i~, Q 
> RUN pick 

Description 
8e~n dsfinilion of program named pick 
Initiate motion on axes I and 2 
If variable 1 = 5 then do commands between ZF and NIF 
Goto label pick1 
Else part of ZF command 
Goto lab~ pic~2 
End :~ command 
Lab~ dedara~on for ~ic~l 
In~ate mot~n on axes 3 and 4 
Break out of current subrou~ne or program 
Label dsc~ar’~on for 
In~ate motion on axes 1 and 4 
End program defin~on 
Enabk~ ~ace mode. 
Set va~ab~ 1 to 5 
D~sa~e a, I~n,s 
Set End-of-TransmL~s~on characters to a can~age return and a line feed 
In~ate program pick 
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After executing RUN pick, the following information will be placed in the output buffer, due to the 
trace mode being enabled. {Assume variable I = 5) 

* PPJ:x;1~=PICK CC~=IF (VARI=5. ¢) 
*PROGRAM=PICK ~ PICK]. 
*PROGRAM=PICK CCt4MAt~D= SPICKI 
*PROGRAM=PICK ~iI 
"P~DGRAM=PICK CC~Y~BREAK 

TRANS Translation Mode Enable Product Rev 
Type Program Debug Tool AT~00 1.0 
Syntax < ! >TRANS<b> AT6rS0 1.0 
Units n/a 61S1 1.0 Range b = @ (dlsab:le), 1 (enable) or X (don’~ care) 6~0ri 1.0 
Default ~ (~Sn 1.0 
Response TRANS : *TRANS~ (~270 1.0 
See Also #. { ss ], sT~P,. TSS 

The Translation Mode Enable {TPJ~S) command enables the program translation mode, m whlch all 
commands processed by the 6000 Series product are echoed back in their bixmry format (hex 
representation of the bfnary ~qulvalent|, and are not executed. The first byte (first two characters} 
of the response represents the command’s memory requirement. The remaining bytes represent 
the actual command. 

Example 

> 

¯ GOII~ 

Des¢ri ption 
Enable translation mode 
Translate acceleration command A1�, 2¢, 1,1 ~ response displayed is: 
13 ¢i ~ ~ ¢i 86 A~ (~ ¢3 CD 4¢ ~ ~ 27 1¢ ~ ~ 27 i¢. 
NOt8 that 13 heX repl~Sellis a comrnand memory requirement of 19 bytes. 
Tmnsiste initiate motion command G011¢¢-- response displayed is 

NO~ that ¢7 he)( rapR~sent8 a command memory requirement of 7 bytes. 
Translate ini.ate mot~n command GO~11 -- response displayed is 

~ote that ¢7 hex represer~s a commend rlle~1o~j requirement of 7 bytes. 

TREV Transfer Revision Level Produ©t Ray 
T Ype Trans £e~ AT~K~0 1~ Syntax <, >TRZV ATen50 1~) Units nla ~ 19 Range n/a ~ 1~ Default n/a ~ 1~ Response TRY: *~92-¢12163-@1-1.� (~e~nse varies ~ produc~) ~ 1.0 
See Also (~one) 

The Transfer Revlsiau LeveJ (TRE~ command provides the current revision of the operating system 
soltwar~ It also reports any options, such as contouring, that have been Install~d. Options can be 
ordered through your local Arc or distributor. 

TSGSET    Transfer Serve Gain Set Prod.ot    Ray 
T yp ¯ Transfer AT84~0 Syntax < ! >TSGSET<i> ATe=0 1.0 Urtlt$ i = gain set identification number (see SGSET command) 61~n 1.0 Range I - 5 ’ 62~n rVa 
Default n/a ~ 1.0 Response (see examples below) 

6Lr/0 1.0 
SeeAlso SFB, SGAF, SGENB, SGI, SGP, S(~SET, SGV, SGVF, TGAIN 

This command allows you to display any of the 5 gain sets that you saved with the ~G~ET command. 
Up to 5 gain sets can be saved. 

NOTE 
The tuning gains in a given gain set are specific to the feedback source that was in use 
(selected with the last s1:3 command) at the time the gains were established with the 
respective gain commands (SGT, SGP, etc.). 
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Example 
> SGP5, 5,1~, 1~ 
> SGI.1, .1,@,W 
> 
¯ SG~F5,6,1~, 11 
> ~,%,~,~ 

> ~P75,75,4~, 
> ~I5, 5,5,7 
> ~,.45,2,2 
> ~, 8,~,9 
> ~18,2¢,22,24 
> ~1 
> ~I,3,3, ~ 
> 

¯ TSGSET3 

Description 
Sets the gain for the proporfion~ 
Sets the gain for the integral gain 
Sets the gain for the velocity gain 
Sets the gain for the velocity feedforward gain 
Sets the gain for the acceleration feedforward gain 
Assigns the sGP, SGZ, SG’V, SGW’, & SG~ gains to servo gain set 3 
Sets the gain for the proportional gain 
Sets the gain for the integral gain 
Sets the gain for the velocity gain 
Sets the gain for the velocity feedforward gain 
Sets the gain for the acceleration feedforward gain 
Asaigns the SGP, SGI, SG~, SG~, ,~ SG~ gains to servo gain set 1 
Enables gain set 1 on axis 1 & 4 and enables gain set 3 on axis 2 & 3 
Displays gain set 1: *SGP75, 75, 4¢, 4~ 

*SGI5, 5,5, 7 
*SGVI, .45,2,2 
*SG’v~, 8,~, 9 
*SGA~18,2~, 22,24 

Displays gain set 3: *SGPS, 5,1~>, 
*SGI. i, .I,~,¢ 
*SG~’5~, 6¢, 
*SGVF5,6, I~, 11 

TSS 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 

Se~ Also 

Transfer System Status Prod-ct 
Transfer AT6400 2.0 
< : >TSS<. i> AT6nS0 
i = sys~:em st:a~.us bit: n~uaber 615n 1.0 
1 - 32 ~ 
n / a 625n 
TSS : *TS $1¢~0_1~¢~_~�_~�_~_¢~¢~_¢¢~_¢e~ 6270 1.0 
TSS.I: *1 (s~a~us of s~a~ bi~ #l-~s~ ~s 
{ SS ], T~, T~, TSTAT 

The Transfer System Status [TSS) cornr~nd provides information on the 32 system status bits, 

Response for ~ (b can equal ~, 2, X, or x): *~S~_b~_~_~__hh~_h_b1~b_bb1~_~ . 

B~t # 1 Bit #32 

Rev 

BIT (Left to Right) 

~3 
"~4 

5 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

Function (X = yes, ¯: no) BIT (Left to Right) 
System P~a~ rr 
Resewed 18 
ExecuZing a Program ~9 
Immediate Co~m~d (set if last 20 
command was immediate) 

In ASCII Mode 21 
In Echo Mcx~ 22 
(mnd-aJone produCs) 
Defu~ng e Program 23 

in Tm~e Mode 34 

~nS~Mode :~. 
In Transia~on Mode (must use fast 26" 

Break Point ~ (~;,) 2B" 

Wait Ac~ve (~.z~) 30 
l~onltodng On Condition (o~co~:)) 31 
Waiting for Data (~JU:)) 32 

PosilJon capaJred 

Reserved 
Resswed 
Ressrv~d 
Resslved 

¯ Bits 25 thr°ugh 28 are dssredwhen Ihe re~P..e~’t~e., captured pod6on is read with 1he [z~J,], [~-’c], [K:£], [L~L], 

v~w~,,= ~ uy a a~quem posmon cap~Jre. 
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TSTAT Transfer Statistics Product 

Type Transfer ATe00 
Syntax < ! >TSTAT ATE~50 
Units n/a 61~1 
Range ./a 62~n 
Default n/a 625n 
Response TSTAT: (See below) ¯ 6270 

See Also TANV, TAS, TCNT, TDZR, T~X, TFB, TIN, TINT, TLABEL, TLIM, 
TMEM0 TOUT, TPC, TPCE, TPE, TPM, TPROG0 TREV, TSS, TTIM, 
TUS, TVEL 

The followLng is an ~rnple ffor the ATO400-AUXI| of LnformaUon pray/tied by the Transfer 
Statistics (TOTAT) command: 

NOTE: The response for each 6000 Series product will vaz~ slight/y. 

*AT64~ Revision 92-~12163-~I-1.~ 
*Auxiliary Board Type 1 Parnicipating Axes 4 
*Current Motor POSition +~, +~, +~, +~ 
*Hard Limits Enabled 3,3,3,3 Soft Limits Enabled ~,~,~,~ 
*¢ Programs Defined; Scale Er~bled �; Inputs Enable ~; Outputs Enable ¢ 
*Drive Resolution 25~, 25~M~, 25~, 25~ 
*Encoder Resolution 4~,4~,4~Z~, ~ 
*Acceleration Scaler SCLA25~,25~, 25~, 25~ 
*Distance Scaler SCLDI,I,I,I 
*Valoci~ Scaler SCLV25~, 25~, 25~, 25~Z~ 
~Acceleration AI¢.~,I~.~,I~.~, I¢.~X~ 
*Daceleration ADI~.~,I~.~, i~.~, i¢.~ 
*Dis~nce 
~Veloci~y V1 .~, i.~, 1 .~, i’.~ 
*Input Configuration AAAA_BBB3_CCCC_AAAA_B~BB_CCCC_AAAA 
*Input S~ate          iI 1 l_~X~_l111_~_1111_~X~_1111 
*Out-~ut Confi~uraUion AAR~_BBBB_CCCC_~_~_CCCC 
- Out, put S~ate         1 ~11_~_1111_~_1111_~ 
*Interrupt Bits Enabled 1111_~_1111_~_111~_1111_~ 
*Sys~ s~atus 1111_~R~_1111_~_Illl_~M~_1111_~ 
*~xis#l S~atus i111.9~_i111_~_1111_~_1111_~ 
*Axis#2 Stanus 1111_~_1111.J~_1111_~_1111_~ 
*Axis#3 S~anus 111~_II11_~Z~_lllI_~X~_I11~ 
*Axls#4 S~a~us 1111_~_I111_~_1111_~_1111_~ 

nov 

1.0 
1.0 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

’TSTLT     ’ Transfer Serve Settling Time Product Ray 

Type Trans~e~ AT6400 n~a 
Syr~tax < [ ><a>TSTLT A’[’I~’150 1,0 
Unite ~epo~:ed value tel)resents milliseconds 615n 1.0 
Range n/a ~ fl~a 
Defa~Jlt nla ~ 1D 
Reeponse TSTLT: *TSTLTS~2,483 6270 1D 

1TSTLT :    * 1TSTLTS@2 

See Aleo STRGTD, STRGTE, STRGTT, STRGTV 

This command allows you to display the actual Ume it took the last move to settle/nto the target 
zone (that is, with/n the distance zone defined by S~R~D and less than or equal to the’veloclty 
defined by STRG~). The reported value represents mill/seconds. This comm-~d Is usable 
whether or not the Tsrget Zone Settling M~le is enabled with the ST~T~ comm~nd. 

For more fJ1forronffnn on target zone operation, refer to th~ 6000 Series seroo controller user guide. 

TTIM Transfer Timer 
Type Trans far 
~yntax <., >TTI)~ 
Unite RepOt’ted value represen~:s mill~seconc]s 

Range M~i~ �o~t is 999,999,999 (a~rox. ii ~ys, 
Default nla 
Response TTZH:     *TTIM64~ 
SeeAlso T, [ T~ ], T~, TI~T, 

13 hours) 

Product Ray 

AT6400 1.0 
AT6nSO 1.O 
615n 1.0 
6~n 1.0 
625n 1.O 
~ 1.0 

The Transfer Ti[ner (1"I~zz0 conunand returns the current value of the timer Ln rmlli~econds. The 
timer ~s started with the T~ command, and stopped with the TH~-’TP comrn~nd. 
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"rus Transfer User Status Product Ray 
Type Transfer AT64(X) 1.0 
Syntax <, >T~S<. i> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units i = use:: sca~us bit number 615n 
Range 1 - 15 620n 1,0 
Default n/a 6291 1,0 

~JS.4:     "1    (user sCa~us bit ; is reported) 

See Also    ~usE, Z~DUST, I US | 

The Transfer User Status (TUS) command returns the current bit pattern for the user status word. 

All 16 bits of the user status word arc d~Sned w~th the :[NDUS~ command. Each bit can correspond 
to an axis status bit, a system status bit, an input, or an interrupt bit. 

Example 
> INIX~SE1 
> ~JST1-SA 
¯ ~NDUST2-3D 
¯ ]2~DUST3 -5J 
> ]2~US~-IK 
¯ INDUSTI6-2I 
> TUS 

Deecrlptlen 
Enable the use of INDUST command 
User status bit 1 defined as a)ds 1 status bit 5 
User status bit 2 defined as aJds 4 status bit 3 
User status bit 3 defined as input 5 
User staIus bit 4 defined as interrupt status bit 1 
User status bit 16 defined as system status bit 2 
Retum the state of the user status word 

TVEL Transfer Current Commanded Velocity Product Rev 
Type Transfer AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! >-~a>~rEL AT6nS0 1.O Units Repor~.ed value is in ~its/sec ~ 1~ 
Range n/a ~ 1~ 
Default n/a ~ 1D 
Response ~L: *~23.345¢,23.¢~, 45.78�~, 456. ~8�~ ~ 1D 

"l~EL23. 345~ 
See Also    ~ES, L~R~, S~Z, S~V, ~, V, [ ~L ] 

Steppers: The Transfer Current Velocity (TVEL] command returns the current motor velocity, 
regardless of the setting for the Encoder/Motor Step Mode (ENC) command. It does not retum 
the programmed velocity (V). The value returned will be scaled by the velocity scaling factor 
(SCLV), if scaling is enabled (SCALEI). If scaling has not been e--bled, the value retzuned w~ 
be in revolutlmm/sec (actual velocity in steps/sec d~ded by the drb’e resolutlo~ DRES value). 
The T~L command does not reflect the actual veloctty during fee&ate override (FR), 

Servos: The value reported is the current commanded velocity as calculated by the DSP’s move 
pro~le routine: it is not necessarily the velodty programmed w~th the v command. The value 
reported will b¢ scaled by the velocity scallng factor (SCLV), ffS~1~ng is enabled (SCALE1). If 
scaling is not enabled, thevalue returned ~ be in encoder l-~s/sec, LDT mches/sec, orANI 
volts/se¢~ 

TVELA Transfer Current Actual Velocity 

Type Transfer 
Synta~ < ~ 
Units Report;ed value ~s in un~s/sec 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response TVBZJ,: °TVEIJ~÷I. 55, -3.25, -5.55, +2.3~ 

1TVELA :    *TVELA+I. 55 
See Also    SCALE, SCLV, SFB, TVEL, V, { vEL ] 

Product Raw 

AT6400 
AT6n50 1.0 
6191 

625n 
627O 1.0 

The Transfer Current Actual Velocity (T~_.LA) comm~rld reports the current velocity as derivcd from 

the feedback device. The s~gn determines the direction of motion. You can use the TVELA command 

at a]] times; therefore, even if ~o motion is being commanded, TVFJ~ will still report a non-zero value 
as it detects the servoing action. 

The value reported ~ b~ scaled by the veloctty scalh~ factor (SCLV}, if scaling is enabled 
If scaling is not enabled, the value returned will be in encoder revs/sec, LDT inches/sec, or AN[ 
volts/sec. 

Example 
> ~ 

Description 
Reports the current actual velocity;, since no motion is 
commanded, the servoing velocities are repoded-- 
*TVELA+~. �~9~, -~. �~2 7, ~. ¢1¢3, -¢, ¢�4 4 
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[ TW ] Thumbwheel Assignment Product Ray 

Type Assignment or Comparison AT6400-AUX1 1.0 
Syntax TWi (See below for examples) AT6400-AUX2 r~a 
Units i = sets used blr INPLC,. INSTW, 0D-TPLC and OUTTW AT~0 1.0 
Ranga I - 8 61,~1 1.0 
Default n/a ~ 1.0 
Response n/a ~ 1.0 

See Also ZNPLC, Z~S~, OWPPLC, OUTTW, [ $S ], TS$ 6270 1.0 

The Thumbwhrel Assignment (~) command, executed f~’om wlthtn another command, reads data 
from a pm-allel device and loads it into the command field the Zw command is occupying. The value 
of the TW command designates which input and output set to us~ TW values 1-4 correspond to II~s~a 
and Olff~/sets l -4, r~vely. W;values 5-8 correspond to 11~1~:: andOL~PPLC sets 1 -4. 
respectively. 

The TW command can be used as a vartable assignment (VnR1--TW2) or in another command 
(e.g., AI~, (TW2) 0 lZ, i). However. the TW command cannot be used in an expression such as 
V2~;=1 + ~W2 or IF(TW2<8). 

TWI tu~u-ough TW4 are designed to interface with Compumotor’s TM8 Thumbwheel Module. The 

outputs, speci~ed by OUTTW, strobe data in a binary pattern and data is read one digit per access. 
TW5 tb, uugh TW8 are designed to interface w/th PLCs or passive thumbwheel devlces. The outputs, 

specified by Ob"rPLC, strobe data one at a time and data is read two digits per access. 

For more InformaUon on interfacing thumbwheels, refer to the Thumbwheel Interface section in 
the 6000 Series product’s user guide. 

Example 
> INgPW2,1-4, 5 

¯ ~, 1-3,4,5~ 

¯ 

Description 
Set INs’~w set 2 as BCD di~ts on inputs 1 - 4, with input 5 as the 
sign bit 
Set O~’r’xw set 2 as output strobes on outputs 1 - 3, with output 4 
as the output enable bit, and strobe time of 50 milliseconds 
Read data into axis 1 acceleration using ZNSTW set 2 and o~ 
set 2 as the data configura~on 

UNTIL( ) Until part of Repeat Statement 
Type t~rogram Flow Control 
Syntax < ! >UNTIL (express ion) 

Units n/a 
Ranga ~ ~o 80 c~ac~ers (~cludi~ p~eses) 
Default nla 
Response 

Product Rev 

AI"6400 In 
AT6nSO 
61~’t 19 
~a]n 19 

~2"/0 19 

The Untll Part of Repeat Statement (~’~I~ ( ) ) command, in conjuncUon w/th the RE~T command, 
provide a means of conditional program Sow. The REPEAT CO~ marks the begL, mlng of the 
condIU0~ml statement. The commands between the REPEAT and the UNTIL comnmnd are executed at 
least c~ce. Upon reaching the UNTIL command, the expressl~n contained w/thin the bWr~L 
command is evaluated. If the expression is false, the program flow is redirected to the first 
command after the REPEAT cowrn.nd. I~ the expression is true, the first command aRer the ~ 
command is executed. 

Up to 16 Ir,~Is of ~PEAT ... uzrrZL ( ) comn~nds may be nested. 

NOTE: Be careful about performing a GOTO between REPEAT and UI~TIL. Branching to a different location 

within the same program will cause the next REPEAT statement encountered to be nested withln the 

previous REPEAT statement, unless an UNTIL command has already been encountered. The J~m 
conunand should be used in this case. 

All log/cal operators (3~:), o1~, NO~], and all r~le~onal operators (=. >, >=, <. <=, <>] can be used wltlztn 
the UNTIL expression. There/s no limit on the number of Ioglca] operators, or on the number of 
re]aUonal operators allowed within a single b~NTIL cxpressiov_ 

The llmiUng factor for the b’~IL express/on ts the command length. The total ch~a~r count 
for the 13tt~z~. co-nmnd and expression c--uot exceed 80 characters. For example, ffyou 
add all the letters in the UNTIL command and the letters within the () cxpresslon, tncludlng the 
parentheses and excluding the spaces, this count must be less than or equal to 80. 

PCL, PCM. PE, PER, m,,, SO. TD~ US,V. VEL, etc.) can be used within the USTIL exprcssi~ 
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Example 

> 93~EJv1, 

GOIII~ 
IF ( IN=blX~ ) 

TPE 

UNTIL (VARI=I2) 

Description 
Beginrdng of ~PE~ . .. (..~’l’1’1"r_., ( ) loop 
Initiate motion on axes I, 20 and 3 
Specify IP conditbn to be input 1 = 1, input 3 = ~ 
If condition ~omes true increment vadable 1 by 1 
Else part of ~rF condition 

¯ 
If condition does not come true transfer position of all encodem 
End TF statement 
Repeat loop until variable 1 = 12 

] User Status 
Type Assignment or Comparison 
Syntax See below 
Units n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also INDtXSm, INDUST, TUS 

Product Roy 

AT64~0 1.0 
AT6nS0 1.0 
615n I-0 
~ I-0 
(~Sn "I-0 
6270 1.0 

The User Status (us) command Is used to assign the user status bits to a binary ratable, or to make 
a comparison against a blnary or hexadeclma] value. To make a comparison against a blnaxy 
value, the letter b ~D or B) ~lus_t be p~ced in .front of the value. The binary ~lu¢ Itse!f must only 

conta.ln ones, zeros, or X.s ! , ~, X, xJ. To make a comparison against a hexadecimal value, the letter 
h (h or H) must be placed in fi’ont of the value. The hexadecimal value itself must only contain the , 
letters A through F, or the numbers ~ through 9, 

Syntax:    VARSn=US where n is the binary varlable number, 

or [US] can be ~ tn an ¢xpress~n such as IF (US=bile1), Or IF (US=hT) 
All 16 bits of the user status word are dellned with the INDUST command. Each bit can c(.Tespond 
tO an axLs status bit. a system status bit an input or an interrupt bit. 
If It Is desL,’ed to assign only one 1~t of the user status vaJue to a bL-mry vaxlable, ~stead of al]! 6, 
the bit select {.! operator can be used. Fro- example, VAR~I=US. 12 assigns us~ status bR 12 to 
binary variable I. 
Example 
> ~=US 
> VARB2=US. 12 
> VARB2 

> IF (US=bllI¢llXll) 

IF (US=h7F~) 

TSTAT 

NIF 

Description 
User status assigned to binary vadable 1 
User status bit 12 assigned to bina~j vadable 2 
Response, if bit 12 is set to 1, wil~ be: 

If the user status contains 1~ in bit locations 1~,3,5,8,8,and 9, 
and a 0 in bit location 4, do the ZF statement 
Transfer revision level 
Else 
If the user status contsins l’s in bit locations 1,2,3,5,6,7,and 8, 
and O’s in evenj other bit location, do the ZF statement 
Transfer statistics 
End of second if statement 
End of first :F statement 

V Velocity 
Prod-~ Roy 

Type Mot£on AT6400 1.0 Syntax < ! ><@><a>v<r>, <r>, <r>, <r> AT6nS0 1.0 Units r = u~ir.s/sec 
615n 1.0 Range Steppers : ¢.¢¢~-16~ (max. depends on PULSE setting) 8~ 1.0 Serves : ~-2~ 

O ef su It     i. ¢~ ~25n 1.0 
8270 1.0 

See Also     ~, MC, P~SE, S~E, S~V, S~, T~AT 

The Velocity (v) cowm~nd defines the speed at which the motor will run when given a Go command. 
The motor will accelerate at a predeflned accderation (~) rate, before reaching the velocity W) 
specified. The maximum velocity attainable is 1,600,000 units/see for the stepper products, and 
200 rps for the servo products. 

The velocity remains set unffi you change it with a subsequent velocity command. Velocities 
outside the valid range are flagged as an error, with a message -n~r~JD m?~-~ x, where x is 
the field number. When an invalid velocity is entered the previous velocity value is retained. 
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Ste_npers: The entered value is always In reference to motor steps, not ¢ncoder steps, regardless of the 
]~c command setting. If scaling is not enabled [$c3J~)), the velocity value is entered In motor 
revs/scc; this value Is internally multiplied by the dflve resolution {DP.ES} value to obtain a velocity 
value in motor steps/see for the motor trajectory calculaUons. If scaling is enabled (SC~LEI), the 
entered velocity value is Lnternally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (sCLV} to convert user 
urflts/soc to motor steps/see. 

Servos: If scaling is not enabled (scJ~z¢), the velocity value is entered in ¢ncoder tees/see, LDT 
inches/see, or ANI volts/sec; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 
resolution (ERZS) ~dlue or the LDT resolution {LDTP~S] value to obtain a velocity value in steps/sec 
for the motion trajectory calculations. If scaling is enabled lSCALEI), the entered velocity value is 
internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (SCLV) to convert user urdts/sec to cncoder, 
LDT, or ANI steps/see. 

ON-THE-FLY CHANGES: While runrdng in the continuous mode (~CI), you can change velocity on 
theJ/y (whtle motion is in progress) in two ways. One way is to send an immediate veloc/ty 
command [ :v) followed by an immedlate go command (!GO). The other, and more common, way is to 
enable the continuous command execution mode [~0HEXC1) and execute a buffered velocity 
command (V) followed by a buffered go command (GO). 

Exareple 
¯ ~ 

> SCALE1 
> SCLA25~,25~, 1,1 

~ SCLV25~, 25~, 1,1 

> SCLDI, i, I. 1 
> AI~, 12, i, 2 
¯ V1,1,1,2 
> DI~, I~, i@, 1~ 
¯ G011~ 

Description 
Incremental index mode for all axes 
Preset index mode for all axes 
Enable scaling 
Set the acceleration scaling factor for axes 1 and 2 to 25000 steps/unit, 
axes 3 and 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the velocity scaling factor for axes 1 and 2 to 25000 steps/unit, axes 3 
and 4 to 1 step/unit 
Set the distance scaling factor for axes 1, 2, 3, and 4 to 1 step/unit 

Set the acceleration to 10, 12, 1, and 2 units/sec2 for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Set the velocity to 1, 1, 1, and 2 uniis/sec for axes 1,2, 3 and 4 
Set the distance to 100000, 1000, 10, and 100 units for axes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Initiate motion on axes I and 2, 3 and 4 do not move 

[ V ] Velocity (Programmed) Assignment Product Rev 
Type AssLgnmen~ or Comparison AT6400 1.0 
Syntax See below AT6nS0 1.0 
Units n/a 615n 1.0 
Rsnge~ n/a ~ 1.0 
Default nla ~ 1.0 
Response n/a 6270 1.0 
See Also Go, scJ~.,~, SCLV, saY, [ ~ ] 

The velocity assignment (v) command is used to compare the programmed velocity value to another 
value or variable, or to ass/gn the current programmed velocity to a variable. 

Syntax: ~n=aV where n is the variable number, and a is the axis number, 
or Iv] can be used ln an expresb-~I such ~s IF(1V<25~) 

When assigning the velocity value to a variable, an axis specifier must always precede the 
assignment (V) comnmnd or it will default to ~ 1 {e.~, ~--iv). When making a comparison to 
the programmed velocity, an ax/s specifier must also be used (e.g., ~i~ (1v<2��¢�) }. The (v) ~ue used 
in any comparison, or in any assignment statement is the programmed {v) value. If the ach~l 
velocity information is required, rder to the v~ command. 

~ The value is always in reference to motor steps, not encoder steps, regardless of the l~rc 
command setting. If scaling is not enabled {SCAL~), the velocity value represents motor revs/sec; 
this ~dlue is internally multiplied by the drive resolution (DR~S) value to obtain a velocity value in 
motor steps/sec for the motor trajectory calculations. If scaling Is enabled (SC~EI), the velocity 
value is internally multiplied by the veloctty scaling factor (Sc~v) to convert user urdts/sec to 
motor steps/sec. 

Ser~os. If scaling is not enabled |$CkI,~), the velocity value represents encoder tees/see, LDT 
inches/see, orANI volts/see; encoder and LDT values are internally multiplied by the encoder 

¯ resolution (E~s) value or the LDT resolution (I~TI~S) value to obtain a veloc/ty value in steps/see 
for the motion trajectory calculattons. If sr-l~ng is enabled (sc3J~l), the veloc/ty value is 
internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (SCLV} to convert user urdts/sec to encodor, 
LDT, or ANI steps/see. 
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Example 
¯ rF (2V<25~) 

VARI=2V*2 
V, (VARI) 

Description 
If the programmed velocity on axb 2 is less than 25000 units/see, 
then do the statements between the ~ and 
Vadable 1 = programmed velocity of axis 2 l~mes 2 
Set the velocity on axis 2 to the value of variable 1 
End the ZF statement 

"V’AR Variable Assignment Product 
Type Variable A~)4~O 1.1 Syntax < ! >V~<i><=r> AT6nS0 Units i = variable number, r = n~e= or ~resslon ~ 1D Range i = ~ - I~ (AT6400} ~ or 1 - 150 (AT6n50, 615n, 620n, 625n. & 6270), ~ 1D Default r = ~99.999,999.99999999 ~ Response n/a 

V~l : *V~1=*�. g 
See Also    V~B, V~S, ~ 
Nume~Ic variables can be used to store any real number value, w~th a range from 
-999,999,999.99999999 to +999,999,999.99999999. The information Ls assigned to the vartaide w~th 
the equal s~n (e.g., v~z=32. 

Variables are also used tn conjunction w~th mathernaUcal {=,., -, *, i, 5QRT), trJgonmn~ulc {ATA~, 
COS, PI, SIN. TAN), and bitwLse operators(&, J, ^, ~). For example, VARI= (3+4-7-4/4+3-2/I. 5) "3. 

Each variable expression must be less than 80 characters tn length, includtng the VARI= part of the 
expression. 

Numeric data can also be r~ad into a ~ariable, through the use of the RF.AD, DAT, Or TW commands 
(e.g., v~.~=~z). 

All variables can be used vdthtn commands that r~]ulre a real or integer value. For example, the 
command requires real ~.lues for acceleraUon, therefore the command A(VAR1), 1~, 12, (VAR2) is 
legal. Indb’ect variable assignments are also legal; (e.g., VAR(VAR1)=5 or VAR(VAR2) =VAR(VAR4)). 

For further b’~orma~ion about which commands can use variables to set values within the 
command, refer to Appencltx C. 

Example Descript ion 
¯ VARI=2*PI Set Variable I to 2~ 
> D(VAR2),, (VAR3) Set the dbtaqce value on axis 1 equal to vadable 2, and the c~stance on axis 

3 equal to vadable 3 

b~,L_V~u:i~: Numeric varlables can be used indirectly. Oniy one ]re’el of ~ndlr~cUon 
posslble (e.g., VAR(VAR (VARn)) LS nota legal command). The e,~mple below shows how ~ndirect 
variables are used to clear 50 variables (from 1 to 50). 

Example Description 
> VAR51 = 1 Set Vadable 51to1 
> Pa~J~T Begin repeat/until loop 
v;~ (rARe1) = ¢ Clear variables (e.g., if vim51 = 8, ~en VAR (VAR51) =¢ is equivalent to VARS=�) 
VAR51 = VAR51 + 1 Increment counter 
UNTIL (VAR51 = 51) 

VARB’ 
Type 
Syntax 
Unite 
Range 

Default 
Response 

See Also 

Binary Variable Assignment Product Rev 
Variable AT64~0 1.0 < ! >VA.~< L><=bb... bbb> (]2 bi~.s) AT6nS0 1.0 

- I~ (AT6400}; i- 25 (AT6nS0, 615n, 620n, ~25n, & 6270) ~ I~ ¢, 1, X, or x 
~ 1~ 

Binary variables can be used to store any 32-bit or less binary value, The 32-bit bb~j- value must be in’ 
the form of 32 ones, zeros, or Xs. The information is assigned to the binary variable with the equal sign. 

Example:      VA~l=bll Ii~i Ii IXXXXlll l~:x:~x1111 
Not~es that the letter b is requL~d. The b s~gn~es blnary, l’s, ~’s, and :~s o~dy. 

Example:       VAR81=h7F4355A3 
Notice tl~t the letter h is required. The h s~gn~es h~d©cimal, ~-9, A-F only. 

BL,~,~ variables a:e also used to conjunction w~th bitw~e ope:tors (~, I ¯ ^. and -i. 
Example:       VA~BI=V/~qB2 
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The expression must be less than 80 characters in length, including the (v~181=b or vJu~1=h) part of 
the expression. 

All binary variables can be used to set bits for commands that require at least 4 bits of binary 
information. For example, the o~r command requires 24 bits of binary information, therefore the 
command OUr {VAR~I} is lega~ 
For further tnforrnation about wl~ch commands can use binary varlables to set bits within the 
command, rder to Apl~ndlx C. 
Example Description 
¯ "v’A~l=blZl¢ r. hA Binary variable I is set to binary 111� bitwise ANDedwith hexadecimal A 
¯ ~1=1N. ? Binary vadable 1 is set to input bit 7 
¯ ou~(w~3Z) Assign the value of binary vadable 1 to the outputs 

VARS String Variable Assignment Product Rev 

Type Variable AT6400 1J) 
Syntax < ! >vARS<i><=’message" > AT6nS0 
Units i = variable nma~er, message = t:ext st:ring 
Range i- 1-1�g (AT6~00); 1-25 (AT6n50, 615n, 620n, 625n, &6270) 
Default Message : up to 20 chara=~ers 
Response nla 6270 1.0 

VARSI :      *VARSI= "Hi Johm" 
SesAIso    ’, [ \ ], EO% R~J~D, Win, VAPJ~, VC~m(), ~I~, 

Stzlng variables can be assigned a character string up to 20 characters long. The characters within 

the string can bc any character except the quote ("), the scmlcolon {;), and the colon (:). The 
back.slash character [\) immediately follow~-d by a number is okay. 

To place sprciflc control characters that are not directly available on the keyboard within a 

character str’mg, use the backalash character (\), followed by the control Character’s ASCII decimal 
equivalent Multiple control characters can be sent. 

For example, to set the string for variable # 1 equal to H~ HOH<cr>, use the comnmnd VARSI= 
Iv~[\ 13, where \13 corresponds to the carriage return character. 

Common characters and their ASCII equivalent value: 

Chemcter Desc~on 

~ ege F~um 

Cdon 
Semi~:4on 
Bac~s~sh 

\ 

\ 
ASGII Dedm~ VaJue 
10 \ 

\ 

Description 
Assign a message to sting vadable #1 
Transmit stdng vadable 1, end wait for numeric data entered in the 
format ol ! ’ <data>. Once numeric data is received, place it in 
numeric vadable 2. 
Numeric variable 2 will receive the value 10.00 

VCVT( ) Variable Type Conversion Product 
Type Operator (Mathema~Lcal) AT6400 2.1 
Syntax See below AT6nS0 
Ultits n/a 61~rt 1.0 
Range n/a 6~0n 2.1 
Default n/a 62511 1.1 
Response n/a (~2"/0 1.0 
See Ales v~. 

Using the Variable ~ Conversion (vcv~) operator, you can convert numeric values to btnaxy 
values, and vice versa. The operation is a signed operation as the binaxy value is interpreted as a 
two’s complement number, with the least ~igniflcant bit (LSB) on the leR and the most significant 

bit (MSB) on the r~ght A don’t care (x) in a binary value w111 be interpreted as a zero (¢). 

If the mathematical statement’s result is a numeric value, then vcv? converts binary values to 

numeric values. If the statement’s result is a binary value, then vc~ converts numeric values to 
binary values. 
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Numeric-to.Binary Conversion: 
Example 
> eARl=-5 
> VARSl--’,Jt"VT (V’~I) 
¯ 

> 
> ~1=~ (~) 
> ~1 

Description 
Set numeric vadable value = -5 
Convert the numeric value to a binary value and store in VARB1 

*VARBL :Ii¢1_1111_ii II_1111_iiii_I lll_llll..llll 
Set numeric variable value = 25 
Convert the numeric value to a binary value and store in VARB1 
*VARBL = 1~1_1~Z~_~_~_~_.¢�~._~¢~_~i~ 

Binary-to.Hum eric Conversion: 
Example 

¯ VARBI :b¢O10_¢11 ¢_0¢00_¢~2~_~_0¢00_¢0¢0_9000 
¯ VARI=VCVT (V.Z~1~l) 
¯ VAR.1. 

Description 
Set binary variable: +100.0 
Convert the binary value to a numeric value 

[ VEL ] Velocity (ActuallCommanded) Assignment Product Ray 
Type Assignmen~ or Comparison AT6400 1.0 Syntax See below AT6,’150 1,0 Units n/a 615n 1.0 Range n/a 620n 1.0 Default n/a ~ 1o0 Response n/a 6270 1.0 
See Also SCALE, SC~.V, SFB, TVEL, [ V l,Y 

The Velocity Assignment (VF_~) command is used to compare the current actua/motor velocity 
{steppers) or the current corrtrnanded velocity (servos) to another ~ralue or variable, or to assl/~r~ the 
current velocity to a varlable. The velocity value used in any comparison, or in any aesf~u-ncnt 

statement is the current actual, or conunanded, velocity value, not the progr-mmed velocity (v). If 

the programmed velocity Information is required, re_rex to the v command. 

Syntar. VARn=aV~ where n is the varlable number, and a is the axls number, or [VEL] canbe 

used in an expression such as IF ( 2VEL>4 ). WheJl asslgnLng the current velocity value to 
a variable, an axis specifier must always precede the assignment (VEL| command 

VARI =I~L). When maklng a comparison to the cun’cnt velocity, an axis specifier must 

also be used, or else it will default to axis 1 (e.g., ~F (IVEb<2~¢¢)). 

Steppers: The value is always in reference to motor steps, not encod-T steps, regardless of the ENC 
command setting. If scaling is not enabled {SCALE�), the velocity value represents motor 
revs/sec; this value ~s internally multlpl~ed by the dr~ resolution (D~S) value to obtain a 
velocity value in motor steps/sac for the motor trajectory calculations, If scaling is 
enabled (SCALE1), the velocity value is internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor 
(SCLV) to convert user urdts/sec to motor steps/sac. 

NOTE: "Une VEL command does not reflect the actual velocity during feedrate override (I~R). 

Servos: The velocJty value Is the ~mreat ©o---a~d velocity a~ eal~dated by the DSP’s 

move profile routine; it la not the programmed velocity (v). 

If scaling Is not enabled (SCALE¢). the velocity value represents encoder rays/sac, LDT 
inches/sac, or ANI volts/arc; encodex and LDTva]ues are internally multiplied by the 
encoder resolution (ZRES) value or the LDT resolution (LDTRES) value tO obtain a velocity 

value in steps/sac for the motion trajectory calculations. If scallng is enabled (SCALEI), 

the velocity value ts internally multiplied by the velocity scaling factor (SCLV). 

Example Description 
> IF {2VEL<25�¢¢) If the current velocity on axis 2 is less than 25000 unitr#soc, ~hen 

do the statements between the IF and NIF 
VARI=2V*2 Vadable I ffi programmed velocity of a~ds 2 times 2 
NIF End the IF statement 

WAIT( ) Wait for a Specific Condition 
Produ©t 

Type prog~a,. Flow Cont;rol 
AT~IO0 1.0 Syntax < ! >W~T (expression) 
AT~ Units n/a 
~ 1.0 Range ~ ~o 80 c~ac~ers (~ncludi~ paren~h~es) 

Default n/a ~ L0 Response n/a ~ 1.0 
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The Wait for a Specific Condltlon (~a.~T) command is used to wait for a specific expression to 
evaluate true. No commands, except for Immedlate commands, ailer the W~T command will be 
processed until the expres~on contatned w~th~n the parentheses of the WAIT command evaluates 
true. ~he COMEXC cou~rn-nd has no effect on the WAIT command. 

A~ lo~csl operators (A~D, 0~ NOT), and a~ r~aU~n~ operators (=, >, >--, <, <=, <>) can be used ~ 
the ~ZT ( ) expression. There is no ]Lmlt on the number of logical operators, or on the number of 
relational operators allowed within a single ~T ( ) expression. 

The limiting factor for the ~T ( ) expression is the command length. The total character count for 
the ~,rT( ) command and expr~si~n cannot exceed 80 characters. For example, ffyou add all the 
letters in tbe ~IT command and the letters wlthln the ( ) expr~sion, including thee parenthesis and 
excludlng the spaces, this count must be less than or equal to 80. 

US, V, V~, etc.) canbe used wlthtn the ~() expression. 

Exam p le 
> I~C1 
> CC~fE:r, C1 
¯ (;O1 
> ~IT (ZN=bl) 
> S1 
¯ WAlT (MOV=b¢) 
¯ ~ 

Dsscription 
Mode continuous 
Enable continuous command mode 
Initiate motion on axis 1 
Wait for input 1 to be active 
Stop motion on axLs 1 
Wait for motion complete on axis 1 
Disable continuous command execution mode 
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WRITE Write a Message Prod,¢t " Roy 
Type Communication Interface AT64~0 1.0 Syntax < ! >HRITE" <message> ¯ 

AT(InS0 1.0 

Range ~ ~o ~s c~ac~ers (~y non use ", ; or :) ~ 1.0 Default n/a ~ 1.0 Response ~TE’message" : message ~ 1.0 
See Also [ ~ ], E~, R~, v~s, ~v~, ~v~, ~s 

The Write a Message {W-RITE) command pro~des a~ efficient way of transmittlng message strings to 
the PC-AT bus, or out the RS-232C port. These messages can then be used by the operaUng 
program. The EOT corrLm~-d characters will be tra.nsm~tted after the message. 

Each message can be assigned a character string up to 69 characters lo~a. The characters vdthln 
the strlng can be any character except the quote (,). the colon (:). and the asterisk (*). 

TO plac~ specific control characters that are not directly avallable on the keyboard wlthln the 
characte1" string, use the backslash character (\). followed by the control chm’acter’s ASCII decimal 
equivalent Multiple control characters can be s~nL For e~r~mple, to set the message equal to 
HI l~3M<cr>, use the command WRITE’HI M(~M\13" where \13 corresponds to the carrJagereturn 
character. Common characters and their ASCII equivalent values are listed below. 

<1£> LJrle Feed 10 
<c~> 

~Q,~age Return ,13 ¯ 34 
* Astedsk 42 
: 

\ 
Example 
> WRTI~E’It’s a wonde~ft~, life! 

Description 

Sertd the ~ It’ S a w~nderful life ! 

"WRVAR Write a Numeric Variable Rev 
Type Communicatio. In~er face AT6400 1.0 Syntax < .’ >~RV~R< i> ATSnSO 1.0 Units i = vari~le n~= ~ 1~ Range i = 1-1~ (AT6;00); 1-15~ (AT6nS0, 615n, 620n, 625n, & 62~0) ~ 

1~ D~ault n/a 
1.0 Response ~v~l: +~.e ~ 1.0 

See AIs~ EOT, ~, V~, ~ITE, ~V~. ~S 

Product 

The Write a Numeric Variable (WRVAR) command transfers one of the numeric variables {VAR) tO the 
PC-AT bus, or out the RS-232C port, depending on the 6000 Series product Only the value and the 
EOT command characters are transmitted. 

Example 
> VARI=I~a 
> ~ 

Dee©ription 
Set va~table I equal to 100 
Transmit variable I (the value +1¢¢ .e is transmitted) 

WRVARB Write a Binary Variable 
Product Roy 

Type Communication In~erface AT6400 1.0 Synt ax < 
ATEnS0 1.0 Units i = va=ia~le n,.u~e= 

Renge ~ ~ ~-~ (~6~00); ~-25 (A~6~50, 6~5~, 620~ 525n, ~ 62~) ~ 1.0 Def~ul~ 
1.0 Response ~: x~_~~_~~_~~_~x 

~ 1.0 See Also Z~, R~, V~, ~ITE, ~, ~V~S 

The Write a Binary Variable (tCRVZL~) cc~nmand transfers on~ of the binazy variables (VA~8) to the 
PC-AT, or out the RS-232C port, depending on the 6000 Serles product. Only the binary value and 
the zo~ command characters ar¢ transmltt~d. 

Example 
> VARBIfbl I~I 
> ~rARB1 

Description 
Set binary vadable 1 to 11~1 
Transm~ bina~ va~ab~ 1 
(value transmitted =I~I_XXXX_XXXX_XZ~X 
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WRVARS Write a String Variable Ray 

Type Co~unlca~ion Interface AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < ! >W~VM~S<i> AT6r60 1~ 
Units i = variable number 61511 1.0 

Flange i = 1-1~ (AT6400); 1-25 (AT6nS0, 615n, 620n, 625~, & 6270) ~ 1.0 

.Default ~/a ~ 1.0 

Product 

The Write a String Variable (m~Y~RS) command transfers one of the variable stclngs (v~s) to the PC- 

AT, or out the R5-232C po~t, dep~nd~g on the 6000 S~1¢s producL On]y the sb-b’~g a~d the .]~o? 
command chancres arc tza~sxxdttcd. 

Description 

Set stdng variable I : ¯ Jd-: ~." 
Transmit stdng vadable 1 (stdng ~Totm L is transmitted) 
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Appendix A: 6000 Series Command Compatibility 

Command 

<cr>] 

<if> 

¯ ] 
-] 
\] 
=] 
>] 
:>= ] 

<] 
<= ] 

<>] 
()! 
+] 
-] 
*] 
/] 
&] 

^] 
~(} ] 
<< ] 

>> ] 

A 

[A] 

[AS] 
[AT.AN( ) ] 

c 

Command 
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2 4 2 6000 Series Software Reference Guide 

JOYADA 
JOYA~ 
JOYAXL 

JOYCTR 

J(Tf~ 

JDYZ 
JUMP 
K 
<c~rl>K 

L 
[LDT] 

[LIM] 

LSAD 
LSADA 

[NOT] 
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Command Command 
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Command 
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Command 

vc~t( ) 
[v~] 
~,~ () 
WHILE( ) 
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Appendix B: X Series vs. 6000 Series Compatibility 

X Series Command List 

A AB 
AD 

AV 
B 
BCPE 
BCPG 
BCPM 
~L 

C 
CG 

CPE 
CPG 
CPM 
CR 
D 
DCLR 
DC~T 
DFS 

DI}~ 
DLED 

DP 
DPA 
DPC 
DPE 

DSTP 

E 

F 
FAC 

FIN 

PPA 

FSA . 

FSD 
FSE 

6000 Serie~ Command List 

(Quote) 
(Step Sequence) 
(Comment Reid) 
(Acceleration) A 
(Report Analog Voltage, Binary) 
(Deceleration) 
(Report Analog Voltage, ASCII) TA~V, TANO 
(Buffer Status) 
(Buffered Configure Position Error) ESD~ 
(Buffered Configure Proportional Gain) 
(Buffered Configure Proportional Max) 
(Backlash) 
(Buffer Status Report) 
(Continue) c 
(Correction Gain) 
(Set Correction Mode for Position Maintenance) 
(Configure Posilion Error) 
(configure Propodional Gain) 
(configure Proportional Max) 
(Carriage Return) WRZT~- \13 
(Distance} D 
(Clear Display [RP240]) . 
(Enable/Disable Pause eno Continue [RP240]) 
(Display Flags for Servo Parameters) TAS 
(Display Rags for Indexer Status) TAB° TSS 
(Disable Inputs) 
(Turn RP240 LEDs ONOff DLED 
(Disable Outputs) Ob"~ 
(Distance Point) 
(Display Position Actual) Tt~. T~.~ 
(Position Cursor [RP240]) D~"~ 
(Display Position Error) 
(Display Parameters) TSTAT 
(Read Distance Via Parallel I/O) D, 
(Enable/Disable Stop [RP240]) 
(Display Text on RP240 LCD) 
(Display Actual Velocity) ~r~, 
(Display Vadable Data on RP240 LCD) 
(Display Velocity Setpoint) 
(Deadeand Window) 
(Enable Communications Interlace) E 
(Else Podion of IF Command) 
(Encoder Resolution) ~s. 
(Disable Communicalion Interface) E 
(Set Following Synchronization Rate) 
(Following Base) 
(Following Learn Count) 
(Set Following Synchrenization Count) 
(Following Increment) 
(Following Percent) 
(Following Ratio) 
(Following Encoder Point) 
(Following Encoder Absolute Point) 
(Encoder Functions Report) 
(Read Following Via Parallel VO) 
(Encoder Functions Report) 
(Set Incremental/Absolute Mode) 
(Set Indexer to MotodEncoder Mode) 
(Position Maintenance) 
(Stop on Stall) 
(Enable Output #6 on Stall) 

Evenj encoder command v~ll repod back. 

Every encoder command will repot back. 
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X Series Command List 

TS~ (Enable Stop on Tdgger #6) 
~’sz (Enable/Disable Following Mode) 
~’Sx (Set Following Learn Mode) 
l~.~r. (Enable/Disable Self Correction Mode) 
FSM (Set Absolute Encoder) 
~’s~ (Set Pulse Following) 
l~s~, (Set Tracking Mode) 
[~=~J~] (Enable/Read RP240 Function Keys) 

G (Go) 
gr== (Synchronized Go) 
G~ (Go Home Acceleration) 
GD (Go Defined) 
~ (Configure Move Definition) 
~ (Go Home) 
~ (Go Home Acceleration) 
~ (Go Home Deceleration) 
G~’ (Go Home Rnal Velocity) 
~r (Go Home Velocity) 
GoSU~ (Gosub to a Subroutine) 
GOTO (Go to a Subroutine) 
"H (Backspace) 
I-i (Set Direction) 
HALT (Halt) 
I (Load Move Data) 
z~ (Immediate Distance) 
~" (IF Command) 
IN (Set Input Functions) 
~ (Set Input Active Level) 
Zz~ (Enable/Disable Registration Input) 
¯ tO (immediate Output) 
IS (Input Status ) 
zv’ (Immediate Velocity) 
J (Enable/Disable Joystick) 
~ (Jog Acceleration) 
CAD (Jog Deceleration) 
O’~ (Set Joystick Backlash) 
oD (Set Joystick Dead band) 
ov (Set Joystick Backlash Compensation Velocity) 
~ (Jog Velocity High) 
~ (Jog Velocity Low) 
~ (Set Joystick to Zero) 
~ (K~,) 
L (Loop) 
~ (Umit Acceleration) 
~ (UmJt Deceleration) 
T..,D (Umit Disable) 
~ (Line Feed) 
~ (Read Loop Count Via Parallel I/O) 
v~ (Mode ARemate) 
~ (Mode Continuous) 
vm (Mode Normal] 
~PA (Mode Position Absolute) 
]~J1~: (Mode Position Incremental) 
~,z~, (Mode Profile Position) 
~m (Select Motor Resolution) 
]~SL (Identify Clock Source for Timed Data Streaming) 
lvI;ss (Start Master Clock for Timed Data Streaming) 
~ (Set Maximum Correction Velocily) 
~ (End of Loop) 
~ (End Position Profile) 
mj~ (End z~ Command) 
[ z,~.~] (Enable/Read RP240 Numeric Keypad) 
m~r, rr~.~. (EndvraTJ=s Command) 
o (Output) 
oz’~" (Shutdown Drive) 
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Series Command List 6000 Series Command List 

(Activate Ddve) 
(Repod Function Setups) 
(Report Function Setups) 
(Set Encoder Direction) 
(Backup to Home) 
(Define Active State of Home Switch) 
(Define Active State of Encoder’s Z Channel Input) 
(Enable Stall Detect) 
(Set Maximum Joystick Velocity) ~’oYvI, and 
(Set Final Go Home Direction) 
(Reference Edge of Home Switch) 
(Set Output Functions) 
(Output Active Level) 
(Output on Position) wT~z’~, z~, out 
(Report Incremental Position, ASCII) 
(Report Incremental Position, Binary) 
(Follower Position Repod) 
(Set Follower Counter to Zero) 
(Re~)ort Absolute Positio~n) ~ggE, 
(Pause) 
(Report Encoder Absolute Position, ASCII) 
(Report Encoder Absolute Position, Binary) 
(Position Zero) ~,s~-’~’ 
(Complete Current Command & Clear Command Buffer) 
(Exit Streaming Mode) !S’TRF_J~, SD 
(Enter Immediate Velocity Streaming Mode) 
(Enter Time-Distance Streaming Mode) 
(Enter Time-Velocity Streaming Mode) 
(Report Status of QS Commands) 
(Interrupt Status Report, Binary) 
(Report QS Command Function Enable Status) 
(Interrupt on Signal Commands) 
(Interrupt on Trigger #1 High) zz, Z’t’z~ and zz~z~ 
(Interrupt on Move Complete) 
(Interrupt Signal on limit Encountered) 
(Interrupt on Ready to Respond) 
(Interrupt on Command Buffer Full) 
(Interrupt on Motor Stall) 
(Request Indexer Status) 
(Umit Switch Status Report) ’z,z,zz,x 
(Report Loop, Pause, Shutdown, Tdgger Status) ’x’ss 
(Report Closed Loop and Go Home Status) ’z’As 
(Conf~jure Registration Move) 
(Repeat Command) 
(Go Home Status Report) TAS 
(Return Indexer to Factory Settings) 
(Rate Multiplier in Immediate Velocity Streaming Mode) 
(Report Status of Sequence Execution) Tss 
(Report Servo Errors) ~’As, 
(Set Variables Interactively) v’J~, 
(Report Software Part Number) 
(Stop) S 
(Streaming Data) SD 
(Set User Rag) zz~’sw 
(Software Umits) L~4, ~,SCCW 
(Software Umit Disable) 
(Scan Delay Time) Zl~S~.,~ 
(Set Absolute Position) 
(Repon Configuration Status) 
(Report Configuration Status) 
(RS-232 Echo Control) 
(Mode Alternate Stop Mode) 
(Nom’ta]/Low Velocity Range) 
(Clear/Save the Command Buffer On Umit) cG’~xz, 
(Clear/Save ~e Command Buffer on Stop) 
(Enable]Disable Interactive Mode) 

All homing functions wil report back settings. 
All homing functions wil report back se~ngs. 
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X Series Command List 

SSP 

STOP 

T 

U 

US 
V 

Y 

(Enable/Disable Continuous Scan Mode) 
(Enable Resume Execution) 
(Set Message Mode) 
(Set Sequence Select) 
(Set Ratio Select) 
(Set Drive Fault Polarity) 
(Shutdown) 
(Stop) 
(Set Strobe Output Delay Time) 
(Time Delay) 
(Set Time Interval for Timed Data Streaming Mode) 
(Set Minimum T~ne Between Registration Moves) 
(Test Motion) 
(Set Following 
(Move Time Report) 
(Wait For Trigger) 
(Read T’~er from Parallel I/O) 
(Report Tdgger Status) 
(Set Thumbwheel Input Mode) 
(Transmit Vadable and String) 
(Pause and Wait for Continue) 
(Untff Part of ~P~..~.T Command) 
(Report Scale Factor Status) 
(Set Position Scale Factor) 
(Velocity) " 
(Variable) 
(Read Variables via Parallel I/O) 
(Read Velocity via Parallel i/O) 
(Start/Stop Velocit~j) 
(Signed Binary Position Report) 
(Hexadecimal Position Report) 
(Set When Condition) 
(Sequence Memory Available) 
(Sequence Checksum Report) 
(Sequence Definition) 
(Sequence Directory) 
(Sequence Erase) 
(Erase all Sequences) 
(Set Fault or ~ Sequence) 
(Goto Sequence) 
(Sequence Intenupted Run Mode) 
(Run a Sequence) 
(Read Sequence via Parallel I/O) 
(Sequence Run with Pause) 
(Sequence Execution Status) 
(Sequence Step Mode) 
(Sequence Termina~on) 
(Set Trace Mode) 
(Upload Sequence) 
(Set When Sequence) 
(Stop Loop) 
(Reset) 

6000 Series Command List 

WAIT ~) and~ 
T, [TW] 
TIll 
INP~C, n~sTw, 

.i PS 

v 

VEL, 
SSV 

RL~N, PS 
TSS 
~’~ 

TRACE 
TPRCG 

RESET 
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Appendix C: Command Value Substitutions 
(For a detailed description of how to use command value substitutions, 

refer to the Command Syntax topic in the Programming Guide section at the beginning of this document.) 

Command                     , 

Axis 

Select 
No Care 
No Field 

# 

; 

[. ] 

[.~=) 
[<> ) 
[÷] 
[-] 
[*] 

[-] 
[<< ] 
( >>] 

[AD] 

[~] 
[ A~"~ ] 

¯ 

[ATAN ( ) ] 
[b] 

c 

¯ 
¯ 

¯ 

[ cos() ) 
D 

[~?] 
DA~A 

[~) 

DATSIZ 

DJOG ¯ 
E~ED o 
DPASS 
DPCUR 
[ DP~R .] 

E ¯ 

~ - 

¯ 

[~’~] 

00              . 

GOb 
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ASCII 
Command 

[ LIM] 

LSADA 

[NOT] 

[OR] 

[OUT] 

O~I~PA 

PA 
PAA 
PA~ 
PAD 
PADA 
PARCM 
PARCC~ 
PARCOP 
PARCP 
PA~S 

[~! 
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’ASCII 
Comm~nd 

PSCLA 
PS(X~ 
PSCLV 
PSET 

[R~D! 

s 

SCLV 

SGENB 

[ si~) ] 

SSFR 
[ SQRT ] 

ssv 
STARTP 

T 
[TAN() ] 
TA~ 

f TIM] 
TIMIN~ 

ASCII 
Command 

T~MST 
TIMSTP 
TIN 
TIN0 
T~NT 
TL~8~. 
TLDT 
TL~M 
TMEM 
T~3T 
TPC 
TPCA 
TPCC 

TT~L 

TPE 

TPROG 

TSGSET 
TSS 
TSTAT 
TSTLT 

~JS 

UNTIL( 
[us] 
v 
iv] 

[VAR] 

VC~T( 

~m~T( ) 
~ULE ( 
WRIT~" 
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Appendix D: ASCII Table 

DEC HEX     CHAR    DEC HEX     CHAR    DEC HEX    CHAR    DEC HEX     CHAR 

6 66 NUL 

t 61 SOH 

2 62 STX 

3 63 EXT 

4 64 EOT 

5 65 ENQ 

6 216 ACK 

7 ~7 BEL 

8 ~8 BS 

9 ~9 ~ 

1~ ~A ~ 

11 ~B ~ 

12 ~ ~ 

13 ~ ~ 

14 ~E SO 

15 ~F $1 

16 1~ D~ 

17 11 XON 

18 12 ~ 

19 13 XOFF 

2~ 14 ~ 

21 15 NAK 

22 16 SYN 

23 17 ~ 

24 18 C~ 

25 19 ~ 

26 1A SUB 

27 1 B ESC 

28 1C ~ 

29 1D GS 

3~ 1E ~ 

31 1F ~ 

32 2~    SPACE 

33 21 

34 22 

35 23 # 

36 24 $ 

37 25 % 

38 26 & 

39 27 

46 28 ( 

41 29 ) 

43 2B + 

44 2C 

45 2D 

46 2E 

47 2F / 

48 36 6 

49 31 1 

5~ 32 2 

51 33 3 

52 34 4 

53. 35 5 

54 36 6 

55 37 7 

56 38 8 

57 39 9 

58 3A : 

59 3B ; 

66 3C < 

61 3D = 

62 3E > 

63 3F ? 

64 40 @ 

65 41 A 

66 42 B 

67 43 C 

68 44 D 

69 45 E 

70 46 F 

71 47 G 

72 48 H 

74 4A J 

75 4B K 

76 4C L 

77 40 M 

78 4E N 

79 4F 0 

86 56 P 

81 51 Q 

82 52 R 

83 53 S 

84 54 T 

85 55 U 

86 56 V 

87 57 W 

88 58 X 

89 59 Y 

96 5A Z 

91 SB [ 

92 5C \ 

93 5D ] 

94 5E ^ 

95 51= - 

96 60 ’ 

97 61 a 

~ 6~ b 
99 53 c 

H~6 64 d 

1~1 65 e 

162 66 f 

163 67 g 

164 68 h 

1~5 69 i 

166 6A j 

1 ~7 6B k 

168 6C i 

1~9 6D m 

11~ 6E n 

111 ~ o 

112 7~ p 

113 71 q 

114 72 r 

115 ~ s 

116 74 t 

117 ~ u 

118 76 v 

119 ~ w 

12~ 78 x 

121 79 y 

1~ 7A z 

123 7B { 

124 ~ I 

125 ~ } 

126 7E - 

127 ~ DEL 
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DEC HEX     CHAR     DEC HEX     CHAR    DEC HEX     CHAR    DEC HEX     CHAR 

129 81    Q 

130 82 

131 83 

132 84 

133 85 

134 86 

135 87 

136 88 

137 89 

138 8A 

139 8B 

140 8C 

141 8D 

142 BE 

143 8F 

144 90 

145 91 

146 92 

147 93 

148 94 

149 95    b 

150 96 

151 97 

152 98 

"~53 99 

155 9B ¢ 

156 9C £ 

157 9D ¥ 

158 9E Pt 

159 9F jr 

160 A0 ~ 

161 A1 f 

162 A2 ~ 

163 A3 ,~ 

164 A4 6 

166 A6 ¯ 

167 A7 g 

168 A8 /. 

169 A9 ~ 

170 ~ ~ 

171 AB 1/2 

1~ AC 1/4 

173 ~ i 

174 AE . 

175 ~ ~ 

176 B0 
~ 

1~ B1 

~ 
179 ~ I 

181 B5 ~ 

1~ B6 
~ 

1~ B7 ~ 

1~ B8 ~ 

1~ B9 ~ 

187 BB ~ 

189 BD ~ 

190 BE ~ 

192 CO 

193 (;1 

194 C2 

195 C3 

196 C4 

197 C5 

198 (36 

199 C7 

2O0 C8 

201 (39 

202 CA 

2O3 CB 

204 CC 

205 CD 

206 CE 

2O7 CF 

208 D0 

209 D1 

210 I)2 

211 D3 

212 04 

213 D5 

214 D6 

215 D7 

216 " D8 

217 D9 

218 DA 

219 DB 

22O DC 

221 DO 

222 DE 

223 DF 

L 224 
/ 225 

T 226 

-- 228 

1" 229 

I- 
IP 

I~ 233 

"11" 235 

= 237 

_L 239 

JL 240 

~ 241 

=f= 242 

~. 243 

I-. 244 

I= 245 

r" 246 

~ 247 

# 245 

J 249 

I" 250 

~ 251 

m 252 

| 253 

255 

EO 

E1 

E3 

E4 

E5 o 

E6 

E7 

E8 

E9 

EB 

EG 

EE 

EF 

FO " 

F1 ± 

F4 

F6 + 

F7 

F8 o 

FA 

FD 2 

FE ¯ 
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^54 
"48 
! 46, 47 
#47 
$48 
&52 
’48 

o~. 
÷ ~1 

;49 

:(#173 
6000 serP,=s vs. x series command list 

148 

effect on pos;tl(~ report 100, 217 
zen:~d altar horring 106 

fee~:x’,’m~ gsin 198 

s-cu~ pro~Ing s7 

addition (+) 51 

analog output ~se~ (s~vo1204 
AND (logical operator) 61 
ANI 

d’~ck inpu~ vdtage 61,212 

~ R_ 212,217 
selected wflh SFB 197, 217 

app,cat~ h~p (HELP) 10S 

ASCII character desi~ ~) 49 
ASCII table 253 

Index 

auxJllmy boaRI type 214 
a.,ds rno~ng status 64,148, 213 
axis s~tus 63, 213 
a,~ds, contour~g 167 

B 
backup to home (HOMBAC) 110.111 
BBS (bu,e~n board se~ce) 27 
BCD program select input 117. 121 

beg~n execu~9 aprogram (RUN} 188 
begin program definition (DEF) 7 
binary identifier (b) 65 

wr~ng ~,.~ 
bit select ~per~or (.) 4 48 
b~tw~e AND (&) .53 
bitw~se exclusive OR (^) 54 
bitwlse NOT (-) 54 

~se OR (q S3 
Booth ~nd (&) S2 
B(x)lean Exclusive Or p) 54 
Boolean Indus~e Or (I) 53 
Boolean Not (-) S4 

IFl12 
JUMP 135 
NIF 148 
NWHILE 149 
REPEAT 187 
ulCcldlk~ 14 
UNTIL 232 

buffemd conanands 7 

bulle~n board service (B13~) 27 

CAD-to-Mol~n software 2 
call a Subroul~ne (GOSUB} 104 

command delin~ 4 
¯ ansn’isslon chamclm 90. 91 

car, e san,~<~y 4 

command delimite~ 4 
comment delimiter 4 
lieJd separatom 4 
limit per line 4 

~ ) 
clear error conc~dJon 97 
cl~ar interrupt oondilJon status {TIt~ 

122 
commanded __~t’~ _lerall~ 198 

cai:~um 169, 224 

commarx/ed posi~on re~ter vaJues 169 

~ lbuff~er execuOo, 
after end-of-tlavel linlJt 

(COMEXL) 12. 70 
after in*p~on signal 

(COMEXP) 12, 70 
after kill (COMEXK) 12, 70 
after pause/conl~nue inlxt 

(COMEXR) 12, 71 
after s~op (COMEXS) 12, 71 
conlnuous (COMEXC) 11, 69 

command descdptbn k)m~ 45 
command field symbols 3 
cornmand va,’ue substJ~ulk~n$ 5, 249 
command-to-product compallblllty 

~dt set~9~ 48 
~e,m~m ~ 4, 30 
errors in ~ogran~ng ~4 
immedate 2. 48 

comment delimiter 2. 4. 46 

daisy-ctza~ing 61 
echo enabls 88 
related commands 31 
RS-232C enable 88 

IFl12 
NIF 148 

REPEAT 187 
UNTIL 232 

~kx~ 15, 18; 137.142 

comn,,~d ist 36 
memoP/alocalion 8. 147 

abeCut~ (PAB) 163 
acc~eralton (PA) 161 
amelera~ scaling (SCLA) 178 
acceleration, s-cunm t 61 

~CC~ am, odgin spelctfled 165 

_.c~,~. ,e (PCOMP) 172 
uw arc, ~ specified 
CW arco ra~us Specified 166 
dec~era~n (p,~J~) 163 
dscelera~=n, s-curve 163 
defln,lon (DERENO) 80, S0 
distance sc~.g (PSCLD) 179 
!eed~m ove~e; af~ by 101 
~nc~ementaJ (PAB) 163 
line .segment de, ninon 175 
IocaJ ~ordinat~ (PI.C) 174 
local mode (PL) 174 
memory allocalion 8 147 
outputs ( ~ .1:~:~") 176’ 
pro.por~,~a~ ax~s (PPRO) ~70 

nJwex~cutl) (PRUN) 177 

Index 
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s-curve acce{/decel 161,163 
mnger~ rods resotu~on (PTAN) 

181 
uncompile (PUCOMP) 182 
vekx~ty (PV) 163 
velodty scaling (PSCLV) 180 
work coord~natse (PWC) 184 

239 
conbol signal offset 204 
co~o, er, conllguratlon commands 31 
coon~nates, contoudng 

con~ move 91,92 

commands 31 
encoder enabled as counter (CNTE) 

68,173 
value 

ass~gnment~mpadson (CNT) 
16,67 

stetus 214 
to interrupt PC-AT {CNTINT) 68 

D 

paths 163 
soft lirnit~ 144 

detlne 
pro~ou~ne~h (DEF) 80 
user slat~JS 115 

degrees, unit of measure 184 
delay lime (T command) 211 
delete a program/subrou~dpath (DEL) 

delimiter, comment 4, 46 
delimiters, command 4, 7 
dlgitakto-analog converter (DAC) 

vo,aga 74, 75, 215 
d’saUe ddve 86 
disable drive on kJI1137 
d~p~y 

messages 49 

distance 73 
asdgnment 74 
fia~on~ step tmmat~n 73, 191 

regislra~n 186 
sca, ng factor (SCt.D) 18S 

SV~nts (SD) 193 

inten~a1208 
slatt~ 64, 213 

di~t ~ ~ 

aml~itude 196 

division 52 
drive 

~d~e drive on loll 137 

fault leve~ (DRFLVL) 86 

resolution (DRES] 85 

level (DRFLVL) 86.116 

E 

enaUe (Emm..) Inl:mt rams m, 11~, ~’16, 

encoder st~p rhode (ENCI) 89,112, 
170,181,224 

~~ 100.172 
error 173 
slalus 217, 225 

posi’don maintenance 91 
r=d.,on (ERES) S4 
s~ected ~ SFB 197 
Z.chanl~ horrdng 106,112 

end of ,he termina~g cha~-tm (EOt.) 

end of transm~on characters (EOT) 

(END) 7, ~0 
end-of-~vel ~ts 33, 221 

active ~ 141 

e~-’t on a:~mmand buffer 12, 70 
eifect on homing 106,110 

deceleralion, s-cuwe 144 
status 64,141,213, 221 

enter interac~ve data (’) 48 
erase ell progr~ns (ERASE) 94 
en’or 

deadng 25, 97 
error checking enable (ERROR) 96 
error detection level (ERRLVL) 95 
enor har,~g 24 
program 

assignment 25, 97 
prompt(ERRBAD) 95 

exck~ve or 1^) 54 

F 
factory default settings 188 
last status 

system update rate (sewo~ 206 

feedmte overdde 172, 231,237 
acceleration (FRA) 101 

enab~ (FR) 100 
high channel (FRH) 101 
k~w channa (FRL) 102 

(.)4 
re intemJpt (INTSW) 123 

furnat of comm=~ descflpUon 4~ 
tmc’~=laJ step t~mcat~ 73. 191 

acceleration feedfonNard 198 
gain set, display 217, 228 

vel~ feec~r~sd ~0~ 

go.Prompt (F.~ROK) ~ 13,14,104 

on input ooncrr~ 150 
on user. _,Jn~,._~ conz~on 151 
on VAR1 ~ 152 

goto 13, 14,104 
branch to error pro~a~, g6 

g~at~r .t~n (>) SO. 
g~eater maJ~ o¢ equ= (>=) ~0 

H 
halt 105 

ac~ve level (LHLVL) 141 

em~ct on oornmand buff~ 12 
enaUe (LH) 1~ 

hare’warn oounter 68. 6g. 214 
haldwam intemJpt 122. ~20 

hexadedrr~ I~ (h) 4, 105 

h0~__~_ ~.era~n 106, 107 
bada4) enable 110 

finaJ d~rac~on 110 

. ! 
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~edge110 

ini’date (HOM) 106 
s-curve accei/dece1107,109 
status 64, 213 
to encoder Z-dimne1112 

vel°~ 111 

I 
I/O acl~vation (s~rnu~Jon) 21 
IF 13, 50, 61, 88,112, 148 
irnmeda~e commands 2, 7, 48 
immediale dala read from RP240 17, 83 

lnpos~n 12, 70 92,123 
inclusive or (I) 53 
incremer~J IXedtion~ng rn(xle (MA~) 

irpu~ buffer 185 

enabk~ (E~I~..) 

limits 

p .m~ra~e21, 22 

194 

~.r~m rate (se~o) 
debounce ST, e 114 
~:~on essJgnme~ 0N~C) 

117 

~ enab~ ONFEN) 116 

5 

CCW 118 
CWl18 

k~ 117q~s~ct 118 

I~.-AT k’lternmt 118 
posir~n captum 11e 
progmm secud~ 10 
program select t 18 

P.~.- Isd~BCD 117 
rig acti~alk~n 21 

slalus 113, 219, 220 

slm~ lt~e 121 
lhtlnbwhee1121,232 

user fa~t 117 
pulse cut (P-Ctr0 

deedng 122 

timer va)ue 218 
program 150, 151,152 

J 
jed~ 57, 60,107, 109, 126,126,130, 131, 

140 

8ccelera’~n 124 
s-curve 125 

decelemion 125 
s-cuwe 126 

I~CW 118 
CWl18 
speed select 118 

rr’~de enable (JOG) 123 

joys .~9 P, P240 81 

acceleration (JOYA) 129 
ana~o9 channe~ hi~ (JOYAXH) 132 
analog channd k)w (JOYAXL) 132 
center (JOYCTR) 133 
center d,~ _m:,:~d (JOYCDB) 133 

deceleration (JOYAO) 131 
~nd ~ (JOYEDB) 133 

t~e In feedrate oven~de 100 

V~ 62,213 muit drawing 126 
pin outs 128 
.,~’~__ m 119, 220 

s-curve ~ 130, 131 

vV~. Ngh (JOWH) 134 ~. (JOWL) 134 

oven~de 21, 62, 63 

~us212 
zero (JOVZ) 

JUMP 14,104, 

K 
k~ll 138 

immed~e OK) 67,121, 146 
Inlet 12,70,117 

L 
~ (s) 46 

LDT 

~ ~o,~ n 100 
S~us 100,137. 217. 221 

en~r 93, 216 

selected w~h SFB 197, 217 
LEDs, RP240 81 
left-t~-dOht rna~ 4. 
less than (~) 50 
less tmn or equal (<=) 50 
]im|ts 

limits 

stalus 141, 22’1 

M 
ma~ema~caJ opera~rs 

0 51 

+ 51 
152 
=49 

-52 
maxinu~ ~llowable posen enor 204 
memoW 

afler a reset 188 
~ 9,147 

lransla~on mode 9 
d~ statement (teach roods) 147 

~and~d~ (-M open) e, 147. le2 

non-vola~le g 
~ ~_. usage 215, 222 

error 23 

Moron ArcNtect 2 
selup program tool 10 

l’~:~’orl paramete~ 16, 

moZor step mode (ENC~ 89 112 

moving 64 
r~..: .,.,.~ mov~ === 143, z13 

N 
nested k:~ps 1~7 
neutral 
NIF BS, 11~., 148 
not equ,~ (o) 51 
n=, utwtse operator (~) 54 

n~nu~ncl°~vad~l~e lra~5, ~(l~T) 149 
NWHILE 18,149. 238 
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O 
po~,~.,~n 181 
se~ cont~ signal 204, 215 

on cond~ions (program interrupts) 150. 
151,152 
dfect on symm pedom~nce 5 

on-line help for Windows ~ 
on-ttte-fly V. A & AD changes 69.148 
ope~ ixladty level 51 
operator symbols 

"48 

#47 
$46 
&52 
’48 

÷ 5~ 

/52 

<= 50 
<> 51 
=49 
>50 

>> 55 

158 
-52 

operatom 35 
bitwise 35 

other 35 
relational 35 

or. Bodean exdu~Ne (^) 54 
or. Boolean Indu~ve operator (I) 53 
or. logical operator (OR) 152 
origin specified CCW arc segment 

o~g,~ specked CW arc segment 

older input status(l~:% 119 

programmabk~ 21 

ac~vate, multiple 154 
ac’~e level (OUTLVL) 156 
bltpa~m5 

function assignmen= (OUTFNC) 
155 
~ enable (OUTR~ 155 

5 
~ eno:~,mtered 156 
maximum position error 

156 

progam in progress 156 
simtCa~g ~on 21 

stall indicator 1 56 
s~us 153,154,222 
slz’oblng 159 

system updat~ rate (servo) 206 
over-dampWg 20~ 

parl~patJng axes (INDAX) 114 
pal~g axes, con~ur~g (PAXES) 
padJ~oning nlemo~ 9,147 

pause program execution (PS) 178 

eesc[ on rnot~on & program 
exe~___,~n_ 12. 71 

PC-AT 
intemJpt 68,118,122, 218 

b-ansrnit message strings 23~ 
pedormance 5 

data inputs (INPLC) 120 

s~obe outputs (OUTPLC) 160 

k~:a~on 82. 215 
reset 77 

absdute, estabts~ng 181 

asdgr~nenVcompadson Sl, 100 

s~ ~212, 217 

~ 169, 224 
_er~,~r___. 118,170, 205, 224, 229 
for reg~}n 184 
LDT 171,225 

slatus 217 
enor 200, 226 

exceeded max. ~nit 93, 213, 216 

~ m~ ~J~al~ (SMPER) 

sta~s 173, 213 
LDT 16,137. 221 

caplured 170 
read enor 93, 216 
sta~s 217. 221 

motor 16,17,175, 227 
offset 181 

OUtpUtovlOU~Utm;hO~t 20~~lion 157.158,159 

RP240 cursor (DPCUR) 82 

deadband (EpMDB) 89, 91 82 
enab~ (EPM) e~,91 ’ 
Gain Factor (EPMG) 92 
Maximum Velocity (EPMV) 92 
vs. sen~olng 91 

power-up sta~program (STARTP) 10, 

preset positioning mode (MC~) 146 
pr~r~ ~ev~ 51, 52 
product revfs~ol~ 45 
program 7 

(.3 
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resdu~on 
ddve 85 
erxxxbr 94 
LDT 138 
pa~ tangent axis 181 

re’line ~ 90 
end-of-~ characters 90 
ewor 23 

revi~n level 228 

RP240 17 

(~splay vada~e 87 
Jog rhode 81 
LEDs 81 

related comn~mds 31 
write text 87 

F~.232C 

~ n9 61, 88 

run, path (PRUN) 
run, program (RUN) 188 

S 
S-curves 

accelera~on 57 

~accelel’a~of1161 

hind flmit deceleration I~ 
~g ~ 107 

~ ~ 124 

~ d~ 131 

DAC 

~75 

~5 

capUed 170. ~S 
Emits 141,142, 213,221 
memory 215, 222 
motion 16 
motor position 175, 227 

" portion error 173, 226 

program d~ectzXy 21S 
progzarn execut~n 205, 217, 229 
settling time 230 

sys~m 205, 229, 233 
IJmer 230 
user 115, 231,233 

vel~e~ler 231       ," 

~ input212 
ge input for AN1212 

~.~S~ posilJon an, or 201 

effect ~n program ex~oJ~On 12, 71 
input (INFNCi-D) 71, 117, 189 

stop ~ (nMs’rP) 219 

|rl~ew~ 1810) 208 
velocity s~eaming 1 ~4 

stf~g vad~ble (VAP,~) 48, 23S, 24O 

t~ne 121 

branch oon~lion 151 
derzrl~on 7, a0, 90 
effect of m~t 188 

g~de~n~4 
~ pedormance 5 
s~m sta~ (SS) 20~ 

T 

tmget zone 64, 213 

setling the vekx::ity zz:ne 211 
Ibneout 64, 213 

memonj requirement 147 

termina~ emu~a~on 2, 88 

TEST oommand 217 
test programs, Mogon Amb’tect 2 
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~¢mce 191 

vekx~y 192 

U 

UNTIL 50. 61.149.187. 232 
user fault 117. 156 
user programs, mern~y alloca~n 9 
user status 115. 231.233 

bash for gosub 151 " 
definition (INDUST) 115 

V 
value subsli~don, command fields 5. 

vadable 
nu~tedc 

binary 4. 233 
wr~ng 239 

conversion between numedc and 
binan] 238 

indirect 235 
nurnedc 3, 235 

velocity 233 

maximt~ b~sed onpulse width 182 
._q~_~g (SCLV) 189. 192 

64.194. 209. 213 

V°~DD~ voltage 74. 215 
joys~ck, see~oys~ 
off~ [s=vo) 2o4. 215 

~ l~me~ stings 239 
active lev~ 119 
__~e~___~ce 114 
vo b~pa~em 5 

progranvned funoflons ~ 17 
~ 118.1~. 1~ 

113. ~9 

13 

~es ~ 
L~~24 

W 
post~nFB) 217 of motor (TPM) 227 WAIT 50. 61.149. 23~ 
program rrPRos) ~27 WHILE 13, 1~ SO, el, 149, 23a 
progz’am direto~. (T .DJ,R) 215 wkX:lul), integral gain 200 

se~vo gains (TGAIN) 217 mes~g~ ~9 
sen~o setlgng time (TSTLT~ 230 numedc variable 239 
staljstics FSTAT) 230 RP2$,0 h~ 87 
system sta~ (TSS) 229 sldng vadable 240 
~ (TT]M) 230 
u~r~(~s):m X 

X Sedes vs. SO00 Sedes cornpat~ir~y 

x-center po~ 1~, 166 
x-cooR:l~ 175,184 
x.-endpc~ 165,168,1670173 

Y 
~ r point 165, 166 

175,184 
y-endlx~d 165,166,167’, 175 

Z 
Z-dlaz, me1112 
zero absolute posi~ after homing 106 
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There is no case sensltivtty with the command language. For instance, the command TSTA~ iS the 
same as the command ~, 

Some comm~nds contain one or more data fields in which you can enter numeric or binary values or 
text. The A command (syntax: A<r>, <z>, <~>, <r>) iS an example of a command that v~quix~s you to 
enter numeric values (e.g., AS, 6, 7,8 command ass/gns acceleration values of 5. 6. 7. and 8 unlts/se~ 
to axes #I, #2. #3. and #4 respect/rely) The DRIVE command (syntax: DRiWE<b><b><b><b>) iS an 
example of a command that requires binary values (e.g., DRl"CZ11¢¢ command enables drives # 1 and 
#2 and disables drives #3 and #4). The S~TP command (syntax= ST~TP<~>) iS an example of a 
command that requires text (e.g., STARTP pOVr~tp corxlmaxld ass~lIS the program called "powrup" as 
the start-up program). 

Description of Syntax Letters and Symbols 
The command descriptions provided with/n this manual use alphabetic letters and ASCII symbols 
within the Syntax description (see example below) to represent different parameter requ/rements. 

[NEN Input Enable Produat Re~ 
Type :~npu~s o~ p~ogram vebug Tools AT6400 1.0 
Syntax < : >IN~,z;<d><d><d>... <d> AT6nS0 1.0 
Units d = ~, 1, E, or X 61~ 1.0 
Range ¯ = off~, 1 = on, I~ = enable, X = don’t; ca.~e ~ 1.0 
Default E 625n 1.0 
R el p o n a ¯ INEN: ¯ INEN E EEE_EEEE_EE EE_EEEE_EEEE_EEE E_EEEE 6270 1.0 
See Also [~N], INFEN, INFNCo INLVL, INPLC, INSTW, TIN 

LettedSymbol 

b 

d 

! ] 

Description 
Represents an a)ds spectlier, numedc va~ue horn I to 4 (used enly to eidt a response f~m the ~ndexer) 

Represents ~e values 1,¢, x or x; does not require ~eld separmr between values. 

Represer~ a charaot~ (A to Z~ Orat0 z) 

Repr".,sants 1~ vaJues 1,�, xor X, EOre ; doe~ not reql~re lield separator betwee~ ~jes. 
a specific ¢omm~md field, x or x leaves ~le speGi~ ~-~end field unchanged or Ignored. 

Reprepents. a n~J~sdc value that cannot co/ain a decimal point @ntsge( values enly). The numed¢ range 
redes by oomma~ R~d se~m~ reqUred. 

RelXeser~.. a nu, ned¢ .vaJue thai may contain a dedmal p<~,-~ but is not required to have a dedma] po~nL 
, ne nume, c range ~anes by commaxL Reid separ~0r requlrKI. 

a alpha character. 

Represeff¢ an Imme~ia~e command. Changes a ~ command to an irnmediats command. 
Immed~af~ corttmalldS are processed immediacy, even before previously entered buffered commands. 

Repre~. ~ a field .Selr~.... .Comm,~Ls. ~ wi~ ~ .s .ym~l_ = ot i in the~t Syntax desc~plion require ~ 
separators. Commands wi~ the syn’*,o~ b or d in ~r ~yn t ax descrlp~on do not require field separators 

Represer~ a globaJ specifier, where only one f~eld need be entmed. Applicable to aJl ¢onammds w’dh 
mulllp~e command fields. (e.g., ~,-1 sets velocity on all ax~s to 1 

Inditers .1~ the item contained within the < >.~soplioneJ, not required by ~lat command. NOTE: Donor 
confuse ~ <cr>, <~-p>, aml <lf>, whic~ remr to the ASCII charactem ¢o,’espon~ng to a can~ge 
re~um, sc~ce, and line feed. resPec~vely. 
In6K~t~ thatlhe command between the [ ] must be used in ~ with anolher o=mmand, and 

The ASCII character b can a~s0 be used within a command to precede a binary number. When the b Is used in this (:ontext, it is 
notto berelda~dwi~a~, 1,x.or~ Exampk~amas~gnmerdssuch as vARBl=blC~L and compa~sons such as 
IP (IN=hie�IX1). 

Comparison and Assignment Syntax 
When making assignments with or compar/sons against binary or hexadecimal values, you must 
precede the binaxy value with the letter b or B. and the hex value with h or I-L Examples: T.F (~=b1101) 
alld IF { IN=hTF). Refer also to the BO~.j and Hexn~On~ v_.!::es secUon diScussed ~ter. 
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Operator Symbols 
The 6000 Series Language allows you to include sprclal operator symbols, (e.g., +,/, ~, ’, >=, ¢tr.) ~ 
the command’s syntax to perform bltwlse, mathematical, relational, and other special functions. 
These operators are described tn detail, along with programming examples, at the beginning of the 
Command Descrip~lons section of this reference guide. 

General Guidelines for Syntax 
Guideline Topic 

N~ Characters 
(<~p> and <=a~>) 

Case Sansi~vity 

Command Del~’rCters 
(<cz’>, <lf>, and : ) 

Comment Delimiter (;) 

Reid Separator (.) 

Global Command 
IdenUfier 

Bit Se~-t Opera~or (.) 

Guideline 
Using neubal characters anywhere within a 
command w~l not affect I~e command. 

There is no case sen,.~. Use upper or 
lower case letters wit~n commands. 

A! con~’nands must be separated by a 
command delimiter,. 

NI text between a comment delimiter and a 
command delimiter is considered p~arn 

Commands with the symbol r or £ in t~elr 
Syntax descdpt~ require fie~d separmrs. 

Commands wi~ ~ symbol b or d in ~eir 
Syn tax description do not require field 

be spedfied; however, ~eld separates I~t are 
norrr~y required must be sped~ed. 

for o~e commaml field). 

The bit select opera~0r a~ows you to af~t 
binary ~t without having to enter ~ ~e 
preceding b~ in ~he ~ommand. Syr~x is 

All ma~emaUcal opera~xms assume left-t~- 
dght precedence. 

Set ve;ocity on axis I ~ 10 rpsand a~s 2625 q~: 
V<sp>l~,<sp>25,o<Cr> 

V i~, 25,,<~ab> ~se~ accel.<cr> 

Ir~datemo~ononaxesl,3and4: 
GOZ~ll<cr> 
gol¢ll<cr> 

Set accelera~on on axis 2 to 10 
A,l~,,<cr> 
A,l~,o<if> 
A,I~,,: 

Add a con,~e~ to the (x~mmand: 
Vl~<~ab>    ;se~ velocity<or> 

Set velocity on axes 1-4to 10 rps, 25 ~ps, 5 q)s and 
10 q~, 
Vl¢025,5,1¢<cr> 

ini~te moron On axes 1, 3 and 4: 
GOl¢ll<cr> 
GOl,¢,l,l<cr> 

Set ~aloctty on axis 2 ~ 5 q~ 

Set velocity on sil axes ~ 10 q:~: 
~Vl~<cr> 

F_natde error-~hec~n9 ~t 
ERROR.9-1<cr> 

]Fela~ementbasedonvalue~axisstelusbit#12 
IF(/AS.12-bl)<cr> 

NOTE: The command line is limited to 80 characters (exc~Jding spaces). 

Binary and Hexadecimal Values 
The 6000 Series Language allows you to store binary numbers in the binary variables (VM~3) 
command. The binary variables start at the left with the least significant bit, and increase to the 
right. For example, toset bit 1, 5, and 7you would issue the command WARBI=b].x~xIX1. Notice that 
the letter b is required. 

Hexadecimal values can also be stored in btnmy variables (v~a~lB}. The hexadecimal value must be 
specified the same as the binary value--left is least significant byte, fight is most significant. For 

example, to set bit 1, 5, and 7 you would issue the con~m~d V~31=h15. Notice tha~ the leRer h Is 
required. 

When assigning a bL, mry value to a binary variable, only the bits specified are affected. All 
unspecified bits are Left in thel¢ current state. 
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Command 
Buffer Can~’ol 

<1~> 

C~mmunlca~on 
Intmface 

I~O 

BranchMg - 
Conditional 

-- Functional Grouping 
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